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ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW
Sixth Series—Vol. II.

—

(LII).—January, 1915.—No. i.

WHAT IS THE OUTLOOK POR THE GROWTH OF OATHOLIOITY
IN OUR CITIES?

The following paper is the result of systematic observation during
a period of ten years by the priests in a large city parish in the North.
The study of the pertinent conditions would seem to indicate the

gradual decay of religious sentiment in city parishes as contrasted

with those of the country. It would be interesting to have the views

of city pastors in other parts of the United States, and an indication

of remedies where like conditions prevail. Editor's Note.

THE press and legislative bodies of our country carry on the

propaganda " Back to the Land ". Beneath all this cam-
paign is the assumptioh or rather the assurance that the man-
hood of a nation degenerates in city life. Little or nothing

has been said as yet about the probable effect upon the faith

and religion of the people who have spent years or generations

as residents of a large and prosperous city. Indeed some of

our zealous pastors maintain that the record of leakage in

rural districts of this country, and the advantages the city offers

in the jDossession of churches, schools, administration of the

Sacraments, and all that goes to develop religious fervor and

sentiment, justify the expenditure of effort in bringing our

Catholic men from country districts to take up their residence

in the city. Others on the contrary—most likely the majority

—of our missionaries deplore the depletion of our country

parishes. This article aims at supporting a theory that life

in a large city invariably and inevitably tends to undermine

ike faith.
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We go SO far as to say that there are no city Catholics ; that

a population of city Catholics left for three or four generations,

without any recruits whatever from country districts, would
certainly be in the last stages of irreligion and indifference; that

for the most part the splendid examples of piety and practice

which we witness in our city parishes, if examined one by one,

will be found to be of people who either come from the coun-

try themselves or of the children of those who have come
from country districts ; and generally that the faith and piety

of a Catholic residing or brought up in a large city are in

proportion to the degree in which the country spirit has been

operative in the home in which he was reared.

Before going further we wish to remind our readers, first,

that all calculations on moral conditions have exceptions—
" exceptions prove the rule "

; and we therefore are prepared to

hear of cases which would be exceptions to the above statement;

secondly, we are speaking here of the large cities—that is to

say, a city whose population is so great that the spirit which

characterizes social life in the country and smaller towns is no
longer found within it. Many of our smaller cities, of say

ten, twenty, or thirty thousand inhabitants, perhaps more, re-

semble the country much more than the larger city in the un-

worldliness and quiet of their lives, in their freedom from
dangerous influences and association, in the absence of dis-

traction, sensation, and temptation, in the conditions which per-

mit aspirations for another world to have place. The smaller

towns and smaller cities hold the middle place between the

country arid large city in the possession of religious spirit, and
—not absolutely, of course—but very much in proportion to

the size of the given town or city. Thirdly, it should be said

that, in order .to arrive at a safe conclusion in matters of this

kind it is necessary to study individual cases.

We are quite prepared to hear that critics, highly reputable,

characterize the theory here advanced as false, absurd. Why
should they not? Can they not point to our Catholic Ameri-

can cities, to the splendid manifestations of faith therein,

crowded churches at every service, the frequentation of the

Sacraments, to the noble sacrifices our laity are making to

support their churches and schools, and in contributing gener-

ously to every project undertaken, or even suggested, in the
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cause of religion ? We realize that all this is true. Too much
cannot be said in praise of the loyalty, generosity, obedience,

and the reverence for their spiritual leaders to be found every-

where in our city parishes. But—and all \v« have to say turns

on this question

—

who are these splendid Catholics in our city

parishes?

The " we " in this article stands for the pastor and curates

of a parish in a large American city, who for ten years carried

on a systematic study of the effects on religion of life in the

city and in the country respectively. The parish was small,

always less than two thousand souls, a circumstance which gave
us leisure to go fully into details. The results of our inquiry

astounded us ; every additional move, every new census served

only to confirm the conclusions we were being driven to; so

much so that at last we decided to give them to the Catholic

public. Owing to the rapid growth of the city the population

of the parish was constantly changing so that we had an en-

tirely new population within the space of three years. More-

over, many of the newcomers were immigrants from different

European countries, which gave the greater variety for the ma-
terial we had to examine. We aimed at making the imme-
diate acquaintance of every newly arrived family or individ-

ual. In every case we asked the questions, " Where were yoa
bom and reared?" "Where were your father and mother

reared ?" We have kept an exact record of the census.

As in every other parish, there was a number of devout

Catholics, and we found that these had themselves come from

some country place or were the children of parents who had

been brought up in a country place. It might surprise our

readers to hear that during ten years of investigation we have

only five^or six cases on record of a faithful, devout adult

Catholic both of whose parents were bom and reared in a

large city.

It was a regular practice for one of us to take note of who
were the people present at weekday Mass, evening services, or

any occasion of extraordinary devotion ; almost always we
found that every head of a family present was of country birth.

Within the walls of one class-room in any parish school, what

a different promise of a future every pastor beholds in the

character and conduct of the fifty or sixty children therein
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subjected to the same training! We found this the most inter-

esting sphere of inquiry. The boy to whom the teacher would
call our attention, dwelling upon his punctuality, his faultless

behavior, his piety, we found invariably to be a child of parents

not many years removed from their country home either in

America or Europe. On the other hand the children of parents

who had their own early training in the city—and that in many
cases the very best any city could offer—just as surely fell far

below the mark in all that was expected of a child brought up
in a Catholic home, and trained in a Catholic school. We in-

vite each and every pastor to take a census of his school popu-

lation under these aspects.

In American cities it is a matter of frequent occurrence for

a young man of city rearing to marry a girl brought up in the

country and vice versa. We have found, after making the

acquaintance of hundreds of such cases, that the religious spirit

of the children is due to the parent of country rearing. One
of the surprises we received in the early days of our inquiry

was that of a husband exemplary in the practice of his religion

whose wife could not even be got to attend Mass on Sunday.

As time went on, the meeting of many such cases called for

special examination of the causes. In the long list we have

prepared there is not one exception to the rule; namely, the

husband from the country, the wife a city product.

One census gives the following result:

Total number of married women in ths parish 356

Women of country rearing 255

Women of city rearing 101

Of the 255 reared in the country 4 missed Mass habitually.

- Of the 101 reared in the city 47 missed Mass habitually,

A census taken six years later gives the following

:

Total number of married women in the parish ...... 39

1

"Women of country rearing 268

Women of city rearing 123

Of those 268 from the country 9 missed Mass habitually.

Of those 123 from the city 52 missed Mass habitually.

During a mission one year we recorded the minutest details

of attendance during the men's week. Following are some of

the statistics

:
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Total number of married men in the parish 286
Married men who failed to make the mission 89
Married men of country birth who failed to make the

mission 4

Much evidence was gathered on this subject from our ex-

perience with the ordinary church societies. In these also we
took statistics regularly and the result of all those inquiries

could be best summed up in a challenge that would take this

form : ". We defy any pastor to keep a young ladies' Sodality or

a Holy Name Society in existence for two years in a parish

entirely composed of city people."

A very common objection we have heard made when an-

nouncing our conclusions is that America, being a young coun-

try, its cities must necessarily be made up of country people,

or their immediate descendants. To this w« have certainly

found an answer in dealing with a large number of immigrants

who have taken up their residence in our city and in our own
parish. A young priest beginning his observations will be

disappointed over and over again at the large number of

people with Irish names whose faith and religious fervor fall

so far short of the glorious traditions of their race. Soon

afterward he will notice that the Murphy's and Healy's and

O'Brien's and Casey's who do not go to Mass are not from

Ireland but from England, and they will declare that their

grandfathers and perhaps their fathers in Ireland would have

sacrificed all the world had to offer rather than be disloyal to

the call of religion. How is this terrible falling-off to be

explained? We have only to remember that no Irishman ever

went to England to engage in farm labor. They sought a

livelihood in the industries of Liverpool or Manchester or

Birmingham ; they gave the first impetus to Catholicity in those

cities; they died in the fervor of their faith and their grand-

children have sunk into indifference. Every pastor deplores

the religious indifference of Catholics of Irish names who come

from England. It is not the difference between Ireland and

England, but the difference of country and city.

Of late years we have seen much of the professional tramp,

who comes to our door for a meal or an order for a night's

lodging. He gives his name, which is Irish, as are also his
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appearance and accent; he professes to be a Catholic; he is

nothing else; generally he is ready to admit his dissipation;

that it is years since he approached the Sacraments; that he

never, or scarcely ever, goes to Mass. We always inquire

about his early history, and our long list records only two of

these unfortunates who claimed a country district as their place

of birth. Meanwhile the column under this heading in the

register has to its credit Dublin, Glasgow, London, Liverpool,

New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Montreal, etc., etc.

Any one who goes into this question with any degree of

thoroughness will probably revise his views as to the causes

of mixed marriages. We are all considerably alarmed at the

growth of this evil, especially in our large cities. We are all

offering explanations of it ; sometimes we blame the schools, or

perhaps we think we have discovered a remedy by greater

efforts on the social side of parish work. It is well worth

while inquiring, case after case, who is this Catholic proposing

to enter into a mixed marriage. All who inquire will be

convinced of the prominent part which city life is taking in

propagating this evil. If there be any young people in a city

population who should have a reasonable excuse for seeking

such dispensations it would surely be those who are practically

strangers in the city, who have come recently from rural dis-

tricts and have had little or no opportunity of making the ac-

quaintance of Catholics. Still we find that among such Catho-

lics mixed marriages are rare. It is the young men and wo-

men in the old Catholic families of the cities who are contract-

ing mixed marriagfes. They and their parents were born and

reared in the city ; from their earliest years they had every

opportunity of forming Catholic associations—perhaps they

have done so—^but two generations of city life has so damped
the ardor of their faith that they feel no aversion to such

unions.

Where do our priests and religious come from? Much of

the best blood of the nation finds its way to the city ; the chil-

dren of such parents should give every promise of what is best;

no city is without Catholic schools ; city children of both sexes

are constantly under the care of Religious; they have every

advantage of religious instruction, of frequentation of the

Sacraments, of every form of religious exercise; colleges and
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academies are at their door. From such children we should
hope to recruit our clergy and our religious communities; and
we are always lamentably disappointed. From such surround-
ings a few vocations are developed, but the great majority

must always come from country places. We speak of New
York, for instance, as a great Catholic city; but in that Arch-
diocese what a small proportion of a sufficiently numerous
clergy ever has been made up of New York boys of the second

generation ! We would recommend each of our readers to ask

himself this question :
" Do I know one priest whose father

and mother both were born and reared in a large city?" We
think there must be such, but after ten years' inquiry in every

quarter we have never heard of one. A similar inquiry con-

ducted during the same length of time in regard to religious

produced just one exception to the rule : a father and mother

born in Glasgow whose three daughters are now in the cloister.

Thus it was that the statistics gathered from every aspect of

this question pointed to the same conclusion. Month after

month, and year after year, new incidents presented themselves

to confirm suspicions which had been gradually rising. The
conclusions we have come to sound like the views of an ex-

tremist. Nevertheless we are convinced that any one who will

examine the facts before him in his own parish or among his

immediate acquaintances will discov^er something precisely

similar to what we have described. The alarming feature of

it all is this : that no family leaves the country without certain

danger to the faith of posterity. It is not a matter of chance

where some improve and some deteriorate. There is no class

of people, no system of training, no conditions of life, which

seem proof against this inevitable result. No matter how fer-

vent be yie father and mother who take up their abode in a

large city, their grandchildren or at the veiy furthest their

great-grandchildren will certainly be lost to the faith. The

only possible check on this speedy destruction will be in cases

where their children or grandchildren choose people of coun-

try training for their life partners.

Now, if all this be true, have we priests any greater work of

zeal than that of keeping our Catholic people in country dis-

tricts? Have we any greater evil to contend with than the

tendency at this moment of so many people of all classes to
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rush to the city? We are armed against what we call the

great evils of modern times, alcoholism, Socialism, divorce, the

public school, mixed marriage, race suicide, degeneracy of the

poorer classes. Our pulpits ring with denunciations of these

evils; our Catholic press expends its best energies in warning
our people of these dangers; we organize to combat them. It

hardly occurs to us that it is only our city Catholics who have
anything to fear from them. Not even one of these dangers

threatens the population of a country parish, nor do we seem
to realize that urging a Catholic to exchange the country for

the city is landing the poor fellow face to face with all these

dangers. On the other hand most of us have'exerted consid-

erable zeal in what has had for effect nothing less than bring-

ing our good Catholic people to the city. We have urged par-

ents in the country " to do something for their boys ", which
simply meant giving them an advanced education that they

might be one day prominent in a profession, or in business, or

in politics and thus getting them off the farm. We have busied

ourselves in securing positions in the city for them; perhaps

we have even rejoiced to see our town or city parishes build-

ing up at the expense of a country mission and given some
encouragement thereto.

Our readers who have followed us so far may justly remark

:

" Well^ in any case there is nothing new in this matter; the

whole question must be as old as cities ". To the considera-

tion of this we have given some attention, and one of our staff

has visited Europe with the view of learning something of

conditions in the older cities. We take the liberty of adding

some of the facts collected.

In France, in the cities of Lyons and Bordeaux less than one

third of the Catholics go to Mass on Sunday; in Marseilles

less than one-fifth. He relates that he and half a dozen visit-

ing priests during a stay in Geneva were unanimous in their

admiration of the Catholicity they witnessed in the parish of

Notre Dame in that city : large crowds at Mass and at the

Sacraments, etc., etc. From the pastor they eventually learned

that the parish contained fifteen thousand souls, less than three

thousand of whom were practical Catholics.

In Naples the attendance is somewhat better, most likely due

*to the fact that Naples, being an industrial city, offers a con-
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stant inducement for country people to seek employment there.

The churches of Florence and Venice, which cities have no
positions to offer the farm laborer and are living on their past,

present spectacles on weekday and Sunday distressing to the

eye of a Catholic.

Our traveller spent four months among the country parishes

of Bavaria and asserts that nowhere outside of Ireland has he
witnessed such splendid manifestations of faith. What was
his horror on visiting its capital—the so-called Catholic city

of Munich—to observe that only a moiety of its men attended

Mass on Sunday, and to learn that all its representatives in the

Reichstag were Socialists. It may be interesting to add also

that the country districts of Bavaria elect not even one Socialist.

Even in Catholic Belgium no traveller fails to remark the sad

contrast between the worldly, irreligious spirit of Brussels and
the fervent simplicity of Flemish peasants. The hi.storic

town of Bruges, surrounded by the most fervent of Belgian

peasantry, has three classes of inhabitants : the nobility, the

prosperous commercial and working people, and the pauper

element. All are supposed to be Catholic ; those of the second

class are practical Catholics; the nobility have lost their faith;

to an inquiry whether or not the paupers of the slum districts

went to Mass on Sunday the answer was :
" Yes, because in

this city the churches l>ave charge of distributing the bread and

clothing of charit)\" All these poor as well as the nobility are

the descendants of the families of Bruges in the days of her

glory ; the second class represent newcomers from the surround-

ing country.

None of the examples we have just cited from abroad how-

ever fully establishes the theory we commenced to prove: that

life in a city tends to undermine the faith of all its inhabitants.

The particular specimen which we were anxious to examine

was a city whose population had continued for generations

without any intermingling of the blood of the peasantry. Per-

haps the nearest approach to such is the Roman Trastevere.

Here is a people who boast of their exclusiveness, who claim

to be descendants of the old Romans of classic days and refuse

to intermarry even with Romans at the other side of the Tiber.

From the days of Constantine the Trastevere was supposed

to be Catholic; its residents have ever had all the advantages
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of numerous churches and schools and the attendance of priests,

religious, and saints. Still at this moment the new public

school near St. Cecilia's has an attendance of fifteen hundred

children who never go to Mass .on Sunday and a free Catholic

school in the same block, conducted by the Sisters of St.

Vincent de Paul, with great difficulty secures a meagre at-

tendance of one hundred and thirty. The traveller has only

to see the congregation—or rather the almost complete ab-

sence of a congregation—in St. Cecilia's any Sunday to under-

stand the awful religious indifference of the people.

The modern Venice is also an example of a city whose popu-

lation for generations has received very few recruits from

country districts. It also is an example of a city which for

centuries has been favored with almost every advantage the

Church can provide for her children. The magnificence of her

numerous churches all the world speaks of; Catholic institu-

tions of every kind abound; she has never known the privation

of a learned clergy ; religious communities devoted to the edu-

cation of her youth and to every work of charity confront us

at every turn. In her treasures of art which even her humblest

citizen daily gazes upon—because they are everywhere—she

possesses a means of Christian training such as no other people

on earth ever have enjoyed. While provided with all these

extraordinary means of grace she is even up to this hour free

from almost all the evils which we are accustomed to look

upon as the unconquerable enemies of religion. Venice was a

Catholic state and fostered the development of religion; its

laws as v^ell as its schools, even to-day, interfere in no way
with Catholic practice; the people have Catholic associations

only ;.mixed marriage is unknown ; divorce has never taken root

in Venice; even Socialism has so far gained so little ground

as to be unable to elect there a single representative to Parlia-

ment. Notwithstanding all these conditions so favorable to

the preservation of Catholicity, only a small fraction of its

population go to Mass on Sunday. What is the explanation?

We know of no other unless that it is a city.

In the heart of London, in the city of Westminster, there

is a community of Irish Catholics; there they have lived for

several generations in an isolation that is possible only in a

great city. Their district is within the limits of the Cathedral
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parish, though the attendant at Mass in the beautiful West-
minster edifice sees nothing of them. A prominent member of

the St. Vincent de Paul Society remarked: "We give them
constant assistance, and sisters and priests visit them regu-

larly hoping that through the continuous generous attention

they will call for a priest at the hour of death." Still the

reader has not to be informed that their ancestry a century ago
in their humble homes in Ireland dreamed not that any one

calling himself a Catholic could neglect his religious duties.

Lastly, what of Dublin? Dublin, the fervor of whose re-

ligious spirit no one surely doubts; and no wonder, for the

traveller in Dublin w4th all he has preconceived of Irish faith

and practice never expects to witness such congregations as

every day and every hour swarm the churches of Ireland's

capital, " Who can say," he exclaims, " that faith will not

thrive in a city?" And we must confess that during our first

days in Dublin we almost hoped that an exception could be

found to our theory. As usual we set to work to inquire:

*' Who are these good people?" and again we learned that

the backbone of every congregation of Dublin was made up

of a class who, if they themselves had not come from the

country, their parents had. One pastor remarked :
" Cut off

the immigration from country districts to this city for twenty-

five years and our churches would be empty." Dublin, as

every one knows, has numerous priests, diocesan and regular;

it has large communities of religious, men and women; we
found on inquiry that all these had to be recruited with sub-

"•jects from country districts, the city not supplying one-third

of the numbtr required for its needs. This in a land that has

sent apostles to every quarter of the globe ! Something sadder

still ; Dublin has its Catholics who do not practise their re-

ligion. Its police records show that every year over a thous-

and fathers and mothers in poverty and degradation sell their

children to proselytes. We visited the slum districts, mostly in

the neighborhood of the Four Courts and Church Street; every

traveller bears evidence to the misery and degeneracy that

has taken possession of that unfortunate population. Some

few of them go to Mass on Sunday with more or less regu-

larity. We went so far as to accost individual men and wo-

men, one after another, and inquire about their parentage. In
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thirty-nine cases out of forty-two they and their fathers and
mothers were born in Dublin.

The Irish clergy throughout the country are doing every-

thing in their power to prevent emigration, the reason being

that so many who left home in the fervent practice of religion

lost their faith in America. We took the liberty of saying to

them :
" Is it because they went to America or because in

America they located themselves in cities?" Archbishop

Hughes stated in 1852 that the Catholic population of New
York City at that date was two hundred thousand. It would
be interesting to know how many of their descendants are prac-

tical Catholics to-day. Darcy McGee almost half a century

ago made the statement that taking account of the number of

Irish Catholics who up to that* time had come to the United

States and allowing for the natural increase, only one-third

would be found practising their religion. There are evidently

conditions near home that we should do well to examine.

The above presents, in a general way, some of the informa-

tion we have gathered on this very extensive subject. To
describe in detail the hundreds of individual cases which have

come under our observation would be to furnish matters for

a statistical report instead of an article in a monthly review.

Nevertheless, it is this close observation of a multitude of in-

dividual facts that brings unwavering conviction. We cannot

expect our readers to be as convinced as we are of the re-

liability of the theory we havQ advanced. We should gladly

hear of substantial proofs to the contrary, for we shudder to

think of the conclusions into which we have been forced. If

what we maintain is true, what is to be the future of our own
country, whose Catholic population is mostly to be found in

the large cities? What of the tide of emigration, millions of

Catholic people leaving their simple rural surroundings in

Ireland ar Poland or Italy or Malta, and condemning all their

posterity, within a few generations, to inevitable loss of faith

in an American city? What of the good Catholic families

lately arrived from country districts, and at present the very

life of our city parishes and the consolation of their pastors?

Are their grandchildren, or at most great-grandchildren, to

•have all wandered from the fold? Gladly, therefore, would

we find that we are wrong. But we claim that no dectsive an-
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swer can be reached on this question by observing Catholic

congregations or Catholic populations in the mass. We must
know the religious history of one member after another in or-

der to understand of what that mass is composed. The growth
or decay of faith, as all admit, is not a matter of one's own
lifetime; and most of us are indebted to our grandparents and
great-great-grandparents for whatever solidity of religious

sentiment we possess. The investigation must be carried on

by the study of the individual case. And only the priest who
has leisure to be intimately acquainted with his people is in a

position to carry on such an investigation. If there be any
who regularly take a census of their parish, inquiring not

only into the religious practice of the individual or the family,

but also their place of birth, ^and the place of birth of their

parents, we should be most interested in hearing the result.

Sacerdos.

SIEGES OF JEEUSALEM. THE FIBST TWO.

THE situation of Palestine in antiquity was akin to that of

Belgium to-day. Palestine was the diminutive frontier

land between the mighty nations of Assyria and Egfypt.

Hemmed in, as it was, by the Great Sea (Mediterranean) on

the west and the impenetrable Arabian desert on the east, this

small strip of territory, barely 150 miles long by 100 miles

wide at its broadest part, was doomed to hostile invasion just

so often as " the pride " of the Euphrates arrayed itself

against " the reed " of Egypt, or " the di-agon " of the Nile

whetted its fangs and jaws to grapple and devour the " fowls

and beasts " that sw"ooped upon it from the east.

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut combine to

furnish an apt illustration of the area of Palestine. The land

was traversed by three main routes, one running along the sea-

board, another east of the Jordan and parallel with it, the third

uniting these two by sweeping in from the strand across the

region latterly known as Lower Galilee, then rounding the

Lake of Gennesareth on the south and springing northeastward

toward Damascus.

The plain of Esdrelon, Gilgal, near Jericho, and the city of

Samaria were the three leading places of strategic importance.
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Jerusalem had little to recommend it in this respect. In Old
Testament times the Holy City was too remote from the inter-

national highways to lure by its site either illustrious captains
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or great armies. Juda, as a whole, shared in the enviable

seclusion of its capital.

In the Biblical invasions Jerusalem, when not entirely

ignored, passed as a side-issue in some vaster campaign. If at
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its second seige, (948 B. C), Shishak (Sesac) came personally

to the city from Egypt, it was only on his way into Israel, and
he deviated thither to plunder the riches amassed by Solomon/
When Hazael, king of Syria, threatened Jerusalem (842
B. C), he was easily appeased by Joash (Joas) who sent him
" all the sanctified things dedicated to holy uses with all the

silver that could be found in the temple and in the king's

palace." * Sennacherib (702 B. C.) would not send more than

a detachment to Jerusalem, his main army being directed to-

ward Philistia; while under Jehoiakin (Joachin), the "ser-

vants of Nabuchodonosor " to whom Juda surrendered, are

understood to have been marauders.

Jerusalem has nevertheless been harassed by twenty sieges,

which, in chronological order, are the following:

1

)

Israelites, fifteenth century B. C.

;

2) David, 1044 B. C.

;

3) Shishak, 948 B. C.

;

4) Jehoash, 837 B. C.

;

5) Pekah and Rezin, 730 B. C.

;

6) Sennacherib, 702 B. C.

;

7) Asshurbanipal, 650 B. C.

;

8)' Nebuchadnezzar, 577 B. C.

;

9) Antiochus the Great, 219 B. C.

;

10) Antiochus Eupator, 163 B. C.

;

11) Antiochus Sidetes, 134 B. C.

;

12) Aretas, the Arab, 65 B. C.

;

13) Pompey, S3 B. C.

;

14) Herod and Sosius, 37 B. C.

;

15) Titus, 70 A. D.;

16) Rufus, 135 A. D.;

17) Chosroes II, 614 A. D.

;

18) Omar, 637 A. D.

;

19) Crusaders, 1099 A. D.

;

20) Saladin, 1187 A. D.

It does not fall within the scope of this paper to review all

these sieges. The majority of them will be entirely eliminated

and of the remainder a few will be singled out as types of

1 III Kgs. 14:25, 26.

2 IV Kgs. 12:17, 18.
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peculiar interest owing to points of resemblance and contrast

with contemporary happenings in Europe.

I. The First Siege. Israelites, i 5th Century, b. c.

During the progressive conquest of the Land of Promise and
up until the reduction of its future capital by King David,

Jebus was one denomination of Jerusalem, because it was in-

habited by the Jebusites. Jerusalem, however, the more an-

cient name, may be traced back earlier than 1480 B. C, at

which date it is found no fewer than half a dozen times on the

Tel el-Amarna tablets under the form U-ru-sa-lim.^

Since some of these tablets are occupied with the predatory

incursions of the 'Aberi, or Hebrews, at the time of Josue, they

thereby initiate us into the view of the movement taken by the

natives of Canaan, and may serve an introductory purpose

by showing the consternation with which the defendants were

stricken preparatory to the first siege.

Adonizedek, the ruler of Jebus, is all alarm. He is Egypt's

loyal vassal and is pitifully pleading with his foreign sover-

eign for aid by land and sea. His words bristle with distress.

He is haunted by the inroads practised by the "Hebrew chiefs",

those " sorcerers, who refuse to pay tribute, who have seized

and ruined the whole of the king's country ". " Behold, O
mighty King ", is his urgent entreaty, " array a fleet in the

midst of the sea . . . There is not a single ruler left for the

King, my Lord." The Hebrews " have destroyed all . . . all

the rulers have been, slain within this same year". "Corn and

oil and all things, this race has altogether gathered .*
. . Will

not the King order Egyptian soldiers against the chiefs who
have done wrong to the King, my Lord? . . . Behold the land

of the city of Jerusalem. No man is my subject. No people

is subject to me. Lo! the King, my Lord has established his

law in the land of the city of Jerusalem forever, and is not the

desertion of the lands of the city . . . manifest?"

The plaintiff sig^s himself "Adonizedek, thy servant—the

afflicted ". He is commonly identified with the Biblical Adon-

isedec who " when he heard that Josue had taken Hai, and

destroyed it ", and that the " royal city " of the Gabaonites

^Conder: Tell Amarna Tablets, London, 1894, pp. 143-151.
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*' had gone over to Israel " as a confederate, is described as

having been " exceedingly afraid ",*

Adonisedec was eventually hanged on a gibbet by Josue after

the battle of Gabaon during which the " Book of the Just " is

quoted as relating that, at the command of the Hebrew chief-

tain, " the sun and the moon stood still ",' The quotation is

not from a canonical and inspired book, and lays no claim to

its unlikely literal meaning; but it very dramatically empha-
sizes in heroic phrase the magnitude of the slaughters which

could terrify Adonisedec no longer.

After the death of Josue the ravages were extended as anti-

cipated. The " children of Juda besieging Jerusalem, took it

and put it to the sword, and set the whole city on fire "," but it

was not till four centuries later that the Hebrews determined

upon a permanent conquest and reduced the city by a second

siege.

II. The Second Siege. 1044 b. c.

By its natural position and relative barrenness, Jebus was

not a desirable acquisition for the first invaders whether from

the viewpoint of trade or agriculture. Its destruction by fire

bore an air of vindictiveness rather than mere aggressiveness.

When assailed a seconti time, it was by an organized people

for its religious and defensive advantages, and was converted

not only into a national centre, a symbol of national endurance

and strength, but also into the glorious type of an eternal

spiritual kingdom.

There is a halo of sublimity encircling the capture of Jebus

by David, 1044 B. C. We have only a meagre account of it

in the historical books of the Bible, but in the Psalms there

is a glowing description that enlivens the sparse details, and

thrills with hallowed enthusiasm the mind that can go back

to the prophet, warrior and king, and in unison with his in-

spired spirit yield whither the sacred impulses of patriotism and

religion may draw.

We should perhaps understand the event clearly before cele-

brating it in song.

* Jos. 10: 1-3.

» Jos. 10 : la, 13.

« Judges 1 :8.
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" David was thirty years old when he began to reign, and

he reigned forty years. In Hebron he reigned over Juda
seven years and six months ", but on being elevated to su-

premacy over all twelve tribes after the assassination of Isbo-

seth, he w-as constrained to seek a more accessible and central

location.

It was not to be expected that a sovereign of David's calibre,

antecedents and prospects would establish himself among the

more exposed and tardy tribes of the north, nor that, being

sprung from Juda, and having first attained preeminence

among his fellow tribesmen, he would suddenly abandon them.

It was his personal interest no less than the interest of his

newly consolidated kingdom, to inaugurate the enlarged mon-
archical government somewhere near the important tribal dis-

tricts of Juda and Benjamin in the mountain fastnesses of the

south, and at a safe distance from the Midianites and Amalek-
ites who might at any time invest unprotected positions dur-

ing raiding expeditions. Jebus possessed all these advantages

and, being a foreign city, its downfall was decreed.

Jebus was deemed impregnable by its inhabitants. It oc-

cupied a rocky ridge inclosed by the Tyropceon valley at a

depth of 300 feet on the west, by the Kidron, measuring from

700 to 800 feet deep, on the east, and by a deeper gulch at the

junction of these two on the south, and was yoked over on the

north by a twelve-foot depression ranging from 30 to 50 yards

in width. A single citadel sufficed to fortify it on this side

against" ordinary fo€S, and when David with his men threat-

ened it, their challenge w-as met with stinging mockery.
" Thou shalt not come in hither unless thou take away the

blindand the lame that say :
' David shall not come in hither '."

The import of the taunt is this, " The defence of Jebus is so

like child's play as to be entrusted to the blind and lame who
are fit for nothing better. These, the commanders-in-chief,

who issue their orders from the rear, must be taken before

the otherwise obliging garrison will be free to surrender." But

David " offered a reward that day to whosoever should strike

the Jebusites, and get up to the gutters on the tops of the

houses, and take away the blind and the lame that hated the

soul of David." "And he said :
' Whosoever shall first strike

the Jebusites, shall be the head and chief captain. And Joab,
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the son of Sarvia, went up first and was made general." As
a consequence, " David took the castle of Sion—another name
of Jebus—and dwelt in it, and called it the city of David." ^

The manner of siege thus briefly insinuated is a subject of

inquiry, first, because the reading is dubious, and secondly

because the procedure, as outlined, borders so closely on the

magical. The Masoretic text, as rendered in the Revised

version is more intelligible. It reads: "Whosoever smiteth

the Jebusites, let him get up to the watercourse, and smite the

lame and the blind."

By " watercourse " may be understood, not a gutter on a

housetop, but a drain or sewer hewn in the natural rock under

the city and leading into the interior. The fellahin are known
to have entered Jerusalem by a canal of this kind during the

uprising against Ibrahim Pasha, 1834 A. D. Archeologists

point to the antiquity of this kind of exploit by recurring to a

drain discovered in recent excavations at Gezer, a city that was

old in Salomonic times. This drain may be posterior to the

supposed sewer of Jebus, but its construction shows that ravages

similar to those of Jebus were anticipated and forestalled in

the engineering.

Invaders might enter the conduit erect, but as they advanced

they would have successively to stoop, crouch, crawl, and fin-

ally, one by one, lie flat and force themselves ahead endwise,

only to reach higher up a thick vertical bar of stone crossing

the midst of the passage and preventing further progress.

From beyond this obstacle a flood of water might at any

moment be discharged on them.'

Until the sacred text can be fixed with certainty at this

point, and newer discoveries of ancient customs shed brighter

light upon it, we are compelled to adhere to some such strateg^y

as this for the accomplishment of Jebus's downfall. Let us

remove the grate from the watercourse and we undoubtedly

get nearer its primitive form. Jebus fell presumably before

this contrivance had been invented.

The capture of Jebus by David in the manner outlined ac-

centuates the fact that Israel's leader lived in an age of foray,

'See 11 Kgs. 5:4-9; I Par. 11:6, 7.

» Quar. St., Pal. Exp. Fund., 1908, p. 218.
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when, as Holy Writ assures us, kings indulged in warfare an-

nually, as a matter of course.' It was the spirit of an uncul-

tured period, in virtue of which David gained possession of

Jerusalem and made it the seat of national government and
religion. That same spirit, nevertheless, rang true to the

harmonies of faith and religion, and in this relation it is pro-

posed to us for admiration, meditation, devotion, imitation,

and inspiration, every time we chant the sacred war song

impregnated with it.

The canticle of Moses was the outgrowth of Israel's mar-

velous passage across the Red Sea. The song of Deborah
is a magnificent and sublime outpouring of one who had wit-

nessed the special deliverance of Israel from Sisera and the

Icings of Canaan. Could such an important triumph as the

capture of Jerusalem at a time when the national conscious-

ness of unity, power, and divine election was giving birth to

unprecedented coherence, when the predictions of Moses and

the patriarchs were receiving unmixed fulfilment and confirma-

tion, when the purpose of the Exodus seemed crowned with

highest realization—could such an event occur and pass, and
leave behind it no trace on the lyrics of the day?

Not on the laconic extant annals, but on the importance of

the event as determined from subsequent sacred history, do we
rely for the assertion that the internal evidence of Psalm

109 (no), "Dixit Dominus ", fairly demands a literal and
direct application to the Davidic siege of Jebus with its ac-

cessories and consequences. In this respect the inspired pro-

duction becomes more potently Messianic, in being a vivid and
graphic description of a personage and an event that typifies in

characters of blood, death, .fire, and glory, the sublimity of

conquest and the glare of triumph short of which God's work
can never stop.

III. The Second Siege in Sacred Song. ps. 109 (no).

Dr, Briggs ranks this inspired hymn among the didactics;

but let us canonize it at once as an heroic. It is a decree of

God, " Dixit Dominus ", an oath of Jahweh, " Juravit

Dominus ", that constitutes the theme. If David is author,

"II Kgs. 11: 1.
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it is only because he was elected to be, first, the herald of the

decree, and then the immediate beneficiary of the oath. The
war song implies national and eternal prosperity of world-wide

import and interest. Nothing short of intense tribal instinct

and consciousness could condense, crystallize, incarnate, and
personify the events it portrays, and voice them under divine

inspiration, as the unalloyed and purest expression of its high-

est blessed self. But it is Jahweh who directs the movement,

Jahweh who instigates it, Jahweh who will crown it with happy
issue. " My Lord " David, as author, is content to give us

only his appreciation of it.

David impersonates the chosen race. It is he whom Adonai^
the Lord, addresses. Grateful successor, as he is, to the re-

nowned warriors, Moses, Josue, and the Judges, he has in-

herited the pristine promises of which they were the sturdy

vehicles; worthy comrade of their valor, and more than na-

tural prestige, he is the astonished recipient of special divine

favors called "mercies"; the particular friend and elect of

God, " begotten before the day-star ", he is to rise above his

predecessors, a luminary more brilliant than the sun, and shine

in majesty as one enthroned at God's " right hand ". So runs

the unchangeable decree :
" Sit thou at my right hand until

I make thy enemies thy footstool " (verse i )

.

The inaugfuration is to take place on Sion, the stronghold

of the Jebusites, on whose capture we have been dwelling.

Thence Jahweh is to send forth the sceptre " of David's power;

thence is the new monarch to rule in the midst of his enemies ".

Since this passage is couched in prophetic form and contains no

intimation that David has hitherto been installed on Sion, it

follows that the siege of Jebus was conducted under divine

impulse (verse 2).

We may also read between the lines a secondary motive in

choosing the site. A part of David's plan being to transport

the ark of the covenant to within easy reach of his own city

and build for it a temple, the most available place in the en-

virons of Jebus was the threshing-floor of Areuna, on old Mt.

Moriah, an elevation north of the city which appears from

Abrahamic times to have been regarded as suitable for a
" high-place ". David was forbidden to erect the magni-

ficent structure, but that the site chosen for it by his successor
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was in conformity with his own personal ideas is clear from
its purchase, which was effected by David at the instigation of

Gad, and from the sacrificial use to which it was immediately

put. " David built there an altar to the Lord, and offered

holocausts and peace-offerings ".^**

It was early in his reign that the prophet-king contem-

plated the building of the temple. It was the project that

seriously absorbed him when " the Lord had given him rest on

every side ".^^ For that reason it is easy to suppose it formed

part of his original scheme in conquering Jebus. But in that

case, in virtue of the Oriental custom of facing places of wor-

ship toward the rising sun, and the theophanic intercourse

which God held with His people in the tabernacle and temple,

there is room for strong suspicion that the divine impulse to

take Sion, as broached in verse for us and all posterity, as-

sumed somewhat of literal exactness in the form :
" Sit thou

at my right hand ". Once the sanguine hopes materialized,

Adonai would be established on the summit of Mount Sion,

looking east toward Mt. Olivet, while lower down on His

fight, that is, on the south, the man of His heart would wield

the sceptre in the city of Sion.

King David was making theology as well as history, and

this is one sign more that God was with him. The darkness

of faith was scattering in him into a light of day. Nev^er be-

fore had Jacob's prophecy been so perspicuous in fulfilment.

" Juda ", had the dying patriarch sighed, " thee shall thy

brethren praise : thy hands shall be on the necks of thy enemies :

the sons of thy father shall bow down to thee, Juda is a lion's

whelp : to the prey, my son, art thou gone up : resting thou

hast couched as a lion, and as a lioness, who shall rouse him?

The sceptre shall not be taken away from Juda, nor a ruler

from his thigh, till he come that is to be sent, and he shall be

the expectation of nations."
**

In this prediction a triple character is unified. Sovereignty

among the brethren, ascendancy over enemies, intrepidity and

valor, are the attributes of Juda's sceptre, but up to David's-

victory the tribe of Juda had never had such a sceptre to

10 II Kgs. 24: 18-25. " II Kgs. 7:1-3.

"Gen. 49:8-10.
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sway. With David's acquisition came therefore the thrilling

association of a reign of unparalleled promise and the estab-

lishment of a dynasty that was to last till Messianic times.

David was thus exalted to a middle place between his vener-

able forefather, Israel, and the distant " Expectation of

Nations ". What wonder if the place of his abode were chosen

to symbolize the high honor, and if he were invited—not to

hold a position in a chariot for a transient battle, as w« often

hear, but rather " to sit enthroned ", to establish his throne

permanently, at Jahweh's right hand, thereby securing to " his

seed " the blessings of the covenant which his own short life

would not suffice to gain.

It is significant that this lightening flash of glory died away
after two reigns. David eventually enjoyed rest from all his

enemies, and Solomon's reign was peaceful, but the secession

of the ten tribes amounted to an irreparable rupture that ef-

fectually suspended the completed accomplishment of Jacob's

prophecy for a thousand years.

Thus, to David belonged only a " beginning in the day of

his strength—Tecum principium {apxQ ) in die virtutis tuael"

But that beginning partook of the sublimity and glory to which

it led. It was the beginning {v °-Pxh) of Jacob's holy promise.

It encircled the prophet-king with a halo, and garbed him " in

the brightness of the saints ". It showed him to have been an

object of preferment in God's thoughts when yet the material

sun was uncreated, and from that eternal womb He was

begotten, a peer of all that was holy less than God :
" ex

utero ante luciferum genui te ". This mystic birth could

only be surpassed by the Messiah's natural birth which it

prefigured (verse 3).

The enthronement on Jebus marked the dawn of the day of

David's strength ; but in the glorious achievement it is Adonai

who is first performer. So will it be to the end. Adonai,

inspiring faith and hope and trust and fortitude and magna-

nimity—Adonai already bringing visibly to pass the promises

He had uttered to the patriarchs—the same is He who " in the

day of His wrath " had " broken so many kings " from the

infamous Pharaoh of the oppression down through Adonizedek

and his contemporaries, to the apostate Saul and the weakling

Isboseth (verse 5).
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When these antagonists to Juda's sovereignty had been either

cast off by Jahweh or brought to desperate ends—whereupon
the whole nation spontaneously pledged its allegiance to David
—could the latter falter in his outlook on the future? No,

Adonai would continue to be hero, and David would figure as

one degree better than His august armor-bearer.

That Lord who was strengthening David's " right hand "

(verse 5) at the beginning of His career, and allowing David
to thrust the lance in His behalf by condescension, would
pursue His glorious course till not one hostile foe would remain.

Such was the beat of the warrior's heart, and in his ardent

faith and zeal he gave his heart expression.

"The Lord at thy right hand shall execute judgment on

the nations. He shall fill them with ruins. He shall crush

the heads and rulers in the lands of many," whereupon in a

general final massacre, " He shall drink lustily of the torrent

"

of blood He sheds " along the way. Then shall He lift up
His head ", elated with the pride of victory (verses 5-7).

What a climax and fitting term of correspondence with the

solemn utterance at the opening of the Psalm ! It is the burn-

ing idea that an earnest and zealous warrior had branded in

himself of Jahweh, who was preeminently the Lord God of

Sabaoth (armies). Psalm 2 proceeds in similar strain and
David's career furnishes an illustration of the belligerent fea-

tures there depicted.

Who can read that, in the presence of the ungodly poten-

tates of earth, " He that dwelleth in heaven shall laugh at

them : and the Lord shall deride them : and He shall speak to

them in anger, and trouble them in His rage 'V' without be-

ing compelled to ignore the refined scruples of New Testa-

ment "theology and say that the warrior instinct which Jahweh
blessed and made fruitful of old, felt justified in the perform-

ance of many deeds akin to those so accredited to David at the

close of the siege of Rabbath ? On that occasion, we are told,

David"" took the crown of the king, put it on his own head ",

carried away great spoil, and bringing forth the people, " he

sawed them, and drove chariots armed with iron over them, and

divided them with knives, and made them pass through brick-

kilns. Thus he did to all the cities of Ammon." ^*

" Ps. 2:4, 5.
" K-s. 12 : 30, 31.
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There is no breach of unity throughout this trend of thought.

If at one place, the Vulgate which has been followed, diverges

from the Hebrew, it is only there where the Hebrew text seems
to contain a more literal description of the circumstances lead-

ing up to David's historic entrance into Jebus.

Let us substitute for verse 3 the Hebrew r6ading as ren-

dered by Briggs: " Volunteers on the sacred (mountains) are

thy people, in the day of thy host. From the womb of the

morn come forth to thee the dew of thy youth." ''

The force of this passage most persuasively favors an al-

lusion to the unwonted pageant at Hebron when all the tribes

came to swear allegiance to the gallant son of Juda whom
Jacob had forecasted. On that great muster day, spontaneity

welded together the hitherto incoherent masses, and Israel be-

came a compact nation of hearty volunteers. The toast to

David was :
" Behold, we are thy bone and thy flesh." Even

under Saul it was thou who didst " lead out and bring in

Israel," and now we perceive that " the Lord Himself hath

said to thee (Dixit Dominus!) :
' Thou shalt feed my people

Israel and thou shalt be their prince ' ".^"

Over 340,000 men, embracing upward of 1300 generals of

distinction, all in array and well appointed, and thoroughly

equipped for war, were in line, and like them, " all the rest of

Israel were of one heart to make David King ". For three

days the muster lasted and was celebrated with festive mirth.

With David the assembled troops, amassed " like the army of

God ", ate and drank to satiety, for " their brethren had pre-

pared for them. Even as far as Issachar and Zabulon and

Nephtali the people brought loaves on asses, and on camels, and

on mules, and on oxen, to eat: meal, figs, raisins, wine, oil, and

oxen, and sheep in abundance "—all because of the intense

" joy in Israel "."

Hebron, the scene of the manoeuvres, was in the heart of

Juda, the " hill country ", or mountainous region, alluded to

in Psalm 86: " Fundamenta ejus in viontibiis Sanctis".

It was a glorious awakening that led to such a consolidation

of tribal strength, a morn divine from whose womb was rising

" Int. Crit. Com., Psalms II. p. 373-

!• II Kgs. 5 : 1, 2. "I Par. la : 22, 38-40.
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the sun that would attain its zenith only in the Messiah—and
that sun, radiating its first light in David as a type, revealed

the freshness and vigor of the nation here assembled in its

warrior " sons " or youth, and showed it comparable only to

the invigorating dew that in countless drops betokens a re-

generate nature teeming with newer life and light. This

might well have been the occasion when the fate of Jebus was
by David's royal majesty decreed.

We cannot stop here. Verse 4 of the Psalm still clamors for

a hearing: " Thou art a priest forever according to the order

of Melchisedech." The Hebrew term cohen means indeed

priest, but it is also applied to chieftains who perform priestly

functions. David assumed this honor according to the^isage

of the time.^^ The comparison with Melchisedech is doubt-

less based on the superiority devoutly singled out for com-

ment in the epistle to the Hebrews. It was an excellence that

entitled its bearer to homage, even from the glorious patriarch

Abraham. Moreover, the name Melchisedech means " king of

justice", and he so designated was "king of Salem, that is,

king of peace ".^^ David was accordingly destined to high

honor as " king of justice ", while the reign of peace fore-

shadowed more distinctively by Solomon, was reserved in its

integrity for Christ, the antitype of both.

Since the priesthood was to be eternal, it could not cease with

David. It may then be legitimately construed as characteri-

zing not him alone who first received it, but the dynasty as. a

.whole, although the exercise of its functions was suspended in

all but David, Solomon, and their counterpart the Christ.

The Psalm rings clear throughout with kingship, glory, tri-

umph. The priestly quality is an intermediate climax to

divinize the justice that shall reign. It may even be that the

person of Melchisedech was lost sight of in the poet's flight,

and that the real " King of Justice ", whom he symbolized,

was Jiot the host of Abraham, but Adonai, the hero of the

song. How else is it possible to save the unity of composition

and keep the last three verses in harmony with the oath from

which they hang? The slaughters on the battlefields were

the sacrifices for which David was anointed priest as well as

18 1 Par. 15:27 to 16:3. i» Heb. 7:2, 4.
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king, that is, minister to the eternal " King of Justice " at

whose right hand he ruled. Verse 4 is thus a complementar>'

parallel to verse one; and the second half of the Psalm por-

trays in execution what the first half promises and commands.
This explanation is in strictest conformity with the religious

beliefs of the time as summed up by the prophet Nathan in

a message from Jahweh.
" Thus saith the Lord of armies "—everj'thing is determined

by Him !
—

" ' I took thee out of the pastures from following

sheep to be ruler over my people Israel . . . and I have made
thee a great man, like unto the great ones on the earth. And
I will appoint a place for my people, and they shall be dis-

turbed no more . . . And the Lord will make thee a house

(dynasty) . , . And thy house shall be faithful (that is, un-

failing), and thy kingdom shall be forever before thy face,

and thy throne shall be firm forever "."^^ Everlastingness be-

longs to the throne, the sceptre of Juda, first, to priesthood

and all else by participation.

In the light of so many parallels on the inspired page and in

the realm of fact, need we hesitate to take sides in favor of a

Messianic providence which in Psalm 109 describes what it

had in David designed, namely, a highly charged type of

Christ in His threefold capacity of prophet, priest, and king?

David prophesies, He exercises priestly functions, while his

victims on the battlefield are the sanction of his anointing and

regal sovereignty.

Making a due apology, then, to the Right Rev. Bishop Bag-

shawe, we run the risk of mutilating his rendition of the Psalm

in English verse,^^ for the purpose of emphasizing the literary

unity and enforcing the ineffable sublimity of theme as apply-

ing directly to King David and occasioned by the capture of

Jebus.

IV. The War Song.

Verse i. Adonai said to My Lord:

" Thy throne erect, and take

At my right hand, the while thy foes

Thy footstool I shall make ".

"II Kgs. 7:8-17.

21 Bagshawe : The Psalms and Canticles in English Verse, St. Louis. Mo.,

1903, pp. 253-54.
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2. The Lord from Jebus will send forth

The sceptre of thy power

;

Above thine enemies, thy might

And majesty shall tower.

3. On thy great day begins a rule

Like one of saints, all bright

:

For I begot thee from the womb
Before the sun had light.

4. The Lord hath sworn, and will not change

:

" Thou art a priest to be

In order just, and king as I,

For all eternity ".

5. The Lord who strengthens thy right hand

When forth His anger dread

Did flame
—

'twas then His mighty power

O'er kings dire ruin spread.

6. He shall the nations judge, and shall

Their woe and doom decree

:

The crowns of many heads on earth

By Him shall shattered be.

7. The blood of foes shall flood His way

—

He'll drink the crimson stream,

Then smack His lips, and lift His head,

.

-' With victor's pride agleam.

Thomas a K. Reilly, O.P.

Washington, D.C.

THE STUDY OP PHILOSOPHY IN THE SEMINARY.

IN opening the discussion on the study of philosophy in our

seminaries we do not hope at once to exhaust this important

question. Much has been said on it before, and much still re-

mains to be said. It has been treated casually and ex professo,

in reviews and in books and in the meetings of the Catholic

Educational Association, notably in the one held in New
'Orleans in 191 3. Nor do we believe that we can oflfer a remedy
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that will infallibly obviate all the defects which are rather
universally admitted to be inherent in our present system. The
problem of rendering the teaching of philosophy more effi-

cient is, after all, too complex, too much dependent upon vary-
ing circumstances of time, on the personnel (teachers and stu-

dents), on standards more or less arbitrarily set, and upon a
host of other factors which must perforce be taken into account.

That it cannot be discussed a priori is clear enough, and we
fondly hope to see others who have had experience as students

or teachers enter the discussion. After calmly and patiently

considering the situation we may find some common ground
or reach a fairly good diagnosis of the evil and discover the

necessary remedy and thus do something practically for the

advancement of our Catholic schools.

If a change be thought necessary, we ought resolutely to

make it, fearless of incurring the suspicion that we want to

change the old order of things just because it is old. If it is

true that not every change spells progress, it must likewise be

admitted that our representative educators assembled at New
Orleans, who considered a change imperative, were fully

aware of it. Some change seems to be necessary however, for

it was conceded that the results reached at present in the teach-

ing of philosophy are. unsatisfactory.

It may seem preposterous that our generation should find

unsatisfactory what was considered good enough so long a

time. Our seminaries are mostly of comparatively recent date.

It is only now that we are erecting larger seminaries and

equipping them with better libraries and laboratories and pro-

viding specially prepared faculties, in order to meet a new
demand. Under earlier conditions they were not needed.

Then the Church had to increase the number of its priests and

churches to meet the wants of the thousands of immigrants

that settled in every part of this vast country. The increase

in the number of the faithful was abnormally great during a

few decades, and consequently the bishops had to provide

priests at an abnormally fast rate and in large number^. The
priests who immigrated were not numerous enough to relieve

the strain altogether. What would have happened if they had

not come, it is not hard to guess. Under these circumstances

the temptation to curtail the years of study for the priesthood
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was yielded to, because of a dire necessity. So it happened
that the pioneer priest often had little college training, and
philosophy had to cede its rights to Dogma and Moral. Be-

sides preaching and baptizing and generally keeping the faith

alive in the hearts of their people, a task which they performed
splendidly, they became largely " brick aftd mortar priests ",

as one bishop puts it. The seminary could frequently boast

of a faculty consisting of one or two professors. One did the

teaching and the other looked after the material wants of the

seminarians.

Those were the pioneer days of which our veteran priests

love to speak. These priests had a full measure of the faith

which moves mountains, and for this faith they underwent

untold hardships on the missions. Systematic study requires

leisure and opportunity, and the seminarians aforetime for the

most part had neither. Yet they were not a step behind their

times. Our state universities were largely agricultural col-

leges, poorly equipped materially and intellectually. "Traces of

these conditions can still be found in some of the best of them

to-day, and there is still a goodly number of smaller colleges

throughout the States, that have not kept pace with the grow-

ing educational requirements of the times. The university

professor seeking special training in those days invariably

spent several years abroad, where the higher schools had had
time to develop for centuries; and to some extent this is true

even to-day. But, on the whole, the secular schools have ad-

vanced wonderfully, 'Setting higher standards and at the same

time enlarging the opportunities of study, thus making the

schools accessible to ever-increasing numbers of students.

" The streets have come to our universities," they now say.

Even the township schools were rendered more efficient, and in

some places the " centralized school " has replaced several

smaller ones for the sake of efficiency.

Our own Catholic universities have made progress in the

same direction. They are able to offer the same advantages

as the State schools, in spite of the fact that they do not re-

ceive financial support from the State. The pioneer days have

closed for them, and they are also fast closing for our smaller

colleges and our seminaries. The latter have least felt the

necessity of readjustment. Only quite recently the course 0/
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theology was lengthened from three to four years, and it was
then that the attention of educators was drawn to the lack of

organization or coordination of studies generally. The study
of philosophy incidentally received its share of attention, and
it is with the problem of efficiency in the teaching of this

branch that we are concerned.

The situation we have to deal with is briefly this : we offer a
two-year course in philosophy to young men who have finished

a college course of five or six years. We give them from six to

ten class hours a week. We insist that philosophy is a neces-

sary preparation for the study of theology. The results at-

tained are not commensurate with the time and effort spent.

The vast majority of ecclesiastical students have no adequate

understanding of the meaning of philosophy; they have no

synthetic knowledge of its various departments ; they lack thor-

ough knowledge of the several branches. Many have not a

real grasp of the meaning of the terms, a knowledge of which

is necessary for the study of theology, e. g. materia, forma, sub-

stantia, persona, essentia, relatic, infinituvi, etc. After leaving

the seminary they evince no desire to continue their elementary

course, or to read even our Catholic philosophical reviews or to

specialize in some one branch at a university.

To some readers this statement may appear overdrawn, and

perhaps it is. Some of our seminaries are not reached by it at

all. We have chosen this extreme form in order to emphasize

the defects which do characterize our study of philosophy in

general, though in a varying measure.

What can the reason for this lack of efficiency be? It will

lie either in the student or in the system, or in both ; but the

student is certainly less at fault than the system. We firmly

believe that the young men of the thirteenth century had no

more ability to learn than our young men of the twentieth have.

They had, moreover, no more need of philosophy than the

priest of to-day has. Yet it must be conceded that their men-

tality was slightly more speculative, as is shown by the great

interest manifested in the speculative sciences. The more or

less universal orientation of the present generation's interest

toward practical ends and away from what is considered profit-

less speculation explains to some extent the general apathy

shown for philosophy. The empirical temperament and the
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practical work of building up the Church materially and so-

cially by the American priest contribute to the strengthening

of this aversion.

Granting all this and more, the fact remains that we do spend

two years teaching Scholastic Philbsophy to intelligent young
men, and we get on the whole but meagre returns. The cause

lies mainly, we believe, in our inefficient system and antiquated

methods. And we also believe that our system can be rendered

efficient without sacrificing any one of the measures prescribed

by a sane conservatism. The change will necessitate nothing

more than an adaptation of our methods to the material to be

wrought upon : we must, in other words, take the American
student such as he is by temperament and college training and
shape our methods accordingly.

The first change is suggested by the difficulty we encounter

in the use of the Latin language as a means of communication.

It is admitted on all sides that the " philosopher's " knowledge

of Latin is far too scant to enable him to follow easily a lec-

ture in Latin, and never sufficient to permit him to forget alto-

gether the language when occupied with a .problem in philo-

sophy. He struggles with the difficulty of translating a for-

eign language when he ought to be free to concentrate atten-

tion on the solution of the problem presented. Sometimes he

loses in the struggle, and the last state becomes worse than the

first. Even those who have perfect command of Latin admit

that a thought is never brought home with the same force and
" vividness as when read in the vernacular. It is too foreign a

medium not to suggest in the minds of the students that the

questions treated are also foreign and dead. Latin has un-

doubtedly an advantage in being a dead language, when there

is question of preserving a particular phraseology or termin-

ology unchanged for centuries ; but does this advantage count

when Latin is used as a means of communicating living

thought? Does it stimulate thought? We think not, especi-

ally when the student has only a poor knowledge of it. There

was a time when Latin was the language of the schools. It

then beautifully symbolized the universality of the Church : no

matter how many " nations " assembled at Oxford or Paris,

they all followed the same instruction in the same language;

but they knew that language. The truly cosmopolitan charac-
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ter of the medieval universities, counting many thousands of
students from every country of Europe, made the use of Latin
imperative. These conditions no longer obtain. With the
constitution of the various races into independent nations and
states came the development of the national language and its

gradual ascendency over Latin. The fact is a commonplace
and is mentioned merely to show that we are still using Latin
for traditional reasons as much as for any special reasons of
conservatism. The books we use still speak the language of

five and six centuries ago, but the students no longer speak it.

But this is not all. The usual Latin text-book tends to pre-

serve, not to say keep alive, certain unimportant discussions

and problems, problems that are not our own. What was true

centuries ago is still true to-day, but it may not be so important.

Our scientific views have been enlarged and deepened since

then, and in philosophy emphasis has been shifted from his-

torically important to actually living issues unknown to our

ancestors. The Latin language is certainly not to be blamed
for this, but the Latin text-books that we are using do merit

this criticism.

Again, some of the terms used have a purely historical

meaning which does not lie revealed in the etymology of the

word. "Ouinta essentia," "influxus causae superioris," "gene-

ratio aequivoca," are such terms that were full of meaning
in the physics of the ancients, but have become metaphors for

us and useless so far as systematic philosophy is concerned.

Philosophy is dependent on the sciences, and since we have a

different scientific view of the universe from that our fore-

fathers had, we cannot hope to take over their language in

integro and mean the same realities. In this case the realities

have changed, and Latin has remained unchanged.

There is yet another point to be mentioned. Our Latin

text-books stand too far aloof from the mentality and the

philosophical literature of to-day. One who has reallv learnt

to love the manual of philosophy written in the vernacular,

finds it a burden to return to the officially prescribed Latin

text-book. It looks even more dry and unreal than some anti-

quated discussion. The modem book appeals through its ease

and familiarity; the other leaves the student cold and indif-

ferent through its strangeness and other-worldlincss. They
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stand out as representatives of two entirely different worlds

and hardly seem to the student to treat the same questions.

This lack of adaptation between book and student does not

make for genuine philosophical interest, the first requisite for

fruitful study. We desire that he enter as fully and deeply as

possible into the great philosophical questions of the day and
we proceed to help him by rolling an obstacle across his path.

The solution of this difficulty would appear simple enough

;

we could introduce one of the excellent text-books written in

the mother tongue into our seminaries. However, this solu-

tion brings on a new difficulty hardly less significant. Philo-

sophy as taught in the seminary is subordinated to the ulterior

study of theology. The Latin terms, so to speak, form the

grammar of theology. Moreover the doctrines of the Church
have been defined in terms of Scholastic Philosophy and for this

reason alone it is desirable to retain the Latin language. This

is the difficulty with which the professors of theology have to

contend, and if it should be thought imperative to use the Latin

terms (which we think will likely be the view taken by them)

we will either have to demand a more thorough study of Latin

in the college ^ or compromise after the manner of Cardinal

Mercier, who recommends that the content of the Latin text be

given first in the vernacular and then studied after the original

Latin. This method ought to prove satisfactory even with stu-

dents who possess a good knowledge of Latin.

We reach a deeper source of trouble when we consider the

- very place that philosophy holds in the seminary curriculum.

Our enemies have for a century or two defined Scholastic

Philosophy as that philosophy which serves as a defence for

theological opinions. Of course it does that, but the implica-

tion is that Catholic philosophy has no absolute value as a

system of thought. If this opinion is unjust, we must admit that

we have given some grounds for its rise. Before the revival

of .Catholic philosophy known as Neo-Scholasticism was

^ We realize that this is not an easy matter. Boys seldom begin Latin before
the age of fourteen or even sixteen, and experience seems to show that the

most favorable age lies before these years. For the average student the study

of Latin is a matter of drill and memory, and it ought to be well over before

the reasoning powers assert themselves. Otherwise his knowledge will be more
in the nature of an accomplishment, like French or Spanish as it is taught and
learnt in the High Schools.
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brought about, the teaching of philosophy was confined to the

seminaries, and there it was viewed exclusively as a prepara-
tion for theology. Peter Damien's dictum that philosophy is

the " ancilla theologiae " was meant to express his disdain for

philosophy at a time when one could do so with impunity. But
philosophy has borne the title ever since with a meaning
slightly less odious. And yet philosophy is truly a regitta, a

sovereign science. Much of its educational value is condi-

tioned by the recognition of this claim, as Fr. Siegfried pointed

out in the meeting of the Educational Association at New
Orleans. It deals with its own problems, and they are prob-

lems, by the way, that not only lie at the basis of theology,

but which, more than the doctrines of theology, absorb the at-

tention of the modern mind. The non- Catholic student at our

State universities is busying himself with the underlying prin-

ciples of ethics, economics, religion, or certain legislative meas-

ures, and even of education itself. He is bound to get a

philosophy, be that still Spencerian, Kantian, Pragmatistic,

Materialistic, or what not. Science and philosophy are shap-

ing the modem mind which the priest must meet. How can he

deal with it, if he is not a philosopher first and principally?

The few Latin terms learnt in the seminary will avail him very

little. He may not even realize that there are serious philo-

sophical questions outside the purely academic discussions of

his Latin text-book, and these discussions are surely unknown
to the world outside.

The expansion and growth of the secular schools, the rise

and spread of intense cultivation of the experimental sciences

and of philosophy within the last thirty years have wrought

a change in the educated milieu of the future priest which must

be taken notice of. Even the uneducated have been looked

after in the cheap books of popularization and papers until they

now count " science ", preferably " modem science " and

"scientific" among the most used (abused) terms of their

vocabulary. The result is that the opposition which the priest

must meet does not come, as it did in the days of Newman or

Purcell, from the camp of Protestant theology. There is little

of that theology left among Protestants, and what little there

is left of it is to-day facing with us a common foe, who has

grown up among the scientists and philosophers. It is for this
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reason that more attention is given by Catholic scholars abroad
in Apologetics or Fundamental Theology to the questions of

philosophy. Apologetics has j^ weapons forged in the work-
shops of philosophy. Darwinism lingering still with us a

while, the doctrines of the relativity of truth, the twofold con-

ception of truth, the relativity of ethical standards to a certain

epoch of civilization, the pretensions of materialistic psycho-

logy, etc.—doctrines, all of which make theolog^y superfluous,

must be met by the philosopher. If any proof were needed that

this change has taken place, we would only have to refer to the

Encyclical on Modernism, " Lamentabili sane ". It would
serve as a comprehensive catalogue of all the modern philo-

sophical errors in so far as they have found their application

to theology.

Have we adapted our traditional methods and text-books to

these modern exegencies sufficiently? It .matters little now-

adays whether a student can show that Suarez is in harmony
with St. Thomas on his doctrine concerning the distinction be-

tween essence and existence. Fundamental as this distinction

may be for the metaphysics of St. Thomas, it is of no conse-

quence, save for the historian of philosophy, to know whether

Suarez is Thomist or not. Ten and twenty pages are devoted

to the discussion of this " problem " and the student emerges

out of it with a sigh of relief. No wonder his idea of philo-

sophy resembles a nightmare which must be banished. Were
philosophy studied for the sake of clearing up vital questions,

the real, living issues of to-day, we could not fail to make philo-

sophers of our seminarians.

We do not forget that these questions are sometimes held

open in the interest of formal discussion. Now we do not wish

to be understood as in any way disparaging formal discussion.

It makes for accuracy and alertness; it sharpens the wits; and

the omission of it means a real loss to the student. But it

should not be abused and made to take the place of philosophy

itself. Serious philosophical questions lend themselves to dis-

cussion quite as readily as the purely academic ones, and with

their discussion philosophy comes into her own.

Along with this view of the autonomy of philosophy the stu-

dent will get the conviction that philosophy is not a " closed

system," but a science that can vary and expand so as to em-
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brace the great intellectual issues of every age. That was the

accepted view in the thirteenth century, and it was due to this

that Albertus Magnus and his illustrious pupil never tired of

testing their old principles with new difficulties. Instead of

accepting the philosophy of Aristotle, or even the text-book

of Peter Lombard, they thought for themselves and thus helped

Scholasticism to grow into an independent system of philo-

sophy, complete for their times. " Cuiuslibet enim hominis

est, id quod deest addere," says St. Thomas in his commentary
on the Ethics of Aristotle. Pope Leo XIII, standing for the

solid principles of Thomistic philosophy, would not have us

believe that the work is done, and he inaugurated Neo-Scholas-

ticism as a living, aggressive renaissance of interest in Scholas-

tic thought. Along with the principles of the Master the

Neo-Scholastics caught his critical and scientific spirit. If this

spirit can be communicated to our students, philosophy will

again mean more to them. And this can be done, we think,

by showing the student the Scholastic system and other rival

systems in the making, by teaching them the history of

philosophy.

It is truly remarkable how differently students look upon

philosophy, how intensely interested they become in the

Scholastic system itself, once they realize that philosophy has

existed before and after the thirteenth century as a living

reality. Problems of philosophy have troubled every genera-

tion of civilized nations when they became conscious of the

complexity of the universe of material and spiritual things:

"Ad hominis enim naturam pertinet ratione uti ad veritatis

cognitionem." One sees the answers given, some of them

compatible with the doctrine of future existence, others ren-

dering it illusory and impossible. The Scholastic answer now

appears to him as but one bid to reason, and naturally he will

appreciate its soundness and gain the conviction that the

proud title of " philosophia perennis " is not an idle boast.

It is a significant fact that until recently we had no text-

book of the history of philosophy in English. There seems

to have been no demand for one. In consequence thereof the

seminarist somehow got the impression that philosophy is all

done, bound within a small compass, and that it has always

been done as by miracle. That it is the product of hard and
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conscientious thinking on the part of the representatives of

originally distinct and partly antagonistic schools hardly dawns
upon him : he thinks he has b* to memorize what others taught

in order to become a philosopher.

Another reason for this narrowness may be found in the

fact that the student is confined rather closely and exclusively

to a particular text-book. He thus unconsciously identifies

philosophy with the text-book that he happens to be using.

The beginner must of course have something to serve him as a

guide, and for this purpose the manual is excellent; but it

must neither replace the great masters, the classics of philo-

sophical literature, nor the professor.

The Jesuit Provincial of the German provinces complains in

1 82 1 that some professors slavishly copy the lectures of their

predecessors or some text-book.^ In view of the fact that, as

he says, there was not one satisfactory book to be had at the

time, this copying was considered a harmful practice, which

indeed it was. We believe (speaking under correction) that

it is still a general custom with the followers of the " Ratio

Studiorum " to follow a manuscript written by the professor,

which often is later printed to serve as text-book. The ex-

cellence of this method of teaching becomes evident upon trial

:

neither professor nor students " go to seed." It entails addi-

tional work for the professor, but after all only such as the

vocation of teacher calls for, which dire.ctly accrues to the

benefit of the student in that it enlivens the course, adding the

personal element to the lecture. If the professor is specially

prepared for his work this method alone will satisfy his am-

bition to do personal and original work and to train his students

in the ways that lead to intellectual independence and maturity.

Bishop Shahari very pointedly says :
" If they [the teach-

ers] are to some extent specialists, they can dominate the text-

book ". They should dominate the text-book and the texts of

the JTiasters, and then the student can be freed from the narrow-

ing limitations of a particular manual. One obvious way of

doing this is to teach a course of philosophy in the form of

lectures, giving references to the original texts, a bibliography

to each question or thesis treated. There is however this in-

2 Paulser, Geschichte des gelehrien Unterrichts, vol. I, p. 427.
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convenience attached to the lecture system, viz., not all students

are able to follow such a course satisfactorily. And if the pro-

fessor has the misfortune to be drafted for all kinds of other
work which has as little as possible to do with philosophy, e. g.

to teach elementary Greek and correct stacks of copies, watch-
ing for accents and other little "grammatical entities," the pos-

sibility of such procedure is almost entirely precluded.

A variation of this method might however be chosen. It

would prove quite satisfactory to follow a good modern text-

book, holding the student to the minimum offered in it, and then

periodically, say after each question, supplementing the matter

with a lecture presenting the broader and deeper aspects of

the question : its connexion with theology or its historical de-

velopment. To be more specific, suppose we were dealing with

the problem of truth and certitude in epistemologry. We would
find in our text-book a few lines on Descartes, whose doctrine

is usually epitomized or atomized in the " Cogito, ergo sum ",

and refuted in three syllogisms. Now, it would help the stu-

dent immensely if we could set aside an hour or two for the

study of Descartes' Discourse on Method, which would reveal

to the student the whole weakness of his position far more
effectively than any number of syllogisms, that often enough

go wide of the mark. Descartes, of course, does not stand

alone, and we cannot expect the seminarian to familiarize him-

self with the text of all hostile philosophers, quite apart from

the fact that some of their writing^ are on the Index. If this

method, however, were approved by the teachers, we should

soon have a special book, a kind of source book in which the

main errors are listed and presented in the language of the

philosophical writers themselves. For the study of history

we have source books, e. g. the one compiled by Professor Lee,

in which the great historical documents like the Magna Charta,

the Petition of Rights, etc., are reproduced. For the study of

English literature we are sufficiently equipped with all sorts of

collections, good and bad. Why should we not have one for

Philosophy ?

Needless to say, we should above all introduce the seminarist

into the great classics of Scholastic thought, especially St.

Thomas. This is the desire expressed by Leo XIII and again

recently by Pius X. It was with the purpose of meeting this
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demand that Dr. Krebs gathered all the texts from the works

of St. Thomas that bear on tiae Existence of God within the

compass of sixty-two pages.^ This book is the first of a series

of similar texts. Other works of St. Thomas have been edited

by the University of Louvain. Such students as cannot read

Latin with ease would derive great benefit from the study of a

good English translation of the works of St. Thomas and

other Scholastic philosophers. Aquinas Ethicus by Fr.

Rickaby, and the splendid literal translation of the Summa
prepared by the Dominicans of London make the works of

this master mind accessible to all seminarians.

And lastly we would mention as another means of escaping

the narrowing influence of the text-book, the writing of papers

on select questions. After a particularly important thesis, e. g.

one bearing on Evolution, has been treated thoroughly by the

professor, the students might be given a month's time for the

preparation of a paper showing that they have familiarized

themselves with the bibliography given in class. Two or more

hours might be given to the discussion of the best out of several

papers so prepared, and here the student would learn how to

analyze and discuss a modern philosophical book or question

intelligently. It will also put him in intimate touch with mod-

ern thought, the only kind he will likely be called upon to

combat or explain.

In conclusion, we would point to another phase of our prob-

lem, perhaps the most important of all, but which we cannot

.discuss at length: our antiquated conception of some of the

branches of philosophy. Aristotle's Logic, according even to

the confession of Kant, early in the history of philosophy found

its definite form. It will very likely remain such as it is forever

in spite of the voluntaristic and psychological logics off"ered

since. Perhaps our text-books may be improved. The same

holds for metaphysics, i. e. general metaphysics. There is but

one, -and modern thought has not succeeded in replacing what

since the time of Hume it would have abolished. Here too

our text-books may need improvement, but the metaphysical

principles are indestructible. As Ludwig Stein says, the psy-

chologists all, sooner or later, find themselves back in the meta-

* Thomas v. Aquin., Texte zum GoUesbnveise, ausgewdhlt und chronologisch

geordnet; Bonn, Marcus u. Weber, 1912.
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physics of substance, that is the Scholastic metaphysics. Ethics

remain unshaken, for in vain have the moderns sought a basis

for their Ethics outside human nature itself. Our text-books

on ethics are very good, except that they do not all acquaint

the student sufficiently with the kind of ethics taught his con-

temporaries outside the seminary. But the case is different

with cosmology and psychology. Here the basis, the experi-

mental material which cosmology works upon, and which must
form the starting point for it, is not what it was in the thirteenth

century. Modern physics and chemistry offer a set of alto-

gether new phenomena, and the old physics and chemistry have

gone by the board. Hence the student must first be made ac-

quainted with at least the elements of these sciences, and he

can no longer rely upon the " observatio vulgaris " if he is to

discuss intelligently atomism, energeticism, mechanicism, which

claim to be the real philosophy of matter. How is the student

going to meet them with his materia and forma, if he is non-

plused by the very definition of matter? Cosmology is treated

too much a priori and deductively to meet the non-Scholastic

natural philosophies of to-day. In psychology the conse-

quences are more serious. Has the seminarian been instructed

in the fundamental ideas or facts of biology or brain anatomy?

What can " nerve current " mean to him? What can he say

about life without a knowledge of the life-processes as they

are actually carried on in the cell? With what degree of firm-

ness can he discuss evolution? Will his definition of " life"

faithfully committed to memory help him at all against the

mechanistic conception of life with its so-called experimental

proofs? The position of one brought up according to our

traditional system is truly an awkward one the moment he meets

a student of the secular institutions. As a rule the secular

student is not so thoroughly trained in the art of correct rea-

soning as the seminarian (if indeed the latter owes his ad-

vantage to his training rather than to the formative influence

of a thoroughly reasonable Faith) ; he may not have acquired

the habit of constantly looking for the underlying principles

or of demanding of a theory before he accepts it finally, that it

explain all the phenomena ; but he has a better knowledge of

the experimental facts. Armed with Psychologia Rationalis.

secundum N., we once made an onslaught on a beginner in
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general psychology at one of oy eastern universities. He had
been taught that the phenomena of life as manifested in the

cell could be explained entirely in terms of physics and chem-
istry, and that there was no room for vitalism of any kind.

All went well for a short time until he discovered that we could

not discuss the facts as known to biology nor even use the

correct terminology. Actio immanens and transiens made no
impression at all on him. He simply asked : Did you ever

study biology?—" No, sir;" and with that six years of specu-

lative study had to surrender to one year of experimental work,

which, by the way, was supposed to form the basis of Psy-
chologia Rationalis.

The fact is that neither experimental nor rational psychology

can be studied with profit without the preliminary studies of

biology and anatomy, at least of the elements of these sciences.

But once these are given, the student becomes convinced that

the foundation is secure upon which rest the deductive theses

of vitalism, spirituality, and immortality of the soul ; and his

knowledge of philosophy will mean something real and living.

A. W. Centner.
Columbus, Ohio.

SOME THOUGHTS ON THE EUTHENIAN QUESTION IN THE
UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

Since this paper was written, its receipt from Hungary having

been unduly retarded by the general war and consequent upheaval in

Europe, the Holy See has enacted new legislation, the possibility of

whi^h the writer foresaw, and against which he argues, namely the

wit/idrcKval' oi the privilege, hitherto enjoyed by Ruthenian husbands,

of allowing their children, born of Latin mothers, to adopt perma-

nently the Latin rite. All must acknowledge practical difficulties, as

the writer maintains, owing to the great distances at times involved,

in securing matrimonial dispensations from the Ruthenian Bishop.

Pro-vicars general however, resident in certain centres, might be

empowered to concede such dispensations. The faculties of the.

Apostolic Delegate in such matters embrace Ruthenians as well as

Latins, while in marriages of mixed rite at least, the Latin Ordinary

may, we believe, validly, and, when the Ruthenian Bishop or his

delegate can not be approached, licitly dispense from matrimonial

impediments. With these measures put into practice, the inconveni-
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ences, regarding dispensations arising from our present legislation,

would be partly abated. No one understands better than Rome the

practical issues, with their attendant difficulties, involved in the

American-Ruthenian question. The primary, all-essential motives

which actuate the Holy See in this matter is the lex sttprema—the

salvation of souls. Disciplinary changes, demanded or warranted
by this supreme law, may ever be expected. The present regulations

appear to be more or less tentative, since their binding force is limited

to ten years. Moreover Ruthenians, American born or otherwise,

may with the approval of Rome adopt permanently the Latin rite.

This approval doubtless would be readily forthcoming in the cir-

cumstances, insisted on by the author of the present article, of Latin

education and environment, of long continued and exclusive affilia-

tions with the Latin rite. As the purpose of the article is to promote

imity of faith, discipline, and Catholic activity in America, we print

it as it was written. Editor's Note.

THE last quarter of the nineteenth century witnessed the

emigration to the United States of Catholics who fol-

lowed rites other than the Latin. With the beginning of the

twentieth century .this movement grew stronger and spread to

Canada also. The Catholic hierarchy of each country was

confronted by a new problem. They had to deal with a class

of the faithful known to them before only by name. The
rites which these newcomers used rendered the episcopal ad-

ministration quite difficult, and a series of intricate questions

arose which the bishops had never dreamed of before.

First came the question of jurisdiction. According to the

tradition of the Church, handed down from the days of the

Apostles, there is only one bishop for every district. The

people who dwell within a certain area may be of diflferent

nationalities; they may speak diflferent languages or use dif-

ferent rituals, but they are all of the same fold, under the same

shepherd. When St. Peter settled at Antioch, he found there

Syrians, Jews, Greeks, and Romans, yet he was the bishop of

all. So was St. Titus, first metropolitan of Crete. So was

St. John, bishop of Ephesus. The Church was divided into

Patriarchates: Rome, Antioch, Alexandria, and Jerusalem.

Later on Constantinople was added. The first of these sees

comprised the " West ". The latter four the " East." The

Patriarch of Rome, being also head of the Church, had
" Papal " jurisdiction over the whole world, although his
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" Patriarchal " power did not extend beyond the limits of

what was called the " West." The rite which was followed in

his part of the Christian worlj^ was the Latin rite, with but

few exceptions hardly worth mentioning. Not so was it in the

East. Within the limits of the same Patriarchate, or even

diocese, many rites were to be found side by side. The faith-

ful of various nationalities, although they lived in the same
city, used different rituals, each of which was written in the

respective language of its followers. Nevertheless all were

under the rule of one and the same bishop.

But then came the time of schisms and rebellions. Here
and there the bishops of mixed communities broke away from

the Holy See. Part of the flock followed the seceders, others

remained faithful. The cleavage often took place on national

lines. A bishop had now to be provided for those who were

steadfast, but he was no longer bishop of all, but only of one

nationality. This was also expressed in his title. When later

the other nationalities came back to unity, they wished to see

their separate entity safeguarded, and to get a bishop of their

own rite and nationality. It was granted them, since it was

the price of unity. The outcome of all this is, that to-day we
have many prelates in the so-called " Eastern rites " who all

bear the same title. Antioch for instance has (besides a Latin

Patriarch, who is merely titular) a Greek, a Syrian, a Maronite

Patriarch. Each of these prelates claims to be, but which is,

the successor of St. Peter? We must answer: all in a certain

sense, and hence none of them, strictly speaking. The juris-

diction, which once was one and indivisible, has been split up,

and there is no single true successor. This entangled situation

has arisen out of the fact that, besides the difference of rites,

there has risen a different set of jurisdictions also. The latter

does not necessarily follow from the former. We can quite

well irnagine congregations using various rites and listening

to semions preached in different languages, but depending all

on the same bishop, just as nationalities of different speech can

be under the same sovereign. Still, in the matter of religion

and church discipline the difference of rite, though not always

a necessary preamble, may easily become the root of different

jurisdictions and even schisms and discord. It is very difficult

in such a place to apply the principles of Christianity in public
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life. The various churches, though perhaps in communion
with each other, will hardly ever act together. Their church

discipline varies, even the outward manifestations of their faith

do not fall into line with one another. The parallel juris-

dictions have the tendency to perpetuate differences and strife.

Let us add, that even politically such a state of things has its

evil consequences. Witness the case of Macedonia, where vari-

ous nationalities, each having its own church organization,

strive with one another for the balance of influence and power.

No united nation, no powerful church can come out of this

chaos, except by the total extinction of conflicting parties, so

as to leave but one.

In the so-called " West " nothing of the sort obtains. The
Popes as Patriarchs always maintained unity of jurisdiction

and unity of rite everywhere. After the Roman Empire had

fallen to pieces the barbarians overran all its provinces. Yet

they found an organization, the Church's, that not only resisted

their invasion, but absorbed them. No one was deprived of

his national prerogatives by the Church, but the national tend-

ency was left to work itself out. Converts and the Christian-

born had to obey the same bishop and look upon each other

as brothers. Where the former were stronger and in greater

numbers, they gave the name and character to the mixed com-

munity ; the opposite happened when the old settlers proved the

stronger. Southern Germany was once a Roman province

like Northern Italy. The former has now a Teuton people

with Teuton speech, the latter a Latin people with a Latin

language. Instances of this kind might be multiplied with

regard to England and France. The rule is obvious : as far

as the Patriarch of the West's patriarchal power extended there

came into existence strong church organizations together with

united and strong nations. In the " East ", once a nation had

to be converted, it got the ritual and liturgy in its own

language. Soon it would demand an independent church-

organization and got it. The outcome is a number of co-

ordinated autocephalous churches, bound together only in

theory. One of the so-called " Oriental " rites obtained an

importance quite out of proportion with the others. It was

the rite used at Constantinople. Various Slav peoples were

converted from this city and adopted its rite, translated of
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course into Slavonic. Some of these peoples grew into power-
ful nations, and as a result the Slavonic rite has now many
millions of followers.

Compared with the Latin rite, the Byzantine is and .always

will be in a state of inferiority. The Latin is universal, since

it comprises many nationalities, none of which can claim the

language of the sacred ceremonies as its own. Religion being

for all, and the same for ajl, it would be lowered by being

dragged down to the level of a merely national concern. The
Latin language brings this to memory. Nowadays when peo-

ple try to compile an Esperanto language that shall serve to

unite all the peoples into one common fellowship for trade and
business purposes, the Catholic of the Latin rite may proudly

point to his Church, which has never given up the common
bond of unity, but has kept steadfastly to the old language.

This is just the thing the Byzantine rite has not done. This

rite (the only one among Eastern rites) which has gained a

'foothold among variously-speaking nationalities, has been

everywhere translated into the language of its followers. In-

stead of being a vehicle of unity, it has often become the very

agent of strife and disunion. By making itself subservient to

the principle of nationality it has greatly hindered the action

of religion, and consequently done great harm to the cause of

the peoples it thought to serve. Over-straining the applica-

tion of a principle is seldom the best way of putting it into

practice. Asia Minor is a case in point. Granting that all

the Moslems were driven out of it, would there be peace and

union ? By no means, for the Christians themselves are hope-

lessly divided between conflicting nationalities and rites. No
united nation, no strong Church, could be the result, unless

everybody were prepared to sacrifice part of long-standing

traditions. That seems very unlikely.

It would seem that the practice of the " West " is more in
•' accordance with the general principles of Christianity. It is

always pointing to the ideal of a universal church, not bounded

by the narrow tenets of one or several nations, but wide as the

world, and yet united with its head, and with every one of its

members. Wherever a Catholic of the Latin rite enters a

church, he finds himself at home. At Shanghai or Buenos

Ayres, at Paris or Bombay, he hears the same lang^uage used
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in the ritual. The Oriental, if he is outside the boundaries

of his country, is almost lost. Religion for him does not ex-

tend beyond the limits of his home or language.

When Rome had to win back to unity Christians who were in

schism, the Holy See took into account the historical develop-

ments of these nations. There were churches whose adherents

clung to their rite and their separate organization. They were
not to be won back, unless both of these were granted them.

Rome yielded in order to show that faith was the thing that

mattered, whilst rites and jurisdiction in government were
of secondary consideration. One ritual is as good as another,

since each represents some form of worship acknowledged and
approved by the Church; whilst as to jurisdiction the rule of
" one place, one bishop " can allow of exceptions where higher

interests seem to make them necessary. Accordingly in Asia

Minor, and some countries of Eastern Europe, we see two or

more parallel jurisdictions within the same territory—that of

the Latin rite, and that of one or more " Oriental " rites estab-

lished in the same locality. Yet the latter is always somewhat
of an exception to the rule, a privilege, granted by the Church

and limited to a certain set of persons. In Galicia or Austrian

Poland and in Hungary (the two countries where we find the

largest number of Uniates) the bishops of the Latin rite bear

simply the title of their residence, e. g. Bishop of Agram or

Bishop of Temesvar, while the bishops of Oriental rites have,

besides the name of their residence, the name of their nation-

ality, e. g. Archbishop of Lemberg of the Ruthenians, etc. This

clearly shows that their jurisdiction is personal, based on privi-

lege, in opposition to the old church practices of territorial

jurisdiction.

Now it is precisely this set of Catholics who have emigrated

in large numbers to the United States and Canada. The Ruth-

enians in the States obtained a bishop of their own in 1907.

This prelate however had no ordinary jurisdiction until 191 3.

In Canada a Ruthenian bishop was appointed in 191 2, and he

received immediately ordinary personal jurisdiction. The legal

relations of the two rites were settled by the Holy See in these

respective years, yet there are great differences between the two.

The most important difference is the following, in the matter

of intermarriage between the two rites

:
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United States. Canada.

The father, if he be a Ruthe- All the children must be bap-

nian, may allow his children to tized and brought up in the rite

join the Latin rite. of the father.

From the Catholic onlooker's point of view the situation in

Canada is much worse than that in the United States. And
since there is danger that the law in the States may be modified

along the lines given it in Canada, let me state clearly why we
must find such change disadvantageous, and then make some
suggestion as to how such a development can be prevented,

I. The situation in Canada is bad, because it sets up perma-
nently a distinct national church. Indeed the document which

sanctions the Ruthenian rite, in speaking of a " Ruthenian "

bishop, clergy, faithful, and so on, tends to uphold a separate

nationality under Canadian rule. Strictly speaking there is no
" Ruthenian " rite. The Ruthenians use the Byzantine rite,

with the old-Slavonic language, just as the Russians and Ser-

vians do, exactly as the English, French and Germans use the

Latin language and the Roman rite. Although the latter pro-

nounce the Latin each in a different way, as do the former in

the matter of old-Slavonic, yet we do not speak of an English,

or a French, or a German rite. There appears to be no more
justifiable reason to speak of a " Ruthenian " rite. The sole

fact of a diflFerence of pronunciation, as of language, does not

establish a separate rite. The expression " Ruthenian " is

Iherefore a purely political term, denoting a certain nationality

in Europe, whose" members are also following the Byzantine

rite with a certain pronunciation of the old-Slavonic language.

It is not necessary to discuss here whether it is an advantage,

political or otherwise, that such a " national " church should

exist in Europe. Certainly it has no logical reason d'etre in

America. The government of Canada or of the United States

is un-der no fear that a Slav state will spring up in the new
world. Why then should there be a Slavonic church? Prob-

ably the Ruthenians who emigrate to Canada and the States

will remain Ruthenians for some years, but their descendants

born there speak no other language but English. They will

not feel at home in a church which by its very name presents

itself as un-American. The economy of the Catholic Church is
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not like that of national churches. She tolerates national sec-

tions in the Church in the old world, for the sake of peace. But
there appears no reason for keeping up these divisions arti-

ficially in the new world. The Germans, or Poles, or Italians,

who settle in America do not set up a German, or a Polish, or

an Italian church. Hence the Ruthenians cannot have any
logical claim to the distinction, unless it be for a time only to

favor gradual naturalization. Once a man is an American citi-

zen, and speaks only English, what right have we to call him
a " Ruthenian "? In the eyes of any lawyer this sole reason

would make the claim of a " Ruthenian " church to his alle-

giance utterly void. The more so, since " Ruthenian " is a

purely political term.

2. The Canadian situation is almost unworkable in practice,

and can be maintained only by a steady artificial help. Take
the case of a Ruthenian settled in Nova Scotia, or at Quebec.

His bishop is living at Winnipeg, more than a thousand miles

away. Yet if he wishes to marry, he must get dimissorial let-

ters from his personal bishop, though a Latin bishop is per-

haps next door. It is very probable that he will marry a Latin

wife, since in these provinces Ruthenians are few. Still his

children must belong to the Ruthenian rite. They will get

Catholic teaching in a Latin school, they can receive the Sac-

raments only according to the Latin rite, since Ruthenians are

very sparsely settled in these provinces. Nevertheless they

belong to the Ruthenian rite. Assuredly their belonging to

their father's (Ruthenian) rite will be a purely theoretical

one, and remain only on paper. Then why not allow them to

become Latins in theory also, as they will be in practice? The
old-Slavonic language in the liturgy is a strange growth to

the ears of English-speaking people whose religious vocabu-

lary shows clearly the signs of its Latin origin. The outcome

of all this is, that they will wish to become Latins. In other

words, they will get tired of the " privilege " of personal juris-

diction granted to them and will long to come under the com-

mon law. Why coerce them to remain under a privilege they

are sure to dislike as soon as they have become naturalized

citizens of their new home? If I may be allowed a trivial

comparison, the present method seems much like that of the

use of vehicles. When railroads began to be built coachmen
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had reason to fear for their trade. They kept on coaching,

while reluctantly admitting that the steam engine and motor
offered faster and cheaper ways of traveling. Would any one
of them think of asking for a " privilege " that would at the

same time oblige him to travel only by coach. The Oriental

rites are indeed in possession in some countries of the old

world and cannot be eliminated there. But in the new they

have a natural tendency to disappear. They are interwoven,

each with its own nationality. Once the emigrant has left his

country, to become a member of another nation, a citizen of

another state, his attachment to his national form of worship

goes by degrees, just as his attachment to his old speech goes.

If not at first, as least during the second generation, he is en-

tirely assimilated to the new nationality of which he forms a

part. The Church protects the national rite in his old home,

but she has no reason for keeping it up artificially amid sur-

roundings to which it is foreign. The Catholic Church is Ger-

man in Germany, Italian in Italy, American in America.

Why should it be Ruthenian in America? The Ruthenian

father in the United States should be at liberty to allow his

children to become Latins, in order that they may come under

the common law. This is the natural tendency of things for

the common good. Let it work itself out. If not, other Ori-

ental communities settled on the American continent will ask

for their own jurisdictions. There will be a Roumanian, and

an Armenian hierarchy, and so on. This can be avoided only

if the liberty clause of the bull Ea semper is upheld, that the

Ruthenian bishop has got personal " ordinary " jurisdiction.

As a practical suggestion may I humbly submit that Ameri-

can Hierarchy ask the Holy See, to harmonize legislation in

this sense, even if it becomes necessary to undo established

precedent. It is not want of sympathy with the Catholics of

Oriental rites, but the general principles of the Catholic Church

and the interests of Church government that claim this course.

In a country with so many religions as the United States the

Catholic Church must not appear to be un-national, or contra-

national, and she must present a united front, for united action.

FORANEUS.
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VIII.—The Work at Our Hand.

'^'X'HE Irish don't seem to take to it, Dean," Mother Mary
1 John complained. " The others, now, don't seem to

mind at all. They don't hold back. There's good bread and
milk there to be eaten, and they take it without let or thank-you.

So they should. Why should children thank anybody for the

bread they get? Haven't they the right to it? But the

Irish !"

" Well, you see, Mother, the Irish have long memories."
" Memories? But it's these babies, I tell you. Dean ; they're

the worst. What memories have they?"
" You can never tell anything about an Irish baby. Mother,"

the Dean proceeded to explain the unexplainable. " You see,

some of them remember things that happened in Ireland a

hundred years ago. I christened one just the other day and he

had a look in his eye that, I declare, if you so much as men-
tioned Boyne Water to him he'd strike you. They are like

that."

" I never know what you're talking about, Dean, when you

begin on the Irish. And 3'ou know I don't. But," she

added slowly, " some of the time I believe some of it is true."

Mother Mary John, being a convert from one of the earliest

Vermont families, could not know what was the matter with the

Irish children ; much less could she know what the Dean meant

by his whimsical talk.

"At any rate," she concluded, " I wish they wouldn't make
me feel that I'm degrading them every time I try to make them

take a bit of bread and milk. There's that little Monica Con-

nors. She's about the size of a pint pitcher and she could

write with the corners of her cheek bones, but do you think I

could get her to as much as look at the food here until I had

promised to let her stay and help wash up the cups? And the

boys, they hang back along the wall and push each other for-

ward, until you fairly have to grab them and force a bit of

bread into their hands.
" I don't understand them. Why, it isn't as though they

were grown-ups and you were asking them to accept charity.

It isn't charity at all. It's their right."
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" I know it, Mother. We have all the logic on our side, and

the children are wrong. But, they are Irish children, as you

say; and the Irish race has gone through things that make it

forever chary of bread that is given to it."

" But," the Mother persisted, " these children never heard

of that. Their parents never knew anything of it."

" True," admitted the Dean. " But, don't I tell you, the

Irish babies have long memories?" he insisted perversely.

The Reverend Mother gave it up. He and his Irish were

always incomprehensible. For thirty years she had been learn-

ing that.

The Dean had inadvertently wandered into the school at two

o'clock in the afternoon, just when the smallest of the children

were being dismissed for the day.

Along the whole length of the lower hall of the school ran

a narrow table, improvized by the sisters out of boards and

benches. On it were spread cups of milk and thick slices of

bread for all.

On the very first day of the fall term the Dean had seen the

pinched look of the children's faces, and he had taken his

measures. He had sent messages up into the hill country, to

friends and old parishioners of the days when he had tended

all that country alone. Their response was in the form of

huge cans of milk that came down every morning anonymously

from little wayside milk stations on the O. & W. and the

Belden River lines.

The bread was another matter. Ostensibly it was the gift

of bakers in Albany. But only Father Huetter could have told

that the Dean's little property, left him by a sister dead years

ago, had been sold and that his salary was hypothecated for a

time longer than he might reasonably expect to have a salary.

It seems that he was no more prudent now than he had been

in that day, at the other end of his life, when he and his people

had helped finance the start of Milton Sargent's mill.

But Father Driscoll was not thinking of any of these things

now. He was looking down the long rows of the children, and

seeing the thing that the Mother had complained of.

As she had said, the Slavic and Italian children marched

up to the table by platoons and stood munching and drinking,

without urging and without thanks. Why should children
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thank anybody for food when it was there, just naturally to be

eaten by hungry folk?

But the Irish were plainly difTerent. They hung back and
kept their eyes off the food. Some, even the littlest ones, tried

to slip by unnoticed, and even when they were caught and made
to take food they swallowed it hastily, almost furtively.

" Dear God !" the Dean murmured, his old heart wincing in

sympathy and understanding, " will we never forget? Those

children learned that lesson four and five generations ago!

And I, if I was among them, I'd be doing just what they are

doing. I couldn't help it. This comes of being bom of a

race that carries its past forever with it

!

" I should not have come here at this hour. I did not mean
to," he deprecated. " They're bad enough with the sisters, but

they're worse when they think I'm looking. I'll go away. And
I'm only asking them to eat the bite that God gives them as

their right I Yet they look up at me out of eyes that are sharp

with hunger—to see if I notice them taking charity.

" Charity ! Charity ! Dear God above ! What an abuse is

that word in the mouths of men, when the very babies fear it!"

The Mother had gone on down the line and was too far away
to have heard any of this even if he had intended it for her

hearing. He turned away sharply, and when he was out

in the street he walked briskly for ten minutes, hardly noting

where he was going.

Old Richard Flanagan halted him in that high-pitched

querulous voice that comes from a crabbed temper, rheumatics,

and the North of Ireland:
" Where are you away to now, without a word. Your

Deanery?"

The title of a Rural Dean in this country is one that seems

to lack something of euphonious dignity. The young people

can address him as Dean quite simply and satisfactorily, but

to the old people this seems too curt. They want something

that rolls better on the tongue.

The Dean stopped short, suddenly remembering that he had
no fixed destination.

" Oh, how are you, Richard? I didn't know I was this far

up the street. How's the rheumatism ?"
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"Again ye had it ye wouldn't step so smart, Your Deanery.
Will the min be paid th'night, I don't know?" he queried, with

that high lift at the end of his voice that makes a question mark
for any form of words.

" Why not?" said the Dean. " Did you hear anything to

the contrary?"

Richard Flanagan sat on his porch daily from April to

November. From his vantage ground, where rheumatism held

him, he kept the road and took toll from all who would pass

on foot. Old and young, rich and poor, male and female, he
questioned them. His information was sometimes true, often

wonderful, often enough wilfully untrue. But it was always

voluminous and comprehensive. It covered everything that

possibly could and could not happen in the range of the world.

If he did not know the truth, he had at least heard all sides of

•every matter.

" Dinny Corridon," he piped, " passed here to tell me that

there is no money at the mill and that the banks would g^ve

none on the machines that were turned out this week. So the

Colonel can only give the men pay checks, and the stores won't

take them. I warn you, the stores won't take them; but the

saloons, they might."
" Well, let's hope it will not prove quite so bad," said the

Dean. " I think Dinny is by nature a pessimist."

" He did lie to me once," the old man admitted, taking the

big word at a leap. " But not by nathur, not by nathur. It

was about the reservoir, and I think he was put up to it."

But the Dean with a parting warning about bad weather and

rheumatism was already on the move up the street. The suf-

ferer on the porch was left somewhat disgruntled and unsatis-

fied with himself. He did not like to have anyone get by

without paying him his tribute of at least some little bit of

information.
" Ey-ah !" He complained to the general world. " Time

was whin he could stop to talk about a thing or two ; but now,

what with advisin' governors and sthrikin' sthrikes, he haven't

a minute to
—

"

" Who's that mumblin' about the priest behin' his back?"

came a sharp voice from within the door.

" I only said," Richard defended, " he might stop till I'd

put him the length of a question or two."
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" He has more to do than bringin' grist to your cackle mill,"

snapped the voice through the doorway.

Mr. Flanagan went back to the consideration of his rheu-

matism. It was apparent that his autocratic jurisdiction was
limited strictly to the external forum of the sidewalk. In

winter his must have been that emptiest of all human glories,

that of a monarch without a realm.

The Dean turned the first corner, intending to make a circuit

to the other side of the town where he remembered that he had
some calls to make.

He was worried by what Flanagan had told him. To be

sure, he had anticipated the refusal of the banks in Milton to

give cash on the machinery first completed by the men. That
had been the weak point in the Governor's plan from the be-

ginning—the lack of actual money. When the Governor had
stopped the strike in the Milton Machinery works by putting

the men back to work under martial law, he should, of course,

have seen that there was plenty of ready money to pay the

men. But the Dean knew that there had been no time. The
Governor could not just then force through an appropriation

for the purpose, and there was no available contingent fund in

the State treasury on which he could put his hand.

But the Dean had not anticipated that the stores would

refuse food for the pay checks which Colonel Gardiner, the

Governor's representative in charge of the mill, would have to

issue to the men for their first week's wages. These checks

would be in the name of the Milton Machinery Company, and

endorsed with the authority of the Governor of the State.

They would certainly be redeemable in money in due time.

But there was no way to force storekeepers to accept them

in payment for food. And the Dean remembered the circum-

stances in which nearly all the merchants of Milton stood, with

regard to the Company and John Sargent.

The genius and the foresight of old Milton Sargent had been

almost diabolical. He had expected labor and social troubles,

from the beginning. And from the beginning he had pro-

vided for them. He foresaw that the quickest and surest

weapon against a strike was the direct control of the food

supply. So, as soon as the first profits of his mill came to him

he put them right into the purchase of the land which he saw
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would be the business part of the already growing village.

Then he opened stores and secured all the trade, so that his

people brought his money back to him for everything that

they ate and wore.

Again he spread farther out, as he foresaw the coming
growth, and bought up all the land upon which the little city

of Milton stands to-day. Most of this he sold, lot by lot, to his

employees, for homes. His terms to them were easy and very

liberal—generally not more than three hundred per cent above

what he had paid for the land. For this he received wide

praise as the most intelligent and advanced manufacturer in

his part of the State. Milton was pointed out as the model

manufacturing village, where every working^an was a free

and independent man—owning his own home, you see.

Noted sociological writers of that day came to Milton, took

statistics, nodded wise heads, and went away to write that

Milton Sargent had, for once and all, solved the labor problem.

He had, by giving his men the chance to own something in his

town, so bound up and combined his interests and theirs and

those of the mill and the town that no questions could ever come

between them.

Milton Sargent had really wished, and had worked early

and late to realize his wish, that every head of family in his

employ should own a home in Milton. His reasoning was this .

If they own their homes they will have to stay in Milton.

There will never be any other mill here but mine. If they

own their homes and I own their jobs and the supply of food,

they will have to stay here and work for me, at my terms, just

as long as they naturally live.

So he actively encouraged them to buy lots and helped them

to build, on very fair terms. But in every deed that he gave

them there was one iron-bound restriction. No lot that he sold

them could ever be used for any purpose other than as a

dwelling lot.

With unerring instinct he predicted, and directed, the com-

mercial growth of the town, and kept in his own hands every

bit of property in the line of that prospective growth. Corner

lots in residence sections he retained, for groceries— and

saloons. If, for any reason, a lot which he had sold became

useless for residence purposes it reverted naturally to the

original owner.
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When, in the advance of public opinion, the old system of

company stores, by which he sold necessaries direct to his em-
ployees, became too obnoxious, he gave it up. He did not

really need it. He rented his store properties to individuals

who should conduct them as their own. He allowed those in-

dividuals to own their stocks, but he gave them only very short

tenure of lease in their stores and otherwise surrounded them
with such conditions that he held them completely in his power.

A merchant or tradesman who crossed Milton Sargent once,

would never, after the expiration of his lease, again be in the

position to do so.

John Sargent, at his accession to power in Milton, had not

changed any of these things. He understood the system and
knew its value. He developed it so as to handle the various

public utilities of the town as they came into being, and he

organized three small banks. These not only gave him an

added capital with which to work ; they also tightened his hold

on every merchant in the little city.

So the Dean was worried. He knew that at a word from

John Sargent every grocer and provision man and clothier in

Milton would feel obliged to refuse the pay checks that were

to be issued in the name of the Milton Machinery Company.
He saw the wall of entrenched power against which the

Governor had run in his effort to force John Sargent to arbi-

trate the strike in Milton. And he thought he saw further

and more intricate difficulties ahead, when the mill, in order

to run as the Governor had started it, must try to buy raw
materials from capitalist friends and natural allies of John
Sargent. But he was not disheartened. He believed, did this

old man. Seventy-four years of disillusion had not dimmed
the boyish faith of his heart.

He went about his business with head erect, not forgetting

to say a prayer by the way for the courage and the wisdom

of that square-headed young Presbyterian, the Governor, to

whom he had taken a great fancy.

When he came home he found Nonie Gaylor waiting to talk

with him. He had not seen Nonie Gaylor since the night

when her promised husband, young Harry Loyd, was shot

down in the road in front of the mill by John Sargent's guards.

He had heard that she sat all day in her little home by the River

Road, seeing no one, hugging her grief in silence.
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That was not good for her, he knew. And he had thought,

Nonie being alone in the world, that he would send some of

the sisters to her to persuade her to go away for a time. But,

no. He remembered the ten years when Nonie was growing
up alone with a dissolute old father, and how she had shielded

that father and gone out to work for him and how she had
insisted that he was the best of fathers and that she loved him
and was proud of him and how she had dared the world to

sympathize with her.

His years had taught him that there are some souls who
cannot be helped by anything or anybody in this world. They
carry the burdens of others, but their own they must carry

alone. Their fires burn inwardly, and they have to ask their

own questions of God and life. Nonie Gaylor was one of these.

Nothing about the girl told in any way of tragedy. She
was dressed simply in the neat blacks and whites that everybody

associated with her. Her manner was entirely natural and

easy.

The Dean marveled at the self-control, the powerful

springs of will, that could so cover a tortured heart and smooth

out a girlishly fresh face for the world to see. But he feared

it. A fire that is too closely pent will burst sometime. And
its bursting is madness.

" I only came in to tell you. Dean, that I am going away,"

she said, quite casually ;
" and to give up my Sodality band."

"Ah, I had thought of that," agreed the Dean, taking up

her manner. " I had thought of advising you to go away for

a while, a change ; a change is always good, you know."
" Yes. But I am going away for good. I am never coming

back to Milton."
" Well, now I had hardly expected that, Nonie. You see,

you somehow seem to belong here with us. You have—^you

have plans, I suppose? Where will you go ?"

" Does it matter?" she said with a pitiful little shrug, drop-

ping her mask for the instant.

Father Driscoll waited a moment, giving her time to com-

mand herself. Then he said slowly

:

" No. I suppose it does not. We have to take ourselves

with us, anyway. So the surroundings cannot matter very

much."
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The girl started. He had spoken the very thought that

had been going the dizzy round of her mind, sleeping or wak-

ing, for all these days : what use was it to go, when she could

not get away from herself ?

" I know," she said. " That is true. I cannot hope to get

away from myself. And I have thought and thought and
planned. And I cannot come to anything. It is all so useless.

" But I must get away. Can't you see. Dean, that I have

to get away from here. It doesn't matter at all where I go.

But I must go. Can't you see that ?" she appealed.
" I am not sure that I do. Tell me, child." He wanted to

make her talk, to keep her talking, so that she might ease

down some of the strain under which her mind labored.

" I thought I wanted to go and hide myself in a convent,"

she began aimlessly. " Oh, not because I belonged there, but

just to crawl into some place where the world couldn't find

me and hurt me any more. But
—

"

" No. That wouldn't do," said the Dean lightly. " The
idea is too medieval, and the novelists have overworked it al-

ready. That is, I mean, Nonie, a convent is a place for people

who have just the one reason for being there."

" I knew that. But I have to work. I have to go on living.

Though I don't see why," she added, with a sudden rush of

bitterness.

" The river runs right by my door," she went on quietly,

" It is always friendly to me. Since I was a baby I have never

been afraid of it."

The Dean was silent. Every soul must cross these dark

bridges by itself.

" There is a place, you know it; Dean, where the water from

the canal tumbles down the waste weir into the river. It has

made a great dark pool there at the edge of the river and the

water races round and round, so quiet and so swift.

" I used to go and sit there sometimes, years ago, when
father was—was

—

" I have gone there sometimes lately, and looked down into

the dark of the water, and wondered: Why not?
" It looked so cool and so certain, so dependable. What-

ever I got, down under the water there, I could keep, couldn't

I ? It wouldn't be snatched away from me, like Harry was."
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Suddenly she shivered. Then, with a visible eflFort, she

straightened herself and threw back her shoulders.

The Dean was satisfied. She had crossed her bridge.
" You have to work, and you do not feel that you can bear

to go back into the mill. That is it, is it not?" said the Dean
steadily.

" How could I ? How could I ?" she broke out. "Do you re-

member that four times every day—every day of all my life,

four times I should have to pass the spot where John Sargent

murdered my Harry? It is not the horror of it. Don't think

that. I could kneel every time on the spot.

" But if I did, and if I said my prayers every time, do you

know that I would still get up from my knees every time with

just one thought—always one thought—to kill John Sargent?

Think of that ! Four times every day for years and years of

life, a murderess in my heart.

" Oh, you are a priest. You have always been good. You
do not know what anger and hate is like.

"And then I should go in to do John Sargent's work for him

!

Think of it! To make him richer, so that he might kill the

Harrys of other girls.

"And do you know why I had the position that I had in the

mill, and why I was, in a few months more, to be put over all

the women in the mill ? Think of that ! Five hundred women
and girls under me, a girl of twenty-two! I was to be the

highest paid woman operative in New York State. And why ?

Why ? Because I had proved that I could get more work and

drive more speed out of other poor, fainting women and girls,

and save more money for John Sargent.

" Think of that, year in and year out. And then think of

that spot that I would pass—four times a day, every day, for

ever and ever!"

Father Driscoll had no answer ready. The girl sat picking

at the finger ends of her gloves. After a little he said

:

" Nonie, would you rather not have had your love at all

and not have suffered, or have had it and suffered as you

have?"
" I had three years of Harry's love," she said quickly; " for

one hour of it I would have suffered all
!"
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" Then, child, you do not hate God for giving you the love,

only for taking it
—

"

" God? Why, God didn't have anything to do with it.

How could He? What did I do to—?"
" That is our mistake, child, nearly always. It is not what

we have done. It is what God may have for us to do.

" Nonie, will you listen to me a moment, and try to forget

that I am just a blundering old man who knows no more of

the ways of God than you do ?

" The Company, as you say, had picked you out and trained

you for a purpose, to drive all the others. Why? Because

they saw things in you that made them believe you could do

it better than another.
" Suppose that God foresaw something to be done that you

could do better than another. Suppose He saw the time com-
ing when the women in the mill would need not a driver, but

a sister and a guide—one who had suffered more and who was
stronger and wiser by that suffering. Suppose that the way
to such wisdom and to such helpfulness lay only through great

suffering. And that one was you— would you refuse, the

suffering?"

" No! no!" she cried, springing to her feet. " I would not

refuse. God knows I would welcome it. Anything, anything!

If only it were of some use, some good to the others!"
" I know that, of course, child.

" Now, you might go out to nurse the wounded on battle-

fields, or you might go out to tell the story of your love and
your suffering to your sisters through the country and preach

Suffrage to them, or Socialism. In either case you would do

good, no doubt. But the work God wishes us to do He gener-

ally places near our hand.
" I am old, child, and the changes come fast. I see one

coming here that will give you a work to do that will fill your

arms and your heart. Can you believe and have faith for a

little while?"
" Yes. I believe. I don't know why, but I do.

" I will stay and work, as long as you say, Dean. But

—

I think I'll go home now."

She went out hurriedly, without another word. She knew
that she could no longer control herself and she wanted to

be alone.
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The Dean walked over into his study and sat down heavily

at his desk.

" God send that I did right!" he prayed.

It was the dark threatening end of an autumn day. Three
thousand men were crowding each other out through the gates

of the Milton Machinery Company's plant. Colonel Gardiner
had not attempted to start the twine mill, so none of the women
had been at work. The men had been at work ten days and
this was the regular pay night.

There was no money in the mill. The men had seen thous-

ands of dollars' worth of machinery go out to fill orders on file

all through the strike. But the banks of Milton, controlled by
John Sargent, would not advance a cent of money on the

invoices. The Colonel had appealed frantically to the Gov-
ernor, but the latter had answered that pay checks were suffi-

cient for the present. And in any case, where could he get

forty thousand dollars in cash ?

The men did not understand. Rumors had been running

through the mill all week. They knew that they were there-

working under the protection of the military of the State.

But they mistrusted the whole thing. The idea that the State-

could, even if it sincerely wished, do anything effectively for

them and for their interest had been exploded so many times

that they were slow to believe.

Some said it was a grandstand play of the Governor, for

politics. It would fizzle out, as all such things did. Others

argued that it was all a trick of Sargent, to get them back to

work and break the spirit of their strike.

They took their pay checks. What was the use of refusing

them ? But they showed that they had no great faith in them.

Many had worked the whole time without a real meal.

There was no credit for them in any store. They were hungry

and sick. They could get something for the checks.

They were wrong. They could not get anything with the

checks. They trooped into stores and markets. Meat men and

provision men, who had been clinging desperately to their

stocks for months and fighting off bankruptcy until work

should begin, now looked sadly at the pay checks—which they

knew would be perfectly good—and shook their heads. The
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grim word had gone out from John Sargent that no man
should dare sell an ounce of food on those checks.

But there was one thing that could be had with the checks.

Drink—all the drink the men wanted. The notices stood in

all the saloons, as John Sargent had directed. The checks were
good. There was plenty of free lunch. But there was no
change for the checks. No bar would cash any part of a

check. The check was good. But it must be left in the bar
until it was used up.

Remember that this crowd of men worked all day in heat

and grime and iron dust, at trades in which practically all men
drink some. The strength and the wickedness of Sargent's

planning need no detailing.

Some of the men, the irresponsible and the weak, left their

checks in tlie bars. But the most of them, after tramping

vaguely about and being refused at one store after another,

shifted slowly off into the side streets and crept home, ugly,

hungry, hopeless.

Where it came from no man could tell. Probably it was
at first a burry, angry murmur that ran up and down the wells

of tenement houses, from one pinched home to another. It

rose above the squalls of unfed, disappointed children. It was
the sulky, upbraiding cry of the tigress in the lair, when the

feckless lord comes home empty-mouthed from the hunt.

It ran down dark stairs, the cry, and out into dark, foul

streets. It beat up against closed windows, and drew them

open, and drew out unkempt heads to answer it.

The answer came in every Slavic tongue, from Litt to Czech.

It came in four Italian dialects. It came in every known
accent of English. It did not need any language, for it was

the cry of the women, who do eternally understand each other

in need.

Out of dark alleys they came, splashing through puddles,

out of bare little cottages, out of solid-looking homes, they

came hurrying and rushing into solid groups. They did not

stop for argument or discussion. The one cry, the one im-

pulse that had started them all, told them where they were

going and what they were going to do.

Across the railroad tracks, from Polock Town and Little

Italy, they came pouring in groups and troops of hundreds,
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large-boned, guttural-voiced Slav women, shrill-throated,

sturdy Italian women—hunger in their eyes, mother fury in

their hearts.

Now these met other crowding, pushing tides of women, tall,

thin-lipped hill women of the country itself, and broad-chested

Irish-American women, no less of the country. All the races

of all the women of earth could have met here and talked the

common language of the cries of their babies.

Into the blocks of State street where the big grocery and

provision stores were grouped they came reeling and whirling,

wave after wave of faces, white and care- fretted under the flare

of the lights.

They had no war cry. They carried no banner. They
wanted no advertising. They were just everybody's wife and

sister, with a pay check in her clenched hand, come to get the

food that her man had earned for her children and her.

They were in the stores before astonished and frightened

clerks could think of locking doors.

Now the next quarter of an hour was not pretty. It is

better to pass it over without description.

These women had for months been looking down into the

hunger-big eyes of their children. Their bared nerves had

been flecked by the questions, the eternal, Why? Why? of the

child. Why could it not have butter and sugar on its bread?

Why could it not have even butter? Why, finally, could it not

have bread ?

They have seen the plump, round little bodies of their babies

falling away under the ribs. They were elementary mothers

of men, these women. They loved to kiss the round, paddy

cushions of fat that lie at the back of a baby neck. And they

had found there only the pinched outcroppings of hard little

bones.

They had seen their rough, noisy boys suddenly sit down

in the thick of their play, because they were weak and dizzy for

food. They had caught their little girls scraping and scratch-

ing their cheeks with wire hair brushes—to take the white out.

Lately they had seen their husbands and their growing boys

whom it was their pride to feed, come staggering home to

eat: and there was no food.
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Food! Food! The lack of it had tortured their days.

The dreams of it had tormented their nights. How many
nights had they walked among heaps and stacks of food, and

when they reached out for it, always it turned to something

else? How many times had they not dreamed the pantry full

of food, only to awaken to the gaunt reality?

Some of them had seen their nurslings die at their breasts.

There was no food there. And they had followed a little box

up the long River Road to the hills and the cemetery, and
wanted to stay there.

And always their nightmares had been of food, food in the

hand, food in the very mouth.

Now here was food piled all about them, bread, and meat,

and vegetables in tins, and meat, meat hanging in strips, hang-

ing in sacks, everywhere. Their dreams, their very dreams!

There was none to stop them. They were a hundred, two

hundred, as many as could get into a store. They had only

to throw down pay checks and take, and take, and take!

If some turned sick and hysterical and screamed at the sight

of it all ; if some fainted ; if some grabbed and grabbed, more
than they could carry ; if some crowded and pushed and tram-

pled ; if they finally jammed all together and screamed and

fought, impotently, still hugging their loot—^well, the wonder
would have been, rather, if they had not done these things.

Up through the pushing, tugging mass of women that was

struggling on the sidewalks unable to get into the stores, came
a slender, hollow-eyed girl in blacks and whites. Women gave

her way because her tragedy and her grief had set her apart.

Then, too, she was a captain of women. Her business was to

organize and command.
Swiftly, as she came to each group she plucked two or three

women apart to her and gave them quick, sharp commands.

They knew her; they were accustomed to obey her. Her curt,

every-day voice brought them back from hysteria, to sense.

They did as she told them. Quietly urging their way into

a store, they took command. They grabbed pencils and paper

bags, or anything to write upon, and made hurried, scrappy

accounts of what each woman had. Then they began forcing

a line of those who were supplied out of the doors. The
screaming stopped. What had been a riot of maddened \vx>men
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resolved itself, in five minutes, into lines of quiet shoppers who
furtively tucked up wisps of straggled hair and who only-

showed what they had been through by the quick, quiet sob-

bing of their bosoms.

A line of soldiers, called by frantic storekeepers, came
double-quicking up the middle of the street. But, though they

came quickly, men were there before them. Men, sheepish

of face, but grim, too, slipped out of side streets and lined them-

selves two and three deep along the curb. They did not ap-

prove of whatever the women were doing. Men are ever more
law-bound and helplessly conservative in a crisis than are wo-

men. But, if the women were bound to do it, they should

not be molested.

The thin single line of soldiers, stretched the length of the

street, had no orders to shot)t down lines of men, in order to

clear the stores of women. They stood there, foolish and use-

less. And when Nonie Gaylor calmly walked through them to

the other side of the street, to see how her lieutenants were

doing over there, the company through which she walked

grounded arms with a smart rattle.

At ten o'clock Father Huetter, coming in, reported to the

Dean the manner of these things, and that the town was

full fed.

The Dean laid down his breviary, to say

:

" Thank God ! I said better to the child than I knew

—

the work at our hand, that is what He would have us do."

But Father Huetter did not understand. He was very tired

and he went on up to bed.

Richard Aumerle Maker, O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.

[to be continuid]



Hnalecta.

ACTA BENEDIOTI PP. XV.

LiTTERAE EnCYCLICAE.

AD VENERABILES FRATRES PATRIARCHAS PRIMATES ARCHIEPISCOPOS.

EPISCOPOS ALIOSQUE LOCORUM ORDINARIOS PACEM ET COMMU-
NIONEM CUM APOSTOLICA SEDE HABENTES.

Benedictns PP. XV.

Venerabiles Fratres Salutem et Apostolicam Benedictionem.

Ad beatissimi Apostolorum Principis cathedram arcano Dei pro-

videntis consilio, nullis Nostris meritis, ubi provecti sumus, cum qui-

dem Christus Dominus ea ipsa Nos voce, qua Petrum, appellaret,

pasce agnos meos, pasce oves meas ;
^ continuo Nos summa cum bene-

volentiac caritate oculos in gregem, qui Nostrae mandabatur curae,

convertimus; innumerabilem sane gregem, ut qui universos homines,

alios alia ratione, complectatur. Omnes enim, quotquot sunt, lesus

Christus a peccati servitute, profuso in pretiiun suo sanguine, libera-

vit ; nee vero est ullus, qui a beneficiis redemptionis huius exceptione

excludatur: itaque genus humanum divinus Pastor partim Ecclesiae

suae caulis iam feliciter inclusum habet, partim se eodem compulsu-

rum amantissime aflfirmat : Et alias oves habeo, quae non sunt ex hoc

ovili: et illas oportet me adducere, et vocem meam audient.'—Equi-

dem non vos hoc celabimus, venerabiles Fratres: ante omnia, divina

certe benignitate excitatirai, sensimus in animo incredibilem quemdam

^ loan. 21:15-17. ^ loan. 10:16.
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studii et amoris impetum ad cunctorum salutem hominum quaeren-

dam; atque illud ipsum fuit Nostrum in Pontificatu suscipiendo

votum, quod lesu, mox crucem subeuntis, fuerat : Pater sancte, serva

eos in nomine tuo, quos dedisti mihi.^

lam vero, ut primum licuit ex hac arce Apostolicae dignitatis

rerum humanarum cursum uno quasi obtutu contemplari, cum lacri-

mabilis obversaretur Nobis ante oculos civilis societatis conditio, acri

sane dolore affecti sumus. Quo enim pacto fieret ut Nostnmi com-
munis omnium Patris animum non vehementissime soUicitaret hoc
Europae atque adeo orbis terrae spectaculum, quo nulliun fortasse

nee atrocius post hominum memoriam fuit, nee luctuosius? Omnino
illi advenisse dies videntur, de quibus Christus praenuntiavit : Audi-
turi . . . estis praelia, et opiniones praeliorum. . . .Consurget enim
gens in gentem, et regnum in regnum.* Tristissima usquequaque

dominatur imago belli; nee fere nunc est aliud quod hominimi cogi-

tationes occupet. Maxime sunt praestantissimaeque opulentia gentes

quae dimicant: quamobrem quid minim, si horrificis bene instructae

praesidiis, quae novissime ars militaris invenit, conficere se mutuo ex-

quisita quadam immanitate contendant? Nee ruinarum igitur nee

caedis modus : quotidie novo redundat cruore terra, ae sauciis comple-

tur exanimisque corporibus. Num, quos ita videris alteros alteris in-

festos, eos dixeris ab uno omnes prognatos, nmn eiusdem naturae,

eiusdem societatis humanae participes? Num fratres agnoveris, quo-

rum unus est Pater in caelis? Dum autem infinitis utrimque copiis

furiose decernitur, interea doloribus et miseriis, quae bellis, tristis

cohors, comitari solent, civitates, domus, singuli premuntur: crescit

immensum in dies viduarum orborumque numerus ; languent, inter-

ceptis itineribus, commercia; vacant agri; silent artes; in angustiis

locupletes, in squalore inopes, in luctu sunt omnes.

Hisce Nos tam extremis rebus permoti, in primo tamquam limine

Pontificatus maximi, Nostrarum partium esse duximus, suprema ilia

Deeessoris Nostri, praeclarae sanctissimaeque memoriae Pontificis,

revocare verba, iisque iterandis, Apostolicum officium auspicari; ve-

hementerque eos, qui res regunt vel gubernant publicas, obsecravi-

mus, ut, respicientes quantum effusum iam esset lacrimarum et san-

guinis, alma pacis munera reddere populis maturarent. Atque uti-

nam, Dei miserentis beneficio, fiat, ut, quem Angeli in ortu divini

hominum Redemptoris faustum cecinere nuntiimi, idem, ineuntibus

Nobis vicarium Ipsius munus, eeleriter insonet : In terra pax homini-

bus bonae voluntatis.^ Audiant Nos ii, rogamus, quonmi in manibus

« loan. 17 : 11. * Matth. 24 : 6, 7.

* Luc. 2 : 14.
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fortuna civitatum sita est. Aliae profecto adsunt viae, rationes aliae,

quibus, si qua sunt violata iura, sarciri possint. Has, positis interim

armis, bona experiantur fide animisque volentibus. Ipsorum Nos
universarumque gentium amore impulsi, nulla Nostra causa, sic lo-

quimur. Ne sinant igitur banc amici et patris vocem in irritmn

cadere.

At vero, non solum huius cruenti dimicatio belli miserrimos habet

populos, Nosque anxios et soUicitos. Alterum est, in ipsis meduUis
hiunanae societatis inhaerens, furiale malum ; idque omnibus, qui-

ciunque sapiunt, est formidini, utpote quod, cum alia iam attulerit

et allaturum sit detrimenta civitatibus, tum huius luctuosissimi belli

semen iure habeatur. Etenim ex quo christianae sapientiae praecepta

atque instituta observari desita sunt in disciplina rei publicae, cum
stabilitatem tranquillitatemque ordinis ilia ipsa continerent, necessa-

rio nutare funditus coeperunt civitates, ac talis et mentimn conversio

et morum demutatio consecuta est, ut, nisi Deus mature adiuvet, im-

pendere iam humanae consortionis videatur exitimn, Itaque haec

cernimus: abesse ab hominum cum hominibus coniunctione benevo-

lentiam mutuam ; despicatui haberi eorum qui praesunt, auctoritatem

;

ordines cum ordinibus civium iniuriose contendere; fluxa et caduca

ita sitienter appeti bona, quasi non alia sint, eaque multo potiora,

homini proposita ad comparandum. His quidem quatuor capitibus

causas totidem Contineri arbitramur, cur societas humani generis adeo

graviter perturbetur. Danda igitur communiter est opera, ut pel-

lantur e medio, christianis nimirmn principiis revocandis, si vere con-

silium est pacare communes res recteque componere.

Ac primum Christus Dominus, cum banc ipsam ob causam de

caelis descendisset, ut, quod invidia diaboli eversum fuerat, restitueret

in hominibus regniun pacis, non alio illud voluit niti fundamento,

nisi caritatis. Quare haec saepius: Mandatum novum do vobis: ut

diligatis invicem; " Hoc est praeceptum meum, ut diligatis inviccm; '

Haec mando vobis, ut diligatis invicem : ® tamquam si unum hoc suum

esset officium et munus, adducere homines ut diligerent inter se.

Atque huius rei gratia, quod non adhibuit argumentorum genus?

Suspicere in caelum nos omnes iubet : Unus est enim Pater vester, qui

in caelis est.^ Omnes, nullo nationis aut linguae aut rationum dis-

crimine, eamdem docet formulam precandi : Pater Noster, qui es in

caelis; ^" quin etiam affirmat Patrem caelestem, in beneficiis naturae

dilargiendis, ne merita quidem singulorum discemere: Qui solem

suum oriri facit super bonos et malos: et pluit super iustos et ini-

" loan. 13 : 34.
'' loan. 15 : la. " loan. 1^:17-

9 Matth. 23 :
9.

i» Matth. 6
:
9.
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ustos.^^ Fratres etiam nos turn dicit inter nos esse, turn suos appellat:

Omnes autem vos fratres estis; ^^—Ut sit ipse primogenitus in multis

fratribus}^ Quod vero ad fratemum amorem excitandum, vel erga

eos quos naturae superbia contemnit, valet plurimum, in infimo quo-

que suae ipse vult agnosci personae dignitatem : Quamdiu fecistis uni

ex his fratribus meis minimis, mihi fecistis.^* Quid, quod sub exitum

vitae impensissime rogavit Patrem, ut quotquot in se ipsum essent

credituri, omnes caritatis copulatione essent unum? Sicut tu Pater

in me, et ego in te.^'^ Denique e cruce pendens, suum sanguinem in

nos omnes exhausit, unde quasi coagulati compactique in unum cor-

pus, sic amaremus inter nos, quemadmodimi inter membra eiusdem

corporis summa amicitia est.—Verum longe aliter se habent mores

horiun temporum. Numquam fortasse fraternitatis hiunanae tanta

fuit, quanta hodie, praedicatio
;
quin imo non dubitant, Evangelii

voce neglecta, operaque Christi et Ecclesiae posthabita, hoc fraterni-

tatis studium efferre, tamquam unum e maximis muneribus, quae

huius aetatis himianitas pepererit. Re tamen vera, numquam minus

frateme acttun est inter homines, quam nunc. Crudelissima ob dissi-

militudines generis sunt odia
;
gentem a gente potius simultates, quam

regiones separant; eadem in civitate, eadem intra moenia flagrant

mutua invidia ordines civium ; inter privates autem omnia amore sui,

tamquam suprema lege, diriguntur.

Videtis, venerabiles Fratres, quam necesse sit omni studio eniti, ut

lesu Christi caritas rursus in hominibus dominetur. Hoc certe sem-

per Nobis propositimi habituri sumus, velut proprium Nostri Ponti-

ficatus opus; hoc ipsum studete vos, hortamur. Ne desistamus vel

inculcare auribus horainum vel re praestare illud loannis : Diligamus

alterutrum}^ Praeclara certe, valdeque commendanda sunt ilia, qui-

bus haec aetas abundat beneficentiae causa institutis ; at enim, si quid

ad veram Dei et aliorum caritatem in animis fovendam conferant,

turn demum solidae utilitatis sunt: quod si nihil eo conferant, nulla

sunt : nam qui non diligit, manet in mortem
Alteram diximus communis perturbationis causam in eo consistere,

quod iam non sancta vulgo sit eonrn qui cum potestate praesunt,

auctoritas. Ex quo enim placuit omnis humanae potestatis non a

Deo, rerum conditore et dominatore, sed a libera hominum voluntate

deducere originem, vincula officii, quae eos inter qui praesunt et qui

subsunt, intercedere debeant, adeo extenuata sunt, ut propemodum
evanuisse videantur. Immodicum enim studium libertatis cum con-

" Matth. S : 45. " Matth. 23 : 8. i» Rom. 8 : 29.

1* Matth. 15:40. i» loan. 17:21. i« I loan. 3 : 23.

IT Ibid. 14.
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tumacia coniunctum, paullatim usquequaque pervasit; idque ne do-

mesticam quidem societatem, cuius potestatem luce clarius est a na-

tura proficisci, intactam reliquit; quin etiam, quod magis dolendum
est, in sacros usque recessus penetravit. Hinc contemptio nascitur

legum; hinc motus multitudinum ; hinc petulantia reprehendendi

quidquid iussum sit; hinc sexcentae repertae viae ad disciplinae

nervos elidendos ; hinc immania illorum facinora, qui, quum se nulla

teneri lege profiteantur, nee fortunas hominum verentur nee vitam

perdere.

Ad hanc opinandi agendique pravitatem, qua societatis hvunanae

constitutio pervertitur, Nobis quidem, quibus magisterium veritatis

divinitus mandatum est, tacere non licet
;

populosque admonemus
illius doctrinae, quam nulla hominum placita mutare possunt: Non
est potestas nisi a Deo: quae autem sunt, a Deo ordinatae sunt}*

Quisquis igitur inter homines praeest, sive is princeps est sive infra

principatum, eius divina est origo auctoritatis. Quare Paulus non

quovis modo, sed religiose, id est ex conscientiae officio, obtemperan-

dum iis esse edicit, qui pro potestate iubent, nisi quid iubeant divinis

contrarium legibus : Ideo necessitate subditi estote, non solum propter

iram, sed etiam propter conscientiam}^ Congniit cum verbis Pauli,

quod ipse Apostolonmi Princeps docet: Subiecti igitur estote omni

humanae creaturae propter Deum: sive regi, quasi praecellenti: sive

ducibus, tamquam ab eo missis . .
.'° Ex quo idem Gentium Apo-

stolus colligit, eiun qui homini legitime imperanti contumax obsistat,

Deo obsistere ac sempiternas sibi parare poenas: Itaque qui resistit

potestaii, Dei ordinationi resistit. Qui autem resistunt, ipsi sibi

damnationem acquirunt.^^

Meminerint hoc principes rectoresque populorum, ac videant num
prudens ac salutare consiliimi cimi potestati publicae txmi civitatibus

sit a sancta lesu Christi religione discedere, a qua tantum ipsa po-

testas habet roboris et firmamenti. Etiam atque etiam considerent,

num doctrinam Evangelii et Ecclesiae velle a disciplina civitatis ; a

publica iuventutis institutione exclusam, civilis sapientiae sit. Nimis

experiendo cognitum est, ibi hominum iacere auctoritatem, unde ex-

sulet religio. Quod enim primo nostri generis parenti, cum officium

deseruisset, contigit, idem civitatibus usu venire solet. Ut in illo,

vix voluntas a Deo defecerat, effrenatae cupidines voluntatis repu-

diarunt imperium: ita ubi qui res moderantur populorum, divinam

contemnunt auctoritatem, ipsorum auctoritati illudere populi con-

sueverunt. Relinquitur sane, quod assolet, ut ad turbidos motus

»8 Rom. 13 : I. " Ibid. 5.

«o I Petr. a : 13-14. »* Rom. 13 : a.
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comprimendos vis adhibeatur: sed quo tandem fructu? Vi corpora

quidem non animi comprimuntur.

Sublata igitur aut debilitata ilia duplici coniunctione, unde efficitur

ut omne societatis corpus cohaereat, id est vel membrorum cum mem-
bris ob caritatem mutuam, vel eorundem cmn capita ob auctoritatis

obsequium, quisnam iure miretur, venerabiles Fratres, banc hominum
societatem dispertitam in duas tamquam acies videri, quae inter se

acriter et assidue digladientur ? Stant contra eos quibus aliquam

bonorvun copiam aut fortiuia tribuit aut peperit industria, proletarii

et opifices, propterea flagrantes malevolentia, quod cum eamdem na-

turam participent, non tamen in eadem, ac ipsi conditione versentur.

Scilicet, ut semel infatuati sunt concitatonun fallaciis, quorum ad

nutum Solent se totos fingere, quis eis persuadeat, non ex eo, quod
homines sunt pares natura, sequi ut parem omnes obtinere debeant in

communitate lociun, sed earn esse singulorum conditionem, quam sibi

quisque suis moribus, nisi res obstiterint, comparavit? Ita, qui tenui-

ores cum copiosis depugnant, quasi alienas hi bonormn partes occu-

parint, non contra iustitiam caritatemque tantum, verum etiam con-.

tra rationem faciunt, praesertim cum et ipsi possint honesta laboris

contentione meliorem sibi fortunam quaerere, si velint.—Quae vero

quantaque hoc invidiosum certamen ordinum turn singulis tum com-

munitati civium gignat incommoda, dicere nil attinet. Videmus

omnes deploramusque crebras cessationes ab opere, quibus civilis

publicaeque vitae cursus in ministeriis etiam apprime necessariis re-

pente inhiberi solet : item minaces turbas et tumultus, in quibus non

raro accidit, ut armis res geratur et humanus effluat cruor.

Non hie videtur Nobis argumenta repetere, quibus Socialistarum

aliorumque in hoc genere errores manifesto convincimtur. Egit hoc

ipsum sapientissime Leo XIII decessor Noster in Encyclicis Litteris

sane memorandis: vosque, venerabiles Fratres, pro vestra diligentia

curabitis, ut gravissima ilia praecepta ne unquam oblivioni dentur,

imo in consociationibus ac coetibus catholicorum, in sacris concioni-

bus, in publicis nostrorum scriptis illustrentur docte atque incul-

centur, quandocmnque res postulaverit. Sed potissimum—neque

enim hoc iterare dubitamus—omni argumentorum ope, quae vel

Evangelium, vel ipsa hominis natura, vel publicae privataeque dis-

ciplinae ratio suppeditat, studeamus hortari omnes, ut, ex divina cari-

tatis lege, fraternis animis inter se diligant. Cuius quidem amoris

non ea certe vis est, ut conditionum ideoque ordinum distinctionem

amoveat,—quod non magis potest fieri, quam ut in corpore ani-

mantis una eademque membrorum omnium actio sit ac dignitas—sed

tamen efficiet, ut qui loco superiores sunt, demittant se quodammodo

ad inferiores ; et non solum iuste adversus eos, quod par est, sed be-
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nigne, comiter, patienter sese gerant: hi autem illorum et laetentur

prosperitate et confidant auxilio; sic prorsus, uti ex familiae eius-

dem filiis minor natu maioris patrocinio ptaesidioque nititur.

At enim, venerabiles Fratres, quae hactenus deplorando persecuti

siunus, ea radicem habent altiorem: ac, nisi ad ipsam evellendam

studia bonoriun incumbant, illud profecto, quod est in votis, id est

rerum humanarum stabilis et mansura tranquillitas, non sequatur.

Ea quae sit, monstrat Apostolus: Radix . . . omnium malorum est

cupiditas." Etenim, si quis recte consideret, mala, quibus nunc
aegrotat humana societas, ex hac stirpe oriuntur omnia. Quandoqui-

dem et perversitate scholarimi, quibus aetatula cerea fingitur, et im-

probitate scriptorum, quibus, quotidie aut per intervalla, imperitae

multitudinis mens formatur, et aliarum causa rerxmi, ad quas opinio

popularis exigitur, quando, inquimus, ille infusus est animis pemi-

ciosissimus error, non sperandum esse homini sempiternum aevum in

quo beatus sit ; hie, hie licere ei esse beato, divitiis, honoribus, volup-

tatibus huius vitae fruendis; nemo mirabitur hos homines, natura

factos ad beatitatem, ea vi qua ad eorum adeptionem bonorum rapi-

untur, eadem quicquid sibi moram in hac re aut impedimentum fece-

rit, repellere. Quoniam vero haec bona non aequaliter dispertita

sunt in singulos, et quia socialis auctoritatis est prohibere ne Fingu-

lorum libertas fines excedat alienumque occupet, idcirco et odio habe-

tur auctoritas, et miserorum in fortunatos ardet invidia, et inter or-

dines civiimi mutua contentione certatur, nitentibus quidem aliis

attingere id quovis pacto et eripere quo carent, aliis autem retinere

quod habent, atque etiam augere.

Hoc ipsirni Christus Dominus cum prospiceret futurum, in divi-

nissimo illo sermone, quern in monte habuit, terrestres hominis beati-

tudines quae essent, data opera explicavit : in quo christianae philo-

sophiae quodammodo fundamenta posuisse dicendus est. Quae qui-

dem vel hominibus perquam alienis a Fide, singularem sapientiam et

absolutissimam de religione ac moribus doctrinam continere visa

sunt: et certe consentiunt omnes neminem ante Christum, qui ipsa

est Veritas, nee similiter eadem de re, nee pari gravitate ac pondere,

nee tanto ciun sensu amoris unquam praeeipisse.

lam divinae huius philosophiae ilia intima et recondita ratio est,

quod quae mortalis vitae appellantur bona, speeiem quidem boni ha-

bent, vim non habent ; ideoque non sunt ea, quibus fruens, homo beate

possit vivere. Deo enim auctore, tantum abest ut opes, gloria, vol-

uptas beatitatem afferant homini, ut, si vere hac potiri velit, debeat

iis omnibus, Dei ipsius causa, carere: Brati pauperes . . . Beati, qui

22 I Tim. 6 : 10.
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nunc fletis . . . Bcati eritis cum vos oderint homines, et cum separct-

verint vos, et exprobraverint, et eiecerint nomen vestrum tamquam
malum.^^ Scilicet per dolores, aerumnas, miserias vitae huius, si qui-

dera ea atoleremus ut oportet, aditum nobis ipsi patefacimus ad per-

fecta ilia et immortalia bona, quae praeparavit Deus Us, qui diligunt

illum.^* Verum haec tanti momenti doctrina Fidei apud plurimos

negligitur, apud multos penitus oblitterata videtur.—Atqui necesse

est, venerabiles Fratres, ad earn renovari omnium animos: non alio

pacto homines et hominum societas conquiescent. Quicimique igitur

quovis aerumnarum genere affliguntur, eos hortemur non oculos de-

mittere in terram, qua peregrinamur, sed tollere ad caelum, quo ten-

dimus: non enim habemus hie manentem civitatem, sed futuram in-

quirimus.^^ In mediis autem rerum acerbitatibus, quibus eorimi peri-

clitatur Deus in officio constantiam, saepe reputent, quid sibi para-

turn sit praemii, cum ex hoc periculo victores evaserint: Id enim,

quod in praesenti est momentaneum et leve tribulationis nostrae,

supra modum in sublimitate aeternum gloriae pondus opcratur in

nobis}^ Denique omni ope atque opera eniti ut revirescat in homini-

bus rerum fides quae supra naturam sunt, simulque cultus, de-

sideratio, spes bonorum aeternorvun, hoc debet esse vobis propositiun

in primis, venerabiles Fratres, turn reliquo clero, turn etiam nostris

omnibus, qui, vario consociati foedere, Dei gloriam communemque
veri nominis utilitatem student promovere. Prout enim haec apud
homines Fides creverit, decrescet eorumdem studiiun immodicimi con-

sectandi terrestrium bonorum vanitatem, ac sensim, caritate resur-

gente, motus contentionesque sociales conticescent.

Nunc autem, si ab hominimi communitate ad proprias Ecclesiae res

considerandas cogitationem convertimus, est profecto, cur animus

Noster, tam magna temporum calamitate percussus, aliqua saltem ex

parte reficiatur. Nam, praeter argumenta, quae se dant apertissima,

divinae illius virtutis ac firmitatis qua poUet Ecclesia, non panun
consolationis ipsa Nobis offerunt, quae decessor Noster Pius X, cum
Sedem Apostolicam sanctissimae vitae exemplis illustrasset, prae-

clara Nobis reliquit suae actuosae providentiae munera. Videmus

enim eius opera inflammatum universe in sacro ordine studium re-

ligionis; excitatam christiani populi pietatem; promotam in conso-

ciationibus catholiconmi actionem ac disciplinam; qua constitutas,

qua numero auctas Episcoporum sedes ; institution! adolescentis cleri

turn pro severitate canonum, tum, quoad opus est, pro natura tem-

porum consultum; a magisteriis sacrarimi disciplinarum depulsa

temerariae novitatis pericula; maiestati sacrorum artem musicam

2» Luc. 6 : 20-22. 24 I Cor. 2
:
9.

25 Hebr. 13 : 13. «« II Cor. 4 : 17.
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digne servire iussam, auctumque liturgiae decus; novis praeconum
Evaiigelii missionibus christianum late nomen propagatum.

Magna sunt ista quidem Decessoris in Ecclesiam promerita, quo-

rum memoriam grate posteritas conservabit. Quoniam tamen agar

Patrisfamilias semper, Deo permittente, inimici hominis malignitati

patet, nunquam est futurum, ut ibi elaborandum non sit, ne zizania

luxuriantia bonis frugibus officiant. Itaque, interpretantes dictum

quoque Nobis, quod prophetae Deus dixerat : Ecce constitui te hodie

super gentes ct super regna, ut evellas et destruas . . . et aedifices

et plantes," quaecumque erunt mala prohibenda, bona provehenda,

quantiun erit in Nobis, summo usque studio curabimus, quoad Pasto-

rum Principi rationem a Nobis administrati mimeris placeat repetere.

lam nunc igitur, venerabiles Fratres, cum vos universos primo lit-

teris affamur, commodum videtur Nobis nonnulla attingere capita

rerum, quibus praecipuas quasdam curas adhibere decrevimus: ita,

maturantibus vobis vestra opera adiuvare Nostram, maturius etiam

optati fructus exsistent.

Principio, quoniam in omni hominum societate, quavis de causa

coiverint, ad successmn communis causae maxime interest socios in

idem sunmia conspiratione conniti, omnino Nobis faciendum est, ut

dissensiones atque discordiae inter catholicos, quaecumque sunt, de-

sinant esse, novae ne posthac oriantur, sed ii iam unum idemque omnes

et sentiant et agant.—Probe Dei Ecclesiaeque hostes intelligunt, nos-

trorum quodvis in propugnando dissidium sibi esse victoriae: quare

illam habent usitatissimam rationem, ut cum catholicos homines vide-

rint coniunctiores, tum callide iniicientes eis discordiarum semina, con-

iunctionem dirimere nitantur. Quae utinam ratio ne ita saepe ex

voluntate eis evenisset, tanto cum religiosae rei detrimento! Itaque

ubi potestas legitima quid certo praeceperit, nemini fas esto negligere

praeceptum, propterea quia non probetur sibi : sed quod cuique vide-

atiir, id quisque subiiciat eius auctoritati, cui subest, eique, ex officii

conscientia, pareat.—Item nemo privatus, vel libris diariisve vulgan-

dis vel sermonibus publice habendis, se in Ecclesia pro magistro

gerat. Norunt omnes cui sit a Deo magisterium Ecclesiae datum:

huic igitur integrum ius esto pro arbitratu loqui, cum voluerit ; cetero-

rvun officium est, loquenti religiose obsequi dictoque audientes esse.

In rebus autem, de quibus, salva fide ac disciplina,—cum Apostolicae

Sedis iudicium non intercesserit—in utramque partem disputari po-

test, dicere quid sentiat idque defendere, sane nemini non licet. Sed

ab his disputationibus omnis intemperantia sermonis absit, quae

graves afferre potest offensiones caritati, suam quisque tueatur libere

" lerem. i : lo.
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quidem, sed modeste sententiam ; nee sibi putet fas esse, qui contra-

riam teneant, eos, hac ipsa tantum causa, vel suspectae fidei arguere

vel non bonae disciplinae. Abstineant se etiam nostri, volumus, iis

appellationibus, quae recens usurpari coeptae sunt ad catholicos a

catholicis distinguendos : easque non modo devitent uti profanas

vocum novitates, quae nee veritati eongruunt nee aequitati; sed etiam

quia inde magna inter eatholieos perturbatio sequitur, magnaque con-

fusio. Vis et natura catholieae fidei est eiusmodi, ut nihil ei possit

addi, nihil demi: aut omnis tenetur, aut omnis abiieitur. Haec est

fides catholica, quam nisi quisque fideliter firmiterque crediderit, sal-

vus esse non poterit."^^ Non igitur opus est appositis ad professionem

catholicam significandam ; satis habeat unusquisque ita profiteri:

" Christianus mihi nomen, catholicus cognomen " ; tantum studeat se

re vera eum esse, qui nominatur.

Ceterum, a nostris qui se ad communem rei catholieae utilitatem

contulerunt, longe aliud nunc Eeclesia postulat, quam ut diutius

haereant in quaestionibus, quibus nihil proficitur; postulat, ut

summo opere contendant integram eonservare fidem et ineolumem ab

omni erroris afflatu, sequentes eum maxima, quem Christus eonstituit

custodem et interpretem veritatis. Sunt etiam hodie, nee ita pauci

sunt, qui, ut ait Apostolus, " prurientes auribus, cum sanam doctri-

nam non sustineant, ad sua desideria coacervent sibi magistros, et a

veritate quidem auditum avertant, ad fabulas autem convertantur ".^'

Inflati enim elatique magna opinione mentis humanae, quae progres-

siones sane incredibiles in exploratione naturae, Deo nimirmn dante,

fecit ; nonnulli, cum prae suo iudicio auetoritatem Ecclesiae contem-

nerent, usque eo sua temeritate processerunt, ut ipsa Dei arcana et

omnia quae Deus homini revelavit, sua intelligendi facultate metiri

atque ad ingenium hormn temporum aeeommodare non dubitarent.

Itaque exstiterunt monstruosi errores Modernismi, quem recte De-

cessor Noster " omnium haerescon collectum " edixit esse et sol-

lemniter condemnavit. Eam Nos igitur eondemnationem, venera-

biles Fratres, quantacumque est, hie iteramus; et quoniam non us-

quequaque oppressa est tam pestifera lues, sed etiamnum hac iliac,

quamvis latenter, serpit, caveant omnes diligentissime, hortamur, a

quavis huius contagione mali ; de quo quidem apte affirmaveris quod

lob alia de re dixerat: Ignis est usque ad perditionem devorans, et

omnia eradicans genimina.^°—Nee vero tantum ab erroribus catho-

lici homines, cupimus, abhorreant, sed ab ingenio etiam, seu spiritu,

ut aiunt, Modernistarum : quo spiritu qui agitur, is quicquid sapiat

vetustatem, fastidiose respuit, avide autem ubivis nova conquirit: in

28 Symb. Athanas. 20 n Tim. 4 = 3. 4- *" lob. 31 :
I2-
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ratione loquendi de rebus divinis, in celebritate divini cultus, in catho-

licis institutis, in privata ipsa exercitatione pietatis. Ergo sanctam

haberi volumus earn maionim legem : Nihil innovetur, nisi quod tra-

ditum est; quae lex tametsi inviolate servanda est in rebus Fidei,

tamen ad eius normam dirigenda sunt etiam, quae mutationem pati

possunt; quamquam in his ea quoque regula plerumque valet: Non
novaJ sed noviter.

lam, quia, venerabiles Fratres, ad profitendzun aperte Fidem
catholicam atque ad vivendvun congruenter Fidei, plurimum homi-

nes fraternis hortamentis mutuisque exemplis inflammari solent, ideo

Nos alias atque alias excitari consociationes catholicorum equidem

vehementer gaudemus. Atque illae non solum optamus ut crescant,

sed volvunus Nostro etiam patrocinio studioque semper floreant : flore-

bunt autem, modo praescriptionibus quas haec Apostolica Sedes iam

dedit vel datura eis est, constanter fideliterque obtemperarint. Quot-

quot igitur, earum participes societatum, pro Deo Ecclesiaque con-

tendunt, ne sinant unquam sibi excidere quod Sapientia clamat: Vir

obediens loquetur victoriam,^^ nisi enim Deo paruerint per obsequium

in Ecclesiae ducem, nee divinam sibi conciliabunt opem, et frustra

contendent.

Ad haec omnia vero—ut eum, quern exspectamus, exitum habeant

—nostis, venerabiles Fratres, illorum necessariam esse prudentem

sedulamque operam, quos Christus Dominus operarios in messem

siiam misit, id est clericorum.—Quare intelligitis praecipuam ves-

tram curam in hoc debere versari, ut et qui apud vos de sacro ordine

iam sunt, in eis consentaneam sanctimoniam foveatis, et qui sunt

alumni sacrorum, eos optimis institutis praeceptisque ad munus tam

sanctiun rite conformetis. Id vos ut quam diligentissime facere veli-

tis—tametsi vestra diligentia hortatione non indiget—hortamur atque

etiam obsecramus. Res enim eiusmodi agitur, ut nulla sit maioris

momenti ad Ecclesiae bonum : qua de re, cum decessores Nostri fel.

rec. Leo XIII et Pius X egerint data opera, Nos hie plura dicere

non habemus. Tantum rogamus, ut ilia Pontificum sapientissimorum

acta, praesertim Piana Exhortatio ad Clerum, suadentibus atque in-

stantibus vobis, ne unquam obruantur oblivione, sed studiosissime ob-

serventur,

Unum tamen est, quod praeteriri silentio non debet: quotquoi

enim sunt sacerdotes, omnes, uti filios Nobis penitus dileclos, volu-

mus admonitos, quam plane opus sit, cum ad propriam ipsorum salu-

tem, tum ad sacri ministerii fructum, eos quidem suo quemque Epis-

copo coniunctissimos esse, atque obsequentissimos. Profecto ab ilia

'^ Trov. 21 : 28.
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elatione animi et contumacia, quae horum est temporum, non omnes,

ut supra deploravimus, vacant administri sacrorum; neque enim raro

contingit Pastoribus Ecclesiae, ut dolorem et impugnationem inde

inveniant, unde solatium et adiumentum iure exspectarint. lam vero

qui tarn misere officiiun deserunt, etiam atque etiam recogitent, divi-

nam esse eorum auctoritatem, quos Spiritus Sanctus posuit Episcopos

regere Ecclesiam Dei,^^ ac si, ut vidimus, Deo resistunt, quicumque

potestati cuivis legitimae resistunt, multo magis impie eos facere, qui

Episcopis, quos Deus suae potestatis sigillo consecraverit, parere ab-

nuant. Cu7n caritas, ita Ignatius Martyr, non sinat me tacere de

vobis, propterea anteverti vos admonere, ut unanimi sitis in sententia

Dei. Etenim Jesus Christus, inseparabilis nostra vita, sententia Patris

est, ut et Episcopi, per tractus terrae constituti, in sententia Patris

sunt. Unde decet vos in Episcopi sententiam concurrere.^^ Quem-
admodum autem Martyr illustris, ita omnes, quotquot fuerint, Patres

et Doctores Ecclesiae locuti sunt.—Ad haec, nimis grave, propter

difficultates quoque temporum, sacri Pastores ferunt onus; graviore

etiam in sollicitudine sunt de gregis concrediti salute : Ipsi enim per-

vigilant, quasi rationem pro animabus vestris reddituri.^* Nonne
crudeles dicendi sunt, qui eis, obsequium debitum recusando, id on-

eris, id sollicitudinis augent? Hoc enim non expedit vobis,^^ diceret

istis Apostolus : idque propterea quia Ecclesia est plebs sacerdoti ad-

unata, et pastori suo grex adhaerens; *' ex quo sequitur, cum Eccle-

sia non esse, qui cum Episcopo non sit.

Et nunc, venerabiles Fratres, in harum exitu litterarum, sponte

redit animus ad illud, unde initium scribendi fecimus; atque huius

calamitosissimi belli finem, tum societati hominum, tum Ecclesiae,

iterum omnibus precibus imploramus; hominum quidem societati, ut,

reconciliata cum fuerit pax, in omni civili et hvmiano cultu vere pro-

grediatur : Ecclesiae autem lesu Christi, ut, nullis iam impedimentis

retardata, pergat in quavis ora ac parte terrarum opem et salutem

hominibus afferre.—Ecclesia sane iam multo diutius non ea, qua opus

habet, plena libertate fruitur; scilicet ex quo caput eius Pontifex

Romanus illo coepit carere praesidio, quod, divinae providentiae

nutu, labentibus saeculis nactus erat ad eamdem tuendam libertatem.

Hoc autem sublato praesidio, non levis catholicorum turbatio, quod

necesse erat fieri, secuta est: quicumque enim Romani Pontificis se

filios profitentur, omnes, et qui prope sunt et qui procul, iure op-

timo exigunt ut nequeat dubitari, quin communis ipsorum Parens in

administratione Apostolici muneris vere sit et prorsus appareat ab

32 Act. 20 : 28. " In Epist. ad Ephes., III.

s*Hebr. 13:17. «» Ibid. 17.

^«S. Cypr. "Florenrio cui et Puppiano ep. 66 (al. 69)".
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omni humana potestate liber. Itaque magnopere exoptantes ut

pacem quamprimum gentes inter se componant, exoptamus etiam ut

Ecclesiae Caput in hac desinat absona conditione versari, quae ipsi

tranquillitati populorum, non uno nomine, vehementer nocet. Hac
igitur super re, quas Decessores Nostri pluries expostulationes fece-

runt, ^on quidem humanis rationibus, sed officii sanctitate adducti, ut

videlicet iura ac dignitatem Sedis Apostolicae defenderent, easdem

Nos iisdem de causis hie renovamus.

Restat, venerabiles Fratres, ut, quoniam principum eorumque om-
nium, qui possunt vel atrocitati vel incommoditati rerum, quas me-

moravimus, finem imponere, in manu Dei sunt voluntates, ad Deum
suppliciter attollamus vocem, atque universi generis humani nomine,

clamemus :
" Da pacem, Domine, in diebus nostris ". Qui de se

dixit : Ego Dominus . . . faciens pacem^ Ipse tempestatum fluctus,

quibus et civilis et religiosa societas iactatur, nostris conversus pre-

cibus ad benignitatem, sedare celeriter velit. Adsit nobis propitia

Virgo beatissima, quae ipsum genuit Principem pacts; ac Nostrae

hiunilitatem Personae, Pontificale ministerium Nostrum, Ecclesiam

atque adeo omnium animas hominum, divino Filii sui sanguine re-

demptas, in maternam suam fidem tutelamque recipiat.

Auspicem caelestium munerum ac testem benevolentiae Nostrae,

vobis, venerabiles Fratres, vestroque clero et populo apostolicam bene-

dictionem amantissime impertimus.

Datirni Romae apud S. Petrum die festo Sanctorum omnium, 1 No-
vembris mcmxiv^ Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

II.

MoTu Proprio: Gratiae et Privilegia Clericis Conclavistis

POSTREMI CONCLAVIS CONCESSA.

Benediotus PP. XV.

Vixdum, secreto Dei consilio, ad beati Petri Cathedram evecti

eramus, cimi subiit cogitatio animum, quo pacto possemus iis grati-

ficari ecclesiasticis viris, qui in postremo Conclavi vel Nobis et vene-

rabilibus Fratribus Nostris S. R. E. Cardinalibus uti familiares ad-

fuerunt vel commisso sibi peculiari munere sunt sollerter studioseque

perfuncti; qua in re cupiebamus non modo decessorum Nostrorimi

vestigia persequi, sed etiam aliquod edere testimonium cartitatis

Nostrae erga dilectos filios, qui ea de causa labores vel incommoda

'"' Isai. 45 : 6-7.
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sustinuissent. Placuit igitur clericos Conclavistas nonnuUis augere

gratiis ac privilegiis, quae essent iis non modice profutura. Itaque

auctoritate Nostra ac Motu proprio decernimus quae sequuntur

:

I. Clerici Conclavistae, qui secuti sunt S. R. E. Cardinales in

Urbe degentes aut dioecesibus Italiae regendis praepositos, gratias,

provisiones aut commendas quorumvis beneficiorum, si quae forte

sibi conferantur, itemque Litteras Apostolicas de iis conficiendas,

gratuito, at semel tantum, habeant.

II. Clericis Conclavistis S. R. E. Cardinalium, qui dioeceses

extra Italiam moderantur, oratorii privati ius esto, ea tamen lege, ut

Ordinarius oratorium ante visitaverit ac probarit. Quo ipso iure,

eadem condicione servata, ceteris Conclavistis tmn frui liceat, cum in-

firma sunt valetudine.

III. Idem esto privilegimn iis qui comitati sunt S. R. E. Presby-

teros Cardinales lacobum Gibbons Archiepiscopum Baltimorensem,

Gulielmum O'Connell Archiepiscopum Bostoniensem et Ludovicum
Nazarivun Begin Archiepiscopum Quebecensem, quamvis hi post

electionem Nostram advenerint; modo tamen iis ne desint cetera

quae in Conclavistis requiruntur.

IV. Gratis prorsus dentur Apostolicae de his privilegiis ac iuribus

Litterae.

V. Quoniam vero clericis Conclavistis, qui adfuerunt S. R. E.

Cardinalibus in Urbe commorantibus aut dioeceses Italiae regenti-

bus, pro Apostolicae Sedis tenuitate non licet Nobis, quod deces-

sores Nostri consueverunt, perpetuas constituere pensiones, iisdem,

ut in hoc etiam genere aliqua voluntatis Nostrae significatio ne desit,

trecentes libellas singulis, semel tantimi, attribuimus.

Non obstantibus Constitutionibus, Ordinationibus, Nostris ac Can-

cellariae Apostolicae Regulis, aliisque licet speciali et individua

mentione dignis; quibus omnibus et singulis, etiamsi de illis spe-

cialis et individua habenda mentio, eorumque tenores inserendi forent,

illis alias in suo robore permansuris, hac vice dumtaxat specialiter et

expresse Motu proprio derogamus, ceterisque contrariis quibuscum-

que, cum clausulis opportunis.

Fiat motu proprio J.

Et cum absolutione a censuris ad effectum etc. Et cum declara-

tione quod reliqua privilegia et indulta contenta in similibus Motus

proprii schedulis a nonnuUis Romanis Pontificibus praedecessoribus

Nostris favore Conclavistarum alias editis, ob hodiemas rerum ac

temporum circumstantias pro nunc in suspenso remaneant. Et quod

praesentis Nostri Motus proprii schedulae signatura sufBciat et ubi-

• que fidem facial in iudicio et extra illud, Regula quacumque con-
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traria non obstante; et quod praemissorum omnium et singulorum

maior et verier specificatio et expressio fieri possit in Litteris, si vide-

bitur, expediendis, in quibus singulorum Conclavistarum nomina et

cognomina exprimi et describi, seu pro expressis et descriptis haberl

possint, inter quos Sacrista et Magistri Caeremoniarum Cappellae

Nostrae, nee non Secretarius Collegii eorumdem Cardinaliiun. Volu-

mus autem quod Litterarum super praesentibus conficiendarum ac

etiam praesentis Nostri Motus proprii transumptis impressis ?c manu
alicuius personae in ecclesiastica dignitate constitutae subscriptis et

sigillo munitis, eadem fides, tam in iudicio quam extra illud adhibea-

tur, quae originalibus Literis vel presenti Motui proprio original!

adhiberetur, si forent exhibitae vel ostensae, aut exhibitus vel ostensus

foret.

—

Fiat J.

Datum Romae, apud sanctum Petriun die xvi mensis octobris anno

MDCCCCXIV, Pontificatus Nostri primo.

P. Card. Gasparri^ a Secretis Status.

In the " Index Conclavistanmi de quibus agitur in Motu Proprio
"

which follows the document are mentioned as present at the Con-

clave :

Patritius Lyons presbyter; MICHAELIS, Card. Tit. S. Mariae de

Pace, LOGUE.
Thomas Carrol presbyter; JOANNIS MARIAE, Card. Tit. S.

Mariae supra Minervam, FARLEY.
Arthurus Philippus Jackman presbyter; FRANCISCI, Card.

Tit. S. Pudentianae, BOURNE.

SAORA PONGEEGATIO RITTJUM.

Decretum Adprobationis Lectionum pro Festis Universalis

ecclesiae quae alicubi commemoratione tantum gaudent.

Quum Festa Ecclesiae universalis saepe saepius ob occurrentiam

sive perpetuam sive accidentalem cum Festo seu Officio nobiliori ali-

cuius particularis ecclesiae ita maneant impedita, ut tantum Com-
memoratione atque unica Lectione gaudeant, sacra Rituum Congre-

gatio variis Ordinariorum petitionibus saitsfactura, ad tramites de-

creti 25 maii 1904»ad IV, de Festis seu Officiis enunciatis unicam

Lectionem, ut plurimum ex tribus contractam, redigendam curavit,

eamque revisam ac rite probatam, prout res postulabat, benigne con-

cessit. Ex hisce singulis lectionibus praesens coUectio exorta est,

quam, de mandato Ssmi Dni nostri Pii Papae X, ipsa sacra Congre-

gatio pro rei necessitate et opportunitate in vulgos edi statuit ac de-

crevit ; easdemque Lectiones iuxta Rubricas adhiberi posse ac debate
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declaravit. Praesens autem decretum approbationis et concessionis

pro utroque clero aliisque, quatenus opus sit, sacra eadem Congrega-

tio huic collectioni praefigi voluit ac iussit. Contrariis non obstanti-

bus quibuscunque.

Die 24 iunii 1914.

Fr. S. Card, Martinelli^ Praefectus.

L. * S.

i* Petrus La Fontaine^ Ep. Charystien., Secretarius.

EOMAN OUfilA.

Pontifical Appointments.

2g May: Mgr, Callus Bruder, rector of the Church of St. Joseph

of New York, and Mgr. William J. Guinan, rector of the Church of

the Holy Rosary of New York, made Domestic Prelates.

30 May: Mgr. Thomas M. A. Burke, Bishop of Albany, made As-

sistant at the Pontifical Throne.

2g July: Mgr. Denis J. Curran, Vicar General of the Diocese of

Rochester, and Mgr. James J. Hartley, Rector of the Theological

Seminary of the same Diocese, made Domestic Prelates.

30 September: Mgr. Hubert Oliver Chalifoux, Vicar General of

Sherbrooke, Canada, Auxiliary to the Bishop of Sherbrooke and

Titular of Aureliopolis.

Mgr. James P. E. O'Connell, Chancellor of the Archiepiscopal

Curia of Boston, made Domestic Prelate.

16 October: Mgr. Edward J. McGolrick, Rector of the Church of

St. Cecilia, Brooklyn, New York, made Domestic Prelate.

27 October: Mgr. Thomas Joseph Dowling, Bishop of Hamilton,

Canada, made Assistant at the Pontifical Throne,

Mgr. John P. Doherty, of the same Diocese, made Domestic Pre-

late.

2g October: Mgr. Donald J. Macintosh, Vicar General of the

Diocese of Antigonish, Canada, and Mgr. Hugh Gillis, of the same

Diocese, made Domestic Prelates.



StuMes anb Conferences*

OUB ANALEOTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

Encyclical LErrER—the first issued by Pope Benedict XV—
in which the Sovereign Pontiff addresses to the Catholic world

his ardent wish for the cessation of the war raging in Europe.

The underlying causes of the cataclysm are found to be four-

fold : namely, (
i ) the lack of good will between man and man,

(2) of respect for authority, (3) class bitterness, and (4) the

mad rush for the goods of this world. Christian principles are

to be reestablished on earth and to this end the Holy Father

proposes as the motto of his pontificate :
" Ut Jesu Christi

caritas rursus in hominibus dominetur ".

MOTU Proprio by which Pope Benedict XV grants certain

favors and privileges to the priests who attended the Cardinals

during the conclave which elected him to the Papacy. The
English-speaking conclavists, including those who attended

Cardinals Gibbons, O'Connell, and Begin (who all three

arrived at the Vatican after the election of the Pope), are

granted the privilege of a private oratory.

S. Congregation of Rites issues a decree approving the

collection of Lessons of those feasts of the universal Church

which, by reason of occasional or regular occurrence of a

higher feast, receive only a commemoration and a single

Lesson.

Roman Curia announces officially the recent papal ap-

pointments.

I

0HEI8TTJS REX PAOIFICUS.

Rura Bethlemi media silebant

nocte, cum mirus canor e serene

labitur caelo, nova cujus auget

Stella nitorem.

" Omnis exsultet—Superi canebunt-

gaudio tellus ! ter enim beatae

natus est infans Deus, universi

Conditor orbis.
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" Mitis et Clemens, Puer ille terris

nunciat pacem, tribuitque largara

cuique mortali, bona cui voluntas

aptaque donis. ;

" Pacifer, summi veniam rogavit

Judicis, cujus (plus Obses) iram

placat in sontes, cohibetque promptam
plectere dextram.

" Pacifer, lites et oborta bella

arcet a regnis : propria statuta

lege, qua fratrem, velut ipse suevit,

frater amaret."

Audiat tellus hodierna Jesum,

Principem pacis,^ sapiens ut olim

Caesar audivit, celer obserare

limina Jani,^ i

Audiant reges populique, cunas

dum sacras visunt, solitas parari,

vix ubi Christi rediere nati

annua festa.

Induant, visa placida Puelli

fronte, fratemos fera corda sensus

;

invidus livor fugiat, simultas

exsulet omnis.

Cesset ! tandem furor ille caecus

gentis in gentem, fragor et cremati

sulphuris,^ vastas parientis inter

fulmina caedes.

Christe, quo nato simul orta pax est.

da quod oramus : positis fac armis,

alma pax orbem recreet, cruenta
' vulnera passum.

P. Franc. X. Reuss, C.SS.Red.

Us. 9:6.
2 Jani templum, uti omnes norunt, tempore pacis claudebatur. Clausum autem

fuit omnino ter: primum, regnante Numa; iterum, post bellum Punicum pn-

mum; tertio, post pugnam Actiacam, imperante Augusto, quo quidem tempore

natus est Jesus.

» Placnit hie litterae R asperum sonum multiplicare.
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THE OASE OF BANK IN80LVEN0Y.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.
The case of bank insolvency proposed in the last issue of

the Review^ considered precisely as a case of restitution falls

to the ground, owing to a misapprehension of the term
" double liability ". Both in the statement and solution of the

case it is assumed that the shareholders of the bank in case of

insolvency were liable to twice the amount of their shares,

that is to say, in addition to the amount of the shares held in

the bank. Thus Mr. Brown, who held in the National Bank
shares to the amount of $20,000 in the event of its insolvency

was held to $40,000 over and above the invested shares. That
this is incorrect may be seen from the United States Revised

Statutes (1861) in Section 5 151, which reads thus: "The
shareholders of every national banking association shall be

held individually responsible equally and ratably, and not for

another, for all contracts, debts and engagements of such as-

sociation, to the extent of the amount of their stock therein,

at the par value thereof, in addition to the amount invested

in such shares."

It is to be noted that the expression " double liability
"

do^s not occur in the statute, but is simply a phrase covering

the text. There seems tp be no doubt that the statute clearly

defines the amount of the shareholders' liability (
i
) "to the

extent of the amount of their stock therein ;
" (2) " the amount

vested in such shares ".

It is a general law that the shareholders in an ordinary

mercantile corporation, in the event of financial diflEiculty,

lose the amount invested in such corporation. This liability

is of course assumed by shareholders of national banks. But

beyond this regular liability the shareholders are liable " to

the extent of their stock therein " at its par value. In other

words they may be assessed one hundred per cent and only

one hundred per cent.

Cook on Corporations (page 595) says: "Successive as-

sessment may be made on national bank stockholders upon

insolvency of the bank not exceeding in amount the par value

of their stock." In the case of " Casey vs. Galli," the defend-

ant was the owner of fifty shares of national bank stock of
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the par value of $30 per share. The Court decided that, " by
reason thereof [the failure of the bank] he is liable to pay the

sum of $1,500," i. e., the defendant is liable to the extent of

the amount of his stock.

From all this then it is clear that Mr. Brown, although dis-

posing of $20,000 of his personal property to Mrs. Brown,
by giving over to the receiver of the Court the remaining

$20,000 of his property paid his complete legal liability. Now
the loss incurred by the creditors of the bank, according to

the statement of the case, was owing partly to the fact that

the other stockholders had not paid their full legal liability

and partly to the mismanagement of the assets of the bank
by the receiver. But according to the statute above cited, one

shareholder of a national bank association is not held respon-

sible for the contracts, debts, and enagements of another

shareholder of such association. Nor is the receiver the legal

agent of the stockholders, as was stated in the case, but rather

the agent of the court to which action had been taken by the

creditors of the bank. Hence for the loss caused by action of

the receiver the shareholders are not held responsible.

Since then Brown as stockholder of the bank fulfilled the

contract entered into with the creditors, as provided by the

law in case of insolvency, and since others for whom he was

not responsible was the causa damni of the creditors, it follows

that Mrs. Brown has no obligation of restitution toward those

creditors. W. C. K.

"A NEW PROBLEM ".

I.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I thoroughly agree with the writer of " A New Problem "

in your last issue. May I however lodge a warning against

exaggerations on our part in the defence of what we assume

to be Catholic interests. Misstatements of fact can only pre-

vent us from getting a fair hearing with those who have it in

their power to administer justice. An instance occurs in your

correspondent's casual statement of grievances to be redressed.

Among the things Catholics might have a right to complain

of in our national administration he mentions " the education
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of Chinese students in Protestant institutions out of a fund
under control of the Government ". Your correspondent re-

fers of course to the indemnity fund exacted by our Govern-
ment from China on occasion of the Boxer Uprising, which is

supposed to have been used for educational purposes through
the agency of the Y. M. C. A. The facts are, I think, these:

The indemnity exacted by our Government from China after

the Boxer revolution for damages inflicted upon American in-

terests was fourteen million dollars. This money was re-

funded to China. The Chinese Government used part for the

erection of a school in Pekin, and part to educate Chinese stu-

dents in American institutions selected by the Y. M. C. A. and

the Y. W. C. A. It would be wrong to blame our Govern-

ment in this matter unless it were established that our Gov-
ernment had specially recommended the said institutions. It

may be supposed also that the indemnity was exacted mostly

for damages done to Protestant missionary property.

A. W.

II.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I have been struck by what your correspondent M. B. says

in the December number under the heading " A New Prob-

lem ". There is progress in Diocesan development under the

impulse given by the Ordinaries in diff"erent parts of the

United States, but there is a woeful lack of united influence

of the Catholic body as a public and moral factor. This is

strange when we reflect that as Catholics we are the largest,

and perhaps the only religious, organization that has definite

and unmistakably enunciated convictions in matters of moral-

ity and the rights of conscience.

We are told often enough—and it is true—that the Amer-
ican people are fair-minded beyond any other nationality;

that the Catholic Church has a better chance of being rightly

understood in the United States than in European countries

where Protestantism dominates; that we have exceptional op-

portunities for putting into practice without let or hindrance

our religious convictions. Furthermore, it is true that the

American people are at heart a religious people; at least in

the sense that they have an undisguised respect for morality.
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and that public sentiment favors whatever makes for law and
order, for philanthropy, just legislation, and that straight-

forward honesty which despises diplomacy in statesmanship

and trickery in business. But if all this is so, why should

Catholics whose moral standard is an open book of the highest

character at any time be supposed to be discriminated against

by the administrators of public justice, or calumniated by the

spokesmen of our public press, and forced to the humiliating

process of accepting the ignominy of apologizing for our re-

ligion?

The answer is, as the Bishop says (I take the writer of " A
New Problem " to be a prelate), that " the dioceses do not co-

operate with each other ". And the manifest reason is that

they have no authoritative and representative board of di-

rectors who could in the name of the national Catholic body

lodge a remonstrance that would be instantly effective. Your
correspondent suggests that the remedy be applied through

the annual meeting of the Archbishops which has been recom-

mended by the Holy See; proposing that they should be

given jurisdiction as a synod with real responsibility.

I trust this matter will be taken up by the Hierarchy, for in

this way alone is it possible to render effective the efforts of

organizations like the Federation of Catholic Societies, the

Catholic Educational Association, and others of similar scope,

to use their strength in vindicating the rights of their fellow-

citizens and in promoting the public good when interfered

with by the bigotry of local factions and the prejudices of an

organized gang.

E. P. S.\LEM.

WOMEN IN OHUBOH OHOIES.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

On page 738 of the December issue of this periodical there

is a letter by one who signs himself " Old-Timer ". It bears

the same title as my letter in the October issue (page 468),

and is evidently directed against it. It is to be regretted that

it does not follow the rules of profitable discussion. The writer

should have examined whether or not the concept of " litur-

gical choir ", as set forth in the letter with which he finds
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fault, is that of the Church, and whether the decrees of the

Congregation of Rites were correctly quoted and interpreted

or not. This " Old-Timer " fails to do ; rather he argues inde-

pendently of it all, and maintains that " to permit women to

sing in church is a Protestant practice ". Accordingly, since

the arguments in my October letter were not examined nor re-

futed, they retain their force, whether there is any truth or not

in the asserted Protestant origin of female singing in church.

But is the practice of women singing in church really of

Protestant origin ? Surely women sang in church long before

there were any Protestants. St. Ambrose, for example, says:

"Also women do well in singing their psalm, since this is

pleasing to every age and suitable for either sex." He com-

pares to the ocean a church in which the singing of men,

women, maidens and children reechoes with mighty, surging

sound in the alternating chant of psalms.^ In the Middle

Ages, provincial councils and synods laid down regulations

for the singing of women in church. Besides, nuns and insti-

tutions for women have always had singing of their own in

their churches and chapels. I am not familiar with the more
detailed history of female singing in the different countries;

but this much I know, that women form part of the choir in

some European countries that have never been Protestant nor

ecclesiastically under Protestant influence.

" Old-Timer " next says :
" Pius X forbids the admission of

women into Catholic choirs, inasmuch as Catholic choirs form

part and parcel of the sanctuary." He should have said more

accurately: "of the liturgical (or canonical) choir;" for the

sanctuary is only the place assigned to the liturgical choir.

As to what " Old-Timer " adds :
" or an extension of the sanc-

tuary, in case the capella be in a side gallery or in an organ-

loft," it must be observed that we may not arbitrarily make an

"extension" of the term "liturgical (canonical) choir", but

must adhere to the interpretation given in canon law. The
Church distinguishes the singing of the official, liturgical

choir from that done by the rest of the faithful, whether the

latter sing all together, or only in a select portion of the

church. For the official choir the Church has laid down special

^ See Analecta in the Innsbruck Zeitschrift /. kath. Theol, 1905, W.
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regulations, among others the one that women may not become
members of it. In the article in the October issue we saw that

the chairman of the Roman Liturgical Commission expressly

calls attention to this distinction.

Now as regards the steps along which those, whom " Old-

Timer " is pleased to call the opponents of the law, are said to

have advanced to attain their object, a mere glance at No. 4
will show that my letter does not follow the course he outlines.

I need not, therefore, enter upon these particulars. Let me
make but one observation :

" Old-Timer " in saying that " the

Motu Proprio forbids any but boys to take the soprano and alto

parts in church "
, presupposes what he would first have to

prove. The Motu Proprio does not deal simply with singing

in church, but with singing in the liturgical choir.

" Old-Timer " speaks indignantly about twisting the law of

the Church. Is it really " twisting ", if, for example, from the

following words of one of the decrees :
" haud exclusis tamen

mulieribus et puellis ", we conclude that women and girls need

not be excluded from singing in church? Why, this is only

translating the Latin text. Here also " Old-Timer " fails

to adduce proofs; such proofs can be given only by ex-

amining the arguments contained in the article referred to.

But, as we have already observed, " Old-Timer " disregards

these arguments. Until he furnishes sound proofs, we must

at any rate deny that the article in question presents a " scan-

dal, against which every lover of truth must protest with all

his might ". How can there be any question of scandal, if, in

explaining the decrees, we base our remarks in the main upon

the " animadversiones " of the chairman of the Roman Litur-

gical Commission, which determined the answer of the Con-

gregation of Rites? It were advisable to be sparing with

sweeping reproaches, seeing that distinguished bishops, among
others the Bishop of Basle, shortly after the publication of the

Motu Proprio expressed their opinion, that the prohibition re-

garding women's voices applied only to the strictly liturgical

choir, but not to our ordinary choirs. At any rate, the letter

in the October number of The Ecclesiastical Review is not

looked upon as a scandal in Rome. For with reference to the

article in question a personage in Rome who has great author-

ity in the Vatican as regards matters musical, and who is also a
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consultor of the Congregation of Rites, sent the present writer

hearty congratulations and the assurance that he fully agreed

with it and would, if occasion offered, publicly endorse the

thesis in point; in Italy, it was true, women did not sing in

the choir—the moral considerations (as mentioned in the Re-
view, pp. 474-475) were there too dangerous; elsewhere,

however, people might unhesitatingly adhere to the latest an-

swers of the Congregation of Rites. " We too at the time,"

he says in conclusion, " thus explained these decrees in the

Rassegna Gregoriana."

LUDWIG BONVIN, S.J.

Buffalo, New York.

INOENSE AT MISSA CANTATA.

Qu. Kindly inform me through the Ecclesiastical Review
whether or not it is allowed to use incense on Sundays at a Missa
Cantata, as I cannot find any authority for it.

Resp. There is a decree of the Sacred Congregation of

Rites (N. 3328, Ad lum) which says: " In missa quae cum
cantu sed sine ministris celebratur, incensationes omnes omit-

tendae sunt." There are, however, indults to the contrary,

which, we suppose, are the justification of the almost universal

custom of having incense in the case mentioned. For ex-

ample, Wapelhorst (N. 98) mentions a faculty granted in

perpeinum to the Archdiocese of St. Louis " adhibendi thuri-

ficationem in Missis quae, ob defectum sacrorum ministrorum,

in festis duplicibus i*« et 2^6 classis absque diacono et sub-

diacono celebrantur."

A OA?E OF EESTirUTIO'J.

Qxi. Kindly give your opinion of the following case: Petrus, a

merchant, agrees to pay his clerk Titius $15 a week and to grant

him the privilege of buying for himself and family at wholesale

prices in his store. But Titius extends the privilege to his friend

Marcus without the knowledge or consent of his employer. The loss

of profit to Petrus amounts to $200. Is Marcus obliged to make res-

titution, he knowing the agreement between Petrus and Titius?

Resp. As Marcus knows the agreement between Petrus and

Titiuii, and as he is a gainer by the illicit action of Titius, he is
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a possessor malae fidei and is bound to make restitution. If he

cannot, or will not, make restitution, the obligation devolves

on Titius.

BAPTISM or A MINOR WITHOUT PARENTS' KNOWLEDGE.

Qu. The following question was discussed at a recent clerical con-

ference: Father M. has a boarder in his Catholic school, a bright,

intelligent, non-Catholic boy, who is eleven years of age. This boy,

without the knowledge or consent of his parents, expresses a desire to

Father M. to be baptized and received into the Catholic Church.

The question is, may Father M. lawfully receive this boy into the

Catholic Church and baptize him, without the knowledge and con-

sent of the boy's parents, who are still living?

Resp. The general doctrine of theologians, as laid down by

St. Thomas, is that the children of unbelievers and heretics

may not lawfully be baptized if their parents are, or are be-

lieved to be, opposed.^ However, if the child has already at-

tained the use of reason (and this is presumed if he has com-

pleted his seventh year)^ and asks to be baptized, he may be

received into the Church. That is to say, the baptism in that

case would be licit.

Whether the priest in the case presented would be acting

prudently in receiving the boy into the Church is another ques-

tion. As the case comes to us, there are lacking some details

that might be important. What is the disposition of the par-

ents toward the Church? If the boy were baptized, and his

parents, learning of it, were to take him away from the Catholic

school, what are the chances of his being brought up a

Catholic? It is true, he would have the grace of baptism, but

he would also have the obligations; and, although he is " bright

and intelligent ", his will may not be strong enough to resist

anti-Catholic influences. Again, although he has the use of

reason, he is legally a minor, and there may be a more or less

explicit understanding with his parents that his religious belief

will not be interfered with. Or, on the contrary, his parents

may have expressed indifference in the matter. The case, in

the concrete, is to be decided according to these circumstances.

1 See St. Thomas, S. TheoL, Ilia, LXVIII, lo; Scavini, Theol. Mor., Ill, 66.

' See Scavini, op. cit, p. 67.
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INTEBEUPTING THE ANOINTINGS IN EXTREME UNCTION.

Qu. Will you kindly answer the following question in the
" Studies and Conferences " pages of the Review? I have discussed

the matter with other priests, but failed to obtain a satisfactory an-

swer.

In the number of the Month for September, 1913, in a review of
the Life of the Rev. Peter Gallwey, S.J., it is stated that when he
gave Extreme Unction " he lingered a very little over the words as

he gave each unction, and repeated them slowly in English as he
wiped it away, etc." One can easily understand that such a prac-

tice would be of use both to the patient and to the bystanders, but is

such an interruption of the sacramental form permissible?

Resp. It is a question among theologians whether a dis-

tinct grace is conferred by each anointing, or the whole grace

of the Sacrament conferred when the last unction, with its

form, is completed. St. Alphonsus seems to regard the two
opinions as equally probable. In case one accept the former

opinion, there was no interruption of the form in Father Gall-

wey's practice, the advantages of which, as our subscriber

points out, are evident.

OONSEORATING THE FONT AT PENTECOST IN RURAL PARISHES.

Qu. May I submit to you the following practical case for your

kind answer? In country parishes, where baptisms are few, and it

might easily happen that none, or at most one or two, occurred be-

tween Easter and Pentecost, is there any obligation to empty the font

and reconsecrate it, as prescribed, at Pentecost? The objection to

doing so, if unnecessary, is caused by the larger amount of Holy
Oils required in that case.

Resp. The ceremonies by which the Baptismal Font is con-

secrated at Pentecost are of very great antiquit}' and are re-

plete with a beautiful symbolism. For these reasons, if for no

other, they should be reverently retained. As to the objection

urged by our correspondent, O'Kane (N. 556) mentions this

very case, the scarcity of oil and chrism, and adds that the

ritual published for the use of the English Church directs the

celebrant, in such cases, to make the sign of the cross on the

surface of the water with his thumb, or an instrument of silver,

after having dipped it in the oilstocks. " To apply the oil and
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chrism together, in such a case," he continues, " we think he

might dip his thumb into one and his index finger into the

other, and, with both united, make the sign of the cross." Or-

dinarily, of course, the oil and chrism are poured into the font.

STATIONS OF THE OEOSS DUEING EXPOSITION OF THE BLESSED

SAOEAMENT.

Qu. Is it allowed during the summer months to have Stations of

the Cross, with the Blessed Sacrament exposed ? The priest in purple

stole, with acolytes, goes around the Church, as in the season of

Lent. This seems to me an extraordinary abuse.

Resp. There is, indeed, something extraordinary in the

case submitted. One would be inclined, however, to say that

it is an extraordinary lack of the sense of fitness. No doubt

the celebrant in the case is actuated by a strong feeling of de-

votion. The incongruity, however, is none the less reprehen-

sible.

THE USE OF THE BIEETTA IN OHUEOH.

Qu. I note that many priests do not wear the biretta going to and

from the altar before and after Low Mass, nor during the singing

of the Gloria and Credo, nor, indeed, at any time in or outside the

church. Will you kindly inform me through the Review what is

our obligation in this matter and whether a pastor goes beyond his

limits when he corrects his curates for this way of acting?

Resp. Such authorities as Zueddi distingfuish between the

greater and the lesser vestments of the Mass. The former,

namely the chasuble, alb, and, according to some, the stole, are

of so strict an obligation that without them Mass may not be

celebrated even in case of urgent necessity, such as the giving

of Viaticum to the dying or the celebration of Mass on a day

of obligation. The lesser vestments are the amice, cincture,

maniple, and biretta, without which Mass may be celebrated in

cases of necessity, or even when there is a reasonable or grave

motive for omitting them. The use of the biretta is defined as

follows by Wapelhorst :
" Birettum imponitur in accessu ad

sacras functiones et in recessu ; non in actuali ministerio, nisi

in choro quando sedetur, Sanctissimo non exposito." That
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there is an obligation in the matter is implied by Decree 150

of the Second Baltimore Council which ordains :
" Statuimus

ut biretum Romano bireto sit conforme." Whether the pastor

who insists on his curates wearing the biretta " exceeds his

limits," depends on what those limits are as defined by the

diocesan statutes. We should say, however, that it is his duty,

as well as his right, to insist on the observance of the recog-

nized customs as well as the explicit rubrics in all the functions

that take place in the parish church.

A PEEPLEXED PASTOR.

Qu. Mrs. N. N. is a staunch convert of several years' standing.

Before her conversion she was a leading member in an old Presby-

terian Church. The other day she asked me if the wine for the two

ablutions is consecrated, and on being told that it was not, she said

she thought it was unbecoming to drink wine at the altar. To empty

the chalice three times in succession shocks this deeply religious con-

vert. Could not the ablution be done by one rinsing of the chalice

with water? In these days of fanatical prohibition this is serious.

Do you think Rome would change the rubrics in this matter, and so

avoid shocking our separated brethren? R. V.

Resp. We think that there is not the least chance of the

Rubrics of the Mass being changed in so important a matter

on account of the consider.ation which is offered by our sub-

scriber. The pastor is rightly concerned about the possibility

of " shocking this deeply religious convert ". Yet, without

misjudging her or her motives, we feel bound to warn him

against paying too much heed to persons who have been accus-

tomed to some measure of authority in non-Catholic congrega-

tions, and who would, if they could, become leading members

of their Catholic parish.

OONTINUOUS EXPOSITION OP THE BLESSED SAOEAMENT AT THE

rOETY HOUES' ADOEATION.

Qu. Is it essential to the gaining of the indulgences of the Forty

Hours' Devotion to have the Blessed Sacrament exposed at the Mass

of Exposition? Or, would it do to replace the Blessed Sacrament

in the tabernacle at this Mass and expose the Sacred Host in the

evening and thence continuously for forty hours till the Mass of

Reposition?

k
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Resp. In the Clementine Instruction published in 1592,

which is printed in the fourth volume of the Decrees of the

Sacred Congregation of Rites, is contained the body of leg^is-

lation in regard to the Forty Hours' Adoration, There the

principle is laid down more than once that the devotion should

not be interrupted. It is true that this legislation was ex-

pressly intended to bind only in the city of Rome. Neverthe-

less, the same Sacred Congregation (Decree N. 2403) recom-

mends the observance of the Roman customs elsewhere. Origi-

nally the exposition was literally uninterrupted, day and night.

When, for obvious reasons, the Sacred Congregation of Rites

permitted the Reposition of the Blessed Sacrament at night,

the spirit and general tenor of the original legislation re-

mained, and one cannot see why the devotion should be inter-

rupted in the manner suggested. A decree of the Sacred Con-

gregation (N. 4268) declares that when the Clementine In-

struction is not observed, more especially in regard to exposi-

tion during the night, an indult is required for the validity of

the indulgences and other privileges connected with the Forty

Hours' Devotion. " Otherwise," says the decree, " the bishop

may use his right in the matter."

MAKING THE WAY OF THE OEOSS PUBLIOLT.

Qti. In making the Way of the Cross publicly, is it necessary that

the priest be accompanied by two clerics who chant, as I suppose, a

verse of the Stabat Mater on the way from one station to another?

Maurel and Lehmkuhl, both, quote a decree which imposes this ob-

ligation. You will do me a great favor by letting me know if the

Indulgences may be gained when the priest is forced to disregard this

prescription and go the rounds of the Stations unaccompanied ; and

if the custom which prescribes a cross-bearer, followed by the priest

with two acolytes bearing candles, has been either approved or pre-

scribed by the Holy See? D. D.

Resp. A decree of the S. Congregation of Indulgences (23

July, 1757) answered the question, " Quaenam methodus sit

praescribenda " (when the Way of the Cross is made, not by

the individual moving from one Station to another, but by the

Congregation collectively, all remaining in their places) in the

following terms :
" Ut Eminent. Praefectus sequentem prae-

scriberet methodum, . . . pro publico exercitio Viae Crucis
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observetur methodus a P. Leonardo a Portu Mauritio propo-

sita, ut videlicet unoquoque de populo suum locum tenente,

sacerdos cum duobus clericis sive cantoribus circumeat, ac

sistens in qualibet statione, ibique recitans peculiares consuetas

preces, caeteris alternatim respondentibus."

From these words it would appear that the accompaniment
by two clerics or chanters is obligatory as prescribed. Uni-

versal custom has sanctioned the substitution of two men or

boys in place of clerics. These may of course be taken from

the congregation, so that the absence of the regular acolytes

or altar boys can be easily provided for, all the more as the

latter have no further duty than to go with the priest. The
response and chant may be supplied by others. Congrega-

tions of women only would have to have the two acolytes in

functions in which the priest conducts the Stations. The
cross-bearer does not appear to be necessary.

THE FASHION OF THE SICK-CALL PYX.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastic.\l Review.

The bottom of thie sick-call pyx, as usually made, has an ele-

vation or hump in it. If one carries only one particle, it does

no harm, and some think that it serves a good purpose, since

the hump makes it easier to take up the particle in one's fingers.

But if one has several (seven or eight) Communion calls on

the First Friday, this elevation or hump is positively bad,

inasmuch as it tends to throw the particles out of the Pyx.

The bottom of the Pyx should be flat or depressed, so that a

number of particles may be carried without danger of falling

out. J. F. S.

LITAKT OF THE SAIHTS IS CUE EITTJAL BOOKS.

Qu. I notice that the petitions in the Litany of the Saints as

printed in the Order of the Forty Hours' Devotion ^ differ somewhat

from those found in the Rituale Romanum. Is this difference au-

thorized or accidental?

Resp. There are four different forms of the Litany of the

Saints to be found in the approved liturgical books.

> .See J^anuaJ of Forty Hours' Devotion: Dolphin Press.
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The first, which may be styled the regular form, is that

found in the Roman Ritual (Tit. V. Chap. Ill) under the

heading " Septem Psalmi Poenitentiales cum Litaniis ". It

is prescribed for use at the laying of the corner-stone of a

new church, at the blessing or the reconciliation of a church or

cemetery, in the blessing (by special indult) of the people

and fields, on Rogation days, in the procession and prayers for

obtaining rain or good weather, to avert storms, in time of

famine, in time of pestilence, or any tribulation, during the

translation of relics, in solemn exorcisms, and in time of war.

The litany to be recited on St. Mark's day and on Rogation

days, as given in the Roman Breviary, corresponds to this

form; although the antiphons, psalms, versicles, and responses

vary to suit the different occasions when the Litany is used.

Formerly, when the Litany was recited " tempore belli ", the

petition " Ut inimicos Sanctae Ecclesiae humiliare digneris ",

repeated twice, was followed by the additional clause, " Ut
Turcarum (vel haereticorum) conatus reprimere et ad nihilum

redigere digneris", in times of war against the Turks, pagans,

or heretics. But in the later edition of the Ritual (1912) this

clause has been omitted ; whilst the third prayer reads, " ut

hostes nostri qui ", etc., instead of " ut gentes Turcarum (seu

haereticorum) quae ", etc.

A second version is that found in the Appendix of the

Roman Ritual. This is the form prescribed for the Forty

Hours' Devotion. It differs from the regular form, as is

shown in the following

:

First Form.

Ab ira tua

A subitanea et improvisa morte
Ab insidiis diaboli

Ab ira et odio et omni mala
voluntate

A spiritu fornicationis

A fulgure et tempestate

A flagello terrae motus

A peste, fame et bello

A morte perpetua

Second Form.

Ab ira tua

Ab imminentibus periculis

A flagello terrae motus
A peste, fame et bello

A subitanea et improvisa morte

Ab insidiis diaboli

Ab ira et odio et omni mala
voluntate

A spiritu fornicationis

A fulgure et tempestate

A morte perpetua
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The prayers also at the conclusion of the Litany in the Forty

Hours' Devotion differ from those prescribed for other occa-

sions in which the first form of Litany is used. All invocations

of special saints, such as those whose relics are preserved in

the church,^ or of titulars,' or patrons," or members of a Re-

ligous Order,* are excluded ; likewise all additional versicles

or responses," unless there be a special indult permitting their

use.* Similarly prohibited is the curtailing of any part of the

prescribed Litany,' or the substitution of any other Litany,"

or of a different form of the same Litany.'

We may mention here that the Litany inserted in the Man-
ual of Forty Hours' Devotion issued by the Ven. Bishop Neu-

mann in 1855 is incorrect inasmuch as it follows the first form.

The ol<;^er editions of the Ritual contain a prayer " against

the attacks of the Turks and pagans ", inserted before the last

prayer " Omnipotens ". This prayer and the petition " ab

imminentibus periculis " are retained in some Manuals of the

Forty Hours' prayer with a note to the effect that it is " ad

libitum " outside Rome. More recent editions of the Ritual

make it evident that the prayer is always to be omitted, but

the petition " ab imminentibus malis " is to be inserted.

A third form of the Litany is that found in the Roman Mis-

sal for Holy Saturday and the Vigil of Pentecost. It is an ab-

breviation of the first form. Here the invocations, petitions,

and prayer are duplicated by way of response. Its use is re-

stricted to the two occasions mentioned.^"

A fourth form is given in the Ritual (Chap. VII) to be

used in the " Recommendation of a Soul Departed ". It is

much shorter than any of the preceding, and contains special

invocations for ei soul just departed. A, J. S.

» S. R. C, 31 July, 1665. 2 ^ February, 1871.

'27 September, 1873. * 11 February, 1702.

B 3 April, 1821. « 24 July, 1683.

"3 March, 1674. ^3 April, 1821.

" 18 March, 1899. '° 17 August, 1833.
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EEOENT BIBLE STUDY.

Christological Errors. II.

Schmiedel's Ohrist. In our first number of this series of studies"

in modern Christ-theories/ we spoke of the spread of the

Christological errors which are fundamental to the New Chris-

tianity, and analyzed the phantom-Christs, the Jesus-shapes,
" the Christ of history " of Harnack, Wellhausen, and Loisy.

These three leave us exceedingly little as the nucleus of an his-

torical Christ which the fecund and dynamic Christian con-

science is accredited with having evolved into the Christ of

Paul and the Gospels. It might have seemed destructive

enough to have got down to the Logia, the " Q " of Harnack,

Wellhausen, or Loisy. But no; their criticism was not high

and destructive up to the high and destructive mark of

Schmiedel. The Ziirich professor finds that we may—in fact,

we must base Christianity upon even less than Harnack, Well-

hausen, and Loisy find to be credible in the Gospels.

I. His destructive method. The method followed by this

destructive critic is set down and boldly followed out in his

much talked of article on " Gospels " for Cheyne's Encyclo-

paedia Biblical It is the simplest and naivest plan possible

of throwing out passage after passage of the Gospels as not

credible. Here is the starting principle

:

The examination of the credibility must from the beginning be set

about from two opposite points of view. On the one hand, we must

set on one side everything which for any reason arising either from

the substance or from considerations of literary criticism has to be

regarded as doubtful or as wrong ; on the other hand, one must make

search for all such data, as from the nature of their contents cannot

possibly on any account be regarded as inventions.®

Everything miraculous, prophetic, supernatural, in any

form or hint whatsoever, must be regarded as wrong for a

1 EccL. Review, Dec, 1914, p. 740.

2 New York, 1901, vol. II.

«0:. cit., II, col. 1872.
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reason arising from the substance of the passage. The funda-

mental fact of the faith of the Christian is the Resurrection of

Jesus. That fundamental fact must go. Jesus did not arise

from the dead. The witnesses are not convincing. For in-

stance, the testimony of the women is worthless. They told

no one anything of what they had seen.* And

even had the tidings been brought forthwith to the Christians in

Jerusalem, and even if they had thereupon at once visited the sepul-

chre, their evidence would not have proved more than did that of

the women. Only an examination by opponents could have claimed

greater weight. But it is hardly likely that the tidings reached their

ears forthwith. Yet, even had this happened and the sepulchre been

found empty, the fact would have been capable of being explained by
them as due to a removal of the body.'

A very high-handed way of destructive criticism is this. To
be sure, the women held their peace for a while; " for they were

affrighted "." Later they told the apostles of the empty tomb
and the angelic vision, and some of the apostles went to the

tomb and found things were just as the women had announced.^

This fact is witnessed to on the journey to Emmaus. But the

journey to Emmaus never was! To Schmiedel it is utterly

incredible that Jesus risen should make such a journey. So,

too, " the statements that J^sus was touched, and that he ate
*

are seen to be incredible."

The whole Gospel narrative is in this wise submitted to the

arbitrary pronouncements of this self-appointed infallible

judge. He not long ago railed against the infallibility of the

Papacy in true Protestant style, because forsooth a " Pope of

Rome " became a Monothelite and " gave in advance the lie

direct to the dogma of the Vatican Council of 1870, which de-

clares a pope to be always infallible in every doctrinal de-

cision g^ven officially ex cathedra." ° The only answer to this

bigoted slur is the lie direct. It is in keeping with the cock-

sureness of Schmiedel's infallible judgments in the matter of

the credibility of the Gospels.

* Mk. 16:8. » Op. cit. II. col. 1880.

" Mk. 16 : 8. T Lk. 24 : 22-24.

* Lk. 24 139-43. " Jesus or Christ, Boston, 1909, p. 65.
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2. Salvage from the wreck. This infallible cocksureness

sets aside as incredible passage after passage of the Gospels,

until we wonder if it means to wreck the whole structure. No,

there is to be some salvage from the wreck that Schmiedel's

destructive criticism would effect. The famous pillar-passages

are towers of strength ; they will resist the most rationalistic

onslaught. They are absolutely credible! We breathe a sigh

of relief that there is something left of the Gospel upon which

to set our faith. What are these saving pillar-passages? They
must be most important; surely they save to us a Christ worth

the saving; the great and infallible professor of Ziirich has

not been making " much ado about nothing." He has set

these pillars as the only scientific foundation upon which the
" Christ of history " may rest. If these pillars fail, then the

historical Christ fails; He is toppled over into the realm of

mythology. The pillars fail not. The Quixotic lance of the

critic's logic has made at them and been shattered. He has

tried to rule the passages out of court. They will not be

ruled. Let us see what are these isolated statements that so

resist his ruling, these firm pillars that are capable of uphold-

ing the whole fabric of the " Christ of history' " and the evolu-

tion of Christianity.

(a) Pillar-passages about Jesus in general. There are two

groups of pillar-passages. The first are about Jesus in gen-

eral ; they tell us all we know with certainty about the historical

Christ of Schmiedel. They are five: (i) Mk. lo: 17
—

" Why
callest thou me good? none is good save God only"; (2)

Mt. 12: 3 if.—^that blasphemy against the son of man can be

forgiven; (3) Mk. 3:21—that his relations held him to be

beside himself; (4) Mk. 13: 32
—"Of that day and of that

•hour knoweth no one, not even the angels in heaven, neither the

Son but the Father "
; (5) Mk. 15 : 34, Mt. 27 : 46

—
" My God,

my God, why hast thou forsaken me?" It is to be noted that

these five passages, which Schmiedel thinks give us the tiny

nucleus of historic truth about Jesus, are all chosen to set Him
forth as a mere man—in fact, a most ordinary man, who was

thought insane by those who knew Him best and invited pity

rather than respect.

As Schmiedel says of the passages :
" They prove not only

that in the person of Jesus we have to do with a completely
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human being, and that the divine is to be sought in him only

in the form in which it is capable of being found in a man."
He does not admit the divinity of Jesus and is quite satisfied if

the pillar-passages " prove that he really did exist and that the

Gospels contain at least some absolutely trustworthy facts con-

cerning him." " And that is the sum-and-all of the load these

five pillars bear. There existed a mere man named Jesus, who
was reputed by his followers to be sinless but repudiated the

idea that he was morally good. If philologists insist that the

original Aramaic means :
" Why callest thou me gracious?

There is none gracious save God," Schmiedel makes reply

:

"they do not reflect that Jesus cannot have justly regarded him-

self as morally good if he repudiated even the epithet

gracious." "

(b) Pillar-passages about miracles. The second group of

pillar-passages has to do with the miracles of Jesus; the one

and" only thing absolutely credible about these miracles is that

they never were. Jesus never wrought a miracle. Here are

the four pillars upon which this characteristic of the " Christ

of history " rests

:

(
I
) Mk. 8 : 12—Jesus refuses to work a sign (<n;/iieibv) before

the eyes of His contemporaries; " there shall no sign be given

unto this generation ". True, this pillar is somewhat bulkier

in Mt. 12 : 39, 16 : 4, Lk. i r : 29, " there shall no sign be given

to this generation but the sig^ of Jonas ". Schmiedel shaves

down the pillar, lest it hold the miraculous :
" by the sign of

Jonah ... is meant the opposite of a sig^—viz. preaching

like that of Jonah ". When Jesus told the people He would

give them the sign of Jonas to prove His Messianic power, He
merely meant to say that He would give them no sign whatso-

ever—He would only preach to them. How can this be?

Did He not expressly go on to explain the sign of Jonas He
would give? " For as Jonas was in the whale's belly three

days and three nights, so shall the son of man be in the heart

of the earth three days and three nights." No, this passage is

not credible, not a pillar-passage ; it is found only in Mt. 12 : 40,

" rests on a misunderstanding of Lk. 1 1 : 30," and must be

thrown down.

lo Encycl. Bibl.. II. col. 1881. " Je^us or Christ, p. 68,
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(2) Mk. 6:5—Jesus is prevented by the unbelief of the

people of Nazareth from doing any mighty work there.

(3) Mk. 8: 14-21—after the parable, not the fact-narrative,

of the multiplication of the loaves, Jesus says, " Beware of the

leaven of the Pharisees and of Herod ". He means, that they

be not ensnared by false teachers, but keep to His doctrine

which may be multiplied among thousands and will thereafter

be more than before.

(4) Mt. 11:5, Lk. 7 : 22—the answer to the Baptist that the

blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the deaf hear,

the dead are raised and the poor have the Gospel preached to

them. " It would be impossible to counteract the preceding

enumeration more effectually than by the simple insertion of

this final clause." ^^ The insertion can be understood only

" if Jesus was speaking not of the physically but of the spirit-

ually blind, lame, leprous, deaf, dead." These are the only

credible Gospel passages about the miracles of Jesus, and their

credibility, their strength as pillars of Christianity, is due

precisely to the fact that they deny the historicity of those

miracles,

(c) Strength of these pillars. We must not think that in

setting down his nine pillar-passages of absolutely credible

facts of the life of Jesus, Dr. Schmiedel gives us the whole of

what he regards credible in that life. The pillars form
" merely the ground-plan of what is credible; and . . . when

once the existence of Jesus has been proved by their means,

then everything in the first three Gospels which agrees with the

image of Jesus as founded on the Pillars, and does not lie

otherwise open to objection, is worthy of belief." ^" The doc-

tor has not made up his Q, or Logia, containing such Gospel

statements as stand this test. By the method he employs in

the Encyclopaedia Biblica, the nine pillars would remain like

the lone, ruined columns of the Temple of Jupiter at Athens,

holding up no entablature nor other load.

Worse than that, if we start with Dr. Schmiedel, and follow

his method of destructive criticism, even these lone Swiss

columns of Ziirich Christianity tumble to the ground. " They

12 Encycl. Bibl., II, col. 1883.

1* Jesus or Christ, p. 80 ; cf. also Introduction to Neumann's Jesus, London,

1906.
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thrust themselves " upon Dr. Schmiedel " in virtue of one
feature, and of one feature only : the impossibility of their hav-

ing been invented, and their consequent credibility." ** They
need not so thrust themselves upon him. Even though the

foundation -passages had the meaning here assigned them, they

might have been invented just as readily as the passages the

doctor deems to be incredible. If the miracles, prophecies,

and all supernatural elements of the Gospels were cleverly

trumped up or credulously evolved by the Christian conscience,

why not the foundation-passages? Trickery, chicanery, fraud

could have superinduced a gradual evolution from the very

human of these passages to the very divine of the so-called

incredible parts of the Gospels. Even credulity could have

led to such evolution. Credulity has evolved Mrs. Eddy, in a

not inconsiderable part of the Christian conscience, so that a

clever business woman of very little education has in that

gullible conscience, reached the posthumous apotheosis of an

incarnate deity ; meanwhile trickery has evolved the tattered

trinkets of a veritable rag-bag of disjointed notions into a

readable, though a most illogical book. Science and Health.

If the reason for the credibility of the pillar-passages is " one

feature and one feature only, the impossibility of their having

been invented " by the Christian conscience which has evolved

the Christianity of Schmiedel, then the Christ of history falls

to the ground. The Christian conscience of the Ziirich pro-

fessor is quite capable of anything which either trickery might

trump up or credulity gulp down.

Vain are the doctor's rhetorical questions: "We are thus

brought to a simple question of fact: Has the distinctive pecu-

liarity of the foundation-passages been correctly stated?

Could worshippers of Jesus, such as by universal consent the

writers of the Gospels were, possibly have invented for him

such words as ' Why callest thou me good ? None is good save

God alone.' (Mk. lo: i8) . . . And so forth.'"' We an-

swer, the Christian conscience of Schmiedel could most as-

suredly have invented those words in trickery or gulped them

down in credulity ; and the evangelists, in the doctor's theory,

^* Introduction to Neumann's Jesus, p. xxi.

^' \h'^., p. xviii.
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could have handed down to us that which they got from his

duping and credulous Christian conscience. That all-saving

Christian conscience saves nothing of the historicity of the

Gospels. They must be saved substantially as the historical

writings of the times they make claim to record ; else we have

no foundation-passages on which to set the fabric of the Chris-

tianity of the Gospels, and we must throw the whole thing

over as ruthlessly as Dr. Schmiedel's friend William Benjamin

Smith fells the pillar-passages that the Quixotic lance of

Schmiedel's logic could not budge.^'

A propos of this ruthlessness of Dr. Smith, comes to mind
the fact that Schmiedel wrote the preface for his friend's first

effort to prove Jesus to be a myth ;
^' and was so laudatory as

to seem to have thrown over the very pillars he had declared

to be absolutely firm. Of the theories which deny that Jesus

ever lived, he writes :
" one might rate these theories too

lightly. Especially in Professor Smith would one become

acquainted with a man whom it were not so easy to refute."
^*

This preface was taken as almost a fathering of Dr. Smith's

theory. Drews ^* heralded it as a support. Weinel, a liberal

defender of the " Christ of history ",^° called it not only a

tactical failure but a falsehood on the part of Schmiedel to

have said it was not easy to refute Smith and to have accredited

him with theological knowledge not at the command of the

thoroughly scientific theologian. And Johannes Weiss, also

of the liberal Lutheran school,^^ took the Swiss liberal to task

:

" Despite my esteem for Schmiedel, I must say, he might have

done better than to have given this book a vogue by his pre-

face." And so. Dr. Schmiedel deemed it incumbent on him

to write a new preface to the second edition of Smith's Der
vorchristliche Jesus^'^ and therein to make it clear that his rat-

ing of the scientific work of the Tulane professor was not a

giving-up of the " Christ of history ".

1* Cf. Ecce Deus. Chicago, 1912, p. 177 ff.

17 Der vorchristliche Jesus, Jena, 1906. ^* Ibid., v.

18 Chrystusmythe, Jena, 1910.

20 1st das liberale Jesusbild widerlegt? An answer to his radical opponents,

who answer in the affirmative. Tiibingen, 1910, p. 13.

21 Jesus von Nazareth, Mythus oder Geschichte? Tiibingen, 1910, p. 16.

22 Jena, 191 1.
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Schmiedel's pupil, Windisch " finds he must give up five

of his master's pillars. And another pupil, Meltzer '* has tried

to relieve the strain upon the original nine by adding thirteen

or fourteen more pillars to bear the load. One of these new
pillar-passages is Mk. 10: 40, from the Sinaitic Syriac. After

telling the sons of Zebedee that they are, indeed, able to drink

the cup He drinks, Jesus adds :
" but that ye should sit on my

right hand or on my left, this is not mine to give but for

others it is made ready ".*' The reading of Von Soden,

Nestle, and textual critics generally is " but for whom it shall

be prepared ", aAA'oI?
. This was readily mistaken for oAAois

—the reading of the Sinaitic Syriac and of several MSS. of

the African text of the Old Latin. Neither reading is much
of a pillar for Meltzer to build the " Christ of history " upon.

The Christian conscience he counts on to have done the build-

ing was quite capable, according to the principles of

Schmiedel's pillar-school or of Harnack's " Q "-school, for

that matter, to have trumped up in trickery or gulped down
in credulity this text and any other of their vaunted founda-

tions of Christianity.

Thus far we have analyzed the phantom-Christs, " the

Christ of history " of the liberal school of Protestants. We
have spent considerable space on the Jesusbild of the pillar-

school of Schmiedel, because it has been the last stand of

rationalistic Protestantism in the defence of an historical

Christ. In our next contribution, we hope to take up the

theory of the Christ-myth, the natural successor to that of

the phantom-Christ.

Walter Drum, S.J.

Woodstock College, Maryland.

" Theologische Rundschau, 1912.

2*"Zum Ausbau von Schmiedel's Grundsaulen," Prot. Monatshefte, 1911.

25 Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, by F. Crawford Burkitt, rambridge, 1904,

vol. I, p. 313.
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AOTA SYNODI EOFPENSIS TERTIAE quam die ix Junii 1914 in Eccle-

sia Oathediali S. Fatritii Boffae 111. ac Emus Thomas franciscns

Hickey, Episcopus Eoffensis celebravit. Typis: Joannis P. Smith

Printing Co., Rochester, N.T. 1914. Pp. 168.

The priest who has in his hands a manual that contains an outline

of his duties and a digest of his faculties and rights, possesses therein

a safeguard against errors in his pastoral life, as well as an incentive

to zeal and observance of ecclesiastical order. Sjoiodal statutes are

meant to serve this purpose. They are likewise a protection to the

ecclesiastical authorities, who through them are saved the embarrass-

ment of entering into contentions with individual clerics to vindicate

the justice and wisdom of correctional discipline.

It is true that in nearly all the local codes of rules and regulations

made for the guidance of ecclesiastics there is foimd a mass of legis-

lation which does not appear to be meant seriously, inasmuch as its

observance is never enforced, and any appeal to it is overruled by a

reference to prevailing and universally tolerated practice. Whether,

for example, there is any latitude in the interpretation by the Ordi-

nary of the law Sacrorum Antistitum (1 May, 1910) in its several

provisions; or whether the Constitution Officiorum ac munerum (25

January, 1897) in reference to the Index is to be observed in its

literal rigor, and to be acted upon in each case " sub excommunica-

tione latae sententiae speciali modo Romano Pontifici reservata ", may
be an open question among confessors and theological teachers. But

the fact is that in neither case is the law or the penalty practically

enforced by the great majority of bishops. The reason of this purely

theoretical regard of the law is the manifest fact that often it is

practically impossible to observe the said injunctions, owing to con-

ditions entirely different from those which the original legislator

contemplated. The enforcement, literally, in some cases would do

injury to many consciences by creating either an artificial obedience

or else a total disregard, not only of the law but of the authority

that attempts to claim its observance. The bishop is the sole judge

of the conditions under which a special precept issued by the Holy

See for the Church at large may be literally observed within his dio-

cese, though in some cases he has to await Rome's decision if he wants

to dispense from the observance. But in many cases he is bound, for

the sa^e of the conscience of his subjects, to interpret, mitigate, or
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on the other hand strengthen the ecumenical injunction. In doing

so he is of course restricted by the very title of his office, as well as

by a prudent policy, to maintain due respect both for the law and
the lawgiver; since the causes that may prompt the wise temporary

non-observance of a precept are not identical with a justifiable dis-

regard of the law, as, for instance, in the case of impossible condi-

tions. For the rest, speaking of diocesan statutes, it is above all de-

sirable that they be definite and explicit, fully explanatory of the

priest's duties, faculties, and privileges.

Following the traditional lines, the Acta Synodi Roffensis Tertiae

is a model. It contains the general titles which mark synodal

constitutions as set forth in our Plenary Councils, and wherever it

appears expedient the Acta gives the detailed application of pastoral

precepts, the administration of the Sacraments, liturgical observances,

devotions, and the requisites of parish discipline. The Appendix
gives the " Ordo absolvendi ab Excommunicatione ", the Rules of

the Chancery, the faculties and methods to be observed in the erec-

tion of Confraternities, and sundry items for the guidance of priests

in the administration of parishes, in the matter of preaching, cate-

chizing, schools, associations, etc.

The make-up of the book indicates the hand of a trained canon-

ist. Every point needing justification is strengthened by reference

to the Roman legislation, which of course is the model for ecclesias-

tical observance.

Speaking apart from the present Acta, which follows the hon-

ored tradition of being in Latin, we would repeat here our conviction,

expressed on similar occasions when speaking of diocesan statutes,

that they should be published in the vernacular. We have a good

example in the Statutes of the Diocese of Leeds in England. The
Italian Bishops too receive their Instructions from the Holy See more

frequently in Italian than in Latin. That the universal law should

come to us through the medium of the language of the Latin Church

is but just and convenient. It serves us as a code of authoritative

reference. But when that code is to be applied to local conditions it

is much more useful when interpreted (authoritatively) in the lan-

guage which every cleric readily understands, and to which he will

turn with more readiness for actual use. Possibly the practically uni-

versal ignoring of such statutes as those forbidding the attendance by

clerics at races, operas, and other scenic performances in secular

theatres, or of engaging in financial operations, or political agitations,

such as come under ecclesiastical prohibition, is due to these laws

being recorded as " sacri canones " instead of being applied with a

certain discrimination authorized by the sanction of the Ordinary in

places where neither the " vestis clericalis " nor the " tonsura " are

common and recognized practices.
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WILLIAM PARDOW of the Company of Jesus. By Justine Ward. Long-

mans, Qreen and Oo. New York, London, Bombay, Oalcutta and

Madras. 1914 Pp. 274.

In writing the Life of Father Pardow, Mrs. Justine Ward brings

out with singularly dramatic grace the personality of a priest whose
career had quite the ordinary setting of the average American mis-

sionary, in the sense that it borrowed none of its attractive or remark-

able traits from the incidents of its surroundings. The Church of

the Nativity on Second Avenue and Old St. Peter's on Barclay Street,

New York, were the scenes of his first juvenile heroism, witnessing

the little boy running at an early hour on cold winter days to serve

Mass before he got his breakfast and set out for school. But he had

in his veins the blood of the O'Briens of County Clare, a warrior

race; mixed with a certain austerity from the Norman De Par Dieus,

whose name the sturdy Lancashire kinsmen of his father soon Angli-

cized into Pardow. The parental home fostered in the children the

good old traditions which their ancestors had brought with them
nearly a century and a half ago when they emigrated to America.

The fruits showed in the fact that of the three daughters and two

sons with whom the Pardow family was blessed, four entered religion.

Young Pardow was graduated from St. Xavier's College, New
York, in 1864 at the age of seventeen. " To his mother he announced

that he would make a retreat. If he came home after three days, he

would remain in the world and take up a business career. If he

stayed for six days, he would be a secular priest; but if he stayed

eight' days she might know he was to be a Jesuit." Eighteen months

before, that same mother had given her daughter Augusta to the ser-

vice of God in the Society of Mother Barat. The story of his ulti-

mate decision, of his arrival at Sault au Recollet, the little French

Canadian settlement near Montreal where he was to begin his novi-

tiate, is very touching in the simplicity of facts narrated by our

author. Here in the shadow of the tombs of the first martyrs for the

Faith in America, young William Pardow was to learn how to trans-

late his ideals into action. The process is graphically outlined by

Madam Ward in the remaining four chapters of this section of the

book entitled the " Making of a Jesuit ". Then follows the story of

the young levite's ordination and his activity as " Christ's Lawyer "

in the pulpit and on the platform. Perhaps the most fruitful part of

that activity, viewed in the light of its effects, came from the criticism

which his Provincial made to him for the improvement of his method.
" You make far too much effort. Make none at all ; your voice is

much more powerful than you imagine." He was cautioned to use
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short phrases, to pause long enough to let the thoughts sink in. He
was also told that his " gestures were still very jerky, ungraceful,

and angular." These things he soon mended.

In 1884 he became Socius and Secretary to the Provincial. It was

a new school of experience in which he was to study the inner work-

ings of the Society as a body, and obtain at the same time a deeper

insight into the aspirations as set against the failings of human
nature. If the religious society is a school of correction, it is the Pro-

vincial's part to act as the responsible corrector. His Socius is in a

position to observe, whence grows the knowledge how, as superior,

to avoid extremes in correction and find a way of letting charity inter-

pret the motives that frustrate it. Meanwhile Father Pardow had a

rest from the hardships involved in preaching; but he used the time

to perfect himself in the art of his apostolic calling by studying and

analyzing his gifts in the light of generous self-criticism. When,
after a lapse of seven years, we find him again in the pulpit, he has

before him a set of resolutions interesting from a pragmatic as well

as a spiritual point of view, since it illustrates the bravery of self-

discipline with which he set about his work for the salvation of souls.

" My defects in the pulpit

:

1. Low notes instead of high.

2. Remember : slow.

3. Open mouth, no matter what the consequences."

He soon found that he had applied these theories too literally, and

accordingly he later writes :
" Raised voice and shouted. My voice

is very monotonous, as if in effort to be heard, whereas no effort is

necessary." Thus he went on in his process of self-criticism until he

attained that remarkable power which allowed him not only to preach

effectively but also much more frequently than was to be expected,

judging from his bodily strength. What perhaps more than anything

else contributed to the power of his real eloquence was the spirit in

which he labored. He studied the Life of Christ so as to be thor-

oughly imbued with his Master's methods. "If would produce last-

ing effect on hearers, must address self to every faculty of the soul.

Must seize understanding by clearness and vigor of own mind, en-

chain imagination by richness and variety of fancy, fascinate hearer

by power of strong emotion. Senses, too, must be placed under spell,

and all this to move souls. This is exactly what Christ did. His

method of persuasion : ( 1 ) Christ's clearness : by extraordinary con-

ciseness, precision, and simplicity of expression. (2) Profotmd wis-

dom. (3) Keenness of judgment [here follow a number of ex-

amples]. (4) Wealth and variety of Christ's resources of mind:
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uses the same thoughts, images, and parallels, but in a very few
cases are they absolutely the same. Purpose is changed or new cir-

cumstances added." Thus he goes on in those interesting scraps of

diary which he never meant for any eyes but those of his own soul,

but which happily have been used here to help others to follow in a

path that can only lead to the highest efficiency if pursued under the

guidance of divine grace.

A like readiness to do the best at the expense of self characterized

Father Pardow's activity as guide of souls in his retreats, in the con-

fessional, and in his casual intercourse with others as spiritual di-

rector. This activity called out all that was best in him both by

natural gift and by the acquisition of zealous cooperation with divine

lights in the pursuit of perfection to which his calling in the order of

St. Ignatius led him. The two sections of the book entitled " Mecum
Laborare " and " Mobilis et Stabilis " reveal to us a soul extraordi-

nary in its spiritual manifestations in the midst of a world material-

istic and commonplace.

From this biography the priest laboring imder conditions that seem

to set but little value on the supernatural may learn much more than

he can ever learn from the lives of Saints in a past age, albeit the

principles that underlie all spiritual progress must ever be the same.

The extraordinary in Father Pardow was not such as to discourage

the man of ordinary gifts and opportunities who strives after high

ideals. It was simply the result of personal struggle, and our hero

bore the scars of his toil in his every trait of character. He gave

testimony to the truth that " character is the organization of im-

pulse ". Those who knew him intimately realized that he was con-

tinually on fire within
;
yet so well disciplined and guarded was the

circle of living flame in his heart that he left the impression on the

average outsider of a man cold and lacking in feeling. What added

to this impression was his habit of wasting neither time nor senti-

ment. Intellectually he had abundant resources. Indeed his high

unclouded forehead gave one the impression that he was rather a

man of study than of action or warm sympathies. His words in

casual conversation bore the stamp of well-ordered convictions gained

long ago in the search after truth. Only those who approached him

with a burden to be lifted, a sorrow to be healed, might realize the

depth of a most tender heart with which he came to their aid in the

most matter-of-fact fashion. To sum up, he was a man " wholly

given to God, who neglected no human means of serving Him, and

did not expect supernatural power to take the place of himian effort

but rather to reenforce it. He made use of human instruments with

all their intrinsic imperfections, and tuned them to heavenly pitch.

What he has done we all may do. This is the real lesson of his life."
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STIMMEN DEB ZEIT. Periodical Fnblioation by the Jesuit Fathers of

the German Province. B. Herder: Freiburg. (St. Louis, Ho.)

With eighty-seven volumes to its credit as evidence of valiant ser-

vice in the interpretation and defence of Catholic faith and practice,

the Stimmcn aus Maria Laach appears under the new title of Stimmen
der Zeit. The change is called for because Maria Laach is no longer

the home of the Jesuit Fathers, and the Stimmen, a publication origi-

nated and sustained by the zeal and industry of the sons of St. Igna-

tius in Germany more than forty-five years ago, has no present con-

nexion with Maria Laach. But it was at Maria Laach during the

exile of the venerable Benedictine Community which had founded it

in 1093, that the periodical came into existence, whilst the Jesuit

Fathers had a temporary home there : and the name of its cradle was
retained even after the child had grown and found itself wandering,

an exile, in other lands.

It is interesting to recall that the old abbey of Maria Laach had
been from the eleventh century to the nineteenth the scene of intel-

lectual and cultural industry and had especially during the sixteenth

century produced a niunber of men who have left their impress on
the civilization of northern Europe. In 1802 the French government
seized the property, and ten years later it fell into the hands of the

Prussian government which sold it, as secularized property, to private

parties. The beautiful abbey church, with its six towers in Roman
architecture, remained untenanted ; but the convent buildings were

subsequently obtained by the Jesuit Fathers for their novitiate. In

1863 Maria Laach became the- scholasticate of the German Province.

Here the Jesuit Fathers began to revive those honored traditions of

a busy intellectual life and conventual discipline which had char-

acterized this early home of the Benedictines. They published the

Digest of Synodal Laws knovm as the CoUcctio Lacensis and sent

forth at irregular intervals the apologetic brochures which gave the

name to the subsequent publication of the Stimmen aus Maria Laach.

In 1871 the magazine was definitely established as a periodical, and

at once was recognized as a leading organ of Catholic thought and

as an interpreter of the Catholic position in Germany toward the

modern world of science and of politics so far as these entered the

domain of religion. The wisdom and necessity of providing such

interpretation beffcame apparent two years later when Prince Bis-

marck inaugurated the so-called Kulturkampf against the Catholic

Church in Germany. The Jesuits, as the leaders in the Catholic

camp, were promptly banished from the land, and Maria Laach once

more became a deserted home, until, at the end of the decisive

struggle, twenty years later, it was once more restored to the Bene-
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dictines, its ancient owners, who have retained it since then under the

patronage and benevolent care of the present Emperor William II.

The Jesuits exiled had transferred their publication first to Bel-

gium (1874), then to Holland (1880) because the socialist element

in Belgium augured poor prospects at the time for the Catholic

cause; next the Stimmen was transferred to Luxemburg (1899), and
once more to Holland (Valkenburg) in 1909. The old firm of Ben-

jamin Herder, which has piloted so many great literary enterprises

of Catholic Germany, is taking care of the publishing, and since

Maria Laach has long ceased to be rightly indicative of the present

relations of the periodical to that venerable home of monastic activity,

the more broadly applicable title of Stimmen der Zeit is in every

sense preferable.

The Stirnmen, as has been the case hitherto, continues to mark the

pulsations of our modern world under the light of Christ's illuminat-

ing and purifying ihfluence. The first number of the Stimmen der

Zeit is typical in this respect, as is indicated by the topics discussed

—The European War and the Profession of Religion; The Summa
of St. Thomas as a Guide to the Theological Student of To-day ; The
European War in its Significance for the Working Classes ; Louvain

as a Home of Art; The Cosmopolitan Life of Japan. These subjects

touch certain problems of the day uppermost in the mind of public-

spirited men. They call for an application of economic and religious

principles directed by a clear recognition of facts and of motives.

The Stimmen has never been afraid to discuss problems which a less

sure-footed prudence would cautiously avoid for fear of giving of-

fence. The Conferences {Besprechungen) deal with various phases

of religion, philosophy, history, and economics, as expressed in re-

cent literary productions. May the noble band of Ignatian defend-

ers of truth and virtue in the Fatherland be prospered under the

grace of God to carry its harmonious voice in the Stimmen der Zeit

into every home where it may find a hearing, for many a day to come.

THE OHEISTIAN LIFE IN THE MODERN WOELD. By Francis Green-

wood Peabody, Plummet Professor of Christian Morals (Emeritus)

in Harvard University. The Macmillan Co., New York. 1914.

Pp. 234.

It is the merest commonplace—^but after all conmionplaces can

evoke wonderment if one looks steadily into them—that men (in-

cluding women) who write about the Christian life never think it

worth their while considering that life in the very organization into

which it was originally infused and wherein it has never ceased to

flourish. So it is and so it will seemingly always be. And thus it
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comes about that when a Catholic reader takes up a book such as is

here introduced he may be almost sure to find Catholicism at least

ignored if not misrepresented. Ex Nazareth nihil boni. This is not

the place to seek the cause or causes—for they are many—of this

phenomenon. Sufficient to have noticed it and at the same time to

observe that the counterpart of the fact is by no means the case,

namely, that while non-Catholic writers at least ignore, if they do

no worse, the solutions of the social problems proferred by Catholic

specialists on the subject. Catholic students are far from disregard-

ing, and should be far from disregarding, the solutions proposed by

their non-Catholic brethren. The latter is especially the case with

such solutions when they are set forth with the ability, grace, earnest-

ness, and, above all, manifest sincerity that characterize the work
before us. The Review has already had occasion to recognize the

presence of these qualities in one or other of Professor Peabody's

previous productions and it is a pleasure to note the reduplication

of them in the volume at hand.

The author observes with evident pain " that ominous fact con-

fronting the modem world that a very large proportion, not only of

frivolous and superficial people, but also of serious and cultivated

minds, have simply dropped the motives of religion from among
their habitual resources, and are supported in their experiences by

sanctions and consolations derived from science and art, from work

or play ". Much of this modern paganism he finds attributable " to

the reserve of science or to the preoccupation of business ", but much
is also due, he thinks, " to the superfluous refinements of Christian

theology and the unreal distinctions of Christian ethics" (p. 20).

There are many causes and reasons why the Christian religion has

ceased to retain its hold on so large a number of people. Its imprac-

ticability, its maladjustment to modem life—domestic, industrial,

political—is alleged to be a prevalent and a fundamental reason.

One might suggest right here the propriety of starting the adjusting

from the other side Cf the relation : the modern world, it would seem,

ought to adjust itself to Christianity rather than the other way about.

However, it is apparently the main purpose of Dr. Peabody's writ-

ing to show that the maladjustment is due chiefly to the fact that

Christianity is inadequately, partially, and indeed falsely interpreted,

and that not simply by the world at large, but also by the " Chris-

tian Church " itself. There is one general tendency, he says, which

the history of the Christian Church illustrates and which has enor-

mously increased this maladjustment with the Christian life. It is

" what may be called the intellectualizing of discipleship, the de-

fining of fellowship in terms of intellectual consent rather than in

terms of a moral pledge ". And again: " The terms of discipleship
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have been frankly intellectualized, so that consent to dogma rather

than consecration of character has been the test of fellowship." Pro-

fessor Peabody declares that he does not mean hereby " to deny or

depreciate the creeds of the Church. Every thoughtful man has a

creed and to denounce the creeds," he maintains, " is simply to an-

nounce one's own creed." His exception to the ** creeds of Christian

communities "—for instance the Apostles' Creed, the Nicene, the

Athanasian—is that they " intellectualize discipleship, assvune the

obligation of doctrinal agreement, and imply that the Christian re-

ligion is a dogma rather than a life " (p. 199).

What then is " the redemptive force " which the family, the

world of industry and finance, the perplexities of politics, even " the

Christian Church ", stand so much in need of to-day? " It is a re-

vival of idealism, a Life and Power of the spirit, an association with

souls who have found their lives in God. To be surrounded by this

cloud of witnesses is to run with a better patience one's own race.

The affairs of home, and business, and politics need the reinforce-

ment of this collective righteousness. Precisely this organization of

the spiritual life is what the Christian Church may offer. It is a

creation, not of dogmas, or clergy or councils, but of the personality

of Jesus Christ wrought into the spiritual experience of the world.

Ths Christian Church is a community of souls touched by the con-

tagion of the Christian ideal, a ' spiritual house ' built up of * lively

stones '.
. . . A simplified, socialized, and spiritualized Church is

but another name for the Christian life organized to serve the mod-
ern world. The majestic promise of Jesus to his disciples is not

that of an institutional maintenance, but of a spiritual continuity

—

not that of a scheme, but that of a Saviour :
' Lo, I am with you

alway, even unto the end of the world '."

The foregoing excerpts should suffice, more than suffice, to give

the reader an idea of the spirit as well as the letter of the book.

Christianity as here " adjusted to the modem world " is in the first

place simply an attitude of the mind toward humanity, tinged with

an equally emotional feeling toward God, and Christ, the Son of

man. Christ as the Son of God has no necessary place in it. Sec-

ondly, it is just practical philanthropy in the family, in business, in

the State. The intellect as such has no inherent obligation to ac-

cept the explicit teachings of Christ. When Christ sent His am-

bassadors forth to teach all nations whatsoever He had commanded

those messengers to teach, and to baptize in a definite manner; and

when He sanctioned their mission by the promise of salvation to

those who would believe and be thus baptized and by the threat of

condemnation upon those who would refuse belief and baptism

—

how in the face of all this a modem minister of the Gospel and a
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professor of divinity can consistently maintain that explicit faith in

a definite teaching and worship is not the logically and the ontologi-

cally primary constituent of the Christian life it is not easy to imder-

stand. Love of the brotherhood, devotion to the ideal, self-surrender

to the general weal, and the rest, are indeed vital and essential ele-

ments of the Christian life; but the first and last test, as it is the

first and supreme constituent of even a reasonable, not to say a Chris-

tian, life is love of God, which love is attested by obedience to His
teaching ; that is, by faith.

Dr. Peabody is so deeply impressed by the ethical elements of

Christianity that the intellectual have fallen outside his purview.

Indeed his intellectualism is in other matters somewhat deficient, as

is painfully apparent in his treatment of the Virgin Birth of Christ,

a doctrine which he magisterially dismisses with a few strokes of

the pen. A similar indication of intellectual deficiency is a passage

in which, after having singularly confused the teaching of the early

Church on the comparative spiritual valuation of the marital and

the virginal state, he proceeds to add that " the depreciation of the

family was soon reached in the doctrine of the virgin-birth of Jesus,

reinforced eighteen centuries later by the further dogma of the

virgin-birth of the Virgin herself, so that a miraculous spotlessness

was secured for two generations" (p. 48). We do not suppose Dr.

Peabody means to be flippant in so sacred a matter, but we do ex-

pect a university professor to know the difference between the virgin-

birth of Christ and the immaculate conception of His mother. We
acknowledge our disappointment, not to say painful surprise. But,

not to bring this somewhat long account to an ill-natured close, let

us hasten cheerfully and gladly to declare that, if we prescind from

the idea of an undogmatic or " intellectualized " Christianit3' and

attend mainly to the emotional and philanthropic elements, we shall

find much in these pages to commend, much that is whole-souled and

inspiring. Many things regarding the relation of the ethical spirit

of Christian ideals to business, money-making, money-spending, and

politics are sound and might be put to good service by Catholic social

teachers and workers. We are tempted to cite examples of these

available elements embodied in the author's own graceful diction, but

we have already transcended our spatial limits.

WHERE AND WHY PUBLIO OWNERSHIP HAS FAILED. By Yves

Quyot. Translated from the French by H. F. Baker. The Mac-

millan Oo., New York. 1914. Pp. 470.

It seems all so nice and roseate. You just sit by and things go

on. You work a few hours a day, get big pay, and the State takes
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care of everything—your day and your pay ; one short, the other long.

What is the State? Government, of covirse. Who is the Govern-

ment ? The people's representatives—the people's delegates ; not the

walkers; but the workers. The Socialists' dream? Yes, but just one

film in the long " movies ". We're not near there yet, but we're

going to get there in the sweet by and by. Don't suppose State

ownership is the ultimate goal. The State as now organized is capi-

talistic, built on individual-property lines. The comrade's outlook

is for government run on industrial lines—on production and distri-

bution. The people will take care of the consumption. In the mean-
time, however, government ownership of utilities is the means to the

end—the stepping-stones across the stream.

I see a spirit by thy side

Purple-winged and eagle-eyed,

Looking like a heavenly guide.

Though he seem so bright and fair

Ere thou trust his proferred care

Pause a moment
And beware. *

In other words you want to know—^you need to know how well or

ill government ownership works. Everybody of course has heard all

about how smilingly things run on down in New Zealand, how cheap

the trolley rides are in Glasgow, and so on. But these are individual

cases and subject to special modifying conditions. The better method

is induction from broad and intimate experience. Induction, to be

valid, must be grounded on facts—many facts critically examined

and sifted.

If you want these multitudinous facts you will find them all con-

veniently arranged and analyzed by the well-known French states-

man, economist, editor, and traveller, Yves Guyot, in the work above.

Mimicipal activities in many lands. State railways, insurance, hous-

ing, State and municipal bookkeeping, financing, employment, graft

and corruption—under these and many other similar or related topics

an immense wealth of pertinent facts is tabulated—all the right ma-

terials for valid inference regarding the perplexing subject of public

ownership. As the title indicates, M. Guyot is not on the afl&rmative

side of the debate. He gives his arguments for his position. They
are plain and forceful. Fortunately, too, for him and his readers

they are clothed by the translator in good, intelligible English. Like

the same author's former work. Socialistic Fallacies (The Macmillan

Co., New York, 1910), which we had previously occasion to recom-

mend in these pages, the present volume is one which those who have

to deal with Socialists will do well to have close at hand. The book

does not, of course, contain the last word on State ownership or
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Socialism, but its unanswerable facts and its logical deductions there-

from should help to quench the ardent thirst for governmental pater-

nalism that seems to be spreading even in democratic America.

YOUR PAY ENVELOPE. By John E. Header. The Devin-Adair Co.,

New York. 1914. Pp. 223.

It is comparatively easy to speculate about Socialism, to maintain

that it is based on false fundamentals—materialism and atheism—and
consequently is false and pernicious to the last degree. Unfortu-

nately vast numbers of Socialists rise up and deny that they build on

either of these bases. They assert themselves to be neither atheists

nor materialists; they believe in God, in Christ, in a soul spiritual

and everlasting ; they are just simply economic collectivists. " Ah,

well," you answer, " but then you don't follow your leaders." " Just

so," they reply ;
" all the worse for the leaders, so far as the funda-

mentals are concerned. Let Marx and Engels, and Bebel and Lieb-

knecht, and the other intellectuals pursue their way to the terminus.

We part company with them before they get there." All this is true

and must be kept in mind by those who are trying to oppose the ad-

vance of Socialism. Socialism is a movement with a philosophy of

life and a system of economics. You cannot separate these two con-

stituents, but you can and must distinguish them, cum fundamento in

re; for there are countless people who claim to be Socialists but who
refuse to accept (no matter how inconsistent they are in doing so)

the philosophy while holding fast to the economics of Socialism.

It goes without saving tHat it is more than futile to argue with

these people about the false and depraved philosophy of Socialism.

Socialism promises to fill their dinner pail every day and their pay

envelope every week, and that is what they are looking for. Now
to reason with these people on this platform is not so easy as to

speculate on principles. You have to find your way into their con-

sciousness, see them from the inside, get at their imagery, their feel-

ings, longings, their cerebral associations, and their heart beats. To
do this you must have feeling, sympathy, tact, and such like intan-

gible qualities of the heart more than the head

—

si vis me fiere, and

the rest. And yet the head must be full—fuller than the heart—with

facts and figures. Facts and figures are what the " soap-boxer

"

claims to give the toilers and the down-and-outs arovmd the corner

;

and whoso would oppose him, whether by voice or pen, must be able

to show that those facts and figures are not so. Moreover, he must

have other facts and figures that axe. This kind of an arguent is

John R. Meader.
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He knows all about Socialists inside and out—knows how they

think and feel, knows what they say and do, where they make good

and where they do not. He has written a book that talks as they do,

only better. He is plain, clear, right to the point. He gets squarely

on the level with the man on the pavement, looks him straight in the

eye, and tells him the things he needs to know ; tells them in a way
he can understand. His book is a collection of letters to John Smith

showing this typical individual what Socialism is and what it is not,

what it promises and where it fails, and why. Especially does the

book help John Smith to think for himself ; and it gives him things

to think about. For instance, John has been told by the man on the

soap-box that under the collectivist democracy wages are to be big

and hours of toil short. Figures vary; $2,000 a year for six hours a

day is a very conservative promise. Usually $2,500 is fixed for four

hours per diem. Suthers, the English Socialist, promises $10,000,
" and there is a brand of comrades on the Pacific Coast who can

demonstrate ' scientifically ' that a three-hour day affords sufficient

time in which to earn a decent living and even the luxuries of life ".

These are Eldorado vistas and John feels the thin envelope in his

breast-pocket sv/ell fat as his hopeful heart beats against its side.

There are no such vistas, however, stretching out through the dense

figures of cost of production divided by wages as these figures are ar-

rayed in the census reports. The gross cost of production is not going

to be less under prospective Socialism, while the share claimed by offi-

cialdom, which will have to replace present Capital, will leave no

residue out of which altitudinous wages can be gathered. All this

Mr. Meader proves to a mathematical demonstration. His statistics

are the thing the working man can understand and can see that they

prick the bubble of the Socialist promises in this direction.

The volume is made up in the attractive form for which the Devin-

Adair house has become justly famed. It is to be hoped that the re-

turns from the sale of the book will be so large that the publishers

will be induced to put it forth in a neat pamphlet form at a price

that will secure the spread of a million copies.

OHEISTIANITT AND EOONOMIO SOIENOE. By W. OuuuiDgham, F.

B. A., Fellow of Trinity Oollege,!^Oainbridge, and Archdeacon of

Ely. Longmans, Green & Oo., New York. 1914. Pp. 114.

If economic science had progressed consistently with its logical

position in the hierarchy of systematized knowledge, there would be

comparatively little difficulty in discerning and estimating its relation

to Christianity. Ideally economics is a discipline technically " sub-
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alternated " to the philosophy of conduct. And as the latter science

has for at least the past seven centuries coexisted with Catholic the-

ology—that is, the systematic exposition of Catholic doctrine—if eco-

nomics had retained its ideal position in respect to philosophy, its

relation to Christianity would still remain fairly conspicuous. This

retention of its logical gradation would not necessarily have involved

stagnation; but only sane progress. However, tempora mutantur et

nos mutamur in illis. The truism applies to the vicissitudes of the

sciences as it does to most other things hvunan and sublunary. Four

or more tremendous cataclysms of thought, no less than of historical

events, have cleft the centuries intervening between our times and

those wherein economics was professedly grounded in Christian ethics

—the Renaissance, the Protestant, the French, and the Industrial

Revolutions, to say nothing of the American Revolution. And each

of these upheavals in turn shattered some portion of the ethico-

religious bases of economics; so that diligent search is needed

to discern a single stone upon a stone left standing of the old foun-

dations. The edifice, however, has been reconstructed, especially

during the past century, and some of the old building materials

have slipped into the new edifice, materials which the expert eye is

able to detect. Professor Cunningham, it will be superfluous to re-

mind the reader who is at all conversant with the literature of the

subject, possesses a fine discriminating sense for the old and the

new in economic science;" and in the little volume before us he regis-

ters some of his discoveries. For instance, he notices that the new
school of economics which has sprung up in Austria, France, and

England, and which has a notable following in America, inclines to

put the economic process called consumption in the foreground in

place of production. This he finds to be a reaction from ideas

hitherto current—which ideas give the first and larger place to pro-

duction—to the medieval conception which viewed economic pro-

cesses and values from the standpoint of consumption. Of greater

significance is the influence of Calvin's teachings on economic

thought. The effect of these teachings—indeed we might say the

same of the whole Protestant movement—was to favor individualism,

and to divorce religious influence from economic activities. Whether

this is to be regarded as ultimately beneficial will depend upon one's

standard of value.

Calvinism was no doubt "a form of Christianity which gave its

sanction to the free exercise of the commercial spirit and to the

capitalistic organization of industry ". Whether or not this has been

in the outcome a " decided gain ", and whether or not the separation

of religious motives from economic activities was only negatively or
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also positively influential in effecting the laissez-faire economics from
the disastrous results of which we are to-day suffering and against

which Socialism of the present age is the inevitable reaction—all

this constitutes an intricate problem which is not solved in the book
here under notice and which, fortunately, we are not called upon
here to discuss.

While Dr. Cunningham holds that, in a progressive age, the liber-

ation of economics from religious influences makes for material prog-

ress and is in so far an advantage, the greater or lesser control of

economic activities by religious authority he recognizes to be advan-

tageous in an " unprogressive society ". On the other hand, he ob-

serves that " "he prosperity of Christian Communism [as realized

in the monasteries] does not . . . give much encouragement to those

who may be trying to organize communistic societies in the progres-

sive conditions of the modern world." Nevertheless that prosperity
" remains as a standing witness to the effectiveness of spiritual in-

fluences in the affairs of secular life. The principles as to the duty

of work and the maintenance of labor on which these industrial or-

ganizations were founded, were strictly religious in origin and were

in conflict with the maxims and habits which had been inherited from

the ancient civilization. They completely justified themselves by their

success; and their influence extended beyond the monastic walls to

permeate the ordinary practice in the households of the lay magnates

and in the regulation of the towns. The teaching of St. Augustine

and of the Benedictine Rule was a leaven which worked gradually;

it eventually created a great polity in which Christian principles

moulded all economic relations. The monks did not succeed in

setting forth a perfect picture of the life of a Christian society, as Our
Lord gave a perfect model for the personal Christian life; but

they founded institutions which were dominated by Christian habits

of thought and set forth Christian economics in action. In one

generation after another they took hold of men who were far from

being saints and moulded them by subjection to a Christian disci-

pline. The influence they exercised on the outside world and their

long-continued prosperity are pledges of the effectiveness of spiritual

forces and may encourage us to cherish hopes of the regeneration of

society that may be accomplished if spiritual influences are sys-

tematically and wisely brought to bear on the complicated problems

of our own day" (p. 37).

Other similar gleanings from the field of economic history are

brought together in Dr. Cunningham's pages. The suggestiveness

of their wisdom is not the least valuable element of a book which the

student of economics no less than of religion will profit by reading.
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PETIT OATEOHISME D£ LA VIE RELIQIEUSE. Par Mgr. Lelong.

Pierre Teqni Paris; Librairie St. Michel, Boston. 1914. Pp. 213.

The late Archbishop of Nevers, Mgr. Lelong, for many years was

much occupied in writing of the obligations and excellence of the

religious as well as of the ecclesiastical state ; and his books on these

subjects are models of learning, systematic exposition, clearness and

precision of expression. They possess much of the style and tone of

the writings of Pere Ravignan and the Abbe Perreyve. The little

volvune at hand is a summary of definitions and catechetical instruc-

tions on vocations, the novitiate, the rule with its vows and precepts,

the aim at perfection, and the consequent growth in the fundamental

virtues of the Christian life, together with its safeguards of prayer,

spiritual reading, and examination of conscience. The book serves

as a methodical mentor which one may carry in one's pocket without

fear of encountering those inconveniences of wounded sensitiveness,

inopportune approaches, and instant humiliations that the charity of

the monitrix makes unavoidable, for the Bishop wrote chiefly for nuns.

THE NEW LAITY AND THE OLD STANDARDS. Hints and Sugges-

tions for Those who would be Doers of the Word. By Humphrey

J. Desmond, author of Mooted Questions of History, Little Uplifts,

Larger Values, etc. John Joseph McVey, Philadelphia. 1914. Pp.

95.

Humphrey Desmond gives us in this little book one which touches

with rare good sense upon some vital questions of Catholic commu-
nity life in the United States. He speaks to and for the laity as one

who has had unusual opportimities of observing l)oth the strength

and the weakness of our Catholic profession. Incidentally the book

is full of suggestions to priests who aim at understanding their peo-

ple as well as teaching and ministering to them. " Get the Right

View Point ", " The Broader Charity ", " Social Service ", *' Live up

to your Faith ", are chapters well worth reading and reflecting upon.
" Stand with your Pastor " makes it plain that the author's criti-

cisms of his brethren are prompted by motives of loyalty to his

Church.

The format of the brochure does the publisher credit ;. it is taste-

ful, most convenient, and very reasonable in price withal.
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Dr. Joseph MacRory's Critical and Explanatory Notes to the Gospel of St.

John, first published in 1897, has just gone into a fourth edition. (B. Herder.)

Down West is the title of some sketches of Irish life by Alice Dease. They
appeared originally in English and American magazines (though no credit is

given). The nine stories are good and make a handsome little book, issued by
the Manresa Press (B. Herder) as part of the "Catholic Library".

The Ave Maria Press sends out for the holiday season two delightful story

books. One is The Secret of Pocomoke, by Mary T. Waggaman. Those who
have read Billy-Boy will be anxious to enjoy " Pat", the central charm of the
youthful adventures here told ; only " Pat " is a girl—Miss Patricia Peyton.
There is no disappointing feature, to our thinking, in this story, and it appeals
alike to big and little folk by its delightful naturalness of description. The
other book is a collection of " Irish scenes and memories ", told by Father P.

J. Carroll, C.S.C. Round about Home gives us real people in real places,

though the young folk are now old and in scenes of yesterday ; but for that

they are perhaps all the more attractive and interesting, especially to those who
have some memory of the sweet breath coming from Kerry Head and the banks
of the white Shannon.

A Sister in the Presentation Convent in the parish of Doneraile, of which
Canon Sheehan was pastor from 1895 to the end of his very fruitful life in

1913, has compiled a number of extracts from his writings, under the title

Souvenir of Canon Sheehan. There is a thought for every day in the year, fre-

quently in harmony with the season or suggestive of some sentiment appropriate

to an incident feast. They are selected with singular discrimination and cover

the whole range of the Canon's works, and better than any one book from
his pen show the fine quality of the thought that emanated from his versatile

genius. (Burns & Oates.)

Oddsfish, which is the late Mgr. Robert Hugh Benson's last published novel,

whilst it reads like fiction in the guise of Roger Mallock's diary, is a clear

analysis of the true character of Charles II, as pictured by contemporary and
later historians. Apart from this, it is a clever bit of romance and deserves

to be ranked with the most wholesome stories that modern novel writing has
furnished. Less gruesome than Come Rack, Come Rope, it is no less touching

in its appeal to the noblest Christian sentiments, urging to self-sacrifice and
the service of Christ. The name " Oddsfish " stands, we think, for " God's-

flesh ", an old form of attestation which King Charles was fond of using, and
which here is a sort of symbol of the distorted and disguised faith that ani-

mated the prince amid his worldliness and heretical profession. (P. J. Ken-
edy & Sons.)

A doubly pathetic interest attaches to the slender little volume Vexilla Regis
by the late Mgr. Benson. While his overburdened heart and mind and hand
were slowing down toward the terminus, his sympathies flew to the warriors in

the trenches, and with his wonted swiftness he arranged, translated, and com-
piled from'psalter and collect a "book of devotions and intercessions on behalf

of all our authorities, our soldiers and sailors, our allies, the mourners and
the destitute, and all affected by the war ". The proof sheets of the booklet

were in Mgr. Benson's hands when the last summons came to him, and it fell

to his friend, the Bishop of Salford, to pass the final revision to the press.

The ample subtitle just quoted describes the little book's contents and
naturally expresses the author's sympathies—sympathies which while national
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were Catholic enough to embrace all the mourners and destitute and all those
who arc aflfected by the war. It should be noted that the title VexUla Regis
hat no relation to the Latin hymn thus named. (Longmans, Green & Co.,
New York.)

Chuckling to oneself is a wholesome and may be a holy operation. The sav-

ing sense of humor is back of the process and urges it forward. Men of course
do most, if not all, the self-chuckling. " Women never chuckle, at least not
before the age of eighty, and this profound psychological fact accounts for
grotesque fashions, miltant suffragettes, gossip, family jars, hoity-toity scenes,

tantrums, and a few other female foibles ".

Among the expert self-chucklers are the saints. They have got the process
down to a fine art. " St. Francis de Sales said once that he felt like taking
his heart in his hands and throwing it at some one." Happily he did not
do it. He said, " Many bees in many days make a little honey. I wont throw
away my hive of patience." There you have it. " A chuckle is not a cackle
or a sneer that runs one through with icicles. A chuckle is a good-natured, unc-
tuous thing, with all the oil and all the gold of a laugh, but with none of a
laugh's noise. It is humorous humility, patience put to music. It is honey-
hived by experience and sweetened by charity, and when you part your lips to

chuckle to yourself, you show the world the golden honey in the white
comb.'"

The foregoing quotations are from one of the " pungent paragraphs " found
amongst the Mustard Seed which Fr. Francis Donnelly, S.J., has put up in a
neat canister made him right aptly for the purpose by P. J. Kenedy & Sons
(New York).

A priest would do well to have this canister of spice near his hand. He
needn't then go to Chesterton for epigrams. He'll find them right here. Pun-
gent mustard they are ; that is, things with a good point, yet withal of the
aromatic, sweeter kind ; good humor in plenty, with no less wit. You can
use the condiment on your own disposition, if you like, and just as often try it

on your neighbor's—cleric or lak.

The idea of introducing the children to the treasures of the Gospel is a most
felicitous and commendable one. It is carried out quite successfully by the

Rev. M. Parks in a volume entitled The Sunday Gospels Explained to Children.
Diction and manner of treatment are well adapted to the comprehension of the

little ones. (Joseph F. Wagner, New York.)

Father Peppert presents us with a volume of Short Sermons on the Gospels.
He gives the busy priest just what he needs: crisp, terse and thoughtful ex-

hortations, rich in substance and marrow. There is a delightful freshness

about them. (Joseph F. Wagner, New York.)

For the Biblical and theological student the question of scope and extent

of the authenticity of the Vulgate, as decreed by the Council of Trent, is of
prime importance. Of late much new material bearing on the problem has
been made available. This new information Dr. A. Maichle has turned to ex-

cellent use in a painstaking, scholarly study devoted to the famous decree

{Das Dekret de Editione et Usu Sacro.rum Librorum, by Dr. A. Maichle ; B.

Herder, St. Louis). The essay is a very conscientious piece of work throwing
abundant light on the various questions relating to the Vulgate.

If it be better to know a few things well than many things ill—though of
course there's a third way out of the dilemma; and if Shakespeare should be

one of the favored few, then a recent volume entitled A Great Soul in Conflict,
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by Simon A. Blackmore, S.J., ought no less to be numbered with the select;

for it is in a sense a key to the mind of Shakespeare, or rather a new door
opening into the treasure house.

The subtitle of the book reads :
" Critical Study of Shakespeare's Master-

Work ". The master-work under consideration is the tragedy of Macbeth.
The history of the legend, the dramatic structure of the play, the preter-

natural elements, the significance of the weird sisters, the character of Mac-
beth and Lady Macbeth, the morale of the tragedy—under these topics the

author has grouped a large amount of suggestive information leading up to a
detailed study of the tragedy itself. Each individual scene of the five acts is

then analyzed in succession. Lastly is given the text.

Esthetic criticism, analysis of the dramatic conceptions, exposition of the

characters, and especially the nature and influence of the preternatural agencies

—these are the author's dominant motifs, and together they constitute a work
valuable for its moral no less than its literary significance. The book should
be helpful in schools and colleges where Shakespeare is part of the curriculum.

Pictorial Instructions for Catholic Children "containing all that a child

should know before First Communion " is a slender cardboard quarto volume.
Printed in a style children like to read, and illustrated with many photogravure
copies of masterpieces of art, the attractive appearance should win the little

ones, while serving the intelligent mother with a suitable and convenient in-

strument for instructing her children by the fireside. (P. J. Kenedy & Sons,

New York.)

The Catechism of Christian Doctrine published by order of Pius X is now
to be had in an excellent English translation made by Dr. Hagan, Vice-Rector
of the Irish College, Rome, and published by M. H. Gill & Sons (Dublin).
We notice that the fourth (fifth) of the general precepts of the Church is

worded thus :
" To succor the Church in her needs, contributing according to

rule or custom" (p. 13), instead of "contributing to the support of our pas-

tors "—the venerable formula of Butler, with its broadly (or mildly) humorous
association.

Few things are harder to do with the pen than write poetry suitable for

children. Eugene Field, Robert Louis Stevenson, and James Whitcomb Riley,

succeeded sometimes, if not always. That Father Earl's Ballads of Childhood
are equally successful we must leave to the expert to decide. Judges com-
petent to know have said flattering things about them. Certainly there are in

these " ballads " a pervading " sympathy with children ", and a fair measure
of the art of apt expression. The metre occasionally halts, but the children

won't halt ; they'll trip right along and be the happier and the better for hav-

ing had their fancy aglow and their hearts aflame with sentiments suited to

their years—the pleasant and good things with which the little volume pro-

vides them. (Longmans, Green & Co., New York.)

It is gratifying to note that Father Arthur O'Neill's collection of " familiar

essays on clerical topics ", entitled Priestly Practice, has just been issued in a

second edition. This is really the third impression of these essays, as they

originally appeared in the present Review. The cordial greeting which they

then received and which was so widely repeated when they made their first

appearance in book form attests their merit and their value. They are thought-

ful, inspiriting, genial, above all priestly and yet human things. (University

Press, Notre Dame, Indiana.)

The two bound volumes of the Review every year occupy so generous a space

on the library shelf that one of our subscribers has written to ask whether the
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portly tome may not be reduced in bulk by using thinner paper. It may be
that there are other subscribers of the same mind, who wish to have the Rz-
VIEW make its monthly visit in a somewhat slimmer form, but without any
loss in the number of pages, or in the length of the page itself, or any change
in the letterpress. If there are among our subscribers a number large enough
to warrant the making of a special edition of the Review on thin paper, wc
shall be very glad to accommodate them in this respect.

The Rev. Francis J. Hertkorn has compiled an interesting account of early

Catholic history in Pennsylvania under the title A Retrospect of Holy Trinity
Parish. The handsomely printed and illustrated volume is published as a
souvenir of the hundrcd-and-twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the

Church. It carries the reader back to the days (over two hundred years ago)
when the Maryland Assembly could pass unrebuked by public opinion " An
Act to prevent the Growth of Popery" (1704), and when any "priest found
in the province of New York should be deemed and accounted an incendiary
and a disturber of the public peace and safety . . . adjudged to suffer per-

petual imprisonment"; and if he escaped he was liable to the penalty of
death. By English law the Governor of New Jersey could order his men " to

permit a liberty of conscience to all persons except papists ". Only William
Penn, having obtained a grant of land in the New World from Charles II for

services rendered by his father, had the nobility to declare that " the first

fundamental of the government in my province shall be that everyone shall

have and enjoy free possession of his faith and exercise of worship ". St.

Joseph's Chapel in the old Quaker city became the centre of the missionary
activity whence grew the magnificent diocese of Philadelphia in later years.

The Retrospect follows up in particular the story of the German element which
in those days was in the majority, until it became a separate body in Holy
Trinity, the mother of numerous other churches throuphout the diocese. The
account is well rendered, and, free from all superfluous eulogies, it confines

itself to statement of facts. We miss the compiler's name on the title-page,

although his identity as the present pastor is clear.

JSoofts TReceiveb,
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THE ELOQUENCE OF SAINT PAUL.

t^TX WHENEVER I read Saint Paul's Epistles," says St.

V V Jerome, " I do not hear words but thunder; " and
long before the time of Jerome and even to our own day the

personality of the great Apostle, as revealed in the Acts and

in his letters, has arrested the attention and compelled the ad-

miration of men. The library of Pauline literature is limitless

and ever growing. Theologians differing within the Church
and heretics warring without have sought in his Epistles a

warrant for their doctrinal views; Scriptural scholars from the

earliest Fathers of post-Apostolic times to the latest rationalist

of the modern school have brought their critical comment to

bear on every passage; the historian and the philologist have

sought in these documents the answers to their respective prob-

lems, and even archeology and geography have tracked his

path through the waste places of the world and in the ruins

of ancient cities, to construct anew the Empire of the Caesars.

But in one important particular Pauline literature is singu-

larly deficient. The many gifts of nature and grace which

made up the character of this versatile genius and saint have

received from scholars careful attention and painstaking analy-

sis, save only that one natural endowment which stands forth

preeminently in his life—his power as an orator over the

minds and hearts of men. Judged even by merely human
standards, St. Paul was undoubtedly one of the few great orators

of the race. That loftiness of theme, without which genius itself

is dumb, was eminently his. In the immediate effect upon his

hearers and the lasting influence upon their lives, it was
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given to few men to exert so powerful a sway over their gen-

eration. The man who could so move by his words the patri-

cian soul of Sergius Paulus, the tent-makers of Ephesus, and
the ofTscouring of dissolute Corinth ; who could strike terror

to the guilty soul of Felix and rouse the populace of Lycaonia

to offer him divine honors and acclaim him as Mercury the

incarnation of the god of eloquence, was an orator whose
natural gifts were extraordinary and unique. We may at-

tribute what we choose to the grace of God and immediate in-

spiration, but grace builds on nature, and the most cursory

reading of St. Luke's chronicle will convince one of the power
and versatility of this master of the spoken word.

The Epistles, too, bear added testimony to their author's

oratorical skill. " They were but the echoes," says Fouard,
" of his speeches and conversations from day to day." Though
inspired, they retain the natural characteristics of the man.

These characteristics, their obscurity, their abrupt transitions,

their involved parentheses, their concrete illustrations and

rhetorical questions, and their sudden and startling flights of

purest and loftiest eloquence, bear witness to a soul impatient

of the restraint of the written word, shackled by a literary

form foreign to its native genius, and attaining to sublime

utterance and intense power, precisely as it breaks through the

imposed restraint and attains the perfect expression of self

through the medium of oratorical diction.

Moreover, these fourteen brief Epistles are negligible in

quantity compared with the ceaseless rpund of preaching and

exhortation which made up the Apostle's life for some twenty

years. We may form some estimate of his unflagging energy

in preaching the word " in season, out of season ", from a

statement in the sixteenth chapter of the Acts. At Ephesus,

in the school house of Tyrannus, we are told that he disputed

daily for the space of two years, and the Bezan text adds that

this preaching continued from the fifth to the tenth hour, or,

roughly speaking, from noon to sunset. Five hours of teach-

ing, of exhortation, and of Scriptural exposition, and this daily

and for the space of two years ! In view of such extraordinary

activity, we do not wonder at his claim that he had labored

more aburidantly than all the rest.
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In any just estimate of St. Paul, stress must be laid upon his

oratorical power. " Faith comes from hearing, and hearing

from the word of Christ," and the Master laid upon His

Apostles the injunction to teach all nations by the ministry of

the spoken word. Preaching and baptizing were of the essence

of the apostolic office, but St. Paul is careful to point out,

more than once, that he rarely baptized by his own hand.
" Christ sent me," he says, " not to baptize but to preach the

Gospel."

But the eloquence of St. Paul is to the priest of to-day more
than a problem of speculative or academic interest. Those
who, like him, must preach Christ crucified to a corrupt and
pleasure-loving generation, may well seek out for personal

ends the secret of his power. To those whose duty it is to

" reprove, entreat, rebuke in all patience and doctrine," the

study of St. Paul as an orator is an inspiration and an ex-

ample. It is my purpose, then, from the documents before us,

to make some inquiry into this problem. I propose to sug-

gest those eminent qualities of his eloquence which lie below

external form, and which, supplemented by the grace of God,

are within the province of our own imitation.

It is true, that neither from his own pen nor from that of St.

Luke has there been preserved to us a single speech of his in

its entirety, nor even a considerable fragment intact. St. Luke
indeed has recorded for us seven notable discourses. Of these,

three were delivered on his missionary journeys: the sermon

in the synagogue at Antioch in Pisidia, the famous discourse

before the Areopagus, and the touching farewell to the an-

cients of Ephesus. The four remaining cover that period of

crowded activity between his arrest in the Temple of Jerusa-

lem and his departure for the court of Caesar; the dramatic

speech on the castle stairs and the several defences before

Felix, Festus, and King Agrippa. And although these are

but fragmentary sketches, they contain the spirit, the sub-

stance, and the setting of the discourse, as well eis the general

plan of Paul's argument.

But it is to the Epistles we may justly look for the secret

of that power which could so move men. It is in these re-

markable letters that we find the great soul of the man in an

intimacy of personal revelation unrivaled in literature. Renan
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has truly said that " the epistolary style of Paul is the most
personal that ever existed ". Moreover, as we have said, these

letters are in their loftiest and noblest passages the purest

of oratorical diction; they illustrate distinctive characteristics

of temperament and thought; they are the expression of power-

ful and varied feeling; they embrace exhortation and instruc-

tion addressed to churches differing widely in local customs,

prejudices, civilization, and spiritual needs.

From certain passages in the two Epistles to the Corinthians,

some have been led to infer that the Apostle was gifted with

no natural powers of human eloquence, and prefer to ascribe

his success exclusively to the workings of divine grace. Thus,

he declares that he came to Corinth " not in the persuasive

words of human wisdom ", and he even refers to himself cis

"rude in speech" (" imperitus sermone"). But we must

remember that the founding of the Church of Corinth fol-

lowed immediately upon his failure in cultured Athens. It is

significant that the most rhetorical of all his discourses, the

address to the Areopagus, was the most barren of results.

Judged by the standards of decadent Greek eloquence as he

found it in the first century, Paul may well have called himself
" imperitus sermone ". But the " rudeness ", or rather the

ruggedness of his style is even to-day far more adapted to the

preaching of the Word of God, far more impressive in the

pulpit, than the smooth rhetoric of Athens or the lofty specu-

lations which Apollo brought from the schools of Alexandria.

Omitting from our consideration the accidentals of style

and the externals of rhetoric, we shall seek those deeper quali-

ties of character which find their highest expression through

the medium of artistic form. The foremost element in his

preaching, as in his character, was his intensity of feeling. We
see it in his broad human sympathy, in his affectionate kind-

ness, in his fiery earnestness of appeal. His was no modem
fear of emotion : he gloried in the display of feeling ; he was

not ashamed of tears. He has been called, not unjustly, " the

most ardent spirit that ever lived ". As Cardinal Newman
has said, " he subdued the heart who understood the heart. It

was his sympathy that was his means of influence. It was his

affectionaten ess that was his title and instrument of empire."
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It is a fact of common experience that a man of deep and
tender feeling is distinguished by the intensity of his friend-

ships and the loyalty of his friends. The friendships of the

Apostle are of the most striking features of the Pauline docu-

ments. The intensity of his affection for Timothy and Titus,

for Barnabas and Luke, for Aquila and Priscilla and Lydia is

attested by his own assurance and even by the sneers of his

foes. In their loyalty they braved for him personal dangers

and the hostility of their people. Even Mark, who had
wounded his sensitive heart by the desertion in Pamphilia be-

fore the " perils of robbers and the perils of the wildierness ",

returns to his side years afterward and ministers to him in his

chains at Rome. To the Epistle to the Romans, after discuss-

ing the most sublime and abstract doctrines, he appends a post-

script in which he mentions by name with personal salutation

and endearing phrases, twenty-seven individuals of whom we
know practically nothing except that they are here mentioned

and were friends of Paul.

This depth and more particularly this breadth of human
sympathy is not always the accompaniment of commanding
genius. There are speakers who inspire admiration but not

affection, who convince the intellect without entering the soul

and swaying the heart. Such was not the genius of St. Paul.

He "rejoiced with them that rejoiced; he wept with them

that wept ". With the unselfish love of a mother, as he tells

the Galatians, he brought forth in the souls of his followers

the image of the Christ. In the love of men the power of his

oratory was bom, and in the love of Christ was that power

made perfect. He became " all thingfs to all men " that he

might win all to Christ.

How often in writing his letters to his flocks does he tell

them of the tears streaming down his cheeks through sorrow

for their waywardness or through love for their souls, even as

Christ wept over Jerusalem and Lazarus His friend. Sensi-

tive though he was, there was in his love neither selfishness

nor weakness nor human respect. Most gladly would he spend

himself and be spent for their souls, he assures the Corinthians,

" even though loving them more he be loved less ". He could

rebuke the "senseless Galatians" for their infidelity, even while

his heart cried out: " Am I then become your enemy because
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I tell you the truth?" In, Miletus, with his face set toward
Jerusalem where chains and sorrows awaited him, he bids

farewell in pathetic words to the Ancients of Ephesus. He
reminds them of his tears, of his labors, of his love ; he kneels

with them in prayer and, embracing them, tenderly, bids

them, as he thinks, a last farewell.

But most touching of all was his persistent and yearning

love for his people—the people of Israel. He came to the

Synagogue, a Hebrew of Hebrews, a Pharisee and a doctor of

the laws, who had sat at the feet of Gamaliel and was blameless

in the works of the law. He had studied the Scriptures in the

Schools of the Temple and for three years in Arabia alone.

He had the prestige of a scholar and a devotee and he came to

the synagogue with high hopes. He had seen the light and
the vision. " Surely," thought he, " they will hear me now;
will learn as I have learned that the scriptures of the prophets

have been fulfilled, that Jesus was the Messiah, that the light

has dawned for Israel." " Men, brethren, children of the stock

of Abraham, to you," he cried in the synagogue of Antioch

in Pisidia, " to you, the word of this salvation is sent," And
they had derided him and cast him forth. Driven from city

to city by his own people, five times receiving at their hands

forty stripes save one, three times beaten with rods, stoned at

Lystra and left for dead, he never loses hope, striving on for

sixteen years in Asia, in Macedon, in Greece, to lead Israel to

the feet of Christ. And with the memory of persecution, of

imprecations and of blows, he could still testify " in great sad-

ness and in continual sorrow " his willingness to be " anathema

for his brethren, his kinsmen. according to the flesh."

Is not our modern sermon too often deficient in the display

of feeling so notable in the character and language of St.

Paul? The words of the old pastor to his ambitious but un-

successful curate :
" If you can't put fire into your sermons, put

your sermons into the fire," were far more than a clever epi-

gram. It is true that our later day civilization strives to con-

ceal its emotion, is with great difficulty moved to tears, readily

detects and repudiates appeals based on false sentiment and

factitious emotion. But while this tendency makes it a far

more difficult task to pierce the shell of modern reserve, it

does not free the pr.eacher from the necessity of strong emo-
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tion. Rather does the very inertia of his auditors call for a

more powerful appeal to stir successfully their wills and
hearts, while the critical attitude of the pew demands from
the pulpit a severe discipline in the art of persuasion. In this

particular is St. Paul, in his tenderness, his gentleness, and
his words of impassioned appeal, a model for the study of

the priest to-day. The burning love of God and man was the

flame that fed his eloquence and communicated itself to the

hearts of his hearers. In this he but illustrated the principle

of the Roman poet :
" pectus est quod disertos facit ". Without

intensity of feeling, all human eloquence is as sounding brass

and a tinkling cymbal. Rightly or wrongly, the mass of men
will respond to an appeal based on feeling, where the most

conclusive argument addressed to the reason will leave them
cold and unresponsive.

A second characteristic of St. Paul's eloquence, I shall call,

for want of a better term, his fearlessness. It presupposes

physical and moral courage, but transcends them both. It is

contemptuous of danger and suffering precisely because it is

contemptuous of self, or rather it forgets and loses self in the

greatness of its theme. This quality is at once a gift of nature

and of grace. It may move an orator to utterance beyond his

conscious power ; it may accompany a saint to martyrdom. We
see its workingfs in the soul overpowered by intense emotion

;

in a mother pleading for the life of her child ; in the poet in

rare moments of spiritual exaltation.

I do not forget that this is primarily a quality of character

and in St. Paul was elevated by grace, but I believe that in the

great artist every noble quality of soul finds interpretation in

terms of his art; that eloquence in St. Paul was not solely

the result of grace but a product of artistic power, and that an

analysis of this power would be inadequate without a due

recognition of this prominent characteristic. Moreover, I be-

lieve that this quality in varying degree is an accompaniment

of all oratorical excellence, that it may be in a manner ac-

quired and developed by conscious effort, and hence that its

consideration is of practical moment in the study of St. Paul as

a model of Christian eloquence.

Of physical and moral courage in the face of peril, St.

Paul's career from his conversion to his martyrdom is a series
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of striking examples. Dragged from the Temple by a mob of

fanatics, the sons of men who had rent the air with cries of
" crucifige ", he is rescued by a Roman cohort and bound
with chains. With shrieks of rage the mob forgets its fear of

Rome, falls upon the soldiers and strives to recapture its prey.

Carried bodily up the steps of the fortress while " all Jerusa-

lem is in an uproar ", the Apostle selects this dramatic moment
to speak to the maddened throng of Jesus of Nazareth. Beaten,

half-killed, with the pain of their blows still sensible in his

quivering flesh, his garments torn and disordered, his face

covered with dust and blood, forgetful of his own danger and
the chains which bind him, he lifts his hand for silence and

the thousands shrieking for his blood are awed in an instant to

" a great stillness ".

Later, standing before Felix and his adulterous consort, he

chooses for his theme no language of propitiation, no personal

appeal for freedom, but, like the Baptist before Herod, he

reads the ruler a stern lesson in chastity and right living. And
Felix, who could have said to him, " I have power to chastise

thee and power to let thee go ", is stricken with terror and
" bids him go his way ".

The conventional figure of Paul, the Olympian hero subdu-

ing the world, or the knight errant with the flaming sword

passing from land to land, is unjust to his memory and untrue

to the facts of history. His enemies could say of him that his

bodily presence was weak, and tradition confirms their criti-

cism. That he realized his physical shortcomings is evidenced

by his earnest prayer to be relieved from the thorn in his

flesh. This celebrated " stimulus camis " of which he speaks

to the Corinthians, was, it is fairly well agreed, a weakness

of sight, a swelling of the eyes which amounted to a physical

blemish. None realized more than Paul the value to a speaker

of " the language of the eye ". He was to speak, moreover,

to Jews, who were taught by the Levitical Law to demand in

their priests an unblemished person; and to the Greeks, who
worshipped as no other people perfection in physical being.

Repeatedly, then, he who had healed the cripple and raised

Eutychus to life, prayed for a miracle in his own behalf until

the answer came to him, " My grace is sufficient for thee ".

From that moment Paul learned to glory in his infirmities,
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and self was swallowed up in Christ. With dauntless courage

he rose in the synagogue in the face of his enemies; he stood

before the Areopagus and dared to address the men of cul-

tured Athens in his halting and imperfect Greek; he pleaded

the cause of Christ in the royal halls of Agrippa ; he learned

to brave the Greek hatred of the barbarian and the Roman
contempt for the Jew. The power of his spirit, the earnestness

of his appeal, and the truth of his message, rose superior to his

physical shortcomings.

From this forgetfulness of self and its consequent fearless-

ness, the modem student of St. Paul may draw encouragement

and example. This is one of the deeper sources of oratorical

power which yet lies well within the limits of conscious ef-

fort and imitation. It requires the intervention of no miracle.

The masters of profane eloquence drew their compelling force

from the same source. It does not exclude the modesty and
deference becoming in every speaker, but most of all in the

priest of God ; but it must inevitably free him from that fatal

timidity bom of uneasy self-consciousness. Even the meek
and gentle Christ surpassed the vain-glorious Pharisees in

that He spoke as " one having power ", and St. Paul admits

us to his secret when he tells us that he knew nothing " but

Christ and Him crucified ". Paul had meditated deeply on
" the unsearchable riches, of Christ " alone in Arabia in the

years immediately following his conversion and later in the in-

tervals of a crowded life; he had so filled his soul with the

principles of his Master that self and self-interest were lost,

until he could say in truth that he no longer lived, but Christ

lived in him. And because this way of meditation, of study,

and of sympathetic assimilation is open to all, even less gifted

souls may in their degree imitate St. Paul as a model of Chris-

tian eloquence.

The last quality of St. Paul's eloquence which I shall con-

sider is his sincerity. This quality is more than intellectual

honesty and integrity of character. In his speeches and letter?

we are struck by a singleness of purpose which disregards the

accidental and indifferent, to seize upon the essential theme

and impress it upon his hearers. This theme is ever the same

—faith in Christ, love and imitation of Christ, Christ in the

hearts of men, Christ yesterday, to-day, and forever. He does
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not suffer himself to be drawn into profitless discussion. He
has no pride of personal judgment. Circumcision is abro-

gated, yet he tolerates circumcision as a rite wholly indiffer-

ent, if so he can win souls to Christ. He and his followers

are free to eat the flesh from heathen altars, but if by so

doing he should scandalize his brother and keep him back from
Christ, he would eat no flesh forever. Always before his mind
is the vision of the Christ—Christ in the flesh, Christ on the

cross, Christ in His glory. He guards jealously against any
usurpation by man of the leadership of the Messiah. Not
Paul, not Cephas, not Apollo, but Christ, is all and in all.

" Was Paul crucified for you ? " is the startling question he
puts to the Corinthians ;

" or were you baptized in the name of

Paul?"

In this sincerity and directness of thought, in nervous vigor,

apt illustration, and pithy epigram, St. Paul recalls at times

the terseness of Demosthenes. In the speech on the castle

stairs, this obvious sincerity and directness goes far to explain

the stillness which held his auditors. They were zealous of

the law, he tells them : none more so than he was once ; they

had seized and beaten him; he himself had bound and
scourged in every synagogue those who believed in Christ;

they sought to take his life: he had taken part with them
when Stephen was put to death. Therefore some overwhelm-

ing revelation must have turned him from his ways. Of that

revelation, the vision of Christ, he speaks to them to-day, that

believing, they too might turn from the ways of their fathers.

In his farewell to the Ancients of Ephesus, he reminds his

hearers that he " has kept back nothing which was profitable
"

to them, and the Greek verb involves the metaphor of wrap-

ping up in order to conceal. Paul was the product of a gen-

eration which delighted in intellectual subtleties, whose con-

duct of life was based on Stoic and Epicurean philosophies,

whose religious rites took the form of esoteric mysteries.

Against this tendency was the preaching of St. Paul. Religion

was not a system of philosophy reserved to the enlightened,

nor were its rites confined to the chosen initiates. Christ had

died for all men. With him there was no distinction of Jew
or Greek, bond or free, male or female, but all were one in

Christ Jesus. And contrasting the simplicity of Christ's teach-
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ing with the pseudo-philosophy of his day, he disclaims for

that teaching " loftiness of speech or wisdom ".

But above all is his sincerity evidenced by his constant in-

sistence on the folly of the cross. He speaks of the glory of

the Resurrection, but before all he preaches the shame of the

Cross. It is almost impossible for later generations to realize

the import of this tremendous fact. To us is the cross symbolic

of the sublimest tragedy of time. Around that naked body
rigid in a death of shame is the aureola of nineteen hundred
years. But to Greek and Jew and Roman of that early age

no infamy was comparable to this. He that was hanged was
accursed of God; he that was crucified was thrice accursed.

Paul does not extenuate the ignominy. The Jew must bear

the scandal, the Greek accept the folly. Christ, having joy

set before Him, preferred the cross, despising the shame. He
glories in nothing but the cross; with Christ he is nailed to the

cross, and he urges upon his followers again and again to be

imitators of him as he is of Christ. It was the contrast be-

tween his austere preaching and the lofty speculations of

Apollo which divided the church of Corinth and drew from

the Apostle the rebuke that :
" the wisdom of this world is

foolishness with God ". And lest we be inclined to think that

this emphasis on the Passion is of little moment in illustrating

the sincerity of Paul, we may remember that the Christian

pulpit of our .own day is far richer in well-meaning Apollos

who show the beauty of Christian ethics than in ardent imi-

tators of Paul who risk the scandal of the cross.

An ardent feeling which won the hearts of men, a fearless-

ness in faith which forgot self, a deep sincerity of purpose

which impressed even his foes—these made up, in part at least,

the eloquence of the great Apostle. With the impetuosity of

Peter, the austerity of James, and the burning love of John,

he who had never seen Jesus in the flesh labored more abund-

antly than all the rest. The grace of Christ mastered him, the

love of Christ urged him, but the nature that was in him was

powerful to the end. Paul the Apostle must be studied in the

light of Saul the persecutor. The Saul who was stricken down

on the road to Damascus had never died. The same fiery and

impetuous zeal, the same devotion to a cause, the same inflexi-

bility of purpose—all these, touched and elevated by the grace
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pf Christ, made up the personality of the Apostle to the Gen-
tiles. In him the endowments of grace and nature subserved
his greatest work, the apostolate of the spoken word. The
Church to-day has need before all else of priests animated
with his apostolic zeal in word and deed. For the instruction

of the Ambassador of Christ, the Spirit of God has preserved

his admonition to Timothy :
" Preach the Word. Be instant,

in season, out of season; reprove, entreat, rebuke in all patience

and doctrine."

Claude J. Pernin, S.J.

5^. Lo-uis University, Missouri.

THE PRIEST IN THE GERMAN ARMY.

TO avoid mistakes it is necessary to explain from the outset

the sense in which the title of this article is to be taken.

I do not want to write on whether or not the priests in Ger-

many are fighting among the common soldiers. That would
not require an article at all. Every one who has any knowl-

edge of German conditions or of the spirit of the German peo-

ple and government knows well that participation by priests

in the actual work of fighting is an utter impossibility in

Germany. I may safely say that there is not one in the whole

large German population, whether Catholic or Protestant, who
is not deeply convinced that actual fighting is diametrically

opposed to the essential character and duties of a minister of

any religion. This conviction readily explains why for the

last thirty years all Catholic clerics who are subdeacons or in

higher orders are entirely freed from active military service.

This same conviction is also the reason why, at the beginning

of this war, the military authorities were reluctant to accept

Protestant ministers as active soldiers. It is certainly true that

every priest and every minister in Germany is ready to sacri-

fice even life itself for his fatherland, if such a sacrifice were

necessary; and he will certainly take up arms to fight if the

need should arise. Many German priests whom I have met

here since the war broke out have assured me of their most

sincere willingness to suffer death itself if thereby they could

help their fatherland. But in spite of this wonderful enthu-

siasm, no priest ever seriously thinks of taking up arms as
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long as the fatherland does not need just that kind of cooper-

ation. A priest taking part in actual fighting, without urgent

necessity, would not be an object of admiration, but a scandal

for all; his action would be a blow to the convictions of his

fellow countrymen and would put in jeopardy all that is holy

and sacred to the German religious mind.

• This may seem strange, but only to such persons as do not

understand the relations between priest and people in Ger-

many. To characterize these relations I can do nothing better

than deny any relation at all between the clergy and the lait}-

and to emphasize the absolute identity of both. The German
priest considers himself to be one of the people, and is con-

sidered by the people as simply and essentially one of them-

selves, sharing all their ideas, all their interests, all their

peculiarities. His priestly dignity does not separate him from

the people, so as to put him in a class by himself; on the con-

trary, it binds him more strongly to them and compels him to

devote himself more than other men to the needs of the peo-

ple, whatever these needs may be, whether political, religious,

social, or economic. It is just because they know him to be

one of themselves, that they know also that he yields to none

in his love for the fatherland, that is, the people, and in his

willingness to fight and die for them if necessary. But they

know likewise and feel it intimately that he has obligations

to them and duties different from theirs, duties which are just

as high and just as important as those of the martyrs on the

battlefield. Thus they e.vpect him to do his duty whitherso-

ever it calls him, be it at home or on the firing line, not as a

destroyer, but as a protector and saviour. " fungens legatione

pro Christo ".

Furthermore, I am not setting out to establish or prove the

fact that the German priests give every possible attention to

the soldiers in the battle line and the hospital. To undertake

this would be an insult to the German clergy. It is self-evi-

dent; there is no need either to assert it or to prove it.

My purpose in this article is quite different. It is t6 show

what the State does for the spiritual welfare of the soldiers

and how the State makes use of the priest to satisfy their

religious needs. In doing so I shall base my statements en-

tirely on the official military regulations. I intend to write
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on this subject in a sober and objective manner. There will be

no appeal to the emotions of the reader nor any attempt to

create artificial sympathy or admiration. I shall aim simply

at proposing the facts and only the facts.

By far the largest part of the German army is under Prus-

sian rule and subject to the regulations of the Prussian mili-

tary authorities. The regulations, however, for the armies' of

the other states are more or less identical with those of the

Prussian army. It will therefore be more useful and reason-

able to confine myself to the explanation of the regulations in

force in the Prussian army.

The institution of military chaplains in the Prussian army

dates from 1834. In that year, for the first time, three chap-

lains were appointed for the Rhenish soldiers. A cabinet

order of 4 February, 1843, provided for the appointment of

at least one chaplain for every army corps. Consistently with

this cabinet order and a papal brief of 24 October, 1849, the

office of an army bishop was created. This post was assigned

to the Prince Bishop of Breslau, Melchior von Diepehbrock,

who was authorized to subdelegate his faculties to a so-called

Feldpropst. After von Diepenbrock's death no other army

bishop was put in his place, but the faculties formerly subdele-

gated to the Feldpropst were given immediately to different

priests. In the year 1868, as a result of negotiations between

the State and the Roman Curia, Pope Pius IX determined in

a brief of 22 May that the Feldpropst and the military clergy

should hold their office independently of, and without any

connexion with, any diocesan bishop. Moreover the Feld-

propst should always be a bishop " in partibus infidelium ".

The whole matter was finally settled by the so-called " Katho-

lische Militaerkirchliche Dienstordnung " of 17 October, 1902

(quoted in this article as K. M. D.).

The Catholic part of the Prussian army is divided into mili-

tary parishes, " Militaergemeinden ". Generally speaking,

the following persons belong to these parishes

:

1. All the active soldiers (officers, physicians, and privates),

and the reservists who are actually called in for practice or

manoeuvres

;

2. the inactive officers zu Dienst, and employees of the

place where an army chaplain resides

;
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3. the cadets and employees in army or navy academies to

which army chaplains are appointed

;

4. the wives and children of most of the persons mentioned

above, but not their parents, other relatives, or their servants.

The care of these parishes is given either to the army chap-

lains proper or to auxiliary chaplains, or, in places where, on

account of the small number of Catholic soldiers or for other

reasons, no regular chaplain is appointed, to a priest living

in that place or, if this cannot be done, to an army chaplain

of another military parish.

The ecclesiastical superior of all army chaplains and priests

charged with the care of the soldiers is the Feldpropst, or anny
bishop. His army appointment is from the Emperor direct.

The papal brief of 4 February, 1868, says: " Designatio per-

sonae pro cappellani majoris munere fiet collatis inter Nos
Successoresque Nostros ac Serenissimum Borussiae Regem
consiliis. Capellanus major ex concessione Apostolicae Sedis

Episcopali dignitate fulgebit, titulo ecclesiae in partibus infi-

delium : munus porro conficiendi antea processuales tabulas

de ipsius vita ac moribus juxta canonicas sanctiones demanda-

tum volumus uni ex Antistitibus Regni Borussiae." In eccle-

siastical matters and in all his relations with the higher ec-

clesiastical authorities he is entirely free and independent of

the military authorities. -In all mixed matters which touch

upon the military service he is obliged to obtain the approval

of the minister of war before he sends out any general decrees

or orders. He appoints, with the approval of the ministry of

war, one of his army chaplains as vicar general, who, after the

death of the army bishop, takes his place until a new army
bishop has been elected.

The army bishop has to visit all military parishes at least

once in six years. In these visitations he also administers the

Sacrament of Confirmation. He has to send a written report

of the visitations to the war office. Naturally the right of con-

secrating the military churches belongs to him. Every third

year he is obliged to call the higher army chaplains to Berlin

to a synod.

The higher military chaplains, the so-called Oherpjarrer,

are in rank and duty like the deans or archpriests in the dio-

ceses. Their number is fixed by parliament, generally one for
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every army corps. He has to visit all parishes of his army
corps at least once in three years; the order of these visits is

approved by the Feldpropst, to whom also a written report of

the visitation must be made. The Militaeroberpfarrer has to

call the military chaplains of his army to a convention once a

year. The Militaeroberpfarrer are appointed by the Emperor
upon the recommendation of the Feldpropst.

The regular military chaplains, the so-called Garnisons-

and Divisionspfarrer, are the ordinary pastors of the military

parishes. Their number is fixed by parliament; they are ap-

pointed by the Feldpropst. Besides these there are the auxil-

iary army chaplains and diocesan priests who in certain cases

are charged with the care of the soldiers.

The military superiors are : the minister of war for the army
bishop, and the commanding generals and the governors for

the other chaplains.

The uniform for the military chaplains is the ordinary ec-

clesiastical garb—cassock on solemn occasions, and on other

occasions the so-called soutanelle.

The salary of the army chaplains varies according to their

age and dignity. The sum allotted to Garnisons- and Divi-

sionspfarrer begins with 2400 Marks, and increases every three

years, twice by 500 Marks and twice by 4CX) Marks, up to

4200 Marks. The Militaeroberpfarrer at first receives 3600

Marks, with an increase every three years, twice by 600 Marks
and twice by 550 Marks, up to 5850 Marks.

In addition to the salary, all army chaplains receive the

so-called servis, that is, money to maintain their establishments.

The servis for the Oberpfarrer amounts to from 756 to 13 14

Marks, and for the other chaplains it runs from 576 to 972

Marks, according to the classification of the place in which

they are stationed. All army chaplains receive also a certain

amount of money to pay their rent. This varies according to

where they are stationed. The allowance is between 540 and

900 Marks. Finally the Oberpfarrer receives 50 Marks and

the other chaplains 25 Marks for office expenses.

The lowest possible income is thus 3757 Marks, and the

highest possible, 8186 Marks—that is $940 and $2,045 ; which

means, in terms of American market value, about $2,000 and

$4,500. To this there are still to be added the stipends and

the money for special expenses in the military service.*
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All military chaplains have a right to a pension. This varies

according to the length of service and previous income. It

runs from one quarter to three-fourths of the last salary. This

right to a pension is forfeited if a chaplain leaves the military

service before he can rightly be considered as unable to fulfill

his regular duties.

From the preceding comparison it is clear that the Catholic

part of the German army, with its bishop and its chaplains,

constitutes a real diocese in which the ecclesiastical rules and
principles are effectively adapted to the special character of

those for whom this diocese is erected. But the State does

more than merely create and organize a diocese ; it determines

also what is the minimum of pastoral care to be administered

to the soldiers.

Divine Services. In every garrison town Mass must be said

for the soldiers at least once each Sunday, and if need be,

several times a Sunday. To these Masses the soldiers are offi-

cially marched in a body and in such divisions that each sol-

dier must attend Mass at least once a month. In such places

as have special military churches the attendance in a body
must be regulated so that the men can be led to church oftener

than once a month. Besides, care has to be taken that free

time and opportunity to attend Mass of their own accord has

to be provided for those who are not on that day officially led

to church. Religious services must also be held on the fol-

lowing feasts : Christmas, Easter, Pentecost, New Year's Day,

Ascension, Corpus Christi, Epiphany, Candlemas, Annuncia-

tion, Good Friday, St. Peter and Paul's, Assumption, All

Saints, Immaculate Conception, on the Buss und Bettag (the

third Wednesday in November, similar to Thanksgiving Day
in the United States), and on the Emperor's birthday. If in

certain localities there are special feast days, these also have

to be celebrated by special services for the soldiers.

The services are not to last longer than one hour. When
the thermometer is below 29 degrees, the time has to be short-

ened in churches which are not heated. In places where there

are no garrison chaplains and the soldiers march in ranks to a

parish church, if the parish priest will not agree to the times

fixed as above, there will be no attendance in a body, but

private attendance is allowed to the individual soldier.
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The chaplain may have other services, besides Mass, such

as devotions during Advent, Lent, May, New Year's Eve, and
so on. If the chaplain wishes, the hours of these devotions

are officially announced to the soldiers ; but attendance at them
is left to the zeal and initiative of the soldiers themselves.

Each soldier receives the so-called Army Prayer and Hymn
Book, as part of his kit. It has to be returned at the end of

the military service, but can be kept on payment of nine Pfen-

nigs, or two cents.

The military commanders are urged to encourage and cul-

tivate the singing of religious hymns at divine services, be-

cause an intelligent congregational singing is considered as

being " of the highest importance for the ecclesiastical life

of the army and the whole population ". For the beautifying

of the services on feast days a choir has to be formed by musi-

cians and by especially gifted subaltern officers and privates.

Confession and Communion. The soldiers are free to re-

ceive the sacraments of Penance and Holy Communion as often

as they wish and where they wish. Twice in the year, how-
ever, at Easter and in the fall, they are marched in a body to

their church or chapel for this purpose. The soldiers are not

forced to receive the sacraments, but they are obliged to par-

ticipate in the preparation conducted by the chaplain and to

listen to the instruction then given by him. The days for the

reception of these sacraments are to be announced in advance,

so as to give the chaplain time for special admonitions as far

as he deems these necessary.

The soldiers who wish to confess in Polish are given an op-

portunity to do so twice a year. The commanders are for-

bidden to investigate what language is used by the individual

soldiers in their confessions. The soldiers who have not made
their First Communion must receive preparatory instructions

for at least half a year and, if possible, twice a week. The
chaplains are also responsible for the religious instruction and

special preparation of all the members of their communities

who are not soldiers, i. e. the children, before their First Com-
munion and before receiving the sacraments.

Baptism and Marriage. The ordinary ecclesiastical regula-

tions for the administration of the sacraments of Baptism and

Marriage hold good also for the military chaplains (compe-
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tence, impediments, proclamaiio bannoruni, tempora clausa,

etc. )

.

After thfe swearing-in of recruits the military authorities

have to ascertain which of the recruits have not been baptized

and which of the married recruits did not receive the bless-

ing of the Church on their marriage, and give their names to

the chaplains. These have to take special care of such soldiers

and to report before i May regarding the success of their pas-

toral endeavors to the Feldpropst, who in turn has to report

before 15 October to the minister of war.

Hospitals. In all hospitals in which special rooms can be

prepared as chapels, service must be held every Sunday. The
chaplains have to visit the patients frequently, even if they

are not called for. If a patient wishes, or if he is in danger

of death, the chaplain has to be immediately notified by the

hospital authorities.

Prisons. According to § no of the K. M. D. the chaplains

have special duties toward those interned in military prisons.

All military prisoners must attend divine services as often as

it is feasible to do so. They are to be frequently visited by the

chaplain and brought under religious influences. The pris-

oners may go to confession and Communion as often as they

wish ; twice a year, however, they should be given special

facilities and encouragement to do so.

Social meetings. The chaplains are required to arrange

from time to time so-called " garrison evenings " for the sol-

diers, and " family evenings " for the families of the soldiers,

to invite all concerned and to give interesting and appropriate

lectures, etc. The purpose of these meetings is, according to

§ 1 1 1 of the K. M. D., " the cultivation of Christian and loyal

characters and the strengthening of the bonds between the

pastor and those entrusted to his care ".

Religious literature. Distribution of religious literature

among the soldiers is allowed only with the knowledge and

the express approval of the military chaplain. This regula-

tion is very important, because it prevents the spread of sec-

tarian pamphlets among the Catholic soldiers. For these a

special weekly paper is published by the army bishop. To
promote " the furtherance of a Christian and ecclesiastical

spirit among the soldiers ", as the K. M. D. puts it, books for
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the army libraries should be selected only under the super-

vision of the chaplain.

The preceding outline is, I am inclined to think, sufficient to

justify the impression that the German soldier is very well

cared for in all matters of religion. Perhaps it may be thought

by some that there is too much caring, too many rules and
regulations. This, however, is entirely in line with the so-

called " Prussian Spirit ". The Prussian Spirit does not know
the maxim " Let things go " ; but after it has conceived a goal

to be reached, it takes the straightest way to that goal, using

every means conducive to that end, and disregarding every

obstacle. It is only consistent with this spirit that by rules

and regulations it determines the way to be followed to insure

the reaching of the goal.

The question is how this system works out in regard to the

spiritual care of the soldiers. To this question an a priori an-

swer can be given with the utmost certainty. The system

works splendidly and most effectively all along the line. The
reason is this. The Prussian Spirit is in fact not " Prussian

"

in the sense that it is in opposition to the German Spirit; on

the contrary, it is the German Spirit. Every real German is,

in spite of his indomitable sense of personal freedom, in which

he yields to none, a worshiper of what he calls Zielstrebigkeit,

and therefore also of systematizing and organizing. Conse-

quently in the case in question, the systematization and organi-

zation of the religious work in the army appeals to all con-

cerned, no matter whether they apply it to others or whether it

is applied to them. Consistently with this characteristic trait

it elicits their sincere cooperation.

This a priori answer is confirmed by experience. One need

only ask the Catholic parents of the young men who have

served their time in the army. They will assure you that their

sons have become better in their morals, more serious in their

habits, and more faithful to their religious duties. If you ask

the military chaplains what they think of the success of their

endeavors to promote religious life in the army, of course all

have, as all missionary priests have, their disappointments and

their sorrows ; but there is not one who will not heartily con-

fess that his work is satisfactory and effective, more effective

than that of his brethren in the civilian parishes. All will
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agree with me when I say, from my own experience, that there

is no greater pleasure and no easier satisfaction to be had than

in instructing the soldiers, in hearing their confessions, and in

protecting and helping them in their religious convictions. If

you ask the common parish priest who has had long practical

experience in the vineyard of the Lord, what he thinks of

these army regulations, he will agree at once that, generally

speaking, there are in his parish no better Catholics, none with

a higher sense of religious duty, than the men who have

served in the army.

In spite of a certain warlike trait in the German character,,

on account of his sense of right and freedom, there are few

indeed who are attracted by militarism as such. But everyone

of the Catholic clergy and the Catholic population, who does

not stop at considering taxes and personal inconveniences, will

approve with all his heart of German militarism as it exists.

He will do so, not only on account of its national, social and

economic advantages, not only because it preserves the German
people, £is Chamberlain Stewart puts it, as a " male " nation,

but also and especially on account of its wholesome effect on

the religious life of the nation.

Franz J. Coeln.

Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.
;
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THE SOEIPTURAL USE OP THE WOED "WIUE".

I. We read in the life of Cosmas, the 54th Patriarch of

Alexandria, that during his Patriarchate (ninth century),

the Egyptian Church had much to suffer at the hands of the

Mohammedans. Among other things, the Arabs, themselves

total abstainers since the days of Mohammed, forbade the

use of wine under any pretext whatsoever, so that it could

neither be bought nor sold. The consequence was that the

Christians were deprived of one of the essential requisites for

the celebration of the divine mysteries. In such dire straits,

they secured clusters of dry grapes and, having soaked them
in water, extracted the juice which was then prepared for the

celebration of the Mass.^

^ See Renaudot's Historia Patriarcharum Alexandrinorum, p. 396; also

Lilurgiarum OrUntalium ColUctio, I, 176.
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We have a parallel case in our own days. The constitu-

tional amendment voted by the people of Arizona, 3 Novem-
ber, 1914, reads as follows: "Ardent spirits, ale, beer, wine

or intoxicating liquor or liquors of whatever kind shall not be

manufactured in, or introduced into the State of Arizona

under any pretense. Every person who sells, exchanges, gives,

barters or disposes of any ardent spirits, ale, beer, wine, or

intoxicating liquor of any kind to any person in the State of

Arizona . . . shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon con-

viction shall be imprisoned for not less than ten days," etc.

Although the spirit that has prompted the amendment is far

different from the one that animated the Mohammedans of the

ninth century, the enactment, if applied strictly, would create

for the Church of to-day the same difficulties as she experi-

enced then. There is nothing surprising therefore in the fact

that Father Connolly should, in the name of the Catholics of

Arizona, have tried to secure an injunction against the amend-

ment in question and to have it declared inoperative and void,

because unconstitutional. The injunction has, however, been

denied, and the case referred to the Supreme Court of the

United States. With prohibition or anti-prohibition as such,

the Catholic Church is not concerned—provided no moral

principle be involved—as long as she is guaranteed full liberty

to carry on her ritual according to her laws. It is because this

right is generally recognized that in almost all the States of

the Union where prohibition is in vigor, a special proviso has

been made in favor of wine used in liturgical functions.

2, The starting point of the Church legislation on the ques-

tion of Mass wine is the action of our Lord at the Last Supper,

who, commanding the Apostles to repeat, in commemoration

of Him, what He was then doing, took the chalice (of wine),

gave thanks, and gave to them saying :
" drink ye all of it,

for this is My blood," etc.'' Then He added, " I shall not

drink henceforth of the fruit of the vine, until that day when

I drink it new with you in my Father's kingdom."

In order to understand better what kind of wine our Lord

used on this occasion and to justify the subsequent practice of

the Church, it may be of some interest to examine the nature

2 Matt. 26 : 27 fF. ; Mark 14 : 23 ff. ; Luke 22 : 14 ff.
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•f the beverage or beverages derived from the grapes in use

among the Hebrews down to Christian times.

3. A few words on the Old Testament method of making
wine may be of some help in understanding what follows.

The wine-press was regularly hewn out of the rock and con-

sisted of two—sometimes more—receptacles, an upper one,

large and shallow, the wine-press (gath) ; and a lower one,

narrower but deeper, the wine-vat (yeqeb). The two recep-

tacles were connected by a conduit, so that the juice could flow

from the upper to the lower one. The grapes were brought

from the vineyard and placed in the gath, where they were

first trodden down with the feet and then crushed with stones,

boards, etc. For the production of special wines, the grapes

were allowed to remain for a few days in a spreading place,

either on the housetop or in the fields; they were then trodden

and treated as usual. The grape juice was received in the

lower vat and was either allowed to remain there during the

first, or " tumultuous ", fermentation, or transferred imme-
diately to earthen jars. The fermentation began a few hours

afterward. We find also presses dug in the ground (Matt.

21 : 33), made secure with masonry and carefully cemented.

After the first stage of fermentation, the partly fermented

must was often transferred to skin-bottles, where the fermen-

tation process was completed (Job 32 : 19) ; this will explain

the passage of Matt. 9 : 17,' in which it is said that new wine

should be put into new bottles, i. e., skin bottles; because a

new skin bottle would have sufficient elasticity to expand under

the pressure of fermentation, while older ones already hard-

ened would break under the stress.

The wliole process of fennentation was over in between

forty and sixty days, and wine was fit to drink some three or

four months after the vintage.

4. The various terms used in the Bible to designate the

product of the vine are the following: ydyin (about 140

times) ; Tirosh (38 times) ; 'Asis (5 times) ; hemer (twice)
;

sobe (3 times) ; mi.shrah (once) ; to these should be added

shekar (23 times), generally rendered "strong drink". Be-

sides, there are a few other terms designating various mix-

' Mark 2 : 2a ; Luke 5 : 37.
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tures, such as mesek (once) ; mimsak (twice) ; mezeg (once).

We leave out of consideration a few jwetical designations that

are useless to our purpose, such as the " fruit of the vine ",

" the blood of the vine ", " a tear ", " the lees ".

5. Yayin, the most common word for wine, is probably a

primitive root; we find it in the Assyrian inu, the Ethiopic

wayen, the Greek oi.vo<i^ the Latin vinum, and the English wine.

In all these it has substantially the same meaning.

The Septuagint and other Greek versions of the Bible render

yayin byoTvos, except in one passage, Job 32: 19, where they

have y\f.vKo<i (Symmachus, olvo^ v€os). Latin has regularly

vinum. The Syriac Peshitto and the Aramaic Targum render

yayin by hemra, and the Arabic version of Saadya by hamr,

two words which, like the Hebrew hemer, are derived from a

root meaning " to ferment ", " to boil " ; the Arabic hamr is,

besides, used for any kind of alcoholic drink. There is no

doubt consequently that all translators have understood yayin

to be the fermented product of the vine, known to us as wine.

We may add that in the Aramaic portions of the Bible, hemra
is the regular substitute for yayin; see Esdras 6:9; 7:22;
Dan. 5: I, 2, 4, 23.

6. The attributes predicated of yayin in the Old Testament

clearly prove its fermented nature.

It is represented as a stimulant which rejoices the one that

drinks it, v. g. " They shall be valiant men of Ephraim and

their heart shall rejoice as through wine;"* God is praised

for His bounty " that wine may cheer the heart of man." ^ To
these may be added the praises of wine, provided it be taken

with moderation, contained in Ecclesiasticus 31:25-31 (30-

42).

Another effect of wine, only too well known in the Bible, is

intoxication. There is the well-known case of Noah ;

' the

case of the daughters of Lot, who made him drink to excess;

'

Hannah, the mother of Samuel, was thought, on account of her

actions, to be under the influence of wine.' In numerous i>as-

* Zach. 10 : 7.

» Ps. 104 (103): 15; see further Esth. i:io; Eccles. 9:7; 10:19.

« Gen. 9 : 21, 34. ' Ibid., 19 : 32-35.

8 1 Sam. 1:14; see further, I Sam. 25:36, 37; II Sam. 13:28; Zach. 9=15;
Ecclesiasticus, 1. c, etc.
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sages, abuses are strongly condemned, v. g. " Wine is a luxur-

ious thing . . . whoever is delighted therewith shall not be

wise; " " " Woe to you that rise early ... to be inflamed with

wine." *° To preclude all possibility of scandal due to ex-

cessive wine-drinking, the priests were forbidden to drink wine

before entering the sanctuary."

All this supposes certainly that yayin was fermented and
more or less alcoholic; there is hardly a passage in the Old
Testament where the use of the word would lead us to think

the contrary, except a few cases where yayin is taken in the

general sense of vintage, v. g. Jer. 40: 10-12.

7. Yet, fermented as it was, ydyin was commonly used as a

drink; Jacob brought Isaac venison and he ate, and ydyin and

he drank.^^

We may add here that for ordinary usage wine was per-

haps mixed with water. Among the Greeks and Romans the

practice was common, and hence they had wines TroXv</>opot,

i. e. strong and capable of bearing a large admixture of water,

and o\iy6<t>opoi, i, e. weak. In the older Biblical records no

clear basis is found for asserting that wine was tempered with

water; in Is. i : 22, wine—here sobe, not yayin—mixed with

water is given as a figure of the decadence of Israel. This

shows that the contemporaries of Israel knew of the practice,

but does not prove, at least clearly, that they themselves fol-

lowed it. II Mac. 15 : 39 (Greek text) probably points to the

general practice in those days :
" It is hurtful to drink wine or

water alone, but wine mixed with water is pleasant, and de-

lighteth the taste "
; see, however, a different rendering in the

Vulgate.

The Mishnah assumes that it was customary to dilute the

wine with water, the proportion being two parts of water to

one of wine.*' If the wine was strong the proportion wx)uld

be three parts of water to one of wine."

• Prov. ao : 1.

!• Is. 5:11; see also Prov. 3i : 17; 23 : 30, 30-32 ; Is. 5 : 22 ; 28 : 7, etc.

*^ Lev. 10:9; cf. Ezech. 44:21.

^>Gen. 27:25; cf. Judges 19: 19; II Sam. 16:2; Job i : 13, 18; Amos 5: li,

etc.

!• Nidda 2:7; see Berakhoth 7 : 5, etc.

i« See Shabbath 8:1.
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However, the terms mesek/* mimsak," mezeg," all coming
from roots meaning to mix, do not refer to the tempering of

wine with water, but rather indicate the admixture of var-

ious aromatic herbs and spices which improved the taste and
strength ; this practice was common in classical antiquity."

8. It is clear, therefore, that the Hebrew yayin in its var-

ious functions is a good equivalent to our fermented wine. The
case, however, is not so clear with the term tirosh. Many com-
mentators and lexicographers understand it as unfermented

grape juice, and in our English versions it is translated by
wine, must, or new wine. It comes from a root yarash which

means to possess, not because tirosh takes possession of the

one that drinks it, as is found in Gesenius's Thesaurus linguae

Hebraicae et Chaldaicac, s. v. yarash, but because it is part of

the possessions of its owner; it is thus exactly parallel to the

Syriac meritha.^® Possibly, however, it is borrowed from the

Sumerian siras, whence the Assyrian sirashu, palm or date

wine.==°

Beyond the fact that tirosh is one of the principal posses-

sions of its owner, the etymology does not supply us with a

clear insight into its meaning. The Greek Septuagint, with the

exception of two passages. Is. 65 : 8 (p^^, grape) , and Hos. 4:11
(fjutOva/jxi, intoxicating drink, see below), has regularly trans-

lated it by oho<;, the same word used for yayin. Aquila in the

few passages that have been preserved in Origen's Hexapla,

seems to have rendered it by oTrwpKr/xds, on which St. Jerome*^

remarks :
" Aquila autem proselytus et contentiosus interpres,

qui non solum verba sed etymologias quoque verborum trans-

ferre conatus est, jure projicitur a nobis. Quis enim pro fru-

mento et vino et oleo possit vel legere vel intelligere X"*/***

oTrwpuTfiov, (TTiXTTvoTrp-a, quod nos possumus dicere fusionem, poma-
tionemque et splendentiam."

The Syriac Peshitto and Aramaic Targums, have, with few

exceptions, hemra, and the Vulgate, vinum, all using the same

1= Ps. 74 (75) 19. ^« Is. 65: 11; Prov. 23:30.

IT Cant. 7 : 2.

1* See Pliny, Historia Naturalis, XIV, 19 ; cf. Isaias 5 : 22.

^' See Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, s. v., irath.

20 See Ball, Genesis, note on 27 : 28, in Sacred Books of the Old Testament.

31 Epist. 57, ad Pammachium, 11 (Ed. Vallarsi).
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word as for yayin ; the Vulgate has occasionally vindemia or

vintage, and the Syriac twice 'aba (fruit) and once tutitha

(grape). The Arabic version of Saadya has *Asir (juice),

used of grapes and fruits.

9. Tirosh occurs thirty-eight times, and in at least thirty

passages is found in conjunction with grain, oil, apd other

products of the soil, or at least with one of these. As a sample

we may quote Deut. 28: 51 :
" A most insolent nation will de-

vour the fruits of the cattle, and the fruits of the land until

thou be destroyed, and will leave thee no grain, nor tirosh, nor

oil, nor herds of oxen, nor flocks of sheep, until he destroy

thee."

In all those passages, the word tirosh is used as the produce

of the vineyard, but not as a drink. It is in the same relation

to yayin as yishar (olive juice) is to shemen (olive oil), or as

grain is to bread or other eatables derived from it. It is the

raw material out of which yayin is made; and to be rich in

tirosh is to be rich in wine. Thus we may understand w'hy the

versions have used ©rvos, hemra, vinum, all of which words

mean wine, because these terms, as yayin itself in a few pas-

sages, are used not merely for the drinkable wine but also for

the whole result of the vintage, including must. Nor is it to

be wondered at that tirosh should not be numbered among the

usual beverages, although Vve may assume that it was occa-

sionally drunk, for unless taken before fermentation has be-

gun, it is anything but agreeable; and as far as we know,

the ancient Jews do not seem to have used means for prevent-

ing fermentation. Highly interesting in this respect is Mic.

6: 15: "thou shalt sow, but shalt not reap; thou shalt tread

the olive but shalt not be anointed with oil (shemen), and
(thou shalt tread) the tirosh but shalt not drink the ydyin ".

Mere it is evident that what they drank was yayin and not

tirosh. In Isaias 65 : 8, the juice .still contained in the grape

is called tirosh, and in Jotham's fable (Judges 9: 13), when
the vine is asked to be king over the trees, it answers that it

cannot leave its tirosh. We are therefore justified in assert-

ing that the tirosh is not a regular drink, and that the term

does not imply the presence or absence of fermentation ; it

designates the juice of the grape until it is wine. Aquila's

oTTCdpur/xo^ (fruit [here grape] harvest), like St. Jerome's occa-
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sional vindemia, is good rendering, provided we understand

it, not in the active sense of harvesting, but in the passive sense

©f the harvest gathered and trodden."

10. A few passages, however, seem to contradict this con-

elusion. In Isaias 62:8, we read: "Surely, I will no more
give thy wheat to be food to thy enemies, and the sons of the

strangers shall not drink thy tirosh for which thou hast

labored ". Here, there is question more of the produce des-

tined to become a drink than of an actual drink; certainly, in

the first parallel clause, wheat is not an immediate food unless

it be turned first into bread; see, besides, following verse 9.

In Hos. 4:11, the case seems to be stronger :
" Fornication and

yayin and tirosh take away understanding ". There it does

seem that tirosh is an actual drink and even a strong intoxicant.

On this we must however remark that although tirosh at one

stage was fermented or more accurately in the process of fer-

mentation, viz. before it was wine, still it seems strange that

it should have been chosen as a sample of the alcoholic drinks

that take away understanding. It is also remarkable that the

Septuagint, which has translated tirosh by <M>oi^ should in this

passage have fiiOvtrfm (intoxicating drink), a word never used

to translate tirosh, but often used to render the Hebrew shekar,

strong drink. The Syriac and the Targum of Jerusalem, read

rauyutha, drunkenness, and the Vulgate, ebrietas. Tirosh

here is therefore critically doubtful and in all probability we
should read shekar.

The last passage which might be quoted against our conclu-

sion is Judges 9: 13, where it is said that tirosh cheereth God
and man. However, here we must make the same remark as

we did above on Isaias 62 : 8 : there is question of a produce

destined to become a drink for God and man. The allusion is

evidently to the drink offering of which we shall speak pres-

ently; but as a drink offering yayin, not tirosh, was used.

11. Yayin is offered as a libation or drink offering. Among
the surrounding nations the libation was either poured on the

victim or spread around the altar; its quick absorption was a

sign, in popular imagination, that the god had actually par-

taken of the libation. With the Hebrews the gross material

22 Cf. Vergil's " spumat plenis vindemia labris ", Georgica, 2, 6.
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concept had been purified, but the main idea had been retained

as a symbol. If tirosh was not a drink fit for men, much less

would there be any question of oflfering it to God ; wine on the

contrary was a constant accompaniment of a royal banquet,

and would be naturally selected. As a matter of fact, we never

find tirosh actually offered to God as a libation, but wine is

prescribed in a great many passages, v. g. Ex. 29 : 40 ; Lev.

23:13; Numbers 15:5, 7, 10; 28:14, etc. The Mishnah

(Eduyoth 6: l) prescribes that before the juice of the new
vintage can be offered as a libation it must be at least forty

days old, i. e. the fermentation must be finished; but then it

was wine (see above, § 3).

On the other hand, for the fulfilment of the laws of tithe,

which affected the products of the land, tirosh is taxed but not

yayin. A resum^ of the things tithed is given in Lev. 27 : 30-

34. All the tithe of the land, whether of the seed of the land

or of the fruit of the tree, is Yahweh's ... all the tithe of

the herd or the flock, whatsoever passeth under the rod, the

tenth shall be holy unto Yahweh ", and the Mishnah com-

ments on it :
" everything that is eaten and is watched over

and grows out of the ground is liable to tithe "." Grain, tirosh

and oil (yishar) are thus repeatedly mentioned together as

taxable property.** Ydyin, however, is never taxed because it

is not a produce, but a drink. Of course, in the Talmud where

the term tirosh has become more or less obsolete, yayin is

spoken of as taxable property, because, likeotvw, or vinum, or

wine, it may be a generic term. In the Bible where the dis-

tinction is almost always kept, only tirosh is taxed. It is in-

teresting to note that it was not the crop in the field which was

taxed, but the threshed grain and the extracted tirosh while

in the wine press. The Mishnah (Ma'aseroth 1:7) says that

wine—here taken in a general sense, as is evident from the

context—is taxable as soon as one begins to scum the froth,

i. e. as soon as the tirosh begins to ferment, which, as re-

marked, occurs a few hours after it is in the vat. The aim of

this pa.ssage, as appears clearly from the further discussion

in the Gemarah, is to determine at what time the tithe should

«• Ma'aseroth i : l ; see also Num. 18 : 13 ff.

** Deut. ia:i7; 14:28; Neh. 10:37 ff.; 13:5, etc.
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be reckoned. Before the beginning of the fermentation, the

owner could consume some of the juice, and although the

amount of the taxable property and therefore also the amount
of the tax would be lessened thereby, it was thought lawful.

This fact, besides, proves beyond doubt that the tirosh, before

fermentation, was not drunk to any extent, for by having it

taxed only when it began to ferment, the Talmudic law would
have opened the way to all sorts of abuses. From the same
Talmudic principle we may infer that tirosh was not ordi-

narily kept in an unfermented state for subsequent use, other-

wise the Jews might have avoided the tax altogether.

We may now add a few remarks on the other words for

wine occasionally used in the Old Testament.

12. Sobe, from a root saba, " to drink largely ", refers evi-

dently to a fermented product; it is probably nothing else

than a substitute for yayin. The only passage where it is cer-

tainly genuine is Isaias 1:22; and there it is evidently a spir-

ituous drink which, being diluted with water, is used as a sym-

bol of Israel's decadence. The other passages (Nahum 1:12,

and Hos. 4: 18) are critically doubtful.""

13. Hemer, which occurs but twice (Deut. 32: 14, and Is.

27: 2), is derived from the same Semitic root that supplies us

with the Aramaic, Syriac, and Targumic hemra and the

Arabic hamr, and which means " to ferment ". These words

regularly correspond to the Hebrew yayin, so that hemer is a

poetical substitute for yayin (see above, § 5).

14. In Numbers 6:3, in connexion with the vow of the

Nazirites, we read " he shall separate himself from wine and

strong drink, he shall drink no vinegar of wine, or vinegar of

strong drink, neither shall he drink the ' mishrah ' of grapes

nor eat of fresh or dried grapes ". The root sharah (to be

moist) does not supply us with any definite meaning, but the

context clearly points to a liquid drawn from the grape dif-

ferent from the wine. Syriac renders it by teriana (juice)
;

the Arabic of Saadya has naqi (a beverage made of water in

which grapes have been macerated) ; the Greek understands it

as the grape juice when the grapes are being trodden; the

Latin as " quidquid de uva exprimitur ". We have to deal,

2^ See commentators.

i
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therefore, with an unfermented liquid. We should not, how-
ever, jump to the conclusion that the mishrah was an ordinary

drink with the Jews; it is mentioned here to show that the

Nazirite was not allowed to touch grapes in any form what-

soever.

15. 'Asis occurs five times. It is derived from a root 'asas

(to crush), whence it would mean juice extracted by crushing.

Arguing from this etymology, many commentators think it is

a poetical term for tirosh. The Septuagint has rendered it

differently in almost every passage, and so have the other

versions, as follows: In Isaias 49:26, Greek, oTfo? v€o« ; Latin

mustum ; Syriac, meritha (mustum) ; in Joel i : 5, Greek, /ac'^i?

(strong drink, intoxication) ; Latin, vinum ; Syriac, hemra; in

Joel 4 (3) : 18 and Amos 9: 13, Greek, y\vKaafw<i (edulcora-

tion) ; Latin, dulcedo; Syriac, haliutha (dulcedo) ; in Cant.

8:2, Greek, va/xa oivov; Latin, mustum; Syriac, haliutha. In

this last passage, however, there is question of the 'Asis de-

rived not from grapes, but from pomegranates.

In two passages, there is no doubt that the 'Asis was fer-

mented. Is. 49:26, . . . "they shall be drunken with their

own blood as with 'Asis ", and Joel 1:5," Awake ye drunk-

ards and weep; and wail all ye drinkers of wine, on account of

the 'Asis, because it is snatched from your mouth ". In Joel

4: 18, although there seems to be question of a drink, the

meaning is not clear: " The mountains shall drop down 'Asis,

and the hills shall flow with milk ". Still more doubtful is

Amos 9:13. In view of the two clear passages of Isaias and

Joel, it is our opinion that 'Asis is a poetical term for yayin.

However, on the strengfth of the Greek yAvKocr/10?, it may refer

to some of those aromatic mixtures of which we spoke above

(§7), and which were highly prized.

16. The term shekar, from root shakar, to become intoxi-

cated, is, according to all, a strong alcoholic drink, either very

old wine, or more probably any kind of strong drink, " omne
quod inebriare potest ", says St. Jerome." Like our modem
liquors, shekar is not an ordinary drink. It is in fact generally

condemned, v. g. Is. 5 : 1 1, 22 ; 28 : 7, etc.; yet not always

—

Prov. 31:4; it was allowed at sacrificial meal, Deut. 14: 16,

and could be used as a libation to Jehovah, Num. 28: 7.

*" Ep. 52, ad Nepotianum, 11, edit. Vallarsi.
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We may now briefly summarize the conclusions to which
the preceding investigation has led us. Yayin, wine, was fer-

mented ; it was used not only as an ordinary beverage, but also

as a libation to God. Although tirosh may, and probably

must, have been occasionally drunk, especially during the

vintage season, it is nowhere considered as a regular drink,

and therefore, was not used for sacrificial purposes; when
actually drunk it may at times have been called mishrah.

Being a product of the soil, it is taxable property. All the

other words of the Old Testament used to designate the drink-

able product of the vine, are substitutes, not for tirosh, but for

yayin, although they may imply some foreign admixtures, or

perhaps some special brand of wines.

17. Wine in the New Testament. It is now comparatively

easy to form an idea of what was meant by the New Testa-

ment wine. As a drink, it is exactly the yayin of the Old Tes-

tament; in a more general sense, when taken for the yield of

the vintage, or for the juice of the grape before it was drink-

able, it corresponds to the Biblical tirosh : thus in Matt. 9 : 17;

Mark 2 : 23 ; Luke 5 : 37; perhaps also Apoc. 6:6; 19: 11.

18. The olvo-i of the New Testament has the same character-

istics as that of the Old Testament: it may cause intoxication

—Eph. 5:18; I Cor. 11:21; I Pet. 4:3;! Tim. 3:3; cf

.

Apoc. 17:2.

It is used at banquets, as we learn from the wedding feast

of Cana, when our Lord, for the benefit of both host and

guests, changed water into wine (John 2 : 3 ff.). It was used

even at ordinary meals; and our Lord, because he drank wine,

was called by his enemies " wine-bibber " (Luke 7 : 34).

19. In Acts 2: 13, yXevKos, rendered by mustum in Latin

and meritha in Syriac, could not be the ordinary must. The
occurrence in which it is mentioned took place at Pentecost

some eight months after the vintage, and it is doubtful whether

in Palestine, must was then preserved in an unfermented state.

Besides whatever its nature, the yXevKo? of this passage was

acknowledged as one of the common means of intoxication,

which would not be true of the ordinary must. It is probable

that we have here one of those sweet wines of which both

Greeks and Romans were so fond.
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20. The New Testament occurrence with which we are more
directly concerned, is the Last Supper." Our Lord intended

to eat a real Passover; this is evident from the words that He
used to His Apostles, " With desire I have desired to eat this

Pasch with you ".** We have already seen that wine formed

part of Greek and Jewish meals (§§7, i8). Special regula-

tions are given in the Mishnah concerning the meal of the

Passover. With regard to wine we are told in Pesahim lo: i,

that whoever celebrates the Pasch receives not less than four

cups of wine. Wine, it is true, is not mentioned in the Old
Testament in connexion with the Pasch; the oldest explicit

mention is found in the Book of Jubilees (first century B. C),
but the practice is given there as a very old one.''" The ques-

tion is still open as to whether or not the pre-Maccabean Jews
used wine in their Passover meal. One reason against ad-

mitting this custom is found in the fact that the Samaritans,

who separated from the Jews at the time of the building of the

second temple, use no wine in their Passover, a rather safe in-

dication that this usage was not prevalent when they separated

from the Jews.*" It is absolutely certain, however, that dur-

ing the Maccabean period the practice became general and that

in the New Testament it was universal. Besides mentioning

the four cups necessary, the Talmud determines the rules and

blessings for each one of them. We note especially the com-

mand that wine should be tempered with water.'^

Therefore, when our Lord passed the chalice round, it was

a cup of real wine, the same as was used in the Jewish Pass-

over. He did not intend, however, to limit the rite to a yearly

Paschal celebration, but, as has been understood by all Chris-

tians, the frequency was left to be determined by the Church

after Him. This is attested by St. Paul in I Cor. 11:25," this

do ye, as often as you shall drink, for the commemoration of

me. For as often as you . . . drink the chalice you shall

show the death of the Lord ". Besides, the context makes it

27 Matt. 26:36 ff. ; Mark 14:22 fF.; Luke 22 : 14 if.

28 Luke 22 : 15 ; cf. 22 : 7 ff. ; Matt. 26 : 17 ff. ; Mark 14 : 17 ff-

" Ch. 49 : 6.

«° See Beer-Holtzmann, Die Mishna, Pesahim, p. 48; but see also Strack,

Der Mischnairaktat Pesahim, p. 32, note 4.

«i Pesahim, io8b ; cf. Berakhoth, 50a and 50b, see above § 7.
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clear that the wine was real wine, as St. Paul protests against

some abuses which had already crept in (I Cor. 11:21).

Hence it is that the Church has always used real wine in

the celebration of the sacred mysteries. For the validity of

the consecration any unadulterated product of the vine is suf-

ficient. Unfermented wine is not allowed, except in the case

of necessity. This is evident from the Roman Missal (" De
defectibus in celebratione Missae," IV, 2) : "si vinum fuerit

aliquantum acre, vel mustum de uvis tunc expressum . . .

conficitur Sacramentum, sed conficiens graviter peccat ".

The exact bearing of this ecclesiastical prohibition and the

practical cases in which it may be removed, do not form the

subject of this article. It would be interesting to have the

matter treated from the historical point of view, and to know
the ordinary regulations given in the various liturgies as well

as the temporary departures from them in especially difficult

circumstances.

A chemist might also point out to us the many dangers and
inconveniences to which priests would be exposed in using un-

fermented grape juice in the celebration of the Mass, such as

the probability of its being adulterated through the addition

of antiseptics to prevent fermentation, and hence its unfitness

for the valid consecration of the Holy Sacrifice; or, if anti-

septics are not used, the difficulty at least for missionary

priests, of preserving unfermented grape juice for any length

of time.

Everybody is welcome to his opinion concerning the merits

and opportunity of prohibition ; with its social and economic

aspects we are not concerned. We must, however, insist on the

exclusive right of the Church to determine what is the proper

material for the celebration of the Sacraments. Any attempt

to interfere directly or indirectly with her internal administra-

tion has always been looked upon as an encroachment on her

divine rights and on her freedom ; such an attempt would take

us back to the Arabic intolerance of the ninth century.

How the drastic Arizona amendment agrees or disagrees

with our American Constitution is for lawyers to argue.

R. BUTIN, S.M.

Catholic University of America.
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IX.
—

" His Strong City."

OUT on the rolling uplands the golden russets of the early

autumn had been fighting a desperate rear-guard battle

for a week now with the forces of black frosty death that came
sweeping down the mountains. The forces of cold and death

had conquered everywhere. From the upper ribs of the moun-
tains the hopeless dun color of oncoming winter reached down
over the foothills and down into the valleys till it came even

into the room where the Dean of Milton sat reading the Book
of Proverbs.

The room was suddenly chilled and darkened by the shadow
of a low drifting cloud. The Dean shivered and looked up

from his book, repeating aloud the words he had last read

:

" The rich man's wealth is his strong city : the destruction of

the poor is their poverty !

"

Over the shoulder of Orrin mountain and down across the

breast of it, like the sash of some gaunt order of death, he

saw a black cloud draping itself. That was a moving snow-

storm, twenty miles away, hurrying down across the slope of

the mountain. In another two weeks or so a brother of that

snowstorm would come rushing down across the foothills and

would howl through the streets of Milton, barking up dark

stairways and whining under damp floors. On its breath it

would bring pneumonia and in lungfs already weakened by

half-starvation it would lay the seeds of consumption.

In the older days he had never given thought to the com-

ing of winter. Always he had loved the bite of the wind on a

cold night ride to some lonely house in the hills. It had

brought blood to his cheeks, courage and love to his heart.

Now the thought of it made him shudder. Age has no sur-

plus blood for thrills.

But he was not thinking of himself. In those older days

he had seen his people, a strong-limbed, full-blooded, vigorous

race, fighting the battle of the strong with winter. They were

used to look full into his roaring throat and laugh while they

ploughed and hewed their way from woodland to river bed.

In high, dry houses, before heaping fires, with illimitable

woodpiles standing at their very doors, winter had no menace
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for them. Now his people lived in dank, dripping houses,

where they huddled over a few inadequate coals. They crept

out of damp beds, out into the fog of the morning, to go to

John Sargent's mill. There they stewed all day in a fog and
swirl of condensing steam, and at night they scurried home
with what little of thin blood was left in them, the icy wind
freezing their wet clothes to their limbs. To them, winter

was not a season of the year: it was an implacable, vicious en-

emy, a scourge, a ravaging curse. It decimated them.

Those who live in moderate climates will never know any-

thing of the terrible threat which winter lays upon our people

of the northern mill towns. It is a real and abiding terror

with them.

A great and plain-spoken economist recently discussing the

question of why the lines of industrial advance go always

from east to west, never from north to south, put the real

reason in a breath. It is not, he said, because the northern

peoples love work more or are naturally more industrious. It

is because they have always the pinch of winter at their back.

This was what the words of the Proverb meant to the Dean.

What chance had his people against the economic forces that

held them always on the edge of dependence?

In their long struggle with the Milton Machinery Company
they had so far been able to pit their patience and endurance

against the money power of the Company. But now nature,

itself, was coming to fight John Sargent's battle for him. To
John Sargent the coming of winter meant only the coming of

a new and inexpensive ally to him in his battle with the people.

The strong city of his wealth around him made him immune
to the blast. He would not suffer. He could even sit within,

calmly reckoning the fury of the wind, counting every roar of

it as a new weapon in his hands against these obstinate people

who refused to go on producing for him. Their poverty was

indeed their destruction.

The grim, pitiless truth of the lesson caught the Dean by the

throat. It was already a time-worn truism, printed on the

heart of the people, when the Author of Proverbs put it into

the words of the Book. And thirty centuries, and all the revo-

lutions of earth, had not taken from it a jot of its terrible

meanmg
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The upper and the nether millstones ground on unceasingly.

Above, the pressure of power and wealth and privilege; be-

low, the pressure of hunger and cold; and between lay the

poor of all the earth, forever being crushed by the two forces!

The tower of the Cosmopolitan Building stands with its feet

upon the solid rock, thirty yards deep in the quicksand and mud
of Nassau street. From the rock, it shoots up its thirty-five

stories into the air. East, west, and south it looks out over

miles of jumbled buildings; over the East River to the ridge

of Long Island ; over the fretting bosom' of the bay to the wide

sweep of the ocean beyond ; over the North River and the level

stretches of New Jersey to the great heart of the country. To
the north it cannot overlook much, for its view is cut by other

Babelonic pretensions like itself. But it overlooks these, too,

in another way. It has its eye upon every foot of the price-

less ground of Manhattan Island. It has its eye upon every

moving train in America. It has its ear to the hum of every

turning wheel in the land. It has the Sub-Treasury of the

United States at its knee. It listens to the count of gold in

every smallest bank of the nation.

On the surface, it seems that the wealth of the country is

traded and bargained for on the floor of a certain building in

Broad Street. It is not so. The Stock Exchange is merely

an enlargement of its own tickers, marking the marchings and

counter-marchings of forces set in motion by the battles and

the treaties of a few men who work in the secluded fastnesses

of the Cosmopolitan and other buildings about it. Into this

building stream the inviolate private wires that connect men
ear to ear with impenetrable private offices a thousand miles

away. From it go out the single, cryptic words that sweep

pawns off the chess board of Wall Street. It is the cold, wire-

strung brain of the Strong City of the wealth of the Western

Continent.

The twenty-fourth floor of the tower is a single great room,

light and airy as a flat mountain-top. Ingenious shading tem-

pers the light that floods in from all four sides of the room to

a perfect restfulness for the eyes, and air brought down from

the very tip of the tower and washed and heated or cooled,

according to the season, makes each breath a sigh of respir-

atory luxury.
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John Sargent sat at a table. His eye roving restlessly out

of window to east and south took in the far-away line of the

open sea and noted idly that the first northeaster of the season

was sweeping down from New England. A fifty-mile gale

was tearing round the corners of the tower. But not even a

tremor or an echo of it was to be noticed within.

The storm outside had no interest for him. As the heavily-

muffled doors of the room swung open, his eyes jerked back ir-

ritably to watch the men who were every few moments coming
into the room to lunch. They came in by twos and threes and
gravitated quietly to tables where other men were waiting for

them. There were men here whose every moment of a busi-

ness day is so closely watched, for rumor and gossip of the

Street, that they could not visit another man's office without

starting a column of speculative gossip in the next morning's

papers.

Here, in the democracy of privileged privacy, away from

the prying of reporters, a man could drop casually down at a

table in front of another man, and they could have the route

of a proposed railroad settled or have set a firm on the way to

ruin before the gravy had time to harden on their plates.

John Sargent was waiting for two men. One of them was

the greatest and the most feared of all the rulers of the for-

tunes of men in this country. It was not that he was so very

wealthy—though he was wealthy beyond the dreams of the

world of even thirty years ago—but because he had made
himself the keeper of the very gates of wealth. He had the

credit of the country in his grip; so that no man was really

worth this figure or that figure, but only the amount of credit

which Jasper Macon would place opposite that man's name.

Because Jasper Macon could at any moment shake to its

foundations any given bank in the country, credit was his to

extend or to withhold. Credit, that illusive, impossible thing

which is the life breath of our commercial and industrial body,

this man could choke off from every other man who needed it.

The other man was the wisest and the farthest-seeing of

the race which since the days of Esau has lived upon the mis-

takes of others. Gathering where he had not strewn, reaping

where he had not sown, winning where he had not riske4, he

had no illusions. The past as well as the future held for him
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incontestable lessons. Though the breeding of money and the
study of " things as they are " was the business of his life, he
could still remember that things might not always be as they
were. The Jew is your true discounter of things future, be-

cause for him Jehovah, a personal God, is ever within strik-

ing distance. By training and the force of the times in which
he lived, Nathan Oppenheim was an individualistic money-
getter. By nature he was a patriarchal Socialist.

Jasper Macon came first, striding across the room, his great,

rose-blown, malformed nose making straight for where Sar-

gent sat. Oppenheim followed at the next swing of the door.

But, though he well knew just where he was to go, he did not

make a direct course.

When Sargent had seated the two of them and had sig-

naled the waiter to lay the already ordered luncheon, he

turned to Macon with a certain air of nervous deference that

was very strange on him.
" Last night and this morning," he said, " I talked with

the old-line leaders of the Party, from up-State districts and
from the City. They are sore enough and disappointed enough
in the Governor to vote for his impeachment. But they are

afraid. Bailey, the Republican State leader, as you know, has

the votes at his command to do the work. But he is afraid."

" Of what? " asked Macon noncommittally.
" They don't see where the money's coming from."
" Money," said Macon, " what has money to do with the

matter? Their votes belong to the Party. They are sent to

the legislature by the people; that is, the majority party of

their districts—to do what the Party wants done. Do they

expect to be bribed to do their duty? "

" Well, it isn't quite that, Mr. Macon, not quite that. There
was a time—but not now. You see, they are looking ahead.

If they should vote to impeach Gordon Fuller for unlawfully

confiscating my mill and property, next summer they would
have to go back to their people looking for renomination and
reelection. And there would be a howl. They would find

opposition. There would be a contest in every district. Con-

tests are expensive. They want to know just where they are

to get the money."
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" But there are always roads and bridges to be built," Mr.

Oppenheim suggested lightly.

Macon shot one swift, questioning glance at the speaker,

but the countenance of the wise man showed nothing but a

bland cynicism.

Jasper Macon had, in the course of his climb to the absolute

power which was now his, used many instruments, in many
ways. Some of those instruments—men—had bent under his

hand. Before they went to jail, or died, they had threatened

to tell things. Generally they had told nothing. But he had
not cdways been able to preserve the lofty moral tone of these

later days.

He did not know how much Oppenheim had meant, but he

was touched and angry. His anger in these days always took

the form of severe rectitude.

" If," he pronounced, " the Governor has broken the con-

stitution of the State, he must be impeached. These men are

bound by their oaths, no matter what it may cost them."

A thin, enigmatic smile spread over Oppenheim's lean,

pocked face. He was often obliged to admire the masterful

piracy of Macon's methods. But to him, a product of a race

which by fear and force has always been obliged to be adept

in the dissimulation of every emotion, this man's sudden poses

of virtue were almost comicall)^ childish. He knew what

Macon was thinking. John Sargent knew what Macon was

thinking. Why should Macon insist on striking a pose, when
there was neither need nor profit?

But John Sargent was not smiling. An enlarged artery

was pounding blood up through his fat neck till it rang in his

ears. He was facing ruin, and he knew it. But he did not

cringe. He looked straight under the beetling brows of Macon

and broke through the pose.

" You mean," he said, " that you have decided that Fuller

is not to be impeached? "

" Have I said anything like that? " Macon appealed to Op-
penheim. But the Jew merely shrugged his sharp shoulders.

He was an interested spectator, not an umpire.

" And have you decided, too," Sargent went on unheeding,

" to let the Governor have material from your steel mills and

a market for the machines, so that he can run my own mill

over my head? Are you going to do that?
"
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" Well, I told you three years ago that you had better come
into the International," Macon returned bluntly.

" Do you mean that? Do you mean that? Is this your

revenge, because I was man enough not to crawl under you

then?"
" Don't talk nonsense. What has revenge to do with plans

the size of mine? I told you then that your plant was waste-

ful. It is too far from Pittsburgh and too far from tidewater

also, to be economical."
" So now you are going to crush me out, cheaply, eh? " Sar-

gent taunted.

" You? I hadn't thought of you." Even Oppenheim's nar-

row eyes opened at the stupendous, and evidently honest, ego-

tism of the answer. Sargent sat dumb.
" This young Paladin of a Governor of ours," Macon went

on to reveal himself, " is due to come a cropper. He rides too

high, and he looks still higher. But if we fight him here, it

will give him political capital to draw on for years. If we try

to impeach him on this thing, do you know where it will

probably land him?"
" In the White House," said Oppenheim simply.
" Right. And he's a madman, and dangerous. Now,"

Macon took them broadly into his confidence, " you cannot

fight a lunatic. You may kill him, but the chances are against

yourself—and there's no profit either way. But, if you can

convince other people that he is a lunatic, you can have him
put out of the way. That is what must be done with this man
Fuller. He must be given a chance to show that he is a

lunatic. Let him go on. Let him run the mill at a loss, for a

time. I will see that it is at a loss. Then he will have to begin

cutting down wages. The Socialists and the Labor people

will get after him, and that will be the end of him and his ex-

periment. It will make a laughing-stock of this whole Social-

istic and Communistic movement for years to come."
" But," said Sargent, " where will my mill, my business, be

when you and he get through with it?
"

" In the scrap heap, where it belongs—where it would have

been any time these three years if the International had

thought it would pay to go after you."
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The cool, even brutality of this stunned Sargent as a blow
between the eyes would have done. He dropped the fork with

which he had been prodding at his fish and sat back staring.

Macon went on

:

" Then you can go into the International, as you should

have done long ago. You won't have much to bring in by
that time, but they will take care of you. They'll give you

your contracts, enough to keep you going eight or nine months

of the year. That'll be enough for you. It's all your mill

should ever run anyway. If you had been shutting down three

months out of every year, as you were told to do, you'd never

have any labor trouble.

" But that's the trouble with you fellows that think you're

independent. You run the whole year round and pile up the

market. Then you wonder why the market goes to pieces, and
why you have strikes.

" If you had anything in your head to see with, you'd see

that a market has to be coaxed and starved a little. And you'd

see that labor has to be coaxed and starved a little. If your

mill was shut down three months every year your people

wouldn't be striking, they'd be too busy, paying up back

grocery bills, when they did get to work, to think of striking."

Now this was one thing that the Sargents had never done.

They had never voluntarily shut their mill doors, in the face

of a possible profit, in order to keep their employees in a chas-

tened state of mind. John Sargent was horrified at the idea.

" Sir, my men must have work, they must live."

Macon leaned across the table leering grotesquely.

" Sargent, shut up. You care as much about your men,

dead or alive, as you do about the water that runs over your

dam."

Macon was willing enough to pose on his own account. But

he resented having any one strike an attitude for his benefit.

Sargent saw that the last rag of pretence between himself

and Macon had dropped. They were now down to naked,

fighting truth. He held his hand out over the table toward

Macon.
" You see that hand," he said. " It shakes. That means I

am not going to live long. I feel it and I've been told so

—

several times. But I'm going to live long enough, and that
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hand will always be steady enough, for one thing". Before

you and the pack of wolves that follow you get a chance at

my mill I'll blow the whole of it to smithereens, and myself

with it !

"

" Well—who'd miss it, or you? "

" That is hardly necessary, Mr. Macon," said Oppenheim,
breaking into the charged pause which followed Macon's re-

tort. " You could say that, with some truth, to every man
living."

But Sargent had no answer. Macon had struck deeper than

he knew. He had merely meant to show Sargent how small

were he and his mill in the giant combination, which Macon
held in his hand, of all the great industrial producers of the

country. Sargent had caught a deeper meaning. He did not

hear Oppenheim's protest. Macon's words were pounding

down into his soul—Who would miss him? Who would miss

him? Not one! Not one of all the men—or women that

lived would care a straw ! Not one

!

He was fifty-four years old. He was going to die soon.

And all that he could do, all that he could threaten was to cut

off a possible year or so of his own life. And this big, beetle-

browed man had nothing but a jeer for his threat. It was un-

thinkable—but it was true. John Sargent, owner of men,

master of men, four thoifsand of them, and this was the sum
of him ! He had the world's permission to step off into what-

ever dark place there was, at any time that suited him. He
was assured that the world would not be in the least incon-

venienced by his going.

His mind jumped to Milton and those there whom he called

his men. Men there had been willing to give their lives to

take Jim Loyd out of jail. He had seen men and women pray-

ing for the soul of Harry Loyd. Who would say a prayer

for his soul, supposing that he had such a

—

His wife had never loved him. She had not even hated

him. In the end, she had merely turned her back on him, and

died. To his one boy, a weakling and a drunkard, he paid ten

thousand dollars a year—practically blackmail—to keep him

in Europe.

A friend? Where could he have made a friend among
men like these two, men who only waited for a false step of his

to trip him?
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Of all the men that he had ever seen his heart had turned

to just one. And that man hated him, above the hate of all

others. It was one of the bitter quips of fate, that the one

man on whose shoulder he would have liked to lay his hand
in friendship and complete trust was Jim Loyd, his most im-

placable enemy.

Once, in the night, when it was very dark, and he saw the

face of Death set toward him, he had cried out : It's a lie ! All

a lie. There is no God. If there was, He would have given

me a son like Loyd—a man—my kind of man

!

Macon was right. Who would miss him? And his futile

little threat of self-destruction—what did it amount to? Only

the angry whimpering of a beaten child.

When his mind came back to where they were sitting, Op-
penheim was saying:

" You are not estimating that situation right, Mr. Macon.

There is something unusual about it. You could not be sure

that it would work out the way you expect. It has not been

an ordinary strike at all."

" All strikes are alike," said Macon gruffly. " Some are

badly handled—that is the only difference."

" No," Oppenheim contended, " this was different. Mr.

Sargent's people are Socialists, a lot of them. Oh, not the

kind you are thinking of," he said, as Macon snorted his con-

tempt, " not the vociferous, press-agent kind. These are the

quiet, unwinking kind of Socialists, that know what they want

and are going to get it.

" Look out for them, I say. Look out!

" Also," he went on, " his people had resources. Many of

them owned their own homes."
" Criminal folly ever to have allowed that, Sargent—^you

see it now," said Macon, turning again to Sargent.

" You are both wrong," said Sargent dully. " Do you think

that I could not have silenced or tricked or bought all the

Socialists that that little town could hold ?

" And for the men to own their own homes was my father's

policy, and it has been mine. It was right. It always held

the men tied to my town and my mill. It worked.
" No. Socialism did not beat me. The fact that some of

my men were prepared, that did not beat me. I had to fight
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something else. I had to fight something that—so they tell

me—no man yet has been able to fight successfully. I had to

fight the Catholic Church! "

The climax was impressive. But Macon was not impressed.

He leaned over the table glowering.
" Nonsense," he grunted. " I own three churches."

The son of Israel opened his lips to say something. But he

shut them with a queer smile and leaned back in his chair.

These Christians, he reflected, were always interesting and
worth listening to when they were minded to discuss the thing

about which they knew least, their religion.

" I mean," said Macon, posing again, as though a little

ashamed of his frank cynicism, " the church is all right. There
is no reason why a man should ever have trouble with it. In

its own place, and sympathetically treated, it is an aid to busi-

ness peace and security."

" I guess," said Sargent, " we are talking about different

kinds of churches. This is not the velvet-padded, soporific

kind. It's a real church, if there is such a thing.

" I suppose there's no use trying to make you understand.

But I'm going to try. For myself, I don't pretend to under-

stand. But you, with your advantages—you say you own
three churches—you may be able to explain it."

He paused for a swift, qurious glance at the masked face of

Oppenheim w^ho sat matching his finger nails together. I am
a fool, he said to himself, trying to tell this thing to this brass-

bound hypocrite, and to a Jew. But he gripped his facts

stubbornly and went on :

" When I thought the strike had gone on too long, I went

up there to take a hand myself. There was a young fellow

named Loyd in charge of the strike. He was a Socialist, that's

what they told me. Well, he's the same kind of a Socialist

that you are, Macon ; he'd sweep you or me or anybody else

that stood in his way into the gutters or Tophet, to get what

he wants. He's that kind of Socialist, just your kind and my
kind.

" I offered him fifty thousand dollars to break the strike.

Now, there's just where the difference comes. Put you or me
in his place, and we'd have taken the fifty thousand. He
didn't."
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" He didn't want it," said Macon; " that's all."

" Want it? Say, if I live to be a thousand, I'll never see a
man want anything as Jim Loyd wanted that fifty thousand.

Why, he was reaching out his hand for it

!

" And something caught him and pulled his hand back.
" Then he wanted to kill me. He wanted to do that even

more than the minute before he had wanted to take the money.

But he ran out of the room. Remember, he wanted to kill

me. And he could have done it with his hands, as you break

a stalk of celery. He didn't do it.

" On Labor Day I shipped in all the trouble-makers and
red-eyed orators that I could find in that part of the State.

With a little assistance from me, they had the strikers worked
up to the riot point. In another minute they'd have been pull-

ing the stones up out of the street. Then something stepped

in and sent them quietly about their business.

" I wired the Governor for troops. Something stepped in

behind me, and stopped their coming.
" A boy, Jim Loyd's brother, was killed by my guards.

Through all that night that whole town hunted me as they

would have hunted a mad dog. And a day after that, the

whole crowd, thousands of them, walked up past my mill, fol-

lowing that boy's body and praying for his soul. And they

wouldn't so much as look up to curse me, where I stood at the

window of my office. Something had stepped in between

them and me.
" I framed up an explosion in my mill, and made Jim Loyd

guilty of it—by means of a couple of suborned witnesses. He
is in jail now awaiting trial. He was able and ready to break

out of there, lead four thousand men behind him and sack my
mill and the town and loot everything in it. He could have

produced a miniature civil war, in a night.

" He was able to do it. He was ready to do it. He wanted

to do it. And something stepped in to stop him.
" I went to the Governor, demanding protection. Some-

thing stepped in and made him send troops, not to protect me
but to confiscate my plant and run it to my ruin.

" Now what held Jim Loyd's hand back from my money and

my throat? He wasn't afraid. Afraid? If I had him for a

son, I wouldn't be here to-day asking you for help. I'd have

him fighting you to a standstill for the control of this country.
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" What kept him quiet in jail, when he could have walked

out? What kept those men from stoning me to death? What
gave Gordon Fuller, a machine-made governor, the brains

and the grit to mount this high horse that he's riding? I tell

you it was the power of the Catholic Church."
" Sargent," said Macon surlily, " either your head is soft-

ening, or you are keeping something back—some personal ele-

ment. The Catholic Church isn't a ghost, or a fourth dimen-

sion. It's made of men."
" You are right," Sargent admitted. " There is a personal

element. There is an old priest up there. He walks round

with his hands behind his back. He's the sworn crony of

every bad boy in the town. He knows who threw the stone.

But he never tells."

" David Harum in a Roman collar, eh?" laughed Macon.
" Not a bit of it. Or, maybe, some of that, but a whole lot

of everything else besides. That man—name's Driscoll

—

holds the heart and soul of his people in the flat of his hand.
" Protestant and Catholic, Turk—and Atheist believe in

him, even Italians. He can wind that whole town about his

finger.

" At every step I have made that man has met me and
turned me back. And what's his program? What do you

think? The Ten Commandnients. Whether he's talking to a

jailbird or a sulky little girl or the governor of the State

he'll whip out those ten by-laws and insist on measuring the

whole thing by them. He even shook the obsolete old yard-

stick at me.''

" But, those commandments are so old," said Oppenheim
sarcastically, " that they are now revolutionary. He should

be restrained. Has he no superior, no bishop who should

curb him? "

" I guess you're thinking of one of those churches that

Macon owns," said Sargent drily.

" Ah, of course! I could not be expected to know, you see."

" Nevertheless," said Macon, brushing aside the by-play,
" you should have had him moved out of your way."

" How? I tell you the man has never said a word that

was not in direct line with those Commandments. He preaches

nothing but straight Gospel, and somehow it hits every time.
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I tell you it is not the man that has beaten me at every turn

:

it is the inherited, gray wisdom of the Church itself."

" You talk like an English review," said Macon contemptu-
ously. " The priest was in your way. You should have had
him removed. You suborned perjury to put Loyd in jail. If

Loyd is guilty of conspiring to blow up your mill—and it's

your business to prove that he is ; and if the priest, as you say,

was giving Loyd advice, then, the inference is plain—the

priest had knowledge of the conspiracy. You don't have to

prove that. The mere whisper of it, the mere mention of his

name in such a connexion would be enough to make his

bishop remove him temporarily, anyway."

Sargent sat for a long time looking steadily into the un-

blinking black eyes of the man opposite him. Finally he said

:

" Macon, I made a silly threat a while ago. Well, what you
advise would be suicide, almost as direct and quick as if I

used a pistol on myself. You realize that, don't you ?
"

Macon answered levelly

:

" It is my answer to your demand for help against the Gov-

ernor. You have been a thorn in the side of the machinery

business for years. You have been a freebooter when other

men have combined wisely and for common benefit. You have

mishandled your strike so that your town will never again be

a peaceful manufacturing unit. You have given the Governor

a chance to try an experiment that may shake the whole in-

dustrial system of the country.

" You deserve to be crushed. Instead, I am showing you

how you could have saved yourself, how you may yet break

up the whole situation.

" The Governor took over your mill because he had faith

in the old priest's wisdom and judgment. Remove the priest,

stir up a big enough rumpus, and the Governor will lose his

nerve. Are you afraid to try it?

" Do it," Macon went on, as he rose and threw down his

napkin, " do it at once—or be ready to turn your mill over

to us, the International, within two months."

Without another word, Macon turned and stalked straight

to the door, followed at a few paces by the silent Oppenheim.

John Sargent had not risen with the other two. When they

had gone, he still sat looking dully down at the storm that

was lashing the bay.
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The Strong City of his wealth was crumbling about him,

and he shivered in a quaking, marrow-freezing ag^e of des-

pair and failure.

Finally, he pushed the table away and went down to his

offices, ten floors below. As he passed through his outer office

he gave the girl at the switchboard a dozen numbers, with

orders to connect them with his private phone as fast as she

could get them.

A short, sharp question, an equally short, decisive answer
from each man whom he called, told him all that he needed
to know. The men were leaders and masters of the Assembly.

They were all of one mind. The Governor was not to be im-

peached. The legislature would not interfere with the Gov-
ernor's acts in Milton.

It meant that the Governor was to be allowed to run John
Sargent's mill until he should bankrupt it, or until he should

be forced to cut wages. In either case, it would serve two
purposes. It would show that the Socialist idea of govern-

ment ownership of productive industries was farcical. It

would put a ridiculous end to Gordon Fuller's career.

John Sargent was to be merely the negligible victim of it

all. His fortune, his plant, the life work of his father and
himself, was to be thrown out, like a piece of red meat, to

stop for a moment the onrush of the pursuing wolf. Socialism.

Sargent remembered a story he had once read of five un-

armed men in a sleigh being pursued by timber wolves. When
the pack came too close, four of the men threw the fifth, the

weakest, out to the wolves, to stop them. The pursuit was de-

layed, but it came on again. Twice more the weakest man
remaining was thrown out, until only two were left. These

two struggled, each trying to give himself the last chance of

safety, until, just as they were near a village and help, they

fell locked together, back into the pack.

It was not a pretty story, and it was altogether improbable.

But John Sargent thought of it for a long time. Out of his

thinking, he came to an illuminating conclusion. His whole

life had been based on a mistake. He had lived and thought

and acted out his life as a member of a class, the Capitalist

class. As a member of that class he was bound to conserve

and preserve things that are, as they are, in order that wealth
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and brains and responsible power might keep the world in its

appointed course.

Now he reasoned: There is no such thing as a class of

wesdthy, powerful men. The very things that make them
wealthy and powerful force them to fight to crush each other.

The process of combination and elimination will go on till

there are just two really wealthy men in the country. Then,

they itnll throw each other to the pack.

He went to his house that night and made his will. No. He
was not going to die. It was an astonishing will. The attor-

ney who drew it made no comment, except to register mentally

that, in spite of the will, John Sargent was of sound mind.

Later John Sargent boarded the Adirondack Limited. He
was going back to Milton for a last fight. He was going to

fight that mysterious power, personified in Father Driscoll,

which had baffled him. He was going to fight Gordon Fuller.

He was going to fight Jasper Macon and what he had called

his own class.

Against the first two of his foes he had no bitterness. He
would fight as the lone stag fights—^because he is a fighter.

Against the last, against Jasper Macon and his class, he

could not lose. That astonishing will would carry on his fight

for a century.

[to be continued.]

Richard Aumerle Maher^ O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.
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AOTA BENEDIOTI PP. XV.

I.

MoTu Proprio: De Pontificia Commissione Vulgatae
Versioni Bibliorum emendandae.

benedictus pp. xv.

Consilium a Decessore Nostro sanctae memoriae initum la-

tinae Bibliorum versionis, quae Vulgata dicitur, ad pristinam

lectionem restituendae nemo non numeraverit in iis rebus, qui-

bus Pii X nomen immortalitati commendatur. Etenim, pro-

pter varietatem praesertim et copiam Codicum, qui toto orbe

terrarum pervestigandi sunt et conferendi, de incepto agitur

prope immensi operis et laboris; quod quidem peragi unius,

quantumvis operosi peritique viri, industria non potest, sed

plurium doctorum hominum communia eaque diuturna studia

desiderat. Id vero, si e sententia evenerit, neque exiguas utili-

tates afferet Ecclesiae, et apud acatholicos de cleri catholici

eruditione ac doctrina opinionem augebit.

De successu rei non equidem dubitamus, videntes quibus

eam Decessor commiserit: probe enim cognita meritisque cele-

brata laudibus est sodalium Benedictinorum in hoc studiorum

genere sollertia. Itaque Commissionem Vulgatae Bibliorum

versioni emendandae, ut constituta est, confirmamus, Pontifi-
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ciae appellationis honore ornamus, atque sui iuris iubemus
esse his legibus

:

I. Quoties Commissioni novus Praeses dandus erit, Abbas
Primas foederatarum Benedictini Ordinis Congregationum,

suis adsessoribus consultis, unum pluresque proponet Summo
Pontifici, qui, quem maluerit, huic muneri praeficiet.

II. Commissio corpus esto legitimum suique iuris, aeque ac

cetera Benedictina coenobia.

III. Praeses in sodales, qui de Commissione sunt, quamdiu
sunt, eamdem iurisdictionem habeat, quam quisque Abbas Be-

nedictinus in sui coenobii monachos, salva, tamquam in radice,

proprii Praelati potestate.

IV. Commissio ipsa suos sodales cooptet; huic tamen coopta-

tioni intercedere, id est eam impedire, gravi de causa, Primati

liceat. Optandum est autem, ut omnes Benedictinae Confoede-

rationis Abbates, nisi locorum rationes obstiterint, libenter si-

nant eos qui in Commissionem adscribantur, hoc tantum tam-

que utile negotium obire.

V. Bona, quaecumque Commissioni obvenerint, ipse Prae-

ses administret, nonnullus e Commissione in consilium adhibi-

tis : administrationis vero quotannis rationem Summo Pontifici

reddet.

Atque haec Nos Motu-proprio statuimus, sancimus, contra-

riis quibuslibet non obstantibus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xxiii mensis Novembris

MCMXIV, Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

XL

Epistola ad Michaelem Card. Logue, Archiepiscopum
ArMACANUM, OB LiTTERAS AB EPISCOPIS HiBERNIAE Bea-

TissiMo Patri OBSEQUENTISSIME redditas.

Dilecte Fili Noster, salutem et apostolicam benedijctionem.

—

Communibus episcoporum ex Hibernia litteris, quas superiori-

bus diebus a te accepimus, delectati admodum sumus. Ama-
vimus quippe in illis fratrum obsequentissimorum officia, ama-

vimus vota quibus Nobis ad hoc evectis Apostolicae Sedis fas-

tigium, cursum prosperum et sine offensione a Deo precati

sunt. Quamquam vero ea sunt tempora eaque virium Nostra-
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rum exiguitas, ut traditum gravissimum munus vehementer

sollicitos Nos habeat, valde tamen confidimus in Eo qui Nos vo-

cavit, quique Ecclesiam, quam acquisivit sanguine suo, sive per

prospera sive per adversa gradientem, perstudiose tueri, custo-

dire non cessat.

De litteris deque exhibitis obsequii testimoniis gratias tibi,

dilecte Fili Noster, atque illis omnibus pro merito habemus:
votorum vero rependentes vicem, apostolicam benedictionem,

caelestium auspicem adiumentorum Nostraeque testem bene-

volentiae, peramanter in Domino singulis impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die XX novembris MCMXIV,
Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

III.

Epistola ad R. p. D. Ioannem G. Shaw, Episcopum S.

ANTONII^ OB EXIMIAM CARITATEM QUA ET IpSE ET SaCER-

DOTES ET Religiosae Familiae nonnullos Mexicanos
Ordinarios Presbyterosque, Patria expulsos, complexi
SUNT.

Venerabilis Prater, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

—

In summa animi aegritudine ob hoc belli incendium quod latius

in die manat, solatium ali<!^uod percepimus in tua, venerabilis

Prater, tuique cleri ac religiosarum familiarum liberalitate. Al-

latum siquidem est nonnullos Mexicanos archiepiscopos atque

episcopos, necnon sacerdotes bene plures, e suis depulsos sedi-

bus patriaque extorres, ea vos complexes fuisse fraternitatis

caritate, ut multam ab iisdem, a bonis omnibus iniveritis gra-

tiam, novisque argumentis illustraveritis illud gratificandi stu-

dium quo catholici ex America, et clerus praesertim, in exem-

plum praestant. Id Nobis, de tot fratrum ac filiorum salute

atque incolumitate sollicitis, quam placuit, venerabilis Prater,

quantam habemus vobis gratiam ! Tu vero fac religiose apud
te tuosque foveas ostensionem hanc caritatis: venient proiecto

vobis omnia bona pariter cum ilia.

Interim hoc nuncies velimus archiepiscopis atque episcopis

iisdem, satis eos officii muneribus, satis suis gregibus esse factu-

ros, si id fecerint quod tempora siverint : Nosque, absentes cor-

pore, praesentes illis esse paterno animo ac prece plurima, qua
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misericordiarum Patrem et Deum totius consolationis instanter

obsecramus, ut cum ipsis sit in tribulatione, detque benig^us

ut, restituta quamprimum pace, suo quisque reddatur gregi et

in novitate spiritus Deo servire pergat.

Caelestium demum munerum auspicem Nostraeque testem

benevolentiae, apostolicam benedictionem tibi, venerabilis

Frater, atque illis omnibus, uniuscuiusque insuper clero ac po-

pulo peramanter impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xxv novembris MCMXiv,
Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

SUPEEMA S. OONGEEGATIO S. OFPIOII.

(Sectio de Indulgentiis.)

Decretum seu Declaratio et Indultum circa Indulgen-
TIAS SODALITATIBUS LeCTIONI S. EVANGELII PROVEHENDAE
CONCESSAS.

Die 26 novembris 1914.

Ssmus D. N. D. Benedictus div. Prov. Pp. XV, in audientia

R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, precibus Emi ac Revmi
domini Petri Cardinalis Maffi benigne annuens, declarare di-

gnatus est, ad lucrandas Indulgentias sodalitatibus lectioni S.

Evangelii provehendae, a s. m. Pio Pp. X die 23 aprilis cur-

rentis anni tributas, non esse necessarium ut fideles adscriban-

tur sodalitio exsistenti in loco vel dioecesi in qua degunt, sed

sufficere ut dent nomen cuicumque libuerit, ex iis quae canonice

a Revmis Ordinariis erectae sunt. Quo vero facilius valeant

sodales Indulgentiarum participes fieri, clementer indulsit ut

visitatio praescripta in ecclesiis seu sacellis, quae ad sodalitates

eiusmodi pertineant, peragi possit in qualibet ecclesia vel pub-

lico oratorio; salvo iure eorum, qui vitam communem ag^nt,

iuxta Decretum huius S. Congregationis, d. d. 14 ianuarii

1909. Praesenti in perpetuum valituro absque ulla Brevis ex-

peditione. Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

R. Card. Merry Del Val, Secretarius.

+ DoNATUS^ Archiep. Ephesin.^ Adsessor.
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SAORA OONGEEGATIO RITUUM.

I.

Decretum Adprobationis Breviarii Typici Vaticani,

Cum pontificia Commissio per chirographum Ssmi D. N. Pii

PP. X die 2 iulii 191 1 instituta ad novum Psalterii ordinem

in Breviario Romano disponendum et retractandas congruenter

eidem ordini Rubricas, ipsi Ssmo Domino nostro retulerit in

Vaticana editione Breviarii Romani, quae uno volumine con-

tinetur, esse omnia disposita et impressa ad normam Bullae

Divina afflatu et Motuproprio Abhinc duos annos ac conse-

quentium Decretorum, sacra Rituum Congregatio, de mandate
sanctissimi Domini nostri, ipsam editionem uti typicam ha-

bendam esse decernit, cui reliquae omnes editiones confor-

mandae erunt quaeque in posterum prorsus immutata manebit,

donee praesidio optimorum codicum et veterum monumento-
rum absolutis omnibus, quibus perficiendis longius tempus re-

quiritur, nempe textu sacro recognito, lectionibus historicis

emendatis hymnisque revisis, Patrum et Doctorum homiliis et

sermonibus ad veram lectionem revocatis, extremam manum
operi adponendam Sedes apostolica iusserit.

Ex Secretaria S. R. C, die 25 martii 1914.

Fr. S. Card. Martinelli^ Praefectus.

•i* Petrus La Fontaine, Ep. Charystien., Secretarius.

II.

Decretum de vi Adprobationis Officiorum quae in Pro-

PRiis Particularibus inscribuntur.

Quum Rmi Ordinarii locorum et Moderatores Ordinum Re-

gularium aliorumque Instituterum, obtenta adprobatione re-

spectivi Kalendarii proprii vel Variationum seu Additionum

particularium, ad normam decreti generalis S. R. C. diei 28

octobris 1913, etiam Propria Officiorum reformata ipsimet

sacrae Congregationi examinanda et adprobanda subiecerint,

sacra eadem Congregatio, pro Officiorum Propriis iam adpro-

batis vel in posterum adprobandis, necessarium et opportunum

declarare censuit, prouti expresse declarat : Per huiusmodi ad-

probationem, praesertim Lectionum secundi noctumi, nullo
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rnodo intelligfi ac did posse diremptas quaestiones historicas

circa res gestas, in eisdem Propriis et Lectionibus commemor-
atas, ac potissimum circa Sanctorum vel Beatorum, maxime
antiquioris aevi, monachatum eorumque pertinentiam ad unum
vel alium Ordinem. Contrariis non obstantibus quibuscumque.

Die 28 novembris 19 14.

SciPiO Card. Tecchi, Propraefectus.

i* Petrus La Fontaine^ Ep. Charystien., Secretarius.

EOMAN OUEIA.

Pontifical Appointments.

J November: Mgr. Alphonsus Arcese, Rector of the Church
of St. Lucy, Brooklyn Diocese, made Domestic Prelate.

/p November: Mgr. John Thomas Whelan and Mgr. James
Holden, of the Archdiocese of Baltimore, made Domestic Pre-

lates.

25 November: Mgr. Charles John Cronin, Chancellor of the

Archiepiscopal Curia of Birmingham, made Domestic Prelate.

Mgr. Thomas Ottley, of the Diocese of Southwark, made
Domestic Prelate.

2g May: Messrs. Joseph H. O'Neill, of the Archdiocese of

Boston, and Henry Heide, of the Archdiocese of New York,

made Knights of the Order of St. Gregory, civil class.

25 September: Marquis Martin Maloney, of Philadelphia,

appointed Privy Chamberlain of Cape and Sword.

/J November: Mr. Patrick Burns, of the Diocese of Cal-

gary, Alberta, Canada, made Commander of the Order of St.

Gregory the Great, civil class.
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The Roman documents for the month are:

Pontifical Acts : i . Motu Proprio by which Pope Bene-

dict XV confirms the Commission for the revision of the

Latin Version of the Bible, confers upon it the title of Ponti-

fical, and makes it a body sui juris.

2. Letter to Cardinal Logue, Archbishop of Armagh, in

reply to a collective letter from the Bishops of Ireland to the

Sovereign Pontiff.

3. Letter to the Right Rev. John G. Shaw, Bishop of San
Antonio, Texas, commending his charity and that of the

priests and religious communities of the Diocese, toward sev-

eral exiled bishops and priests from Mexico.

S. Congregation of the Holy Office (Section of Indul-

gences) publishes a decree whereby the present Holy Father

permits the gaining of Indulgences, granted by the late Pope
to sodalities for the promotion of the reading of the Gospels,

by the faithful who are enrolled in any such duly approved
sodality, even though it be not in their own diocese; further-

more, the visit that was prescribed to be made in a church or

chapel of such sodalities, may now be made in any church or

chapel.

S. Congregation of Rites : i . Gives the decree which ap-

proves the Vatican edition of the Breviary as typical. To it

all other editions must conform until such time in the future

as the Holy See may, through the Commissions appointed for

the purpose, have settled upon the authentic version of the

sacred text, amended the historical lessons, revised the hymns,

and restored the reading of the homilies and sermons of the

Fathers and Doctors of the Church.

2, Declares that the approbation of the Offices in special

Propers does not mean that thereby disputed points of history

afe settled.

Roman Curia makes official announcement of recent ponti-

fical appointments.
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OITY OATHOLIOS.

I

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The article " What is the Outlook for the Growth of Catho-

licity in Our Cities? " by Sacerdos in the January number of

The Ecclesiastical Review is intended to introduce a dis-

cussion of the question. The article by its startling facts and
still more startling conclusions suits that purpose admirably.

It consists of three parts: careful statistics concerning a parish

in a large city in the United States; a general conclusion as

regards large cities of every country and of all time; and a

confirmation of the theory by a trip through Europe. The
parish statistics, showing that the best members of his city

flock were those who hailed from the country, are indeed in-

teresting and valuable, and Sacerdos and his assistants deserve

praise for their thoroughness in this regard. Not having ac-

cess to similar statistics I am not in a position to criticize them.

The conclusion deduced is, however, I am convinced, a false

one, the remedy proposed, a wrong one, and the European ob-

servation a superficial one.

The conclusion that we are asked to accept is " that life in a

large city invariably and inevitably tends to undermine the

faith ", and " that a population of city Catholics, left for

three or four generations without any recruits whatever from

country districts, would certainly be in the last stages of irre-

ligion and indifference ". The writer declares that the only

possible chance a city Catholic has of handing down the faith

to his grandchildren is to marry a person from the country,

and this very last plank of salvation he would take away

from him by a crusade to keep country Catholics in the country.

Now an unbeliever reading that article would conclude that

Sacerdos holds that the Catholic Church is a church for farm-

ers, and is unable to cope with city life. Though Sacerdos,

I am sure, does not seriously maintain this, his article at any

rate amounts to this. It is well to remember that the Catholic

Church was founded in one of the largest cities of the world.

It was during the Paschal festivities at Jerusalem, when a

million people were present, that our Lord instituted the Sac-

rifice of the Mass and ordained the first Catholic bishops.
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Through the crowded streets of that great city He carried His

Cross, and just outside of its gates in the presence of a multi-

tude He redeemed mankind. From a hill in full view of the

same great city He ascended into heaven. Ten days later the

Apostles began the preaching of the Gospel to all mankind,

not in the country districts of Galilee, but before an immense

city audience. The Apostles had no prejudice against the

cities. Rather they saw in them the most apt places for propa-

gating the Faith. St. Paul spent most of his time in large

cities, Ephesus, Corinth, Athens, Rome. When St. Peter chose

a capital city for the Catholic Church, he chose the largest

city in the world. Every city in the Roman Empire became

an episcopal see. At the end of the Apostolic age by far the

greater number of Christians were city folk. The evils of

great cities are certainly not worse to-day than they were

then. If in the first century Catholics were chiefly city folk,

we need not worry if, in the twentieth century, a similar state

of affairs exists in many countries.

Sacerdos has compiled most alarming statistics to show that

Catholics of city parents in his parish have been losing the

faith, or at least have been growing weak in its practices.

Granting that fact, one has not a right to conclude that this

deterioration and leakage, even if it be to the same degree gen-

eral throughout the United States, for which no proof has

been adduced, must necessarily continue. Herein lies an essen-

tial fallacy in Sacerdos's argument. Again, from a state of

aff"airs which, till remedied, would appear in some cities to

make deterioration or loss of faith more or less probable, Sac-

erdos unwarrantedly concludes that loss of faith for the third

generation of purely city Catholics is absolutely certain in all

cities. Therein lie two more fallacies.

Moreover, the remedy he has proposed is the wrong one. A
crusade to keep farmers' children in the country will scarcely

be very successful, and will certainly not benefit city Catholics

in the slightest. According to Sacerdos's theory it would be

abandoning them to inevitable irreligion and indifference.

The real remedy for the partial deterioration of the faith in

cities is to preach the Gospel and minister effectively to city

folk. They can and must be saved. We have but to follow our
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Lord's example. He converted Nicodemus and wept over

Jerusalem.

A careful study by experienced priests and bishops would
show why our success in the nineteenth century was but par-

tial. To begin with the most obvious reason, there is not a

large city in the world which has a sufficient number of

churches for all its districts. If bishops had a large mission-

ary fund to help to establish new churches in their dioceses;

if parish priests of large parishes did everything in their power
to facilitate the division and subdivision of their parishes; if

the laity were as a rule content to start a parish in a humble
hall or tent, instead of in hundred thousand dollar churches,

this evil could be reduced to a minimum. The large parish

prevents the pastor from knowing the flock, which is ever a

fatal evil. Then again the Catholic daily paper is a crying

need. Our splendid primary, secondary and higher institu-

tions of learning can always be improved and multiplied. Cath-

olic libraries, Catholic social guilds. Catholic working^nen's

and workingwomen's associations can be further developed.

Altogether apart from the indefectibility of the Catholic

Church and her divine mission to teach all men (the man who
owns the " movie " as well as the man who guides the plow),

we have not, humanly speaking, made use of half of the re-

sources at our disposal. Nor must we forget that one saint

could convert all New York.

The unsoundness of Sacerdos's contention is again apparent

if we consider his European observations and conclusions. A
trip to Europe in which he visits some thirteen cities, in pre-

sumably as many weeks, only confirms his pessimism. Such

an observation is necessarily superficial. We believe it to be

misleading as well. We prefer to confine our remarks to four

European cities with which we are fairly familiar.

First, as regards Rome. The religious indiff'erence of a

large proportion of its population cannot be attributed mainly

to big-city life. The majority of the present Roman families

are there only a generation. The political turmoil in Italy

since the French Revolution, the destruction of the papal mon-

archy, suppression of numerous religious houses, abolition

of the Catholic educational system, prohibition of the teach-

ing of Christian Doctrine in primary schools—these and many
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other causes that could be mentioned are not essential to city

life, yet are among the main causes of religious indifference

in Rome, Moreover it would have been well to have supple-

mented the disappointing visit to St. Cecilia's by a visit, say,

to the Sacred Heart Church. Nor should it be forgotten that

Rome had during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries an

organized Catholic city life which was a model and which Weis

rivaled in piety by few country districts in Italy. If the holi-

ness of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries succeeded the

scandals of the sixteenth, we need not despair for the twentieth

and twenty-first centuries, Rome does not confirm Sacerdos's

theory.

Next, as regards Munich, A scandalous lack of churches is

the primary evil here. If this lack exist in America, where a

bishop can by a stroke of the pen erect a parish, we need not

be surprised to find that it exists in countries under a Con-
cordat, where State permission is required to erect a parish as

State assistance will be expected to support it. Yet even in

Munich, I am convinced that the most city-like of city folk,

namely the university students, the professional classes, and
higher government employees are more Catholic to-day than

they were seventy- five years ago, when Munich was a much
smaller city. Then there were only a few Catholic student

fraternities in all Germany, and duelling in the form at least

of the so-called " Mensur " was common among Catholic stu-

dents. The professional classes were given up to a shallow

religious ag^nosticism, while for a practical Catholic to get an

important government position was almost an unheard-of

thing. To-day the Catholic student organizations are a force

constantly increasing in strength and influence, and duelling

exists no longer among Catholics, except in the society that

centres round the army. The " Alte Herren " of the student

confraternities do not have to deny their Catholicity to become
successful professional men ; while the highest political office

in Bavaria is held by a model Catholic and distinguished phil-

osopher, Freiherr von Hertling, Much indeed remains to be

done; but there is no need for despair. The war will cause

the rich to throw aside their mask of religious indifference,

and the poor to discard a bankrupt Socialism. Munich argues

against Sacerdos's theory.
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The French cities which Sacerdos refers to are Lyons, Bor-

deaux and Marseilles. He devotes two lines and a half to

them. But surely the theory when applied to France must
stand or fall by Paris. Now Paris, France's big city KaTeioxiyv,

disproves his theory. It is much more Catholic than half the

departments of France. I am speaking of course of ante-

bellum days. Sacerdos should have compared the dreary and
desolate decadence of Catholicism in many obscure French

villages and country places, with the splendid religious re-

vival in Paris. Cardinal Amette, as soon as he was appointed

Archbishop, attacked one of the root evils—lack of churches.

He built more churches in six years than were built in Paris

during half a century. Much remains to be done; but, please

God ! it will be done. Anti-clericalism did not extinguish the

lights of heaven, and its own torch is burning somewhat dimly

at present. Without reference to the wondrous religious revival

which has occurred since the war began, of which I have no

personal experience, I am convinced that the Paris, as I knew
it, of 1905 was vastly more Catholic than the much smaller

Paris of 1805 or of 1775. By this double test, a comparison

of Paris with many of the French country districts, and the

comparison of the large Paris of to-day with the smaller Paris

of a century and a century and a half ago, the theory main-

tained by Sacerdos is proved false.

One word as regards Dublin. A prominent Irish priest

told the writer in Dublin last summer that what Dublin needed

was the immediate erection of twenty or thirty barns to serve

as churches. The reader need not be shocked : St. Patrick's

first church was a barn (Saul). Dublin suffers from the

chronic malady of big cities: lack of a sufficient number of

parish churches. As regards the Dublin slums, it is not sur-

prising that religion does not thrive there. Unless a man get

a living wage, can live in wholesome surroundings, can edu-

cate his children properly, it is indeed hard for him to rear a

Christian family. Social degenerates do not make saints,

hardly make Christians. The remedy is to abolish the slums

and what causes them. Slums are not an essential element of

city life. Canon Sheehan treated in a couple of his novels of

the problems of Dublin life in a much more hopeful and help-

ful manner than Sacerdos.
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b

In conclusion we would ask that Sacerdos's careful and

useful statistics, as regards the state of Catholicity in his city,

be complemented by similar statistics concerning the state of

Catholicity not merely in other cities but in country districts

as well. It would be interesting to know the number and pro-

portion of country Catholics who have lost the faith for the

very same reason that city Catholics have lost it; namely, for

lack of churches and priests. How can a Catholic farmer liv-

ing in a Protestant community without priest or church hand

down the Faith to his descendants? Would not he and they

be better in a town or city? Is there proportionally a larger

leakage, in the more newly settled districts, among city Cath-

olics than among country Catholics? What proportion of

farmers have been converted to the faith? What proportion

of city folk? Do not the cities afford in the twentieth century,

as in the first, a more ready field to spread the Faith? Must

we tell a farmer who lives ten miles from a church, goes to

Mass once a month, receives Holy Communion twice a year,

whose children never enter a Catholic school—must we preach

to him to remain in the country to save his soul ? Is not that

akin to the error that children must speak their father's lan-

guage to preserve the faith? Much as we all admire the

staunch Catholicity to be found in a well-organized and com-

pact country parish which has priest, church, and Catholic

school within easy access, can even this be held up as the

ideal Catholic parish, since among other disadvantages, the

greatest of all spiritual helps, daily Communion, is impos-

sible? Is there not a wider and more profitable field for a lay

Catholic apostolate in our cities than in the country ? Finally

does not the Church desire to see both city and country Cath-

olics, without distinction, increase in numbers and piety?

May and must we preach " that no family leaves the country

without certain danger to the faith of posterity ", that " no

matter how fervent the father and mother who take up their

abode in a large city, their grandchildren or at the very

furthest their great-grandchildren will certainly be lost to the

faith " ? Unless the Catholic Church is a religious agricul-

tural society, we may not and must not. The Church is Cath-

olic. Her divine mission embraces without distinction city and

country folk. She can gfuard safely within her fold also the
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city Catholics. Not merely can she do it, but she has done it,

and will do it.

John J. O'Gorman.

Ottawa, Canada.

11.

.To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I have read carefully the article in the January number on
" What is the Outlook for the Growth of Catholicity in Our
Cities? " and I have found a great deal of truth in what the

writer says, though I cannot agree with him in all things.

He never heard of a single priest whose father and mother

both were born and reared in a large city. I am such a priest,

for my father and mother were born and reared in a city of

almost half a million population. A young man of my parish

was raised to the dignity of the priesthood whose father and

mother both were born and reared in the same city; and I

know of a number of similar cases among my class-mates.

Blame large cities for being the cause of loss of faith in our

people, if you will, but do not blame the cities entirely. Blame
large parishes, numbering three or four thousand souls. If

every city pastor could know his flock as intimately as a coun-

try pastor can; if he visited his people regularly and kept in

close touch with them in their society rooms ; if he made each

one a personal friend of his—and of course this can be done

only in parishes of less than a thousand souls—then they

would take more interest in parish affairs and consequently

would be more fervent Catholics. If the writer who signs

himself " Sacerdos " were to divide his parish of almost two

thousand souls and give half of it to his curate, he would get

much better results even in a large city, much better results in

both spiritual and financial matters than he does at present

with pastor and curate in one parish. I know this to be a fact

from my own experience.

Presbyter Cincinnatensis.
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III.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The article " What is the Outlook for the Growth of Catho-

licity in Our Cities" in the January number of the Review is

•omewhat startling in its statistics and conclusions. I venture

to think however that the conditions depicted by " Sacerdos
"

are either confined to a very limited area or at least to one that

is not wholly representative of Catholic life as found in the

United States. My own observations, supported by the gen-

oral results made known through our Catholic periodical press,

lead me to the rather opposite conclusion ; namely, that Catho-

licity receives its main impulse and most flourishing results

from our large cities. Take some of the dioceses, both east

and west of the Middle States. The great proportion of

natives and settlers in the small towns are Irish and German.

The parishes in these districts impress one as holding their

•wn in the matter of a conservative Catholicity ; but they show
oomparatively little activity in the interest of religious ad-

vancement. In the places where the population is Catholic

there seems to be a certain monotony of Catholic life, the sole

evidence of which is regular attendance at the Sunday ser-

vices. Many of the laboring people are inclined to harken

less to the priest than to Socialist agitators, especially in the

mining and lumber districts. But whilst many of the coun-

try parishes remain thus stationary, the city churches are alive

and active in furnishing permanent strongholds of the faith

in the form of flourishing schools, young men's societies, St.

Vincent de Paul Conferences, Sodalities, and kindred organi-

zations. In all these works religious cooperate with the secu-

lar clergy, and keep alive fervor through periodical missions,

laymen's retreats, and the like. Thus our city parishes wit-

ness numbers of all classes of people going to daily Commu-
nion. They succeed in rallying thousands round the standard

of the Holy Name Society; they establish numerous Total

Abstinence branches, and are instrumental in strengthening

social organizations like the Knights of Columbus. These in

turn exercise an excellent influence upon public opinion in

behalf of Catholicity, and they promote every kind of Catholic

and philanthropic asVell as educational work. Such methods
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are few in country parishes; and many a youth finds his re-

ligion to be a factor of importance in his life only when he
comes to the city and under the influence of a zealous parish

priest.

Possibly the attitude and experience of " Sacerdos " may
be explained by the fact that he speaks of some city in Canada
or on the northern frontier country of the States, where early

colonization has planted numerous small parishes, composed

of the old stock of French Catholic immigrants. These farm-

ing districts retain, no doubt, the old traditions of faith, such

as one finds in Brittany. But then there are two reasons why
the country parishes of New France should prove a stronghold

of the old Faith, when compared with the cities. First, dwell-

ers in that farming country are generally Catholics who from

the outset have been provided with priests. These priests have

maintained parish schools in which they themselves teach;

and thus they enjoy an exclusive popularity among their Cath-

olic fellow villagers which enables them to sustain the

faith. In this way the parish traditions are perpetuated in the

country, whereas city life would quickly destroy them. For

a like reason the flood of infidel literature with which the

cities abound does not reach the country parishes. The young

people of the cities, on the other hand, are exposed to a per-

petual inflow of frivolous and godless papers for the produc-

tion of which French genius has unfortunately a unique talent.

The youth meets temptation at every gate, and the old ascetical

methods on which the clergy and religious succeed in nour-

ishing their piety have no interest for him, unless to deride

them as the exotic growth of the sacristy.

It is the reverse of this in the States. The country gets all

the evil of the press which reaches the cities, but without the

counter influence of organized Catholicity. Whilst there is

little of organized Catholicity in the country, every city parish

raises its standards, calls its meetings for action, propagate*

its doings through the press, and makes converts.

Perhaps "Sacerdos" will tell us the city and country whence

he drew his statistics. It might solve the problem and dispel

the apparent contradictions. Rupertus.
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BELIGIOUS OBEDIENOE AND THE PREEDOM OF OHOOSIHG A
OONPESSOB.

Qu. The Ecclesiastical Review has at diflferent times dis-

cussed the question of interpreting the recent Decrees of the S. Con-

gregation regarding confessors of religious. The discussion has

made clear that :

1. Confessors duly approved within the diocese have faculties for the hear-

ing of confessions of religious who come to them.

2. Religious are at liberty to confess to any priest approved within the dio-

cese.

3. Religious who confess to a priest outside the conventual limits are not

obliged to inform their superiors of the fact

These regulations are evidently designed to protect the freedom

of conscience of the individual ; and their effect is imdoubtedly for

good. But the rule is still liable to misunderstanding and, as it is

sometimes interpreted, may cause neglect of religious discipline and

conflict with the legitimate authority of superiors.

1. Will you please explain whether a religious who receives per-

mission to leave the convent for the purpose of, e. g. making pur-

chases for the community, or of consulting a physician, or of attend-

ing lectures or school, or of visiting the sick, or for the performance

of any other duty enjoined or approved by the superior—whether

such a sister may, while on her appointed business, go aside from
it, in order to visit a church for the purpose of confessing to a priest

of her choice?

May she do this at any time without acquainting her Superior of

the fact that she was diverted from her appointed commission,

though she performed that commission to the full? Again,

2. May a religious who knows that a priest is visiting the convent,

go to him for the purpose of confessing—say, in the sacristy after

Mass, or at some other opportune time or place, but without consult-

ing the superior of the house? She would do so, of course, imder

the impression that the Decree of the S. Congregation permits a nun
to confess to a stranger without being bound to inform the superior.

Resp. I. A religious who is sent on a definite duty, with the

understanding that she is not to take time to attend to other

business, is by no means free to go to a church or any other

place, whether to confess or for any other purpose. If she

does so, she violates her rule of obedience. Religious Orders
are instituted and approved by the Holy See with the under-

standing that the members of a community are under the su-
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perior's guardianship and at her disposal at all times. She is

bound to know where and in what employment each member
is engaged. It is only in this way that religious observance,

cooperation, and order are possible. If every religious could

absent herself at her discretion, and without the superior's

knowledge, under plea of consulting a confessor, Constitutions

and Rules providing for common exercises in a religious house

would be superfluous.

But if, as is sometimes the case, the superior gives the sister

a commission, ztHth the expressed or tacit understanding that

she and her companion may visit a church or shrine on their

way, or that they may use the time at their disposal after the

fulfillment of their commission, for any purpose in keeping

with their calling (such as visiting a church, or a sick person,

etc. ) , then the Sister would be at liberty to seek a priest ; and
if in such a case she were to make her confession, she would

not be obliged to tell the superior that she had done so. In

other words, a religious always requires the superior's permis-

sion, tacit or expressed, for absenting herself from her ordi-

nary duties as understood by the Constitution and as inter-

preted by the superior. When she has this permission, she is

free to make her confession, and of this fact she need say noth-

ing to the superior who should ask her how she disposed of

her time.

Of course when a religious seeks permission to visit a church

or to see a priest, it frequently implies that she stands in need

of spiritual assistance; and a prudent superior will at once

grant the request, as she would grant any other reasonable re-

quest of her subjects. Nor is the superior at liberty to inquire

into the sister's conscience, except in so far as the latter volun-

tarily opens her heart to the mother of her community ; but in

regard to external conduct and actions the superior retains

full authority over all the sisters, for these enjoy the privilege

of their membership in the Order only on the condition of obe-

dience to the elected superior. Any other course would ex-

pose the community to utter misuse of the privilege of free-

dom of conscience, since it might easily degenerate into a ser-

vice of emotion, self-will, and insubordination.

2. As to the second question, whether a religious may, at

her own discretion, avail herself of the presence of a visiting
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priest, in order to confess to him, the answer rests upon tht

same principle as the foregoing. A sister is perfectly free to

make her confession to a visiting priest who has the requisite

faculties, provided she has leave to go to him. She need not

tell the superior that it is for the purpose of confessing that

she wants to see him. She might want to consult him, as she

would want to consult a parent or a physician ; but in either

case she requires the permission which the rule exacts from

all the members who want to see visitors, or absent themselves

from the common exercises even for a short time. The chief

reason why she is not obliged to state to the superior the fact

that she wants to confess, is identical with that which pro-

hibits a superior from demanding a manifestation of conscience

from any of her subjects. The superior has nothing to do with

inquiring into the consciences of her nuns; but she has every-

thing to do with their external conduct, and with their casual

whereabouts.

If the superior were to refuse the reasonable demand of a

nun to consult a priest, the nun has always the opportunity of

stating the matter to the Visitator or the Ordinary, who is

bound to protect the liberty of conscience of the individual re-

ligious. If a nun were to ask habitually for a special confessor,

the superior should obtain leave from the Ordinary, so as to

safeguard the common order, since it would disorganize a

community if every member used her privilege of habitually

selecting her own confessor.

TOWAED TEUEK ETHIOS.

For the purpose of stimulating thought on a subject worthy

of our thinking let me set down some detached ideas.

I.

Philosophy is largely in ill odor because it has ceased to be

Ethics and has become Metaphysics.

In the classical days of Grecian philosophy the dominant

subjects were Logic and Ethics; indeed there were no other

subjects in the higher ways of thought.

Logic was a science that put order into a man's mental ac-

tivity.
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Ethics was a science that put order into a man's moral ac-

tivity.

Logic had sway over the mind ; Ethics over the will. Gre-
cian education was based on a liberal schooling in these two
noble sciences; and gave us many masters of sublime thought

and noble wisdom.

But nowadays the science of Ethics has largely disappeared

from the Schools. Its place has been taken by Metaphysics.

Even Logic has outgrown itself. Far from being what it once

was, to wit, a practical science or art that put order into a man's

thoughts, it has become but an outwork of a subtle Meta-

physics, only calculated to put disorder into a man's thoughts.

Practical Logic might still be sought and taught by many
in the universities if only it was practical. But it has become
so abstruse that its chief achievement is to discourage thinking.

In the olden days just as men began blacksmithing by learn-

ing the processes of blacksmithing, so they began the craft of

thinking by learning in outline the processes of thinking. Of
late, however, these processes have become so subtle that logic

instead of being suited to introduce thought is almost more
calculated to stifle thought. The scientific way of teaching

smithing is to make the student know the processes say of

wielding a hammer, beating a rivet, fashioning a horseshoe.

If the university methods were to obtain, the would-be smith

would spend several years studying the chemistry of the

hammer and rivet and the natural history of the horse.

The strange fate that has befallen Logic has also befallen

Ethics ; but has befallen it in another way.

Logic is now largely ignored because it has been taught too

much ; Ethics, because it has been taught too little.

Even such a book as Green's Prolegomena to Ethics, whilst

seeming to weaken my statement, really strengthens it. The
fault of this Prolegomena to Ethics, as the author would be

the first to admit, is that there is too much Prolegomena and

too little Ethics. If one may use a " bull "—it is not Ethics

but the Metaphysics of Ethics.

Add to this that for the most part Ethics has been handed

over to the care of the theologians. It has become " moral

I
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theology ". In consequence, the ordinary university student

does not feel called to supplement his overstocked syllabus

with a course in theology!

Again, Ethics has provided so many sites for disagreement

that it has become embittered with controversy. It has almost

become the " Apologetics of Ethics ", and a science is almost

in extremis when it has become Apologetics.

Yet this lack of Ethics is a serious want in all liberal or

university education.

The chief schools in a modern university are Theology,

Medicine, Law, and (what for want of a better word I shall

call) Pedagog^.*^

It need not be urged, for it goes without saying, that Ethics

is of supreme importance for the theologian.

Yet it is hardly of less importance for the doctor, lawyer,

teacher. Nowadays it is the moral aspects of medical science

that are of supreme importance. Doctors are already cross-

ing the frontiers of their medical science into Ethics, with

little or no ethical training.

Lawyers, too, are drafting and interpreting laws with little

or no reference to the eternal laws of Ethics.

IL

Speaking accurately, Ethics is not a science, nor yet an art,

but a life.

There is a " Science of Ethics ". This necessarily is a sci-

ence, but the essential Ethics is a life.

To explain. A science is what the Scholastics call an intel-

lectual habit. The nature of intellectual habits has not yet

been sufficiently analyzed, that we may venture upon any
lengthy explanation. But it may be enough to say that an

intellectual habit such as the science of Algebra, Geology,

Botany, History, consists in a number of accurate facts, a num-
ber of general principles, and a certain intellectual power and
ease in seeing facts in principles and principles in facts.

An art is different. Whilst it includes certain intellectual

habits, it requires certain qualities of mind or hand which are

^ Bj this I mean a classical or scientific knowledge enabling a man to

become, not a doctor or a lawyer, but a teacher or professor.
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creative. Thus the art of the painter is not merely an intel-

lectual knowledge of the principles and technique of painting,

but an intellectual power of conceiving pictures and a hand-

power of carrying out the pictures conceived.

But Ethics is something still more than a science or an art.

It is not mere organized knowledge, though it is accompanied

by organized knowledge. It is not a mere eye- and hand-

power to make external things or carry out practical ideas. It

is above all a practical power of controlling the human wiH
for good or evil in all matters where the human will may
enter for good or evil. Its aim is not to make good scientific

judgments or to make good artistic products but to make good

men. Ethics then differs from art inasmuch as its product is

not an external thing but an internal state, and from science,

inasmuch as this internal state is not a faithful copy of some
external thing but, as it were, a definite attitude toward things

for good or evil.

To those who have grasped these things what has been said

will probably be clear; to those who have not grasped these

things, what has been said will be almost unintelligible.

Yet the obscurity is but a proof of the thesis which these

words are aimed at developing.

For it is evident that the seat of science is the intelligence

and the seat of Ethics is the will. It need hardly be proved

that the intelligence is not the will ; its processes are not iden-

tical. Moreover one process of intelligence is not identical

with another. Ratiocination or reasoning is not like intuition

;

the secondary is not like the primary.

Hence just as it is never quite satisfactory to express the

greater in terms of the less or the primary in terms of the

secondary, so it cannot be satisfactory to express processes of

the will in terms of the processes of the intelligence. Neither

intuitions nor desires act syllogistically.

If then Ethics is essentially and primarily a quality of the

will and, as we have called it, a life, it is not fully expressed

in terms of a science. VVe do not deny that there is a science

of Ethics; though we deny that Ethics is essentially and prim-

arily a science. But we urge that even as a science and es-
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pecially as a life it differs very materially from all essential

sciences.

Thus, it is futile to attempt to prove by reasoning the valid-

ity of our intuitions; for the very fact that our reasons rest

on the validity of our intuitions. Reason can show only that

the arguments against the validity of the intuitions are " Not
proven "

; and can protest that if this validity of intuitions is

not assumed reason itself can make no headway.

In the same way it would seem futile to attempt to prove the

validity of our ethical intuitions, or, to be more accurate, our

moral instincts. No science proves its principles; all that it

(.an do is to verify its principles.

No merely intellectual process, and especially no mere ratio-

cinative process is adequate to a moral or ethical activity.

Ethical principles must not be merely thought about and rea-

soned about; they must be lived. Indeed these principles

have received a more vital evolution in the heart of some
ploughman who lives them without knowing them than in the

mind of some philosopher who knows them without living

them.

This was the final fault of Greece, that it made Ethics a sci-

ence and not a life. In the end it died, not for want of knowl-

edge, but for want of life. As we sometimes say of the dead,
" His mind was clear up to the last ". Had thought been

life, Greece would never have known the tomb.

III.

In modern times there is much arguing about Ethics. Peo-

ple hotly dispute about the Decalogue. The discussion is

heartening inasmuch as it betokens interest; but it is disheart-

ening inasmuch as it is discussion and reasoning. It seems to

be quietly assumed by the men on the right and wrong side

of the discussion that it is quite relevant to argue about Ethics.

This assumption is probably an immense error and therefore

an immense crime.

For example. Hot discussions rage about the simple com-

mandment " Thou shalt not commit adultery ", with its im-

plicit restraint on other sexual indulgences. Few monthly

magazines of the weightier sort lack monthly articles showing

by many cogent reasons that this commandment is antiquated

;
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and that being adapted to an earlier stage of civilization it is

unfitted for to-day.

By such a writer and by the ordinary writer of an answer-

ing article it is assumed that we can prove the validity or in-

validity of these ethical intuitions. But as we have said before,

these ethical intuitions are not patient of rational proof or

disproof. If a writer attempts to prove that the doctrine of

the Trinity is absurd, our apologetic does not take the form
of attempting to prove the Trinity, for we know that it can-

not be proved. It can be believed only on its being declared

by competent authority.

Though reason has not the power to prove or disprove the

intuitions or principles of Ethics, reason has (
i ) protective

and (2) explanatory duties toward Ethics. It must (i) pro-

tect Ethics against the attacks of reason. Arguments seem-

ingly powerful against ethical principles must be shown to be

a mere seeming. Reason must be sent in pursuit of reason.

Again and again it will turn out that the very arguments used

to deny our ethical instincts turn out to their help.

(2) Reason must explain Ethics: in other words, reason must

state Ethics in terms of reason in order to reconcile reason;

just as a man must explain his wares in Chinese if he wants to

barter them with the Chinese.

How futile then seem the many attempts to give a logical,

that is, a ratiocinative evolution of Ethics. Yet it is being at-

tempted day after day. Now one thinker, and now another,

attempts to evolve Ethics from some one principle. The as-

sumption of such an attempt is an original fallacy. This is all

the more patent when the attempted activity starts from and

rests upon an intellectual activity such as consciousness. As-

suredly, as St. Thomas accurately puts it, the intellect moves

the will " specificative " ; and the will moves the intellect " ef-

fective ". These truths are simple in their truth. But it is a

constructive fallacy to assume that, granted such an intellectual

concept as " consciousness ", one can evolve the " Science of

Ethics ".

Such an evolution of Ethics would have as much relation to

reality as the mathematical and mechanical thinking of the
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Utilitarians had with Political Economy. Their thoughts were
a paper-science; political economy is the life of flesh and blood.

IV.

Nowhere is the essential difference between Ethics the Life

and Ethics the Science more discernible than in the profound
doctrine of the END (finis).

St. Thomas often lays down as a truism, " Finis est princi-

pium in operabilibus '\ " In practical matters the end is the

beginning." It is of the nature of a paradox.

The paradoxical form of this truism is due precisely to the

fact that the Doctor is attempting to state an ethical process

in terms of an intellectual process. In such cases it must al-

ways happen that the nearest approach to the truth will be a

paradox.

It is to be noted that in rational processes as distinct from
intuitive processes the beginning {initium) is a rational prin-

ciple {principiuvi) . It happens that in Latin the word prin-

cipium may mean (i) any beginning or (2) especially any in-

tellectual truth of a general nature, from which particular con-

clusions may be deduced.

But in Ethics the words Finis and Principium—End and
Beginning—have their own untranslatable meaning. The
Moral End (Finis) is almost nothing that the ordinary end is;

it is not the close or finish of a process, it is not the resting-

place after movement; but it is a beginning and the occasion

of the highest activity.

Moreover the process by which the human will that seeks

an end seeks also the means is not a mere syllogistic process.

No doubt, as all moral processes are accompanied by mental

processes, there are accompanying syllogisms. And the reason

can express, indeed must express, the moral process in terms

of a syllogism. Nevertheless it remains true that the process

whereby the free will goes forward from end to means is a

purely moral process which no mental phraseology can ade-

quately express.

V.

We have already called attention to the inconsequence of

demanding from reason the proofs of ethical intuitions. We
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suggested that reason had the important duty of meeting with

its own artillery of defence the attacks of reason. A more con-

crete instance of this may lead to a valuable train of thought.

Nowadays, as we have said, the well-to-do and leisured

folk have largely wearied of the Sixth Commandment, " Thou
shalt not commit adultery ". In most countries they have suc-

ceeded in passing divorce laws which legalize " successive

polygamy "
; so that, to quote a barbed witticism, " Polygamy

is an informal institution of modern civilization ".

In olden days the severe attitude toward adultery was a

great safeguard of monogamous marriage. Where every man
had one wife and it was a heinous crime to sin with another

man's wife, polygamy was practically impossible, in default

of numbers.

Polygamy however is now pushing itself back again int»

prominence, under the time-old plea of modernity and prog-

ress. A powerful argument is urged in these terms :
" Indis-

soluble marriages were suited to the childhood of mankind
when men's relations were those of rapine and uncontrolled

individualism. Nothing save a legal justification of indis-

soluble marriage could have saved those centuries from ruin.

But now law and order have taken the place of uncontrolled

individualism. It is no longer ethnically desirable to limit

the more developed individuals. If progress is to be main-

tained these opportunities should now be provided for the

intellectually and physically fit to develop their parenthood

without the legal restraints of an earlier individualistic age.

The field of opportunity should be open to all those who feel

the divine call to active or passive parenthood."

This specious reason—which indeed is not a reason—has all

the gins needed to trap the unwary. All the phrases that shake

a man's conscience find a place in its rhetoric. " Law, order,

individualism, progress, parenthood, divine." With such

recommendations, it is little wonder that men and women
pining under restraint welcome the cheerful gospel " Increase

and multiply ".

We have cited this argument only that it may be seen how
narrow and indirect is the sphere of reason in the things of

Ethics. We do not suggest that, if this reason does not prove

the thesis, arguments may be found to prove the opposite
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thesis. We merely direct the attention of reason to the fact

that, if it is true to the principles pressed forward in this ar-

gument, it will find a number of conclusions not at all to its

liking.

For we have said that it is chiefly the rich and leisured folk

weary of restraint who urge that in the matter of women man
.should pass from the individualistic institutions of primitive

times to the higher collectivism of the twentieth century. In

other words the Decalogue needs to be revised on an altruistic

and communistic basis in face of modern progress.

Well and good ! But let us listen to a number of men whose
revisionary activity centres, not on the Sixth Commandment,
" Thou shalt not commit adultery ", but on the Seventh Com-
mandment, " Thou shalt not steal ". These men urge there is

far less to be said for individualism in wealth than for indi-

vidualism in women. " The right to private marriage is more
obvious than the right to private property." If wives are to

be in common, a thing very difficult to arrange; then prop-

erty should be in common, a thing comparatively easy to ar-

range. They therefore consider that the revision of the Deca-

logue should begin not at such a central thing as a wife and
mother but at an outlying thing, to wit, private property.

It is evident that all the arguments used to defend the re-

vised Sixth Commandment are available for the revised Sev-

enth Commandment. But it is wonderful with what unanimity

the wealthy defenders of the first revision denounce the second

revision. They appeal to law and order; they denounce the

seventh-revisionists as miscreants who would ruin the superb

fabric of modem civilization ; they plead that such suggestions

should be met by a counter-move upon the personal liberty of

the misguided men who would interfere with private property.

All this is proof that reason, if inadequate to prove or dis-

prove Ethics, is capable of arresting attacks. If it is not shot

and shell it at least is a covering fort.

But we are now in a mood to say what kind of proof may be

offered to those who would deny ethical principles.

It is clear that the nature of proof depends largely on the

nature of the thing to be proved; if indeed the thing is open to

proof. An intuition is not capable of the same kind of proof
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as a deduction, and an intuition may be said to be proved when
it is verified in its deductions, just as a deduction may be said

to be proved when it is led back to and verified in its principles.

In the sphere, not of science, but of art, proof becomes a very

subtle and intangible thing. The crafts as distinguished from

the arts are proved by the subsistence of their work. A well-

built house lasts. A well-made door is not easily worn out. A
well-shod horse does not easily become unshod. The arts,

strictly so-called, are proved merely by being approved. As
their aim is the beautiful and as no canons of the beautiful

have yet been formulated or accepted, the ultimate proof of

the arts is their common acceptance. Hamlet is a masterpiece

because the competent judges judge that it is. Fra Angelico

is a consummate artist because that is the judgment of the men
who know. In matters of art there can be no such proof as

obtains in the mathematical or mechanical arts. The final

court of appeal is the judgment of the artists. Hence when
final judgments diflfer, the artists have no means of proving

their conviction. Thereupon they ordinarily betake them-

selves to abuse and superlative language. This is but an effort

to convict their opponent of something akin to artistic sin.

Now Ethics is not a science nor an art but a life. Its means

of proof are then unique. As it shares somewhat in the nature

of a science and an art it shares somewhat in their mode of

proof. Yet on the whole its proofs are peculiar to itself.

Ethics is a life. Its proofs are therefore proofs and appeals

to life. " By their fruits ye shall know them." Fruits are an

effect and sign of life. " If you wish to enter into life, keep

the Commandments." The corollary of this is " The wages of

sin is death ".

It has often been said, and recently said with authority by

the Vatican Council, that a proof of Revelation is through mir-

acles and prophecy. What is true of Revelation is true also

of Ethics, which are part of the subject-matter of Revelation.

The great proof of Ethics must ever be formulated thus: " If

you keep the Decalogue, you will live. If you break the.

Decalogue, you will die." The ensuing life is itself the prim-

ary miracle; and the forecast of that life is the primary

prophecy.
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Thus when a nation wishes to undermine the Sixth Com-
mandment under any plea of sanitation or hygiene or eugenics

the official custodians of the ethical idea can only say, " Fol-

low up your breach of the Sixth Commandment and the nation

will gradually die. Soon there will be racial suicide. The
nation will die by its own hands. Its power will pass into the

keeping of those who have kept the Commandment."
It might also be said that the faithful followers of the higher

Ethics cannot convince their opponents; they can only breed

them out! Thus will they fulfil the word of the Ethical

Teacher: " The meek shall possess the land ".

These are some of the thoughts that occur to one who looks

with pain on the low estate into which Ethics has fallen. May
truer, higher notions of the nature and proofs of Ethics bring

it back unto its own

!

Vincent McNabb, O.P.

Hawhesyard, Rugeley, England.

RINGING THE BELL AT LOW MASSES.

Qu. In some churches the bell is rung at all Masses for

the Sanctus, Elevation, and Communion. In other churches the bell

is never nmg during Masses celebrated at side altars while the Forty

Hours' Prayer is going on ; and it is not rung in Masses at side altars

while Mass is being celebrated at the high altar. What is the correct

practice ?

Resp. The rubrics of the Missal prescribe the ringing of

the bell at Mass twice—once at the Sanctus and again at the

Elevation. The custom of ringing the bell at the " Domine
non sum dignus ", and whenever Holy Communion is to be

distributed to the faithful, has the approval of the Sacred Con-

gregation in the sense of " tolerari posse ".^

According to the Instruction of Clement XI for the ob-

servance of the Forty Hours' Adoration the bell is not to be

rung during the celebration of Mass while the Blessed Sacra-

ment is publicly exposed for adoration. Of this Instruction,

P. Schober, in his " quasi-official " interpretation of the Ru-

1 S. R. C, 14 May, 1856.
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brics of the Missal, says: "quae Instructio, etsi pulcherrima,

non tamen ubique obligat ".

Similar decisions indicate that the bell is not to be rung
whilst liturgical processions are going on in the church, nor
during the chanting of the canonical office, nor whilst Holy
Communion is being distributed close by, nor during the cele-

bration of High Mass.* In reference to processions the S.

Congregation (i March, 1681) says that, if the bell is rung
at a side altar where Mass is being celebrated, those passing

are to genuflect, while the procession halts until the Elevation

is over. But that the ringing whilst liturgical functions are

going on in the church, is not approved, is clear from a de-

cision of the S. Congregation elsewhere (5 March, 1667). The
reason is " ne sacra, quibus assistunt, per actum privatum in-

terrumpantur; sed ad evitandum scandalum, quod in populo

et astantibus causari posset ob non-genuflexionem, esse omit-

tendam pulsationem campanulae in elevatione Ssmi in dictis

Missis privatis ".

All this makes it plain that the ringing of the bell at Mass
is intended solely to direct the attention of the faithful to the

momentous parts of the Holy Sacrifice, and that it has no sig-

nificance, beyond this, of a ritual or ceremonial character. If

therefore the ringing of the bell is likely to distract people and

divert their attention from the chief public service going on

at the high altar, it should be omitted. This is manifestly the

principle by which correct practice is to be determined.

Nevertheless it may happen, especially in churches minister-

ing practically to several congregations, that the faithful have

to satisfy the obligation of hearing Mass and receiving Holy

Communion, while some public liturgical function is going on

at the high altar. In such cases the ringing of the bell while

Mass is celebrated at a side altar has a definite purpose and

may be tolerated, if not greatly distracting to the main con-

gregation. In other words, if the ringing of the bell is likely

to help some (such as belated persons who would wish to re-

ceive Holy Communion if their attention were called to a

Mass being celebrated in a recess or side chapel), it should by

all means be done. The circumstances and the locality must

•See Hartmann, Repertorium, § 158, 3, a.
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determine whether such practice is a help or a hindrance to the

devotion of the faithful. The mechanism of church discipline

is not absolute, but requires adaptation to the general purpose

of devotional conduct. There are rules to be kept, and there

are others that may be overruled when their observance would
hinder the object of worship or public and approved devotion.

THE SOHOLASTIO TEACHING ON THE OONTINUITY OF LIFE.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Bishop MacDonald's contribution to the December Review
tends to bring home the truth that, however aprioristically de-

lightful the scholastic teachings in regard to matter and form

may be, they are nevertheless beset with difficulties of no small

moment when we attempt to .square them with the findings of

the inductive sciences. This is particularly true as regards

the relation between hylomorphism and the modern biological

sciences. The soul, which is the principle of life in all living

organisms, is the substantial form of the being which it ani-

mates and consequently a substance. Every substance how-
ever can come into existence in only one of two ways, that is,

by creation or by generation. The principal difference be-

tween the two, as regards at least our present matter, is that

the substantial form which is created receives its complete and
entire entity at the moment of creation ; whereas the substan-

tial form which comes into existence by generation must in

some way exist previous to its union with the matter which it

ultimately animates. Just how we are to conceive this pre-

existence is difficult to say. But surely it must be the pre-

existence of something real or substantial, for otherwise there

would be no preexistence at all. Moreover, the scholastic cor-

ruptio per accidens does not, or at least, should not, mean anni-

hilation. It may be understood in the sense that that reality

which we call a substantial form and which detennines a body
to its specific esse may by the action of natural causes cease to

have that informing relation to a given body, and thus, while

it continues to exist, does not however retain effectively its in-

forming virtue as a forma subsiantialis. Some such concept

•f the corruptio per accidens must be admitted if we are to
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give any scientifically acceptable account of such phenomena
as chemical analysis and synthesis.

We have a familiar example of the former in the electrolysis

of water. Corruptio unius est generatio alterius. Generatio

quidem at non creatio. Hence the substantial forms of hydro-

gen and oxygen must have existed in some real way in the

water previous to the electrolytic action. The potentiality then

of the materia prima of the water will consist in this that

under the operation of natural causes part of it is capable of

taking on the substantial form of hydrogen and part the sub-

stantial form of oxygen; which substantial forms existed in

some real way in the water and were caused actually to assume

their informing virtue under the favorable conditions produced

by the electric current.

These concepts are applicable with slight modifications to

that substantial form which is Ccdled the soul and which is the

principle of life in all living organisms. It is to be noted

however that according to scholastic philosophy the soul in

man is the principle not only of intellective life but of sen-

sitive and vegetative as well ; for life is something one and in-

divisible and there is one life and not many lives in every liv-

ing organism. Hence the soul is the principle of the life of

every single part of the organism, whether that life be healthy

or morbid; nor will this truth be affected if it should be finally

demonstrated that such growths as carcinomata are due to the

activity of a microorganism. We will simply have deter-

mined more exactly the etiology of the disease and all this is

quite accidental as regards hylomorphism.

I beg leave therefore to take exception to Bishop MacDon-
ald's statement that, " When the spermatozoon or the ovum is

separated from the parent organism, what happens is that a

cell having within itself a principle of life while yet attached

to the parent organism retains that principle of life when
detached ". The principle of life of the spermatozoon or of

any other cell in the organism is identical with the principle

of life of the organism as a whole; for we would otherwise

have to admit as many principles of life in a living body as

there are cells; which is absurd. Whenever then a sperma-

tozoon unites with an ovum, the substantial form of the new-

being must be conceived as having been generated, that is to
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say, as a reality existing in both the cells previous to their

union which brought about those conditions necessary for this

reality to assume its informing virtue.

As to the case of human sarcomatous tissue growing in vitro,

it would seem necessary first to determine whether the phe-

nomena observed are really those of life or are to be explained

as due to chemical activity which under favorable conditions

may be productive of phenomena which, though in appear-

ance vital, are in reality quite different. There is indeed suf-

ficient evidence of a scientific nature at hand to show that

chemical stimulation may to a limited extent take the place of

vital activity; and hence there is no certain proof that the

phenomena of which there is question may not be explained

as a purely chemical activity. This of course does not in any

way bridge over the great distance between life and non-life,

and science continues to uphold the truth that omne vivum e

vivo. A sarcoma can have its origin or beginning only from

living matter. We could not, in other words, make or manu-
facture a sarcoma as we do a loaf of bread or carborundum,

because omne vivum e vivo. But this has nothing to do with

the continuity of vital activity as referred to by Bishop Mac-
Donald. But let us suppose that the growth of human sar-

comatous tissue in vitro is beyond a doubt the functioning of

a living organism. How are we to explain the source or prin-

ciple of its life? Of course there is some kind of continuity

of life ; or in other words, such tissue does not upon separation

from the sarcomatous mass cease to live and then come to life

again. But there is not continuity of life in the sense that

the substantial form of the tissue growing in vitro is identical

with the substantial form of the same tissue when it was part

of a morbid process invading the healthy living tissues of the

human organism. The principle of life therefore of such

tissue growing in vitro is a substantial form which, to repeat

what has already been said, preexisted in some real way in

the sarcoma and was made to assume its informing virtue

under the conditions of separation and subsequent preservation.

Stephen M. Donovan, O.F.M.

St. Bonaventure's Seminary, Allegany, N. Y.
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A MISOONOEPTION IN THE BANK INSOLVENOY OASE.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.
Owing to the use of the word " National ", in the title given

to the bank, W. C. K. has assumed that the institution was in-

corporated under the national banking act. It was not, how-
ever; it was a state bank, and the law governing it was that of

double liability, not of single liability, as in the case of na-

tional banks. Consequently the liability of Mr. Brown
amounted to $40,000.00, as stated in the December Review.
The name given to the bank was fictitious, but the persons

responsible for the fiction should have selected a title that

would not have misled any reader into thinking that the insti-

tution was a national bank.

The contention that the present writer was in error when he
declared that the receiver of the bank was the agent of the

stockholders, is obviously correct. However, this fact does

not change the obligations of Mr, or Mrs. Brown. Even if it

be assumed that the receiver's negligence was of such a char-

acter as to make him morally responsible for all the losses suf-

fered by the creditors (something which is practically impos-

sible of proof), he failed to accept that responsibility and its

consequences. In other words, he did not make restitution,

nor is it likely that he could be induced to make restitution.

Hence Mr. Brown's responsibility remained up to the limit of

his legal liability, namely, $40,000.00, and all the purely

moral questions remain as stated in the December Review.

May the present writer be permitted to state that this "case"

describes a real, concrete situation ? It is not at all imaginary

nor academic. Mrs. Brown is very anxious to do the thing

that is right and obligatory in the matter, and the present

writer very much desires to get the best authoritative opinion

as to the proper solution. For the rest, the case involves sev-

eral delicate and complex points of justice and restitution. It

possesses, therefore, unusual interest, both practical and theo-

retical. X. Y. Z.

TEANSFER OP STATIONS OF THE OBOSS.

Qu. Would you kindly answer in the Review, as soon as con-

venient, the following question: Do Stations of the Cross lose their
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indulgences and blessing if they are transferred from an old church

to a new one in the same parish? I have looked up five or six

authors on the subject, but I cannot find a satisfactory answer.

Resp. Stations of the Cross may be moved from one place

to another in the same church without losing the indulgences

attached to them,^ They may be temporarily stowed away,

during the process of repairing or redecorating the church,

and restored to their places, without losing the indulgences,

and in that case they are not to be blessed a second time.*

When, however, the Stations are moved to a different church,

even though the church be in the same parish, or from one

chapel to another, in the same building, they lose their indul-

gences, and must be blessed as if they were new.*

THE BIJBEIOS AND BENEDICTION OF THE BLESSED SAOEAMENT.

Qu. Is it not contrary to the Rubrics to place the monstrance on

the table of the altar, with simply a corporal under it, for Exposi-

tion all day or merely for Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament? I

should like to know the exact rubrics in this matter.

Resp. Decrees of the Sacred Congregation of Rites, for

example No. 4268, mention the " throne " on which the osten-

sorium is to be placed during the Exposition. The decree re-

ferred to prescribes that, in case it is difficult to have an irre-

movable throne above the tabernacle, a temporary throne may
be erected, and removed after the Exposition. It is allowed

in such circumstances to build the throne on the wall separate

from the altar, provided it be near enough to the altar to be

considered practically part of it (" cum quo debet quid unum
efficere"). This decree has reference to the Forty Hours'

Devotion. As to Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, there

is no decree which explicitly prescribes the " throne "
; the in-

structions simply say that, after the celebrant (officiator) has

placed the Sacred Host in the ostensorium, he places the osten-

sorium in the middle of the altar, and then, using a footstool

^ Decree No. 270 of S. Congr. of Indulgences and Relics.

' Decree No. 264.

* Decree No. 270. See Collectio Indulgentiarum, etc., Qaaracchi, 1897.
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or steps, if necessary, he places the ostensorium in the throne,

on a corporal/

THE PROMISES IN A MIXED MARRIAGE.

Qu. I have read with interest from my distant home in Australia

the marriage cases in the Review. Allow me to submit the follow-

ing. According to the wording of dispensations in mixed mar-
riages

—

disparitatis cultus—the validity of the marriage depends on
obtaining the promises. If the non-Catholic man said :

" I will sign

the promises as they are written ; but I will not bind myself to send

the children to Catholic schools "—he is a faddist on this point : he

does not intend to send them to government secular schools or to a

sectarian school, but to a master who has only fifteen or twenty

pupils—is the marriage valid ? The wording of the promise is :
" To

baptize in the Catholic Faith and bring up carefully in the knowl-

edge and practice of the Catholic religion." This he promises to

fulfil, while reserving the right as to schools.

AUSTRALIENSIS.

Resp. The marriage is, of course, valid. There is no doubt

at all as to the sincere intention on the part of the non- Catholic

party to keep the promise required by law, and the priest, we
think, need have no scruple in assisting at such a marriage.

He may, indeed, use his powers of persuasion to induce the

man to change his views about Catholic schools; but, even if

he does not succeed in this, he is not warranted in exacting

anything beyond the sincere intention of observing the written

promise in the spirit as well as the letter of the law.

MARRIAGE CEREMONY WITHIN THE SANCTUARY.

Qii. A contends that the only time a marriage should be per-

formed inside the altar rail or from the steps of the altar is when

the marriage is celebrated with Nuptial Mass. B says all Catholic

marriages should be performed in the sanctuary. Which is correct?

Resp. Some authorities, for instance O'Kane (No. 1104),

hold that, after the marriage the prie-Dieu for the bride and

groom should be placed near to and in the front of the altar,

1 Cf. Wapelhorst, No. 219.
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but not unthin the sanctuary. In these matters, however, local

customs, when approved, should be followed. A very general

custom is to marry the couple at the altar rail and, imme-
diately after, if there is to be Nuptial Mass, to admit them

to the sanctuary. In some places the marriage is performed

within the sanctuary, even when there is to be no Nuptial Mass.

In a few localities this privilege is granted only when the

bride is a member of the Children of Mary, or some other

society, the intention being to place a premium on member-

ship in such societies.

VESTMENTS IN WHICH A PKIEST SHOULD BE BURIED.

Qu. Is any particular color prescribed for the vestments in which

a priest should be buried? Should they be of the color of the day

on which the funeral is held?

Rcsf>. The Roman Ritual (Tit. VI, n. 1
1 )

prescribes purple

vestments. However, the Sacred Congregation of Rites ^ de-

clares that the rubric of the Roman Ritual, while prescribing

purple, does not exclude black. There is no mention in the

Ritual or in the Decree of the use of the color of the day's

vestments.

MORALITY OF THE TWILIGHT SLEEP.

Qu. Recently we have read much about the so-called " Twilight

Sleep ", to make childbirth painless. Undoubtedly, the usual prin-

ciples governing the use of drugs in medical practice apply also to

this case; but there seems to be another consideration involved, of

far more importance. In Genesis (3: 16) we read . . .
" in dolore

paries filios ". The sole purpose of the " Twilight Sleep " is a partus

sine dolore: it is intended to relieve the mother of the " divine bur-

den ". What do the theologians say? Medicus.

Resp. As " Medicus " i>oints out, the usual moral prin-

ciples apply to this new practice in medicine. It should, how-
ever, be noted that, even among medical men themselves, there

seems to be a difference of opinion in regard to the value of

the " Twilight Sleep ". The doctrinal question raised by our

^ Decree No. 4228.
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correspondent is an interesting one. The old theologians drew
a parallel between the punishment ordained in Genesis 3:16
and the conimand " Increase and multiply " (Genesis i : 28).

As the latter is imposed on the race, not on each and every

member of the race, so the former, one of the punishments of

original sin, is a punishment imposed on the women of the

race. It is like the punishments imposed on Adam and his

descendants in Genesis 3 : 17-19. " Cursed is the earth in thy

work. With labor and toil shalt thou eat thereof. . . . Thorns

and thistles shall it bring forth to thee. ... In the sweat of

thy face shalt thou eat bread." Theologians, indeed, admit

that, even if Adam had not sinned, the earth would have pro-

duced weeds and thorns for the use of animals. After the fall,

they say, it is part of man's punishment that he must contend

with these in order to obtain his food from the earth. It is

hardly necessary to remark that each and every individual is

not obliged to struggle with the difficulties of agriculture ; nor

is it necessary to add that devices for the eradication of weeds

are unscriptural. All pain and suffering are part of this pun-

ishment laid on the race. There are important considerations

involved in this question of " Twilight Sleep ", but so far no

authoritative pronouncement has been made; nor have the

theologians discussed it yet.

COMMUNION DUEING MASS.

Qu. Please quote the decree which grants special indulgences t*

those receiving Holy Comunion during Mass; also state whether it

applies to religious and laity alike.

Resp. The reception of Holy Communion is prescribed as a

condition, in many cases, for gaining an indulgence. In such

cases Holy Communion may be received either during or out-

side the Mass. We know of no decree granting special indul-

gences for the reception of Holy Communion during Mass.

The practice is, of course, the ordinary practice of the Church.

The Roman Ritual ^ says :
" The Communion of the people

should take place immediately after the Communion of the

* Ordo adminisirandi S. Communionem, Tit. IV, cap. Ill, n. 10.
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celebrant (except that sometimes it may take place after Mass,

if there is a reasonable cause), because the prayers which are

said in the Mass, after Communion, relate not only to the

priest but also to the other communicants ". The word " Com-
munion " itself signifies participation in the priest's complete

offering.'

a See EccL. Rivikw, Vol. XLIX, p. 618.

ABSOLUTION OF GHILDfiEN.

Qu. There prevails quite a difference of opinion as well as of

practice regarding the absolution of children. Many priests are

content with a blessing when the little ones come every month to

confession and mention in perfunctory fashion the slightest faults,

such as laughing in church, stealing at home some small article of

food, neglecting grace before meals, and so forth. The writer is in-

clined to pronounce merely, a blessing, while some of his friends

maintain that absolution should be given, as a rule, to all children.

Nowadays a large part of our confessions are confessions of chil-

dren, and it is desirable that priests should have a clear idea of the

principles that should guide them in hearing children's confessions.

Resp. The principles of moral theology in the matter are

clear enough. The faults which children ordinarily confess

are either materia sufficiens libera, that is, slight venial sins, or

materia insufficiens, that is, no sins at all, but only defectus

morales. In the case of the former, absolution must be given,

even when the sins are not confessed secundum numerum et

infimas species, if the penitent manifests true sorrow. With
regard to the second class of matter for confession, the prin-

ciple, in theory, is that these faults are not of themselves suffi-

cient matter for absolution. However, the important question

is that of practice. Lehmkuhl warns the confessor that, even

in the case of a penitent who accuses himself merely of the
" neglect of God's graces ", there may be an underlying very

slight venial sin of intention or purpose.^ Ballerini * seems to

be of the same opinion, namely, that, in praxi, the penitent

should be incited to true sorrow, requested to confess some sin

of his past life, and absolution should be given. It is well for

1 See Theol. Mar., II, 195.

» Theol. Mor., V, 17.
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the confessor always to remember that, besides the sanctifying

grace conferred by the sacrament of Penance, there is also the

sacramental grace, and children as well as adults have need
of that grace. It is true that, where there are large numbers
of children for confession, it is not easy to give to each case

the attention necessary to enable the child to elicit an act of

sorrow for slight faults.

HOW MANY MASSES SHOULD BE CELEBRATED ?

Qu. In the reply to the question how many Masses a priest is

bound to say to whom a friend has left five hundred dollars " for

Masses ", it is stated, on page 736 of the December Review, " Our
inquirer is no doubt convinced that the lawyer is responsible for the

definite obligation to read five hundred Masses ". Now is there such

an obligation? The will does not request five hundred Masses. It

leaves five hundred dollars for Masses. If then the diocesan statutes

fix the stipend for a Low Mass at one dollar and, for a High Mass,

at five dollars, may not the priest sing one hundred High Masses, in-

stead of reading fiye hundred Low Masses?

Resp. The general practice, and a commendable one, is to

interpret the will of the testator in the sense most favorable to

him. In the present instance the most fav^orable sense is that

five hundred Low Masses should be celebrated for his soul.

MASS WITHOUT ANYONE BEING PRESENT.

Qu. What is the law of the Church in regard to celebrating Mass
without anyone being present in the church or chapel? Is this not

allowed in Western States of the United States, where Catholics are

few and where it is not possible to have anyone present? Kindly

say whether a Mass celebrated when no one is present is valid or licit,

Resp. Of course the Mass is valid ; and in the circumstances

it is licit, if the priest has the faculties whereby the ecclesias-

tical authorities extend the privilege of an indult permitting

the celebration of Mass without a server, or even without any-

one being present. This permission is usually contained in the

faculties granted to priests in our Western dioceses. The gen-

eral law requires the presence of a server at Mass ; and when
there is no permission to dispense with a server, the law binds '

sub gravi, the theologians hold.
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STIPENDS FOS MASSES SENT OUTSIDE TEE DIOOESE.

Qu. In my diocese it is not allowed to send Mass stipends to an-

other priest outside the diocese without the bishop's permission. Not
knowing that this law existed, I sent some stipends to a priest in a

poor diocese. What is to be said about the case?

Resp. A decree of the Sacred Congregation of the Council

governs the present-day practices in this matter. It is dated

22 May, 1907, and requires that, when Masses are transferred

to priests outside the diocese, they should be sent through the

Ordinary of the recipient, or at least the consent of the re-

cipient's Ordinary should be obtained. Since our correspond-

ent acted in good faith, we do not see that anything is now to

be done in the case which he recites. He knows how to act in

the future. If the diocese to which the intentions for Mass
are sent is in the Orient, they should be transmitted through

the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda.

OOLLEOTING FEOM FREETHINKEES FOE OHTJEGH PURPOSES.

Qu. Can aid be asked of freethinkers—apostates, heretics, ex-

communicated {vitancU or tolerati), in the building and maintaining

of a Catholic chvu-ch? I don't mean accepting a voluntary offer-

ing—which I suppose is all right; but can one go directly and pur-

posely, with no other intention, and ask for help and, owing to

circumstances, ask for considerable help?

Rcsp. It is allowed to communicate with excommunicati

tolerati; consequently, to ask them to help in the building or

maintenance of a church. Even in the case of excommunicati

vitandi, since, according to theologians, notable utility is con-

sidered a cause justifying communication with them in civil

affairs, one may be justified, in some circumstances, in seeking

their assistance in material affairs.^

1 See Noldin, Theol. Moral., " De Excotnmunicatione," Nn. 46, 47.
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EEOENT BIBLE STUDY.

Jesus or Christ?

We have outlined the phantom-Christ of Harnack, Well-

hausen, and Loisy/ and the pillar-Christ of the school of

Schmiedel.^ The efforts of these higher critics to do away
with all that is supernatural in the Gospel narrative of the life

of Jesus have been farther- reaching than their most destruc-

tive hope. Protestants were once wont to make at least an

outward show of standing together in solid phalanx to defend

the divinity and the Messiahship of Jesus—the only article

of faith that would seem to have been common to the manifold

and multiform creeds of Christendom. In the learned Prot-

estant world, that outward show and pretence is no longer a

universal characteristic; the Protestant Christ has been bat-

tered down in the havoc caused by Modernism. The divinity

of Jesus must go! The Messiahship of Jesus must go! The
one and only common article of the faith of Protestantism

must go ! There is no longer a hope of the unity of Christen-

dom by a full-hearted, ungrudging belief in the divine am-
bassadorship of its Founder. He is no longer universally ad-

mitted to have been a divine ambassador. He has been evolved

by the Christian conscience! The Gospel-Christ is not the

Jesus of history! He is the product of the imagination, the

output of hope forlorn ! The Jesus of history must needs be

reconstructed. And the reconstructed Christ of history is

found to be only a few shreds in a fancy-worn fabric, only an

occasional and unimportant fibre that has been well nigh lost

in the warp and woof of the beautiful tapestry of the Gospel-

Christ. The weaving and most of the warmth of color of the

fibres of this marvelous creation are now said to be the noble

work of man's ingenuity. Small wonder, then, that ministers

of the Gospel of Jesus are now asking themselves the question,

"Jesus or Christ?"

I. Mr. Eoberts' Question. This question, so impertinent to the

Founder of Christianity, is most pertinent to the times we live

^ EccL. Review, Dec, 1914, p. 740 ff.

» EccL. Review, Jan., 191 5, p. 100 ff.
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in. It stirred the very souls of the conservative readers of the

Hibbert Journal a few years ago. The Reverend R. Roberts,

Congregational Minister and late Chairman of the Bradford

Educational Committee, contributed an article entitled, " Jesus

or Christ? " ' The title caused comment. To those that were

not in the current of Christological thought, it was as illumi-

nating as "Julius or Caesar?", "Napoleon or Bonaparte?"

What could it all mean ? To those that read the writings of

liberal Protestants, the meaning was clear. A Congregational

minister had joined the ranks of the rationalistic Lutherans.

No one was surprised that Mr. Roberts made answer: " Jesus,

not Christ! " People had never heard of Mr. Roberts before.

It was matter of small moment what answer he made. It was

matter of great moment that a Congregational minister had

the hardihood to go the way of rationalism even farther than

the Unitarian was wont to wander. The Unitarian denies the

divinity of Jesus, but saves something or other of the Messiah-

ship. Mr. Roberts denies even the Messiahship of Jesus. He
was not the Christ at all ! He was merely Jesus

!

II. G. K. Ohesterton answers. This boldness of Mr. Roberts was

not taken amiss by his Congregational coreligionists. And it

was a sign of the times that no serious reply was forthcoming.

True, Mr. Gilbert K. Chesterton took the minister cleverly to

task.* So cocksure and large was the liberal Protestant in

his progressive assertions, that a serious reply to him would
have meant a volume. Instead of writing the volume, that

most spiceful and least spiteful of controversialists of the hour

dips his trenchant pen into a highly saturated solution of fun

and admini.sters to Mr. Roberts an hypodermic injection. Per-

haps the gay and facile style of Mr. Chesterton breaks down
the argument of the enemy of Christ better than volumes of

refutation could have accomplished that feat. Certainly he

makes a better case in the defence of the Christ than does the

Methodist, Dr. Moulton,' Professor of Hellenistic Greek in the

University of Manchester and Tutor in the Wesleyan Didsbury

College there. The great Hellenistic scholar is weak because

he takes his stand with the weak—the school of Harnack.

' Hibbert Journal, Jan., 1909. rol. vii, p. 352.

* Hibbert Journal, vol. vii, p. 746.

• Ibid., p. 759.
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III. Mr. Eoberts' Eeasons. Neither in his first article nor in the

reply to Chesterton and Moulton * does Mr. Roberts give us

anything new; he is not even up to date. The time-honored

difficulties are proposed with due solemnity—" the ignorance

of Jesus and low morality," etc. These difficulties are worn
threadbare and may be found in any manual of theology.

Here are a few wild assertions against the authority of Jesus

:

He allows the people to believe that, on his word, an actual " tuir

clean spirit " came out of a man, after having spoken from the in-

terior of his body. This is the animistic theory of disease as believed

and practised to this day on the barbaric culture-level, and as ac-

cepted in the offices of the Catholic Church. . . . Now, unless the

whole medical science of the West is utterly astray, I am entitled

to say, on the evidence, that in this matter Jesus was wrong,

^

We marvel that Congregationalism can tolerate the ministerial

offices of a man who degrades the Lord down to the level of

barbarism. This degradation is insisted on not only in regard

to medical science but from an ethical standpoint

:

On three important positions attributed to Jesus—diabolical pos-

session, the anticipated end of the world and the question of divorce

— I have given the facts. They appear to me to prove conclusively

that, from the point of view of Western thought, Jesus was wrong.'

These wild assertions are merely indicated. They show the

trend of thought tolerated in Congregationalism. To propose

serious refutation would be to cover ground that has been

already and carefully covered.

A few of the large assertions contained in Mr. Roberts'

hodge-podge are current in contemporary liberal writers on

Christian origins; and, on this account, call for at least sum-

mary treatment. We shall examine these large assertions in

the light of actual facts. In this wise the arbitrary and wild

way the liberal Protestant has of treading down upon tradi-

tional ideas will stand out in high relief. Here is a sample:

It seems clear from his first paragraph that Mr. Chesterton is not

aware that to his contemporaries Jesus was known as Jesus of Naza-

* Hibbert Journal, Oct., 1909, toI. viii, p. 83.

' Hibbert, Tiii, p. 87. • Ibid., p. 91.
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reth, not as Jesus Christ. . . . Jesus was a common personal name,

while Christ was titular. Carrying with it the meaning " anointed ",

it was probably applied to Jesus only after his death, and subse-

quently became the symbol of the Judaeo-Christian Messianic hope.

It is doubtful whether Jesus himself accepted it. . . . Jesus was so

named from his birth and only after his death came to be recognized

by his followers as the Christ."

Stripped of all encumbrances and stark in its naked thought,

this paragraph and several more in Mr. Roberts' article mean
the following syllogism: If Jesus were the Christ, his contem-

poraries would not have called Him Jesus of Nazareth but the

Christ, and he would have accepted the latter title. But the

contemporaries of Jesus called him Jesus of Nazareth and not

the Christ, nor did he accept the latter title. Therefore Jesus

was not the Christ.

Both major and minor are absolutely false and cannot be

proved. We waive the major as utterly gratuitous. There

could have been reasons why the contemporaries of Jesus,

friend and foe, might never have called him the Christ; and
for the same reasons, Jesus might never have accepted the

title. He might have wished to have been called Jesus of

Nazareth and never the Christ, in order to hide His Messiah-

ship and leave it to be proclaimed by the teaching body He es-

tablished.

We take up the minor. It is a question of fact. First, was

Jesus called Jesus of Nazareth to the exclusion of the title

Christ? Secondly, was He never called the Christ by His

contemporaries, and did He never accept the title?

I. Jesus of Nazareth. "To his contemporaries, Jesus was

known as Jesus of Nazareth, not as Jesus Christ." To what

contemporaries? Friends or foes? In fairness Mr. Roberts

should have made the distinction.

a. The tradition of Matthew witnesses to the use of " Jesus

of Nazareth " only by foes. A maidservant accosts Peter with

the taunt: " This man was with Jesus of Nazareth " (26: 71).

Alike is the charge of the other maid :
" Thou, too, wast with

Jesus of Galilee" (26: 69). The witness of such foes proves

nothing against the Messiahship of Jesus.

• Hibbert, Tiii, p. 82.
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b. In the tradition of Mark, it is chiefly the foe Mr. Roberts

relies upon. The dev^ils know Jesus as " of Nazareth

"

(i : 24) ; and yet one of them feels His divine power to such

extent as to beg " Jesus, Son of the Most High God " not to

torture (5: 7). It is the foe to Jesus who says to Peter:

"Thou, too, wast with the Nazarene Jesus" (14:67). Asi

for those of Jericho who told Bartimaios that Jesus of Naza-

reth was passing by,^" they may have been foes. At any rate,

the blind beggar is witness to the Messianic character of Jesus

of Nazareth ; calls him " Jesus, Son of David ", " My Master"

;

has faith in His superhuman healing power; and is rewarded

by a miracle for this faith
—"Thy faith hath made thee whole"

(10:52). Lastly, the angel of the Resurrection says: "Ye
seek Jesus the Nazarene, the crucified" (16:6). He seems

to signify the error of the women, their failure to account Jesus

divine
—"Why seek ye the living among the dead?" (Lk.

24 : 5 ) . Undoubtedly he does not imply denial of Messianic

power by speaking of " Jesus the Nazarene ". For imme-
diately the angel, in Mark, adds: " He is risen, he is not here

"

(16: 6). And so the use of the phrase " Jesus of Nazareth "

in the Gospel of Mark gives us not an inkling of Mr. Roberts'

exclusion of the idea that Jesus is the Christ.

c. In Luke, too, the phrase " Jesus of Nazareth " is easily

explained without a suggestion of the denial of Messianic

power. The witness of the devils (4: 34) we waive at once.

If we accept them as historical facts, these personal devils are

foes to Jesus who either did not know His Messianic mission

or tried to undo it. And yet, Luke witnesses just as does Mark
to the acknowledgment by the devil that " Jesus of Nazareth "

is "the Son of the Most High God" (8: 28). Finally, the

two disciples going to Emmaus (24: 19) quite naturally speak

of " Jesus of Nazareth "
; they have given up in despair all

idea of His Messianic power. Later they realize the truth.

Jesus speaks to them of Himself as the Christ and interprets

the Messianic prophesies as fulfilled in Himself (Lk. 24: 25-

27). There is not a thing in the Lucan use of the phrase
" Jesus of Nazareth " that militates in the least against the

Messianic authority of Jesus.

10 Cf. dso Lk. 18:37.
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d. John also shows no trustworthy contemporary of Jesus

to have used the phrase " Jesus of Nazareth " in a sense de-

rogatory of Messianic power. Philip speaks to Nathaniel of

"Jesus of Nazareth, the son of Joseph" (i :45). And yet

he has already accepted the Messiahship of Jesus; for his

words are full witness :
" We have found Him whom Moses

in the Law and the prophets foretold, Jesus of Nazareth, the

son of Joseph ". It is the rabble who speaks of Him in Geth-

semanni as "Jesus of Nazareth " (18: 5, 7). They certainly

had no belief in His Messianic mission. Nor had Pilate in the

title he affixed to the cross: " Jesus of Nazareth, the King of

the Jews "
( 19 : 19) ; though it may be that the addition "King

of the Jews " meant the Messias. Still we count it naught

against the Messiahship of Jesus that any of His contemporary

foes called Him " Jesus of Nazareth " and never " Jesus

Christ ".

e. In the four Gospels, then, the use of the phrase " Jesus of

Nazareth " by contemporary foe or friend of Jesus proves

nothing against His Messiahship. How about this use in other

Apostolic writings? We find it in Acts twice in the form

"Jesus Christ of Nazareth" (3:6; 10: i), which is rather

against Mr. Roberts' gratuitous assertion. Once the foe speak

of " Jesus of Nazareth "
; they are about to kill Stephan for

belief in His Messiahship (6: 14). But even innumerable

such instances would not prove that " to his contemporaries,

Jesus was known . . . not as Jesus Christ ". If the Portu-

guese republicans never speak of Manuel as King of Portugal,

it is rather bold to conclude that therefore the royalists never

use such a term. Such is the boldness of Mr. Roberts' illogical

assertion. And as for friends, only two are reported in Acts

to have spoken of " Jesus of Nazareth ". Peter, on the first

Pentecost Day, mentions this name to the Jews of Palestine

and the Diaspora (2:22); but clearly proves to them that

Jesus is the Christ foretold by the prophets, calls Him the

Christ (verse 31), and ends by urging each of the audience to

be " baptized in the name of Jesus Christ " (verse 38). Later

on, the Apostle, teaching Cornelius, refers to " Jesus of Naza-

reth " (10: 38) ; and yet, in the same pericope, uses the name
"Jesus Christ" (verses 36 and 48) and cites the prophets as

foretelling the Messiahship of Jesus (verse 43). The second
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friend to speak of " Jesus of Nazareth " in Acts is Paul. On
the first occasion, he addresses the mob near the Temple;
tells the story of his conversion; gives the words of the mys-
terious voice, " I am Jesus of Nazareth whom thou perse-

cutest " (22 : 8) ; and so effectively bears witness to the Mes-

siahship of Jesus that the mob become riotous and Paul escapes

a lashing only by appeal to his Roman citizenship. On the

second occasion, Paul is before Agrippa and Festus; uses the

name " Jesus of Nazareth " (26 : 9) ; also calls Him the Christ

(verse 23) ; and is so effective a preacher of the Messiahship

of Jesus that Agrippa cries out :
" Thou almost persuadest me

in such wise as to make me a Christian " (verse 28).

2. Not Jesus Christ. We have weighed the first assertion

of Mr. Roberts and found it wanting in solidity—a mere shell.

The four Gospels and Acts show no evidence that the fol-

lowers of Jesus among His contemporaries spoke of Him as

" Jesus of Nazareth " in a way to exclude the title Christ. In

fact New Testament evidence shows clearly that His contem-

poraries spoke of Jesus as the Christ. It is simply prepos-

terous in Mr. Roberts to say that the title Christ " was prob-

ably applied to Jesus only after His death ", and that Jesus
" only after His death came to be recognized by His followers

as the Christ ". To talk so is to run into head-on collision

with the most patent facts. What are these facts?

a. Witness of Sacred Writers. Matthew, as the other evan-

gelists, commonly uses the personal name Jesus without any

appellative such as " of Nazareth ", " the Christ ". Thus in

1:21; 2: I
; 3: 13, 15, 16; 4: I, 7, 10, 17, 23; 7: 28; 8:4, 10,

13, 14, 18, 20, 22, 34; 9: 2, 4, 9, 10; and passim. And yet his

use of Christ is clear proof of our point. The title is applied

to Jesus from the very beginning of the first Gospel; see i : i,

16, 17, 18; 11:2; 16:21. In like manner Mark opens his

Gospel (i: l) with witness to the name Jesus Christ. And
John assures us at the outset (i : 17) that, as the Law came

through Moses, so grace and truth are ours through Jesus

Christ. And, in the words that are probably the ending to

his first recension of the fourth Gospel, he lays down the pur-

pose of his writing
—

" that ye may believe that Jesus is the

Christ the Son of God" (20: 31). There can be no doubt

but the evangelists Matthew, Mark, and John knew Jesus as

" the Christ ".
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Other contemporaries of Jesus might be cited as witnesses

to His being called the Christ. St. Paul will suffice. Though
not a disciple of Jesus before the death of the Lord, the great

Apostle was a contemporary with Him and his witness is in

point Paul at times speaks of " the Lord Jesus ", yet his use

of the name ' Jesus Christ " is overwhelming in the court of

historical evidence. We find this use in Romans, thirty-two

times; I Cor., twenty-one times; II Cor., nine; Gal., seventeen;

Eph., eighteen; Phil., twenty; Col., five; I Thes., seven; II

Thes., nine; I Tim., fourteen; II Tim., thirteen; Tit., four;

Philem., five; Hebrews, three times. All told, St. Paul, in his

letters, uses the name " Jesus Christ " one hundred and sev-

enty-seven times. Hebrews diflfers somewhat in style from

the other letters of Paul ; the rare use of " Jesus Christ " is

such a stylistic diflference.

From this overwhelming evidence that Jesus was known to

His contemporaries as the Christ, Mr. Roberts has an evasion.

The title Christ " was probably applied to Jesus only after

His death ". We reply, it was applied to Him by foe and
friend alike and by Himself before His death.

b. Witness of foes. Pilate, a foe of Jesus, is clear witness

to the fact that, before His death, Jesus was commonly desig-

nated as "the Christ". Pilate asks the Jews: "Whom will

ye that I set free unto you^—Barabbas or Jesus who is called

the Christ?"" Pilate is no friend to Jesus. He has not

coined the phrase. He uses it for clearness' sake. His an-

nouncement is important. It must not be misunderstood. The
Jews must know whom he meant by Jesus. For, as Mr.

Roberts says, " Jesus was a common personal name, while

Christ was titular ". So Pilate adds the titular to the personal

name—" Jesus who is called the Christ ". And when the

rabble give preference to Barabbas, once again the Roman
official uses the distinctive appellation

—
" What shall I do

then with Jesus who is called the Christ? " (verse 22).

The Samaritan woman at the well of Jacob is another foe

who applies the title Christ to Jesus before His death. She

is so impressed with this Jewish Rabbi's prophetic words as to

say to her fellow townsmen, " Is not this the Christ? " "

i» Mt. 27: 17. »2 Jo, ^.29.
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The last time the Lord celebrated Tabernacles, friend and
foe discussed His career in the Temple courts. " Do the rulers

really know that this is the Christ ? Yet we know whence this

man is. The Christ, however, when he cometh, no man know-
eth whence he is." " All certainly apply to Jesus the title

" the Christ ", no matter whether they accept Him as the Mes-
sias or not. And some of the multitude accept the Messiah-

ship of Jesus. They give as their reason for the credibility of

His mission the Messianic works He does. " When the

Christ cometh, will He do greater signs than this man
doth?"^* "This is of a truth the prophet! This is the

Christ !
" ^° The others protested " Doth the Christ come out

of Galilee? Christ cometh of the seed of David and from

Bethlehem " " And despite all this discussion, Mr. Roberts

says the title Christ " was probably applied to Jesus only after

His death." Why, so widespread at this time was the acknowl-

edgment of the Messiahship of Jesus in Jerusalem that the

Jewish authorities decreed " If anyone were to confess Him
to be the Christ, he should be excommunicated from the syna-

gogue "."

Later on, the last time Jesus celebrated the feast of the

Dedication of the Temple, these same foes in Jerusalem ap-

plied to Him the title Christ and plied Him with questions.

" How long wilt thou keep us in suspense? If thou art the

Christ, tell us plainly" (10:24). They wish Him clearly

to commit Himself to their machinations. He tells them, in

His own way and not in theirs, that He is the Christ. He
shows supernatural insight into their lack of faith in, and evil

intentions in regard to Him. Did He tell them plainly that

He was the Christ, they would not believe. His works, done

in the name of the Father, speak for themselves. The Jews

believe not because of them ; nor will they believe because of

His authority. In the end, they take up stones to kill Him;
and thus show that they understood full well the claim He
makes to be the Messias and the Son of God.^^ Over and

again they ask if He can be the Christ. He foretells the com-

ing crucifixion. At once they object that according to the

Law, " the Christ abideth forever ". How then can Jesus be

the Christ, if He is to be crucified?
^'

18 Jo. 7:26, 27. 1* Verse 31. i" Verse 41. i« Verses 41, 42.

IT Jo. 9:22. Inverses 31-39. i» John 12:24.

J
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c. Witness of Friends. Friends as well as foes apply the

title Christ to Jesus. Take Peter as an instance. What could

be clearer than his confession at Caesarea Philippi? Jesus

asked, " Who do ye say I am ? " Peter made answer for all,

" Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God ". Jesus ap-

proves, says Peter has learned this truth by God's revelation

and promises to build His church upon Peter as upon a rock.'"

It should be noted that, on the occasion of this clear confes-

sion of the Messiahship of Jesus the Christ, the Lord prohibited

the disciples from calling Him the Christ.'^ This prohibition

is clearly the reason why we have not, before the death of

Jesus, the manifold uses of the titular name " the Christ

"

which occur thereafter—for instance, in the writings of Paul.

Another equally effective confession of Peter is after the

defection of those who refused to accept the doctrine of the

Eucharist. Jesus looks to the disciples and the apostolic

body, among whom the disbelief is having its effect. Heart-

rending is His appeal. " Do ye also wish to leave me?" Peter

stands up for the body apostolic and boldly makes answer:
" Lord, to whom shall we go? Thou hast the words of eter-

nal life. We believe and we know thou art the Christ, the

Son of God ".'^ In the face of this single testimony, how can

Mr. Roberts write that Jesus " only after His death came to

be recognized by His followers as the Christ " ?

Further witness of Peter to the name Jesus Christ is in Acts

3 : 20 and in the letters of the great Apostle. In I Pe., the

name Jesus Christ occurs nine times; in II Pe., eight times.

Only once does Peter use the name of Jesus without adding

the title Christ.

Other friends who apply the name Christ to Jesus are the

angels that bring the good tidings to the shepherds of Beth-

lehem ;
" and Simeon, who must have told the disciples of

his having seen " the Christ of the Lord " before dying."

Martha, too, must not be forgot, nor her confession, " I be-

lieve that thou are the Christ the Son of the living God ".*•

2° Mt. 16 : 15 ff. ; Mk. 8 : 29 ff. ; Lk. 9 : 20 ff.

»i Mt. 16:20; Mk. 8:30; Lk. 9:21.

"Jo. 6:6769. " Lk. 2:11.

" Lk. 2:26. '"Jo. 11:27.
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d. Witness of Jesus. The Sacred Writers, foe and friend

and even Jesus Himself bear forceful witness to the applica-

tion of the title Christ to Jesus before His death and to the

falsehood of the statement that " only after His death Jesus

Cemie to be recognized by His followers as the Christ ". Mr.

Roberts is hopelessly wrong in thinking " it is doubtful

whether Jesus Himself accepted " the title Christ. At times

His acceptance was cryptic. His hour was not yet come for

handing Himself over to the power of the foe. He taught

them in parables ; He gave them hints ; He held their souls

in suspense. Their blindness was to blame—the blindness of

their infidelity. Had they had faith, they would have under-

stood. To the Pharisees one day He said :
" What think ye

of the Christ? Whose son is He?" ^^ They said the Christ

was the son of David. Yes, that is precisely why He allowed

Himself to be hailed the son of David. He accepted the title

that belonged to the Christ.

Another title, " My Master ", was expressly reserved by
Him for the Christ. " Call none Master; for one is your Mas-

ter, the Christ "." And yet this title He never prohibited but

freely accepted of His disciples; there was no danger that its

use betray Him to the foe before the time decreed.

The title Christ He considered His by exclusive right; it

should not be given to others who might usurp it. " See to it

that no one deceive you. Many will come in my name and

will say, * I am the Christ '." ^* Moreover, there would be

fitting reward for everything done His followers for His sake.

Even the cup of water given in His name is not to go unre-

warded, since it is in the name of the Christ. " For ye are

Christ's ".^" So clearly had He taught His disciples He was

the Christ, that he called them " foolish and slow of mind "

not to have understood that He the Christ had need to suf-

fer the Sacred Passion as a means to glory.*"

He must often have accepted the authoritative title in secret;

but the occasions have not been told us either because none of

the apostolic body was present or because the Gospels deal

28 Mt. 22 : 42. 27 Mt. 23 : 10.

28 Mt. 24:4, 5.
29 Mk. 9:41.

80 Lk. 24:26.
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1

chiefly with the public utterances of our Lord. On one such

secret occasion the acceptance was most clear. The Samaritan
woman said to Him: " 1 know that the Messias cometh who is

called the Christ". And Jesus gently assured her: "
I am he

who am talking to thee ".'^

In the end, when there is no more purpose in the parabolic

and cryptic spread of the Messianic kingdom, the acceptance

by Jesus of the title Christ is clearest and most open. At the

select gathering of His priests in the Supper Room, He prays

the Heavenly Father that they may know Him as the Christ;

and makes this knowledge to be a means necessary to salva-

tion. " This is eternal life that they know thee, the only true

God, and Jesus Christ whom thou hast sent." " And not

merely this ; the acceptance of the Messiahship is also made in

a public, official and straightforward manner. Standing in

wretched plight before Caiaphas, the Lord Jesus made no
reply to the lies His enemies trumped up against Him. But
when the high priest arose in official wise and spoke as it were
for the folk of Jahweh, there was silence no more. " I adjure

thee by the living God that thou tell us if thou be the Christ

the Son of God." The answer is decisive: "I am"."' Matthew
gives the reply in the form, " Thou hast said it "." The mean-
ing is the same. In Semitic languages the same word serves

for both interrogation and affirmation ; only the difference in

tone is distinctive. The important part of the question of

Caiaphas probably was :
" Art thou the Christ? " ^^^ ^'?'^'?

The Aramaic answer would be :
" Thou hast said the Christ ".

^n'K^ At any rate, Caiaphas understood that Jesus accepted

the title of Christ the Son of God. That was all he wanted.

That was all his minions had wanted before this. The claim

that Jesus made was branded as blasphemy; and He was
doomed to death. The soldiers taunted the Lord as the

Christ."* They knew He was condemned to death because
" He said he was the Christ ".»"

We have given this lengthy refutation of the gratuitous as-

sertions of Mr. Roberts to show how utterly false they are,

»> Jo. 4:25. 82 Jo. 17:3.

" Mk. 14 : 6a. »* Mt. 26 : 64.

«» Mt 26 : 68. 8« Lk. 23 : 2.
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how weak is the stand taken by liberal Protestantism. It starts

out to do away with all the supernatural elements of the Gos-

pel narrative, to rule the Christ out of court, to cling to Jesus

and not to Christ. The start is illogical. The onward dash

is more so. The end is inevitable. Mr. Roberts and men of

his ideas end by giving up Jesus as they started by giving up
Christ. This is not unfair to Mr. Roberts. He writes :

" It is

a question whether the Jesus of the Gospels was an actual his-

torical person." "

Walter Drum, S.J.

Woodstock College, Maryland.

*'' ffibbert Journal, viii, p. 91.
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CHRIST AND THE POWEES OF DARKNESS. Ey J. Godfrey Eaupert,

K.S.G.B. B. Herder, St. Loais. 1914. Pp. 196.

Mr. Raupert has made quite his own the field of spiritistic phe-

nomena. The results of his personal experience and research, sup-

plemented by extensive reading, have already been published in two

noteworthy books

—

The Dangers of Spiritism and Modern Spiritism.

Both these works have been previously described in this Review.

The book before us, whilst in part overlapping the volumes just

mentioned, develops more explicitly the author's philosophy of

Spiritism. That philosophy in its broad outlines is of course familiar

to the present reader. Making all just allowance for fraud, de-

lusion, and the latent and mysterious powers or forces of the nervous

system, or the so-called " subconscious ", automatic workings of the

human organism, there is, Mr. Raupert maintains, a large, a very

large, mass of phenomena associated with " spiritistic " practices

that camiot be satisfactorily explained save by the hypothesis of the,

interference of unembodied intelligences—personalities which are

not, as the spiritists suppose, the discarnate human souls, but are

preternatural agents, spirits of an unmistakably malign nature.

Those readers who look upon this philosophy with prepossessions

derived merely from the ephemeral literature of the subject are apt to

be decidedly sceptical of its validity. The frequent exposure of the

deceits practised in the stances and especially of the wiles of that

supreme trickstress, Eusapia Palladino, is liable to shatter all belief

in the genuineness of any sensible conmiunication with discarnate or

unembodied spirits. The claims of such men of science as Crookes,

Hyslop, or the late Alfred Wallace to have witnessed such communi-

cations fail to influence minds that are sceptical in these matters.

Professor Oliver Lodge's experiences of converse with trans-human

intelligences, his alleged visual and tactual communications with

spirits in " materialized " form, produce little or no impression.

Scientists, it is claimed, are no more competent witnesses or judges

of spiritistic phenomena than are the average run of mortals. If not

so easily duped—which is questionable—they are more liable to

become victims of auto-suggestion. They are looking for spooks and

they find them. The ghosts are the projected phantoms of the ex-

pectant brain.

There is probably no subtler form under which the malign spirits

of the other world have succeeded in disguising their demoniacal
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activities than this insidious scepticism which makes human minds
impervious to the evidence of their workings. The alleged spiritistic

phenomena evoked in the seances must of course be analyzed and
estimated each for itself. But it would be absurd to suppose that

the evidence of sensible demoniacal agency was derived from this

source or even mainly from this source. The New Testament fur-

nishes overwhelming testimony of demonic obsession and possession

of human beings; and throughout the whole history of Christianity

that testimony is continued and reconfirmed. Much of this Scrip-

tural and ecclesiastical testimony is siunmed up by Mr. Raupert in

the book before us. Numerous evidences to the same effect are

drawn from recent experience—scientific and otherwise. A writer in

the Outlook quoted by Mr. Raupert goes so far as to assert that
" Spirit-obsession is one of the commonest troubles the race is suf-

fering from ", and a number of recent cases of manifest demonic
possession are set forth in detail in the volume at hand. "Of course,"

as the writer just quoted observes, " the great difficulty is that the

whole thing is generally regarded as a phantasma or hallucination.

Unfortunately, however, it is quite otherwise. The miserable vic-

tims generally become aware of a dual force in their lives. Religion,

if they have any, is generally wiped clean out and a sense of despair

and loss of self-confidence takes its place "
(p. 110). All this and

much more that is important, especially for the clergy, to think

about is succinctly described by Mr. Raupert. Not the least valuable

portion of his work is the chapter containing the words of warning

addressed to those who are inclined to experiment for themselves in

these insidious phenomena, and the words of sound advice indicating

the methods of safeguarding the soul from the subtle invasion of

evil agencies. The book is one which the priest will do well to read.

Not that he will be unfamiliar with its scope or its leading argu-

ments, and perhaps much of its testimony, but because he may find

it just what is needed for certain souls over whom the spirits of

darkness may, to his knowledge, be gaining an elusive ascendancy.

There are, however, two defects which the reviewer feels bound to

mention. The first is a very frequent inexactness in quoting sources of

testimony. In such subtle and debatable matters general references

to books and papers are not only of little use; they engender doubt

and suspicion. Nothing but the most precise and verifiable references

to sources of information or testimony is worth while. This desid-

eratum, we are sorry to have to say, is sadly disregarded in the book

before us. We trust it may be made good in a future edition. A
second fault one must note is in the make-up of the volume. The

paper is practically cardboard, which means that the book might

easily have been comprised in half its present bulk and consequently

J
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have been purchasable at less than its present price, with the further

result that it could have been much more widely circulated and thus

have multiplied its efficiency.

THE SPIEITUAL LIPE. Doctrine and Practice of Christian Perfection.

By the Eev. Walter Elliott of the Paulist Fathers. New York: The

Paulist Press. 1914. Pp. 388.

BPIBITUAL INSTRUOTIOB FOE EELIGIOUS. By Charles Coppers,

S.J. Author of various devotional and educational works. St. Louis,

Mo. B. Herder (Freiburg and London). 1914. Pp. 269.

AN INTEODUOTION TO THE MYSTICAL LIFE. By the Abbe P. Lejeune.

Translated from the French by Basil Levett. New York, Cincinnati,

Chicago: Benziger Bros. 1915. Pp. 314.

Father Elliott, veteran missionary, director of retreats, and guide

in the path of Christian perfection to many an ecclesiastic and re-

ligious, brings together in this voliune on the spiritual life the var-

ious reflections conducive to a true valuation of the means which

lead to perfect love of God and the habitual peace which the pos-

session of that love implies. His purpose is to set forth the ad-

vantages of that holy retirement wherein God can be studied and

worshipped without the distractions that breed worldliness; or again

of a banding together of souls with kindred inclinations under the

pledge of mutual charity for the correction of their faults and for

the purer worship of God ; or finally of that holy alliance, under the

influence of the evangelical counsels, which begets the spirit of sac-

rifice and a hunger and thirst for annihilation of self and the growth,

through mortification of the old man, to a new life in Christ. These

are the ends to which Father Elliott's spiritual readings tend. Un-
derneath it all there is the strong current of the author's own con-

simiing desire for the conversion of America by means of the Gospel

precepts, with their irradiations of religious practice through Cath-

olic devotion. His precepts and maxims are everywhere colored by

the tone of the modem life all about us, though the law and prin-

ciple whence they derive their force is the same as influenced the

Prophets on Sinai and Carmel, softened by the fair light that comes

over the hill country of Judea and the halo of countless saints who
have trodden the Way of the Cross. What Father Elliott advises

in connexion with the subject of spiritual reading is no doubt the

result of his own practice. " Jot down any thought that particularly

pleases you. Of matter that is not worth writing down, read little."

We find here on the one hand originality, and on the other the
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judgment that knows how to select from a large store of varied

reading what is useful to the higher life.

In Spiritual Instruction for Religious, from Fr. Charles Cop-
pens's fruitful pen, we have a series of readings useful for supplying

those occasional conferences given to religious communities and
sodalities which ordinarily take the form of oral addresses. The
subjects have no necessary connexion one with the other; but they

are such as would be wanted at any time; they cover general topics

like " The Avoidance of Sin ", as well as special subjects, such as
" Our Weekly Confessions " or " The Catholic Instinct ". The vol-

ume makes a useful addition to any devotional library.

The Abbe Lejeune's Introduction to the Mystical Life, whilst it

covers, in a somewhat more specific and systematic form than Father

Elliott's volume, the ascent to spiritual perfection, has a distinct aim
in that it is intended as a preparation for the understanding of the

mystical life. That life is not an object to be aimed at. It is alto-

gether a special grace corresponding to those higher intuitions which
we find in the genius of art or intellect when we speak of the soul

with its psychical endowments and material tendencies. The mys-

tical life is a gift that comes to some by a preordained grace, to others

by prayer or as the result of some extraordinary power of adapta-

tion to the divine attractions of love.

It is to pave the way to this condition of a receptive power that

the Abbe Lejeune explains the use of mental prayer and recollec-

tion ; of humility and mortification, through the religious vows of

poverty, chastity, and holy obedience. By pointing the way, and

then outlining the marks of transition to the higher mystical life, the

author aids the spiritual director as well as the soul struggling

toward absolute divine union.

DEB SOZIALE KATHOLIZISMUS IN DEUTSOHLAND BIS ZUM TODE

KETTELEBS. Von Dr. A. Franz. Volksverein, M. Gladbach. 1914

Pp. 259.

The social activity of the Catholic Church in Germany has fre-

quently been admired and held up to other countries as a model

worthy of imitation and emulation. Nowhere else has the Church

gained such a strong and directive influence on the social movement

;

nowhere else can she boast of such magnificent achievements and

powerful organizations in this field. It caimot but be instructive to

trace the beginnings of this movement, watch its steady growth, note

the factors that have retarded or favored its progress, and see it
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gradually assume those vast dimensions which have made it unique

in the world. Up to the present no systematic study oa the subject

existed ; but much material had been gathered and made accessible

in treatises dealing with topics of a kindred nature. Fo the author

cf the present work belongs the credit of having gathered and judi-

ciously sifted the scattered material, invested it with a systematic

form, and placed it in the right historical perspective. His chief

aim was to throw into relief the religious conditions of the times

that constituted such a favorable soil for the development of the

movement and to point out the contributory causes that brought

about such a rapid expansion and such uniform success; for it must
be remembered that the industrial and economic evolution of Ger-

many lagged considerably behind that of other countries. The pic-

ture thus presented is a very attractive one and abounding in useful

lessons.

It seems very ungracious to quarrel with an author on the score

of the title which he selects for his work. Yet the title is not all a

matter of subjective choice and individual taste: it has an objective

import and conveys suggestions of its own to the reader ; it sounds

the keynote that is to predominate in the work and, in many cases,

gives color and bias to statements of a neutral character. For the

sake of the book, the intrinsic worth of which is not touched by this

matter, we should have preferred a more felicitous title, one less

liable to misconstruction. As it stands, the title is vague and actu-

ally misleading ; for, what the volume deals with is a movement born

of the spirit of the Church, sanctioned by its authorities and in full

accord with its principles; not, as the ominous title suggests, a new
form of Catholicism or a dissenting tendency that leads away from

the Church. Perhaps a matter of small concern ; still no conceivable

good can come and much confusion is bound to arise from arbitrarily

wrenching words from their accredited and accepted meaning.

The Catholic Church of Germany found itself in very propitious

circimistances when the social problem began seriously to occupy

public attention. A religious revival had infused new energies into

the Church and made its organs keenly alert and responsive to the

call and the needs of the time. It was regaining its hold on the

masses and, accordingly, would develop a fine sensitiveness for their

wants, whether spiritual or material. Happily it immediately imder-

stood its social mission and boldly came forth with its message to

the age. It may be safely laid down as an axiom, that a Church

which is in living touch with the people cannot remain indifferent to

the prevailing economic and social conditions ; for at too many points

does the material trench on the spiritual and hamper or encourage

the activities aiming at the moral betterment of men. Wholesale
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destitution and exploitation are barriers to religious progress and
ethical improvement. No church of the people can long remain neu-
tral in social matters. This is clearly demonstrated in the course

of the ages; for the Church always found it necessary to define its

attitude toward the social environment by which it was confronted,

and to take a firm stand against oppressive economic wrongs. When-
ever, in times of a decline of religious fervor, it failed to do so, it

alienated from itself the affections of the people and impaired its

spiritual usefulness. Hence, the impetus, which the movement for

the material betterment of the lower classes received at that time,

was due to a quickening of the religious spirit.

As to the philosophical ideas which inspired and guided the

movement, they are to be traced to a few exceptional men, F. J. von
Buss, Moufang, and von Ketteler. No doubt these men themselves

in their turn were influenced by others, in particular by the great

leaders of the French Catholic revival—an influence which the author

seems inclined to imderestimate. A very concise outline of Ketteler's

social philosophy introduces us to the best of that great Bishop's

thought.

Indirectly the social movement derived strong impulses from a

renewal of the charitable activities of the Church ; and this came by

way of France and is associated with the glorious names of St. Vin-

cent de Paul and Ozanam, the former's loyal disciple and the most

faithful interpreter of his spirit. Relief work always leads to social

activity in its specific sense, since it is impossible to deal effectively

with want and other forms of distress without giving due attention

to the removal of the underlying economic causes of these deplor-

able social phenomena. Also in Germany, the social movement fol-

lowed in the wake of a renewed fervor in welfare work.

What has been observed so far is not specific to the social move-

ment of Catholic Germany; it possesses, however, a characteristic

feature of its own, which is, that as soon as it was bom it took on a

political cast. Its program was one of action, never a mere theory

on paper ; nor was it only a fad of some few dilettants, but from the

cutset it crystallized into a popular movement, backed by a number

of very efficient organizations whose avowed object it was to use the

levers of political action for the realization of their plans. German

Catholics had become skilled in the use of political weapons in the

gallant fight they had made for their rights; the political power

thus acquired they now directed into the channel of the social move-

ment. The political education of the people was effected in the

numerous associations which sprang into being at this critical

moment, foremost among which are Kolping's societies for journey-

men and apprentices and the various farmers' associations. By means
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of these organizations it became possible to mould public opinion

and, eventually, to bring about that remarkable social legislation,

which, though not perfect, has done so much to curb the dangerous
power of capital, to redress the wrongs of the wage-earning class,

and to mitigate the more glaring and intolerable abuses of our pres-

ent industrial system. It was a combination of favorable causes

which gave to the Catholic social movement of Germany its politi-

cal character and ensured its success.

There is another lesson to be conned from this historical sketch,

and withal a consoling one for us who are confronted by untold dif-

ficulties in our efforts to set afoot the social movement in our own
country, viz. that all these splendid results which compel our ad-

miration were achieved against great odds ; that the whole movement
was an uphill struggle and of slow progress; that it required im-

mense tact and unlimited resources of patience to overcome the apathy

of the many, who viewed with distrust all endeavors to improve con-

ditions which had come to be regarded as a matter of course and of

stern necessity, and in which it was best to acquiesce stoically.

No one can read the book without being the wiser for it. It has a

message for us; and one of inspiration and hope. It bespeaks the

final triumph of our own social movement, though at present it

seems overshadowed by almost insurmountable difficulties. If we
study the pragmatism of history and allow ourselves to be guided by

the experience of the past, we shall arrive at the same achievements

with less waste of energy and with greater dispatch.

THE OATHOLIO MISSION FEAST. A Manual for the arrangement of

Mission Oelebrations. By Anthony Preytag, S.V.D. Adapted for

America by the Eev. Cornelius Pekari, O.M.Oap. and the Eev. Bruno

Hagspiel, S.V.D. Society of the Divine "Word: Techny, Illinois.

Pp. 219.

The zeal for the Foreign Missions which for a long time had its

chief centre in the south of France, has been diffused abroad, and is

at present one of the dominant passions among the apostolic work-

ers throughout Germany, Canada, and the United States. With the

extinction of opportunities through the suppression of the religious

orders in France, the awakening of a new charity had passed across

the boarders into Belgiiun, Holland, and Germany. Within a short

time the propaganda for the Foreign Missions became a prominent

feature of Catholic activity in Germany. Priests and writers found

new opportunities for preaching the truth of God in the colonies

opened through the industry of German emigrants. A certain rivalry
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created by the activity of our Protestant fellow Christians helped to

stimulate the activity. While the religious orders fostered the im-

pulse, new centres of missionary activity were being formed every-

where among the secular clergy. The contagion spread through the

Sacred Propaganda in Rome to America, and for a considerable time

past our clergy under the approving direction of the Hierarchy, es-

pecially in the eastern dioceses, has helped to promote combined

missionary efforts.

One of the means of spreading the missionary idea is the celebra-

tion, periodically, of what are called mission feasts. Certain days

are set apart for religious exercises, in which the needs of and the

means of cooperation with the missionaries in foreign countries are

set forth in sermons and addresses, whilst prayer and worship are

directed to the same end.

The Catholic Mission Feast borrows its promptings from the popu-

lar practice in Germany where these feasts have been held for some

time. But the method readily adapts itself to American ways, and

even utilizes with good effect suggestions from the successful

management of Protestant mission promoters. In this modest book-

let we learn the ways of arranging for such celebrations, find

sketches for sermons to be preached on these occasions, besides

a selection of songs (with music), poems and prayers, suitable for

the various forms of missionary endeavor. The compilers are a

Capuchin Father and a member of the Society of the Divine Word
at Techny, where the Fathers have their chief American house, and

where much good work is being done in schools, and with the pen,

toward awakening and sustaining interest in the Foreign Missions.

AN EIGHT DAYS' EETEEAT TOE EELIGIOUS. By Henry A. Gabriel,

S.J. St. Louis Mo.; B. Herder. (Freiburg and London.) Pp. 394.

With the aid of Father Gabriel's book it is comparatively easy to

arrange a systematic retreat for individuals or for communities who
cannot have a Father Director for the exercises. The meditations

here given are based on the Exercises of St. Ignatius both in method

and in matter. There are four for each day. Each topic begins

with a general introduction leading to the definite statement of the

subject of the meditation, the composition of place by which the

imagination is fixed on the same, and the petition which puts the

desire of the heart in accord with the subject. Then follow the divi-

sions or points of the meditation—three as a rule—concluding with

the colloquy or prayer addressed to God, in which our resolution is

included.
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The meditations are varied by occasional conferences in which the

retreatant receives instruction on certain duties, ofRces, and practices

helpful in the religious life toward attaining perfection.

Each day has its special patron, its motto and spirit, and an out-

line of spiritual reading from the Imitation of Christ ; whilst at the

end of the volume is found a list of books to select from.

The volume is well printed and will serve religious for private

retreats, and also those of the clergy who may be called on to con-

duct retreats for nuns out of the usual routine of their work.

THEOLOGY OF THE SACRAMENTS. A Study in Positive Theology. By

the Very Rev. P. Pourrat, V.G., Rector of the Theological Seminary

of Lyons. Authorized second translation from the third French edition.

St. Louis, Mo.: B. Herder (Freiburg and London). Pp. 407.

The Abbe Pourrat's book was originally published in 1906. Since

then the Sacred Congregation of the Office has restricted the defini-

tions regarding the teaching of doctrinal matters, by the Decree

Lamentabili sane of 3 July, 1907. In this new edition of the The-

ology of the Sacraments account has been taken of the last men-

tioned Decree. This makes the book useful for the solution of the

new problems that have arisen in the field of sacramental theology.

For those who have not seen any review of the volume we would
repeat here that its object is to define and explain the various con-

cepts and theories of the sacramental signs, their efficacy, eharacter,

divine institution, and number. The concluding chapter deals with

the doctrine of intention and the controversies that have arisen from
the different interpretations of the matter as defined by the Church.

The exposition is very clear and concise and all the more useful

to ecclesiastics since it cffers a practical discussion of the matter

treated in the English language. This is of special value when we
have to deal with converts.

THE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM OF CRIMINAL ABORTION. By

Patrick S. Madigan, A. B., M. D., Washington, D. 0. (Reprinted from

the New York Medical Journal.) 1914.

There has been going on in the New York Medical Journal a dis-

cussion which is of importance to Catholic moralists and theologians,

as indicating a dangerous tendency in modern legislation to inter-

fere with the moral code of conscientious physicians, as well as with

the individual members of a Christian or religious community. In

the issue of 24 October of that periodical. Dr. Rabinovitz advocates

the legal sanction of what has been hitherto regarded as criminal
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abortion. He maintains that the law in actual operation is incom-

patible with om- present socio-economic system; that, being man-
made, this law should be changed to suit modern times and progress,

and that society should regard questions of this kind not in the light

of old and obsolete dogmas, but as they are in fact. He has in mind
of course the harm done by clandestine and unscientific practice en-

dangering the life of the mother.

Against this contention Dr. Patrick S. Madigan, of the Medical

Department of Georgetown University, protests in the same Journal

(21 November) and he bases his protest on the just ground that the

legalizing or sanction of criminal abortion is beyond the domain of

human legislative authority, since such operations imply a deliberate

destruction of human life under circumstances in which individual

physicians are made the sole judges as to the right of inflicting death

on the child by directly intended action. Dr. Madigan shows Dr.

Rabinovitz's argtunents to be purely utilitarian and based on mater-

ialistic principles, which absolutely ignore a higher soul life or any

recognized responsibility to the Creator. It is needless to say that

a physician who accepts as a principle of general ethics the inmior-

tality of the soul as well as the existence of God to whom both the

individual members of society and the legislators are responsible,

would be compelled to oppose such legislation as Dr. Rabinovitz pro-

poses mainly in the interests of aseptic treatment.

OUR OWN RELIGION IN ANCIENT PERSIA. By Dr. Lawrence Mills.

Open Oourt Publishing Co., Ohicago. 1913. Pp. 205.

Studies in comparative religion are both interesting and instruc-

tive, if inspired by a sense of caution and intellectual reserve; when

pushed too far or pursued without mental self-restraint and moder-

ation, they are likely to yield the most fantastic results. The rock

upon which many a theory of high-sounding name has been wrecked

is the simple fact that in religious matters similarity and agreement

do not necessarily argue dependence or derivation ; sometimes such

relations must be traced to the deeper undercurrents of primitive

traditions which are as broad as hvimanity itself. Thus it seems

that the author of the above volume, well versed in Oriental lore, is

stretching his theory too far when he claims a causal nexus of de-

pendence for the striking similarities existing between certain points

of Christian doctrine and the religion of Zoroaster. Assuming the

facts to be correct and interpreted according to their spiritual sig-

nificance, they do not warrant so sweeping and radical a conclusion.

Concerning the Avestic religion no one less than Father E. Hull,

S.J., an eminent theologian and profound student of Zoroastrianism,

I
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has said that it embodies the highest religious results to which human
reason unaided by revelation can attain. If this is the case, we
need not be surprised to discover many close resemblances between

it and the fundamental tenets of Christian belief ; for the latter

comprises in its range many truths that belong to the domain of

natural religion and hence are accessible to human reason. Of this

kind is the monotheistic conception of the Divinity as it ap{)ears in

Iranian speculation. It is patent, however, that the Jewish concept

of the One God was not borrowed from the Persians; though it is

true that their fidelity to Jehovah was greater after the Babylonian

captivity than before it ; but that is a matter of practice, rather than

of theory. As far as theory is concerned, Jehovah, even in the pre-

exilic literature, looms overshadowingly great, without a rival and in

solitary splendor; His claims to absolute, unique worship and to im-

divided loyalty are never questioned or disputed, though more than

once practically ignored and set at naught. Nor is it correct to infer

from their frequent infidelities, that the Jews themselves never out-

grew a lurking dualism which continually endangered their mono-
theism, as the author would have it. Their deplorable lapses into

idolatry are genuinely Semitic and frankly polytheistic and have

nothing whatever to do with dualism. Nor can the demonology of

the Old and New Testaments be construed as infiltration of Persian

dualism ; for the evil spirit appears in the earliest Jewish books,

which without a shadow of doubt antedate the age of the captivity.

Besides, he is described therein not as the emanation of the prin-

ciple of evil, but as a fallen angel whose downfall is due to a per-

verted will. It is vain to seek dualistic implications either in the

teachings of the Old or the New Testament.

To mention the virgin birth of the Saviour in the same breath

with that of the predicted deliverer of Zoroaster, shows that one

has not the faintest idea of the infinite delicacy and blossom-like

sweetness of the Christian conception. The one is coarse, vulgar,

nauseating; the other pure, fair, wholesome. They are as far

apart as the heavens are from the earth. By no process of refinement

could the Christian idea have blossomed from the Persian version,

whereas it is not impossible that the latter constitutes a corruption

of the former.

We need not belittle or depreciate the Avestic theology in order

to prove that it is not the source of post-exilic Judaism and, thus,

of Christianity; there are insurmountable historical obstacles that

militate against this conclusion. At the time of the great captivity

Persians and Jews became acquainted. It is not unreasonable to

suppose that their religious views influenced one another during this

period, which gave them stronger relief and njore pronounced em-
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phasis. But it must be observed that no doctrines appear in the post-

exilic literature of the Hebrews, which are not already contained in

the preexilic books, though possibly in a less developed state. Thus
it is wrong to regard Persia as the original home of Christianity, and
the Iranian theology as the source of its distinctive doctrines.

Aside from these conclusions which we cannot endorse, the author

presents many valuable and original observations on Iranian re-

ligious literature, as is to be expected from a master of the craft.

The voliune contains some fine writing; but it does not make easy

reading. It will amply repay the time and energy spent in its

perusal.

THE OULTTJEE OP ANCIENT ISRAEL. By Oarl H. Oomill. Open

Court Publishing Co., Chicago. 1914. Pp. 167.

The title of this volume indicates sufficiently that it is a transla-

tion from the German; for the word culture is here used in a con-

notation quite foreign to our acceptation of the term, but very

familiar to the German mind ; it stands for civilization in its broad-

est meaning.

The book contains five chapters dealing respectively with the rise

of Israel as a national unit, the legislation of Moses, education of

children in ancient Israel, music in the Old Testament, and the place

of the Psalms in vmiversal literature. Of these the last chapter is

by far the most interesting and valuable. The others are spoiled

by the outspoken rationalistic tendencies of the author, according to

whom all that lies before the exodus from Egypt is prehistoric and

legendary.

Moses, though not a mythical character, belongs to the so-called

heroic age, where the true perspectives of history are lost and every-

thing, as in the twilight, assumes gigantic proportions. This is the

author's view of the time of the composition of the Pentateuch : "The

Pentateuch originated from the combination of various documents,

the oldest of which is perhaps half a millenniiun later than Moses,

so that accordingly the earliest narratives of Moses and accounts of

his work which have come down to us are further removed from

him in time than we to-day are from Luther. ... It is my firm

conviction that the science of Old Testament criticism of the last

generation not only asserts but proves—proves positively—that the

great coherent priestly code of the Pentateuch as it has found its

characteristic stamp in the code of the tabernacle and in the so-called

third book of Moses, is quite late, and does not belong at the be-

ginning of the development as its foundation, but at the end as its

culmination" (p. 41). There is nothing particularly novel and
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original in this theory; but we know also that meanwhile Old Tes-

tament criticism has become less confident of its position, and that

from its own camp fierce onslaughts have been directed against these

assumptions, which at one time were considered as absolutely im-

pregnable and indisputable. The assertiveness of the author in this

matter is slightly out-of-date. Though patronizingly speaking of

Moses, the author robs him of his chief glory of being the legislator

of his people. Here is his argument :
" The work and legislation

of Moses were intended for nomadic hordes which were yet to be-

come a nation for the first time, and in whom we may not assume a

settled state of civilization founded on agriculture. The whole

legislation of the Covenant, however, is calculated for a settled agri-

cultural population, to some extent also engaged in commerce and

living imder a sort of juridical administration. . . . But Moses
cannot have given his contemporaries such a legislation" (p. 43).

Even the Decalogue is. so the author says, of a much later date than

Moses. In such a theory there is little room for inspiration and the

supernatural intervention of Divine Providence; it irons out the

whole miraculous history of the Hebrews into the flat, common-place

level of the purely natural.

The author's attitude is the more offensive, as there is question

here of a popular book in which results are stated as final, and hence

no controlling or checking of the various arguments, by which the

conclusions are supported, is possible. We cannot but regard the

fundamental tendency of the volume as vitiated and subversive of

Scriptural authority. Barring this very essential objection, the book

is a storehouse of much curious and useful information, presented

in a very attractive form.

IS OONSOIENOE AN EMOTION? Three Lectures on Eecent Ethical

Theories. By Hasting Kashdall, D.Litt., D.O.L., Fellow and Lecturer

at New College, Oxford, Oanon of Hereford. Houghton, Mifflin Co.,

Boston. 1914. Pp. 200.

It is a pleasure to welcome a work like this in which the intel-

lectuality of moral judgments is so ably defended against emotion-

alism. The eighteenth-century Scotch school of philosophy never

realized the disastrous consequences of their doctrine of a moral

sense as the criterion of discernment of the good—good acts, good

conduct. If the objective reason why an act is good or bad is its

accord or discord with some feeling or emotion, and if the sub-

jective faculty that recognizes the distinction is. not intellect but

sense, then of course there can be no absolutely, but only relatively,
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good deeds—those namely that stimulate the moral sense agreeably.

And as this sense varies with different individuals and with the

same individual according to various states and circumstances, what
is good for one agent will not be so for another, and what will be

good for you or me to-day may not be so to-morrow. The outcome
of such a theory must be beyond all measure ruinous to the individual

and to society.

If the conception of a " moral sense " were left in its simple stage

as it was held by Hutcheson and Reid, and even Hume, its conse-

quences for recent times might be disregarded. But of late men
like Westermarck and McDougall have discovered a moral sense

which is the complexus of many various instincts inherited through

our (supposed) savage ancestors from original bestial progenitors.

Morally good is therefore that conduct which harmonizes with this

instinct, which is perceived by this instinctive feeling to be in some
respect pleasant, satisfactory, useful for the individual or the race.

With the progress of the race the instinct will be changed and quite

the opposite acts may be found beneficial. And so again the moral

sense or instinct theory is seen to do away with the absoluteness of

morality. Professor Rashdall proves very clearly and cogently that

moral judgments are objectively valid and are seen and pronounced

so to be not by feeling but by reason, the intellect. He also analyzes

and refutes the emotional and instinctive theories. The book de-

serves the attention of students of ethics. It is thoughtful, Imninous,

and suggestive ; last, but not least, it is charmingly written—almost

ludendo discimus.

Not for every statement in the volume, however, would we be spon-

sor. For instance this :
" We have no reason for believing anything

except the fact that we cannot help believing it " (p. 39). Just the

other way about; the compulsion comes from without, not from

within. We cannot help believing the truth because the truth itself

is seen by the intellect to compel assent. Again, the author states

that he does " not believe that an act can be pronounced right or

wrong without any reference to its consequences" (p. 41). An act

is good if it befits the agent. If it befits the agent, the consequences

will likewise be good, beneficial. Contrawise with evil. A few other

statements could be noted to which exception should be taken. For

the most part, however, they are not of vital importance, and detract

in no wise from the substance of a book that is so thoroughly sound,

reasonable, persuasive, and interesting.

It may be worth noting that the volume embodies the author's lec-

tures (three) delivered at the Leland Stanford Junior University,

California, 8, 9 and 10 October, 1913.
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HISTORIA PHILOSOPHIAE, Scholarum usui accomodata, Auctore P.D.

Bamiro Marcone, O.S.B. Vol. II. Bomae: Desclee et Socii., Edit.

Pontif. 1914. Pp. 441.

It will always be a question for disputation whether the history

of philosophy should be studied in Latin or in the vernacular. The
arguments on both sides are sufficiently obvious and need not detain

us here. In seminaries in which students of different nationalities are

educated, as is probably the case in the Benedictine College of St.

Anselm in Rome, in which institution the author of the above work

is a professor, Latin is, of course, the only available medium. Other

institutions which elect to employ a Latin text-book, rather than

one in the vernacular, for the history of philosophy, will find the

present work an excellent manual. The first volume was previously

noticed in these pages. The volume at hand covers the patristic and

the scholastic eras, together with the modem era as far as the open-

ing of the nineteenth century. A third volume will be needed to

carry the history down to the present time. As we noted in the case

of the first volume, so here likewise, the various philosophical schools

are succinctly presented and with relative comprehensiveness; their

logical interconnexions are made apparent ; the estimates of them are

just, and controlled by references to original and other sources; and

the whole is conveyed in a style that for smoothness and lucidity

leaves nothing to be desired.

SHOET SERMONS FOR THE OHILDREN'S MASS. By the Rev. Fred-

erick Renter. Joseph Wagner, New York. 1914. Pp. 192.

OONFERENOES FOR BOTS. By the Bev. Beynold KnehDel. JoMph

Wagner. New York. 1914. Pp. 313.

The proverbial latitude of taste finds application in regard to ser-

mon books no less, probably more, than to other objects. It is with

some hesitancy on the part of the reviewer that he invites the atten-

tion of the reader to the present two volumes. It may well be that

they will not appeal to every priest. Matter and manner will most

likely affect individual readers oppositely. Nevertheless, sermon

books addressed to the special needs of children and the boy, small

or large, do not superabound, and if the subjects treated and the

method of treatment be found worth while, these two volumes ought

to command the attention of busy priests, who do not always find

time to think out for themselves a suitable discourse or " talk " on

those somewhat difficult topics.
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The sermons for children are evidently the ripened fruit of the

author's long and intimate experience. They are short, clear, to the

point, and sufficiently abundant in anecdote and illustration.

The Conferences for Boys are also relatively short; they aver-

age about six pages each. They are plain and practical, and like-

wise fairly well illustrated. Every preacher may not like every dis-

course here offered him; but there will hardly be any preacher who
will not find something suggestive and usable in any one of the ser-

mons he may care to peruse.

THE HAND OF MEEOY. By the Eev. Eichard W. Alexander, author of

"A Missionary's Note-Book", etc. With a Foreword by the Eev.

Walter Elliott, O.S.P. New York : P. J. Kenedy and Sons. 1914.

Ppi 288.

These are stories imaging the workings of divine grace. They are

drawn for the most part from real life, in vivid colors of the heart

;

and they produce quite spontaneously those movements of gratitude

for God's mercies, and those aspirations to share in His work of Re-

demption, which are the source of missionary zeal. Most of them

are accounts of conversions, stimulating, as Father Elliott writes in

his sympathetic and eloquent Foreword, to the duty of praying for

conversions. " Reading these struggles against prejudice, self-inter-

est, vicious tendencies, cruelty of family and friends, struggles of

heroes, often ending in a miraculous victory, makes converts and

trains convert-makers. . . . And how well done they are ; how beau-

tifully done ! How true the fancy that clothes the events, and sets

forth the actors in these dramas of real existence—a fancy that is

the many-colored livery of the Holy Spirit. May the same Holy
Spirit spread this volume far and wide, and long continue to guide

its author in collecting and publishing other such narratives."

EAMLES in OATHOLIO lands. By Michael Barrett, O.S.B., author

of "Up in Ardmuirland", etc. New York, Cincinnati, Chicago:

Benziger Bros. 1914. Pp. 264.

Father Barrett's Up in Ardmuirland prepared for him a good in-

troduction to the Catholic reading world as a character story-writer,

which is likely to make any book from his pen welcome. The finely

printed and illustrated pages of this volume are, however, more in

the nature of a diary of travel. The Rambles, as he calls his journey,

extend from Hamburg through Germany along the Rhine into Swit-

zerland ; then through Austria into Italy, taking in Venice, Ferrara,
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and Florence. Naturally the abbeys of Maria Laach, Beuron, and
Einsiedeln and others of a like origin, form the chief objective points

of our Benedictine traveler. His mode of description is frequently
quite original and always interesting; and as illustrations of Cath-
olic life the book will, by its fresh and appreciative tone, appeal to

a large munber of readers. •

Xltetatie Cbat

A little volume entitled Polemic Chat, by Bishop Dunne of Peoria, was
warmly recommended some two years ago in this Review. A like commen-
dation should now be extended to a somewhat similar production that has
recently emanated from the same skillful pen under the title Memoirs of Zi
Pre. Zi Pre'—an abbreviation for " Zio Preute " (Uncle Priest), as the Nea-
politans affectionately call the padre—is, or was, the zealous pastor of the Chiesa
dell' Angelo Custode, in the Italian quarter of Chicago. His memoirs embrace
experiences amongst the poor and the picturesque, the good and the bad, emi-
grants from " bell'Italia ". The experiences are narrated, as was the case
mutatis mutandis in the author's Polemic Chat, in the form of a lightly woven
story. In this shape they offer occasion to introduce a fairly complete sum-
mary of the Catholic credentials and doctrines.

The principal (good) character in the story is an Italian-American youth,
Pasqualino, who, it must be confessed, is a somewhat prodigious theologian
for his years, even though he has " completed three years of classics ". If a
seminary professor could turn out at the end of a three-years' course of the-

ology as clever a polemist as is this young Italian, he might well congratu-
late himself. However, Pasqualino is presented as a youth of more than
" mediocre talent ", and is not meant to obtrude his personality but to be the

vehicle of religious doctrine. If thw connotation be kept in mind the story and
the book will prove a most useful, and at the same time an attractive, aid to

Catholic instruction, and one which the clergy who have to deal with Amer-
ican-Italians will find particularly helpful. The pathetic and almost tragic

story of the apostate Antonio teaches a lesson that rivals in eloquence the ex-

ample of zeal set by the youthful Pasqualino and the up-to-date, efficient Zi

Pre'. (B. Herder, St. Louis.)

The Mission Press of the Fathers of the Divine Word (Techny, Illinois) has

published a very useful collection of popular songs under the title of Firefide'

Melodies. They are the soulful old melodies which our fathers used to sing,

and which represent the music of the heart as distinguished from the " rag-

time music of the feet ". and from classical music whose artful harmony ap-

peals chiefly to the intellect. The old melodies, such as " The Tyrolese and

his Child ", " The Harp of Tara ". " Killarney ", " Loreley " are in some dan-

ger of being lost to the younger generation. Fr. L)mk here makes an effort

to keep them alive, especially in the schools. The present publication cor.tains

twenty-five of the most attractive pieces as a first instalment. The convenient

form and low price are well calculated to promote knowledge and love of what

is most beautiful in the music of the people.

My Examen is the title of an elaborately prepared note-book, bound in flex-

ible leather, containing printed suggestions and blank indications for making

a daily examination of conscience. It supposes a definite rule of life, and

provides the material means of a continuous accounting for one's conduct
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with a view to correction. There is a separate note-pad for each month which
can be inserted in the folder and thus easily carried about for noting observa-
tions and recalling resolutions. The scheme is an attractive one, and the hand-
some form lends itself to an appropriate new-year's gift among those who aim
at self-criticism as a help to spiritual perfection. The price is one dollar.
(Examen Publishing Co., East Williston, N. Y.)

What Faith Really Means is clearly told in a neatly made pamphlet compris-
ing a hundred pages. The booklet is what it purports to be, " a simple ex-
planation " of the nature, conditions, and relations of the virtue of faith.
Theory blends harmoniously with practice. Dogmatic, it is no less devo-
tional. The writer is Fr. Henry Grey Graham, M.A., who is well known as
the author of several other useful books of religious instruction. (Washbourne,
London; Herder, St. Louis.)

A beautiful little volume, fair to the eye and winsome to the feelings,
charmingly written and happily illustrated, is The Holy Child Seen by His
Saints, from the pen of Margaret M. Kennedy. A Christmas book, it has none
the less a perennial interest, for it narrates many of the beautiful legends of
the apparitions of the Divine Child to His faithful servants—stories that never
grow old, and to listen enraptured to which there will always be a new gener-
ation of little ones advancing in age and wisdom. (Burns & Gates, London.)

The Ordo Divini Officii for the Diocese of Indianapolis is in several respects
a unique model of a diocesan directory. Besides guiding the priest through
the recitation of the Breviary and the celebration of Mass during the year

191S, it keeps the clergy of the diocese informed regarding the time of, and the

topics to be discussed at, the ecclesiastical cftnferences, and the subjects of
examination {ad quinquennium^ for the junior clergy. It contains a diocesan
clergy list, a tabella memorialis of those who have died, statistics regarding
the religious condition of the diocese, baptisms, marriages, deaths in each
parish, and the amount of the chief collections held in the different churches
throughout the year. Withal the Ordo is not more bulky than the editions in

general use.

A glance over the names of the contributors to the Review this month re-

veals its Catholicity—with a capital or a small letter. Take them alphabetically,

so as to observe strict impartiality and dutiful neutrality, and they run—Au-
gustinian, Dominican, Franciscan, Jesuit, Marist, Secular; and but for the

slow overseas mails at present, a Benedictine would have joined hands between
the Augustinian and the Dominican ; his corrected proof came back too late for

this number. If taken geographically, these contributors hail from Australia,

Canada, Cuba, Germany, Great Britain, and many parts of the United States.

The same note of catholicity is observable in the contributions themselves. The
magazine is thus seen to be squarely Catholic and catholic, however taken,

and rejoices so to be.

In the mind of one reader at least the Review is looked upon as showing
lack of neutrality. The article on the French priests in the Army gives him
the handle of complaint. It is hoped that the paper in this number on the

Priest in the German Army will not be twisted into making the Review a non-

neutral, this time on the other side. And there are other articles in this series

still to come, as announced when the Chaplain articles commenced, with our

own Navy Chaplaincies, in the November number.

Few of the missionary efforts to bring the teaching of Christ home to the

millions of youth in our country have yielded better fruit than the zeal of our

religious teaching communities in devising methods for instructing the chil-

dren of our schools in Christian doctrine. Some of these methods enjoy de-

served publicity, but as a rule each Order finds a sufficient stimulus to activity
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in quietly handing down the results of tlieir intelligent labor to the young
teachers who follow in their wake. Occasionally the School Journal or the
Annual Reports of the Superintendents of Schools of the various dioceses re-
veal some of the ingenious plans to make known Catholic truth to the child's
mind and heart; but only a tithe of what is being done is made public.

In this connexion we note a set of line-cut reproductions of four large pen
and ink sketches, illustrating a method of teaching the child through graphic
illustrations the manner of assisting at Mass. The charts are quite simple and
represent the priest at the altar in the chief moments of the Holy Sacrifice.
The four acts are made to correspond to reminders of Jesus in the Garden of
Olives, the Scourging, the Raising upon the Cross, and the Burial of our Lord.
TTie parts of the Mass selected fit the popular rime

—

"Adore till the Gospel;
Give thanks to the bell

;

Till Communion ask pardon

;

Then all your waijts tell."

These four pictures bear the hallmark of the Sisters of St Joseph, Chestnut
Hill. Philadelphia.

The compilation of documentary sources for the Life of the late Archbishop
of Philadelphia has been under way for several months. The Editor of the
RE\aEW would be very greatly obliged to any reader who has letters from
the venerable prelate for permission to copy them. Any correspondence or
kindred papers sent for the proposed biography will be promptly returned to
the sender after perusal, and only such use will be made of them as is freely
given. We bespeak with confidence the kind cooperation of the late Arch-
bishop Ryan's many friends among the bishops and priests throughout the

English-speaking world.

Heroines of Duty {Les Vaillantes du Devoir, by Leon Rimbault) is the title

of a typically French volume. It has all the subtle gracefulness and the bril-

liancy which we generally associate with the literary productions of the French
mind ; an elusive perfume pervades its pages and gives sweetness to the stem
truths it inculcates. There is something in it to rouse and stir as in the ring-

ing notes of a bugle. It points out noble tasks to the ambition of active women
and shows them the paths that lead to the lofty heights. Much in it to our
tastes would seem whimsical ; but whimsicality has its peculiar charms. (P.

Tequi, Paris.)

Among the manuals to be recommended for the use of laymen as well as

religious, especially during times of retreat, there are two handy editions of

the Spiritual Exercises of SL Ignatius : Pustet's comprehensive edition of " Man-
resa ", and Father Elder Mullan's translation from the autograph of the

Saint's manuscript (Kenedy & Sons). These Exercises are not intended for

spiritual reading but must be studied, piecemeal.

Hossfeld's series of grammars of foreign languages is too widely and favor-

ably known to call for any commendation here and now. The volume on
Japanese which has recently come to our table bespeaks the attention of stu-

dents who are interested in that language, for the simplicity of the book's

method and the comprehensiveness of its matter. The tendency in Japan to

employ Roman instead of the national characters is followed by Professor

Wentz, the author of the manual. This feature, together with the "dialogues"

—which are really practical and practicable, unlike Mark Twain's famous ex-

amples of learning German—and the vocabularies, tends greatly to facilitate

the learning of a language that presents otherwise such formidable difficulties

to Occidentals. How vastly Japanese differs from English may be estimated
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by noticing that if in a restaurant you should be curious to know " What fish
is that on the dish?" the proper form of inquiry would be Naga-zara ni notte
iru sakana wa nan de gozaitnasu ka. And if the waiter should deign to gratify
your curiosity by telling you " It is a cod-fish", what you would hear would
be Tara de gozaimasu. And this would or should suffice to send you to Hoss-
feld's Method of Learning Japanese. From the same publisher we have re-
ceived also a pocket dictionary (German-English and English-German), quite
small, but for that reason of practical service to the traveler. (Peter Reilly,
Philadelphia.)

E^a de Queiroz's exquisite legend The Sweet Miracle has recently been
translated and dramatized by the Sisters of Notre Dame, the English rendi-
tion being based on the dramatized version of Alberto d'Olieveira. It makes a
beautiful and edifying little play, in four short scenes, and could be utilized to
advantage by our convent schools and academies. (B. Herder, St. Louis.)

The foregoing drama centres on an idealized incident in the life of our Lord.
A drama, somewhat longer, containing four acts and eight scenes, is based on
the history of the early persecutions of the Church. It bears the title Her
Only Love, and is adapted from Calderon's El Magico progidioso, by the Rer.
P. Kaendcrs. The cast is mixed ; still with slight modifications the play could
be rendered by girls. (B. Herder, St. Louis.)

Still another play available for use in convents or parish dramatic asso-
ciations has been adapted from Sir Aubrey de Vere's Mary Tudor by the
Ursulines of New Rochelle, New York, under the title Jane Grey, A Nine
Days' Queen. (P. J. Kenedy & Sons, New York.)

Louis XI is the name of yet another recent drama. It has been adapted by
J. H. Stratford from the original of Casimir Delavigne. The play has re-

ceived an extrinsic note of distinction through the superb acting of Sir Henry
Irving. Unlike those heretofore mentioned, the latter play is arranged for

male characters only. (P. J. Kenedy & Sons, New York.)

Mr. Humphrey Desmond in his recent booklet—a brief notice of which ap-

peared in the January number of the Review—quotes that incident in the life

of Frederick Ozanam which gave rise to the founding of the "Conferences" of
St. Vincent de Paul. " Ozanam was at the Paris University. ' Some of our
fellow-students,' he says, ' were materialists, some deists ; and when we Cath-
olics called attention to the marvellous achievements of Christianity, they re-

torted :
" Yes, that was in the past, when Christianity indeed worked wonders

;

but to-day Christianity is dead. You who boast of being Catholics—what do
you do ? What works can you show us ? " And they were right,' says Ozanam.
He met the reproach by organizing the first Conference of St. Vincent de Paul."

Not unfrequently, as Mr. Desmond observes, the same challenge meets us in

the present industrial crisis. We may expose the materialists—as we usually

do in our books on Socialism—" but unless we can show the laboring masses

something better than negative denunciations, we fight at a disadvantage. We
must demonstrate a system of social service. We must ' show them our

works'" (p. 88).

None better than the author of these words knows the value of " the old

standards "—the necessity of holding to immutable principles. On the other

hand none more keenly than he is alive to the fact that those principles must

be applied to the changing conditions of modern life; and the value of his

little volume, on The New Laity consists chiefly in this that it suggests and

emphasizes and illustrates with many a pointed anecdote and literary allusion

the new setting which is at once the concrete application and the reconfirma-

tion of " the old standards ". (John Joseph McVey, Philadelphia.)
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The Ingersoll Lecture for 1914 has recently been published in a imall vol-
ume (pp. 85) with the title Metempsychosis. The author is George Foot Moore,
D.D., LL.D., Frotbingham Professor of the History of Religion in Harvard
University. It is a scholarly, well-written, and highly interesting study of
the idea that human souls pass, by various stages of transmigration, through
lower organic forms before reaching their final perfection and happiness.
The critical elements of the lecture are not as thorough as one might desire,
but the author was limited in his scope and probably preferred to outline the
history rather than the criticism of transmigration with a view to show that
so widespread and persistent an idea is testimony that contributes some force
to the universal belief in the immortality of the human soul. (Harvard Uni-
versity Press, Cambridge.)

Cardinal Van Rossum has rendered an excellent service to theology by his

study on the essence of Holy Orders {De Essentia Sacramenti Ordinis. B.
Herder, St. Louis). After a thorough analysis of the arguments bearing on
the question he comes to the conclusion that the essence of the sacrament
consists in the imposition of hands and the accompanying prayer. The his-

torical material on which the conclusion rests is very abundant and judiciously

weighed ; it leaves no doubt in the correctness of the result.

French preachers are especially successful in their appeal to the emotions

;

hence their popularity with youth and the pious sex. Father Lallemand's ad-

dresses {Allocutions pour les Jeunes Gens—Pierre T^qui, Paris; Librairie St.

Michel, 207 Tremont St., Boston) possess in a marked degree those qualities

which will captivate the attention and stir the hearts of young men and
women.

Amongst recent notable works held over for future review mention should be

made of the seventh volume of Preuss's translation of Pohle's work on dog-

matic theology. The book bears the title Grace Actual and Habitual. Needless

to say, as regards both matter and method it is on a par with its predecessors

in the series, while the translation is no less excellent. (Herder, St. Louis.)

Catholic Moral Teaching and iti Antagonists, by Joseph Mausbach. D.D.,

Professor in the University of Mvinster, is a timely and comprehensive state-

ment and vindication of Catholic morality. Fortunately it has found a cap-

able translator in Mr. A. M. Buchanan, M.A. (Joseph Wagner. New York.)

35ook8 TReceiveb.

SCRIPTURAL.

The New Testament. Vol. III. St. Paul's Epistles to the Churches. Part

V. The Epistles of the Captivity. Ephesians and Colossians, by the Rev.

Joseph Rickaby, S.J., M.A. (London), B.Sc. (Oxon). Philemon and Philip-

pians, by the Rev. Alban Goodier, S.J., Editor of The Catholic Library. Long-

mans, Green & Co., London and New York. 1914. Pp. xx-42. Price, $0.40

net.

S. Ephraem S^Tii Opera Textum Syriacum Graecum Latinum ad Fidem

Codicum recensuit Prolegomensis Notis Indicibus instruxit Sylvius loseph Mer-

cati. Tomus Primus. Fasc. Primus. Sermones in Abraham et Isaac, In Bas-

ilium Magnum, In Eliam. Cum tabula phototypica. (i. Monumenta Biblica

et Ecclesiastica.) Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti Biblici. Libraria Bret-

schneider, Romae. i'9is. Pp. xvi-aji. Pretio. la L.
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THEOLOGICAL AND DEVOTIONAL.
An Introduction to the Mystical Life. By the Abbe P. Lejeune, Do-

mestic Prelate to His Holiness, Cure-Archpriest of Charleville. Translated
from the French by Basil Levett. Benziger Bros., New York. 1915. Pp. ix-

314. Price, $1.25; $1.38 postpaid.

The Spiritual Life. Doctrine and Practice of Christian Perfection. By the
Rev. Walter Elliott, of the Paulist Fathers. The Paulist Press, 120 W. 60th
St., New York, Pp. 388. Price, $1.50; $1.65 postpaid.

Grace, Actual and Habitual. A Dogmatic Treatise. By the Rev. Joseph
Pohle, Ph.D., D.D., formerly Professor of Fundamental Theology at the Cath-
olic University of America, now Professor of Dogma at the University of
Breslau. Authorized English version, based on fifth German edition, with*

some abridgment and additional references by Arthur Preuss. B. Herder, St.

Louis. 1915. Pp. 444. Price, $2.00.

The Mystery of Faith. By Kenelm Digby Best, Priest of the Oratory.
R. & T. Washbourne, London; B. Herder, St. Louis. Pp. 183. Price, $0.75.

What Faith really means. A Simple Explanation. By the Rev. Henry
Grey Graham, M.A., author of Where we got the Bible, etc. With Foreword
by the Right Rev. James W. McCarthy, D.D., Bishop of Galloway. R. & T.
Washbourne, London ; B. Herder, St. Louis. Pp. 34. Price : bound, $0,30

;

brochure, $0.15.

Pulpit Themes. Adjumenta Oratoris Sacri. By the Rev. Francis X.
Schouppe, S.J. Translated by the Rev. P. A. Beecher, M.A., D.D., Professor

of Pastoral Theology and Sacred Eloquence, St. Patrick's College, Maynooth.
M. H. Gill & Son, Dublin. 1914. Pp. xii-586. Price 7/6 net.

The Catholic Mission Feast. A Manual for the Arrangement of Mission

Celebrations. By the Rev. Anthony Freytag, S.V.D. Adapted for America
by the Rev. Cornelius Pekari, O.M.Cap., and the Rev. Bruno Hagspiel, S.V.D.

Mission Press S.V.D., Techny, 111. 1914. Pp. 216. Price, $0.60 postpaid.

Spiritual Instruction for Religious. By Charles Coppens, S.J., author of

various devotional and educational works. B. Herder, St. Louis. 1914. Pp.

269. Price, $1.25.

An Eight Days' Retreat for Religious. By Henry A. Gabriel, S.J. B.

Herder, St. Louis. Pp. 394. Price, $1.50.

The Holy Week Book. Compiled by Authority from the Roman Missal

and Breviary as reformed by Order of His Holiness Pius X. Latin and Eng-

lish Text. Burns & Gates, London ; B. Herder, St. Louis. Price, $0.30.

PHILOSOPHICAL.

Our Palace Wonderful or Man's Place in Visible Creation. By the Rev.

Frederick A. Houck, author of Life of St. Gerlach. D. B. Hansen & Sons,

Chicago. 1915. Pp. 173. Price, $1.25; special price to priests and religious,

$1.00 per copy or $9.60 per doz.

Christ and the Powers of Darkness. By J. Godfrey Raupert, K.S.G.,

formerly an Associate of the Society for Psychical Research, author of Modem
spiritism, etc. B. Herder, St. Louis. Pp. 196- Price, $1.00.

The Finances of the City of New York. By Yin Ch'a Ma, Ph.D. (Vol.

LXI, No. 2, of Studies in History, Economics and Public Law. Edited by the

Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University.) Columbia University

and Longmans, Green & Co., New York ; P. S. King & Son, London. IQH-

Pp. 312. Price, $2.50.

Psychologia Arti Pastorali Applicata Servi Dei Anastasii Hartmann, O.

Min. Cap., Episcopi, in Usum Missionariorum totiusque Cleri Catholici Utili-

tatem cum Prolegomenis et Adnotationibus in lucem edidit P. Dr. Adelhelmus
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Jann, O. Min. Cap., Professor in Lyceo atque Gymnasio Stantiensi. Cum
Auctoris Effigic. In Aedibus Feliciani Ranch, CEniponte (Innsbruck). 1914.
Pp. 39. Preis, 60 Pf. 70 h.

Your Pay Envelope. By John R. Meader, Editor of The Common Cause.
The Devin-Adair Co., New York. 1914. Pp.221. Yrict, %\.oo; %i.i$ postpaid.

A 1915 Single Tax Catechism. An Epitome of tht A B C of Taxation. By
C. B. Fillebrown. Thirteenth revision. C. B. Fillebrown, 77 Summer St, Bos-
ton, Mass. 1914. Pp. 18. Price, $0.05 ; 100 copies, $1.50.

HISTORICAL.
Roma. Ancient, Subterranean, and Modem Rome in Word and Picture. By

the Rev. Albert Kuhn, O.S.B., D.D. Part VII. Complete in 18 Parts, pub-
lished bi-monthly, with 938 Illustrations in the Text, 40 Full-Page Inserts, and
3 Plans of Rome. Preface by Cardinal Gibbons. Benziger Bros., New York.
1914. Pp. 32. Price, $0.35 per part.

The Establishment of Christianity and the Proscription of Paganism.
By Maude Aline Huttmann, Ph.D., Instructor in History, Barnard College,
Columbia University. (Vol. LX, No. 2 of Studies in History, Economics, and
Public Law. Edited by the Faculty of Political Science, Columbia University.)
Columbia University or Longmans, Green & Co., New York; P. S. King,
London. 19 14. Price, $2.00.

William Pardow of the Company of Jesus. By Justine Ward. Long-
mans, Green & Co., New York. 1914. Pp. xiv-274. Price, $1.50 net.

Rambles in Catholic Lands. By Michael Barrett, O.S.B., author of Up in

Ardmuirland, etc. Benziger Bros., New York. 1914- Pp. 264. Price, $2.00

net.

Ve.verable Philippine Duchesne. By G. E. M. A Brief Sketch of the

Life and Work of the Foundress of the Society of the Sacred Heart in Amer-
ica. The America Press, New York. 1914. Pp. 44. Price, $0.25 postpaid.

The Journal of the Joint Committee of Fifteen on Reconstruction :

Thirty-Ninth Congress, 1865-1867. By Benjamin B. Kendrick, Ph.D., In-

structor in History, Columbia University, Sometime Schiff Fellow in History.

(Vol. 62 of Studies in History, Economics and Public Law. Edited by the

Faculty of Political Science of Columbia University.) Columbia University

and Longmans, Green & Co., New York ; P. S. King & Son, London. 1914.

Pp. 414. Price, $3.50.

Report of the Proceedings and Addresses of the Eleventh Annual
Meeting of the Catholic Educational Association, Atlantic City, N. J.,

29. 30 June, I, 2, and 3 July, 1914. The Catholic Educational Association Bul-

letin, 1651 E. Main St., Columbus, Ohio. Vol. XI, No. i, November, 1914.

Pp. 405. Annual Individual Membership Fee, $2.00.

LITURGICAL.

Ordo Divini Officii Recitandi juxta Novum Psalterium Novasque Ru-

bricas Sacrique peragendi in usum Cleri Dioeceseos Indianapolitanae juxta

Kalendarinm Universalis Ecclesiae et praescripta Decreti S. C. R. diei 28 Oct.,

1913, ac Variationes Decret. 14 Jan., 1914, dispositus; unacum Directorio

Dioeceseos; atque auctoritate Ill'mi ac R'mi D., D. Francisci Silae Chatard,

D.D., Episcopi Indianapolitani, editus. Pro anno Domini MCMXV. Typis

Harrington & Folger, Indianapoli. MCMXIV. Pp. 167.

Roman Breviary. In Four Parts. Size, four by six inches. H. Dessain,

Mechlin; Benziger Bros., New York. 1914. Prices, per set: morocco, $8.-'

;

seal. $11.00, net.

Ordo Divini Officii Recitandi Missaequae Celebrandae juxta Kalendarium

Ecclesiae Universalis. Fr. Pustet & Co., New York. 1915.
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Cantica Sacra. Fifty New Melodies for Church and Home. Composed by
the Rev. Remi Stephen Keyzer. J. Fischer & Brc, New York. 1914. Pp 72
Price, net: Organ Score, $1.00; Vocal Part, $0.20.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Prodigals and Sons. By John Ayscough. P. J. Kenedy & Sons, New York.

Pp. 320. Price, $1.25.

The Upper Room. A Drama of Christ's Passion. By Robert Hugh Ben-
son, author of A Mystery Play, The Maid of Orleans, The Cost of a Crown,
etc. With illustrations. Longmans, Green & Co., London and New York.
1915. Pp. 72. Price, $0.80 net.

The Knight of the Fleur dk Luce. By Sophie Maude, author of The
Duchess of York's Page, etc. R. & T. Washbourne, London; B. Herder, St.
Louis. 1914. Pp. 218. Price, $0.75.

The Fruit of the Tree. A Novel. By Mabel A. Farnum, author of The
Wounded Face, etc. B. Herder, St. Louis. 1914. Pp. 293. Price, $1.00.

Memoirs of Zi Pre'. By Edmund M. Dunne, D.D., Bishop of Peoria, B.
Herder, St. Louis and London. Pp. 256. Price : bound, $0.50 ; paper, $0.25.

Fireside Melodies. A Collection of Twenty-Five Beautiful Songs 'for

Home and School. Edited by Frederick M. Lynk, S.V.D. Vol. L Mission
Press S.V.D., Techny, 111. 1914. Pp. 31. Price, $0.15.

Negro Year Book. An Annual Encyclopedia of the Negro, 1914-1915.
Edited by Monroe N. Work, in Charge of Division of Records and Research,
Tuskegee Normal and Industrial Institute. Negro Year Book Publishing Co.,

Tuskegee Institute, Ala. 1914. Pp. viii-429. Price, $0.25 ; $0.35 postpaid.

The Ex-Seminarian, or Plain Tales of Plain People. By Will W. Whalen,
author of The Lily of the Coal Fields, lll-Starred Babbie, Twilight Talks to

Tired Hearts. Mission Press, S.V.D., Techny, 111. 1914. Pp. 364. Price,

$1.00; $1.10 postpaid.

Mustard Seed. Some Pungent Paragraphs. By Francis P. Donnelly, S.J.,

author of Watching an Hour, Heart of the Gospel, Heart of Revelation, etc.

P. J. Kenedy & Sons, New York. 1914. Pp. x-212. Price, $0.60 net.

Catholic Home Annual for 191 5. Thirty-second Year. Benziger Bros..

New York. Pp. 84. Price, $0.25.

The Hand of Mercy. By the Rev. Richard W. Alexander, author of A
Missionary's Note-Book, etc. With a Foreword by the Rev. Walter Elliott,

C.S.P. P. J. Kenedy & Sons, New York. 1914. Pp. 288. Price, $1.00 net.

The Ivy Hedge. By Maurice Francis Egan. Benziger Bros., New York.

1914. Pp. 331- Price, $1.35 ; $1.45 /-oj/^aii.

A Far-Away Princess. By Christian Reid, author of A Daughter of Bohe-

mia, Heart of Steel, etc. The Devin-Adair Co., New York. 1914. Pp. 406.

Price, $1.35 ; $1.50 postpaid.

Norah of Waterford. By Rosa Mulholland (Lady Gilbert), author of

The Wild Birds of Kileevy, Father Tim, The Tragedy of Christ, etc. P. J.

Kenedy & Sons, New York. 1915. Pp. 251. Price, $1.10 net.

, The Secret of Pocomoke. By Mary T. Waggaman, author of Billy Boy,

etc. Ave Maria Press, Notre Dame, Ind. 1914. Pp. 270. Price, $0.75.

The Souvenir of Canon Sheehan. Being Extracts from his Writings

made by a Sister of the Presentation Convent, Doneraile. Bums & Gates, Lon-

don. 191^. Pp. 157.

Hossfeld's New German-English and English-German Pocket Diction-

ary. Peter Reilly, Philadelphia. Pp. 764. Price, $0.60 net. i
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GRAPPLING WITH QUE GHAEITY PEOBLEMS.

THERE is amongst us of the clergy a rather widespread

aversion to conventions, congresses, conferences, and the

like. Many of us are inclined to regard them, for the most

part, as pretentious but useless gatherings.

Where the talkers talk for ever, while the workers work at home.

We can picture these gatherings in our mind's eye. Earnest

and sensible men are there; but along with them and more
conspicuous, we see the noisier sort who must be heard though

they have nothing to say; enthusiasts, who propose half-con-

sidered and unpractical measures; hobby-riders, whose favor-

ite idea must prance on the public stage; and the omnipresent,

inevitable men-with-axes-to-grind. We listen to dreary

papers, to interminable speeches, to pointless remarks, and to

platitudinous resolutions; and at last we murmur, with unac-

customed fervor, a devout Libera nosj Domine.

Now occasionally this attitude is just, but it is usually thie

offspring of impatience and prejudice. Often we do not make
due allowance for the one-sidedness, the incompleteness of

view, and the lack of sound judgment which inevitably appear

in the debates of any large gathering; and we fail to separate

true and valuable ideas and to recognize their importance and

suggestiveness. A chance attendance at a convention where

words abound but nothing fruitful is done, suffices to create

in some the prejudice against conventions in general; but ab

uno disce omnes is an unsafe and unscientific rule. Certainly

it would not apply to the convention which this paper aims to
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call to the attention of the clergy. The Third National Con-
ference of Catholic Charities, which was held at the Catholic

University in Washington last September and whose proceed-

ings have just been published in a volume ^ of three hundred
and fifty pages, was a gathering of very earnest men and
women, nearly all of them workers in the field of charity and
social betterment. Physicians and nurses, parish visitors. Saint

Vincent de Paul men, juvenile court and probation officers,

workers from settlements and day nurseries, those interested

in the care of immigrants or the protection of girls, city and
state officials who have acquired large experience in respon-

sible positions, diocesan superintendents of charities and priests

engaged in reform institutions or other special similar works

—all these, and workers in other fields of charity, attended

the third biennial meeting and many of them gave it the

benefit of their experience and reflection.

Workers usually give us valuable information and sensible

views about their own work; this is true in general of these

charity workers, whose papers and discussions, contained in

this volume, abound in good ideas and suggestions. Unless

we are very well acquainted with the ills of modern society

and the remedies ordinarily used or proposed, we can scarcely

read this volume and its two predecessors without broadening

our sympathies and enlarging our knowledge. All three vol-

umes constitute already a considerable body of literature ; they

will prove the nucleus of that Catholic library of social sci-

ence which is so urgently needed.

We cannot pass in review all the proceedings of this Third

Meeting of the Conference, or even enumerate the subjects

discussed. They covered a wide field and were mostly of a

very practical character, showing our charity workers grap-

pling with the problems they meet in their daily rounds. We
will confine ourselves to three topics of more general interest.

In exhibiting each we will endeavor to weave together the

best ideas of the Conference on these subjects, with a few

threads of our own spinning.

1 Third Biennial Meeting of the National Conference of Catholic Charities,

September 20-23, I9I4- Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.
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I.

The liveliest debate of the Conference was on the question

of the Charities Endorsement Committees; and particularly,

on the attitude to be assumed toward them by Catholics. In

the smoke of battle the differences of opinion seemed tre-

mendous; but later, examined in cold print and sifted, they

do not appear so great or, we believe, irreconcilable.

Nearly all speakers agreed that, in our large cities, endorse-

ment committees, or something very similar, have become al-

most indispensable; and, indeed, their extreme usefulness is

so evident that, no matter what may be the attitude of Cath-

olics, they have come to stay. Business firms and persons of

means receive so many appeals on behalf of relief agencies

and charitable institutions that they cannot investigate for

themselves their relative merits or demerits. Willing to aid,

but wary of being duped, they want, above all, trustworthy

information and naturally favor a responsible organization

which claims to be able to supply it. This was the need that

called these endorsement committees into being. The first of

them, it is said, arose some twelve years ago in Cleveland.

There, as in other large cities, so-called charities practised on

the gfullibility and generosity of the public. Weary of this,

the Chamber of Commerce created a committee to investigate

and pass upon the merits of any charity organization appeal-

ing to the public for funds. The results have amply justified

the step taken. In twelve years, they have " eliminated over

five hundred fraudulent and semi-fraudulent solicitors, pre-

vented seventy-five undesirable institutions from gaining a

foothold in Cleveland, and promoted amalgamation of fifteen

organizations that had previously been overlapping." '

Excellent results like these have made business men in many
cities turn to endorsement committees as their most efficient

protection against fraud. The endorsement of such a com-

mittee is, of course, no infallible guarantee either of the honest

administration of a charity or of the high character of its ser-

vice; and in fact Catholic charities have refused endorsement,

because they object to being classed with some of the institu-

tions endorsed. For the general public, however, no surer

2 Op. cit., p. 36.
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guarantee has been provided. So far, there was agreement
among the speakers; but differences arose immediately when
the question was put, should Catholic charities seek the en-

dorsement of these committees? No, said a majority of the

speakers; and in most cities our Catholic charities have in

practice returned a negative reply. The reason was succinctly

stated by one of the speakers :
" The endorsement of such a

committee will not help us and its absence will not hurt us."

Our charities have already the best of endorsements in epis-

copal approbation ; they are always administered very eco-

nomically and nearly always very efficiently; and since they

have acquired and hold the unlimited confidence of the Cath-

olic public, what benefit can they derive from any other en-

dorsement?

All this is very true in regard to our Catholic people, who
have the highest esteem for our charities and indignantly re-

sent any slur upon them or upon the brothers or sisters who
conduct them. But sometimes Catholic charities appeal for

support to the general public ; and in these cases it is not always

true that they lose nothing by the absence of a civic com-

mittee's endorsement. Some business firms make it a rule to

give aid only to charities approved by these committees—

a

very convenient rule, which is sure to be adopted by many,

and to prove injurious to Catholic charities that solicit funds

from the general public. And from the non-Catholic point of

view it is a very reasonable rule too ; for has not the general

public a right to some guarantee beyond the mere fact that

the charity is Catholic? What does the public know about the

ordinary Catholic charity, whether it is well or ill adminis-

tered? How can it be sure that a charity is really approved,

heartily approved, by the Church authorities and not simply

tolerated? The reasonable conclusion seems to be that "if

there are Catholic organizations whose support is solely from

Catholics, they have no need of endorsement. Let them not

seek it " ; but if they make appeals to the general public, then

the public has a right to demand a guarantee that is satis-

factory to itself, such as it considers the endorsement from one

of these committees.

Probably no one will contest the right of the public to de-

mand such a guarantee ; but it ought not to be difficult to per-
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suade a civic committee that a charity which has Catholic en-

dorsement deserves to be recognized by the committee also.

If we recommend a charity to the good will and generosity of

Catholics, that is proof sufficient that we consider it deserving

of support from all. This is the plan followed in St. Louis.

The Charity Committee of the Business Men's League endorses

all institutions that belong to the conference of Catholic Chari-

ties in St. Louis. The exact relations of the two bodies were

not explained by the St. Louis representative at the National

Conference ; but they point the way to a solution of this ques-

tion which recommends itself to many. If the Catholic au-

thorities give an explicit guarantee of a charity and invite

Catholics to contribute to it, then they have a certain right to

expect an endorsement committee to give their recommenda-

tion also.

This plan would be satisfactory to Catholics, and ought on

its own merits, we believe, to be satisfactory to any civic en-

dorsement committee; it will probably be extended to other

cities. But suppose these committees cling to the rule of

endorsing only on their own investigation and not upon faith

in others, no matter how high their character? They may
take the ground that if they endorse all charitable institutions

and agencies having official Catholic approval, they cannot

refuse to endorse those having official approval from Baptists,

Methodists, and numberless other religious denominations.

This would mean to abdicate their duty of knowing the insti-

tutions they recommend to the public; for an institution need

not be fraudulent to be unworthy of public support; it need

only be superfluous, or conducted on antiquated lines, or by

slip-shod methods. If this rule be followed and Catholic in-

stitutions desiring to be accredited by endorsement com-

mittees must submit to the investigation of their agents, should

our institutions apply for the endorsement?

There's the rub, and there the speakers divide sharply.

Some object to seeking endorsement because they dislike the

idea of a committee of outsiders investigating our charities and

reporting upon them. They fear unfairness, unwarranted

criticism, unreasonable or narrow-minded suggestions, at-

tempts at interference, etc. The possibility of this is not de-

nied, and where such an attitude is likely to be taken, let a
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Catholic charity seek no endorsement; but it is contended that

such a situation is the exception. " I have more faith in

human nature and in our representative organizations," said

one speaker, than to believe they will be " meddling and nos-

ing " and unfair, especially as they spend their own money
for the purpose of shielding themselves against fraud.

Investigation is regarded by this speaker, and others, as an

advantage instead of a detriment. We are proud of our

charities and of those who give their lives to them. We are

convinced that no charities can compare with ours. Investi-

gation would prove that no others are so economically admin-

istered, and none, in general, more efficiently. We believe

there is a spirit of true Christian charity and of contentment

in our institutions that is scarcely found elsewhere. Why hide

our light under a bushel? Why shut off the view of this

from any respectable investigating committee? It will do

good to them, to the public, and to us to have them see our

homes of Christian charity as they are. To be loved they need

only to be seen—by men of open mind. They are an apolo-

getic more powerful with many than the preacher's word.
" This place is an inspiration," said the Protestant head of an

endorsement committee, after visiting a Good Shepherd Con-

vent from cellar to roof ; and the same might be said of nearly

every one of our institutions. " Perhaps a few would be

criticised and asked to reform something in order to be en-

dorsed," said the speaker, a Jesuit, on whose remarks we have

been drawing liberally, " but in general we should have almost

one hundred per cent, and therefore have nothing to fear. If

any of our Catholic charities are inferior, we too want to know
it and have them brought up to the standard." And as there

is always room for improvement and danger of getting into a

rut, the consciousness of having to submit to an investigation

by a committee not entirely Catholic might stimulate the cus-

todians of our charity homes and the workers of our charitable

agencies to the best efforts of which they are capable.

There is, however, an objection against affiliation with these

endorsement committees which many will find very cogent. If

the scope of their work were to eliminate fraud, no evil need

be feared; but their aim is already, or tends to become, far

broader. Occasionally they manifest a desire to have a say in
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directing the development of charity work in a community, to

pronounce this institution superfluous, and another inefficient,

to veto the project of a hospital or an asylum as uncalled for,

or to say that it should not be here or there, and the fear is

that the now very innocent endorsement committee, which is

a private organization, may grow into a city board having con-

trol of charities and interfering with our institutions in an un-

due, and even tyrannous manner.

Now we Catholics are haunted by the dread of an omnipo-

tent State which draws all activities, educational, scientific,

eleemosynary, reformative, religious, within its iron grasp. In

our own times, we have seen the tyranny exercised over the

Church in Germany, France, Portugal, Mexico, Ecuador, and
other countries. We love liberty as no others do, because we
get so little of it. The love of liberty and the spirit of indi-

vidual initiative are decreasing. The State is more and more.

In some countries it has the monopoly of education and exer-

cises autocratic control over charities; may not the same hap-

pen here? Why help to forge the machine that may crush

us? Why ask the lion to open his jaws and kindly let us thrust

in our hand? Have we not been mangled often enough?
Quite ; but this danger seems remote and far from inevitable.

Our American ideas of liberty and the functions of govern-

ment are still very different from those of Russia, Germany,
France, and Mexico. The supervision and regulation of

charities, public and private, will be settled as the American
people sees fit. We shall gain nothing by an attitude of sus-

picion eind antagonism. We have nothing to conceal. The
more thoroughly our charities are known, the better they will

be appreciated. Others may equal us in mechanical efficiency

;

we have no fear of being surpassed in the economical use of

our means, in the self-sacrifice and devotion of our workers,

and in the spirit of content among the beneficiaries of our

charity. The State pays high wages; gold can be trans-

muted into " efficiency ", but not into love. Our Catholic

people will never prefer State institutions to those conducted

by men or women imbued with the spirit of Catholic faith and
Christian love. So in this country, with our ideas of liberty,

while we must be vigilant, we have as yet no call to fear op-

pressive and tyrannous State interference in our charities.
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II.

Cooperation among charities is a perennial theme which
custom cannot stale. In 191 2 it was formally discussed in

three papers,* replete with valuable suggestions. At the recent

conference it came up informally in many discussions. Should
we cooperate with undenominational charities, e. g. the Char-
ity Organization Societies? The question is a touchstone; the

answer reveals the temper of one's soul. Some reply according

to the Scriptural principle : he that is not with me, is against

me. Others reply according to the principle which is equally

Scriptural : he that is not against me is for me. One thing is

certain : in a large city, if there is not cooperation, all charities

will be imposed upon by dishonest persons. There are many
enterprising and resourceful beggars who get a good living

from charity bureaux; often we are ourselves victimized be-

cause we do not ask information from non-Catholic organi-

zations.

We think there is arising a better understanding and a kind-

lier feeling among charity workers. We Catholics were jus-

tified in our attitude toward many who came among our peo-

ple bearing gifts; and we know that even yet not all the Danai
are dead. With the decay of religious faith among non-

Catholics and the development of charity work into a profes-

sion and means of livelihood, have arisen many charity workers

who have undertaken their work, not out of a spirit of pro-

selytism, or antagonism to Catholicism, nor out of sordid

motives, but because, though they must earn their living, they

prefer to choose a line which gives them opportunities of

kindly service, rather than take the more selfish field of busi-

ness. Many Catholic workers have been quick to note the

changed feelings: some who have been unfortunate in en-

countering traces of the old proselyting spirit, often harbor

suspicions where they are not justified.

We think the right word on this subject was said by a

speaker whom I will name because his name always carries

great weight, Mr. Thomas Mulry of New York. The per-

sonal and familiar tone of his remarks fittingly reveals the

family spirit which characterizes the Conference.

• Second National Conference of Catholic Charities, pp. 84-103.
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The New York Charity Organization Society [he told us] was
started nearly thirty years ago. At that time we were advised to

have nothing to do with it. I was then a member of our Superior

Council. It seemed to me that we ought to cooperate with the or-

ganization represented in that Society. I felt that if the members
were honest and fair, we ought to cooperate, and I felt that if they

were dishonest and not fair, we ought to be present for purposes of

observation. Against the advice of one of the grandest men of

those days, I advocated cooperation and practised it. There were

those who called me at the time, the Protestant member of the St.

Vincent de Paul Society. After eight or ten months, Archbishop

Corrigan asked me what my impressions were. I described the work
that had been done. The members of the organization were per-

fectly willing to act with me and were even cordial in their relations.

They did many things which seemed to be done through prejudice

but which, in fact, were done through ignorance. At any rate, I

found nine hundred Catholic children going to Protestant Sunday-

schools. Our conferences succeeded in reclaiming all of them. We
found large numbers of families which had been neglected by us

and had been taken up by non-Catholic societies. We found large

numbers of families whose parents had not been legally married.

There was nothing to prevent us from doing this work, once we found

that it ought to be done. To my mind, the spirit of proselytism is

waning. I almost regret that that spirit has been succeeded by one

of indifference. I feel, therefore, strongly in favor of close co-

operation without any surrender of our principles. But I am con-

vinced that the great majority of those outside the field of Catholic

relief work are fair-minded. I have found even in relatively large

meetings, that there are very few bigots and that the great majority

are in favor of fair play. Hence I believe frankly in cooperation

without any surrender of principle.*

Cooperation among Catholic charities has not yet reached a

very highly developed stage. " Bishop," said a Catholic social

worker to the head of a flourishing and well-organized dio-

cese, " I am interested in cooperation among Catholic charities

and am come to you for the facts." "Cooperation among Cath-

olic charities? " queried the prelate. " There is'nt any." Let

us hope the situation is not quite so bad. A proposed remedy,

which was discussed by the National Conference at consider-

able length, is the creation of city conferences. Their aim is

* Third Biennial Meeting, etc., pp. 123-124.
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the same as that of the National Conference—to make the

workers acquainted; to give them inspiration and encourage-

ment (for many are called but few stick to the work) ; to make
a survey of the field, pointing out local conditions and needs;

to discuss remedies and methods, and in general to exchange
information, ideas and views. Is this practical? Secular

charities have done it very successfully; why not Catholic

charities? " We have had a city conference annually in New
York for the last five years," said a man of long experience

who is far from being a dreamer. " We now wonder at our

lack of wisdom in failing for so long a time to discover the

value of the conference to the charity interests of the city. . . .

The experience of the past has taught us that the city con-

ference is the most effective organization to secure [the de-

sired] results."
^

One important result of the city conference would be to

bring together a mass of valuable information about local

charities and to make it accessible to all. In our big cities

many who ought to be well informed are surprisingly unac-

quainted with the resources of local charitable institutions and

the needs to which they minister ; and owing to this ignorance

many a poor unfortunate goes unrelieved. The city confer-

ence would, in no long time, have amassed such valuable in-

formation that it could easily be digested into a very useful

descriptive directory of charities, Catholic and other, and pub-

lished annually with reports. Such a work would not only

be useful to charity workers, clergy, physicians, and others

directly interested in social work, but it would aid greatly in

dissipating the general public's gross ignorance and indif-

ference in regard to Catholic charities. It would be an im-

pressive work, and would remind many of their obligation to

support Catholic charities.®

The City Conference would not confine itself to matters

concerning Catholic institutions and agencies. It would have

" Third Biennial Meeting, etc., pp. 79, 8i.

* Incidentally it would prepare the way for the directory of Catholic chari-

ties in the United States so ardently desired by the secretary of the Charities

Conference, the Rev. Dr. Kerby. And if these words happen to fall under

the eyes of any hard-hearted priests or brothers or nuns from whom Dr. Kerby
has tried in vain to extract some desired information about charities, may com-

punction seize them and a sincere amendment follow.
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to deal with the general conditions of the city. It would be

inevitably led to inquire into the causes of social misery, to

suggest and enforce a remedy where one can be found and

to seek a remedy where none is now known. Its scope is well

indicated in the remarks of the former Tenement House Com-
missioner of New York City, where, though conditions are still

bad in many respects, so much has been done to improve the

living conditions of the very poor. He pictures the visit of a

charity worker to a poor family. " As he approaches the

home," says Mr. Butler, " he finds the street in a filthy condi-

tion, unsanitary in every respect because it is the section of

the poor. The authorities would not dare to tolerate such a

condition elsewhere. Our visitor enters the hallway of the

home to find the same neglect there. He goes into the home
of the family and finds it lacking light, ventilation, and clean-

liness, those things which are needful for normal homes,

things to which every man is entitled. Whose business is it

to see that this general neglect is dealt with? The street

cleaning department has an obligation. The board of health

has an obligation. The building department has an obliga-

tion. The landlord has an obligation, and very often, particu-

larly in the home, the family has an obligation. We, also,

have an obligation and ours is the most serious. It is our

duty to see that the public servants perform their duty and
they should be forced to perform it, particularly when there

is question of neglect of those who are unable to help them-

selves. If you will ask the poor why they do not protest

against such conditions, they will answer that they do not

know how to do so. This is not to be wondered at. If they

did know, of what avail would be their weak protest? But

you can know and protest and add the influence of your city

conference as a force behind your protest. You can look over

the sections of your city in which the poor dwell. You can

note the deficiency and learn how many of them are due to ne-

glect of public servants, to grasping landlords, to the citizens

of the community who ought to take more interest in their

fellow-beings, or to the inefficiency of the family itself. That
is what your conference should prepare you to do." '

^ Third BUnnial Meeting, etc., p. 82.
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That such work needs to be done is evident to any one who
will walk through the congested districts in our large cities.

Even to visit these districts where the poor must live, is of-

fensive to the well-to-do. The slums disgrace our civilization;

yet we take them supinely, almost as natural to our social

body and incurable. Who is seeking a remedy ? Still the day
must come when charity and science shall meet and conspire

to make the lot of the poor more bearable. The slum districts

must be destroyed, as they have been in Germany; and they

will be destroyed here when common sense is applied to the

removal of municipal evils.

Such activity would remove from Catholics the reproach, not

entirely undeserved, of shirking our due share in the labors of

social improvement and of being difficult to move except when
religion is at stake. There are possibilities of mischief, no

doubt, in city conferences; but wise regulation can minimize

them. The possibilities of good are far greater. They would
put new life into Catholic charity and interest many who are

ready to work, have intelligence, character and zeal, but stand

idle in the marketplace, because no one comes to hire them for

the vineyard.

III.

We come now to the most prominent idea of the volume

under review, an idea which emerges on nearly every page

—

the need of training, the need of raising up a host of trained

workers.

It is no new idea in the Church that training is necessary

to fit men and women for the best service of mankind. We
have long had our own very efficient " training schools for

social service "—the novitiates of our charitable orders. The
scope of their work is limited necessarily; it is mostly of an

institutional character. The training they give is more severe

and in most respects more thorough than can be found in any

school of modern origin. True, it is chiefly a moral and re-

ligious training; but "social service" to a great extent is a

moral and religious work. It may be a very romantic or con-

soling work for a few months or even for a few years; but

time brings disillusions and discouragements to the earnest

and only high character and well-trained virtue can overcome
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them. We believe that the religious motive is ordinarily es-

sential ; he who would devote his whole life to the service of

man must first devote himself to God. Without this the ser-

vice may continue, through habit or necessity, but its spirit

will have fled. The centuries have tested this system of train-

ing, and to-day it is still vigorous as of old. It does not de-

preciate knowledge. Religious charities have usually kept

abreast of the science of their day. If at times they seemed

backward, let us remember that highly specialized training is

a new thing. It is only in our own day that the training of

nurses has been generally felt to be necessary. To-day, as in

the past, our traditional charities are doing their work excel-

lently well.

New times, new problems ; and some of these can hardly be

dealt with by religious orders. At any rate, social work has

become in our day a profession for the laity. It tends to rank

as a learned profession, along with engineering, law, or medi-

cine. It gives a livelihood to thousands. Occasionally it

still encounters a certain prejudice, as if it were not quite

honorable to make a living by doing good; but the sneers

against paid charity workers come from the same intellectual

level as the gibes against the clergy for getting a comfortable

living from their ministry. Many who succeed in the lower

grades of this work have no great learning nor highly special-

ized training. Yet the profession holds to a high ideal; it

aims, at least, to exact of its members high qualifications, both

intellectual and moral. A good expression of its ideal—we
can hardly say as yet of its requirements—is found in the

Bulletin of the New York School of Philanthropy. " Social

work," it says, " is a profession which makes no mean de-

mands on those who enter it. Mere physical endurance is

severely taxed by it. The power to think clearly, to observe,

and to form sound judgements, is essential. The courage of

the pioneer, the patience of the scholar, the scientist's rever-

ence for truth, the poet's vision, passion for service, religious

fervor and faith, capacity for loyalty and also for searching,

uncompromising criticism—all these qualities, and more, are

needed in the profession of social work, not to mention the

more prosaic characteristics of common sense, accuracy, faith-

fulness, executive ability, and a good general education. The
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finest and ablest young men and women in our colleges and
universities, and others like them, wherever they may be, are

the recruits coveted for social work."

Here then is an attractive field of work, particularly at-

tractive to young men and women of spirit and character.

Very many students in the colleges and universities of our

country are preparing for it, following serious courses and
undergoing a serious training. Professional schools are be-

ginning to rise. We have mentioned the New York School

of Philanthropy which is affiliated with Columbia University.

Its one purpose is " to fit men and women for civic and social

service, either professional or volunteer ". This school, while

not demanding a degree for entrance, does much work of a

post-graduate character and makes very strict requirements

of its students. It presents a two-years curriculum, conducted

by six or seven regular instructors and many lecturers. Dur-
ing the first year there are six prescribed courses, aggregating

fourteen hours of class-work a week, and besides, twelve or

more hours of field work. The second year, which is devoted

mostly to field work, is intended to give the student a thor-

ough initiation, under competent supervision, into his chosen

special line.

There is a large and increasing demand throughout the

country for workers who have received this specialized train-

ing. They fill important positions in private and public in-

stitutions and in agencies of reform. Even politicians are be-

ginning to see that positions in charitable institutions ought

not to be the spoils of victory, but should be filled by trained

and competent men. And this idea will win its way till it

becomes public opinion. It has been largely, if not chiefly,

these trained workers who have given the impulse to socieil and

civic reform. They are, to no small extent, the makers of

public opinion and the shapers of legislation. We may not

agree with all their ideas regarding charity work and social

reform ; but we give them credit for being, in general, earnest,

observant, alert, energetic, and progressive.

Our plaint is that we Catholics have not sufficiently realized

the need of this special training. It was voiced at the Con-

ference by Dr. Neill, our former Commissioner of Labor, who
has done a work of social reform in this country which falls
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to the lot of few men and who, if anyone, ought to know the

value of training. " We seem in practice to feel," he says,

" that this one field of important activity needs no particular

training for its workers." " Until within a year or two," he

continues, " practically no Catholic colleges provided any ade-

quate study of charities in its curriculum ; and in consequence

heretofore, any Catholic layman or lay woman who wished to

enter the field of social work and sought specialized instruc-

tion, has had to seek it from non-Catholic sources."
'

The corollary is obvious, " Our colleges and universities

will not have done their full duty to the Church and to its

mission, or their duty to society," Dr. Neill declares, " until

every Catholic college and university shall give place in its

curriculum to regular courses related to charitable and social

work." This is not a proposal, as we understand it, to add

prescribed courses to the already very diversified college cur-

riculum, but to give optional instruction and training, prin-

cipally for the benefit of prospective charity workers.

A long time is likely to elapse before this plan is very widely

adopted; but a beginning has already been made. For some

time back Dr. Kerby, secretary and organizer of the National

Conference of Catholic Charities, has been giving such in-

struction every two or three years at the Catholic University

and at Trinity College. Courses have also been given by

Father Siedenburg, S.J., at Loyola University, Chicago. But

this work needs to be carried outside of the college and uni-

versity, for there are many professional and volunteer social

workers who cannot give themselves up to an academic career,

but desire instruction and training. And it is not merely pro-

fessional training they need, but a grounding in Catholic prin-

ciples. Experience shows that, if untrained in these, they will

run a great danger of acquiring a secular spirit and losing the

high aims of Christian charity ; and thus their usefulness

would be greatly diminished or lost. The task of caring for

these workers has been beg^n. Chicago, it seems, is leading

the way. Loyola hcis established in the heart of the city " a

school of sociology " which hopes to become " the rendezvous

of social workers" and a practical training school. An excel-

• Op. cit, p. 60.
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lent beginning has been made; a large number are in attend-

ance, and the prospects are bright for the growth of a fully

staffed and well equipped school. When Chicago wakes up
to the possibilities of good in the Loyola School of Sociology

—and Chicago usually wakes up early—she will, no doubt,

with her accustomed energy and " sublime self-confidence

"

accomplish wonders in the cause of charity and social reform.

Boston has adopted a different policy, one in which there

are many obvious advantages. It has established a school of

social science under the direction of the Diocesan Superin-

tendent of Charities (at present, the Reverend Michael J. Scan-

Ian). It is but natured that such a school be in direct con-

nexion with the bureau of diocesan charities and under the

auspices of the supreme diocesan authority. The school then

runs little danger of exciting jealousy, which may lurk in

animis coelestibus, even in hearts devoted to sweet charity's

cause. It can very properly call upon the services of the most

qualified persons in the diocese, lay men and women, priests

of the secular and religious clergy—with more hope than

others could have that they will come when they are called.

Through the Bureau of Charities, it may maintain a close con-

nexion with every Catholic work of charity in the diocese and

have an open door to unlimited field work. Through it, also,

students may have access to the most reliable information upon

the charities of the diocese; and also perhaps—in the golden

future—to a complete survey of all the ills of the community

which social service is seeking first to know and then to rem-

edy. The school, under its august auspices, ought to be the

natural centre for all the charity workers of the diocese, and

thus bring its students into touch with those already working

in the vineyard. And finally as a diocesan institution, it is

more likely to be frequently recommended, by episcopal an-

nouncements, to all who desire to engage in charitable work.

Such are some of the strategical advantages, as we may
call them, of a diocesan school of social science. Boston be-

lieves it has shown the way and " sincerely hopes other dioceses

will follow its example ". The school was established in the

fall of 191 3. The course consisted of a series of able lectures,

if we may judge from several which we had an opportunity to

read, given by men of the highest competency, most of whom
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hold important positions in state, city, or Catholic charities.

Typewritten copies of the lectures were distributed to be

studied by the members of the class. They were used to good
advantage, since, as the director states, " in a recent examina-

tion for important positions under the Massachusetts State

Board of Charity over three-fourths of the successful candi-

dates had been members of our new Social Science Class".

Prosaic facts like these ought to convince the most stubborn

opponent that there is value in training.

These are only beginnings, very modest beginnings; but

mother Church loves a modest beginning. Great oaks from
little acorns grow. This is our consolation when we look at

the equipment of the New York School of Philanthropy, and
admire, and sigh. Some day, we know, Boston, Chicago, New
York, Baltimore, and other large dioceses, will each have its

great Catholic school of social science equal to any in the teach-

ing of professional efficiency and superior to all others in

imparting those sure and unchanging principles of Christian-

ity by which alone the deepest wounds of society can be healed.

We are doing much already. We are confident—though it

might seem an idle boast to others—that the Catholic Church
is accomplishing far more not only for religion and morality,

but even for social well-being in America, than all other

churches combined; but we are capable of still greater work.

Ad altiora vocati sumus. When our colleges and universities

awaken in a good number of our students an active spirit of

charity and impart an adequate instruction in charitable work

;

when our Diocesan Institutes of Social Science gather in and

instruct the many who are awaiting the call ; when our city

conferences are organized and study carefully the ills of the

community and the best means of improving the surroundings

of the poor, of bringfing them moral and spiritual help, and
of relieving or preventing distress; when these things are done

—and none of them is beyond our reach—then we shall be

doing in this land of ours a work fully commensurate with our

numbers and intelligence, and worthy of the gift of faith and
the spirit of charity which are in us.

John F. Fenlon, S.S.

Catholic University of America.
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A PEEIODIOAL EETEEAT TOR SOHOOL-OHILDEEN.

IT is characteristic of the young priest setting out into the

vineyard to be an optimist. The graces fostered for years

in the seminary or religious community by the buoyant spirit

of youth have, without perhaps very much credit to himself,

warmed his heart with zeal. It is now his privilege to sow,

and to reap, with others. Not knowing the world and its

power, nor as yet subjected to the disillusionment that comes
of partial failure, he is sure, in the beginning of his ministry,

that his vines will flourish, that souls must and will be con-

verted ; and it is only gradually that the hard fact comes home
to him and he realizes how slowly his shoots grow and how
many may not grow at all. As the natural fascination of novel

work begins to wear off, he comes to realize that Rome was not

built in a day and that the chateaux d' Espagne so glorious in

his imagination are unknown to the practical and toilsome

builder. And even though he should have anticipated in some
measure the evil of the world, with its indifference, pride and

sensuality, and should have steeled himself to battle against

it in his people, yet is he confronted with a problem, especially

strong in times of despondency, which lends force to a growing

temptation
—

" Is it worth all my effort?
"

The problem is this: Dr. X or Canon Y, whom he greatly

admires and to whom he looks for inspiration, has a wonder-

ful sense of duty and a keen zeal for souls, and yet withal a

strain of pessimism, begotten of sad experience. The young

priest feels that pessimism is in the air. The checking hand

and the warning words of his elder brethren are doing more

than restrain his over-hot zeal; they are making him doubt

the value of his zeal. He finds himself debating whether,

rather than spend his time in parochial house-to-house visit-

ing or catechizing to which he is not obliged, he could not em-

ploy it better by attending more to his general culture, by

keeping au courant with political questions or taking part in

social interests, by developing his tastes for secular studies, for

science or for literature even though it be very light in char-

acter—on the principle that " omnia cooperantur in bonum ".

An example of this conflict of mind : the young priest has

entertained a high opinion of the value of week-end retreats
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for school children, and he finds that Dr. X is especially pes-

simistic about them.

The young priest, let us suppose, had conducted several such

retreats. He is convinced of their fruit He has come within

the warm and bracing atmosphere of, let us say, the Cenacle

convents where such spiritual activities find their exercise in

all classes of people, week in week out, throughout the year.

Though young and inexperienced, and lacking the maturity

of his elder brethren, these retreats have increased within

him the earnestness which every priest has for the growth of

God's Kingdom on earth and the salvation of each individual

soul. Spurred on partly, perhaps, by the earnest appeals of

the Rev. Mother and partly by his own sense of work at-

tempted faithfully and, he would fain hope through the bless-

ing of the Almighty, successfully, he makes with due defer-

ence the suggestion to Dr. X that a retreat for his school

children would bring abundant fruit. Then at once he finds

himself enveloped in a cold wet sheet. Dr. X sees nothing

but difficulties :
" Yes, many priests send them, but perhaps

they are mistaken. Why disorganize the parish for a Sunday ?

Why divert the common funds? These retreats involve in

most cases the necessity of keeping the children over night or

providing for their bodily needs in other respects. Why
'burden the nuns with these unwonted arrangements. And,
after all, might not the retreat lessen the hold the teachers have

over their little charges? It's no doubt a pleasant change for

the youngfsters from slum surroundingfs, but philanthropy must

take a second place. And are we not nowadays, in educa-

tion and much else, always setting too high a value on the

eccentric and underrating the normal helpful round of Catho-

lic practices, thereby exchanging the ' staff of life ' mother

Church doles out with kindly hand for sweetmeats which are

certainly good, but which require the expense of great trouble,

and though good generally, are they not sometimes danger-

ous? For even the occurrence of a periodical mission has

been known to upset the spiritual organism of not a few

—

»ince they persuade themselves that they need no further re-

ligious nutrition till the next general mission. Let us, then,

irow all our efforts into the usual weekly and monthly round.

id what, all said and done, will the children learn from the
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retreat that is not told them again and again from pulpit and
school-visit and teacher's chair?"

In short, the practical mind of the Rector believes firmly

in the good derived from his own annual retreat; he believes

in retreats for Religious, for boarding-school boys and girls,

for growing children of Mary, for adults with heat-waves of

passion within and a seductive world without, for working
men with socialistic and anti-Christian tenets dinned into 'their

ears during factory hours—^but for the parochial school chil-

dren, no, no

!

Such, and perhaps many more, are the arguments of the

experienced Doctor whom our zealous assistant so sincerely

admires. They set his mind revolving once more the old

problem. He has spent himself and been spent in planting

and watering in a labor he loves, for which he would hope

for abundant fruit from God who giveth the increase; but

against his own staunch conviction (though he is conscious

it is an immature one) is set the sane judgment of Dr. X who
thinks such seed thrown on ill-prepared ground—all wasted.

The young priest does not reply; it is difficult to find

words and he does not wish to show disrespect, yet his

unspoken answer is perhaps not wholly incorrect :
" Pos-

sibly this dear good Father's experience is somewhat too

local and parochial." For what are the real facts? The
young priest feels that he is fortunate in knowing some

truths which Dr. X, grown old in a single busy parish, has

perhaps never had brought before his notice. He has had

the opportunity of studying the grand work that the Society

of Our Lady of the Retreat in the Cenacle has been doing for

nearly a century in France and Italy. He has followed the

retreat movement in Belgium. He has watched the results

that have followed from the felicitous idea of Cardinal

Vaughan when, devoured with a single-minded zeal for souls,

he introduced the Cenacle in 1888 into England, even into the

great industrial centre where his Bishop's Throne (for he had

not yet been raised to the metropolitan see) presided; he knows

how the success of this Manchester retreat-house has led to

the establishment of many another foundation, not in England

only but also, it may be said with some truth, in America. The

Sisters of the Cenacle first crossed the Atlantic in 1^92. New

I
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York was their first centre, and there now stands a replica of

this foundation in other places, as a City on the Hill, remind-

ing us of the colonies which the practical Romans of old es-

tablished as a network in each new province to be centres of

the great and abiding influence of their civilizing power. And
the young priest feels that he is not wrong in arguing that, if

retreat-work is not yet very widely appreciated, it is only be-

cause what is in some sense novel permeates but slowly : the

movement is young, at least in America and England, and is

only now growing. The Society of the Cenacle was not

solemnly confirmed and approved until 1870; but its growth

has been even more rapid than had been anticipated, in foun-

dations, in enlarged edifices and in popularity.

The young priest has moved, and the old Rector hcis not,

in the midst of these activities ; he may claim that he has seen,

and this in some measure from within, the fruitful spirit of

these communities. And further, he feels that the view he

takes is not merely that of a few enthusiastic promoters of

such retreats; it has the support of a wide circle of keen ad-

vocates, such as the present Bishop of Salford, who wrote in

his Lental Pastoral of 191 1: "The concurrent testimony of

the clergy and the school teachers of those parishes which

have availed themselves of the Cenacle retreats, is that they

produce quite a remarkable effect upon the lives and char-

acters of the children who have the privilege to share in them."

He knows, too, that the parish priest who has once sent his

children to a week-end retreat, from Friday evening to Sun-

day evening or from Saturday morning to Monday morning,

almost invariably, despite any difficulty of organization, sends

them again next year. And, once again, he knows that there

are numerous converts among rectors, mother-superiors and

head-teachers, converts from opposition and indifference to a

warm advocacy of retreats for these school-children.

It is the knowledge of such facts as these that outweighs in

the mind of the young priest the experience, great without

doubt but somewhat local, of Dr. X or Canon Y. ; and he is

confirmed in the view he takes—rather too optimistic if you

wish—by his suspicion that perhaps, too, the good Father has

never imaged to himself what a children's retreat really is.
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It is in the hope of assisting the preoccupied priest to think

and to weigh the pros and cons that the above and following

remarks are humbly offered for quiet consideration.

Let us weigh a few of the arguments : on the one hand the

advantages; on the other the disadvantages, namely trouble

and expense, for evil effects of a positive character exist only

in the imagination of the unsympathetic.

To begin with those advantages that are of secondary im-

portance only because material rather than directly spirituzd.

A retreat is a social work of true philanthropy, frequently

lauded by non-Catholics who are only semi-religiousminded.

The priest of the city is well acquainted with slum life. He
does his best to organize the annual school-treat. He feels

the reward well worth the price of great trouble as he beams
with satisfaction at the sight of his boys and girls. The
child's mind is but vaguely conscious—the priest does not

expect more; yet he fondly imagines that Nature must exercise

through this occasion some wholesome influence on the hope
of the future for his parish.

In reality, the difference between treat and retreat is as

great as that between a ride on a " merry-go-round " and a

journey in an express. In the former there is merriment,

and generally the caricature of music to delight the ear; the

holiday, too, has recreated the children; it has been joyous:

but, soon over, it has left them where they were before. No
progress has been made; perhaps even mischief has been ac-

complished. On the other hand, a retreat has, we cannot

doubt, left an indelible impress as a power for social ameliora-

tion, if we postpone for a moment the spiritual betterment

Rev. Mothers are not without experience and they do not

frustrate their own purposes. The retreat is made a change

and a holiday. The convent has its spacious play-grounds,

its beautiful gardens; the children have their intervals of re-

creation, wisely apportioned and somewhat long. There are

organized games, there is laughter and merriment. And, be-

sides, they have another aspect of the nun, whom hitherto

they have perhaps known only in the class-room, and of the

Father too (if he is not too stiff to condescend), who has been

known, perhaps on more than one occ£ision, to rival " Santa

Claus " in the variety of the objects of amusement he has

brought with him.
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As a secondary element the recreation is all to the good;
but there is much more. For two days at least the child takes

proper nourishment and eats only at meal-hours; and per-

haps enjoys as the first experience of a life-time a bed to itself.

It may be that only those who are unacquainted with the

tragedy of the slums will smile to be told that children have
been known to kiss their " dear little beds " before departure,

a testimony to the value they set on what is clean and solitary.

Again, the effort of parents to make their children respectable

for the nonce, by the epoch-making event of a change of under-

linen or by the provision of boots and socks, tends toward a

social reform. Occasionally the opportunity has even been

taken by the good Sisters to subject a child to the treatment

accorded to a tramp and his clothing on arrival at the work-

house ward. The imagination can easily fill in a hundred
details in which the retreat, viewed as a holiday and change

and an opportunity, has a far-reaching influence, as a merely

material good, toward the growth of natural virtues.

To come next to advantages of greater importance for the

consideration of the parish priest. First, the burning question

of the disheartening leakage, especially among the classes who
frequent the elementary schools. What an appalling per-

centage! The priest labors,. devises. Reflection reminds him
of the proverbial drop in the ocean. The retreat is one, and

by no means the least important, of the eff"orts to stem the

stream. We know how the Cenacle communities organize the

artists' models in Rome, the youthful chimney sweeps, the

ballarine (ballot-girls) and piccinine (little errand-girls) at

Milan, the basket-women and the domestic servants elsewhere

;

we are familiar with the work of the Jesuit retreat-houses for

working-men, and many Orders deal with the Children of

Mary and various guilds.^ The chief difficulty consists in

persuading those who have already left school to come for the

first time. The ice must be broken. The debut of a retreatant,

experience shows, is generally the prelude to a series of an-

nual visits. The great time of danger comes not long after

1 See Retreats for the People—A Sketch of a Great Revival, by C. Platsr,

S.J. (Sands, 1912). Also two pamphlets by H. Hohn. D.D.

—

A Sketch of the

Religious of Our Lady of the Cenacle and their Retreat IVork, and Retreat
Handbook (Washboome)—a book usefal to beginners making a retreat
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the regularity and supervision of the school are left behind. If,

then, from early life the child has pleasant recollections of

retreats and the practice of making them, familiarity with the

convent may mean salvation at a time bad companions come to

be the allies of nascent passion. And further, the difficulty

of inducing those who most need a retreat is most effectively

met not by the persuasion of elders but by the personal en-

thusiasm of the incre£ising numbers in a parish of those who
have enjoyed them. A retieat means the formation of an
apostolate. It needs no personal experience of the retreat-

house, only a little imagination, to convince a rector that this

must be a potent influence toward stemming the leakage

which he knows and fears. If the retreat of the school children

does nothing more than make them familiar with the convent

and ready to return, this is an advantage which is worth the

trouble.

The great influence over the child's mind is the ethos, the

spiritual atmosphere, that it may imbibe and even in two days

will imbibe. It is an influence unconsciously felt, but none-

theless real and lasting. Just as it is impossible to divide

truth and falsehood with a hatchet, so is it impossible to

describe an ethos. To live in the midst of law and order,

punctuality and regularity, to catch inspiration from those

who are naturally devout, to reside for the first time under

the same roof with the Blessed Sacrament, to feel that the little

Oratory is for themselves alone, to converse with the nuns,

practical, experienced and picked souls, one of whom is ap-

pointed to be the confidante of each small group of children,

to find the priest sympathetic and at leisure, entirely their own
for the time being—all are factors in forming an ethos. The
earnest Confession, the Sacred Banquet, the Benediction ser-

vice, the practice of hymn singing, the sight of objects of piety

—these and a thousand other features, some keenly observed

by one child, some by another, have an immense influence

especially in the years when impressions are most readily re-

ceived and bear lasting fruit. The mind of the child can by

the judicious direction of elders be awakened to the secret

power Nature has of speaking to the human soul about its

Creator. A prayer said a thousand times, an object passed

by a thousand times, speaks insistently when the mind is pre-
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pared by silence. The writer remembers once being struck

with the awe-rapt attention of three tiny members of a family

as he went around the church at time of retreat explaining the

Stations; and he afterward learnt that they had made it their

hobby to take their friends, non-Catholic as well as Catholic,

to the church to show and speak about these representations

of our suffering Master.

The child cannot meditate, nor perhaps remember much
—except a story ; but the child can receive and retain a mes-

sage. Sometimes it is of a definite character, and no doubt

every priest is sometimes amused at the way in which the

child-mind has translated some portion of his instruction.

More usually, a child carries away a general impression, and

the environment of the retreat, the ethos, the silence, prepare

the mind and increase its susceptibility to impressions. The
parish priest no doubt expounds in the course of the year the

round of the catechism. His part, too, may be perfectly exe-

cuted, although generally the single-handed pastor finds his

greatest Sunday trial in the effort, after a full morning's work,

to interest his restless assemblage of fledgelings. But the ef-

fect suffers from the isolation necessitated by the discontinuity

of his lessons, and from the fact that, his listeners being fresh

from the streets, his discourse is sandwiched between their

games. He may succeed in keeping their attention and they

may go away instructed; but the bread of doctrine has too

little time to be thoroughly assimilated and the heart is not

warmed. The pleasures, the cares, though perhaps not the

riches, of the world choke or devour the seed that is so labor-

iously sown. We may, then, expect a vast difference between

the fruit derived from isolated instructions, which alone are

possible at home, and that reaped from the ordered sequence

of discourses heard in the stillness of the retreat, even though

it be of short duration.

As it is quite a mistake to consider it useless to attempt to

bring a message to the child's intellect, so is it quite a mistake

to consider that the six or eight half-hour discourses possible

in a week-end retreat over-burden or weary the child. There

are diversities of gifts, and it is a gift to be able to talk the

language of the child, to appeal to its minute outlook; but not

a few have this gift, and it is from among such priests that the
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experienced nuns select the father who is to conduct the chil-

dren's retreat. On the other hand the rector, though he be a
learned theologian, a good financier, an experienced organizer,

a kindly father, a " j/toving /eopard " of his flock (as a dis-

tinguished ecclesiastic opened his panegyric on a deceased

brother)
,
yet he may not have the gift of reaching the minds

of his children. And his curate may be no better in this re-

spect. He who conducts the school retreat, if he is a judicious

man, knows how to spread jam on his bread. He does not

raise a laugh for the laugh's sake, but by speaking in anecdotes

and stories and imagery suitable to the childish fancy he drives

his lessons home and provides pegs on which great truths may
hang for years in the memory. It is not only possible, but not

difficult, with a knowledge (if the expression will not mislead)

of the "tricks of the trade", to hold the attention of practically

a hundred children, and that practically throughout the dis-

courses of a retreat. It requires variety: the preacher may
generally be seated but he must sometimes walk, may be in

and out among the benches to rivet again one vagrant at-

tention or to give the youngest in front an opportunity by
turning around of exercising restless limbs ; variety also in his

intonations and gesticulations, using interrogation as well as

didactic instruction; perhaps, too, variety in devising simple

object-lessons—e. g. the lighting of a candle to enforce the

truth that the spark of life comes from the hand of the Creator,

or its exposure till it bums itself out to enforce the truth that

life however long is short and its end inevitable.

In brief the retreat furnishes the favorable opportunity

—

the environment and silence as an aid to receptivity of mind
and heart, the tender souls unhardened by wilful malice.

The father, with God's blessing, may employ his talent and

hope that he may by his labor be instrumental in preparing for

the increase of the Lord of the Harvest. It is obviously im-

possible to measure the fruit by appeal to statistics, but is it

not also obviously possible, perhaps probable, that the afore-

mentioned Canon Y or Dr. X was not altogether faithful to the

laws of logic when he drew an implied answer from the ques-

tion he had asked : What more does the child learn in retreat

than from the ordinary parochial catechizing?
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In the six or eight half-hours all the vital truths of religion,

so far as the child is capable of appreciation (and those who
have studied childhood know its great possibilities), can be

woven into one structure and rule of life. As an introduction

the child may be brought to see God's fatherly care in draw-
ing it to the retreat, and " alone with our Lord " it puts aside

the ordinary dreams of life;

When these shall knock I'll shot my heart
And keep it all for Thee.

The shortness of life, the lengfth of eternity, may be forcibly

brought home by figures of speech, and the child can weigh
the Real Interest against the many shallow interests that hither-

to have filled its mind. The young should not be frightened

but attracted ; the natural fear of death, so useful in the gust of

temptation, may be tempered and elevated by its description as

the first face-to-face meeting with Jesus—beautiful for the

friend who has faithfully served throughout the journey of

life, stem for the stranger forgetful of His commands and
invitations. The reality, the heinousness of sin, both as an

act of disobedience and a disease of the soul; its gradual

growth; the inevitable painting of life's portrait—acts making
habits, habits character, and character fixing man's doom

—

can be well understood by fneans of simple similes. The
portrayal of those features of our Lord's personality and
character which especially appeal to children in His incarnate

life, and of the same nearness and loving kindness, though

invisible, manifested in a hundred ways in the economy of the

Church, will stir up a real love, and Jesus will be prayed to as

a living and sympathetic friend, for prayer will be inculcated

as a talking and a listening and as a thing to be done in

one's own way. The moral virtues will best come from the

Boy Carpenter—obedience, industry, truthfulness, charity, and

cooperation in the family circle; and purity, spoken of in-

cidentally, viewed positively as a virtue, not negatively by way
of its contrary vice, and insinuated, so as to be understood by
the knowing and made more attractive still to the innocent.

And finally, though the child will not understand the World
and the Church as great life-forces, a discourse or two of

practical advice on the chief practices of a Catholic will be

found to bear abundant fruit when the child has returned home.
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The retreat father has just the opportunity he wants, and he
feels most grateful to the good Religious who have organized

these " Schools for Souls ". In modern times, perhaps more
than formerly, does organization carry far-reaching effects,

impossible to isolated effort or even to the earnest life-work

of a zealous priest. It is for us to value and use the power
set working by the spiritual giants who have founded these

organizations and the communities who maintain them. All

priests understand the importance of " getting hold of the

children "
; even, too, proselytizing enemies understand, and

not infrequently sadden the pastor's heart by their enticement

of children to their P. S. A. meetings by a large bun. We
must leave no proper means unused—the abnormal (if a retreat

be considered as such) as well as the normal. The normal

means every priest, it may be hoped, utilizes to the full; and

among the abnormal he has his annual or triennial mission in

his parish. But this provides little opportunity for the lambs

of the flock, who must perforce take but a secondary place.

The missioner cannot deal satisfactorily with them; the re-

treat father, on the other hand, has a most golden opportunity,

and can send them away not only bearing rosary beads and

scapular but laden with spiritual graces.

In conclusion it may be said that difficult as it is to sketch

briefly the pros, it is easy to enumerate the cons: overcome

your lack of imagination first; organize the thing, for as

you are successful in other branches of organization so will you

be in this. Send, the first year, if you wish, but a few of the

more appreciative souls and the children themselves will be

your best angels or messengers; as grows the prairie fire so

will the few enkindle the many. They will be ready to put by

a halfpenny or a cent each week for next retreat, for even a

child can be thrifty where anticipation is rezd. The nuns are

not exorbitant in their demands—a two shilling-piece or half-

a-dollar, and of this they often subscribe a part themselves. A
hundred times this amount could really be spared from some

parish fund or obtained by a single collection, or the heart of

one donor could be won. It needs but the priest's personal

conviction that the week-end retreat for his school children

is an excellent thing; that it is well worth the trouble. Once

attempted, it will become an annual source of spiritual wealth.
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stored by as capital accumulating with compound interest,

growing within each soul, growing in club-room and guild,

growing in the family circle, growing in the corporate life

of the parish. Happy the priest and his curate as the exagger-

ated expectation of trouble vanishes and the work becomes an

interesting and pleasant pastime; " euntes ibant et flebant mit-

tentes semina sua; venientes autem venient cum exultatione,

portantes manipulos suos."

S. Anselm Parker, O.S.B.

Ampleforth House of Studies, Oxford.

THE CHAPLAIN IN THE UNITED STATES AEMY.

ONLY within the last few years has there been a systematic

selection of priests for our army chaplaincies. In fact,

it was not until late in the fall of 1908 that Father Doyle was
officially appointed by the Archbishops to represent them in

this important matter. Before that time, however, Father

Doyle had done much work as the representative of Arch-

bishop Ireland, who had hitherto acted as secretary of the

board of Archbishops on army and navy chaplaincies. Through
the tireless efforts of the late lamented Father Doyle, the Cath-

olic Chaplains' Corps was put on a firm and a permanent basis.

Catholic army chaplains now number sixteen out of sixty-

seven, or less than twenty-five per cent. Not until quite re-

cently has it been found possible to keep the vacancies filled.

The chief difficulty arose from the fact that our priests did not

properly understand the requirements of an army chaplain,

and hence they hesitated to apply to their bishops for permis-

sion to enter the military service. Much inconvenience was

caused to the regiments in which vacancies existed, because of

delay in filling them, and many priests who were selected soon

became tired of work which they found so totally different

from what they had supposed it to be. The War Department,

too, became impatient when regiments were left so long and
so frequently without chaplains. Father Doyle again and
again addressed letters to the Bishops of the country, asking

them to recommend priests for existing vacancies, but this

method never succeeded in keeping our ranks filled. This

condition did not improve, and in 1910 the Adjutant General
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and Father Doyle hit upon the idea of having an army chap-

lain visit our Catholic seminaries, for the purpose of putting

the case directly before our future priests with the object of

interesting them in the special vocation of military chaplains.

Since that time there has been a waiting list of eligible candi-

dates from which Father O'Hearn, Father Doyle's worthy suc-

cessor, makes a choice for each vacancy.

Unlike the priest who is doing regular parish duty, the army
chaplain is daily dealing with men of every religion and of no
religion at all. The United States Government allots one
chaplain only to each regiment, and it is his duty to take care

of all the men therein, without distinction of religion. Be-

sides holding the religious services of his own church, he is

required to conduct appropriate services for the men of other

faiths, unless he can obtain another clergyman to do so. In

other words, the Government pays and officially recognizes

only one chaplain for each regiment. If clergymen of any

religion other than that of the chaplain desire to conduct ser-

vices for the soldiers of their respective churches, permission

is usually granted to them very readily.

The chaplain is required to perform the marriage ceremony

for all who belong to his regiment, whether they are of his

own faith or not. Of course there is no difficulty in this for a

priest, because if one or both be Catholic they must conform to

the Catholic laws, but if both be non-Catholics he merely wit-

nesses and registers the contract as the representative of the

Government. Funerals, too, he must attend without reference

to the religion of the deceased. In other words, he must be

like Saint Paul :
" All things to all men ".

The chaplain has not a grand cathedral nor an elaborate

and well-furnished church in which to exercise his spiritual

functions. For, while in a few posts there are nice chapel

buildings which are used for services of all religions, most

Army posts have nothing more than a room in some public

building which is set apart for a chapel. Besides, since ex-

tended summer marches have become the regular routine, it is

not uncommon to say Mass with only a piece of canvas or the

blue sky for a ceiling. The writer has said Mass on troop

trains, transports, in the open field, and in tents of various

dimensions, from nine by nine to twelve by twenty. . In Cuba,
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from 1906 to 1909, my church, which contained the Blessed

Sacrament, was nine by nine and seven feet high.

A successful army chaplain is necessarily an adaptable man
and is always ready and willing to fit in with the least pos-

sible disturbance to the military exigencies. Of course, while

the troops are in the post, Sunday services are held at the

most convenient time for all to attend. But on a march or in

the field, when everything is abnormal, a chaplain would hurt

rather than help his cause, if he were to demand what is prac-

tically impossible. A little tact and foresight will always

forestall such difficulties. If the regiment is making a Sunday
march, he can say Mass at daybreak; but if there is an early

muster or an inspection, he should defer the Mass, until his

men can conveniently be present. Army officers will do what-

ever they can to assist the chaplain in the performance of his

religious duties, but they do not feel bound to respect the

opinions of anyone whose demands are impractical and unrea-

sonable and who makes no eff^ort to adapt himself to unusual

conditions. In other words, any priest who expects to con-

duct his work in the army, as in a regular parish, had better

stick to parochial work, for he may be sure he is not " called
"

to be a military chaplain.

The duties of chaplains as laid down in Army Regulations

are few, because it is considered more advantageous, both to

the chaplain and to the service, that he be left free, as far as

possible, to employ himself in such useful occupations as cir-

cumstances and conditions allow. By law, the chaplain has

charge of the school for enlisted men, which, however, is

taught by soldiers of advanced education. This school is about

what the chaplain makes it. If he takes a deep personal in-

terest in it, the teachers and scholars will do the same. The
season lasts from i November to 31 March, on five nights a

week, Christmas and national holidays excepted. The cur-

riculum includes classes from the most elementary to the high-

est mathematics. Not a few soldiers have found this school

an excellent auxiliary in winning commissioned rank.

The post and regimental libraries are almost universally

under the chaplain's direction. He thus has an opportunity of

selecting suitable reading matter for his men. As librarian

he can also keep out pernicious literature, which alone jus-
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tifies his holding the position. Another beneficial result of

the chaplain being librarian is that the library cards which
contain a list of books taken out, are a useful indication of the

character of a man as judged by the books he likes to read.

The appropriation allotted by the Government each year for

papers and magazines is expended for such reading matter as

the librarian, with the approval of the commanding officer,

may select.

A daily visit by the chaplain to the sick in the hospital is

customary and advisable. There is a tremendous amount of

good to be done among soldiers while they are in the hos-

pital. A cheerful chaplain can relieve the monotony of en-

forced inactivity by telling the convalescent interesting stories

regarding the latest happenings in the post and elsewhere. He
also affords the sick much comfort by supplying them with

light reading matter from the library. It is most important

for a chaplain to watch closely the progress of those in danger

of death, so that, if it is advisable, he may notify their rela-

tives before death ensues. While soldiers are convalescent,

the chaplain has a splendid opportunity of getting fully ac-

quainted with them and of winning their admiration and con-

fidence. * Besides, if he visits the sick every day, those in

danger of death do not take his coming to their bedside as a

sign that the end is approaching. The chaplain is the only

person present at a soldier's death-bed who really represents

the family of the departing. It is well, then, that he should

not only give spiritual consolation to the dying soldier, but

that he should also transmit his treasured words and trinkets

to the sorrowing relatives. A correspondence with the wid-

owed mother of an only son who died in my regiment while

in Cuba, lasted over a year ; but her prayers and gratitude for

the comforts my messages had given her, afforded me much
consolation.

Visiting the guardhouse, getting up entertainments and

athletic meets, such as baseball, football, basketball, etc., take

up a great deal of an army chaplain's time. These duties are

not required by the Government, but they are helpful, because

they keep the chaplain in close personal and sympathetic re-

lationship with his men. Of course these duties are only inci-

dental to his priestly work ; nevertheless they are so important
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that any priest who has no aptitude or taste for such activities

ought not to consider himself eligible for an army chaplaincy.

While in the Army a priest has not the direct supervision

of his ecclesiastical superiors. He is practically thrown entirely

on his own resources, to sink or swim, according to the control

he has over himself. The Church does not bother about him
so long as he keeps out of trouble, and the Government will

not bother him either, if he does his work satisfactorily. Hence
a chaplain must have complete confidence in himself, and must

not feel the need of priestly companionship to keep his work
moving and his conscience at rest.

A big disadvantage to a priest in the Army is the uncer-

tainty under which he constantly lives. He never knows
from day to day how soon he will have to move to some other

station. In the summer time, marches and field duties make
it very difficult to hold services regularly. He has to live in

a tent, with sand and mud, sun and rain, and sundry other

discomforts about him
;
yet he is always expected to be cheer-

ful and optimistic. Again, a priest who is so fond of home
life that he cannot often do without his library and other such

comforting things, will be doomed to disappointment if he

enters the Army. Still, the right kind of a man who can

readily adapt himself to the varying conditions of the Army,
will be a happy and a successful chaplain.

Probably the chief encouragement to a priest working in

the Army is the great harvest of Catholic conversions. It is

really remarkable how many men who enlist in the Army are

impractical Catholics. Somehow the circumstances that lead

them to join the Army seem to include the negligence of re-

ligious duties. And yet the one bright spot in a chaplain's

work is the stalwart Catholicity that these selfsame men dis-

play when they have been set on the right track again. Sol-

diers are no " milk and water " men in religion, or in any-

thing else for that matter; so when they renew the practice of

their religion, they do it with pride and energy. Besides, as

they are at an age when they appreciate the blessing of re-

ligion, it is quite unlikely that they will ever again cease to

practise it faithfully.

The fewness of priests in the military service and the large

number of Army posts scattered over the entire country leave
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thousands of Catholic soldiers without the comfort and the

protection of their religion. We have fifty regiments whose
chaplains are non-Catholic, and only sixteen whose chaplains

are Catholic. Many Protestant chaplains have told me that

they would be glad to have Mass every Sunday for the Cath-

olic soldiers of their regiments, but that they find the greatest

difficulty in getting priests to come to the post. Many priests

in parishes close to Army posts think that soldiers ought to go
to Mass in town, and thus they soothe their consciences for

neglecting to go to see the soldiers. They not only do not say

Mass at the post, but they never go to find out whether there

are any Catholic soldiers to come to their parish churches.
" If they are Catholics, why do they not come to church?"
said a very indignant priest to me, when I asked him if he

knew that there were two hundred Catholic soldiers within

four miles of his church. I explained to him that it was dif-

ficult for soldiers to be away from the post long enough to

attend Mass in town, though it would be quite possible for

them to attend if Mass were said on the reservation. I ven-

ture to say that soldiers will generally show practical appre-

ciation to any priest who goes to their post to say Mass for

them; for soldiers are naturally generous. I remember when
the troops were in San Antonio in 191 1, I rode at the head of

about one hundred mounted soldiers who attended the funeral

of the late Bishop Forest. Bishop Shaw arranged that the

soldiers should get lunch at the Orphan Asylum, which has

since been burned down. The good saintly sisters, who have

since died defending their little wards, royally welcomed and

entertained the soldiers. Before they left that afternoon,

every penny they had among them was gathered up and

handed to the sisters. And I was told by the Superioress that

never a pay-day passed, while these troops remained in San

Antonio, but that some of the soldiers brought to the orphan-

age an offering for the orphan children.

The chief reason for neglecting soldiers is that they are

considered to be nobody's men. " They do not belong to us;

they are here to-day and gone to-morrow." How unfortunate

this is! Somehow our non-Catholic brethren do not so con-

sider them. There is scarcely an Army post in the country

where there is not nearby a little wooden Protestant church.
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Hundreds of Catholic soldiers have met their brides at the

socials which are a constant attraction at these churches. Of
course they should not go there and should not marry outside

the Church; but if men in well-cared for parishes, will do

these thingfs, is it to be wondered at that men who are almost

totally neglected spiritually, often fall by the wayside? Sol-

diers are often criticized, even by the clergy, for neglecting to

live up to their religion, but I sometimes wonder if the clergy

do all in their power to render criticism impossible.

The pay and allowance of chaplains are the same as for all

other officers of equal rank and length of service. A chaplain

is first commissioned as a first lieutenant of the mounted ser-

vice. That is, besides the $2,000.00 a year he receives as sal-

ary, he is allowed $200.00 a year for owning two horses. If

he prefers to own only one horse, his extra allowance is

$150.00 a year. Besides his salary and extra pay for horses,

he is allowed a house, or bachelor quarters in the club, with

light and heat free. For every five years of service for

twenty years, he gets ten per cent increase on whatever his pay

may be at such times ; that is, after he has served five years, his

pay is $2,200.00, plus $200.00 for his horses, or $2,400.00 a

year. When he has served seven years, after passing an ex-

amination, he is promoted to the grade of captain. Then his

pay is as follows : captain's salary, $2,400.00, plus $240.00 for

five years' service, plus $200.00 for horses, or $2,840.00. A
chaplain's highest salary is $4,000.00 a year, which means that

he is then a major with over twenty years' service. Chap-

lains, like all other officers, are eligible for retirement after

thirty years' service, or at the age of sixty-four. Should they

incur any disability which permanently unfits them for active

duty during any period of their service, they are retired. The
pay of a retired chaplain is three-fourths of the pay (without

allowances) he is receiving at the time of retirement. How-
ever, should a chaplain resign, no matter how long nor how
honorable his service may have been, he becomes a private citi-

zen and gets no pay whatever.

Chaplains receive their general faculties from Rome, which
legislates in this matter for all armies; that is, every chaplain

has faculties for all in the command, everywhere, and at all

times. But out of courtesy to the bishop in whose diocese he
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is serving, he is required, within a month after arriving, to

visit or to write to the Ordinary and request faculties for the

diocese. This precaution accomplishes two good ends : it

brings the chaplain under the eye of the bishop, and it also

prevents many misunderstandings which would naturjdly

otherwise arise.

The priest in the army must have a special vocation for his

work, or he will not be a success. Thousands of excellent

priests, whose work in their dioceses has been highly commend-
able and successful, might easily be complete failures as army
chaplains. It is really hard to reduce to writing what special

qualifications are needed to make a successful army chaplain,

but I consider that tact, zeal, and good health are indispensable.

In fact, after his special priestly qualifications, these may be

termed the " cardinal virtues " for an army chaplain. No
priest should consider entering the army as a mere makeshift.

It is no place for a man who cannot make a success of parish

work. The very reason which makes him a failure in a parish,

will make him a disaster in the army. A priest who enters

the army should first of all like the work for itself, and he

should not be influenced by the emoluments. I say this be-

cause all the attractions of pay, uniform, etc., will not make a

man like the work, if it does not appeal to him and if he is not

adapted for it. An army chaplain must have a sort of special

vocation over and above the vocation to the ordinary priest-

hood. Unless a man is called to it by grace and nature, he

will be both unsuccessful and unhappy in the army.

In 1904, after I had passed my examination for the army, I

wrote to inform my Archbishop, the Most Reverend John J.

Keane, now retired, who had requested me to enter the ser-

vice, and had strongly recommended me for the position. In

reply I received a letter from him, which I here publish, be-

cause it has been a sort of prophetic warning to me, and is the

best synopsis of a chaplain's qualifications and dangers ever

put in so small a compass.

Dubuque, Iowa, Jan. 23rd, 05.

Dear Father Waring,

I am glad of your success, because, although sorry to lose your

services for the Archdiocese, I am greatly pleased to have a good

priest of ours in the service of Uncle Sam. Both in the Army and
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the Navy there is a most important field of labor for souls, and, I

repeat, I am glad to have you in it.

But let me, as your Father and friend, urge upon your attention

the very special need, in that particular field, of the very highest

priestly qualities. A chaplain is in constant intimate contact with

the officers—a body of men who often have but little supernatural

faith, but who are very exacting in their estimate of what ought to be

the qualifications, and especially the character, of a man who repre-

sents Faith. And he has to be to the men far more than a parish

priest can be to his flock—their leader and model in all that is good

and noble and Christian. Be firmly determined that, with God's

help, you shall be up to the level of all these requirements. And
you must surely appreciate the imperative importance of being a

total abstainer. Both with the officers and with the men, you must

regard that as a sine qua non. In their estimation that means priestly

character beyond almost all else. This with unaffected but genuine

piety, piety that is never either ashamed or boastful, and with zealous,

helpful good nature and self sacrifice, will be sure to win general

esteem, and to render your ministry fruitful of the results which the

heart of a good priest craves.

God bless and prosper you

!

John J. Keane,
Archbishop of Dubuque.

It is needless to say that the above and many similar letters

which I have received from my beloved superior during my
ten years of military service have saved me from making many
fatal mistakes, and they have also been largely responsible for

whatever success my ministry in the Army may have merited.

In conclusion, let me say that there is no government on

earth more fair and just to chaplains than is the United States.

It is quite true that she provides only one chaplain for each

regiment instead of two (Catholic and Protestant), as is done

by England and Germany. But the constitution of the United

States provides against recognizing any particular form of

religion. This clause, many consider, would be violated, if

the Army were to have two chaplains of different denomina-

tions for each regiment. To meet this special difficulty the

chaplain is required to minister to all without reference to his

or their religion.

This fact presents no difficulty, however, to a man whose
head is level. What objection can there be to calling in clergy-
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men of other religions to minister to the members of their own
churches? When the chaplain is a Protestant, we consider it

right that we should be called, and we usually appreciate the

courtesy. But outside of religion proper, and in the wide
realm of morals, there is a vast field for good which a chaplain

can do among soldiers. There is no limit to the good the

right kind of a chaplain can do in the Army. But, on the

other hand, it is absolutely impossible to gauge or measure

the harm that is wrought to religion, morality, and military

discipline by a tactless and worthless chaplain. Hence it is

very gratifying to see that the authorities of the Church have

at last taken definite action toward getting the best priests of

the country for this important work. What our dear lamented

Father Doyle so well began. Father O'Hearn is bringing to

a high state of perfection. The men who have been selected

during the past few years are a credit to the Church and to

the nation. The day of experiments in picking priests for our

chaplaincies has gone forever. None but the very best can be

considered now, and none but the very best will be selected.

Every army chaplain holds an important and a highly respon-

sible position, but of even greater responsibility and import-

ance is the task of selecting suitable men to fill it. To Father

Lewis J. O'Hearn, C.S.P., is due the greatest credit and thanks

for his zeal and energy in bringing to so high a standard the

ranks of our military Catholic chaplains.

George J. Waring,

Chaplain, nth Cavalry, U. S. A.

Fort Leavenworth, Kansas.

THE ETHIOS OF BEOOMMENDATIOIT.

A RECENT work which displays no little learning, con-

tains the following reference to the habit of giving,

indiscriminately, letters of recommendation. " The writer has

never known of a worthless institution that was not recom-

mended by a body of bishops, colonels, postmasters, mayors,

doctors, and men that are usually credited with intelligence.

The clergy are inveterate recommenders. It seems to be a

singularly painful thing for a minister of religion to refuse a

recommendation to a well-disposed professor that recounts the
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great good that he is able to accomplish." " Thus we have

numerous persons with the recommending habit, and endors-

ing institutions that they know nothing about." This is not

the first time that like views have been expressed concerning

the quality and quantity of unreliable recommendations. That

such reflections on the clergy should be expressed at all, is

of no little consequence to us. That they might be uttered

with any degree of truth would be a far more serious matter.

The question is, of course, one of fact. It would not be con-

venient, nor is it for the moment necessary, to make an inves-

tigation concerning the facts. A middle way may be fol-

lowed by studying the general purposes of endorsement and by

hinting at the principles which should govern us in making

recommendation.

We sometimes give letters of recommendation because the

need of an applicant and not his merit engages our sympathy.

Imagination and sympathy often undermine discretion. Busi-

ness men will give letters of recommendation to the undeserv-

ing because business pressure is brought to bear upon them

and the refusal of the favor might do harm. We sometimes

give letters of recommendation to men whom we do not know
at all, because a mutual friend has asked the favor. When we
can depend on the honor and intelligence of the friend, our

action may be a real service in recognition of genuine merit.

We sometimes give letters of recommendation in order to rid

ourselves of the importunities of tiresome persons who refuse

to understand our reluctance or respect our cowardice. We
sometimes give letters to sinners who have just begun the work

of reformation or who have merely promised to begin. We
do this in questionable hope of helping them toward the res-

toration of character and the recovery of lost social standing.

Letters of recommendation are sometimes given to undeserv-

ing men because of the distress of their wives and little chil-

dren. And finally, we sometimes give letters of recommenda-

tion to men who deserve the best that the world can give.

These letters are written in the light of full knowledge and
exact understanding. They satisfy the most exacting stan-

dards of judgment and good faith. How are we to distinguish

this last type of letter from the others ?
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Letters are at times written in a way which tells of the

known virtues of an applicant but omit all reference to his

known faults. This is a familiar and amiable device. Again,

letters are couched in terms which will satisfy the insistence

of the applicant without deceiving or misleading him to whom
the letter is addressed. Letters are sometimes written care-

lessly because the writers do not expect them to have any effect

at all. Possibly, our vanity is flattered when we are told that

a letter of recommendation from us would mean so much.

At such times we may find it a joy to indulge in amiable elo-

quence by recommending an applicant concerning whose merit

we are totally unhampered by information.

Of course, such letters are not in any sense, ideal. They are

not manly, nor are they trustworthy. They are not only

negatively futile but also positively harmful in a very real

sense. Letters of recommendation ought to be judged and the

writing of them ought to be governed by principles drawn
from a number of sources. First of all, there is the question

of personal morality. No lie should be written on any occa-

sion. No partial truth should be so expressed as to intend de-

ception. No misrepresentation as to one's knowledge or one's

judgment can be permitted anywhere for any purpose. No
one should fail in moral courage to the degree of offending

against the moral law rather than against the feelings of an-

other person when the issue is squarely presented. Next,

there is a duty of charity toward a neighbor which forbids us

to expose him to the risk involved in unreliable letters of

recommendation. Again, our own standards of self-respect

require that any estimate which we express of a man's char-

acter and ability, either rest upon satisfactory direct informa-

tion or at least sufficient indirect information. In all cases, a

letter of recommendation which may offend by misrepresen-

tation or mislead by careless judgment, offends against good

morals and is therefore without justification. Finally, the

letter of recommendation has become a social institution. It

performs an important function in life. Much dependence is

placed upon it. Hence the social, moral principles which gov-

ern letters of recommendation ought to be drawn from a study

of their place in the complex organization of life. By means

of recommendation, a man of standing and power, lends his
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influence to another who is in need of it. This is a form of

high-grade charity no less than is the giving of well-merited

alms. A letter of recommendation written in good faith and
with intelligent discretion, by means of which one in need is

directly assisted, is a noble form of social service. In the

complex structure of modern society, the act of recommenda-
tion takes on a supremely important social, economic, and
moral value. It should be protected, therefore, by certain

general principles of social morality whose force will be ob-

vious once they are brought to attention. That clergyman may
be set before us as an example of reassuring candor and ad-

mirable common sense who wrote as follows to a fellow-priest:

" I have a friend who is utterly worthless. Can you get a job

for him?"
The recommendation of a deserving person, made in order

to assist him, is, as was stated, a refined form of charity. We
give of our social strength to him who is weak. Just as we
forbid blind and indiscriminate giving in relief, we should

forbid blind and indiscriminate giving of endorsement. Just

as indiscriminate giving of relief enervates the recipient, the

indiscriminate giving of influence through careless recom-

mendation harms the undeserving by helping them and harms

the deserving by making it difficult to help them. The letter

of recommendation is in a certain sense a form of currency

whose value depends on good faith. A counterfeit letter of

recommendation is quite as disturbing in its own way as is a

counterfeit bill in a currency system. In either case the pres-

ence of the counterfeit tends to undermine all faith in all

letters and in all currency. If no' undeserving man could ob-

tain a letter of recommendation ; if no man of standing would

g^ve a letter except in conditions which compel trust, life

would be made much more simple for all of us and merit

would easily find the instant recognition which it deserves.

I.

In the simple life of small communities everyone knows

everyone else. Everyone knows everything about everyone

else. Character, habits, associates, debts, assets, behavior, are

known in practically full detail. There is little, if any pri-

vacy. The relations of life are simple and personal. Letters
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of recommendation have practically no place in such a com-
munity. There is nothing for them to do. The condition is

totally different in a modern city. Here we can know but few
intimately, while we are compelled to come in touch with

large numbers whom we can know only superficially, if at all.

Employers are compelled to offer positions to total strangers.

Men who are unknown must seek employment from those

whom they do not know. The most intimate confidences must
be given and heavy responsibilities are entrusted when em-
ployment is given whether to friend or stranger. There is

such opportunity for privacy in our modern cities that a man
has little difficulty in remaining unknown if he wishes to do
so. It is difl[icult to know a man's history, impossible to judge

his character, impossible to know his debts or resources or

associates. Employers of all kinds are compelled therefore

to deal with strangers. Applicants for positions are handi-

capped, regardless of their merit, because they are unknown.

Now the letter of recommendation is an institution that society

has created to enable us to find merit and trust it. Recom-
mendation replaces personal knowledge as the basis of confi-

dential relations. Recommendation is the badge that merit

carries when one seeks employment, the badge that employers

trust when they give it. In fact the importance of the act of

recommendation is now so fundamental that we trust such

letters on account' of the writer's standing even when we do

not know him. A priest may give a letter of recommendation

to an employer whom he has never seen. The letter is believed

through trust in the priesthood rather than in the unknown
priest. Likewise, a public official, a university professor, a

man high in the business world, may give letters of recom-

mendation which will be trusted because we trust the position

of the writer rather than the writer himself. Now, if men in

positions of this kind are careless in giving letters of recom-

mendation, confidence is shattered in the class as a whole

rather than in the individual writer. An instance of this,

which involves a most serious reflection on our leading classes,

is found in the quotation which serves as a text for this article.
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II.

The phrase " letter of recommendation " is taken in a gen-

eral sense. We may recommend by word. We may recom-

mend by person or office. This occurs when a man in high

standing permits his name to be identified with a business for

the sole purpose of inviting the confidence of the public.

Banks, industrial corporations, institutions, will seek out men
of high standing for instance, and make them directors largely

for the purpose of inviting confidence. The director in this

case recommends the business by his person or office. The
history of banking in the United States shows us the sad con-

sequences which sometimes follow when men of high standing

and character thoughtlessly permit themselves to play the

role of dummy director. We have next what we know as

" letters " of recommendation. These are usually acts of

friendship altogether without commercial motive. Finally,

we have what may be called commercial recommendation—-

that is, recommendation erected into a well-established busi-

ness which plays a fundamental role in the complex organi-

zation of modern business life. There are two conspicuous

types of commercial recommendation—bonding companies and

commercial rating agencies.

It is the business of bonding companies to recommend and

endorse financially men who take offices of trust and respon-

sibility in public and private life. The treasurer of a trust

company, the cashier of a bank, a county or state treasurer,

the executor of a will, must be trusted with large sums of

money. The interests of society demand that we place in

such positions only those who are entirely reliable. The task

would be utterly impossible except for the institutions of bond-

ing. We now have no need of personal knowledge of a man
in order to trust him. When an applicant for a position of

trust and power receives appointment, he applies to a bonding

company from which he purchases a bond. The company
sends its trained investigators to study the habits, history, home
life, expenditures, recreations, and associates of the appli-

cant. They search out his standing wherever he has lived.

They inquire among his friends wherever these are found.

After completing its investigation, the bonding company gives
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or refuses the bond. Its decision to give the bond depends
partly on its study of the applicant's history and largely on
the recommendations made by his friends. In giving the

bond the company makes itself liable up to a stated amount
for any betrayal of trust of which the applicant may prove
guilty while in office. By means of this superb device, one's

virtue, one's business integrity, one's personal merit when
properly endorsed and recommended, serves as the basis of

favorable judgment by the bonding company, and the appli-

cant finds the whole world open to him on account of his per-

sonal merit. If bonding companies could not depend on the

good faith and accuracy of the recommendations made in

favor of an applicant, it would be impossible to conduct mod-
ern business at all. The bonding company takes over all of

our worry. It is its business to seek out merit, to recommend
and endorse it. The structure of the modern business world
rests largely on the bonding company and the bonding com-
pany rests upon the letter of recommendation.

Commercial rating agencies perform a similar service in

the world of buying and selling. Wholesale houses sell goods

anywhere in the world. They wish not to sell to unreliable

customers and not to miss or offend those that are reliable. As
the world of trade is organized, an enormous amount of buy-

ing and selling is done on credit, cash sales being more the ex-

ception than the rule. There is a chasm between the whole-

saler in New York and the retailer in Omaha. They desire

to enter into mutual relations involving large transactions to

be done on credit. Neither knows the other. The chasm is

bridged by the commercial rating agency, which makes it a

business to recommend the unknown buyer to the unknown
seller. Commercial agencies, such as Dun and Bradstreet,

make it their business to know everything that can be found

out about the character, habits, methods, associates and intelli-

gence of the buyer. They sell this information to the seller

or wholesaler, thereby making possible, despatch and safety in

business. By this benevolent institution of recommendation

through the commercial rating agency, the small merchant in

a western town who has character, industry, intelligence, and

standing, is enabled to build up commercial credit and thereby

to extend his business far beyond his cash resources. Unless
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the commercial agency may rely without fear on the verbal

and written recommendations which it gathers, and unless

the wholesaler may rest his business judgment on the esti-

mates arrived at by the rating agency, the whole structure of

modern credit would shrink to proportions which would
paralyze trade. To a large extent, therefore, an enormous
volume of buying and selling depends upon the judgment of

the commercial rating agency, and its judgment in turn de-

pends upon the good faith of the recommendations which it

receives.

In the lesser concerns of life the function of recommenda-

tion is equally obvious. It plays no less a role in hiring a

housemaid than it does in employing a high-school teacher or

a college professor. The process of employing teachers in our

school system has created what we call teachers' agencies,

which make a business of investigating teachers at the request

of these and recommending them for positions where they

are not known. The applicant gives a list of friends of stand-

ing from whom in turn the teachers' agency asks letters of

recommendation. The agency then recommends or refuses to

recommend the applicant. When a laboring man applies to

an employment agency for help in finding work, he gives the

name of his last employer, from whom a letter of recommen-

dation will be sought before the applicant can find work. In

fact the letter of recommendation follows us everywhere

throughout the world like a shadow. It is as general as credit

itself. Even in the smaller modem retail business which is

based on credit, we find the role of recommendation supremely

important. Merchants combine among themselves for mutual

defence against fraud. They have black lists and white lists.

A customer whose standing is good in stores about the city

does not suspect that upon her first appearance in a store

where she is not known, prompt inquiry by telephone is made
before she receives credit. She names other stores wherein her

credit is established and only upon recommendation from one

or more of these is credit extended to her. If recommendation

is refused, the discreet clerk manages not to be able to find the

articles that are sought. Here again the good faith of recom-

mendation is made the basis of credit.
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Further illustration is scarcely necessary. Human life is

so complex, trust and confidence are so imperative and rela-

tions remain so impersonal that direct personal knowledge can

not any longer serve as the basis of the more important rela-

tions in life. The institutions of recommendation have been

established in response to the imperative demands of modern
life. They have enriched life. They have multiplied its re-

sources. They help to recognize merit and to circumvent

fraud. When we trifle with the act of recommendation, when
we neglect the fundamental principles which should sternly

govern it, when we are guilty of any practice which under-

mines good faith in the word or letter of recommendation, we
menace some of the dearest interests in modern life and do
harm to a fundamental social institution. Possibly the great

purposes of recommendation made in honesty and good faith

will be more readily understood if we view them in contrast

with a debased form of recommendation which has become
universal.

Human nature has an unconquerable tendency to trust emi-

nence. It forgets the obvious limitations of eminence in the

obsequious pleasure of being guided by it. This trust in emi-

nence is indiscriminate. Advertisers know this and they take

advantage of it to the utmost. Eminent prize-fighters, eminent

baseball players, eminent opera singers, eminent beauties, emi-

nent football players, find a ready sale and high prices for

their letters recommending tobacco, face cream, soap, musical

instruments, automobiles, and candy. The more thoughtful

among us pay no attention, at least we think that we pay no

attention, to letters of this kind. At any rate this commercial

degradation of personal recommendation seems to pay the ad-

vertisers no less than the authors.

III.

The letter of recommendation should be truthful and accur-

ate. It concerns one's personal morality, one's common sense

and self-respect. It concerns one's fellow-man to whom it is

directed. He should be able to find the truth in it without

difficulty and to place unreserved confidence in it. It con-

cerns him in whose favor it is written. If he have merit, the

letter should proclaim it effectively. If he have no merit, it
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should be impossible for him to obtain a letter. In the inter-

ests of justice no less than of truth, merit should find recogni-

tion easily. In the interests of morality, lack of merit ought

to find it impossible to obtain letters of recommendation. If

circumstances arise wherein in the interests of charity a letter

is demanded, but personal information is lacking, one may
venture to give a letter provided the limitations under which
it is written are set forth with honest directness. Since the

letter of recommendation has become a fundamental social in-

stitution, the giving of such letters becomes a question of social

morality. Unreliable and misleading letters shatter confidence

in all such letters and inflict serious hurt upon the standards

of social morality which are concerned. When such letters

are given carelessly, they discourage excellence and encourage

fraud. They confuse men of good standing and reassure men
of no standing. They make it doubly difficult to convert in-

dustry, integrity, and merit into legitimate business assets.

They make it more difficult for good will to discover deserv-

ing need and they encourage incompetence by shielding it

from the penalties of its own mistakes.

All of us would be nobler and more helpful in the world

were we to give up half-truths, cowardly yielding to indis-

criminate sympathy, attention to the irksome timidities created

by our business interests, and if instead we adopted a bravo

and straightforward way of giving and of refusing letters of

recommendation. No thoughtful man will deny the hardship

involved in refusing to recommend a man whose condition ap-

peals to us profoundly, apart from his merit. No plea is made
for coldness or cruel bluntness when this is urged. Very often

there are many services which we may render to an applicant

which would mean more to him than giving him an unreliable

letter of recommendation. At any rate it will require but little

thought for us to understand the fundamental role that recom-

mendation plays in modern life. Once we understand it, the

resources of our character and intelligence should lead us to

adopt such principles in making recommendation as satisfy

the standards of personal morality, of intelligent charity, and

of enlightened respect for a fundamental social institution.

It was no candidate for saintship but rather an average busi-

ness man who lacked neither honor nor courage on an occasion
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when he was compelled to give a letter of recommendation to

a man whom he did not know. He had been annoyed by the

applicant who failed to understand the courteous refusals

which his repeated requests for the letter had met. When his

insistence reached the point of rudeness and his stupidity

began to take on the color of genius, the gentleman in question

surrendered and wrote a letter of recommendation as follows:
" This letter will introduce Mr. X. He desires to obtain em-
ployment under you, I know nothing whatever about him. I

played football with his cousin when I was in college. I hope

that you can do something for him and that you can find satis-

factory reasons of your own for so doing."

Some years ago, a seminarian was about to be dismissed on

account of habitual disregard for the minor regulations of

seminary life. He asked the president for a letter of recom-

mendation. The latter was reluctant to give it, but at last he

yielded to the student's insistence. A truthful letter setting

forth his limitations was written and given to him. He read it

and turning to the president, remarked, " Thank goodness, I

can not be compelled to show this to anyone."

IV.

Problems of recommendation have particular interest for

the clergy. The mission and experience of the priesthood de-

velop in our minds a sympathy for weakness, distress or mis-

fortune and an impulse to relieve it. The peculiar relation-

ship of confidence and trust which exists between priests and

people awakens quite naturally, among those who need assist-

ance, an impulse to ask it from us. At the same time we are

conscious that deference will be paid to any request that we
make in the interests of those who need assistance. Herein

lie both our strength and our weakness. The consciousness

that we can help others by our letters of recommendation may
lead us to give such letters with too little caution and with no

thought to the harm that we may occasion. Our letters some-

times reflect more honor upon our sympathy than upon our

judgment. Jealous regard for the prestige of the priesthood

and conscientious protection of the confidence which we enjoy

ought to make us scrupulous and prudent whenever we give a

letter of recommendation. It is to be feared that we do give
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letters without sufficient caution and that we write them with-

out due reserve of statement. The quotation which occasioned

this article shows that our habits of recommendation are talked

about and that we are not free from criticism. Inquiry made
among a number of priests brought forth the frank admission

that we deserve much of the criticism which is made.

One inquiry was answered by raising the question of moral

responsibility which may be entailed by a priestly recommen-

dation. A pastor wrote as follows. " I have been asked at

times to give recommendation to persons wishing to open an

account with a store which sold goods on the installment plan.

Mr. X. was a member of my parish. He gave my name to

the credit man of the store. The latter asked me for a con-

fidential report on Mr. X. He released me from responsi-

bility for the account which X. opened. As a matter of fact

X. left the city and did not pay his bill. Was I not in a moral

sense, somehow responsible ? " Another pastor answered in-

quiry as follows. " I never refused a letter of recommendation

to anyone. Judging by the types of undeserving men who
have brought letters to me, I think that many others have

been equally generous." Fear of responsibility led another

friend from whom I asked views, to adopt an interesting

method, if not an ideal one, to ntieet such situations. He ar-

ranged with his influential friends two forms of letters of

recommendation. When one form was used no attention what-

ever was to be paid to the letter. When the other form was

used, the letter was to be received and acted upon in entire

good faith.

Good-natured and whole-hearted men who find joy in serv-

ing others are exposed in a peculiar way to persecution from

those who have need of letters of recommendation. Blunt, di-

rect, ruthlessly honest men are not bothered much by those

who seek recommendation. The half-truths, suppressions of

truth, reckless exaggerations, benevolent but uncritical esti-

mates in which letters of recommendation abound should be

conscientiously avoided by all of us in the name of self-respect,

charity, and social morality. The letter of recommendation

has a fundamental mission in modem society. We, above all

others, ought to do everything possible to protect it and to

make it serve its humane purpose. We should do everything
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in our pyower to serve merit and smooth the pathways of life

for it. We should do everything in our power to circumvent

fraud and thereby to discourage it. We should be governed

therefore by exacting standards every time that a letter of

recommendation is given. Not until the recommendations

which we give in the name of charity equal in accuracy and
reliability the commercial recommendations given in the name
of business, shall we have taken the first step in clearing our

name of the charge of carelessness. Not until our letters are

found even more reliable than the others, shall we bring them
up to the exalted level which will be worthy of us and of the

confidence which is placed in our judgment and our good
faith.

William J. Kerby.

Catholic University of America.

SOOIALISM OB FAITH.

X.

—

The Wisdom of Father Lynch.

^^'T'HE Governor did wrong," Father Lynch pronounced.

1 He spoke without haste and without prejudice. His

manner, as he settled back in his chair and critically picked

out a match from the box at his elbow, told his neighbors that

while he expected further argument, and would perforce listen

to it, his judgment would stand.

For fifteen minutes Father Huetter explained, argued, and
reasoned with brilliancy and ardor. He showed how the Gov-

ernor had from the beginning acted with prudence and firm-

ness and from the simplest and clearest of motives. His action

had averted violence and bloodshed. It had shown that gov-

ernment could be, after all, efficient and real. And, finally,

it had brought John Sargent to terms and had shown a way
for the speedy settlement of all future strikes in the country.

All this and more the young priest advanced and proved.

When Father Huetter had quite exhausted his arguments

and his enthusiasm. Father Lynch repeated his decision in

exactly the same words, but with an added air of judicial

calmness and certitude.
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He had the highest respect for the young man's learning,

and loved him for the fresh, eager young heart that he
brought to the service of God and of the queer, outlandish

peoples among whom he worked. But Father Huetter had
received education in such unseemly places as Naples and Cra-

cow. Moreover, he collogued openly and in their own ton-

gues with Italians and Poles and Czechs and what not More-
over, he was young. Father Lynch made excuse for him on

all three grounds. These things did not fit a man to know
the real motives of men. He held his ground placidly, and
waited for the Dean to take up the argument.

" It may be we're too confident, Father Patrick," said the

old Dean in mild-mannered guile. " What should the Gov-
ernor have done? "

'* I am not his adviser," Father Lynch reminded the Dean,

with a broad smile.

He did not propose to leave his secure seat as judge, to be

heckled as a witness.

" I say he did you all wrong; neither more nor less."

For twenty-five years now Father Lynch had been coming

down once a month from his rather lonely hills for a few

hours of talk with the Dean.

He always came in hurried and a trifle out of breath, ex-

plaining that he had had business in Milton and now had
barely time to catch his train for home. It would not be

worth while to sit down—he would just shake hands and run.

In fact, he should not have taken the time to come in at all,

but he did not dare come to town and go away without paying

his respects to the Dean's house. Before he would have the

explanation finished the Dean would have him comfortably

seated, but still protesting.

This formula was never varied, and in the years it had

come almost to the dignity of a ritual. When Father Huetter

came he took his part in the ceremony with all the solemnity

of an acolyte.

If the Dean met Father Lynch on the street, as sometimes

happened, then the matter was more serious. At twenty paces

distance Father Lynch broke into what was almost, but not

quite, a run. He was in luck! he panted. He would not have

to go all the way up to the house. He would not have had
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time to make it anyway. Now the Dean could just walk on
down to the station with him and they could talk on the way.
He would grasp the Dean's hand and begin tugging him

in the direction of the station. The Dean would stand and
pull as firmly the other way. Then more explanations and
apologies. Father Lynch was distressed. He was sorry. But
he must make that train. A thousand things depended on it!

In the end the Dean would put one great hand under the

smaller man's elbow and propel him bodily up the street in

the direction of the deanery.

It is of record that Mrs. Mary Normile was one morning
chatting in a neighbor's kitchen, when she heard uproar in

her own house across the yard. It seems that the Dean had
been passing, and seeing the door open had walked in through

the house. In the kitchen he came upon Teresa Normile, aged

seven, and her brother, a year younger, going through a grave

and lifelike imitation of a meeting on the street between Dean
Driscoll and Father Lynch. Seeing Father DriscoU in the

doorway, young Terrence Normile put up the pipes to cry.

But his sister, a quicker and better judge of facial expressions,

looked up slyly, finger in mouth, at the Dean—and grinned.

Confidence being thus established, the Dean got them to go

over the whole performance from the beginning. He had

the satisfaction of seeing himself mimicked to an eyelash by

the perfectly respectful and painstaking Teresa, while Ter-

rence portrayed Father Lynch with more flourish but less

truth.

His roars of laughter disturbed Mrs. Normile from her

morning chat. As she came running up on to the side porch

the children bolted through the back door. The Dean, thus

basely deserted, and weak from laughing, fled incontinently

through the front door. He was still laughing when he

reached home. But he would not tell Father Huetter the

tale. Father Huetter went out that afternoon and returned

with six diff"erent versions of the matter.

Father Lynch never came to Milton without some ostensible

and plausible reason of business. But his real business on

these visits was to hear of the doings of the Dean during the

month past and to sit in chancery upon them. Long ago he

had made himself censor in ordinary to the Dean, is regarded
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the things of this world. In matters of the Kingdom of
Heaven, in the realm of conscience, the Dean was his perfect

man, walking with God.

But in his dealings with men, in his judgement of motives
and effects. Father Lynch felt that the Dean needed super-

vision. He was constantly being imposed upon. He saw good
in all men and all things. His hand and heart were open to

the flimsiest and most barefaced tale of wandering misfortune.

It is all well for him to be a saint—Father Lynch argued

—

and walk with his head in Heaven. But where would he be

these twenty-five years without me?
" He did you all wrong," the judge repeated aggressively,

seeing that the Dean would not be drawn out to argument.
" The Governor should never have given Sargent back pos-

session of his mill or removed the troops from it until Sargent

had given a bond to accept and keep the terms between the

men and himself which the Governor's board of arbitration

may name."
" Oh, that was not needed," said the Dean easily. " Sar-

gent is glad enough to get his mill back at any terms. He is

bound by his word, given and published, to do whatever his

man and the Governor's man and the representative of the

strikers agree upon."
" His word! you say?

"

" No," said the Dean, answering the sarcasm in Father

Lynch's tone, " he would not dare face the storm of public

condemnation that would fall on him if he broke his word."
" How do you know what he would face? How do you

know what desperate straits he was in when he gave in to the

Governor? Why did he give in? You do not know. Neither

do I. But there is something bad, very bad, to come of it

Mark me. That man has a bad eye. Did I not see him kick

the little man in the street?
"

The Dean did not answer. He looked speculatively and a

little anxiously at Father Huetter; and he saw that his young

assistant was impressed as he himself was. Father Lynch did

not purposely look for the bad side of men and thingp. He
lometimes saw men worse than they really were; but not often,

le Dean reflected sadly ; not often.
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" The Governor has gained by the whole business," Father
Lynch went on. " He has come well out of it all. He drew
the eyes of the whole country to himself. He did a spec-

tacular and what looked like a daring thing. The country is

ready to love a man who does things like that. He has put
himself above his party and into a place where he cannot be
ignored; and now he is safely out of it all. He need not

worry about the final outcome. The country is tired hearing
of your strike by now, anyhow. He has got the advertising

and the reputation out of it. Now he has withdrawn his sol-

diers and his people and left your men again at the mercy of

John Sargent
" I tell you, Dean, you did a great thing for Governor Gor-

don Fuller when you put him on the way to what he did."
" I did not do it. I was not able," answered the Dean, shak-

ing his head. " John Sargent himself, by his insolence, an-

gered the Governor into doing what I could not persuade

him to do."
" He would not have thought of it if you had not fired his

imagination and his ambition with the idea, before Sargent

got to him."
" I hope that you are not altogether right, Father Patrick,"

said the Dean slowly. " I like to think that the young Gov-

ernor did what he has done because he thought it the right

and the brave thing to do."

" At least," said Father Huetter, coming back to the charge,

" the Governor by his action proved one thing—a thing that

people in this country had begun to doubt. He proved that

the government is really supreme over every private interest

in the state. He has shown the way. He heis proved that gov-

ernment has the power and the duty to interfere in economic

conflicts such as this and to force a fair compromise.
" He has knocked on the head the superstition that strikes,

battles between Capital and Labor, are sacred duels, in which

no one dare interfere. Why, from the attitude of this coun-

try during the last twenty-five years, an outsider would think

that Labor and Capital in a strike were two ' bad men ' meet-

ing in a frontier town, who must be allowed to shoot their

fight out in a crowded street no matter who else might be hurt.
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" It is futile," the young priest went on, " for us to com-
plain of what Capital does. And Labor will always fight for

all it can get. Shall we blame it ? But, we support a govern-

ment that is bound to be able, and to show itself able, to hold

these two great forces in line and make them work together

for the good of all.

" Here is the trouble. Here is why we have unrest and
suspicion and class hatred amongfst us. Here is where social

revolution. Socialism and Anarchy, make head among us. It

is not because Capital is greedy. It is not because Labor is

lawless. It is because many people believe that government,

as we have it constituted, is incompetent to deal with its

problems.
" Once show them that government is really able to do

things, that it can bring the worker and the employer together

and measure justice to both of them, then you will hear no

more of social upheaval.
" The Governor has shown that this can be done. He has

moved us a great step toward the end of our economic strug-

gle. If government can do this thing, then it can, step by

step, bring about every social and economic readjustment that

the country needs.

" There is nothing the matter with the country except that

our thought and our actions have been numbed by certain

fetishes and hoary superstitions about sacred rights. The
Governor has shown that these can be dealt with. If he has

gained something for himself out of it, let him have it, I say."

Father Lynch listened calmly to the end. Then he reached

forward and, shaking a solemn, warning finger at the Dean,

he spoke his mind.
" You have too plagued much education around this house,

Dean : I always said it."

The Dean chuckled. Father Huetter threw out his hands

and sat down, laughing and perspiring. He and Father Lynch

were of widely different schools and different times, but he

never made the mistake of underrating the value of the older

man's shrewd insight into men and things.

Having thus cleared away the ground, Father Lynch pro-

ceeded to analyze the case soberly and slowly.

" I don't like it at all, at all," he said " You young men "
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—he turned to Father Huetter—" study from books and you
talk and think from books, mostly. I—and shame for me!

—

do not read all I ought.
" You are taught to see men by groups or classes, as you

think of them. You believe that certain men, having certain

common interests, work and act together on certain common
principles, for a common good at the end. I don't believe it.

I never did.

" You think of two men as two moulders, or two bookkeep-

ers, or two mill owners ; and you think of them as acting alike

because they work at the same things. It is not so. They are

not two this or two that. Each of them is a man. And a man
is the only being of all God's creation that is absolutely alone.

He has no instincts to keep him acting with a class or a herd.

He does what he does by himself and for himself; and does

it for the motive that lies in his heart just at that moment.

You must find the motive before you talk of what he does.

" Find me John Sargent's motive. Tell me why he gave in

to the Governor. And I will tell you what is to come of it."

" Well," said the Dean reflectively, " he must have become

discouraged and convinced that he was beaten. I do not

wonder. He appeared here one morning and walked up to

the mill. A soldier stopped him at the gate of his own mill

and would not let him enter. He walked out, the men say,

into the middle of the road and stood, almost on the spot

where Harry Loyd died, looking up and down at the mill for

a long time. Then he turned and walked back to the station.

He did not speak to a soul in the town.

"I think he knew himself for a beaten man."
" / do not," said Father Lynch decisively. " A thing like

that would make him wild with rage. It is just the thing that

would not let him give up. He expected it anyway. No.

And you are not telling me all," he accused the Dean ab-

ruptly. " Where did the Governor get the money?"
" That is a mystery," the Dean admitted.

"A mystery?" Father Lynch sat up and eyed the Dean

with severity. " Dean," he said, " you are an older man than

I. Now I have known money to go mysteriously. Mine goes

that way. Yours does not, for some prodigal son is always

waiting around to take it from you for his fare hOme, before
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you really know that you have it." (The Dean's failings in

this direction were a standing grievance to Father Lynch,
and the subject of many a monthly review.)

" But, I put you on your word as an older man," Father

Lynch went on sternly, " did you ever know money to come
that way—mysteriously, out of nowhere? "

" You are quite right, Father Patrick," the Dean agreed.
" It does not come that way. But I do not quite see

—

"

" Two weeks ago," Father Lynch pursued his argument, re-

gardless of what the Dean saw or did not see, " on the first

pay day, I am told that the Governor did not have and could

not get money to pay the men. I am also told that on that

evening you did incite the women here to redeem his worth-

less pay checks by force. From a man of peace, Dean," he

observed sadly, " you are falling into violence in your old

days. But I do not believe that charge—so I will take another

day for it.

" Shortly after that," he began again on the main case, " it

appears that the Governor found money, not only to pay the

men but also to buy materials. And, what is more, he found

a market for the machines that were being turned out.

" Now, according to your arguments, Father Huetter, he

could not get it from a rich man. No rich man would fur-

nish money for the purpose of beating another rich man, a

man of his own class; and John Sargent is, or was, a rich

man. But, I submit to you, learned sir, that it was more

money than a poor man, with a decent respect for his own
class, would have about him. And, a poor man would not be

able to open markets which John Sargent had closed up tight

I think it must have been a rich man. If I am wrong, I hope

to be corrected," he added with beaming urbanity.

" I guess you are safe," laughed Father Huetter.

" Then this follows," said Father Lynch, again assuming

his magisterial role, " John Sargent found that he had an

enemy; a big enemy, a rich enemy, a man bigger and richer

than himself. That day you tell of, he went away from here

to fight that enemy."

Father Lynch sat back and folded his arms. He had

spoken.
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" I do not think I understand," said the Dean slowly.

Father Lynch's nimble short cuts to a conclusion often left the

Dean some distance behind. " He has given up the fight."

" You were never more mistaken in your life, Dean. He
has not given up. He has made a truce with the Governor
and the men, because he found that a bigger enemy—of his

own class—was fighting him from behind.
" Now you tell me," he went on, " that since he agreed to

accept the Governor's terms and is back running the mill

again he is running it as it was never run before. You tell

me that he is to run it night and day, that he will soon be

using almost double the force that he used before. What is

he trying to do? Probably he will try to flood the market

with machinery. I hear it's none too good now. Maybe that

other man will lose money, a lot of it, if the prices of ma-
chinery suddenly fall.

" When he gave in to the Governor the way he did, he was

striking at his whole class, as you call it. Every rich man
says. now he is a traitor and a coward, that he should have

held out.

" Maybe, he has found that he has no class. I am not sure."

This in itself, coming from Father Lynch, was a statement

so unusual that it sounded heretical. The Dean and Father

Huetter were alarmed and dumbfounded. When he leaned

forward, hesitating, and lost in a patent struggle with his

judgments, they were honestly concerned. But it was an affair

so beyond the memory and the ken of man that neither had

any suggestion to offer.

" You that live in crowded towns," Father Lynch began

finally, with an evident effort, " you look at men in groups.

There are so many around you that you cannot study the in-

dividual. You have to rank them into classes. And you judge

them and their actions by the class into which you put them.

In the hills it is different. There we have time to see what is

in the face of a man, before another comes along.

" Now I have looked into the eye of John Sargent. I said

he had a bad eye. Maybe I would not say bad, just. But

there is a mark in his eye. that makes him dangerous. It is

the mark of revenge. Other passions he may have, I do not

doubt. But the one ravaging fury of that man's heart is re-

venge.
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" From his grave," he added solemnly, " that man would
strike back for revenge. I see it in his eye."

Father Huetter was puzzled. This was a Father Lynch
that he had never before seen.

The Dean, however, understood better. Still, he was not

able to agree fully. Guardedly he protested:
" You might well be right. Father Patrick. But he can-

not strike anywhere without hurting himself, in money. And
money is his soul and his god. It may be that revenge is the

strongest slant of his character. I would not doubt your read-

ing. But money has grown into his heart. I have heard that

man rave about the loss of money, frantically, madly, as

though his life blood were being drawn. No. I do not think

that any passion can now come between his heart and money.
He cannot strike. He is bound."

" I am right," said Father Lynch unmoved. " You shall

see it"

" I do not know why," said the Dean absently, " but I al-

ways feel strangely about that man."

His face was turned to the window. The sharp, piercing

look of his strong old eyes softened to a deep, gentle radiance

of wonder and faith unbounded. The light in them was the

light of his Vision above the gray line of the hills, the light

of the Promise, of Infinite Peace.

" Strong, ruthless, cruel !
" he said in a whisper. " He has

been all these, coining the lives of men and women and chil-

dren. Uncounted wrongs lie at his door. He has wzdked

rough-shod on a suffering people.

" But, I know little children that are taught to pray to God
for John Sargent, that He will change him and make him

better to them and theirs. And where men and women have

suffered was not every pain of theirs a prayer to God to changfc

John Sargent?
" This is still God Almighty's world.

" I believe! I believe that He will not take John Sargent

from it without first wringing from him some great good !

"

Father Lynch sat silent and bowed. His jurisdiction over

the Dean was ended when the latter came to the things of

the Kingdom of Heaven.
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In the silence, Father Huetter rose and slipped from the

room upon some errand of the day's work.

The Dean turned slowly back from the window. When he
spoke, the exaltation had gone from his tone. His voice and
his eyes were those of an old man, tired and shaken.

" God gives me strengfth. He gives me the light of faith.

And yet I am troubled and sick of heart. Patrick—I—am I a

faithless man, that I cannot hold up my heart and believe

always ?
"

The anguish in the old Dean's voice brought Father Lynch
to his feet on the instant. Never before, in all the years, had
he known his friend to falter.

" 'Tis nothing. Dean. 'Tis nothing," he hastened to ex-

plain. " You have been wearing yourself out these weeks

past, without rest. I'll warrant you've been sitting up half

these nights, and not tasting your food, too," he scolded. "You
are tired now, and your head is heavy. 'Twill pass, 'twill

pass."

Solicitous and full of comfort. Father Lynch bustled about

the room, now pushing a chair into its exact place, now
straightening a book, now stopping to fleck off a speck of

dust from the table. The Dean watched these tactics of his

friend and a smile of grateful understanding came stealing

over his face. When he saw Father Lynch beginning a second

time at the chairs, he said:

" That will do, Patrick, and—thank you. The chairs

needed it; and so did I."

Father Lynch understood. His friend's cloud had lifted,

suddenly, as it had fallen. He sat down in confusion, and very

deliberately examined his watch.
" You have time yet," said the Dean. " You did not say

all that was in your mind—about Sargent and the future. I

would hear all."

" What need have you to listen to my blatherings ? " Father

Lynch was eager to discredit himself. The business of a

prophet of evil is a thankless one in the end; and he did not

propose to take it up again.

But the Dean insisted:

" You said some things that were too true to be passed

over. Tell me what you think." .
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Thus adjured, Fatlier Lynch saw that there was no escape.

But he did not now resume the chair of judge. He spoke

very slowly and with a manner of cautious and hesitating dif-

fidence.

" I hope I am wrong, Dean. I ought to be wrong. But I

think John Sargent now feels that he has scores to settle with

many people. The men have fought him to a bitter end. He
feels that he has fed and clothed them for years and that,

when they thought themselves able, they tried to ruin him.

Jim Loyd fought him most of all, and he will try to convict

him and give him a State's prison term.
" The Governor, he thinks, took an unfair and unlawful

advantage of him—for political capital—at a time when he

was already in grave trouble.

"What will he do? He will—as he is now doing—rush

through all the machinery possible, to get money and to strike

at the secret enemy who furnished the Governor with money
against him. He will fight that enemy first. Then, when he

has breathing space, he will turn upon the Governor. He will

snap his finger at his board of arbitration. It will be the

dead of winter by then. The men will not dare to strike

again. He will leave the Governor looking foolish and ridicu-

lous in the eyes of the State and country.
" You say he is bringing in hundreds of new men and

breaking them in," he went on. " He will have more than he

needs. Who is to prevent him from discharging his old men
by the wholesale?

" He is not convinced. He is not beaten. He will mark
time till winter is down upon you. Winter is his friend—the

only one he counts upon.
" Meantime he will use every ounce of his power to put

Loyd away permanently.
" And, Dean," he concluded, dropping his voice, " remem-

ber this: that man hates you and blames you. He cannot

hurt you. But he will try."

" Dear God ! I would do the man every good in my power!"
" True," Father Lynch admitted. " As I said before, a

man is a creature altogether alone and by himself. No other

man can tell what one thinks and feels. It may be that the

very fact that he knows you once saved his life—I saw it

—
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and that he knows you would do him good is the very thing

that he holds hardest against you.
" The heart of a man," he concluded, " goes in a queer and

unbelievable way, when once it is set toward the wrong."
He rose briskly, watch in hand.
" I must be gone. There's a new conductor on Number

Seven and he thinks he must leave Milton on time, no matter

what time he gets us home. Joe Conley, that's gone, always
gave us fifteen or twenty extra minutes here, and made up
the time on the curves. What matter if he did put us into the

ditch once in the year or so ?
"

" Oh, you'll have plenty of time," said the Dean, rising

slowly and stiffly. " I'll walk with you to the station."

" On my word ! I believe you're afraid I'd tcike up a col-

lection on the way if you let me walk to the station alone."

The joke was venerable with twenty-five years' usage be-

tween them. But the Dean laughed boyishly and explained

that there was supper in the house for only two, so that it was
policy for him to see that Father Lynch did actually get aboard

his train.

The Dean shook hands with his guest at the step of the

train, as Number Seven, on time, was moving away from the

platform. He walked away from the station with a slow step,

giving only a mechanical return to the people who saluted

him by the way.

All day he had been feeling rather depressed, and Father

Lynch's talk had done much to deepen the feeling.

Where he had been counting upon a lasting solution of all

the difficulties which for years had threatened the peace and

happiness of his people, he now saw that nothing had really

been solved. Where he had seen a prosperous and industrious

winter before them, he now realized that they were more fully

and helplessly at the mercy of John Sargent than they had

ever been.

Lost in thought, he turned into Lake Street and then down

Reynold Street. So that before he noticed it he was standing

at the door of the low red building where Jim Loyd was in

jziil.

Fred Wheeler, the Warden, admitted him.
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" Loyd? Why, of course you can see him, Father. Only,

Mr. Sargent is in there, in the office, with him now."
" Sargent? Here? To see Jimmie Loyd? "

" Funny thing, aint it. Father? He's been here before. And
it aint a guilty conscience, either. He aint troubled that way.

I dunno—Loyd seems to have some kind of a fascination over

that man. Sargent can't leave him alone."

" I would like to go in while he's there," said the Dean.
" See if he has any objection, Fred."

In a moment Wheeler returned, to say that the Dean might

go into the inner office.

Loyd rose from the table and greeted the Dean quietly.

Sargent was walking about the room. He wheeled sharply

as the old priest came in, and for an instant the two looked

curiously at each other.

" I would not intrude," said the Dean quickly, realizing

that it was a strange and strained moment " I have no busi-

ness here that could not wait."

" It does not matter," said Sargent shortly. " I am trying

to make this man do something for his own good. But it

doesn't seem to be any use. I am telling him that I will have

this whole case against him dropped, if he will give his word
to leave Milton then and never come back."

The Dean thought rapidly, and decided upon a frontal at-

tack.

" Aside from the fact," he said, " that he is not guilty, and

that you, Mr. Sargent, know too well who is guilty, how do

you know that he would keep his word? "

" Of course he'd keep his word. He always does. You told

me that."

The Dean started. That terrible night, when he had told

Sargent Jim Loyd pays his debts, came crowding back upon

him. But he drove it back, and went on to his purpose.

" Will you keep your word—to the Governor? "

Sargent was stunned. For an instant a numbing supersti-

tion caught him. How did this man know the plans of his

mind before he himself had them formed? Then all the

baffled rage of months of humiliation and defeat broke out.

"Who are you?" he shouted, striding across the room.
" What are you, that you can pick the meat out of my brains?
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Everywhere I go, you meet me. Every move I make, you are

ahead of me to block it!
"

The Dean leaned against the edge of the table, looking

calmly down at the man in front of him. This coolness seemed
to drive Sargent from his last hold of self-control.

" No! " he fairly screamed. " I will not keep my word to

the Governor! I will never again keep word or faith with any
living man

!

" I thought I was a man," he began again, " living among
men, working among men. I thought I lived and worked
among men who worked and fought for the same things that

I worked and fought for. I thought I belonged to a class

—

Gentlemen, we called ourselves—that had interests in com-
mon. I thought we were working for common protection, for

the country, for prosperity, for civilization,

"It's rot! It's all a lie!

" There is no country. There is no civilization. I am as

much alone now as if I was back in the first forest, with a

stone club, stalking my first beast. I have been a triple-ringed

idiot, and I have just found it out.

" I will go my own way from now. Why should I have

pity or faith, or thought for any man ? I will lie. I will trick

and throw every man that has put a hand against me.
" I thought I had friends, men of what I called my own

kind, who were with me in a fair fight. I could have fought

you all. Governor and all. But those men, my own kind,

came behind me to assassinate me.
" I will beat them first. I will run that mill till it groans,

till the machines fly to pieces, to beat them.
" I have tricked the Governor now, and when it is time I

will laugh in his face—and make the country laugh at him.
" Then I will come here. Milton is my town. I will drive

from it every man who heis fought me. Loyd, here, will go

and all the rest.

" But you, you will be the first. I swear it! You, with

your preaching of peace and patience, you will be the first!
"

" As God wills," answered the Dean quietly. " But you, Mr.

Sargent, you should not excite yourself so."

"Are you taunting me with that again? Are you? Yes,

I am going to die. Are you trying to shake your red rag of

Hell fire at me? Are you trying to scare me with that?
"
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" It was the last thing in my thought, Mr. Sargent. Never-
theless

—

"

" Where would this man Loyd be to-day, if you had not

stopped him? Where would this whole strike have been

months ago, if they had not had you to preach wisdom and
patience and endurance to them? I could have harried them
into rioting and madness and then have crushed them like an

eggshell. But there you were, preaching peace and everlast-

ing, gray cunning to them.
" And why do you do it? Because you think to drive your

Church in as a wedge, a wedge between Anarchy and all the

tearing forces below and Capitalism and all the grinding

powers above—to save the country that way.
" Country or no country, you have been my strongest en-

emy. You will be the first to go. I will— "

For an instant the old priest had taken his eyes from Sar-

gent while he ranted.

The other man was stealing round the corner of the table

toward Sargent. Furtive of eye, hairy of face, he moved with

the strained, vibrating stealth of a gaunt panther preparing

to leap.

Dear God! Could that be Jimmie Loyd? Could a few

weeks of jail have done that to him? Not so would the

Jimmie Loyd whom he had known go to his enemy!

Even in his horror, the Dean acted swiftly. He grasped

Sargent by the arm and swung him round, so that his own
wide body was between the two men. Then, with a grip that

told of the giant strengfth of his younger days, he almost lifted

his man to the door, and, opening it, pushed him through

;

saying but one word

:

"Go!"
With his back against the door, the Dean looked at Loyd.

He had dropped back loosely into his chair, and his head fell

inert on his chest. The Dean crossed the room and laid a

hand on Loyd's shoulder.
" Jimmie," he said, " I have seen sorrow; and you have lain

with sorrow. But, of all the men that I have ever known,

that man just gone needs pity most. Think, think a while,

and you will see."
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Loyd answered not at all, but reached up and took the hand
on his shoulder in a grasp that would have crushed any other

hand.

"Can he hurt you, Father?" he asked presently. "Be-
cause, if he can, I will go, or do anything he

—

"

" Jimmie," the Dean interrupted, " have you listened to

me all these years and do not know that no man can hurt you

or me? If we do wrong or do foolishly, then we can be hurt,

not otherwise."

Then Wheeler came in.

Father Huetter, supper, and a long-suffering housekeeper

were all waiting for the Dean when he came home.

As he walked in to the waiting table, he avoided the accus-

ing eye of the housekeeper and hastened to create a diversion.

"Did you ever wonder, Father Huetter," he said, as blandly

as though he had never in his life kept a meal waiting, "where

Father Lynch goes to school for his uncommon knowledge of

men and their hearts?
"

The housekeeper, feeling herself outgeneraled, retired

scornfully.

Father Huetter, while he smiled at the unspoken duel, an-

swered :

" Well, they say he only reads one book outside of Mass

and Office. But that book is the Douay Bible. I believe he

knows the half of it by heart."

" Yes, I guess that is the answer," agreed the Dean. " No
new thing has happened to a human heart since that Book was

written."

[to be continukd.]

Richard Aumerle Maker, O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.

i
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SUPBEMA S. OONQREGATIO S. OFHOn.

(Seotio de Indnlgentiis.)

CONCEDUNTUR INDULGENTIAE SE PER QUANDAM ORATIONEM
D. N. I. C. DEVOVENTIBUS.

Die J decembris 1914.

Ssmus D. N. D. Benedictus div. prov. Pp. XV, in audientia

R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, benigne concedere

dig^atus est, ut omnes et singuli fideles, qui se lesu Christo pie

vovent, simulque mortem in eiusdem amore obire peroptant,

sequentem oratiunculam recitantes: " lesu, tibi vivo—lesu, tibi

morior—lesu, tuus sum ego in vita et in morte. Amen ", quo-

ties id fecerint, Indulgentiam centum dierum, defunctis quoque

adplicabilem, lucrari p>ossint; qui vero id quotidie per inte-

grum mensem peregerint, si confessi ac S. Communione refccti

aliquam ecclesiam vel publicum oratorium visitaverint, ibique

ad mentem Summi Pontificis preces fuderint, semel Indulgen-

tiam plenariam, similiter adplicabilem, consequi valeant.

Praesenti in perpetuum valituro absque ulla brevis expedi-

tione. Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

R. Card. Merry del Val, Secretarius.
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8. OONOSEQATIO OOHSISTOBIALIS.

De Electione Vicariorum Capitularium in quibusdam
Mexicanis Dioecesibus.

Cum in Mexicana republica, ob publicarum rerum subversi-

onem, fere omnes Antistites locorum Ordinarii aut vi e suis

dioecesibus expulsi, aut impediti quominus ad eas regrederen-

tur, aut in carcerem detrusi, aut delitescere vel in finitimas

regiones clam aufugere coacti fuerint, contigit ut nonnulla

capitula cathedralia censuerint causam evenisse eligendi Vica-

rium Capitularem, et revera in aliqua dioecesi ilium eligere

praesumpserunt, iniuste proinde sublata Vicario generali Epis-

copi qualibet ordinaria potestate.

Quod cum tolerari omnino nequeat, S. Congregatio Consis-

torialis, de mandato Ssmi D. N. Benedicti PP. XV, declarat

nullam esse in expositis adiunctis legitimam causam proce-

dendi ad electionem Vicarii Capitularis, et si quae facta fuerit,

eam irritam esse et nullius roboris; sartam e contra tectamque

et integram subsistere Episcoporum auctoritatem quam ipsi,

vel per Vicarium generalem vel per alium sacerdotem a se

delegatum, exercere possunt ac debent; eamque ab omnibus

fidelibus et imprimis a canonicis cathedralis ecclesiae rite et

omnimode agnoscendam esse et observandam.

Die 6 decembris 19 14.

•i* C. Card. De Lai, Episc. Sabinen., Secretarius.

S. OONGEEGATIO EITUTTM.

DUBIA LiTURGICA.

Hodiernus Episcopus Sagien. a sacra Ritiium Congrega-

tione humillime postulavit sequentem dubiorum solutionem;

nempe

:

I. Utrum, quando ob occursum festi Duplicis I classis, offi-

cium alicuius Summi Pontificis vel Doctoris Ecclesiae perpetuo

vel etiam accidentaliter simplificatur ita ut tantum in Laudibus

commemoratio fiat de eo, usurpandae sint pro hac commemora-

tione Antiphonae magis propriae de secundis Vesperis Dum
esset vel O Doctor, an potius Antiphona communior Euge,

serve bone?
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II. Utrum deinceps omittendae sint, turn oommemoratio Om-
nium Ss. Apostolorum in officio Ss. Petri et Pauli (29 iun.),

turn commemoratio Omnium Ss. Martyrum in officio S. Ste-

phani Protomartyris (26 dec.) quum in novo Kalendario pro-

prio dioecesis Sagiensis non fiat mentio harum commemora-
tionum ?

III. Utrum in Officio Dominicae anticipatae ad horas mi-

nores adhibenda sint capitula et responsoria Dominicae ?

IV. Utrum omnia Initia Epistolarum S. Pauli debeant quo-

tannis recitari, etiam quando prorsus omittuntur, ante Septua-

gesimam, officia Dominicarum IV, V et VI post Epiphaniam?
V. Utrum, in Missa feriali quae coram Ssmo Sacramento

celebratur, debeat omitti Oratio Fideliunt, etiam quando a Ru-
brica praescribitur in Feria secunda vel in prima die libera

mensis ?

VI. Utrum, in festo Omnium Ss. Episcoporum et aliorum

Sanctorum dioecesis Sagiensis, color paramentorum sacrorum

debeat esse Albus an potius Rubeus quia aliqui horum Sancto-

rum sunt Martyres?

VII. Utrum uti liceat novis Officiis communibus plurium

Confessorum Pontificum et non Pontificum, et plurium Virgi-

num et non Virginum, non tantum in festis particularibus, sed

etiam in festis Ecclesiae universalis, nempe Ss. Cyrilli et Me-
thodii, Ss. Septem Fundatorum Ordinis Serv. B. M. V. et Ss.

Perpetuae et Felicitatis?

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, audito specialis Commissionis

suffragio, propositis dubiis ita respondendum censuit:

Ad I. Negative ad primam partem ; affirmative ad secundam,

iuxta editionem typicam Breviarii Romani.

Ad II. Standum Kalendario approbato.

Ad III. Provisum in Rubricis novissimis Breviarii Romani.

Ad IV. Negative iuxta Rubricas,

Ad V. Negative.

Ad VI. Servetur in casu consuetudo.

Ad VII. Negative, etiam attentis decretis 22 maii et 7 au-

gusti 1914, ad III.

Atque ita rescripsit. Die II decembris 1914.

SciPio Card. Tecchi, Pro-Praefectus.
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S. OONGREGATIO PEG NEGOTIIS EOCLESIASTIOIS

EXTBAOfiDINARIIS.

De Cura Captivorum a Clero habenda.

Ex audientia Ssmi, die 21 decembris 1914

Ssmus D. N. Benedictus divina providentia Papa XV, cum
vehementer doleret et angustias, quibus misere afficerentur in-

numerabiles homines teterrimo hoc bello capti, et anxietates,

quibus eorumdem familiae idcirco premerentur quod diu peni-

tus de suis ignorarent, Secum animo reputavit quo pacto posset

utriusque pro facultate solacium auxiliumque afferre. Itaque

me referente infra scripto Secretario S. Congregationis Nego-
tiis Ecclesiasticis Extraordinariis curandis, ea quae sequuntur

decrevit, spe fretus futurum, ut cum episcopi et clerus sancte

religioseque mandata exsequantur, tum nationum rectores ve-

lint incepto, huic, humanitate et Christiana caritate in primis

digno, pro viribus obsecundare.

I. Ordinarii dioecesum ubi captivi versantur, quam primum
sacerdotes eligant, ut curam captivorum gerant, unum aut pro

necessitate plures, eorum linguae satis peritos; quos, si nullos

habeant intra dioecesis suae fines, ad aliis Ordinariis mutu-

entur. Hi vero libenter idoneos suppeditent.

II. Sacerdotes ad id munus electi nihil reliqui faciant quod

ad captivorum utilitatem, tum animi, tum vitae corporisque,

pertineat : consolentur, assideant, a necessitatibus variis—iis-

que interdum acerbissimis—allevent.

III. Exquirant praesertim et percontentur, utrum litteris, an

alio modo, captivi familias de se certiores fecerint. Quod, si

negaverint se fecisse, suadeant ut saltem apertas chartulas ta-

bellarias (vulgo cartes postales, Postkarten, Post cards, Poc-

towyja kartocki [IIoHTOBMfl KapraoHiaa]) statim mittant, quibus

suos de propria valetudine doceant.

IV. Verum, si captivi, aut imperitia scribendi, aut ex morbo

vel accept© vulnere, aut quavis alia de causa, ab simili litter-

arum commercio prohibeantur, sua ipsi manu delecti sacer-

dotes, eorum vice ac nomine, caritate permoti, scribant, et dili-

genter studeant, ut epistulae eo tute perveniant quo desti-

nantur.

Datum Romae, e Secretaria eiusdem S. Congregationis, die,

mense et anno praedictis.
,

EUGENius Pacelli, Secretarius.

i
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SAORA POENITENTIABIA APOSTOLIOA.

Decretum De Cappellanis Militum quoad Facultatem
AD excipiendas Sacramentales FroELIUM CON-

fessiones, durante bello.

Sacra Poenitentiaria, providere cupiens saluti animarum, de

speciali et expressa Apostolica auctoritate, benig^e sic annu-

ente sanctissimo Domino nostro Benedicto PP. XV, statuit ea

quae sequuntur:
" Cappellani militum, dum exercitum comitantur, possunt,

durante bello, excipere confessiones sacramentales quorum-

cunque fidelium ad se accedentium et in eorum favorem uti

facultatibus omnibus sibi pro foro conscientiae concreditis.

Eadem pollent potestate praedicti cappellani militum in capti-

vitate forte detenti in favorem omnium concaptivorum. Con-

trariis quibuscumque non obstantibus."

Datum Romae in sacra Poenitentiaria, die 18 decembris

1914.

Seraphinus Card. Vannutelli, Poen. Maior.

BOMAK OTJEIA.

Recent Pontifical Appointments.

7 November 1914.: The Right Rev. Joseph J. Fox, D.D.,

former Bishop of Green Bay, Wisconsin, appointed Titular

Bishop of lonopolis.

/J November: Messrs. August Leo Kenny, of Melbourne,

Australia; A. Stuart Coats, of Westminster; Horace Walpole,

of Portsmouth, and Robert H. G. Grimshaw Helier, of Shrews-

bury, England, and Gerald Mark Borden, of New York, made
Chamberlains of Cape and Sword.

25 November: Messrs. Charles Edward Gandy and Daniel

Kennedy, of Plymouth, England, made Privy Chamberlains

supernumerary.

Mr. Francis Vaughan, of Westminster, made Chamberlain

of Cape and Sword.

2 December: Mgr. Donald Mackintosh, Rector of the Scots

College in Rome, made Domestic Prelate.

10 December: Mgr. Patrick Enright, of the Diocese of Little

Rock, Arkansas, made Domestic Prelate.



Stubfes anb Conferences*

OUB ANALEOTA.

The Roman documents for the month are:

S. Congregation of the Holy Office announces the in-

dulgences that are attached to a short prayer of consecration

to our Lord Jesus Christ.

S. CoNSiSTORiAL CONGREGATION declares void the election

of Vicars Capitular by cathedral chapters in some Mexican

dioceses, where such election has taken place because of the

expulsion or imprisonment of the bishops of the respective sees.

S. Congregation of Rites answers seven questions that

have to do with points of rubrics.

S. Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical

Affairs issues four regulations for the spiritual care of pris-

oners of war.

S. Apostolic Penitentiary publishes a decree empowering
military chaplains, while with the army, to hear the confes-

sions of all who come to them, during the war. The same
faculty is extended to chaplains who happen to be held as

prisoners of war, in favor of their fellow captives.

Roman Curia gives official list of recent papal appoint-

ments.

THE GEOWTH OF OATHOLIOITY IK OUR CITIES.

I.

Dublin has its Catholics who do not practise their religion. Its police

records show that every year over a thousand fathers and mothers in poverty

and degradation sell their children to proselytes. We visited the slum dis-

tricts mostly in the neighborhood of the Four Courts and Church Street;

every traveler bears evidence to the misery and degeneracy that has taken

possession of that unfortunate population. Some few of them go to Mass on
Sunday with more or less regularity.

—

Ecclesiastical Review, January, 19 15,

p. u.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

I have had the advantage of being a regular subscriber to

your ably conducted magazine for bordering on twenty years.

I eagerly await its arrival every month, and I read its articles

with interest and pleasure. I have never had to trouble you

I
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with any of my grievances until I read the above paragraph

in the January issue—a paragraph that embodies such a gall-

ing aspersion on the fair fame of our devoted Catholic popu-

lation here that I cannot allow it to pass uncontradicted, and I

must count upon your generosity for space to remove the im-

pression—a wrong and an unjust impression—it is calculated

to leave on the minds of your learned and extensive circle of

readers.

The imputation has not the shadow of a foundation to sup-

port it, and had " Sacerdos " been really in quest of informa-

tion, the source of it was within ear-shot of him, if he wished

to take the trouble to avail of it.

He asserts that " the police records show that every year a

thousand fathers and mothers sell their children to proselytes".

Fortunately the Police Courts are near us. After reading the

above I took your Review in my hand and went to interview

one of the police officers. I read the passage for him, and, on

hearing it, the worthy man exclaimed :
" Why, Father, the

whole story is outlandishly absurd. There is no such record

in the Police Courts. The record we have, is that of the chil-

dren sent by the Magistrates to the Industrial Schools, and to

the Union. The Industrial Schools, as you know, are practi-

cally all under Catholic control. It is only when the parents

are Protestants that a child is sent to a Protestant Industrial

School. The children sent to the Union are placed under the

care of the Sisters of St. Vincent de Paul."

Every priest knows that, in spite of the utmost vigilance,

the proselytizers or soupers, by ignoble means, get children

from time to time for their " birds' nests ". But these chil-

dren are rather from another grade of society, and not from

the class of poor people, by whom we are surrounded. The
poor have their faults, but selling their children is not, to any

extent, one of them.

Before touching on the spirit of faith and practice of these

much-abused people, let me briefly state what " Church

Street " is, and what are the conditions under which the in-

habitants live here. Church Street runs beside the " Four
Courts ". The two sides of it, in the first place, form the

boundaries of two Dublin Catholic parishes; and in the next

place, the boundaries of two Electoral Wards of the City. In
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these two Wards there are 3,657 one-roomed families; each

family with an average of five persons.^ That is, over i8,<x>o

persons living in one-roomed tenements. That one room is

their kitchen, bedroom, laundry, nursery, diningroom, sitting-

room, etc. These rooms are old, decayed, musty, frequently

badly lighted, with a creaking, dusty stairs leading up to them.

Such hovels are necessarily unhealthy and inhuman ; but that

condition of things cannot be laid to the charge of either the

people themselves, or their devoted clergy. I may mention en

passant that the community to which I have the honor to be-

long is one of the Franciscan Capuchin Order. Our Fathers

have been living in this quarter, through weal and woe, for

the past 200 years. We have no parochial cure.

Now for the provisions to maintain the religious life of the

dense population around us. In addition to our church, which
is a large one, there is a parish church within 1 10 yards of us

at one side, and another parish church 290 yards distant at

the other side. There are eight Masses in our church every

Sunday; and seven Masses in each of these parish churches.

If your zealous correspondent " Sacerdos " visited any of these

churches on a Sunday morning, he must have observed that

the Masses were well attended, and that, at the late Masses,

the churches were not only packed to their utmost capacity,

but that many stood outside, with heads bared, even in the

rain. To say then that only " some few of them go to Mass
with more or less regularity ", is a libel on their character.

Moreover, the ardent faith of these noble souls is nourished

and protected by the salutary aids of numerous confraternities

in each of the parishes—Confraternities for men, Confraterni-

ties for women, Associations for boys, Children of Mary for

girls. Two very large Total Abstinence Organizations for

men and women in our church—with the Third Order of St.

Francis, the Sacred Heart Sodality, and the Young Irish Cru-

saders. Scarcely one person can be found that does not be-

long to one or other of these religious organizations. These

sodalities have each their Monthly Communion in their respec-

tive churches, and so great is the attendance at these Com-
munions that sometimes they have to be extended over two

^ Report 1909.
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Masses, the church not being able to accommodate all the

members at one Mass. To cite one instance of the numbers
who approach the Sacraments, I may mention that 144,300

Communions were distributed from our altar alone in 19 14. It

is not for me to quote statistics for the two parochial churches,

but I have much pleasure in testifying that they are large

churches, that they are very well attended, and that they are

served by as devoted and as indefatigable a staflF of priests as

any country can produce. Yet, with all this manifestation of

faith and piety, are we to be told—are the Venerable Hierarchy

and priesthood of the United States to be told, that these are

degenerate Catholics, Catholics who have been lost to the

faith in these horrid slums. Catholics, " some few of whom go

to Mass on Sunday with more or less regularity " ?

May I be permitted here to forestall an inquiry? When your

readers learn the squalid dwellings in which these worthy peo-

ple eke out a miserable existence, they must be tempted to ask,

why don't we priests do something to better their conditions?

Well, we do do something for them. Every day of our lives we
are helping to improve their lot; and no one will bear more
willing testimony to this than the grateful people themselves.

But we are hampered, in this country, in a manner and to a

degree that your readers may not realize.

A few years ago we wore the soles of our sandals canvassing

the members of the Corporation, with a view to transforming a

congested quarter not sixty yards from where I write. Small-

pox had visited the district shortly before, and it was consid-

ered an opportune moment to awaken public attention to the

presence of this plague spot in our midst. The old houses

were to be demolished, the street widened, and suitable arti-

sans' dwellings erected on the site. The Corporation lent a

willing ear to our proposal and passed the scheme under the

" Health Improvements Acts ". It could not be carried out,

until the " Local Government Board " had sanctioned the ex-

penditure; and this blessed Board, true to its traditions, right

bravely rejected it. In Scotch language, the claim of unhealth-

iness stood " not proven "; and why? Because the people af-

fected had not died. Had they died, it undoubtedly would

have been considered unhealthy ; but because the Lord in His

mercy spared the poor, the place was allowed to stand and
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the people to rot there. If critics bore in mind that we in Ire-

land have 56 Government Boards ruling or misruling us—one

Board overlapping the other—it would soon come home to

them how difficult it is to transform or improve our slums and
cities until we get some powers into our own hands.

Over twelve months ago, two tenement houses collapsed op-

posite our church, killing seven persons, injuring others, and
rendering 60 families homeless. Then the lip-philanthropists

began to weep and fling their hands into the air, wailing over

the corpses of the poor mangled victims. Everyone began to

speak of Church Street when it was too late. The disaster

compelled public sympathy. The Corporation framed a new
scheme, which they have since passed, and the Local Govern-

ment could not refuse to sanction it. So if " Sacerdos " favors

us with a visit two years hence, he will find this quarter some-

what improved, but I doubt if he will ever meet a braver or

stauncher lot of Catholics.

I shall conclude with presenting to your readers the views

of a man who recently visited this locality, and who had the

good sense to make inquiries from one of our fathers, who took

him round the slums, and afforded him every opportunity of

forming his own impressions from actual touch with our peo-

ple, and from the evidence of his own senses. I may add that

he is neither an Irishman, nor a Catholic; on the contrary, one

of professed antipathy to the Catholic priesthood—Mr. Harold

Begbie. The book in which these impressions are recorded is

The Lady Next Door.^

There are slums, hidden away in the dark places of the city, which

are so atrocious that I think they must long ago have destroyed all

virtue in their inhabitants but for the constant vigilance of a ruling

priesthood. In these foul, inhuman dens, you come across little

interiors decorated with pictures of St. Mary, and discover so kindly

and virtuous a family life that you are disposed to believe the dictum

of Dean Inge, " It is the pig that makes the sty, and not the sty

that makes the pig ". But the poverty is frightful. The struggle

to keep head above water is very nearly intolerable ... I paid a

visit to these slums with a notable saint. Had he lived in the Middle

Ages this good man would have been " all heart ", as we say ; living

* Cap.—" Because it is always Dublin "
; printed 1914.
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in the twentieth century he is nearly " all head ". Let me present

the reader to this excellent good man—the Reverend Father Aloysius,

a Franciscan (Capuchin), a temperance reformer, and a student of

municipal reform. [Here follows a personal description of Father

Aloysius.] One trivial thing in my walk with this good man made
a considerable impression on my mind. Every man we passed doffed

his cap to the monk, and children came charging towards him with

the cry, as they collided with his legs and raised their smiling dirty

faces to his eyes :
" God bless you. Father," laborers mending the

roads, carters driving vans and wagons, postmen going by with empty

bags limp across their shoulders, jarveys driving their cars along,

workingmen lounging at street corners, gentlemen of the commercial

traveller persuasion, and dangerous-looking roughs at the begiiming

of a slmn manhood—all these men, certainly hundreds of them, and

so far as I saw with no single exception, looked respectfully towards

the monk, and lifted hats and caps.

Father Aloysius seemed to see none of these salutations. He ac-

knowledged only those that came as it were face to face with him,

and that with the briefest inclination of the head. But again and

again he slackened his pace, bent down laughing and delighted, and

touched with his hand the head of some child calling upward from

his knees, ".God bless you, Father; God bless you. Father." " God
bless you, child ", he would say, gently and sweetly, and then guide

them affectionately out of his way.

Perhaps it is fear on the part of ignorant people. Perhaps it is

admiration for a life of self-sacrifice. But whatever the cause of

this respect, I was struck by its universal accord in a neighborhood

so terrible and soul-destrojring that I should not have been in the

least surprised to hear scoffing and mocking words aimed at the

servant of God. Think of such reverence for a monk, or anybody

else, in a slum of Liverpool, Manchester, or Portsmouth.
" Everybody seems to know you ", I said.

" Our Order has worked here for a long time ", he replied.

" They are genuinely fond of us, and they respect the habit. You
would be really interested, I think, to discover how these poor people

cling to religion, and how kind they are to each other. That is what

gives us such great pleasure. Their kindness to each other, par-

ticularly, in distress, is amazing. It is quite, quite beautiful . . .

If the sliuns were swept away and decent houses erected, the char-

acter of the people would improve, our work would be infinitely

more easy . .
."

We entered some of the dens in the worst slimis, and in every case

the Father's visit was evidently regarded as a supreme honor. With
the deference paid to him, there was also admiration and affection.
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I detected nothing of that moroseness which so often characterizes

the spirit of poor people in London slums. These depressed Irish

have a certain grace—a charm of manner and a tone of voice

—

which poverty seems to spare.

Speaking of the Father Mathew Temperance Hall which is

carried on in Church Street by our Fathers, this able writer

gracefully refers to it as " a vast building excellently planned

for the entertainment and instruction of working-men ".

I have only to add that no priest ever passes through this

quarter without being struck with the reverence and respect

paid to him by the toiling masses " of this unfortunate popula-

tion " whom " Sacerdos " considered so " miserable and de-

generate ".

Fr. Paul, O.S.F.C.

Franciscan Capuchin Friary, Church Street, Dublin.

II.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The remarkable theory about city Catholics advanced in the

January number of the Ecclesiastical Review has no doubt

provided a subject of very serious meditation to your numerous

clerical readers the world over. We believe that the question

raised is of paramount importance and demands long and care-

ful deliberation by all those who are engaged in the work of

saving souls. In the consideration and discussion of this ques-

tion there is no room for flippancy or bombsistic rhetoric. The
startling theory has been set down in a dignified and humble

manner by the group of serious priests who have given therein

the conclusions drawn from ten years' experience. Any at-

tempt to sweep the whole question off the boards with one fell

stroke, the result perhaps of only ten minutes' consideration,

betrays a want of unselfish zeal 'or at least of good judgment.

We feel sure that the question raised contains so much that the

whole weight of history, Holy Scripture, theology, and phil-

osophy will be necessarily brought to bear on the discussion.

Moreover we believe the final decision pro or con will rest with

no mere priest or group of priests but will be given by the

general consensus or perhaps by a papal encyclical.
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No doubt all priests would like to see the theory refuted.

The advancing of such a theory however does not denote

pessimism. If there is any pessimism it is akin to that of

Christ, who foretold that the Church would be persecuted.

Who warned us of anti-Christ? Who promised to His fol-

lowers in every age the hatred and contempt of the world? It

is just as well not to go to the extreme of becoming too opti-

mistic, amidst universal infidelity. Our optimism might re-

ceive a rude jolt when we note that after nineteen centuries of

Christianity only one quarter of the race profess the true faith.

And this in spite of the martyrdoms, the miracles, and the ac-

cumulated zeal and good works of all these centuries. We
might look hopefully to the future and a speedy conversion of

the world, if every priest had the zeal of St. Paul, the enthu-

siasm of St. Ignatius, or the humility of St. Francis of Assisi.

We need not enlarge upon the many possibilities that might

be, " if "—

.

The theory that life in a large city tends to infidelity seems

to be strongly supported. First of all, the large cities of the

world with few exceptions are overwhelmingly Protestant or

infidel, while the numbers of the faithful are proportionately

large in rural districts. Then the attendance at Mass and

frequentation of the Sacraments, the test of Catholicity, in

spite of the natural obstacles of distance and inclement

weather, are greater in the country than in the city. In draw-

ing comparisons we must confine ourselves only to cities and

their adjacent territory. From the beginning Christianity

made greater progress in rural districts. Our Saviour at His

birth was revealed to the shepherds, while Jerusalem in which

there must have been good people and lowly knew or saw

nothing of Him. Our Saviour's most successful missions were

outside the cities. He gathered immense throngs when He
preached on the mountain side or by the sea shore, while He
was stoned in Jerusalem, and ultimately crucified by the

rabble of that city. Christ wept over Jerusalem and rebuked

Corozain and Bethsaida for their want of faith. It is note-

worthy too that Christianity spread rapidly in those regions

remote from great cities, as in Ireland, and it made little

headway right in Jerusalem, the very cradle of Christianity.
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We need not be amazed to learn that city life in spite of

the churches, schools, organizations, is still a menace to the

faith, when we see how bad example, lewd talk, blasphemy,

immodest dress, bar-rooms, pool-rooms, dance hcdls, theatres,

and vain amusements are ever frustrating the work of the

Church. Apart from these the artificial surroundings of city

life tend to produce a content with the things of men. Nature,

in which we see the handiwork of God, is obscured by the

numerous devices, the handiwork of men. The pride and
complacency in human achievements are responsible for the

neglect of God.

If we are to look for the prime cause of the danger in city

life we will find it in the desire to escape the divine injunction

contained in the words, " In the sweat of thy face thou shalt

eat bread" (Gen. 3: 19). We may ask any of those who
leave the country why they do so and the answer will be
" There is more money in the city ", " You do not have to

work so hard ", or " There is more life in town ". How con-

trary to the Christian spirit these answers are, the Gospels will

show. There is that constant desire to evade the consequences

of original sin. The burden of labor and suffering was placed

on man in lieu of the eternal hell. It is to be expected that if

men endeavor to escape the temporal punishment due to sin

the only alternative is hell. Socialism, divorce, race suicide

are but manifestations of this desire for ease instead of labor.

It would seem therefore that the slogan " Back to the land "

to save the nation, should become the slogan of the Church.

History shows clearly that the causes leading to the downfall

of nations have been those that have lead to infidelity. Hence

we can take timely warning from this advice and turn it to

the cause of religion. That does not mean that we shall aban-

don the cities to their fate. On the contrary, every effort

should be made by means of more churches, sodalities, schools,

colleges, processions, newspapers, to save as many souls as pos-

sible. At the same time every effort should be made to keep

the people on the land, to encourage them to till the soil

properly, to marry early. The churches and schools will

spring up as the rural districts increase in population and the

advantages of religion will not be overcome by the dangers

found in the city. q ^^ O'TOOLE, P.P.

Cantley, Quebec, Canada.
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FHILOSOPHT IN THE SEMINABT: SOME SUQaSSTIOHS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Catholic teaching is traditionally conservative, both in

matter and method. It is the most common reproach that has

been and is still being fastened upon the Church ; and as she

alone stands for immutable doctrines, she cannot but remain

until the end of time the conspicuous butt of all attacks on this

score.

The contents of her theology are permanently fixed. Ap-
plications of it may and do vary according to times and cir-

cumstances. Even with regard to the doctrines themselves,

some require greater or less emphasis at various epochs of his-

tory. Hence at times suggestions are made and changes are

advocated in the method of teaching theolog^.^ In the field

of dogma proper some doctrines lose or gain in importance

according as they are assailed by heretics. In the field of

morals our complex political, social, and business world de-

mands great discrimination in the application of old principles

to new cases. Not to go farther afield, this fact is sufficiently

instanced in cases submitted from time to time to this Review.

While Catholics never underrate the need of thorough dog-

matic and moral training in candidates for the priesthood,

even when advocating a readjustment of methods, the place

and the value of philosophical teaching in the seminary cur-

riculum are perhaps not grasped with equal insight by all.

Yet we are practically facing the same conditions to-day that

the nascent Church faced when she tried to win to her doc-

trines the learned world of that time. Then as now the super-

natural is refused a hearing, or is attacked in the name of

philosophical and scientific shibboleths. The ages of faith

are no longer with us, when revelation was implicitly accepted,

and inquisitive but deeply religious minds exerted the powers

of reason in viewing dog^a under all its aspects, implications,

and consequences, bringing out the innermost essence of divine

truth. To-day, however, the substance of theology hardly

appeals to an ever increasing number of educated persons.

" In truth the decisive battles of theologfy are fought beyond

its frontiers. It is not over purely religious controversies that

^ See this Riviiw, Sept., 1913, p. 261.
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the cause of religion is lost or won. The judgments we shall

form upon its special problems are commonly settled for us by
our general mode of looking at the Universe; and this again,

in so far as it is determined by arguments at all, is determined

by arguments of so wide a scope that they can seldom be
claimed as more nearly concerned with Theology than with

the Philosophy of Science or Ethics." ^

There is the problem in a nutshell as it faces the educated

non-Catholic. Philosophy pure and simple was an all-suffi-

cient religion for those intellects which the early Church sought

to win. The philosophy of science is an all-sufficient religion

for the loosely educated man of to-day. In the domain of

philosophy the Catholic Church never has defined and never

will define ex cathedra a philosophical system to which all

Catholics must adhere. While a modified Platonism was for

several centuries the foundation of her dogmatic teaching, the

Aristotelian-scholastic system has since replaced it entirely.

It has approved itself to so many popes, councils, and doc-

tors, that the Church has made it peculiarly her own. There

is such slight probability that she will ever change in this re-

gard that the scholastic philosophy may definitely be consid-

ered as the philosophy of the Church for all time to come.

This is so well understood by those outside her pale that Pro-

fessor Paulsen, of Berlin, some years ago characterized the

opposition between Kantism and Scholasticism as " Ein Kampf
zweier Welten ".

Hence " the problem of rendering the teaching of philoso-

phy more efficient " in our seminaries reduces itself to a ques-

tion of method. Two points seem to call for special notice in

this regard.

I. The Text-Book, Let it by all means be in the vernacular,

for the twofold reason that it will be the more readily digested

by the student, and be doubly useful to him later on to meet

his opponents on their own ground.

The traditional reverence for the Latin text-book can no

longer be justified either on pedagogical or utilitarian grounds.

From a pedagogical standpoint, the average ecclesiastical stu-

dent ought to be sufficiently grounded in Latin during his

2 A. Balfour, The Foundations of Belief, pp. 2-3.
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college course to enable him to go through a course of phil-

osophy and theology without wasting much time on the lan-

guage. The seminary, as all should allow, is not the place to

study Latin, if we except those technical terms which of neces-

sity will have to be added to the student's vocabulary. If on

that p>oint a reform is needed in our colleges, it cannot come
too soon, and valuable time will thus be given the seminarian,

for a deeper study of those sciences, such as biology, chemistry,

physics, which are to-day an indispensable prerequisite for the

understanding of philosophy, and some mooted points of the-

ology as well.'

Again, however valuable a course in philosophy may be for

the training of the mind, it is of little avail if it stops there.

Of cdl men a priest can least afford to hide his talent in a nap-

kin, if he is to fulfil the divine command of letting his lig'ht

shine before men. Hence, from a utilitarian standpoint a

course of philosophy gpven exclusively in Latin will be as

dead as the language it is couched in ; it bears no relation to

the life and the thought of to-day. The course is largely

looked upon by students as a philosophical art-for-art's sake,

a necessary evil they have to submit to by tradition and get

away from for good and all with a deep sigh of relief, as

soon as possible. Their mind has been stored with a rich as-

sortment of weapons in defence of their faith; yet they are

as powerless to bring them into action as a field army that did

not know how to use its cannon and machine guns.

The highest authorities in Rome have adopted this view.

When Pope Leo XIII organized the Institut Superieur de

Philosophie at Louvain University, the professors published

their manuals in the vernacular for the use of the students.

At first Cardinal Satolli, then Prefect of the Congregation of

Studies, was far from favoring this move, and for a while

the Latin manuals had again to be resorted to. But when the

reasonableness of the innovation under modern conditions had

been pointed out to him, the order was rescinded. Since then

the manuals have been in the vernacular, and the overwhelm-

ing success they have met with has amply justified the course

then adopted.

• Witness the recent discussions on Real and Apparent Death ; Vasectomy

;

the Spiritnal Soul and the Foetus.
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It should be understood however that Latin is under no
condition to be altogether excluded. This would be an equally

reprehensible extreme. For wise adaptation to the require-

ments of the day need not cut off the student and priest from
access to the inestimable treasures stored up in Latin writers of

past ages. But a collection of well-chosen texts from St
Thomas, as Father Centner advocated, would amply fill this

want. After the arguments, e. g. for the immortality of the

soul, the existence of God, etc., have been duly explained in

the vernacular and grasped by the student, it will be most
profitable to turn to pertinent texts of St. Thomas on these

points. Going over these in the original will give the student

ample opportunity for familiarizing himself with their preg-

nant wording, and assimilating them more thoroughly because

their meaning has become clearer.

The manual should also be thoroughly modern in the best

sense of the word. To refute Plotinus, Averroes, John Scot,

Eriugena, or Abelard is not so important as to understand ade-

quately and to follow in their various ramifications the sys-

tems of Kant, Comte, and Spencer. It is remarkable what
great pains St. Thomas took to expose impartially and fully

the systems of his contemporary adversaries: Avicenna, Avi-

cebron, David of Dinant, and a host of others, and how con-

scientiously he applied all the resources of his v£ist genius to

combat their tenets. A sneering " absurdum est " is never

found under his pen.

Perhaps too many writers of Latin philosophical manuals

have thought up to a very recent day that they had killed a

false system when they had heaped contempt upon its author's

head. That does not prevent the young priest out in the world

from finding these systems very much alive, swaying the

minds of many contemporaries, holding them captive in unbe-

lief. And while the student has never been vouchsafed an

explanation of these specious systems and their manifold rami-

fications, appealing to the unreligious mind by their matter-

of-fact appearance, he either cannot detect the root of the

error or is unable to supply a convincing answer. An example

from a well-known author whose works have had a large

vogue in Catholic schools will perhaps make clearer my con-

tention. In his Disputationes Metaphysicae Specialise Vol. II,
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p. 270, Father Schiffini gives an account of Idealistic Pan-

theism. As a translation could scarcely do justice to the origi-

nal, I quote verbatim :
" Ad culmen absurditatis hoc delirium

evexerunt aetate nostra somnia rationalismi transcendentalis.

Ipsissimam tamen crambem recoquunt, quam a philosophia

Vedantica et Eleatensi habebamus, addita solummodo mirifica

expositionis obscuritate, qua nulla maior facile excogitabatur,

et incredibili temeritate qua res undequaque abnormes quasi

totidem axiomata asseruntur, licet nullam ratiunculam vel le-

vissimam in tanto verborum fastu expiscari valeas, qua dicta

vel probentur vel alia ex aliis nexa intelligantur."

Fichte, Hegel, and Schelling, the more modern exponents

of this system, are little read, but their followers are legion

at the present day. William James, Hugo Miinsterberg,

Josiah Royce, and ex-President Elliot of Harvard are only a

few of those whose teaching carries weight in this country.

Their disciples make themselves heard in the professorial

chairs of our non-Catholic universities and on the platform.

In the newspaper, the popular magazine, the review, their

brilliant epigrams and clever discussions attract and captivate.

A summary dismissal of their theories as absurd will scarcely

help the student to detect the insidious poison with which they

are inoculating the multitudes or to counteract it as he ought.

Another factor in the text-book that contributes largely to

making the study of philosophy vitally interesting for the

young seminarian is the sequence or the order in which the

various branches that make up a complete course of philosophy

are put before the student.

We put very much store at the present day by psychological

methods of teaching. From the kindergarten up we are

warned to be guided by the perfectly sound principle that the

young mind will assimilate most easily those elements of

knowledge which correspond to and harmonize with a given

state of intellectual development. As the small child is led

from the concrete : two apples plus two apples, to the abstract

and general : 2 plus 2, we must in every branch of study go
from the concrete to the abstract, from the better known to the

less known, from the particular to the general. In religious

instruction the same method is insisted upon for the sake of

better results.
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It is this very method which Cardinal Merrier has constantly

advocated, and he arranges a complete treatise of philosophy

in the following order : Propedeutical Notions, or the practical

part of Logic, Cosmology, Psychology, Criteriology, Ontol-

ogy, Theodicy, Logic, Ethics (individual and social). History

of Philosophy.

This sequence runs counter to the traditional order, but the

Cardinal adheres to it both for scientific and pedagogical rea-

sons supported by a personal experience of many years in the

cl£issroom. He has himself developed these reasons at leng^
in the Preface of the Traite elementaire de Philosophie. And
it might be added that the " traditional " order, which begins

the study of philosophy with Logic, originated only in the

eighteenth century, and is not so very " traditional " after all.

It certainly is not in harmony with the spirit of the Scholcistic

system.

II. The best text-book however or the best method remains

so much dead wood unless the teacher of philosophy infuse

into them life and motion. If he limits himself to a mere
perfunctory explanation of the text, the building of correct

syllogisms and the writing of time-honored theses on dead

issues, the net result of his work is not interesting to behold.

A live teacher is required for every branch of knowledge, but

perhaps nowhere more so than in the field of philosophy. Of
itself the matter is rather arid ; and it is doubly so because the

student is made to wrestle with abstract concepts instead of

concrete entities and must be held down by the rules of a

rigorous logic.

But let him see how intimately the fundamental theories of

truth and error, soul and being, essence and faculties, good

and evil, and the norm of morality touch the daily life of man
and the masses at every point, and his outlook upon the sub-

ject undergoes a decided change. Instead of holding him

down to examples five centuries old of the perfect balanring

of major, minor, and conclusion, call his attention to some cur-

rent speech, article or book. Point out to him, or have him

point out in writing or debate, the false assumptions that un-

derlie much of our present-day theorizing on political econ-

omy, business, morality, and religion, and you have at once

gained his good will, aroused his interest, enlarged his mental
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vision. Moreover, it is only by such repeated applications of

principles and theories to concrete problems of the day, that

they are most easily understood, become thoroughly estab-

lished in the mind, and are correlated into a body of unassail-

able truths.

The average seminary student who aspires to a priestly

career must be dull indeed if under those circumstances he

does not develop a manly liking for and a deep interest in

philosophical problems, not of the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

tury, but of that world round him in which he moves and
lives and has his being.

J. B. Ceulemans.
Moline, Illinois.

OOIJPESSION IN THE ACTS.

To the Editor, THE Ecclesiastical Review.

Acts 19: 18-19 is often quoted as a proof of the existence

of confession in the early Church, and it is just as frequently

denied to have such a reference. There are many disputed

words in the two sentences, but with the Editor's kind consent

we should like to indicate what may be a new point in favor of

those that affirm, and this too on the word Trurrevciv or more cor-

rectly, as the text reads, oj 7rc7rt<rrevKOT«s. The contention of

many that this must mean the "faithful", those who already

belonged to the Church, may be gathered from the perfect

itself. As Zorell's Lexicon Graecum N. T. puts it, wcirtorrevKemi

is equivalent to " fidem amplexum esse ac tenere " (p. 455, col.

2), and again " fidem suscepisse ac tenere, esse fidelem (de fide

suscepta permanente) " (p. 456, col. i ). Thayer too ' indicates

the same :
" tA. vtvurrevKore^, they that have believed have become

believers." This seems quite conclusive, as the perfect ought

to have the sense of continued duration of a former act. But

might it not mean " those who have given assent to the truths

of Christianity, and, holding to that former assent, were under

instruction " ? In other words, is the act whose continuance is

connoted by the perfect tense, the initial act of primary assent

' Ck.-En^. Lexicon oj N. T. sub. voc, p. 512, col. I.
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or the final act of complete acceptance of Christian dogma

through Baptism? The perfect alone may mean either. Of

the first we have an example in II Tim. i: 12: otSa yap <p

ireirtorev/ca. Here the perfect conveys the idea, " I know who it

is in whom I made my first initial act of belief and in whom I

still believe," though of course it can refer to St. Paul's act of

submission which he made at Baptism, However, waiving this

discussion of what the perfect in itself may mean, a larger certi-

tude seems obtainable by confining our inquiry to the phrase

ol TreTTioTcvKoTes. This phrase occurs in five passages in the Acts

and in every place " the faithful " are meant, " those who have

been baptized." These five passages are Acts 15: 5, 18: 27,

21: 20, 21: 25, and the passage under discussion, 19 : 18.

Therefore if ol TrcTrtoTevKores in the other four passages has a cer-

tain definite, it might almost be said technical sense, we have

every reason to conclude that it has the same in this passage.

This principle of hermeneutics is too well known to warrant

further development here. Hence to the proof.

In Acts I 5 • 5 ^^ read : itaviar-qaav 8e Tive? t5>v i-TTO t^s alpea-eas

Twv (fmpuraioyv TrcTrioreuKOTCS, Acyovrcs k.t.X. It is clear from the

context that ol ttcttio-tcvkotc? are Christians in the full sense of the

term, so much so that the Apostles thought it necessary to take

notice of their remarks which they would hardly have done if

mere catechumens had spoken, avvq^driorav tc 01 airwrroXoL koI ol

Trp€(rfivT€poL iSeiv Trepl rov Xoyov tovtov.

In Acts 18 : 27 we meet the Alexandrine Apollo who came to

Achaia with a letter from Priscilla and Aquila directed roU

fjuaB-qrax^. Then the next sentence reads : os (Apollo) Trapaycvo/ievo?

<rwe)8aXcTo ttoXv tois TmrujTfVKocrLv 810 t^s ;(a/3iTos. Here the folk

mentioned are surely " the faithful " for they are evidently the

ol ixaOrjTat of the preceding section and the reason of the (rvvefidXero

iroXv is added in v. 28 : evrovois yap TOIS 'lovSai'ois SuLKaTrjXtyx^o

STfpLoaiq.. This clearly contrasts them with the outsiders.

Again in 21: 20: ©ewpet?, dBeX(f>€, Trdo-ot fivpiaScs tlalv iv to«

lovSoiois Tciv ireirurTev k6to>v koI TraiTes ^rjXoyrai rov v6/iov iirap^oxxriv.

Once more the group, 01 TreirtoTcvKorts, are faithful, fully received

Christians, though of Judaizing tendencies. They are con-
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trasted in v. 28 with the former Gentiles whom St. Paul had

converted.

Lastly, in the same chapter, v. 25, we read: wtpi Si tS>v

wtirurrtuKortiiV idvwv rni(x<i €Veo-TCiXa/x«v k.t.X. These subjects OH

whom the command was laid are the same to whom the decree

of the First General Council was directed. They are the oJ

i&(X4>oi 01 i$ idvS>v of Acts 15 : 23 and those of Acts 15:1. In

fact the latter shows that they assumed even the r61e of teachers,

which no catechumen would have done : nvk . . . eStSoo-Kov tov?

Every other place therefore shows the phrase in question to

mean " the faithful." Hence it must mean the same here unless

other reasons are strong enough to prove the contrary. Are

they? That question is not entered upon here. But it would

seem that the refutation advanced by Beelen and others does

not avail against the aforesaid proof. Beelen writes ;
• " Nam

quod in Scripturis credentes vocantur etiam adulti necdum

baptizatiy animo tamen voluntateque ad amplectendam reli-

gionem Christianam parati, id quidem certissimo constat: cf.

Act. II: 21 ; 18 : 8." The Latin text reading multique creden-

tium is colorless, it is true ; but if the present proof stands, the

subsumption of Beelen does not seem to hold, at least as far as

the Acts are concerned, if in place of credentes we put <».

irt7ri<rrcvKOT«s. It may be that a like comparative study of the

Lucan use of the vexed word c^ofioAoyov/ievot might yield a bit

more for the affirmative side. Though not needed, a convincing

testimony to the actual use of confession recorded by an in-

spired writer is worth the search.

Francis P. LeBuffe, S. J.

Woodstock College, Maryland.

riEST COMMUNION OF CHILDREN.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.
Although much has been done to bring the little children

to First Communion, according to the desire of the late Holy
Father, Pius X, much remains to be done. From my own ex-

^ Actus Apoitolorum c. 19, vr. 18-19.
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perience I am convinced that this is due in great part (
i ) to

the neglect of warning the parents that children are obliged

to make their First Communion about the age of seven years;

(2) to the insistence on the part of sisters and other teachers

that the children learn much more than the Holy Father pre-

scribes
; ( 3 ) to the neglect to teach the little foreign children

in their own language the knowledge required.

I believe you will do a work pleasing to our Lord in the

Blessed Sacrament if you will call attention to these points in

your distinguished Review. S. J.

FEES FOB DISFEITSATIOHS.

Qu. An answer to the following questions would be highly ap-

preciated by a number of priests.

1. Who is considered " pauper " in the canonical sense?

2. Do not the very large majority of our people fall imder this

heading?

3. Can an alms for dispensation be exacted in these cases, and,

if so, how much?
4. Has Rome approved of this? Under what conditions?

5. Must faculties already granted by the bishop be withheld until

the alms is given ?

Resp. I. Since the publication of the Constitution Sapienti

consilio matters relating to matrimonial dispensations fall within

the jurisdiction of the Sacred Congregation "de Sacramentis".

The Congregation follows the previous practice of the S.

Penitentiary, to which the granting of dispensations "in forma

pauperis " had been committed. According to this practice

" pauperes " are (a) those who live by manual labor (these

are called " miserabiles ")
;
(b) those who, when all their debts

are subtracted from their capital, have left a capital of $525.

This is the sum fixed for those who live outside Italy. In the

year 1904 the Sacred Penitentiary answered the question,

" What rule should be followed in determining the condition

of poverty?"—by declaring that the rule just laid down, a

rule introduced by Pope Benedict XIV, should be followed.

In interpreting this decree, however, canonists call attention

to the fact that it is a " norma demonstrativa " and not " taxa-

tiva ". If, for example, a person has a capital in excess of
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$525, but is under extraordinary expenses, on account of the

number of those who are dependent on him, or on account of

sickness, he may be considered " pauper " in the canonical

sense. Consequently the condition of poverty exists when the

capital is $525 or less; but, when the capital is in excess of

that sum, the existence of the condition of poverty is to be

judged by the circumstances. Possessions " in spe " as well as

" in re " should be taken into account. In fact, since the ques-

tion depends on details which of their nature are indeterminate

and variable, canonists give as their final word on the matter:
" remittitur prudenti et christiano iudicio parochi ".

2. The answer to the second query is implied in the prin-

ciples just laid down. If in any district the majority of the

people live by manual labor or depend on a business which

yields what is barely sufficient for a decent sustenance, they

are to be considered " pauperes " in the canonical sense. It

seems, however, fair to add that, considering the compensation

which a skilled workman receives in this country, he may, in-

deed, be classed among " pauperes ", but not among " misera-

biles " in the canonical sense.

3-4. The practice of the Sacred Penitentiary was as fol-

lows : Having obtained the testimony of the Ordinary in re-

gard to the poverty of the petitioners, if they were considered
" miserabiles ", the dispensation was given gratis ; if, on the

contrary, the petitioners were simple " pauperes ", a moderate

tax was required. The bishop, when it is a question of pov-

erty of petitioners, is bound by the Council of Trent to follow

this practice. However, there is in every diocese the so-called

Innocentian tax, which is collected for the purpose of sustain-

ing the episcopal chancery. This matter is now regulated by
a decree of the Sacred Congregation of the Council dated 10

June, i8g6. To the general question whether, in sacramental

and especially in matrimonial matters, such a tax may be re-

quired, within the limits of prudence and justice, the Sacred

Congregation answered in the affirmative, " provided simony

and the appearance of simony be avoided ". On this decree

the Catholic Encyclopedia comments as follows :
" The Sacred

Congregation of the Council on 10 June, 1896, modified the

prescriptions of Innocent, decreeing that, while taxes or fees

may be imposed according to justice and prudence in matters
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pertaining to benefices and sacraments, especially Matrimony,
yet the sacraments themselves must be conferred without

charge and pious customs connected therewith observed. In

other matters not directly affecting the administration of the

sacraments, e. g. dispensations from banns, it is decreed that

(
I ) laudable customs must be observed and allowances made

for various circumstances of time, place, and persons; (2) the

poor are not to be taxed; (3) in any case the amount de-

manded must be moderate, so that persons may not be de-

terred thereby from receiving the sacraments; (4) as regards

Matrimony, the exaction is to be remitted, if otherwise there

would be danger of concubinage; . . . (6) all such fees are

to be determined not by individual bishops but in provincial

council, or at least in a special meeting of the ordinaries of

the province for this purpose. The approval of the Holy See

is required for the fees determined upon. Rome's sanction is

given tentatively for five years to Italy, for ten years to other

countries." ^

5. If the dispensation was granted gratis by the bishop,, of

course the pastor has no right to withhold the execution of it.

If, however, the pastor has already paid to the chancery the

regulation fee, he may, following the analogy of the Roman
Congregations and the episcopal curia, delay the execution of

the dispensation until the fee is paid ; he should, however, take

to heart the warning contained in the decree quoted above,

namely, to avoid both simony and the semblance of simony.

STATIONS OP THE CROSS.

Qu. In the January issue of the Review the question was asked

whether a priest could in public make the Stations of the Cross

without the customary acolytes and cross-bearer, and gain the in-

dulgences. This has suggested another question to me regarding the

gaining of the indulgences. Suppose the two acolytes and cross-

bearer make the round of the Stations, stopping and kneeling at

each Station while the priest from the pulpit or altar-railing reads

the usual meditation and prayer and the choir in the gallery sings

the Stabat Mater in the usual way, the congregation following the

procession in spirit by turning and facing each Station from begin-

1 Catholic Encyclopedia, article " Taxa Innocentiana ".
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ning to end. Can the indulgences be gained in this manner? I

have seen the Stations made in this way. Is there any authority

for it?

Resp. The general regfulation of the Sacred Congregation

of Indulgences (Decree No. 287) ordains that, in order to

gain the indulgences of the Way of the Cross, the people

should visit each of the Stations. Exception is, however, made
in the case of the public exercise of the Way of the Cross when
the church is crowded, and the congregation cannot move
from Station to Station without causing confusion {perturba-

iio). In that case the priest with two clerics may proceed

from one Station to another, the people remaining in their

places, but turning toward the Stations and genuflecting at

the same time as the priest. An Instruction of the Sacred

Congregation of the Propaganda, dated i March, 1884, de-

clares that the priest may read the prayers, remaining in one

place, while another priest, accompanied by two clerics, or

chanters, makes the round of the Stations. Finally, since the

custom prevailed, in some dioceses and provinces, of the priest

in the pulpit reciting the prayers while the people in their

places turned toward the Stations, genuflected, etc., Pope

Pius IX was petitioned for the recognition of this method as

valid for the gaining of the indulgences. To this the Sacred

Congregation answered {Deer. Auth. no. 407) that the cus-

tom may be retained in those localities, but that the special

favor thereby granted should not pass into a precedent

Qu. In the January nvmiber of the Review you treat of the

public Way of the Cross. I have very often—in fact, usually, in

French Canada—seen it made thus: Crossbearer and acolytes with

candles go from Station to Station, the priest reading the prayers

from the pulpit, standing, turning, and kneeling with the people.

This does not appear to be sanctioned by the decree you quote. Is

there no authorization for the practice?

Resp. This point is covered by the decree cited at the end

of the answer to the preceding question.
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ADMINISTEATION OF BAPTISM.

Qu. Please inform me through the Ecclesiastical Review
whether or not there is a definite decree concerning the present dis-

cipline of administering Baptism. The nearest information I can

find on the point is that baptism by infusion became the general

practice in the Latin Church in the twelfth century.

Resp, " In the Latin Church immersion seems to have pre-

vailed until the twelfth century. After that time it is found
in some places even as late as the sixteenth century. Infusion

and aspersion, however, were growing common in the thir-

teenth century and gradually prevailed in the Western
Church." ^ Definite decrees, such as that of the Sacred Con-
gregation of Rites, number 826, declare that in the administra-

tion of Baptism " the Roman ritual is to be observed ".

OHBISTMAS MASSES.

Qu. Kindly inform me if a priest who says midnight Mass on

Christmas night beginning at twelve o'clock may say in succession

the Mass of the Aurora, or second Mass, and immediately after, the

Mass of the day, the three Masses being celebrated between twelve

and half past one or two o'clock A. M.

Resp. Repeated decrees of the Sacred Congregation of

Rites, for example, 752, 781, 1584, 1683, and 1761, have for-

bidden the practice, unless there is a special indult.

BINGIKO THE BELL AT MASS.

Qu. I know a priest on the missions who, having no server, pro-

vides himself with a table bell on the altar and rings it himself at

the Sanctus, etc. Is the celebrant allowed to act as bell ringer

during Mass?

Resp. The incongruity of this practice ought to be self-

evident. Since the purpose of ringing the bell is to call the

attention of the congregation to the more solemn parts of the

Mass, if there is no congregation present there is no sense in

ringing the bell ; if there are people present, it should be easy

1 The Catholic Encyclopedia, article " Baptism ".
,

i
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to find someone who, though he does not know how to " answer

Mass ", may be instructed to ring the bell at the proper times.^

DISPENSATION FBOM FAST AND ABSTINENCE.

Qu. In the Motu Propria on Feast Days (2 July, 1911) Pius X
restricts the holidays of obligation to Christmas, Circumcision,

Epiphany, Ascension, Immaculate Conception, Assumption, SS. Peter

and Paul, and All Saints. Should any of these feasts coincide with

a day of fast and abstinence. Section V of the same decree dis-

penses from both. Though elsewhere the Holy Father refers to

the discontinuance or transfer of any of these feasts, Section V not

only says nothing about restricting dispensation to such feasts when
observed as holidays of obligation but expressly extends the privilege

to suppressed patronal feasts if they be still generally and solemnly

observed. It seems, therefore, that the feasts of SS. Peter and

Paul and the Assumption, which are not holidays in Canada, enjoy

the privilege. I have recently published this decree (in a local

Catholic paper), so far as it concerns fast and abstinence, and have

interpreted it in the sense just explained. However, some disagree

with my interpretation, holding that, though not expressly stated in

the decree, the plain intention is to dispense from fast and abstinence

when the feast is observed as a holiday of obligation, an opinion

which, I admit, seems borne out to some extent by the condition with

regard to patronal feasts. By the way, is there any extension of the

dispensation for St. Patrick's day to Irishmen outside Ireland?

Resp. The learned editor from Canada has raised a ques-

tion which is of practical importance on this side of the

boundary line as well as in the Dominion. In the United!

States the feasts of the Epiphany and of SS. Peter and Paul

are not holidays of obligation. When therefore either of these

feasts fall on Friday, does the dispensation from fast and ab-

stinence hold by virtue of the decree of 2 July, 191 1? No
doubt there will be, as our correspondent discovered, diflfer-

ences of opinion. The more favorable interpretation in this

case is that which holds strictly to the letter of Section V,

which reads :
" Quod si in aliquod ex festis quae servata volu-

mus, dies incidat abstinentiae vel jejunio consecratus, ab utro-

que dispensamus." The words which we have ventured to

italicize, strictly interpreted, would include not only the six

> See Review, February, 1915, pp. 207-208.
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holidays observed in this country as of precept, but also thes

two which have been suppressed, namely the Epiphany and
SS. Peter and Paul's day. After the sentence just quoted,

the decree continues :
" Eamdemque dispensationem etiam pro

patronorum festis, hac Nostra lege abolitis, concedimus, si

tamen solemniter et cum magno populi concursu ea celebrari

contingat." Patronal feasts are abolished so far as the obli-

gation of attending Mass and refraining from servile work
is concerned; nevertheless, if they are observed solemnly and
" cum magno populi concursu ", they come under the dispen-

sation. No such condition is placed on the dispensation ex-

tended to the eight feasts of obligation. We think, therefore,

that our correspondent has the better of the argument.

With regard to the Feast of St. Patrick, it would seem that

in a parish in this country, Canada, or Australia, where the

day is celebrated as a patronal feast, solemnly and " cum
magno populi concursu ", the dispensation holds. It would

certainly hold, it seems to us, if the diocesan authority decided

that these conditions, solemnity and publicity, exist.

PBAGILE STATUES, PAPEE PIOTUEES, ETC.

Qu. I should like to know whether pictures of the saints on paper,

fragile statues, etc. may be blessed ?

Resp. Objects of this kind are excluded from apostolic

blessings, according to the Summary of Indulgences published

by Pope Benedict XV. " Excluduntur ab Apostolicae bene-

dictionis concessione imagines typis exaratae, depictae, item-

que cruces, crucifixi, parvae statuae, et numismata ex stanno,

plumbo, aliave ex materia fragili seu consumptibili confecta."
^

THE BLESSING OP ST. BLASE.

Qu. In all the Rituals and books containing the prayer for the

blessing of throats on St. Blase's day one notes the absence of the

usual sign of the cross in red, as found in other blessings. Am I

right in drawing the conclusion that the priest, in giving the blessing,

may hold the candles with both hands, without making the sign of

the crtss? I have advocated this way in answer to the difficulty

1 EccL. Review, November, 1914, p. 578.
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found in holding the candles in the left hand and making the sign

of the cross with right.

Resp. The Roman Ritual omits the sign of the cross. In-

deed, in some localities the form does not contain the words
" In nomine Patris, etc.," at all. There is therefore no reason

why our correspondent should not continue to omit making
the sign of the cross while giving the blessing of St. Blase.

PEAYEK POR PEACE PRESORIBED BY POPE BENEDICT XV. TO

BE SAID 21 MAHCH.

Decree.

His Holiness our Sovereign Lord, Pope Benedict XV, in

deep affliction at the sight of a war which destroys thousands

of young lives, brings misery to families and cities, and rushes

flourishing nations to the brink of ruin, yet bearing in mind
that Almighty God, whose prerogative it is to heal by chas-

tisement and through pardon to preserve, is moved by the

prayers which spring from contrite and humble hearts, desires

ardently that above the clang of arms may be heard the voice

of Faith, Hope and Charity, alone capable of welding together

the hearts ormen in one mind and one spirit. Therefore, while

He exhorts the clergy and the faithful of the whole world

to works of mortification and piety in expiation for the sins

by which we have called down upon ourselves the just wrath

of God, the Holy Father has ordained that throughout the

Catholic Church solemn prayers shall be offered in order to

obtain from the mercy of Almighty God the peace which all

desire.

For this purpose it is hereby decreed that in every Metro-

political, Cathedral, Parochial, and Conventual Church in all

European countries, on the 7th day of February next (being

the Sunday called Sexagesima) and in all dioceses situated

outside of Europe on the 21st day of March (being Passion

Sunday) there shall be celebrated special religious functions

in the following order:

In the morning, immediately after the Conventual or Paro-

chial Mass, the Most Blessed Sacrament shall be exposed with

all solemnity, and duly incensed ; after which the Psalm Mise-

rere met, Deus (Ps. 50) shall be sung with the Antiphon: Da
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pacem, Domine, in diebus nostris, quia non est alius qui pugnei

pro nobis nisi tu, Deus nosier, followed by the V. Fiat pax in

virtute tua, R. Et abundantia in turribus tuis; and the Collect

Deus, a quo sancta desideria, etc.

The Most Blessed Sacrament shall then remain exposed to

public veneration till evening; and it is desirable that ar-

rangements be made whereby children also should take due

part in the public adoration.

In the evening, previously to the reposition of the Most

Blessed Sacrament, the third part of the Rosary is to be re-

cited followed by the annexed prayer, expressly composed by

His Holiness in order to obtain the benefit of peace; then the

Litanies of the Saints, according to the form prescribed for

the devotion of the Forty Hours' Prayer in the Rituale Rom-
anum of the year 191 3. Immediately after the Litanies shall

be sung the Parce, Domine, parce populo tuo; ne in aeternum

irascaris nobis with the versicles and Prayer usually recited

after the Procession in quacumque tribulatione cis in the Ritu-

£de Romanum, with the addition of the Collect Deus, a quo

sancta desideria. The sacred function shall conclude with

the Tantum Ergo and Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacra-

ment, more solito.

In the hope that Almighty God may pour forth in yet

greater abundance His Divine Grace, the Sovereign PontiflF

exhorts the Faithful to approach the Sacrament of Penance

and to receive Holy Communion, and grants to all those who,

after Confession and Communion, shall assist at one or other

of the sacred functions as above ordered or shall pray for

some time before the Most Blessed Sacrament while solemnljs

exposed, a Plenary Indulgence.

From the Vatican, 10 January, 191 5.

Peter Cardinal Gasparri^

Secretary of State.

PRAYER.
Dismayed by the horrors of a war which is bringing ruin to peo-

ples and nations, we turn, O Jesus, to Thy most loving Heart as to-

our last hope. O God of Mercy, with tears we invoke Thee to end

this fearful scourge; O King of Peace, we hvunbly implore the

peace for which we long. From Thy Sacred Heart Thou didst shed

forth over the world divine charity, so that discord migbt end and
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love alone might reign among men. During Thy life on earth Thy
Heart beat with tender compassion for the sorrows of men; in this

hour made terrible with burning hate, with bloodshed and with

slaughter, once more may Thy Divine Heart be moved to pity. Pity

the countless mothers in anguish for the fate of their sons
;
pity the

numberless families now bereaved of their fathers; pity Europe over

which broods such havoc and disaster. Do Thou inspire rulers and

peoples with counsels of meekness, do Thou heal the discords that

tear the nations asunder; Thou who didst shed Thy Precious Blood

that they might live as brothers, bring men together once more in

loving harmony. And as once before to the cry of the Apostle Peter

:

Save usj Lord, we perish. Thou didst answer with words of mercy

and didst still the raging waves, so now deign to hear our trustful

prayer, and give back to the world peace and tranquillity.

And do thou, O most holy Virgin, as in other times of sore dis-

tress, be now our help, our protection, and our safeguard. Amen.

I

DISPEUSATION OP A MIXED MARRIAGE WITHOUT THE
GUARANTEES.

Qu. Two years ago John, Catholic, married Martha, a baptized

Lutheran, before a justice of the peace. He now wishes to be re-

conciled to the Church; but she positively refuses to renew the

consent and to make the necessary promises regarding the Catholic

education of their children. In point of fact, the children were

baptized by the Lutheran minister.

Is there room for a " sanatio in radice "? If so, by what author-

ity? I think there is not.

Resp. There appears to be room for a " sanatio ", since

the S. Congregation actually has granted faculties to that

effect for some districts in the United States.

One of these, issued 5 January, 191 2, ad triennium, con-

tains the following:

Sanandi in radice matrimonia mixta attentata coram magistratu

civili sive ministro acatholico, dununodo permanet consensus isque

renovari non potest.

Fient: absolutio ab excommunicatione si incurratur,

declaratio sanationis,

impositio poenitentiae salutaris,

declaratio obligationis (cautionum quantum in se est) ex

parte Catholicae partis.

Porro ( 1 ) Nomina viri et mulieris inscribenda sunt in archivis

;
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(2) Autographiim testimonium acceptionis sanationis etc.

factae Catholicae parti.

In some cases the following clause is added

:

Valet sive agatur de matrimoniis contractis a Catholicis cum
Acatholicis baptizatis sive non baptizatis.

THE WAE AND OATHOLIO FOEEIGN MISSIONS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Readers of the Review will be interested in the following

quotations from letters written to this country by Catholic mis-

sioners. In looking over these letters one can readily under-

stand how the writers, and all who have at heart the mission

of Jesus Christ to the world, must set their eyes in the direc-

tion of the United States for the help which should not fail

at this crucial period in the history of the Church.

We have asked ourselves the question : How can help be

sought and procured in these bitter days? It is hard to an-

swer, but the more one thinks on the subject, the more certain

one feels that the Church of the United States should become a

great missionary force in this twentieth century.

How and when will this be brought about? Shall it be

through the isolated efforts of a mere handful of priests who
are now trying to spread the foreign mission spirit in the

Catholic body of our country? Shall it be by the united voice

and active interests of the hierarchy? Or shall it be only when
the missions are threatened with ruin, when the Holy Father

shall be compelled to appeal to our faith and charity ?

Of this much we feel certain, and we believe that the read-

ers of the Review will agree with us. The Church must de-

pend on her more prosperous subjects for her pacific invzision

of heathendom, and no one will deny that the Church in the

United States is singularly blessed in this our day.

Many of our missioners are serving in the European war, having

been recalled for that purpose. Already we feel the falling-off of

the accustomed help from Europe and we are obliged to appeal to

American charity.

—Fr. Fourquet, Pro-Vicar of Canton, China.

The war will involve hardships for the missions. In the first

place, it will very probably reduce the supply of missioners for " the
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field afar " and it will surely diminish the money contributions from

Europe. May America come to our help

!

—Bishop Faisandier, Trichinopoly, India.

Already twenty-nine priests from the two neighboring missions have

been recalled to France for the war. Thank God, our mission has

so far been exempt, but from moment to moment we are fearing the

summons. From other quarters many poor missioners are already on

their way to Europe. What gaps have been made in the ranks of

the Lord! Pray for us. -Fr. Leblan c, Karikal, India.

What a terrible disaster has fallen upon us ! All the young priests

have been drafted for the war and the missions are disorganized.

From Korea even a Bishop was summoned and left with eleven of his

missioners, but he was released at Hongkong and is returning to his

mission. Here, with several priests and teaching Brothers gone, we
are in great straits. —Bishop Chatron, Osaka, Japan.

The war has upset much of our mission work by calling several of

our Fathers to perform military duty. In one day, ten missioners

left for Tientsin and Pekin, there to be enrolled in the service of

their fatherland. It is strange to see France, which has banished the

Jesuits as a danger to the country, call them to the flag in the hour of

need. Patriotism is right and condemns the persecuting policy of

^^^ P^^' —Fr. M. Kennelly, S.J., Shanghai, China:

All our supplies are practically cut off and we shall have difficulty

in keeping afloat. Flour, rice and the more necessary articles of

food have been seized by the Government. Each European is given

an allowance of half a pound of flour a day. Other goods have

gone up two hundred per cent.

My curate is an Austrian and has been put on parole. All the

other German and Austrian subjects are in jail. I would ask you

to pray for us and our friends in Europe, It is a relief to know
that America is not mixed up in the war.

—Fr. Burns, Uganda, British East Africa.

The terrible war raging in Europe is doing great harm to the

missions. But America is safe, and God will make use of her to tide

the missioners over these difficult times. When peace is restored,

the Catholics of the Old World will strive, I hope, to take up again

their interest in the missions, assisting them with both men and
means. Meanwhile America will be well advanced on the way of

the Apostolate and there will be among Catholic nations of the whole

world a holy emulation, the pledge of most glorious conquests, in
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seeking the final conversion of heathendom. Pray that this blessed

time may soon come.
—Bishop Doucer^, New Hebrides, Oceania.

Since the beginning of the war, we have had no news from home
except the telegraphic despatches published in the newspapers, and
those are surely disquieting. We are ignorant of the fate of our

mother-house in Scheut-les-Bruxelles and of the two houses which we
have in the province of Anvers. In any case, it is clear that we can

expect no help from either Belgium or France.

If these conditions are prolonged, what will become of our mission

works, our schools, catechumenates, etc. ? Who will take care of our

twenty-one hundred orphans?

Yet we have less to complain of than the French missions. Ac-
cording to the papers, these have lost more than three hundred priests,

who have been called to the colors. Belgiimi has not summoned
any of our missioners.

—Bishop Van Aertselaer, Central Mongolia, China,

We Catholics must have missioners of every flag in the field. The
necessity for this is clearly shown just now, when from India about

forty-five French priests are being called to the colors, while the Ger-

mans and Austrians are cut off from their respective countries so

completely that they cannot receive alms or even private letters from
their friends at home. The sooner American Catholic priests come
to the East, the better.

I am a Tyrolese member of the Mill Hill Society and as I have

no means of conmiunication with Austria, I find it most difficult to

support my large mission. I was just about to build the first Telugu

Training School for Catholics and the British Government had pro-

mised me half the necessary sum, provided I secured the other half.

Everything looked hopeful, but now I greatly fear that my scheme

will come to nothing. _^^ Wolfe, Phirangipuram, India.

I believe that almost a third of the missioners in Korea—and the

average is about the same elsewhere, perhaps even greater—are on

their way to join the troops of France or the colonies. As for me,

I am of those who are not judged fit for military service and so I am
able to continue without interruption the work that I have begun.

The service of one's country is a duty no one would think of

shunning, but in truth the presence of some hundreds of soldiers or

hospital-assistants will make no change in the country's destiny, while

the absence of some hundreds of priests causes a great gap in the

missions. Let us hope that they may be away as short a time as

possible. _Pj^ Deneux, Chemulpo, 'Korea.
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THE OONTINUITY OF LIFE.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Father Donovan says " the substantial form which comes

into existence by generation must in some way exist previous

to its union with the matter which it ultimately animates ".

The doctrine I have been taught is that it is not the substantial

form, properly speaking, but the composite, in this case, the

living organism, that comes into existence by generation. The
only preexistence it can have is preexistence in causis, i. e. in

the parent organisms. As for the substantial forms of hydro-

gen and oxygen, I have been taught that they exist virtualiter

in water, that is to say, in abeyance, as it were, and completely

dominated by the superior energ^y of the substantial form of

the composite, water. In some such way, also, I conceive the

principle of life in cells to exist in the living organism, that is,

completely dominated by the superior energfy of the substantial

form of the whole organism. Cells seem to bear the same re-

lation to the living organism that atoms, or rather molecules,

do to the inorganic compound. Cells may be regarded as the

molecules of living protoplasm—units or monads of organic life.

Father Donovan further says :
" The principle of life of the

spermatozoon or of any other cell in the organism is identical

with the principle of the organism as a whole ". Now the

principle of life of the human organism as a whole is the

rational soul. Therefore the rational soul is the principle of

life of the spermatozoon. But it happens that the sperma-

tozoon becomes separated from the human organism without

detriment to the life of the organism as a whole while still re-

taining its principle of life.^ Therefore the rational soul may
be separated from the human organism without detriment to

the life of the organism as a whole—which, I am afraid, is

more absurd than that each cell should have within itself a

principle of life, imperfect, of a low order, incomplete, and sub-

ordinate to the life of the organism as a whole.

The spermatozoon and the ovum are products of the parent

organisms. Therefore they must have within themselves a

principle of life other than the rational soul, since the intrinsic

constituent principles of the efTect must ever be numerically

distinct from the intrinsic constituent principles of the cause.

+ Alexander MacDonald, Bishop of Victoria.

^ Cf. "When does the soul enter the body ?" Eccles. Review, Nov., 1913, p. 577.
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THE OHEISTOLOGIOAL PART OF A PRIEST'S MOENIUG PRAYER.

The following prayer is sent to us by a venerable priest with

the request that we print it for the benefit of our clerical read-

ers; which we gladly do.

O dilectissime Jesu, Fill Patris Aetemi et mimdi Salvator,

In Paradise a Patre promisse, in sinu Virginis de Spiritu Sancto con-

cepte

;

O mi Jesu : in stabulo nate,

in monte cnicifixe,

in coelum ingresse

;

O mi Jesu : Spiritum Sanctum mundo elargite,

apud Patrem pro nobis Advocate,

Judex in mundum regressure,

In SS. Sacramento ubique terrarum abscondite
;

O mi Jesu: Victima Divina etiam per me Patri hodie iterum im-

molanda

;

O mi Jesu: misere me! {ter)

O mi Jesu: esto mihi Jesus, et salve me;
Sana animam meam quia peccavi Tibi

;

Fac cor meiun secundum Cor Tuum.
O mi Jesu: fac me Tibi placentem. {ter)

MiLWAUKIENSIS.

GREEK RUTHENIANS IN THE UNITED STATES.

{A Correction.)

On page 715 of the December number of the Review it is

stated that, in marriages between Latins and Ruthenians, a

wife during wedlock must observe her husband's rite. The
text should read " may observe " instead of " must observe ",

as no obligation to follow her husband's rite is imposed on the

wife.

On page 713 of the same number we read that the strict

regulations of the Propaganda demanding a celibate clergy, or

at least widowers without children, are still in force. The
writer, who was setting forth the law not the practice, wished

to convey the idea that Rome, as far as can be learned, has

never explicitly abrogated these regulations, though it would

seem that they are more honored in the breach than in the ob-

serving.

i
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EEOENT BIBLE STUDY.

Jesus or Christ? II. A Christological Symposium.

In three Christological studies, we have presented the little

that is left of an historical Jesus by the " Either-Or "-school

of Harnack/ the pillar-school of Schmiedel,* and a typical lib-

eral Protestant of the Congregational ministry.' What re-

sulted from the bold and unscientific attack on the Christ that

was made in the Hihbert Journal by this Congregationalist,

Dr. Roberts? What answer came to his daring query, " Jesus

or Christ?"

The Hihbert editor asked a number of men of varied creeds

and no creed to make reply to the momentous question, " What
think ye of Christ? " * Seventeen—almost all ministers of the

Gospel of Christ—essayed to answer. Their essays are gath-

ered together into a symposium, printed along with Dr. Rob-
erts's inciting article, and entitled " Jesus or Christ?" °

I. Tyrrell. First is a posthumous article by Tyrrell, wherein

he quite naturally proposes the pragmatist distinction between

the Jesus of History and the Christ of the Christian Conscience.

Jesus was divine only in that God was immanent in him as

God is immanent in us.

But plainly God's immanence in the human spirit as a co-principle of

its life involves neither personal nor substantial identity. By free

moral union with that co-principle man becomes God-like, but he

does not become God. At most, then, Jesus would be the most God-
like of men. But man owes no adoration, no unqualified self-

surrender even to the most God-like of men,—only to the absolutely

Divine. Between God and God-like the distance is infinite."

After he had cast off his mask, Tyrrell's mind was clear to

read. The Jesus of History was not God but merely " the

1 EccL. RiviEw, Dec, 1914, pp. 740 ff.

* EccL. Review, Jan., 1915, pp. loo ff.

' EccL. Review., Febr., 1915, p. 320.

* Mt. 22 : 42.

^ Boston : Sherman, French & Co., 1909.

•Op. cit, p. 15.
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most God-like of men " ; and " between God and God-like the

distance is infinite ". The article from which we quote is like

the rest of Tyrrell's New Testament studies—utterly void of

scientific Scriptural argument. He shows herein not a single

sign of ever having worked scientifically at the correlation of

the New Testament part with part, the study of words, and
the other tedious tasks of the Biblical exegete. Though pro-

fessedly most independent, he was a borrower of the fancied

facts that he expressed in his inimitable style. He threw off

what he deemed to be the thraldom of Rome; yet put on the

thraldom of the latest rationalist to catch his fancy. Cardinal

Mercier, in his Lenten pastoral of 1908, singled out Tyrrell as
" the most penetrating observer of contemporary Modernism
. . . the man most profoundly imbued with its spirit " ; and
nettled him by the accusation of dependence upon DoUinger
and Kant. This dependence Tyrrell denied, though for very

insufficient reasons:

To imagine that the Protestantism of my boyhood was poisoned

with Kantian infiltration is amusing for any one who knows the

dry-as-dust, hard scholastic rationalism of the old-fashioned Anglical

theology. One might as well seek Kant in the Pentateuch.''

That is a good instance of Tyrrell's facile evasion of a point

The point of Cardinal Mercier is well taken. Modernism is

the logical sequence to the application of Kantian epistemology

in matters religious. This sequence we shall shortly make
good. In place of taking up this point of the Cardinal's ar-

gument, Tyrrell evades it and tells us of the Protestantism of

his boyhood. It is not the Protestantism of his boyhood that

is under consideration; it is the Modernism of his manhood.

And that Modernism has reached Tyrrell by sources " poisoned

with Kantian infiltration ".

Quite another, and a most unlikely source is assigned by
Tyrrell. He accredits most of his Modernism to St. Thomas
of Aquin and St. Ignatius of Loyola! We cannot audit the

credit to St. Thomas.' No items are given to check off. We
subjoin the only item that is said to show St. Ignatius up in the

colors of Modernism:

"< Mediaevalism: A Reply to Cardinal Mercier; New York, 1908; p. 1 10.

* Op. cit, p. 112.
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I am able to put my finger on the exact point or moment in my
existence from which my " immanentism " took its rise. In his

" Rules for the Discernment of Spirits," borrowed, of course, from

the great Catholic mystics, Ignatius of Loyola says :
" For as con-

solation is contrary to desolation, so the thoughts that spring from
Consolation are contrary to those that spring from Desolation ".

And all throughout the same rules he assumes that our thoughts and

beliefs are determined by, and dependent on, our moral dispositions

and affective states."

The citation is from the fifth rule for the Discernment of

Spirits. Just why Desolation and Consolation are printed with

capitals is problematic; they are not, in the text of St. Ignatius.

Maybe Tyrrell deemed the two states as a greater or a lesser

degree of God's immanence in the soul. Be this as it may, he

has entirely misrepresented the purpose of the rules. St. Igna-

tius is said, in these rules, to assume that " our thoughts and

beliefs are determined by, and dependent on, our moral dispK)-

sitions and affective states ". That is simply not so. There
is not a word in these rules about beliefs. Their very title pre-

cludes the idea of belief :

Rules to aid one in some wise to be aware of, and to recognize the

various operations that are caused in the soul—the good, so as to

make them our own ; the evil, so as to be rid of them.

The purpose of the rules is to help people to realize the work-

ing of the Good Spirit and the Evil One in the soul. As to

faith, St. Ignatius gives other rules.

Had Tyrrell really wished to tell his readers fairly and
squarely what St. Ignatius insisted on in matters of belief, he

might have turned over a few pages of the Spiritual Exercises

to the " Rules for Thinking with the Church ". There he

would have found the mind of Ignatius in matters of belief set

down expressly and in language too clear to be juggled by a

Modernistic insincerity. We quote:

The first rule: Having laid aside every judgment, we must keep

the soul ready and prompt to obey in all things the true Spouse of

Christ Our Lord, which is our Holy Mother the Hierarchical Church.

• Ibid., p. III.
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Did Tyrrell learn from this rule his Modernistic disobedi-

ence to the Hierarchical Church? Is there anything here about

the Corporate Mind of the Church, his court of last appeal

from the Holy Hierarchical Church ? Likewise to the point is

:

The eleventh rule: To praise positive and scholastic teaching.

For, as it is peculiar to the positive doctors (for instance St. Jerome,

St. Augustine, St. Gregory, etc.) to move the affections to love and

serve God Our Lord in all things ; so it is peculiar to the scholastics

(for instance St. Thomas, St. Bonaventure, the Master of the

Sentences, etc.) to define and to explain for our times whatsoever

is necessary to eternal salvation ... as they are helped by the

coimcils, the canons, and the laws of' our Holy Mother the Church.

Can this rule of St. Ignatius have provided Tyrrell with his

contempt of scholasticism? There is here a clear distinction

between the positive theology that is commended " to move the

affections " and the scholastic theology that is commended
" to define whatsoever is necessary to eternal salvation ". In

view of the duplicity of Tyrrell, which his biographer Miss

Petre has made to stand out in clear relief, it is hard for us

to think that Tyrrell wished fairly to represent the mind of

St. Ignatius in matters of belief. Loyola is simply inexorable

in his attachment to the authority of the Hierarchical Church.

Read the rule following

:

The thirteenth rule: To be altogether certain, we must always hold

that whatsoever I see to be black, I should believe to be white, if the

Hierarchical Church so decide ; for we believe, between Christ Our
Lord the Bridegroom and the Church his spouse, there is the same

Spirit that rules and directs us for the salvation of our souls.

Such is the mind of St. Ignatius, expressed in the Spiritual

Exercises, when his set purpose is to lead the exercitant in

matters of belief. To read Modernism into such a mind, one

must needs have a hopelessly biased mentality such as Tyrrell

had.

It is of little moment to seek the precise sources of Tyrrell's

Modernism. He admits that its germ was in his earliest writ-

ings:

Nova et Vetera and Hard Sayings (this latter, the fragments of a

projected volimie on the Spiritual Exercises) are rightly admitted
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by the discerning to contain the substance of all my later aberrations.

They were written before I had met with or read or even heard of

any of my subsequent Modernistic guides and masters.^"

Note the admission of subsequent Modernistic guides and mas-

ters.

If the mere germ was in the early writings listed above, the

fully developed and fruit-bearing tree of Modernism was
marked by the discerning in such later contributions as the

articles on " The Dogmatic Reading of History " and " Con-

sensus Fidelium ". These aberrations were so satisfactorily

Modernistic as to be incorporated into Through Scylla and
Charybdis under the new titles " Prophetic History " and "The
Corporate Mind "." Their Modernism was then clear-cut in

setting as well as substance.

Tyrrell's last work gives clearer evidence. The influence

of Loisy and Johannes Weiss had formerly been acknowledged,

but meagrely. At the end of his career, Tyrrell unhesitatingly

used subsequent Modernistic guides and masters and freely

acknowledged the faith he pinned to their authority. He be-

came a whole-hearted supporter of Schweitzer. The young
privatdozent of the University of Strassburg held the eschato-

logical position of Johannes Weiss, Professor of the University

of Marburg. The theory of this daring son of the veteran

Bernhard Weiss, Professor of the University of Berlin, was that

Jesus did not found a kingdom, but merely announced it; he

exercised no Messianic activity, but awaited the catastrophe

and the accompanying divine intervention which should in-

augurate Messianic activity; he died a failure in his Messianic

hope; that hope remained in the conscience of his followers

and evolved itself into the Christianity of to-day.

The influence of this eschatological theory of Johannes

Weiss on Tyrrell prepared his brilliant soul for a most de-

graded slavery to the mind of Schweitzer. Every new phase

of the eschatological Christ was welcomed with the g^sto which

William George Ward felt at the receipt of a new Pontifical

Bull. The clever, independent Englishman swallowed the

German dose of deadly poison at one fell g^^lp.

^'^ Mediarvalism, p. 112.

^^ New York, 1907; pp. 243 ff. and 254 ff.
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It was under the spell of Schweitzer, his last Modernistic

guide and master, that Tyrrell contributed his article to the

symposium of the Hibbert Journal and wrote his final rating

of the eschatological Jesus in " Christianity at the Cross

Roads ". Death overtook him while he was finishing this

work. His literary executor, Miss M. D. Petre, put together

the unfinished pages, affixed titles to the chapters, and pos-

thumously published this last will and testament of Tyrrell in

matters of faith." In his usual superficial but brilliant man-
ner, the author skims the thought of his guide and serves it

whipped into froth and garnished into form. No scientific

references to the guide are given ; Tyrrell's admirers were
the kind that had no patience with scientific references. To
the student that has followed the trend of the eschatological

school from Johannes Weiss to Schweitzer, the eighth chapter

of " Christianity at the Cross Roads " ^' is an instance of a

brilliant literary form that cloaks a slavish dependence upon
the vagaries of a captivating Modernistic guide and master.

As we tread through the mazes of wrong reasoning in the

beautiful setting of this book, note the lack of scientific inves-

tigation, and deprecate the whole-heartedness with which

Tyrrell pins his eternal salvation to the authority of a self-

constituted arbiter of the faith, come to mind the words that

the dear, saintly Pius X said to the present writer a propos of

the unfortunate Modernists who had saddened him past all

telling. It was the feast of St. Jerome, 1907. The feast had
occasioned the remark :

" To the Modernists, // Santo Fogaz-

zaro means more than il Santo Girolamo in matters Biblical ".

He smiled and shifted the blame. Striking his chubby fist

vigorously upon his desk, he said: " Quelli sapientini (those

wiseacres)—^because they have read a few pages of an arro-

gant German rationalist, they take themselves more seriously

than they take the Fathers of the Church

—

quelli sapientini!
"

Such was Tyrrell in matters Biblical

!

2. Schmiedel. More rash even than Tyrrell is Professor Dr.

Paul Wilhelm Schmiedel of the University of Ziirich. He is

a painstaking investigator; but his conclusions are drawn with-

in LongTnans : New York, 1909.

»» Op. cit., p. 46, on " The Christ of Eschatology ".
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out the proof of either premise.** In fact, the radical Swiss

Protestant is more rash now than when he set his lone pillars."

The pillars he still assumes as firm. Upon them he thinks to

rest secure an architrave of Gospel narrative that will hold up

his Jesusbild. This Jesus-shape is not the Christ; " I main-

tain a clear distinction between the terms ' Jesus ' and
' Christ '

"." In throwing over the Christ of Dogma and de-

grading the Jesus of History, he thinks Dr. Roberts has not

gone quite far enough. England is still rather old-fashioned

in her Christianity. " The acceptance of the Deity of Christ

in England is sufficiently prevalent to justify a writer like

Roberts in directing his polemic exclusively against the divin-

ity of Jesus." In Germany and Switzerland the question is

no longer: " Was the historical Jesus Very God of Very God?
but assumes a second form. . . . Was he the bringer of all

that is valuable in the progress of humanity? " " The Neo-

Tiibingen cry is bad enough; but it leaves us a little some-

thing. It does away with Paul and the supernatural elements

that it calls Paulinity ; but it leaves us Christ and at least the

natural nobility that it calls Christianity. It cries down the

Apostle :
" Los von Paulus " ; but, at least, it makes pretence

to cry up the Christ :
" Zuriick zu Christus ". Schmiedel's cry

is worse than Jiilicher's. It is: "Down with the Apostle!

Down with the Christ ! Down with everything naturally noble

in Jesus! Up with the pillars! " And what worse than use-

less pillars they are—distorted, disparate, wrongly set to-

gether, worse set up, crumbling, shot through with air bubbles,

hopelessly incapable of holding up anything save an archi-

tecturally impossible gargoyle that hzis been unscientifically

generated in the degenerate reason of the Swiss professor,

aborted stillborn into that chamber of horrors called the Leben-

Jesu Forschung, and blasphemously branded the Jesus of His-

tory.

3. Weinel. A third answer to the query " Jesus or Christ?"

is that of Dr. H. Weinel, Professor of the University of Jena.

** Cf. the present writer's critiqae of Schmiedel's method—ECCL. RrviKW,
Jan., 191S, pp. loi ff.

'^^Encyclopaedia Biblica; New York, 1901; vol. II, %. v. "Gospels".

i«"Je8a8 or Christ", p. 76.

" Ibid., pp. 59-60.
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He is a Ritschlian in his Christology. Albrecht Ritschl, once

of the later Tiibingen school, broke away from Baur's distinc-

tion between Paulinism and Petrinism in early Christianity;

and, as Professor of Gottingen, launched a school-ship of his

own upon the turbulent sea of Christian origins. Kantian in

epistemology, he denied that man's reason could reach a sci-

entific knowledge of God; distinguished emphatically between

religious knowledge and scientific knowledge; and postulated

as the foundation of Christianity not a scientific knowledge of

the life of Jesus but a religious knowledge. It is not Jesus in

himself that counts in religion, it is Jesus in his value to me.^^

Kant's distinction between the thing in itself (vor/xcvov) and the

thing reached by the mind (<^ivd/A£vov) is the epistemological

error at back of Ritschl's distinction between Jesus in himself

and Jesus in his religious value to m,e.

This distinction finally reached the pragmatist's denial of

absolute truth and his harking back some thousands of years

to the ever fluctuating values of the phenomenism of Herac-

litus. And upon these ever-changing pragmatic values of

Pragmatism, Modernism built its fundamental distinction be-

tween the Jesus of History and the Jesus of Dogma, between

historic truth and religious truth, between the Christ reached

by scientific knowledge and the Christ reached by man's re-

ligious impulse. Tyrrell's denial is useless. The infiltration

of Kantianism into Modernism through Ritschlianism and

Pragmatism is certain.

Naturally Ritschlianism has been followed up cdong some-

what varying lines. For instance, Harnack gives a great deal

of attention to the saving of a small nucleus of historic fact

in the Christ of History—a mere phantom-Christ;^" Weinel

waives as irrelevant all scientific investigation into the his-

toric facts of the life of Jesus in the Gospels.

It is of no consequence at all whether we regard the whole or the

greater part of the Gospels as genuine, whether we allow three years

to his life or only one; we know Jesus, by means of these little

stories and sayings, right well.^°

^* Cf. Die christliche Lehre von der Rechtfertigung und Versohnung; Bonn;

4 vols., 1895-1903 ; also Christliche VoUkommenheit; Gottingen ; 3d ed., 1902.

i» Cf. EccL. Review, Dec, 1914, p. 743.

20 Jesus or Christ, p. 32. ,
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What is important, from the viewpoint of religion, to both

Hamack and Weinel, because of their common Ritschlian

ideas, is the so-called liberal Christ—not Jesus in himself but

Jesus in his value to the Christian conscience. This value is

not in the Godhead of Jesus. The Ritschlians do not admit
the divinity of Jesus. Nor is this value in the Christhood as

we understand it. The value of Jesus to the world consists,

indeed, in his being the Christ, the Messias; but this Christ-

hood means merely that he is " the man who, by his character

and his deeds, convinces us in a unique manner of the truth of

his own faith, and therewith of the truth of God's existence

as the God of love "."

This Christhood of Jesus, this redemption of the Christian

world from all that is deemed by Weinel to be base—even

from fear of hell and hope of reward and from the very idea

of ought—constitutes the essence of Christianity, " das Wesen
des Christentums ". The religion of Jesus is called the re-

ligion of moral redemption, " die sittliche Erlosungsreligion ",

to distinguish it from the religion of Buddha, the religion of

esthetic redemption, " die aesthetische Erlosungsreligion ".

Buddhism offers to mankind deliverance from feeling; Chris-

tianity offers deliverance from the base. Strange as it may
seem, Weinel sets side by side, as of equal worth. Buddhism
and Christianity; the religion whose essence is the truth of

God's existence as the God of love, is rated on a par value with

the religion whose essence is self-annihilation.

Jesus and Buddha are the two Saviours who compete to-day for the

souls of men . . . Active as Buddhism is and confidently as it

preaches Buddha's mode of redemption, and certain as it is of

finding followers and of saving souls, it is no less certain that Jesus

also can be preached to-day with equal justification, without hesita-

tion, and with the same success.''^

That is the sum and all of Weinel's Christ. He is Jesus

teaching " the truth of God's existence as the God of love ".

All the limitations may be admitted that Roberts thinks he

finds in Jesus. He shared the wrong ideas of his time. He

*i Jesus or Christ, p. 37; cf. aXso Jesus in the Nineteenth Century and After,
by H. Weinel, transl. by Widgery (Edinburg, 1914).

" Ibid., p. 41. Italics oars.
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was wrong in that he " believed in devils and demons, in

heaven and hell ". Jesus " has been surpassed in many spheres

of life by other men of genius. Most assuredly this is true;

and if in the warmth of enthusiasm, Jesus is now and then ex-

travagantly described, as by Fairbairn, as the greatest of all

men in all respects, we can only say it is an exaggeration

which ought not to be taken too seriously." ^* Small wonder,

if this " liberal " Christ seems to the Drews-school not worth

saving.

4. Rickaby. And so goes the symposium of the eighteen be-

lievers in Jesus Christ. Some will not under any circumstances

allow him the title Christ; more than two-thirds of the con-

tributors refuse to accept Jesus as the Christ who is Very God.

Only one, Father Joseph Rickaby, S.J., of the English Prov-

ince, is clear and full in his act of faith in Jesus the Christ,

Very God of Very God. He briefly gives the Catholic argu-

ment. Jesus claimed to be the Christ. His claim was ad-

mitted in his lifetime. His ignominious death, which seemed

to have extinguished his claim, has validated and confirmed it

all the world over.^*

Walter Drum, S.J.

Woodstock College, Maryland.

23 Ibid., p. 34.

2* Ibid., p. 139.
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THE PAEABLES OF THE GOSPEL. An Exegetical and Practical

Explanation by Leopold Fonck, S.J., President and Lecturer of the

Biblical Institute, Oonsnltor of the Biblical Oommission, Borne.

Translated from the third Oerman edition, by E. Leahy, edited by

George O'Neill, S.J.,M.A. Fr. Pustet and Oo., Batisbon, Borne, New
York, and Cincinnati. 1915. Pp. 829.

We have nothing in Catholic English literature explanatory of the

Gospel Parables except Cardinal Wiseman's comments, which are

more or less of a homiletic character. Father Fonck's work, which

appeared first in 1902, has enjoyed exceptional popularity among the

clergy and students in Germany. It appeals equally to the academic

inquirer into the sense of the Bible, and to the preacher as the prac-

tical exponent of the Gospel. An element of controversy runs

through the volume that gives it special interest for the apologist

in polemics against rationalist interpreters. These features will serve

to attract also various classes of English readers. The editor has

used a wise discretion in eliminating some of the polemical matter,

especially in its references to exclusively German sources. Having

in mind the average American cleric to whom this volume recom-

mends itself as a help in the understanding and explaining of the

Gospel teaching, we could wish the editor had been more liberal

in his censorship and omitted a great deal more of what, however

erudite, is apt to embarrass rather than help the non-academic student

of the volume. Much of the matter that has to do with controversial

subjects, and is of purely philological interest, could have been put

in small type as footnotes or in an appendix. This would be an

adaptation to actual needs of the large majority of English readers.

The author, looking to an introduction of his work among American

priests, could hardly have objected to such an adaptation. We are

less addicted to polemics than European scholars, and verbal dis-

putes are as unpopular with us as are military wrangles.

But after saying this much, in order not to mislead the average

cleric into the belief that Fr. Fonck's volume is easy to manage as

material for a Sunday sermon, we can only emphasize the value of the

book for its masterly treatment of the subject as it stands. Compre-

hensive in its scope, accurate in its interpretations, sound in doctrine,

and replete with illuminating erudition from every point of view, it is

difficult to imagine a more satisfactory exposition of the subject.
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The work is divided into three parts: the interpretation of the

Parables of the Kingdom of God, the interpretation of the Parables

of the members of that Kingdom, and finally the interpretation of

the Parables that illustrate the mutual relations of the King and the

members of His Kingdom. The whole is introduced by a critical

exposition of the nature and purposes of the Biblical Parable, of the

principles according to which it must be interpreted, and of the ulti-

mate bearing of the doctrine of the Kingdom of Heaven as set forth

in the teaching of the Parables. There is an excellent bibliographical

and topical index which lends value to the references to foreign,

chiefly German, sources throughout the book. The printing and
style of bookmaking are admirable in every sense.

THE HEW TESTAMENT. VOL. IH: ST. PAUL'S EPISTLES TO THE
OHTJEOHES. Part V. The Epistles of the Captivity: Ephesians and

Oolossians. Sy the Bev. Joseph Bickaby, S.J. Philemon and

Philippians. By the Bev. Alban Qoodier, S.J. Longmans, Green and

Oo., London, New York, Bombay, Oalcntta, and Madras. 1914.

• Pp. 42.

These four letters were written by St. Paul while in prison, the

first unquestionably in Rome, the other three either in Rome or at

Caesarea. The editors, in the succinct Introduction, discuss the

history and circumstances of these Epistles. There is a brief sum-

mary of the contents, grouped, with indication of chapter and verse.

The text itself is a rendering in good English, without wholly

ignoring the traditional phraseology of the Vulgate; but also with a

view to greater correctness. The whole is a model presentation

which at a glance shows the contents of the different chapters. The
notes are not merely critical but also practical and informing. The
issuing of separate parts of the New Testament makes their handling

and reading pleasant and easy.

mSTITUTIONES THEOLOGIAE PUNDAMENTALIS quas in usnm audi-

tomm snomm accommodavit Aemil. Dorsoh. Vol. II; De Ecclesia

Ohristi. P. Banch, Oeniponte. 1914. Pp. 677.

With a sense of relief one turns from some of the recent publica-

tions dealing with the same subject and distinguished by their un-

wieldy bulk and formidable erudition to this work of more moderate

dimensions. It does not pretend to exhaust the matter, but remains

within the reasonable limits assigned by the purpose and the uses of

a text-book. The writers of the present century came too late to

say anything particularly novel or striking on the subject of religious
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evidences; the temptation, thus, arises to make up for the lack of

originality by a profusion of learning. The author has not suc-

cumbed to this subtle temptation of the savant, but has observed

fair proportions in the exposition of his matter. A text-book need

not, and should not, be a storehouse of all possible information bear-

ing on the subject ; its main object should be to stimulate the activity

of the student and to indicate the means for the acquisition of fuller

knowledge. It is in this manner that the author has conceived and

carried out his work; on the whole successfully, yet it would not

be the worse for some judicious trimming.

To indicate the salient features of a manual of this kind is almost

impossible ; to leave the beaten path in this department of theology

is fraught with considerable danger. There is very little room for

the personal element. All we can expect is that the time-honored

arguments should be clearly stated, that the matter is methodically

arranged and lucidly presented. In this respect the author has ac-

quitted himself of his task very creditably. With sure and deft

touch he balances the arguments and sees to it that the foundations

are strong enough to support the superstructure of the conclusion.

Difficult questions, such as the primitive organization of the Church,

he handles with great skill and tact. Both the Scriptural and the

Patristic side of the different problems receive proper attention.

The question dc locis theologicis is not, as in most treatises, dis-

cussed by way of an appendix, but is organically wrought into the

texture; a departure which we most heartily commend, as the old

way has something very awkward and unsystematic about it. An at-

tractive and inspiring chapter is that on the Church as the mystical

body of Christ ; under this aspect the beauty and lovableness of the

Church appear most clearly and arouse in the hearts of the faithful

a personal affection and attachment. If the author's exposition of

this point is tinged with deep emotion and glows with warmth, we

need not be surprised ; because it is for just such treatment that the

subject calls. Amid the drjmess of scholastic technicalities this mys-

tical passage impresses us as a delightful oasis of verdure and sweet-

ness.

PULPIT THEMES. Adjumenta Oratoris Sacri. By the Rev. F. X.

Schouppe, S.J. Translated by the Rev. P. A. Beecher, M.A., D.D.

M. H. Gill & Son, DabUn. 1914. Pp. 698.

There are some books which enjoy but a very short lease of use-

fulness ; others, more fortunate, are vouchsafed an extended period

of popularity and win for themselves an ever-widening circle of ap-
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preciative friends. To the latter, exceptionally favored, category

belong Father Schouppe's well known Aids to Preaching, which in

their original Latin version have gone through fourteen editions.

The present English translation will enlarge their sphere of useful-

ness and ensure for them another long lease of life ; for, the recasting

has entirely rejuvenated them and brought them up to the require-

ments of our own days. Though many years have passed since the

book was first published, they have not staled its contents nor evap-

orated its individual flavor, which has been most carefully preserved

in its new form.

The distinguishing characteristic of the work is its suggestive-

ness; it opens up promising perspectives of thought and points out

lines of treatment that can be easily and successfully developed. It

avoids the barrenness and meagerness which are frequently found in

outlines of sermons and which make them puzzles, rather than actual

helps ; though we have not rounded discourses before us, the sketches

do not lack a certain fulness of exposition and wealth of detail.

Without much effort they may be transformed into living discourses

rich in color, strong in emotional appeal, and bearing the personal

stamp of the preacher. The material very abundantly furnished is

of a remarkable plasticity and falls into shape most readily. Refer-

ences to Scriptural texts abound and stories and apt illustrations add

beauty and grace to the solidity of the doctrine. One glance at the

crowded pages tells us that the author drew from rich and vast

stores of knowledge; for he was a Biblical and theological scholar

of no mean repute. More serviceable helps to practical and forceful

preaching will hardly be found.

English-speaking priests will appreciate the service Dr. Beecher

has rendered them in making this valuable work accessible in the

vernacular; for, though they may be satisfied to put up with Latin

text-books in philosophy and theology, they would hardly care to

wrestle with the intricacies of a dead language while gathering the

materials for the Sunday sermon. The translation is of the highest

order, very readable and attractive; the retouching necessary at dif-

ferent places has improved the original and enhanced its usefulness.

The range of subjects treated is very comprehensive and fairly ex-

haustive; it answers all the occasions that are likely to confront the

preacher.
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THE UNFOLDING OF THE LFTTLE FLOWER (Sister Theresa of

Lisieux). By the Very Rev. W. M. Ounningham, V.F. With a

Preface by His Eminence Cardinal Qasqnet. The Kingscote Press,

London; P. J. Kenedy and Sons, New York. 1914. Pp. 146.

Father Cunningham has taken the " Little Flower of Lisieux

"

literally, and studied the symbolism of her spiritual growth as one

studies the physical development of plant life. The young Carmelite

nun, whose engaging holiness was imaged in the beauty of her open

countenance and manner, has already become popular everywhere as

a patron of religious simplicity and joy amid the morbid tendency

after variety that characterizes modern life, and finds its way at

times even into the cloister. The volume is as beautiful as one

could wish for the beautiful theme of the child nun of whom it

treats. The material, originally intended to be published by instal-

ments as the numbers of a magazine, depicts the various phases of

temperament and adaptation during the child life and noviceship

of Sister Theresa. The author shows her in living colors as a

type of peculiar sanctity manifested under modern conditions, yet

reflecting the traditional sincerity of the age of faith. Two trans-

lations of Sister Theresa's autobiography have already been printed

in English, the latter being supplemented by an introduction and some

additional chapters from the pen of her religious sisters. It was the

interest aroused by the publication of this material that led Father

William Cunningham of Kent to write the present essays. They
were to be studies, critical and at the same time practical, of the

young Carmelite's attractive personality. The illustrations are in

keeping with the handsome make-up of the volume, which, like the

English version of the life issued some time ago by the Messrs.

Kenedy, may well serve writers and publishers as a model of books

on sainthood.

LIFE AND HUMAN NATURE. By Sir Bampfylde Fuller, K.O.S.I.,

O.I.E. Longmans, Green & Oo., New York and London. Pp. 350.

As the title of the volume sufficiently indicates, the author proposes

to present a comprehensive and synthetic view and valuation of life

and man. A study of this kind unavoidably trenches on sacred

ground and touches on the most vital and tremendous issues ; or if it

should fail to do so, this very reticence, which of necessity is pre-

meditated and inspired by a definite purpose, becomes eloquent and

negative in its real implications. Life and human nature must be

considered in relation to the highest truths of ethics and natural

theology; or else the view taken will not only be incomplete, but
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positively distorted and incorrect. We cannot speak intelligently

about values until we have agreed on a standard by which they are

to be measured ; nor can we discourse profitably on man and human
life until we have assigned to him his relative position in the hierarchy

of things. Back of the question of human nature lies the wider and

larger question of the world-view. The first aim of the philosopher

who ventures on the study of things pertaining to man should be to

gain horizon and perspective; he should rise to the highest points of

speculation to acquire a free and unobstructed outlook.

The author approaches his subject not from above, but from be-

low. The inevitable consequence of this proceeding is that he does

not know what place to allot to man and what really to make of

him. Divested of its somewhat gorgeous setting and scientific ter-

minology, the upshot of it all would be that all the manifestations

of human life, including those of morality, are to be traced back to

the lowest forms of living creatures. What explanation of these

phenomena themselves it affords, thus to be pushed back to the

utmost limits of experience, is difficult to see. But it is the only

answer the author has to these obstinate questionings that haunt the

human mind. Does it help us very much to be told that morality

is the outcome of certain impulses which pervade the whole domain

of living beings and which are fundamental manifestations of life

itself

!

The background against which the author sees and descries all

things is some form of evolutionism. In this he is a staunch be-

liever and an ardent adherent. In defence of his position he has

nothing to advance but the stock arguments with which we are

familiar. There would be little gain in rehearsing them in detail.

The keynote of the volume is struck in one of the opening paragraphs

where we read: " By the variety as well as by the complexity of his

nature man is separated from the brutes by a gulf that appears to be

imbridgeable. Yet, if we accept the doctrine of evolution, we must

believe that man has crossed this gulf to win the privileges of his

position, and owes his form, his talents, and his aspirations to a

gradual development out of brutish conditions. The roots of the

excellencies upon which we pride ourselves must stretch down the

length of the animal kingdom, must, indeed, be traceable—were we

able to trace them—not merely in what are generally called the

lower animals, but in the minute animalcules which flit across the

field of the microscope. For, vmless the germs of our qualities exist

in the lowest forms of life, we must have been endowed with them,

at one stage or another, by acts of special creation, and for such

interpositions of Providence the doctrine of evolution has no place.

May we not, then, reject a theory which strains our powers df belief
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so harshly?" Truly, this is a strange piece of reasoning. Does it

not tax our powers of belief very severely to admit in the lower forms

of life the existence of attributes and faculties of which there is not

a shred of evidence? No doubt, to accept the theory of evolution

as an adequate interpretation of the sum-total of things requires a

strong act of faith.

Although misleading in its fundamental exposition of the problems

of life, the pages of the volume are bright with many shrewd and
interesting observations. There is something refreshing, almost

Chestertonian, about the author's keen and zestful interest in man.
" Human nature," he writes, " is a subject that is studied by every

one . . . Nor need we marvel that it should be so engrossing a

study ... It is so extraordinarily variable, it abounds in such as-

tonishing inconsistencies, that it offers to us, at any moment, the

exciting surprises of a dramatic entertainment." Not without dis-

cernment and artistic taste, the author, in his journey through life

and in the leisure usefully spent in a well-stocked libiary, has picked

up stray threads and odd bits of curious information and skillfully

woven them into a motley pattern which will hold the attention of

the reader for an hour or two.

A HISTORY or THE COMMANDMENTS OP THE OHUROH. By the

Eev. A. VlUien, Professor at the Oatholio Uniyersity of Paris. B.

Herder, St. Loois. 1915. Pp. 367. Price, $1.50.

This is a most interesting contribution to the history of religious

catechetics. The author reviews the origin and development of the

precepts of the Church. These precepts are in principle synchro-

nistic with the establishment of an organized church in Apostolic

times. But in their present scope they are adaptations to the

Church's varying needs, and take their concrete form from the

peculiar character of ecclesiastical government and communal con-

ditions. Hence their number and expression differ somewhat in dif-

ferent countries, as in the successive stages of the development of

the Church's organization. The Abbe Villien traces each precept to

its source, and he does so in a popular and at the same time scholarly

way, so that the reading of his volvune is a pleasure as well as a

profit. The French and Latin notes are made easily intelligible

through the clear exposition of the English text. There is a good

index at the end, and the book is well printed.
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THE GLOEIES OP IRELAND. Edited by Joseph Dunn, Ph. D., and P.

J. Lennox, Litt. D., Professors at the Oatholic University of America.

Washington D. 0.: Phoenix Limited. 1914. Pp. 357.

It is a commonplace of St. Patrick's Day oratory that, were every

spot on the map of the world influenced by Ireland to be painted

green, an atlas would assume the color of a city park in spring.

The statement—being a good sentence and well pronounced—never

fails to elicit applause; and yet it is safe to say that were the ap-

plauders—many of whom are Irish or of the Irish—to be asked such

pertinent questions as, What have the Irish done in the development

of South Africa, Australia, and Canada?—What has been Ireland's

contribution to modern science, art, and politics?—Can you name
half a dozen Irishmen whose works live in literature?—it is to be

feared that the answers forthcoming would be anything but definite

and convincing. True, alas, of many a great Irishman must it

stand that a prophet is not honored in his own country.

Undoubtedly, some such facts have been in part the incentive that

led Dr. Dunn and Dr. Lennox to plan this work and to bring it,

not without difficulties, to a happy completion. They have suc-

ceeded in giving us a book which contains in an accessible, compre-

hensive, and permanent form, the story of Irish initiative and achieve-

ment in all departments of life and in all parts of the world during

the last two thousand years.

" In undertaking this task," the editors tell us in their com-

mendably brief preface, " we had a twofold motive. In the first

place, we wished to give to people of Irish birth or descent sub-

stantial reason for that pride of race which we know is in them, by

placing in their hands an authoritative and unassailable array of

facts as telling as any nation in the world can show. Our second

motive was that henceforward he who seeks to ignore or belittle the

part taken by men and women of Irish birth or blood in promoting

the spread of religion, civilization, education, culture, and freedom

should sin, not in ignorance, but against the light, and that from

a thousand quarters at once champions armed with the panoply of

knowledge should be able to spring to his confutation."

These words, coming thus hot from the heart, are proof suffi-

cient of the interest felt in their task by the editors. But is their

zeal according to knowledge? For answer we need but point to the

fact that Dr. Dunn is the Ancient Order of Hibernians Professor

of Celtic and Dr. Lennox, for many years a resident of his native

Dublin, is Professor of the English Language and Literature in the

Catholic University. These men obviously know Ireland, her his-

tory and her people.
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More than that, they know their limitations. For two men,

actively engaged in university work, it were manifestly impossible

to cope unaided with the vast task implied in the making of The
Glories of Ireland. Accordingly, the scholarly editors—with a truly

scholarly appreciation of the value of efficient cooperation—have

called to their assistance writers and specialists from all parts of

the world who are each an authority on some phase of Ireland's

greatness. The result is that the table of contents in The Glories

of Ireland shows a list of great names never before appearing on the

same page.

And thus it is that we have Canon D'Alton represented with an

article on " The Island of Saints and Scholars " ; that Dr. Douglas

Hyde discusses the language and letters of Erin ; that Alice Milligan

pays her tribute to Irish heroines ; that the fascinating subject of

Irish music is treated by W. H. Grattan Flood; that no less an au-

thority than Sir Bertram Windle gives us the facts concerning Irish

men of science ; that, very appropriately, Joseph I. C. Clarke writes

of " The Fighting Race ". All in all, thirty-five writers contribute

to The Glories of Ireland.

Limitations of space preclude the possibility of our dealing with

each chapter of the book in detail. It were less than justice, how-

ever, not to single out for special praise Dr. Lennox's own chapter

on " Irish Writers of English ". Here is a masterly and withal

graceful presentation of the facts concerning that Anglo-Irish

literature that came both from within and without " the Pale " ; a

record, compact yet complete, of Ireland's contribution to English

literature during the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries.

It is the hope of the author to bring out soon a book dealing with

the Irish writers of English in the nineteenth century—a book

that will be eagerly looked for by all who know of The Glories of

Ireland and the work of its editors.

Michael J. O'Brien, in his chapter on " The Irish in the United

States ", and Dr. James J. Walsh in his chapter on " The Irish in

Canada ", have succeeded in applying a rigorously historical method

with the most readable results. Their work is, indeed, characteristic

of the book as a whole—thoroughgoing, accurate, scholarly; yet

condensed, clear and attractive.

A feature of this work that calls for approving recognition is

the specific aid it offers to those of its readers who wish to make a

special and exhaustive study of any of the topics discussed. That
aid is furnished in a series of carefully prepared bibliographies

contributed by the special writers and critically revised by the edi-

tors. This invaluable device trebles the value of the book and makes

of it an open-sesame to an intelligent and fruitful and scholarly

investigation of Irish history, literature, and achievement.
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LEXIKON DEE PAEDAGOQIK. Im Verein von PachmaeDneni und unter

besonderer Mitwirktmg von Hofrat Professor Dr. Otto Willmann.

Herausgegeben von Ernst M, Roloff, Lateinschulrektor a. D. Ill

Bd. : Kommentar—Pragmatismns. B. Border, St. Louis und Freiburg

im Breisgau. 1914. Pp. 1321. Price, $3.80.

We have already, in speaking of the first part of this important

work, pointed out the special character and purpose that distinguish

its contents from the ordinary scholastic encyclopedia. Here the

teacher finds facts and principles so coordinated as to illustrate the

educational value of the subjects discussed. These cover the entire

range of philosophical and pedagogical studies and deal withal with

the practical aspects of organization, technical perfection, and his-

torical development. The present volume is particularly rich in

articles that concern education in its widest sense and its most

varied application. Teacher and Teaching, Culture, Art Education,

Girls' Schools, Military Education, Pedagogical Literature, Pesta-

lozzi, La Salle, are some of the topics treated. The method is

throughout the same—a succinct, full, and unprejudiced outline of

the topics, with clear definitions and accurate statistics from most

recent sources.

DOOUMENTA AD PONTIFIOIAM OOMMISSIONEM DE EE BIBLIOA

SPEOTANTIA. Ex mandato ejusdem Oommissionis coUegit et edidit

Leopoldus Ponck, S.J. Sumptibus Pontificii Instituti Biblioi, Bomae.

1915.

This pamphlet of forty-eight pages presents a collection of the

Letters, Rescripts, and Motu Proprios, issued since October, 1902,

regarding the institution, authority, and activity of the Biblical Com-

mission and the higher School of Biblical Studies in Rome. Be-

sides these documents it gives the text of the twelve Responses thus

far issued by the Commission touching the authenticity of the Penta-

teuch, the authorship and authority of the Book of Isaias, the Psalms,

the Gospels, the Acts, the Pastoral Epistles, and that to the He-

brews. The Appendix contains the list of the members of the Com-

mission. To this list should now be added the names of the re-

cently appointed members: Bishop John Mclntyre, of the English

College, Rome; the German Capuchin, Michael Hetzenauer, and the

Abbe Eugene Tisserant.
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The Upper Room, by the late Mgr. Robert Hugh Benson, is an effective,
though very simple drama of Christ's Passion, Its general form recalls Every-
man, with its solemn lessons. There are eleven characters, including the
" Doctor " who speaks the prelude that sets forth the play's moral purpose.
Three of the actors are women. The music is easily mastered and the stage-
setting requires but one simple scene. It is well suited as a " Biblia Pau-
perum " for the Lenten season.

" We are gathered at this holy time
To celebrate Christ's Passion . . .

In simple show the tale of all those

Pains we strive to tell,

How in that Upper Room He gave Himself
To be our meat and drink; how Judas fell

. . . There from that Cenacle
Watch with the eyes of faith. . . . And when you go
Back to the world for which He died, take care
That all those sins which bound and tortured Him,
That broke His Heart, and pierced His Mother's too.

Be by His Precious Blood all done away

—

That you may meet Him clean on Easter day."

The European war is responsible for the delay of the December number of
the Rivista di Filosofia Neo-Scolastica which is to be exclusively devoted to

the theme of Friar Roger Bacon, whose seventh centenary was celebrated last

summer at Oxford, England. The Editor, Fr. Agostino Gemelli, is an ardent
advocate of psychology as a distinct branch of science, which cannot, as the

champions of Monism would have it, be categorized with physiological science,

even in its experimental phases. Few writers in modern philosophy show such
a complete grasp of the value of the Aristotelian-Scholastic theories in explain-

ing psychological phenomena. He draws a sharp line between psychology and
biological facts. Subscribers to the Rivista are offered the Vita e Pensi^ro in

conjunction with the former periodical at a much reduced rate.

Fank & Wagnalls have issued an abridged edition of the New Standard Dic-
tionary which is likely to become very popular. In addition to the spelling,

pronanciation, meanings, and etymology of some 80,000 words, the volume con-

tains numerous groups of S3monyms and antonyms, numerous references that

help the student of history, biography, the sciences, etc. These references are

brought up to the most recent date, and include many bearing on the present

European war. The volume's handy form and cheap price make it desirable

for the student's desk.

Of books treating of the Blessed Eucharist, as well from a doctrinal as

from a devotional point of view, there is within easy reach of Catholics a

great abundance and variety suited to every degree of intellectual power and
spiritual attainment. Notwithstanding this wealth there is ample room for so

noteworthy an addition to the list as that which has recently appeared under
the apposite title The Mystery of Faith. To note that the author is Father

Kenelm Digby Best suffices to suggest to the reader that the book is at once

doctrinally solid, devotionally inspiring, and gracefully written. After a brief

introduction on the significance of the Mysterium Fidei, Fr. Best analyzes the

Biblical testimonies to the Holy Eucharist. He then treats in some detail of

the worship of the Blessed Sacrament in the Church. A third part contains

thoughts for each day during the Octave of Corpus Christi, and a fourth some
meditations and aspirations on the forty-first Psalm {Quemadmodum cervus).
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In the concluding portion the author sings in verse his L'Envoi—Canticles to
the Beloved. There are scarce two hundred short pages in the neat little vol-
ume, which is thus made handy for purposes of meditation or spiritual read-
ing. (B. Herder, St. Louis; Washbourne.)

There are a number of little volumes that have proved themselves effectual
aids toward developing in the soul the consciousness of the Divine Presence.
Brother Lawrence still holds and will probably always hold a foremost place
in this kind of genuine spiritual literature. Recently a wee book of the same
order has appeared and can justly claim a place hardly second to that of the
little classic just mentioned. Bypaths to the Presence of God by S. M. Bona-
ventura, O.S.D., leads the way to the abiding consciousness of God by methods
suggested by our Lord's traits and deeds—traits and deeds usually unnoticed
and hence as it were " by-paths " to the end in view. The book is gracefully
written, even though the style becomes occasionally self-conscious. The latter

defect—which will probably not overmuch arrest the attention of the uncritical

eye—is particularly obvious in the brief preface in which the introducer in-

dulges in a few rhetorical exaggerations that are discordant with the theme
and the spirit of the little book—a book, by the way, too little to be called

"a treatise" (p. 7).

We have received, with the request for a literary notice, a neat volume, bound
in white, with the title Dost thou know thy Child? The writer is Lillian

Lang, who is also publisher of the book. As the title suggests, it is intended

as an essay in the practical science of child training and offers some useful

cautions to mothers. The seven chapters, with a short preface and a mono-
logue, betray a sincere mind with noble aspirations ; albeit there is a lack of

unity, and the predominance of poetical sentiment suggests the want of con-

sistent pedagogical principle. The writer's gift for story writing is impeded
by a habit of reflection, so largely subjective that it ceases to convey any lesson,

although an excellent purpose is apparent throughout, apart from that of self-

revelation.
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THE LATEST ATTACK ON THE MIEAOLES OF OUR LORD.

WHEN an Oxford Fellow and Dean of Divinity, well-

known in the world of learning, writes a book with

the purpose of emptying the New Testament of its miracles,

friend and foe alike turn to its pages with a curiosity that few

other works of religous import coul'd awaken. Such a book is

before us, from the pen of Mr. J. M. Thompson. The author

is a scholar of note in the Anglican Establishment, and yet

his book is the most succinct summary of the case against the

miracles of Christ as it stands to-day. For these reasons Mir-

acles in the New Testament has created an unusual stir in theo-

logical circles. It has gone far and wide, and everywhere con-

troversy has flared up in its wake. Since it appeared, nothing

has been written on the Gospel miracles which did not take

cognizance of it. Mr. Thompson's position is briefly this : of

the events recorded in the New Testament those that seem

miraculous did not happen, and those that happened were not

miraculous. Mr. Thompson devoutly makes an act of faith in

the Incarnation, but he rejects miracles as unnecessary, unde-

sirable, and even unthinkable. Miracles must be thrown over-

board if Christianity is to be saved : such, he declares, " is the

only condition upon which science and supematuralism can

survive side by side." This view is not of Mr. Thompson's

own devising, but his picturesque advocacy of it has given

it a wide vogue, and now the man in the street is analyzing

the wonderful works of our Lord, and eliminating from them
the supernatural element that stamped them as miracles in the
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true sense of the word. For Mr, Thompson does not content

himself with blank denials and elusive generalities. He grap-

ples boldly with the miracles, dissects the narratives, scruti-

nizes every line, weighs every word—and states his conclusions

with an air of finality that must be very impressive to those

who are not versed in the ways of the critics.

Our author approaches the study of the New Testament mir-

acles by classifying them under three heads : Visions, Wonders,
and Cures.

Under Visions he enumerates the manifestations at the Bap-

tism, the Temptation, and the Transfiguration. Here we catch

the first glimpse of his method, for he gives short shrift indeed

to these momentous events in the Saviour's life. " Nothing
would be more probable," he writes, " than that Jesus should

at the crises of His spiritual life see visions. Visions, voices

and other spiritualistic experiences are common accompani-

ments of religious fervor all the world over" (p. 33). When
from this shocking page of Mr. Thompson we turn to read

once more the story of the Transfiguration in the Synoptic

Gospels, noting the substantial agreement of the accounts and

the still more significant differences of detail, noting also the

connexion of the event with what precedes and what follows,

the injunction to silence, the graphic touch of St. Peter's im-

pulsive request, and other marks and sigfns of truth that leave

on us a vivid sense of the reality of the scene, we find it hard

to believe that all that is set down took place only in the inner

consciousness of our Lord. And when, further, we read in

the Second Epistle of St. Peter the reference to the Transfigfu-

ration, telling us what was the faith of the first generation of

Christians concerning it, we see still less reason for forsaking

the plain meaning of the Gospels for the musings of an Oxford

Dean of Divinity.

Having thus dismissed curtly and coarsely what he calls

Visions, Mr. Thompson proceeds to dispose of what he calls

Wonders. By these he means miracles wrought on inanimate

nature, such as the changing of water into wine, the calming

of the sea, the raising of Jairus's daughter, and of the son of

the widow of Naim, the withering of the fig-tree, the feeding

of the five thousand, etc. Some of these miracles Mr. Thomp-

son explains away by means of symbolism. Thus, " the chang-
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ing of water into wine may symbolize the process of religious

conversion, when by Jesus's supernatural power human nature

is transformed into divine. Or it may symbolize the substitu-

tion of the Gospel for the Law through the preaching of

Christ" (p. 105). Mr. Thompson is not at all clear as to

what the miracle does symbolize, but is quite sure that any

theory he may hazard is more credible than the Gospel ac-

count of the incident.

Other miracles he regards as instances of faulty observation.

Perhaps the most irritating application of this solution we find

in the analysis of the calming of the sea. The storm, he specu-

lates, might have subsided naturally, or the disciples might

have attributed such an event mistakenly to something our

Lord said, or the Saviour might have accepted the misunder-

standing of the disciples (p. 43). In similar fashion he ex-

cises the miraculous from the raising of Jairus's daughter.
" The girl was not really dead. But Jesus thought her so. . . .

Such, or approximately such, were the original facts " (p. 45).

He is not absolutely sure whether the raising of the widow's

son of Naim is a case of symbolism, as Loisy maintains, or a

case of natural recovery from some kind of trance. For the

withering of the fig-tree he invokes a more fantastic explana-

tion : it was a parable materialized
—

" the clue seems to be

given by Luke's parable of the fig-tree (Lk. 13:6) which was

doubtless interpreted as symbolical of the visit of Jesus (the

owner) to Jerusalem (the fig-tree) " (p. 49). By this alleged

transformation of parable into miracle he accounts for various

other miracles. The feeding of the multitude he explains in

words that deserve to be quoted :
" What really happened was

that Jesus, in a parable analogous to that of the Sower, com-

pared His teaching to food—not to ordinary food, but to mir-

aculous food, which satisfies all who receive it, and increases,

instead of diminishing, as it is more widely distributed. . . .

The change of such a parable into a real event is not difficult

to understand " (p. 46). Now, there is no better attested mir-

acle in the New Testament, and when Mr. Thompson tells us

" what really happened," with the air of one who is quite

familiar with the situation, we again ask, whence does he de-

rive his information? And why is it that some parables re-

mained parables while others, by some tortuous process, not
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at all so " easy to understand ", suflFered transformation into

real events? Mr. Thompson rings the changes on symbolism,

faulty observation, transmutation of parables—for he holds

it " a mistake to think that any one method of explanation will

apply to all the stories of the miracles "—and by means of

these and certain other devices which have long constituted

the critics' stock in trade, eliminates from the Gospels the

miracles which most stubbornly block his way. That all these

devices are simply methods of doing shameless violence to the

text under the imposing name of criticism, it is not necessary

to emphasize.

The cures wrought by the Saviour constitute the third class

of miracles. From the beginning of negative Biblical criti-

cism—from the days of Reimarus and Paulus—there has been

a disposition among critics to recognize that cases of healing

recorded in the Gospels were genuine. Other miracles they

airily dismissed; the cures they treated with more considera-

tion. Critics of all shades of opinion saw that to discredit the

narratives of healing was to rob the Gospels of their last ves-

tige of historical character. These narratives are built into

the very structure of the sacred text; to tear them out would

be to reduce the New Testament to ruins. In our day, more

than ever before, it is distinctly the fashion to recognize the

cures as genuine. The Encyclopedia Biblica, radical as it is,

bears witness that " the healing ministry, judged by critical

tests, stands on as firm historical ground as the best accredited

parts of the teaching ".^ The historical character of the cures

is saved; but only at the expense of their miraculous character.

The blind saw, the lame walked, the lepers were cleansed : all

this the critics now generally admit; but that these cures were

due to supernatural power they emphatically deny. In days

gone by Renan charmed away the miraculous from a narrative

by the magic of a phrase
—

" the touch of a rare personality is

worth more than all the resources of pharmacy ". In our own

times Mr. Thompson, in common with Dr. Abbott, Principal

Estlin Carpenter, and Dr. Gardner, maintains that the real

force which worked the patient's cure dwelt in his own mind,

and that the power of our Lord lay in the power of His per-

sonality to evoke this force. He appeeds to modern cures as

^ Art. on Jesus.
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proof that the miracles of long ago are the commonplaces of

to-day, A few instances will serve to illustrate his method.

The case of paralysis recorded by St, Mark 2 : 3, and signalized

by the extraordinary circumstances that attended it—the un-

covering of the roof of the house where Jesus was, and the

forgiveness of sin that preceded the cure—was " probably " a

case of hysterical paralysis (p. 35), The cure of the withered

hand, memorable also for the dramatic manner in which it was

performed, was likewise " probably " of a similar kind.

"There was no miracle" (p. 36). With this diagnosis Mr.

Thompson may find some critics to agree; few, if any, of the

medical profession will endorse his opinion, Dr, Ryle, whose
treatment of this whole problem is rightly regarded as pos-

sessing the highest authority, writes of the two cures in ques-

tion :
" In the story of the paralytic (Mark 2:3) there is a

complete absence of any indication that the case was one of

merely functional or hysterical paralysis. , . . The sex of the

sufferer and the greater frequency of paralysis from organic

disease, both favor the guess that the patient was suffering

from true paralysis, and not its neurotic counterfeit. In the

story of the man with the withered hand . . . we may assume

with considerable confidence that the case was one of infantile

paralysis. This is the affection to which at the present day

nearly all the instances of ' withered hand ' or ' withered leg

'

are owing." ^ Few, we fancy, will hesitate to choose between

the judgment of the doctor and the speculation of the critics.

The leper who came to our Lord, beseeching Him and saying:
" Lord, if Thou wilt. Thou canst make me clean," was not, if

we are to believe Mr. Thompson, suffering from leprosy at all,

but from some other form of skin disease ; he adds that " faith

cures are common enough in skin diseases " (p. 36). He does

not, of course, adduce any evidence for his conjecture, nor is

he able to answer anything to Dr. Ryle's criticism of this posi-

tion. The case of the deaf man reported by St. Mark 7 : 32,

and that of the blind man at Bethsaida, 8 : 22, were also sim-

ply instances of faith-healing: "in both cases Jesus used a

treatment commonly employed by ancient physicians; but the

cure was at least as much due to the faith of the patient " (p.

35). To the same class belong^ the cure of Peter's wife's

« The Hibbert Journal, vol. V, pp. 580-581.
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mother. When there is some difficulty in applying his explana-
tion to a miracle, Mr. Thompson does not hesitate to take

drastic measures. For instance, the healing of the ten lepers

(Luke 17: 11-19) puzzles him for a moment—" there is some
difficulty in accounting for the cure ". But this difficulty he
surmounts as he surmounts every other difficulty—^by a fresh

supposition. " We might suppose," he writes, " that the nine

are introduced to bring out the faith of the tenth "
(p. 89).

It would be a tedious task to follow Mr. Thompson as by
means of faith-healing, coincidences, exaggerations, feilse ob-

servation, he explains away the Gospel cures one after an-

other. One or two remarks readily suggest themselves. Of
those who came under our Lord's healing hands, our author

says that " the patients as a whole belong to the class which
has always cured itself by faith ". This, of course, is just the

crucial point, and for proof of it we have nothing more than

Mr. Thompson's word. It is, to say the least, a very strange

coincidence that the maladies dealt with by our Lord should,

without exception, have belonged to the class of diseases known
as functional disorders, ailments which alone are amenable to

the arts of the faith-healer. Such diseases, as Dr. Ryle ob-

serves, form only a small part of the ills that flesh is heir to,

and it seems very peculiar that they and they alone should

have been encountered by the Saviour in the course of His

ministry from day to day. The Evangelists tell us that He
healed " every disease and every infirmity "

; the people laid

"their sick in the streets and besought that they might touch if

it were only the border of His garment, and as many as touched

Him were made whole " ; but Mr. Thompson tells us that He
healed only functional diseases. He sees nothing suspicious

in the supposition that such and only such cases should have

presented themselves with unfailing regularity—that among
all those who thronged to be healed there was none who suf-

fered from an organic disease, though diseases of this kind

form the bulk of human ailments and are proof against the

resources of the faith-healer. All the diseases of the Gospels

he gathers into his convenient category—^blindness, deafness,

dumbness, fever, paralysis, epilepsy, leprosy, dropsy—all

these, we are asked to believe, were curable by an emotional

shock; and when we boggle at relegating any of them to his
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accommodating catalogue, we are promptly reminded that in

those days, there was " plenty of room for error " in the diag-

nosis of cases. He does not seem to advert at all to the limitless

possibilities for error in diagnosing cases nineteen hundred
years after the cures were performed. A theory, like a tree

before a window, can shut out a whole world of reality.

Devotion to his theory involves him in a further absurdity.

When it is question of a miracle of healing, he readily admits

that the cure really took place; when it is question of a miracle

wrought on inanimate nature, he is positive that, if not wholly

untrue, it is, at most, a misconception of something which did

happen but did not transcend the natural order. Christ could

say " I will, be thou healed," or, " Arise, and walk," but He
could not say " Peace, be still." The story of the healing of

the paralytic is true ; the story of the feeding of the multitude

is false. The latter narrative is as well attested as the former

—in fact, as well attested as any narrative in the entire range

of the Gospels. It is given by all the Evangelists, and even

serves as a text for a discourse on our Lord as the Bread of

Life. We are allowed to believe in the healing of the para-

lytic, but not in the multiplying of the loaves. The evidence

in one case is as good as the evidence in the other case; on

neither has Mr. Thompson any new information ; but one mir-

acle happens to chime with his theory, and passes muster,

while the other happens to clash with it, and is set aside.

Here, as elsewhere, his conclusion has nothing to do with the

evidence. At any cost, even at the expense of consistency, the

Gospels must be saved from the taint of the miraculous.

And here precisely lies the fundamental defect of Mr.

Thompson's book, a defect he shares with critics whose conclu-

sions he abhors. He does not question the abstract possibility

of miracles, but he denies that they occur. He goes so far as

to base his rejection of miracles on common sense
—

" it is not

materialism which rejects miracles but common sense ". He
insists that " in practice to admit a miracle is to commit intel-

lectual suicide "
(p. 5). He brings to the study of documents

saturated with miracles the conviction that miracles do not

happen ; that is to say, he comes to his task with his mind
made up as to what can and what can not occur. Before he

analyzes a single narrative, he has already passed sentence on
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it. It is not as a critic he approaches the study of the Gospels,

but as a philosopher. From critics miracles have nothing to

fear, for no amount of juggling with texts can ever prove that

miracles did not take place; but they fare ill at the hands of

certain " philosophical persons ", to whom Shakespeare caus-

tically referred in words that might have been written yester-

day :
" We have our philosophical persons to make modem and

familiar things supernatural and causeless ". This is exactly

the role that Mr. Thompson has essayed. He professes to be a

critic, but, like most critics of the liberal school, he is really a

philosopher in disguise, and as such his views are worth no

more than those of any man into whose hands his book hap-

pens to fall. His rejection of miracles involves him in glaring

inconsistencies. He believes that in Jesus dwelt the fulness

of the Godhead bodily, but he withholds his belief from the

works of might and mercy in which the Personality of Christ

was revealed. He believes that Christ was above nature, but

he maintains that His works were not. He believes that Christ

was God Incarnate, but he asserts that the works of pity and

power which were the expression in act of what He was in

Himself were no more than " misunderstandings or misrepre-

sentations of natural events " (p. 208).

Another defect, not less radical and not less arbitrary than

the rejection of miracles, is the denial of the trustworthiness of

the Gospels. As usual, Mr. Thompson does not mince his

words. " There is no such thing as a purely historical Gospel,

a bare record of facts." " All the Gospels," he adds, " are

more or less sermons, works of apologetics, manuals of the-

ology." " In all of them," he goes on to say, " the historical

Jesus is endowed with the ideal qualities of the Christ whom
the Church came to worship as God " (p. 23). Mr. Thomp-
son is of those who profess to find in the Gospels a tendency

to decorate the story of the Saviour's life with the marvelous.

It is, however, only critics with a theory who can discover evi-

dence of any such tendency, for whoever reads with impartial

eye the story that is unfolded in the Synoptic Gospels will not

dream of ranking these documents among works of theology.

Does the narrative of the Passion read like a chapter on apolo-

getics? Is there in it a hint that what is passing before us is

aught but a human tragedy in all its sheer naked horror?
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Can it be said that the figure on the Cross shows signs of any

process of idealizing? Surely, if ever book bore on its every

page the impress of sincerity, it is the book that tells how the

Lord Jesus lived and died. And the testimony which the

Gospels render to themselves is borne out by the undeniable

tendency of recent research to bring the New Testament docu-

ments nearer and nearer to the events they narrate. Out of

the chaos of controversy there is taking shape the conviction

that the books which give us the portrait of Him who has

been the glowing centre of the world's thought, tell the truth.

" The earliest literature of the Church is, in its principal

points and in most of its details, historically regarded, vera-

cious and reliable "—so writes Dr. Harnack,' and his words

do not express the full extent of the vindication that the histor-

ical character of the New Testament has received at the hands

of sane criticism. Once the Apostolic origin of the Gospels

is proved, their trustworthiness is also largely established, for

the men who gave to the world the book that stands alone in

literature, were not men who would confound fact and fancy.

It is much more likely that some of our modern scholars are

credulous critics than that the writers of the Gospels were

credulous historians.

The rejection of miracles and the denial of the historical

character of the Gospel^ have been the foundation stones on

which every liberal system of criticism from the beginning has

been founded. These Mr. Thompson has taken over and with

them he has also inherited the cocksureness and the irrever-

ence which always accompany them. His confidence in his

own conclusions might easily beguile the unwary, for he pos-

sesses a more intimate acquaintance with what took place in the

days of Christ than those who were " eyewitnesses and minis-

ters of the Word ". Hence he tells us with easy assurance
" what really happened ", and what " the original facts were".

Similarly, he lays claim to an insight into the motives of the

Evangelists of which they themselves were certainly uncon-

scious. For instance, when one of the sacred writers adds any

details to the account of an event already recorded in an

earlier Gospel, the addition is invariably ascribed to the desire

• Preface to Chronologie.
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to heighten the miraculous character of the narrative! As we
encounter instance after instance of this effrontery we cannot

help recalling what Lord Melbourne said of Macaulay at the

close of a discussion :
" I only wish I could be as sure of any-

thing as young Tom Macaulay is of everything."

The irreverence that mars his book, the coarseness of thought

and expression that crop out here and there, would admirably

befit the pages of Loisy; they are singularly out of place in

the work of a Dean of Divinity. Mr. Thompson poses as a

believer. He comes to save Christianity. If he would only

treat the New Testament as all scholarly men treat any book

worthy of investigation, we should be content ; but he handles

the Gospels as if they were apocryphal documents just dug up

in the sands of Fayoum. The miracles of our Lord, we have

seen, he studies as if they were the alleged miracles of Apollo-

nius of Tyana. He isolates them from Him who wrought

them, Him whom he proclaims to be God Incarnate. He leaves

out of account the Church that handed them down, the Church

that rose on the belief in miracles, the Church that St. Paul

persecuted before a line of the Gospels was written. He
ignores what the Christian generations have believed concern-

ing them—the corporate testimony of the ages. He takes them

one by one, as if one did not throw light upon another, and

as if no underlying unity knit them all together. In a word,

he tears them out of their proper setting, violating every canon

of sound criticism in so doing, and then he mutilates them one

after another, coolly sacrificing the truth and beauty of all

Christ's miracles to a theory formulated by men who pos-

sessed neither science nor religion. As we survey his handi-

work, we feel that to him with singular aptness might be ap-

plied the poet's words

:

Oar meddling intellect

Misshapes the beauteous form of things:

We murder to dissect.

How coarse and irreverent Mr. Thompson can be, let the fol-

lowing typical sentence bear witness :
" If St. Peter relates no

miracles towards the end of Christ's ministry, is not that be-

cause in a less romantic atmosphere he has come to know Him
better than he did " (p. 32). This has all the smack of a say-

ing of Renan—and all the impudence.
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One or two consoling reflections occur to the reader as he

lays down Mr. Thompson's book. Here is a man steeped in

criticism, versed in all its subtleties, having at his command
all the resources of modern science, modern psychology, and

modern Biblical research. Before him as he wrote lay the

labors of all those who, for a hundred years and more, devoted

themselves untiringly to the task of discrediting the miracles

of our Lord or reducing them to merely natural occurrences.

From these critics of the past he has borrowed without stint;

indeed, there is little in his book that he has not borrowed.

Ready for use lay all the weapons they forged, a formidable

arsenal, and he is wary enough to avoid the blunders of those

in whose hands they were broken. And yet, with all this im-

posing apparatus, what has he accomplished? Has he with all

the vast enginery at his disposal weakened the cause of the

Gospel miracles?

Our little systems have their day,

They have their day and cease to be,

But TTiou, O Lord, art more than they.

These words may be literally applied to the mass of theories

by which critics have long striven to rob us of Him whom we
know and in whom we have believed. Among those systems,

lying like empty shells among the pebbles on the sea shore, Mr.

Thompson's theory is already numbered. For even as, in the

name of common sense, he rejects the miracles of Christ, so in

the name of common sense will his book be rejected. He
comes, zis a defender of the faith, to dig the wells the Phil-

istines have filled: they whose part he takes will say to him,

non tali auxilio nee defensoribus istis. He comes also as a

critic, glorying in methods which have always been employed

against the basic doctrine of the faith he professes : they whose

plumes he has appropriated will not welcome him to their

ranks, for as a rule all who reject the miracles of Christ do

not long cling to Christ's Divinity. He is thus in the unhappy

plight of those temporizing spirits who are shut out from.

Heaven and are barred from Hell—the trimmers for whom
Dante had such a wholesome contempt because they were dis-

pleasing alike to God and to His foes

—

A Dio spiacenti ed a' nemici sui.

Humphrey Moynihan.
College of St. Thomas, St. Paul, Minn.
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THE NEW MAlSfUAL OF OHUEOH HISTORY.

IT is Lowell who says somewhere that all great events have

modem meanings, and only that survives of past history

which finds kindred in all hearts and lives. We all know
many series of events to which historical writers have given

the facile title of great; but among the tangible crises in the

flux of things during the past hundred years, the bouleverse-

ment of all the settled characteristics of the Old World merits

to be considered the most important of all the revolutions the

jx)litical world has ever seen. New personal equations have

had to be formed to judge the present crisis aright, and there

is probably no political problem in modern times more heavily

freighted with untoward possibilities. One thing is certain.

No judgment of the political situation of Europe to-day can

be adequate without a complete all-round understanding of

the religious situation beneath it. Proudhon's " surprise ", in

finding all political questions complicated with theological

ones, may still be a surprise to those who are acquainted only

with American intellectual life; but it is only too true of

Europe. There, political events are fundamentally religious

and scientific in character. Potent changes in the political

world of Europe, and especially of Germany, betoken even

more profound changes in the world of science, of letters, and

of arts. Constitutionally, England will not suffer so long as this

present political crisis is confined to the Continent. America
will not feel its effect for some years to come, unless unfore-

seen changes in the economic situation arise to threaten her

security. But, in the higher things, England, America, and

every civilized country will suffer and suffer badly, until

German, Belgian, and French centres of learning have been

reconstructed upon the old lines.

History shows us by similar experiences in the past, how
slowly such reconstructive evolution takes shape and form.

Louvain is an instance of this. When the Belgian University

closed its doors at the worst period of the French Revolution

as a protest against the Temple of Reason set up within its

Collegiate Church, it took the best part of forty years to reor-

ganize the University. Even then, it was on such an humble

scale that many years passed before the danger of collapse
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disappeared. The next generation in Europe will be a gen-

eration of repairers, as the present generation is one of wreck-

ers; but meanwhile the numbing of intellectual life in Europe
will be producing untold effects in the realm of science, of

letters, and of arts. That Catholic scientific studies will suf-

fer considerably both now and during the period of reconstruc-

tion is self-evident.

An important problem presents itself to Catholic educators

in this complete stoppage of German Catholic scientific activ-

ity. For, if you enter any studious priest's library or even the

budding library of a seminarian, and scan the names of the

authors he is consulting day by day in Philosophy, Theologry,

Holy Scripture, and Church History, you will find that most, if

not all, the names of the authors are German. There are Hurter

and Einig; Noldin and Lehmkuhl; Kortleitner, Stockl, Gihr,

and Cathrein ; Alzog, Hergenroether, Janssen, Pcistor, Knop-
fler, and perhaps a shunned copy of Funk. German Catholic

scholarship, refreshed and purified by the swift rain which
followed the Modernistic storm of the last ten years, was ready

to burst forth into flower and to meet the demand of all who
were seeking a more thorough garnering in the garden of

ecclesiastical sciences. It was to German Catholics and to

their Volksverein and Borromaeusverein that we were instinc-

tively looking for the solution of many of our social problems

in the United States. It was to their mild and prudent usage

of the political power their numbers created that we hoped to

find re-agents for those civil and social questions which prom-
ise to test the harmony of Church and State in this country.

By their mistakes and by their successes, we hoped to avoid

the pitfalls which await every pioneer in the readjustment of

Catholic claims to modern conditions. All this social and in-

tellectual activity is blinded and deafened by the present in-

ternational crisis, and it will be years before the wheels of

progress in Catholic Germany are moving again as smoothly

and as surely as in the days of old. It is a serious problem,'

for if you take out from our ecclesiastical libraries of to-day

the volumes written by German Catholic scholars, there re-

mains practically nothing we can present to non-Catholics as

equivalent in depth or in scientific value.
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All Catholic science will suffer; but if we focus our vision

upon a more limited point in the horizon of future Church
studies, it is again to Catholic Germany—to the Catholic

Faculties of her splendidly equipped Universities—that we
would have looked in the next generation for the best accom-

plishments in the new Historical Method which began to assert

itself in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the method
of scientific research and of a more poised and penetrating

criticism of the past. A sufficiently praiseworthy standard

had been reached, when the present war broke out, and that

standard is best exemplified by Kirsch's edition of Hergen-

roether's Handhuch der Allgemeinen Kirchengeschichte,

which, with its classic bibliographical data, formed, up to that

time, one of the surest guides for the student and professor.

For a long time now in the United States we have been de-

pendent upon foreign works, and nowhere is this fact truer

than in historical studies. New methods must now be found

to bridge over the break which will eventually follow in the

period of reconstruction after the present war. American

Catholic scholarship, by the very nature of the truth which it

possesses, cannot remain idle during this period. A grave

responsibility rests upon Catholic scholars in a land like ours

to take up the work the Old World has been forced to abandon
—silent leges inter artna—and to carry it on and to influence

it in the direction which we all recognized was needed, if it

was to become helpful to American students. German Man-

uals of Church History are, in spite of themselves, Manuals of

German Church History. The opportunities so suddenly cre-

ated for us offer themselves unlimited. The greater number

of those whose lives will be given up in this present strife will

be the young men who would have become the scientific scholars

of this and the next generation in Europe; for it must be

remembered that young men are the life blood of the Univer-

sities, and that no great teacher or ecclesiastical historian

stands alone. It was with the young disciples he had formed

around him—not exploiting the results of their personal re-

searches, but making use of them—that the teacher of the Old

World kept the wheels of scholarship going continually faster

and steadier.
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If we take Kirsch's edition of Hergenroether as the leist

important Manual in Church History, the problem would

read as follows: who is to take advantage of, and make use

of, the immense output of activity in ecclesiastical history,

which has been published in reviews, brochures, seminar and

academic reports, since that edition was beg^n (1902) ? Who
is to gather up all the splendid results of research work accom-

plished since that time, and weld it into the Manual we need?

Few, certainly, besides ourselves have a better opportunity of

bringing the highest attainments of historical science to the

feet of Mother Church by recasting from our own vantage-

ground the whole story of her long struggle, political, social,

economical, and intellectual, to redeem the world. We can-

not estimate too highly the potentialities which have arisen in

our day in the American Catholic scientific world to emanci-

pate itself from foreign scholarship and to solve the problem

of writing, from our own particular standpoint, text-books,

manuals, and compendiums for our own students.

There are two interesting questions to answer in the prob-

lem of the composition of this much-needed work : for whom
ought the new Manual of Church History be written, and how
ought it to be written ? The first question is answered by ask-

ing another—who needs such a manual, or who, in practice,

would use such a manual? Our age is the age of the line of

least resistance in scientific things, and the opinion may be

ventured that the Catholic layman in the majority of cases

will seek his information in collections such as the Catholic

Dictionary or the Catholic Encyclopedia; for laymen usually

seek answers for apologetical questions. Our school children

and collegians, knowing scarcely anything of the scientific

apparatus of historical science, will want a mere outline of

names and dates and places, with sufficient development to

link them together in a readable form. The " philosophers
"

in many of our seminaries do not study Church History, since

that branch is looked at, and not wrongly, as a part of the

theological course. If we take it for granted then that the

New Manual of Church History ought to be written with

the purpose of serving as an aid to the young levites studying

theology in our seminaries ; that it ought to be of such a kind

that ecclesiastical history would not only appeal to them as a
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living branch of theological knowledge, but would also prove

itself indispensable to the right knowledge of dogfmatic, moral,

and ascetical theology ; and that it would serve as a guide for

a continuance of the seminary studies on the mission, then the

second question at once presents itself. And it will be in an-

swering this second question that we reach the difficult prob-

lem of the method to be followed in the construction of such a

Manual.

It must above all be practical. It must be condensed, if

possible, into one volume. It must give the student a clear,

complete, and succinct view of the whole history of the Church

during the twenty centuries of her existence. To do this

there are three distinct ways, or a combination of the three.

The first is the chronological method, which separates Church

History into three arbitrary, though logical, sections, known
as Christian Antiquity, the Middle Ages, and Modern Times.

Each of these sections is subdivided into periods of more or

less length, again upon an arbitrary plan. Apart from the

fact that Church historians do not agree upon the terminus a

quo and the terminus ad quern of these periods, such a divi-

sion, based on the sequence of events in time, has more disad-

vantages than advantages. The chief of these is the faulty

pedagogical effect this division has on the student's mind in

formulating the conclusion that history is divisible into three

distinct periods. Any teacher of history knows the fallacy of

this mental attitude and the difficulties it creates in the minds

of his pupils. The best advantage of the chronological division

is that it may help the student to recognize cause and effect

more clearly ; but even this is not always a certainty, since he

has continually to be en voyage from one country to another.

Bihlmeyer's sixth edition of Funk's Lehrhuch der Kirchen-

geschichte, the last of the smaller German Manuals, may be

taken as the editio typica of this method. After a short In-

troduction on the meaning, scope, sources and materials of

Church History he divides the work into three epochs

:
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Chapter I

Chapter II

:

Chapter III:

Chapter IV;

Chapter V

:

SECOND PERIOD;

Chapter

First Epoch : Christian Antiquity.

FIRST period: From the Institution of the Church to the Edict of

Milan (313).

Founding of the Church, her development, and

the Persecutions.

The Constitution of the Church.

Worship, Discipline, and Morals.

Heresies and Schisms.

Ecclesiastical Sciences and Literature.

From the Edict of Milan to the TruUan S5mod

(313-692).

I : Spread of Christianity and the Conflict with

Islamism.

Chapter 1 1 : Doctrinal Development, Theological Contro-

versies, Heresies and Schisms.

Chapter III: The Constitution of the Church.

Chapter IV : Worship, Discipline and Morals.

Chapter V: Ecclesiastical Sciences and Literature.

Second Epoch : The Middle Ages.

first PERIOD: From the End of the Seventh Century to Alexan-

der II (692-1073).

Progress and Vicissitudes of Christianity.

The Papacy and the Empire.

Heresies and Controversies.

The Constitution of the Church.

Worship, Discipline and Morals.

Ecclesiastical Sciences and Literature.

From Gregory VII to Celestine V (1073-1294).

The Papacy and the Empire.

The Spread of Christianity and the Conflict with

Islamism.

Heresies and Sects.

Constitution of the Church.

Worship, Morals, and Christian Art.

Ecclesiastical Sciences and Literature.

From Boniface VIII to the End of the Middle Ages

(1294-1517).

The Papacy.

Heretical Movements and the Church's Attitude

toward the Jews.

Chapter I

Chapter II

Chapter III

Chapter IV
Chapter V
Chapter VI

SECOND period : I

Chapter I

Chapter II

Chapter III

Chapter IV
Chapter V
Chapter VI

THIRD PERIOD : Fi

Chapter I

Chapter II
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Chapter III: Church Organization.

Chapter IV: Ecclesiastical Learning.

Chapter V: Religious and Moral Life, Christian Art.

Third Epoch : Modern Times.

FIRST period: From Luther to the French Revolution (1517-1789).

Chapter I : Religious Innovation in Germany and Switzer-

land.

Chapter II : Religious Innovation in the Rest of Europe.

Chapter III: The Catholic Church.

Chapter IV : The Protestant Church.

Chapter V: The New Enlightenment—Rationalism.

second period: From the French Revolution to the Present Time
(1789-1914).

Chapter I : The Catholic Church.

Chapter II : Protestantism.

Then follow, as is customary, Chronological Tables of the

whole Christian period, with Indexes of names and places.

A single glance at this method will show the reader the dis-

proportion between the three sections of the Manual. Chris-

tian Antiquity covers three hundred and thirteen years and is

given two hundred and sixty pages. The Middle Ages, cov-

ering over twelve hundred years, have three hundred and
ninety-six. Modern Times, covering about four hundred
years, have one hundred and eighty-five pages. The Reforma-
tion, or, as Funk rightly calls it, the Religious Innovation, is

also unequally treated. It is in this period especially that we
have been handicapped here in America in our study of

Church History. The Reformation in Germany is given

thirty-five pages. The same question in England, Ireland,

and Scotland, which is of by far greater importance to us, has

but eleven pages. Moreover the repetition of the same ideas

in each period—Progress of Christianity ; Heresies and

Schisms; Church Organization; Church and State; Discipline,

Morals, and Worship; Christian Art; and Ecclesiastical Sci-

ences, would seem logically to postulate an entirely different

arrangement, wherein the elements of time, which are least

important, would be subordinate to the idea.

The second method is the geographical division, which

would separate country from country and treat the histor}' of
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the Church exclusively within national frontiers. With a uni-

versal organization, such as the Catholic Church, this method
is filled with disadvantages and with possible intellectual dan-

gers more difficult of solution than those of the first method.

It could be used with profit in the history of a country like the

United States, although even here the teacher would find dif-

ficulties in explaining the sixteenth-century history of a coun-

try which only exists in its present shape from the Gadsen
Purchase of 1853. Moreover, ecclesiastical history within na-

tional limits cannot be considered ecclesiastical, properly so-

called, for the term ecclesiastical history postulates universal-

ity. It can recognize no limits or boundary lines, since it is

the history of the spiritual side of the whole of mankind.

There remains but one other method—that of the ideologi-

cal or logical system, which would classify the whole history

of the Church into its compK)nent parts

—

External History:

namely, the spread of Christianity, its relations with the State,

and its effect on civilization; and Internal History: namely,

Church organization and constitution, conciliar history, doc-

trinal development, heresies, schisms, sects, worship, discipline

and morals, ecclesiastical sciences, arts, and literature. In or-

ganizing the plan upon which this third system should be

based, each individual teacher in theology would be able to

make valuable suggestions in case the logical method were fol-

lowed. Whatever the system be, it should be practical as well

as artistic. All lovers of Church History know that beautiful

eleventh book of the De Locis Theologicis of Melchior Cano,

where, after telling us in his own admirably filial way of the

death of his father, which occurred as he was finishing the

tenth book, he goes on to speak of the utility of History for

the theologian. " Certe quantum historiae cognitione Theo-

logus indigeat, vel illi abunde mag^o argumento sunt, qui ejus

ignoratione sunt in varios errores lapsi. . . . Quam late igitur

historiae utilitas fusa sit, apparet : siquidem quacumque Theo-

logi ingredimur sive concionando sive disputando, seu sacras

literas exponendo, in aliquam historiam vestigium ponimus.

. . . Historia quippe, ut Cicero verissime dixit, cum magistra

vitae est, turn lux etiam veritatis." If a Manual, therefore,

could be written in such a way that the young theologian would

realize both the unrivaled utility of Church History in
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Strengthening his grasp upon his theological studies, whether
dogmatic, moral, canonical, liturgical, or ascetical, and the

indispensable value historical studies have in every cispect of

his training, especially in those most important years just before

his ordination, there are few students in a country like ours,

where the practical appeals equally with the ideal, who would
not find their zeal reawakened for that one study which as

priests of God they ought to love most: the study of the life

and trials of the Mother Church in whose service they are

consecrated. What beginner has not been helped by that one

single outline in Tanquerey, where he parallels the dogmatic

tracts with the Creed? Let us suppose that the new Manual
of Church History be written on similar lines. Instead of fol-

lowing the chronological story of the Church's life, let the

Manual be what it was originally intended to be—a help

toward a clearer and more profound knowledge of theology.

Let it be written in such a way that it would follow the tracts of

theology, and by combining all the dogmatic, moral, liturgical

and canonical history of each tract, present the student with a

complete story of the growth and development of these funda-

mental theological ideas.

In an Introductory chapter the student would be put en

rapport with the eminent value Church History possesses for

his complete theological training. He would be shown how
great a part history has played in the development of doctrine

;

and the historical aspect of the writingfs of the Fathers and

Doctors of the Church would at last be made clear. State-

ments from their works would assume a living reality to him

and would prove the doctrines in whose favor they are quoted,

because then the student would realize that it was precisely

in the vindication of such doctrines that these statements were

made; whereas, with our present theological method, these

patristic excerpts, followed by abbreviated references which

may be for the most part cryptic enigmas to the student, seem

forced and unreal. Several initial chapters would then deal

with the external history of the Church, and would explain

the one thing ecclesiastical history ought to accomplish—the

vital catholicity of the Catholic Church in its dependence upon

the central See of Rome. A subsequent chapter would be a

running chronological commentary upon that most difficult of
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all problems in the life of the Church—the rendering to

Caesar the things that are Caesar's and to God the things that

are God's, and would give the student a complete, though

brief, view of the philosophy underlying the mutual relations

of Church and State. Then, in a series of chapters, the theo-

logical tracts would be taken up one by one in logical order

and dealt with historically, in such a way that the student

would see the whole meaning of the tract, whether dogmati-

cally, morally, canonically, or liturgically. Take for example

the tract on the Blessed Eucharist. The chapter on the Eu-
charist in the new Manual would begin at the Last Supper.

There, in the presence of the Master and the Apostles, the stu-

dent would recogfnize the first historical act in the history of

the Eucharist in the Church. In a few well chosen para-

graphs, he would see all the prophetical teaching of the Old
Testament, with its historical setting, and all the intimations

of our Blessed Lord, which culminate in that First Mass.

Year after year would pass before his eyes, and together with

the liturgical and doctrinal development of both the Sacrament

and the Sacrifice of the Eucharist, he would witness the con-

troversies, the heresies, and the schisms which sprang up from

the time of the Docetae down to the last echo of Protestant

disbelief. The writings of the Fathers and Doctors of the

Church, the growth of. Christiem art and archeology, the

numerous disciplinary and canonical decrees and the action of

the particular and ecumenical councils, the growth of Euchar-

istic literature and Eucharistic devotional practices, would be

easily grasped by his mind. The sequence of cause and effect

would be clearer, and the tract De Eucharistia would be known
in all the different aspects into which theology has been di-

vided—dogmatic, moral, ascetical, liturgical, and canonical.

It would not be a history of the dogma of the Eucharist, be-

cause the dogmatic aspect would be only one of the sides

treated. In this way the Manual of Church History would be

a real handmaid to Theology and would be employed side by
side with the other text-books used by the students. All the

tracts from De Fide down to De Deo Remuneratore would re-

ceive the same treatment; and instead of a possibly dull, list-

less attitude on the part of our students, there would be

strengthened the one thing our seminaries always have as their
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supreme ideal—love for the study of God and of God's Holy-

Church.

Charles Reade gives a series of maps in one of his novels to

illustrate the point of view of the average English squire of

his day. His own county is depicted in a large, clear map,
with the smallest localities noted. A second map, showing
England as a whole, is about half as large, and a third map,
drawn very small, displaying the rest of the world, covers a

space about the size of one's thumb-nail. There are some
who say that Ecclesiastical History in our seminaries has

been in the thumb-nail stage a long while now, with

the result that theological studies have become crippled

on account of their unequal development. The work of

our students will be valuable and lasting only in pro-

portion as they enter into the life and character of the age

they are studying, and by understanding the persons with

whom they are acquainting themselves in the light of their

own standards and ideals. It is no exaggeration to say that

Ecclesiastical History has not been well used. It has been

taught more as a task, as if to children. It has been under-

valued in its true character and worth for rounding out a

proper theological knowledge, and what wonder then, as

Bishop Stubbs would say, what wonder that there are few of

our priests who love it for its own seike, when there are so few

who know it as it is ?

Peter Guilday, Ph.D.

Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.

BROWNSON AND NEWMAN.

AMERICAN readers of Ward's Life of Newman will prob-

ably recall certain references it contains to the opposi-

tion encountered in this country by the Essay on the Develop-

ment of Christian Doctrine when that work first appeared.

One of these (vol. II, pp. 269-270), taken from a letter of

1 87 1, runs Jis follows: " My Essay on Development was as-

sailed by Dr. Brownson [who], I believe, thought me a pan-

theist." The tone of this and other passages would suggest

that Newman did not attach any great importance to the

trans-Atlantic attitude; and consequently one would hardly
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obtain from Mr. Ward's biography alone a proportionate idea

of that controversy which occupied so much of Brownson's

attention during 1846 and the years immediately following.

Anyone familiar with the American philosopher's writings

will have no difficulty in recalling it, and it is to be hoped that

of those to whom he is not well known some will be led, by
their interest in all that relates to Newman, to seek it out.

But possibly not all readers are so conscientious, and it may
happen that even their connexion with the great Cardinal

will not suffice to rescue these pages from the oblivion that

envelopes so much of by-gone theological discussion.

It would therefore be far from useless to resurrect the for-

gotten articles, at least to the extent of quoting from them

such passages as would serve to give an idea of their general

drift, but that is the work of the theologian. The purpose of

the present writer is not exactly to direct attention to the

articles themselves, but rather to go behind them and see how
it came to pass that on this point Brownson, a man of unusual

ability, a convert and an admirer of Newman, found himself

so opposed to the latter that he may be said never to have

come within measurable distance of an agreement. Diver-

gences of this nature do not spring up all at once; they are

conflicts, not of opinions but of personalities, evidencing deep-

rooted differences in temperament and training, and one must

go back over long years to find their true starting-point. This

is the task we are proposing to ourselves here. What we are

asking is, not whether Brownson was right or wrong in his

adverse criticism of Newman's work, but how he came to be

adverse at all, what there was in his cast of mind and his inner

experience which so disposed him that when Newman revealed

to the world the steps of that process by which he was led into

the Church, the book awoke in Brownson's soul no sympathetic

echo, so that, much as he admired Newman and heartily as he

rejoiced at his conversion, he had only censure—and that not

always of the gentlest—to pass on the reasons that had led

him to make the great decision.

To answer this we must premise three things :

—

(i) While the Catholic faith is objectively true, irrespective

of personal views, opinions or theories, the same for all men,

nevertheless the reasons that lead to its acceptance vary with
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the individual. The influences which determine a man, the
" motiva credibilitatis ", as they are czdled in theolog^y, are

largely personal, depending on the character of the man him-
self, and what attracts one person to the Church may have no
power over another. This is elementary, and we need not

dwell on it further, but the next two points are not so gen-

erally recalled.

(2) In the case of a convert of superior mental powers, in

whose conversion intellect has (under the guidance of Grace)

played an important part, the " motive of faith " will often

prove to have been comparatively simple and well-defined,

and in such cases the process of conversion resolves itself on

after-analysis into a search, not after Truth in itself or gen-

erally, but after some particular phase or aspect of it. While
persons of average attainments may enter the Church for

reasons that can be denominated " general ", we feel it is true

that the higher one goes in the intellectual scale the more fre-

quently does one notice that conversions come about as the

final answer to some sharply outlined need in the spiritual life

of the convert which can be satisfied only in the Catholic

Church. Until the inquirer can be brought to see this, no
other inducement can move him ; when he does see it, no diffi-

culty can deter. Thus W. G. Ward came into the Church

because he perceived that there alone was realized his ideal of

spiritual perfection ; Manning because she alone claimed and
exercised the authority which he rightly conceived to be essen-

tial to the religion founded by Christ; and Newman was led

by his conviction that Catholicity was a note of the true Church

and that Rome had it and Anglicanism had not. And his

Essay on Development is simply the tracing of the process

whereby he came to see that possession of the primitive Cath-

olic Faith is not inconsistent with growth. Others have been

led by a firm belief in the sacramentsd system or by the con-

viction of the need of a religious basis for social reform. As
long as men like these think they can get what they require

in their own communion they stay there; as soon as they per-

ceive they are mistaken they make ready to go where they can

get it. It were futile to try to persuade a seeker of this type

to accept the Church's teaching because it solves someone else's

difficulties or answers questions he never thought of asking.
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His difficulty, his question, is his own ; and until his mind is

set at rest on that score he would be guilty of bad faith were

he to accept Catholic doctrine for any other reason whatever.

And it is the glory of the Church, and one on which apologists

are wont rightly to insist, that she can satisfy all these divers

cravings, can make her appeal to each individual no matter

what be his special and peculiar yearning, and can thus prove

herself the Church, not merely of mankind in the aggregate,

but of each separate member in particular of that human race

for which Christ died; that, just as St. Paul says, not only "He
loved us and delivered Himself for us ", but also " He loved

me and delivered Himself for me", so she can claim the divine

power of ministering personally to each of her children in their

several wants and woes.

Of course it does not follow that in every such case the ob-

ject of the search is explicitly recognized from the outset. A
journey ending in the Catholic Church may begin in a vague

unrest; but when after entering the Church the seeker looks

back over the dreary waste he has traveled, he can as a rule

discern what was the need that urged him on, not necessarily

least potent when only dimly realized.

(3) Lastly, the influences determining conversions of this

character are often permanent. We must not fancy that they

become inoperative the moment the change is made. Rather,

the stronger they were before conversion the more likely they

are to continue after. As no two men pursue exactly the same
path to the Church, so they cannot be expected to maintain

toward it exactly similar attitudes after they have entered.

Having arrived at Truth from different angles they will con-

tinue to view it differently; and while they must concur in

unitatem fidei wherever the Faith objectively considered is in

question, there are wide limits to possible divergence on mat-

ters of opinion or points of practical policy. In fact, the more
deep-rooted and more clearly defined were their respective

motives, the greater difficulty will they experience in adopting

each other's point of view in a discussion turning on that aspect

of the Catholic Faith which was to one or the other its prin-

cipal attraction. This is only .saying that sincerity begets en-

thusiasm, and enthusiasm implies a certain degree of narrow-

mindedness. Tolerance, breadth of view, largeness of vision
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—these may be the strength of an individual but are elements

of weakness in the champion of a " cause ", and are in conse-

quence qualities which controversy does not as a rule tend to

bring out.

Now, to those acquainted with Brownson's methods it will

not seem too much to call him an enthusiast, with his share

of the enthusiast's slowness to appreciate an attitude of mind
not the same as his own. This was by no means due to de-

fective scholarship: there are probably few laymen to-day so

well read in the post-Tridentine theologians as he was. It

sprang rather from a firmness and reality of conviction, a per-

sistent and persevering devotion to what he rightly con-

ceived of as a necessary property of revealed truth, a form of
" narrowness " which had led him to Catholicity. There is no

especial difficulty in tracing the course of his journey, since he

has himself told us the story. In 1857 he issued, under the

title of The Convert, an account of the various stages of belief

and no-belief through which he passed from his earliest days

to the moment when he knelt before Bishop Fitzpatrick, the

then Coadjutor of Boston, to be formally received into the

Church. For clear straightforwardness it is not unworthy of

a place beside the Apologia itself, which it preceded by seven

years. But in other respects the two works might at first

sight appear to be very dissimilar. In Newman's case we have

an orderly systematic appropinquation to Catholicity, whereas

Brownson's career before entering the Church was one of

" ups and downs ". Beginning with nothing more than a

simple moral code he passed successively through Presbyter-

ianism, Universalism, and Liberalism. When these failed him

he practically gave up the search and confined himself to

working as a philanthropist for the material betterment of his

fellow-men, and then, when he thought he had got as far

away from dogmatic Christianity as possible, it began to loom

up before him as his logical terminus, this time under the

form of Roman Catholicism. Quite different, apparently, from

the story of the Apologia, yet after all not so different in es-

sence, for the two histories have one feature in common, viz.

the persisting influence of a dominant motive. What Brown-

son would seem ever to have had in view was an objective

body of truth not growing out of human speculation but deliv-
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ered once for all by a competent and recognizable Authority

and, once so delivered, remaining unaffected by opinion. His

ideal was the " semper eadem ", and his very restlessness and

constant shifting were but the inquietude of a troubled spirit

that wanders through dry places seeking rest. And perhaps

not the least remarkable feature of this wandering is that at

one time he seems to have held something like a theory of doc-

trinal development and to have abandoned it because he

thought it incompatible with the finality and completeness

which he associated with the very idea of a supernatural reve-

lation. This could not have left him any the better disposed

to give it a perfectly unbiased hearing when he encountered it

again.

A few quotations from The Convert may serve in illustration

of what has been said about his state of mind before his

Catholic days. They cannot be called evidences ; for that we
should have to quote far more than there is room for here.

In Chapter I he tells of a visit he paid as a boy to an old

lady in the neighborhood for whom he had great esteem, and

how he was impressed by her words. " ' My poor boy ', she

said, ' go not with the Methodists or any of the sects. They
are new lights and not to be trusted. . . . When you join any

body calling itself Christian, find out and join one that began

with Christ and His Apostles, and has continued to subsist the

same without change of doctrine or worship down to our own
times.' I was some twelve years old at the time, but the words

made a great impression on my mind. They struck me as rea-

sonable and just; and I think they prevented me from ever

being a genuine hearty Protestant, or a thorough-going radi-

cal even."

Later in this chapter he says :
" I felt that my own reason

was insufficient to guide me; and the more I attempted by it

alone to arrive at truth, the further I went astray, and the more
uncertain and perplexed I became ". And of his joining the

Presbyterians he says :
" What [the Presbyterian Church] be-

lieved was of little consequence, since I had resolved to abne-

gate my own reason, and take the church for my guide ".

And then in Chapter V: " I sought the truth in order to

know what I ought to do, and as the means of realizing some
moral or practical end. I wanted it that I might use it."
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And in Chapter XVIII :
" Modern philosophy is mainly a

method, and developes a method of reasoning instead of pre-

senting principles to intellectual contemplation. It takes up
the question of method before that of principles, instead of

leaving the principles to determine the method ".

Of course a few extracts like these do not constitute a proof

;

they do, however, indicate the impression left on the mind of

a reader who has carefully perused the whole book, and they

thus serve to throw light on Brownson's state of mind when
writing the articles on Newman. The date of his conversion

is 20 October, 1844, a year almost to the day before Newman's.
Consequently when the Essay on Development reached him he

had been about sixteen months in the Church, and was grow-

ing accustomed to the change from speculation to certitude.

It can hardly be surprising that he was ill-prepared to enter

all at once into a process of thought so different from that

which had led him into the Church. And to have attempted a

premature synthesis might have resulted in disaster, as being^

too sudden and too violent an effort to harmonize one of the

most difficult of those paradoxes of Catholic teaching which to

thoughtful minds are not only not a reason for its rejection but

a positive ground of belief. Brownson had become a Catholic

because the Catholic Creed was fixed; he found himself con-

fronted with one who, it seemed to him, had become a Catholic

because the body of Catholic dogma was instinct with life.

Brownson, to whom Catholicity meant above all else the an-

tithesis of change, may well have been puzzled at a convert

who saw in Catholicity an exemplification of the dictum, " To
live is to change ; to be perfect is to have changed often ". Is

it any wonder that to a man with his experience of change

and strong sense of the need of intellectual and spiritual rest

such a doctrine was not attractive?

It might have been better had he refrained for a time at

least from expressing his view of the Essay. Such a work

does not stand by itself but is intelligible only after a careful

study of the author's point of view; and in many cases, cer-

tainly in Newman's, that means a study of his life. As it was,

Brownson came forward with an honest courage, and in his

attack displayed genuine theological erudition wedded to argu-

mentative ability of the first order. For these qualities alone
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it would be a great pity to let the articles be forgotten. They
are not merely a bit of worn-out controversy but have a per-

manent value, and are entitled to a larger share of attention

than they seem to be getting. But in reading them we must
keep ever in mind the principle of interpretation touched on
above, i. e. we must realize that we are dealing with a radical

divergence in training and in apprehension, emphasized by
great dissimilarity of character. The two men were as unlike

each other cis two intellectual and sincere Catholics very well

can be. The forces at play were really less logical than psy-

chological. The student owes it to himself as much as to

Brownson to remember this; if he does not, but is content to

view Brownson's attitude separately as an unrelated incident,

still more if he pronounces on it from casual references, he is

doing an injustice to one who, with defects that his admirers

are quite willing to admit, was devoted to Catholic Truth and
wrought valiantly for it whenever he felt called upon to be its

champion.

Edwin Rvan.

St. Joseph's Seminary, Dunwoodie, N. Y.

THE SUNDAY OOLLEOTS.

U. Stmctore : Analysis : Content.

IN reviewing the history of the Sunday collects,^ we have

observed gradual growth and expansion from a brilliant

Paschal nucleus to a constellation that spangles the year. It

is now time to examine each separate star as it glitters. Its

internal structure, its composite elements are largely the secret

of its brightness.

In every perfectly formed collect there are five members,
the two extremes being God and the subjects praying. The
subjects are now at a hopeful, now at a perilous distance.

Their supplications tend always toward approach or union.

Between these two opposite members are three others : first, the

starting-point of the petition, the term a quo, depicting a con-

scious condition of inferiority or humiliation from which the

^ Sec August number, 1914, pp. 175-190.
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subject must be raised; secondly, an intermediate stage, or

means, by which the transition is to be effected; thirdly, the

ulterior blessing desired, which may be technically described

as the term ad quern. The setting and perspective of the parts

is purely supernatural ; the postulates are of faith ; the means
and aims are those of hope and charity. The theological vir-

tues mark the beginning, progress, and end of every collect.

There are many prayers of less perfect structure, some being

defective and others redundant from the point of view of the

given analysis. Occasionally the term a quo is omitted; less

rarely, the means ; but never, the term ad quern. The means
and the term ad quern are usually closely related. The former

may take on the appearance of an end in itself ; but it is always

subordinate to the latter. The term ad quern is the chief ob-

ject of the petition, representing the more important and un-

conditioned aim. It frequently absorbs an exceptional share

of the formula as if indicating a greater proportion of con-

sideration as its due. Its relative bearing on the other mem-
bers entitles it to be uppermost in the intention.

Underlying this phenomenon is an implied state of mind
and heart which lends itself to reenforcing allied members.

At times the term a quo is accentuated as if to show by con-

trast the abyss that must be spanned before the suppliant can

be gratified. More often it is the means, or bridge between

the terms, that is strengfthened, this being always nearer of

attainment and an appreciable pledge of final favor. Still

again, an attribute of God or some marvel of His inscrutable

providence is pondered with a view to awakening confidence,

inspiring hope and security of spirit. Lastly, present festivity

may obliterate the remembrance of enduring ills, and thrust

the subject unconsciously across the border into realms of light

where in fervid anticipation he awaits only the perfection of a

glory already begun.

When two or more members are amplified, the effect is akin

to inflation. The prayer then loses in simplicity and elegance

;

the thoughts are too crowded ; the spirit, too divided for con-

centration. Let the remark be understood with reverence. It

does not apply to anything beyond the human composition,

and it is made out of a spirit of fairness for certain groups of

simpler prayers that seem to pierce heaven like slender arrows

and fly straight to the heart of God.
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A threefold example will make this analysis clear. Low
Sunday furnishes a specimen of a well-balanced collect,

a. " Grant, we beseech Thee,"

—

first extreme, the subjects;

b. " Almighty God "

—

higher extreme with attribute;

c. " that we who have performed the paschal solemnities
"

—term a quo
;

d. " may, by Thy grace "

—

means;

e. " preserve them in our life and conduct "

—

term ad quern.

This lettering, a to e, will be used to signify the correspond-

ing parts of other prayers.

The Sundays after Pentecost smack of turgidity. The sixth

is one chosen at random

:

O God of hosts, to whom belongeth all that is best (b), implant

in our breasts (a) the love of Thy name (d) and make us grow in

fervor (d) ; foster in us that which is good (e), and in Thy loving

kindness (d), of that which Thou fosterest, be Thyself the safe-

guard (e).

One of the simplest and most practical collects of the year

is at the same time most pathetic. It is read on the second

Sunday of Lent.

O God who beholdest (b) us destitute of every virtue (a), preserve

us both inwardly and outwardly (d), that we may be defended from

all adversities in body, and purified from all evil thoughts in mind (e)

.

If the various members of successive collects be compared,

certain salient features will appear as belonging to liturgical

etiquette by prescription if not flowing from its inherent

nature.

All the Sunday collects are addressed to the " Lord " or
" God ", a characteristic direction for homage peculiar to the

Lord's Day. In about one-third of the prayers the name or

title of the Godhead is without qualification ; in another third

the attribute of almightiness is prefixed, and to this is some-

times joined a reference to God's eternal being and mercy.

Thus have we " Domine ", " Deus ", " omnipotens Deus ",

" omnipotens sempiterne Deus ", " omnipotens et misericors

Deus ". The last combination occurs only twice, in the post-

Pentecostal season. The others are distributed over the year.
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A very interesting group of orations constitutes the third

remaining division. It falls chiefly in the Paschal season and
after. These prayers are descriptive of God's goodness, be-

nign providence, and unbounded liberality. There are in-

stances in which the embellishment is appended to the custom-

ary attributes, but in most cases it is substituted for them.

Illustrations may be borrowed as follows

:

Tenth Sunday after Pentecost: " O God who, more than in

all things else, showest forth Thine almighty power by spar-

ing and by having mercy. . .
."

Third Sunday after Easter :
" O God who upon them that

go astray dost shed the light of Thy truth, leading them back

into the paths of righteousness. . .
."

Eleventh Sunday after Pentecost: " Almighty and everlast-

ing God, who out of the abundance of Thy loving kindness, in

answering the prayer of him who calleth upon Thee, art wont

to go beyond the deserts and the hopes of the suppliant. . .
."

etc.

Two peculiar forms are reducible to this class. They are

introduced with " Deus qui scis ", " Deus qui conspicis ", and
appeal to God's compassion as likely to be moved at the mere
sight of human misery. Witness the fourth Sunday after

Epiphany, Sexagesima, and the second Sunday of Quadra-

gesima :

O God who knowest that through hmnan frailty, in the midst of

so many dangers, we cannot stand ...
O God, who seest that we confide in no action of our own ....
O God, who heholdest us destitute of every virtue. . . .

The attitude is that of lowly suppliants. It is an attitude

that never fails. Even where there is no such plaintive con-

nexion expressed between God and those praying, the senti-

ment remains the same. The petitioners figure always as base

and worthless in themselves; and if they presume to look

heavenward for help or condescension, it is only because, be-

fore they knew it and in spite of themselves, they discovered

they were God's property. Hence the accusatives and datives

:

" nos humiles ", " nos supplices ", yet " populo tuo ", " famu-

lis tuis ", " familiam tuam ", and therefore " fidelibus tuis ".

Three times after Pentecost the personal element is immersed
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in the corporate consciousness of the Church, but here too is

the modest reminder that " without Thee, O Lord, mortal hu-

manity sinks to its ruin" (14th Sunday), "without Thee,

(the Church) cannot continue safe" (15th Sunday).

Consistently with this all but compulsory spiritual abase-

ment resulting from a keen appreciation of human conditions

as they are, the imperatives signifying the requests are usually

softened. " Give ", " grant ", " hear ", " do ", " bestow ", are

only in exceptional cases used alone.

There is a sublime severance of any relationship with God
that would imply strict right, sufficient merit, or even personal

privilege on the part of the faithful. It is God's infinite good-

ness and omnipotence, His antecedent and gratuitous election

and adoption, that have " raised up the poor from the dung-

hill ", and if they are yet to be enthroned in a higher sphere

where they shall rank as " princes of God's people ", it will be

owing to God's own added clemency and commiseration. All

this lies in the background of the received usage :
" rogamus ",

" praesta quaesumus ", " da quaesumus ", " concede propi-

tius ", " propitius respice ", " clementer exaudi ", or " exclude

propitiatus ". This spirit derives new emphasis from phrases

sketching the source whence all blessing proceeds, which

source or fountain-head centres in the Divinity, not in the

creature :
" tua benignitate ", " consolatione tuae gratiae ",

" te gubernante ", " te servante ", " te inspirante ", " te largi-

ente ", etc.

After such reverential homage, the petitions are necessarily

of the worthiest. In vain should we look for the slightest

tinge of false mysticism or sentimentality. The hallowed dis-

tinction of purgative, illuminative, and unitive categories

might be suggested to one who would attempt to classify the

prayers, especially if he were actuated by deep regard for

medieval ascetics and sainted heroes of the cross, yet the divi-

sion would list alarmingly to the purgative, and the unitive

would be fairly ruled out.

A more feasible index to the contents of the collects is found

in the petitions of the Lord's Prayer, the striking appropriate-

ness of the comparison lying in this, that the latter prayer was
confided to us as a model on which all others should be framed,

whereas the collects are typical and refined effusions of most
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obedient and submissive framers. Each collect accordingly

amplifies one or other member of the Our Father; and if even

in the Sunday series there is a preponderance of reflections on

the purgative way, it ought to be no more surprising than is

the progressive climax of the heaven-made formula: " lead us

not into temptation, but deliver us from evil ".

The Sunday collects are an extended commentary on the

Pater noster. Not one of them contains the address, "Father",

yet they are all permeated with the idea of God's fatherhood,

to which a summary allusion is made in the accustomed end-

ing: " per Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum Filium tuum ".

" Omnipotens, sempiterne Deus," which to Hebrew ears might

well have sounded like " omnipotens tremende Deus ", means
something much more familiar and dearer to us. God's pres-

ence in heaven, or at least His absence from earth, after a

manner that does not hinder our approach to Him, is at the

bottom of every entreaty. These features are in common.
They go with every season.

In most cases the petitions are not final. Scarcely one-ninth

of them hints at eternal life. The others stop at temporzd

favors, which, however, are exclusively spiritual. This at first

sight obtruncated sort of appeal should be understood as a

practical consequence of the doctrine that eternal life is the

reward of personal merit ex condigno, and that the favors,

once accorded, will place the recipient in a position to reap

that merit. It next follows that the totality of demands made
upon God's loving kindness in the course of the year would
amount to a rather comprehensive view of virile spirituality,

that is, of sterling spiritual manhood, such as we might expect

to find it on this side of the grave. It would represent the net

products of well-regulated efficacious prayer in individuals

or groups. It would describe the interior of the man of God.

From this standpoint one may perceive all through the Sun-

day series a binding up of wounds and an internal strengthen-

ing of tissue and fibre, a negative and a positive process. As
in the Pater noster there is a fair balance between three sub-

stantially negative petitions and four positive, so in the col-

lects the ratio between the two barely escapes equality. After

all, the two forces, centrifugal and centripetal, have to be

matched for perfect movement, and spiritual life is movement,

not inaction. •
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A graduated arrangement of the blessings sought is sug-

gestive of spiritual progress. It shows the rungs of Jacob's

ladder with its top reaching to heaven while it yet stands on

earth. But the observer should remember that all the rungs

are in constant use. The angels supported on them are " as-

cending and descending ", without at any time vanishing into

heaven or stepping off on to earth. The ladder is a super-

natural contrivance suited only to those who are " in via ",

and not " in termino "; and if, at top or bottom, any rung of

it is broken by criminal, quietist, or hypocrite, the ascent

grows immediately insecure.

The first lesson taught by the intermingling of positive and

negative petitions is that none whose pulse beats in unisoa

with the Church can consider himself above asking for the

lowest, or below striving and praying for the highest, grace.

It is the whole ladder that reaches heaven, not a fragment or

any of its parts. The second lesson is that the deeply spiritual

man, with appetite sharpened for the things of God, will be

disposed interiorly to make these several petitions habitually

his own. He will be the " man of prayer ", the man who feels

his needs, the man who asks, begfs, seeks, knocks—the man who
obtains.

The principle, " ignoti nulla cupido ", leaves many a soul

in want. For this reason the mere enumeration of suitable

petitions, even though it fall short in inspiration and impart

only a bare-bone knowledge of what the Church implores, will

be productive of salutary effects in the serious-minded and the

thoughtful.

These, then, are the things for which we pray in the Sun-

day collects : the hallowing of God's name and the coming of

His kingdom by the performance of His will on earth; our

daily sustenance and deliverance from evil through the for-

giveness of past trespasses and security in time of temptation.

The negative part comes last, but in execution it is the begin-

ning of every forward step. It consists in the removal of ob-

stacles, the removens-prohibens stage, and paves the way for

the erection of a noble edifice, for the inauguration of " a

kingdom of godliness ", into which sinners, individually re-

claimed and sanctified, will be incorporated.
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" Pater noster, qui es in coelis."—According to a psychic

law, " ultimum in executione, primum in intentione ". The
resulting maxim is :

" ab initio respice finem ". The end is

God. In the Pater noster and" in every collect the initial ad-

dress becomes accordingly something more pregnant than a

formula of spiritual etiquette. It is a beacon on the pinnacle

of creation summoning into action our highest faculties, our

highest knowledge. The efficacy of the prayer that follows,

inasmuch as it proceeds ex opere operantis, will depend largely

on one's ability to rise to this plane before making any re-

quest. The flight is not an imaginary one—unless faith is

imaginary. Without light we cannot pray, but the light we
need is that of which the psalmist sings :

" In lumine tuo vide-

bimus lumen ".^ He who is content with dimmer light will

soon cease to pray except when obliged to do so. Even then

he will see in the duty of praying, at least as he understands

it, little more than a task imposed by positive law or arbitrary

injunction.

" Sanctificetur nomen tuum."—Having soared up to God
we must forget ourselves for the moment. Rather we must

look at ourselves from a higher angle. We must be more in-

tent on the promotion of God's honor and glory than on the

satisfying of our own needs. This will be a sign that our

prayer is actuated by charity, the virtue that places God's in-

terests before all others. Yet our personal requests need not

be distinguished either in theory or in practice from the hal-

lowing of God's name. They may rather be immersed therein.

" All whatsoever you do in word or in work, all things do ye

in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ." * Even the most indif-

ferent acts may be sanctified. " Therefore, whether you eat or

drink, or whatsoever else you do, do all to the glory of God." *

This sentiment is expressed in the petition for the Sunday
after Christmas : that we may " merit to abound in good works

done in the name of Thy beloved Son, our Lord Jesus Christ ".

God himself must disp>ose us for this high consecration of our

deeds, so we beseech Him on the sixth Sunday after Pente-

cost " to implant in our hearts the love of His Holy Name ",

2 Psalm 35: 10. •Col. 3: 17.

• I Cor. 10:31.
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and on Septuagesima Sunday we " trust in His mercy for de-

liverance, to the glory of His Name ". Fear is mingled with

love and mercy on the Sunday after Corpus Christi :
" Do

Thou, O Lord, bestow upon us both an abiding fear and an

abiding love of Thy Holy Name : for those whom Thou teach-

est the depths of Thy love, Thou dost at no time fail to govern

by Thy grace ".

" Adveniat regnum tuum."—^The kingdom of God conferred

by the Ancient of days upon the Son of man," is not of this

world, yet it is in this world. It is the Church. Christ was its

founder and He might well have been praying for its estab-

lishment when He uttered this petition. If we, after so many
centuries, reiterate His words unchanged, it is not because of

doubt concerning the excellence of the foundation, but because

the Church has not yet attained the perfect meed of honor

which is its due, the meed reserved until the Son of Man will

come again.on the clouds of heaven in glory.

Hence, the prayer for the vigil of Christmas : that " we may
trustfully go forth to meet (our Lord) when He shall one day

return as our Judge " ; or again, the collects which expressly

mention the Church, or allude to it more picturesquely as

God's family or His chosen people. Here as in the preceding

petition individual advantage holds a subordinate position, as

if the cause of the subject were or should be identified with that

of the Church. " Reconciled forevermore to Thy Church, do

Thou watch over her, O Lord" (14th Pent.). " May Thine
abiding loving kindness, O Lord, cleanse and fortify Thy
Church " (15th Pent). "O God, our refuge and our strength,

who Thyself art the fountain of all piety : look down, we be-

seech Thee, on the fervent prayers of the Church" (22nd

Pent.).

" Fiat voluntas tua."—Here is the touchstone of solid piety.

It is not resignation or submission but cordial welcome that is

tendered the good pleasure of God. There may be moments
of sorrow in life, months of tribulation, years of dereliction;

but if underneath it all the soul is disposed as was Christ's in

Gethsemane and on the cross ; if, while the lips cry out :
" my

God, my God, why hast even Thou forsaken me ", the heart

' Dan. 7 : 14.
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that beats within remains true in its trial, then the heroism of

the cross grows dazzling and is martyr-like.

Intensity in the study and search for God's will in our re-

ligious, social, commercial, and domestic environment—inten-

sity in the study of self as the " temple of the Holy Ghost

"

wherein the Spirit breathes, illumines, and inflames—is the

salutary condition that gives this petition a meaning when we
pray. There is a wide difference between acting on the one

hand according to personal likes and popular ideals, praying

meanwhile that God's honor may be promoted by our flour-

ishes and success; and on the other hand, seeking first in

quietude and retirement of mind the " kingdom of God and its

justice ", and then setting ourselves with zest to the obscure

task of conforming ourselves thereto. Here is where even dis-

tinguished men of principle and burning zeal fall short unless

they have in advance thoroughly metamorphosed keen human
insight with its accompanying natural virtue and discrimina-

tion, by an admixture of vigorous supernatural faith and meek
charity. In this amelioration, clearsightedness, and discern-

ment are necessary, for " not every spirit is to be believed ".

" Dearly beloved," writes St. John, first " try the spirits if they

be of God "^ remembering that the rule of Christian righteous-

ness is exterior and superior to you in import, origin, revela-

tion, and direction. Pause, then : perhaps it is sacrifice that is

required before human enterprise, for the folly of the cross is

different from that of Don Quixote.

This whole doctrine is summed up on the thirteenth Sunday
after Pentecost :

" Almighty and everlasting God, grant unto

us an increase of faith, hope, and charity; and that we may
deserve to obtain what Thou dost promise, make us love what
Thou commandest ".

In short, the sole condition that will make us worthy of

God's promises or the promises of Christ, is the conscientious

and loving performance of the Divine Will. This makes men
of faith, men whose hearts are best read in the collects for the

eighth and ninth Sundays after Pentecost :
" Impart to us in

Thy mercy, we beseech Thee, O Lord, the grace at all times,

both to think and to do what is right in Thy sight: that we

•I Jn. 4:1.
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who but for Thee could not even have our being, may live only

to fulfil Thy holy will." " Let Thy merciful ears, O Lord, be

open to the prayers of Thy suppliants: and in order that to

those who seek Thou mayest surely give what they ask, make
them ask only for those things that are well-pleasing to Thee."

" Panem nostrum ... da nobis."—Numbers of Fathers

and Doctors may be marshaled for either of two interpreta-

tions of this petition. The bread is considered by some to be

our material, by others our spiritual, sustenance. There is no

serious objection to making it comprise both. The Holy

Eucharist is included, as a consequence. St. Cyprian very rea-

sonably construes the verse in the light of its Divine Author's

testimony of Himself: " I am the bread of life "
;
^ and simul-

taneously he explains that as at the beginning of the Lord's

Prayer we call God " our Father ", so here at the point where

we concentrate our gaze from the perspective of His kingdom
on our individual wants, we call Christ " our bread ". It is

the middle rung of Jacob's ladder.

Christ is eaten through faith. He is consumed in the Holy
Eucharist, and He imparts eternal life, which is grace. He
also extends His benign influence to unbelievers and infidels,

but in their behalf He can only perform His ordinary office

of multiplying by natural laws the loaves which support their

corporal lives.

Bread is nowhere mentioned in the Sunday collects, but the

interior strengthening by faith and grace, that is typified by
bread, is everywhere an underlying idea. Faith stimulates by
the recollection of Christ's promises " exceeding all desire of

the heart of man " (5th Pent). Grace purifies and prepares

us for action by making us " alert alike in mind and body "

(19 Pent). That this precious gift may both " forestall and
follow us " is what we beseech on the sixteenth Sunday after

Pentecost, and the sign of its efficacy will be " that it cause us

to be zealous at all times in the doing of good works ".

" Dimitte nobis debita."—Our debts toward God are mani-
fold. They are cancelled by adoration, thanksgiving, impe-
tration, and reparation. It is the cancelling by impetration

with which we are here in contact. Liturgical and patristic

»Jn. 6:51.
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commentators incline toward seeing in the parable of the un-

just servant * an illustration of the indebtedness which we here

ask to have remitted. The request that we be forgiven " as we
forgive those who trespass against us " is so formulated to re-

mind us that our " heavenly Father " will treat with condign

justice " every one who does not forgive his brother from his

heart ".

Emphasis is laid in the collects on the necessity of God for-

giving us. We are in imminent danger from sins committed

(ist Advent) ; we are handicapped (4th Advent) ; we are in-

extricably entangled in the meshes of sinful attachment (23

Pent.) ; we are bowed down under a yoke and have been re-

duced to bondage (3 Christmas). The Lord Himself will

have to " arise in His strength and come " (i Advent). It is

only by the " work of His grace " that the good to which our

sins are a sore hindrance, may in a fulness of forgiveness be

speedily vouchsafed" (4th Advent). In the third Mass for

Christmas the forgiveness and its source are united in hopeful

supplication: "Grant, we beseech Thee, almighty God, that

the new birth in the flesh of Thine only-begotten Son may set

us free, who, because of the age-long slavery of our race, are

still borne down under the yoke of sin ".

" Et ne nos inducas in tentationem."—Few are they of

scholastic training who relish the Aramaic and Hebrew usage

of associating God, even in speech, with causality and leader-

ship in the matter of temptation. Hence, it is not surprising

that the liturgical counterparts of this petition show signs of

theological chastening :
" O Lord God," we are taught to pray,

" be Thou our sure defence " (ist Advent) ;
" our refuge and

our strength" (22 Pent.); "keep watch over the Church"
which Thou hast commissioned to guide us (14 Pent.) ;

" look

down with compassion on our weakness" (3 Epiph.) ; "and
take upon Thyself the direction of our every act" (Sunday

after Christmas).
" Sed libera nos a malo."—Some Fathers have construed

this petition as regarding deliverance from (the) evil (one),

that is, Satan, but the consensus of opinion favors the custom-

ary rendition of deliverance from evil in general, whatever be

its kind.

«Mt. 18:23-35.
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Evil is relative, not absolute, and its relativity is measured

by its destructive action. Such action may be only transitory

and a necessary preparation for fuller growth or reproduction.

Germs, for instance, have their laws of genesis and develop-

ment ; so has man his. Man calls germs baneful only when the

laws of their perfection are perceived to be at variance with

those of man or man's desirable possessions. Absolute evil

—

there is none. Evil goes always with the finite, and in man it

is the penalty of original sin. Deliverance from evil may
therefore be understood either as being spared particular evils,

or in having them brought to a happy issue.

Two sorts of evils are distinguished in the collects: ob-

jective and subjective. Objective evils are embraced under

the names adversa, adversitates, adversantia, with the varia-

tions, pericula, noxia and contagia diabolica; subjective evils

pass as infirmitas nostra, fragilitas, and afflictio. From one

and the other we beg deliverance and protection, even though

both may be the penalty of sin. Laetare Sunday furnishes an

example :
" Grant, we beseech Thee, O almighty God, that we

who are afflicted for our deeds as we deserve, may be re-

lieved. . .
."

More specific are a few prayers deprecating ills of body and
mind, as on the second Sunday of Lent when cleansing from
evil thoughts is explicitly mentioned.

In all cases it is God's grace or, more graphically, " the right

hand of His Majesty " (3 Epiphany), that must succor us, so

weak are we and so humanly insuperable are the trials to

which we are exposed. But this feature is what makes prayer

supernatural. It is not the same as asking for miraculous in-

tervention, although that would be highly commendable if

performed in a spirit of resignation
;
yet it involves an admis-

sion begotten of faith that if the end is procured in any way
whatever, it is God who should he thanked for His kindly

providence.

To meike a more methodical arrangement of the contents of

the collects would be as difficult as to systematize the Psalter.

The petitions are scattered over all seasons. There is a pre-

ponderance, however, of certain ones at particular times which
justifies one more scrutiny.
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In the history of the collects, a chronological division into

groups was forced upon us as we traced them to their origin.

We may now investigate the similarities or dissimilarities of

the respective groups, beginning with the most ancient.

Fifth to seventh century : the Paschal and about two-thirds

of the post-Pentecostal group, with Palm Sunday and the sec-

ond Sunday of Advent. This interesting series excels in

dwelling upon the Divine attributes and their varied manifes-

tations—an unmistakable product of piety that radiates from

the contemplation of God and His holiness rather than from

sentimentality. It is worthy of note that this member of the

collects of later date is rarely amplified.

The earliest prayers are preoccupied with the mysteries of

Redemption and the Resurrection, as on Palm Sunday :
" O

almighty and everlasting God who, setting up an example of

humility for all mankind to follow, didst will that our Saviour

should take upon Him our nature, and should suffer the death

of the cross. . .
." Or Easter Sunday :

" O God, who this

day, by Thine only-begotten Son didst conquer death, open-

ing unto us the gates of everlasting life. . .
." Or two Sun-

days later :
" O God, whose only-begotten Son, by humbling

Himself, has raised up a fallen world. . .
." etc. The term

ad quern is proportionately expanded and usually has a moral

bearing.

In the post-Pentecostal group there is no allusion to a special

season; nor should we expect to find any if we consider that

at first they appeared under the general rubric " for Sundays "

without any determinate position as regards the date.

Seventh to ninth centuries : with one exception the Advent-

Epiphany series, the Septuagesima- Passion Sunday series;

Low Sunday, Ascension, and Pentecost. Christmas-Epiphany

and the last named feasts presumably antedated the peniten-

tial collects for Advent and Lent. They were thus a middle

point or pivot in the transition from the Paschal compositions.

This undoubtedly accounts for their resemblance to the latter

in according prominent mention to the mystery commemor-
ated, and encircling it with a triple halo of " light ", " joy ",

and " glory ".

The Advent theme is characteristic :
" Excita, Domine, po-

tentiam tuam " (ist) ;
" excita corda nostra " (2nd) ;

" aurem
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accomoda " (3rd) ;
" excita potentiam tuam et veni . . . suc-

curre nobis" (4th). It is a development extended through-

out the season of the idea first formulated in the prayer of the

second Sunday.

The Septuagesima-Passion Sunday collects are distinguished

for uniformly cultivating the spirit of the three final petitions

of the Lord's prayer.

Ninth century and after. Four notions are distinctive in

the post-Epiphany and remaining post-Pentecostal collects.

They are " victory ", " peace ", " defence ", and " liberty ".

Taken together these collects are the antithesis of the primitive

group. They supplicate for the protection of God's right

hand; they ask for health of mind and body; they speak of

meditating on " reasonable things "
; they are keenly sensitive

to human frailty. Even when enlarging on God's perfections,

the process is after a particular and personal manner, not in

the free, open, self-oblivious, inspiring and heavenly atmos-

phere of four centuries previously where the soothing majesty

of God sits enthroned and glory ranks second to holiness.

Thomas aK. Reilly, O.P.

Immaculate Conception College, Washington, D. C.

SOOIALISM OB FAITH.

XI.—" Fuel of the Fire."

^^'T'HE man has gone rank, raving mad, Dean; there is no

1 other explanation," said Father Huetter.
" It must be very bad," agreed the Dean, " from all I hear."

" Bad ? Why, do you know, he's actually driving that mill

up to nearly two hundred per cent of its capacity. Finnegan

and Dryden both told me that—and they are men who know.

He is driving so that the very main shaft of the mill is shak-

ing in its blocks.

" He has had a cot set up in his private office and he eats

and lives there, but he does not sleep anywhere. They say

he is out through the mill night and day, rushing here and
there, and driving, driving, driving like a demon, to get the

last ounce of power out of the machines, the last minute of

work and endurance out of the men."
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" I have not been near the mill since the night when young
Harry Loyd was killed," said the Dean, " I could not bear

the sight of it"

" No. And we cannot do the slightest good. That is the

pitiful part of it. Even the things that you have done, the

men did not always understand them or know how to take

them. And Sargent thinks that every move you have made
has been made as a direct attack upon him,"

" From my heart," the Dean returned, " I am sorry for that

man. He has the threat of death upon him and there is a

canker in his soul that eats and eats, and drives him on faster

and faster toward the end. God alone knows what the end

will be : madness or death, or the two together.

" In this room, on that night I spoke of, I reminded John
Sargent of Cain. Within an hour from that, he heard the cry

that Cain echoed to God. * Every man that should see him

would kill him '. And—for the first time in his life, I be-

lieve—he was afraid.

" From that time his heart has been able to see nothing but
' every man's hand against him '. It is not an excuse. There

is no question of excuse. But think. Father. Think of a soul

turned loose against the world, like that ! Think of a soul that

knows not God at all, and knows men only as enemies ! Think

of the best and wisest man you ever knew. Take from him his

God, Then take from him his faith and trust in all other

men. What would he do ? Can you tell to what bad and cruel

lengths he would go ?
"

" But this man is a criminal lunatic," said Father Huetter,

" The men are getting to be superstitious. Even the hardest

rushers among the piece workers, though they are being made

to earn more just now than ever before in their lives—men
who were always complaining that the machines ran too slow

—they are getting afraid of him. It is simply frightful. He
has crowded men, new and old, trained and green, into that

great blast room until it is nothing but a pit of flaming life

traps. Men are working there knee to knee and shoulder to

shoulder, under a terrible pressure of hurry, with only inches

between them and death in the gears, with only a single step

between them and most horrible death in molten iron.
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" And he has crowded new g^rls and new winders into the

twine mill so closely that the timid ones among the women
go almost mad from standing hours and hours in a single

cramped position, not daring to move. While the heedless

ones take terrible chances every minute, for the sake of a little

ease.

" It's so bad that every operating job in that mill to-day is a

criminal risk. I tell you it's a frightful thing that a man like

him—he's criminally insane, nothing short of it—should ever

have such power over men and women !

"

" It is," the Dean agreed sadly. " No doubt, it is a terrible

thing that any man should have such a measure of power over

his fellow-men. It has been said that no man is good enough

and wise enough to govern another man. And all human
records seem to bear out the statement.

" Do you remember. Father, that in all the struggles of

men for liberty they have never asked for any positive thing,

always a negative thing. When they have fought and died

for charters and constitutions and laws, they were never want-

ing to strengthen the existing power. They were always seek-

ing to curb it, to bind it, to protect themselves against it. Men
seem to have agreed always that no power, no man, no set or

succession of men, would ever be wise and good enough to

govern absolutely.

" All this regarded political power only. How much less,

then, is any man, however sane and wise, to be trusted with

the power of bread and life over men? That is the power

which John Sargent wields here. I suppose no man is fit to

have such power.
" And yet," he concluded slowly, " dependence, to some ex-

tent at least, is the lot of more than nine-tenths of all men.

Nearly every man living is in some way dependent on another

man."
" But it should not be so : it need not be so," said Father

Huetter. " There is nothing inherent in human nature that

would make it so. God never meant it to be so, for He puts

men into the world practically equal. The individual differ-

ences of heredity and environment are really trifling in the

long run. Every day we see men climb swiftly over them."
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" They do climb over them," said the Dean ;
" and it is that

one fact, I believe, that holds our American industrial system

together. Our workingmen, with the temper they have, would
not go on working as they do under our conditions if each

one did not in his heart believe that he can someway, some-
how, climb out of the place he is in. That hope is the main-
spring of American action. By it our civilization keeps run-

ning on."
" But the hope is false, and a delusion !

" cried Father

Huetter. " What chance have they ? What chance have our

men here in Milton of ever being anything but what they

are ? This country may once have been the land of individual

opportunity ; but that was a time when the unopened resources

of the land lay free to all. It was before organized capital

had spread its smothering blanket over the country to choke

the breath of individual independence. Our people do not

know it, but they are rapidly and surely being moulded into

classes where they will have to stay, as fixed as are the peasant

and working classes of Europe. Their hope of rising out of

their place is no longer a hope. It is an outworn American
tradition. Our people will one day awaken to this, and their

awakening will be a terrible one."
" True or false," said the Dean, " it will take many lessons

to make our people believe that hard work and thrift and good

sense will not get them what they want. And if they cannot

get it for themselves they will still believe that they can pro-

cure what they want for their children. And that is, after all,

the biggest thing in their hearts.

" And they are not so deluded as you might think. Every

man, like every woman, has one secret thing in his heart that

he wants above all other things. If he gets that thing, you

will not find him worrying about whether he belongs to a class

or does not. He will not care. For when he gets the one

thing on which his heart is set, he knows that he belongs to

the class of the kings of the earth—^the men who have made
their heart's dream come true.

" And they get the secret big wish of their hearts oftener

than you would think. For you can never tell what it may be.

" Do you know Dennis O'Leary? You do, of course. Now,

for thirty years Dennis has stood day in and day out down in
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the lowest wheelpit of John Sargent's mill, half to his waist

in water. In summer the water is warm. In winter it is ice

cold. So far as Dennis O'Leary knows, or cares, those are the

only changes in the Labor situation in this country.

" Twenty-five years ago," he went on, " the night young
Aloysius O'Leary was bom, Dennis O'Leary decided that he

would one day be able to walk down State street and see the

words Aloysius O'Leary, Attorney at Law, on an office sig^n.

For all those years, until last summer, he looked down into

the water as it boiled away from the tail of the wheel and saw

nothing but those words. Every freezing that he got in the

water, every twinge of the rheumatism that has crimped his

legs and bent his spine, went into the making of that sig^ that

you know is up now on State street.

" Now he walks eight blocks out of his way after the late

Mass on Sunday, and makes himself late for his dinner, to

pass by and read the letters on that sign. He wishes they were

seven feet tall.

" Then he goes home to his dinner. And if the young At-

torney dares to assume any airs, the old man tells him, ' 'Twere

fitter for you to be earnin' an honest livin' like your betters '.

" But, I say, Dennis O'Leary is one of the kings of the

earth. You have to make way for him—a man who has made
his dream come true

!

" You could tell him that the country is fast going to the

dogs—and he would agree with you. You might tell him that

it is foolish for a man to work hard and honestly when so

many rogues get the best of everything—and he would say

you were right. But you cannot tell him that a man cannot get

what he wants in this country if he is willing to fight away

and work for it.

" There are thousands, millions I might say, of Dennis

O'Learys among our working people. Their lives hold just

one, big longing for a certain thing. Give them that or let

them see their way to it and they care little about what class

they belong to.

" Socialism or any other ' ism * may cry out to them to work

and vote and fight as a class—the working class. But they

will never do it. They have no class. They refuse to be con-

scious of any class. They are willing to work to the bone for
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just their one big thing. Getting that, they count their lives

well spent. Failing that, their lives are empty. They carry

their disappointment to the grave.
" But they do not succeed or fail as a class. They are not

happy or unhappy as a class. They are too sturdy, too indi-

vidual, to ever live or think or act as a class.

" That is why Socialism, the Social Revolution, will never

be able to array them as a class against the order of things.

" Maybe it is a weakness in them, collectively ; but it is their

character. It is what their blood and America, together, make
them. They stand or fall by it."

" That is the thoughtless and heartless American blunder !"

said the young priest warmly, as he arose.

" Look at our working people as they are to-day ! Ninety-

nine men out of every hundred have to go on working with

their hands from youth to death! Ninety-five boys out of

every hundred have to leave school and start over the road

that their fathers have gone ! And yet, just because one strong

man or five lucky boys get a chance for something easier, the

whole ninety-nine go on believing that there is a chance for

them and theirs. It is pitiful ! It is a ghastly farce and a

delusion

!

" They will not act or work for themselves, for their kind,

because every one of them is secretly hugging to his heart the

slim hope that he may be the one out of a hundred that shall

climb away from his fellows.

" That fallacy, that delusion, is the one thing that is holding

back the Social Revolution. All that Socialism needs to-day

is a leader great enough and honest enough to really awaken

these men from their dream. When they awake, religion and
in particular the Catholic Church will be the first thing to suffer.

They will look back at us to say :
* You knew we were delud-

ing ourselves; you knew we had no chance; yet you went on

preaching thrift and ambition, patience and endurance to us.

Why did you do it?
'

" Three thousand men worked all day to-day for John Sar-

gent. Two thousand more are working all night to-night.

How many of them will ever be anything but what they are?

How many of them will ever have anything but what they

have? Yet every one of them is hugging to his heart that false

and lying hope, that he can somehow rise above his fellows.
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"And what are they? What are they? Fuel of the fire!

Fuel of the fire of John Sargent's madness!
"

He stopped short, and his face broke into a good-natured

smile at his own heat.

" Forgive me, Dean," he said in confusion. " I— I really

didn't intend to make a speech here to-night."

But Father DriscoU did not smile. He looked gravely at

his young assistant, and said simply

:

" My boy, there is nothing to apologize for. I have lived

through the times and the conditions that have made the

American working people what they are. I am as they are.

I think as they think.

" You come with a newer, fresher, point of view. It may
well be that your sight is better than mine.

" My generation of priests had its hands full picking up the

scattered elements of Catholicity in this country and holding

them together and building them up into what we now have.

Our work is done, and we are going fast.

" Your generation has bigger, wider problems before it than

mine had. God sparing you to my age, you will see more
striking changes than I have seen. I believe that the next fifty

years in this country will be more lastingly decisive for the

Church of Christ than any fifty years that she has seen.

" But, after all, future as well as past, there is but one an-

swer to every question, one solution to every problem—the

Grace and the eternal, abiding Wisdom of Christ. If you had
not that with you, your generation of priests in this country

might well tremble at the tasks and perils before you.
" I do not know how it will work out. But I remember this

from history : every convulsion of the world, every great,

seething crisis of humanity has, ultimately, worked out for the

good of Catholicity. The Church has never really suffered

from conflict or agitation. She emerges stronger out of every

struggle. Too much security, with its consequent stagnation,

has ever been the one thing to hurt her.

" A social and economic readjustment of the power and
wealth of this country is coming. Every thinking man sees

that it is inevitable. If it can only be brought about through

the bitter struggle that you foresee, then the Catholic Church
will suffer, of course.
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" But, of all organized religion, she alone will live through
the struggle. She will stand alone. Then will be her oppor-

tunity—and her test. It will be the only fair test she has had
in modern life. It will be grand ! 'Twill be heart-lifting! I

see it! The grandest, the most telling fight for Christ's King-
dom that's ever been made.

" Dear man !
" he broke out, " do you know the privilege

that's yours! Oh, to be young! To have a mind trained for

it as yours is—and the courage ! And to have a battle like this

ready made for you to throw hand and heart and soul into it

!

" I wish I could throw back the years. But no," he said,

catching himself up. " No, I am old. The old things peiss.

I would not do. New times, new men, new minds.
" Now, if you please, will you tell me who's making the

speeches," he said laughingly. " Be off to your bed. I see

you're dying to be gone."
" Dean," said Father Huetter, as he gathered up a hat, a

magazine and an overcoat that belonged to him, and prepared

to go, " the next time I set out to lecture you on any subject,

I'll be careful to pick one that I know something about. Ap-
parently, you had this one all thought out before I was born."

" 'Tis a big pattern. Father," said the Dean quickly, " You
see one part, I see another. No man can see more than a little

of the mighty design as it works out of the loom of God."

Father Huetter said a thoughtful good-night and went

slowly up the stairs.

The Dean rose and walked heavily across the room to the

window. Pulling aside the curtain, he stood looking out into

the night.

Down to the right, at intervals of a minute or so, the pall

of the night was hurled back regularly by a great flare of light

from one of John Sargent's furnaces. For a long time the

Dean stood there fascinated, watching the great paws of fire

that shot out spitefully from the beast of fire and iron that

was John Sargent's mill. But it was not the sardonic beauty

of the scene that held the old priest. He was watching flash

after flash as it leaped from out the belly of the furnace. He
counted them aimlessly, but with an undercurrent of sickening

thought running beneath his mind. He had heard some one

say that every so many flashes of that light—he could not now
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remember the number—meant a man's life. Just about so

many times that vicious paw of the beast struck out harmlessly.

Then, it caught its prey, devoured him, and went on with its

count for the next. From the outside there would be nothing

to tell what flash had been the fatal one.

The Dean caught himself wondering if the count were
nearly full. Whether this flash or the next one would mean a

feast for the man-eating thing whose brain was John Sargent.
" Fuel of the fire," he repeated, recalling Father Huetter's

expression. " It is the very thing that Isaiah saw and pic-

tured."

Shuddering, he turned away from the sight of the mill and
looked up over the line of the hills to the cold, calm stars

above. The great northern constellations, cut clean and sharp

in the frosty air, stood ranked about the Pole-star like bolt

heads of white steel in the roof of heaven.

As his eye roamed from star to star, he was struck—as

though he had never before thought of it—^by the enormity of

God's universe. Thousands, nay millions of suns out there in

the unlimned spaces, all feeding light and life to millions upon
millions of unseen, unreckoned worlds!

Then he remembered that he was looking at only a patch

of the sky. The cold, dispassionate immensity of it all fell

upon him and seemed to crush him to the littleness of nothing.
" Dear God !

" he breathed out his simple, boy-like wonder
and adoration, " Dear God, what a parish You have! Is it

not an impertinence to ask You to think of this pin-point in

it?"

The telephone rang out a hurried, frightened call. There

was a human, frantic note in the ring that ran through the

house like a shriek. The Dean dropped the curtain and has-

tened out into the hall.

Down in the great die room of his plant John Sargent was

putting on pressure. Watch in hand, he stood in the centre of

the room driving the four great trip-hammers beyond all

limits of safety and endurance—the endurance of even chilled

steel.

He was the incarnate, implacable spirit of energfy gone mad.

Rush ! was the one word upon his lips. Speed I was the on«
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idea that went searing through his brain. To push those

hydraulic hammers to the very last ounce of their ten-ton

strokes ; to give them no rest, no respite ; to be ever at them,

goading them, harrying them up to the limit, and over the

limit of their power; this had become an obsession with John
Sargent.

Now a hydraulic hammer is the most sullen machine that a

man ever attempts to drive. It has no sympathy with useful

work. It will not spring to its work with that readiness and
good-will that seems to make so many engines almost human
to the touch. It seems to know that the primary business of

its mighty blows is a business of destruction. Privately it

seems to resent doing any work but that of destruction. But

a canny man, who is beyond fear and nervousness, and who
has a hand of steel, can make a hammer do marvels. A ner-

vous, frightened man, a man who has lost the touch, cannot

make the hammer hit the block true once in twenty strokes.

The right man can make it punch a perfect eye in the smallest

needle, not once but a thousand times in succession.

The four hammers that John Sargent timed were in a vile

temper. Any man with an ear to hear what a machine means
could have sensed the sullen roar of the hydraulic as it pulled

away from the block, tearing at its own vitals in the roof of

the room. And every down stroke had the thud of a vicious,

murderous kick.

But John Sargent was not listening to the humor of ma-

chines. He had eight machines under his eye. Four of them

were costly, beautiful wonders of their kind, things of steel

and electric current and the laws of water under pressure.

There need be no limit to the work of these four machines, if

only he could get the other four machines to go with them.

The other four machines were things of bones and blood

and a little flesh, and their motive power was vaguely called

a soul. They were not wonders. They were common things,

and they were not lovely. Neither were they costly.

The latter four machines said that the former four ma-

chines could not be driven beyond fifty strokes to the minute.

" You lie and you shirk," said John Sargent. " The hy-

draulics will go as fast as your clumsy hands will feed and

clear them."
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Their hands were not clumsy. They were clever and deft

and true: otherwise, they would not have remained on the

arms to which they belonged.

But the machines did not answer. They knew that thirty-

five strokes to the minute was fair work. At that rate a man
had about a second and a half in which to yank a stamped piece

of metal out from under the die as it rose and jam in another

piece for it to fall upon. And the metal must be placed on

the block with hair-breadth precision.

The men had been speeded up to fifty strokes without a

murmur, while their counterparts, the other four machines,

roared and groaned and fought above them.

Beyond that the men said the speed could not go. They did

not say that they could not do it. They said it could not be

done. For, though they were cheap, they knew that at their

craft four better men than they did not live.

So John Sargent stood, watch in hand, to prove that they

were liars. Slowly, cautiously, as John Sargent raised his

hand, a man up in the roof of the room threw in switches to

feed more current to the whining motors. That man up there

believed that the extra pull would inevitably tear one of the

hammers from its hold and send it crashing down, himself

with it, to ruin. But he went on steadily applying the greater

current. The men below the machines had not the slightest

doubt that one of the four hammers would crack under the

strain and come down to kill him or one of his three fellows.

But they went on with their lightning-like cunning, snatching

the cut metal from the die with the left hand and flicking the

new piece into place with the right.

For five minutes the strokes went on up steadily, gaining

one stroke to the minute; the human machines automatically

tuning themselves up to the new speeds.

At fifty-five the gain was stopped, while the motors reeled

and staggered trying to accustom themselves to the new load.

But John Sargent raised his hand higher, rose upon his toes

as though to push the motors, and stamped his foot. And the

motors staggered on, on up to where tKe speed was clearly

above sixty

!

He was a man maddened, possessed, with the feeling that by
his very will he could drive things beyond their physical
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limits. And things, even such things as hydraulic hammers,
lent themselves to his madness.

Had those machines been anything but the sullen, unac-

countable power hammers that they were, one of them would
have broken away somewhere. But no. Somehow, in the

gloomy, vicious spirit that abides in all their kind, they seemed

to take a decision. And they went on, striking beautifully and
perfectly to the new time.

John Sargent dropped his hand, snapped his watch, and
glowered around in triumph at the four cheap machines on

the ground. He had set the pace for them, and his four costly,

dependable machines would see that they kept it.

The men could not spare him a look or a thought. They
could only speculate impersonally on the problem of how long

it would be, at this speed, before one of them must lose his right

hand—the left was never in danger.

Sargent hurried from that room and down through the

next, where the gaunt white torsos of men stripped to the

waist gleamed under the white of the electric glare above and

blistered over the whiter glare of the running metal which

they puddled in the molds.

Men everywhere looked furtively at him and shrank away
instinctively. He could feel it. They were afraid of him.

Not physically. There was nothing of that sort in their looks.

But Sargent did not stop to analyze them or their feelingfs.

He was on his way to the furnace room. It was the biggest

and most directly expensive of all the units of his mill. And
into it, since that day when he had come to Milton to take

back his mill from the control of the Governor and to fight

his enemies, he had thrown the greatest part of his energy

and driving power. Here among the furnaces was the thump-

ing heart of his great plant. And here, sleepless, baggy-eyed,

furious, he had fought to clip a little off the time of every

operation, to crowd a little more metal into every furnace.

And he had succeeded. There was no doubt of that. He
had practically doubled the enormous normal output of his

mill. He had cut corners everywhere. And money was pour-

ing back to him : real, hard money that would put him

where he could fight the world. A few weeks more of this

and he would have knocked the market from under the Inter-
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ational. He would deal that inflated and top-heavy combine

a blow from which it would never recover. Then he could

turn and deal with the other enemies whom he had marked.

But he was not yet satisfied with that furnace room. It had
done much, but it could do more. The momentum of his driv-

ing frenzy of the past weeks would not let him stop. He re-

fused to know when he had come to the last possible measure

of work and power in that room.

The furnace room is at once the heart, the stomach, and
the nerve centre of every iron milling plant. The whole plant

is driven, nourished, and controlled from here. Here the ten-

sion upon every man, however unimportant his work may
seem, is heart-breaking. Speed is the dominating factor in

every operation, while the loss or the saving of thousands of

dollars worth of material may turn upon a judgment that must

be arrived at, given, and acted upon all in the winking of an

eye.

Sargent stamping into the room seemed to send a galvanic

spark into every man and thing in it. Men who were sulky,

and who always worked more deliberately when they found

other bosses eyeing them, found themselves jumping to their

work when Sargent came near. Afterward they cursed them-

selves for what they thought was their servility. They were

wrong. John Sargent had always had a dynamic power over

men and machines. He had always been able to get more out

of them than any other man could. And in these weeks, when
the whole overweening force of his will had been set to drive

them, his power over things, animate and inanimate, that

worked for him had become almost uncanny.

He climbed a ladder and began walking the runways above

the furnaces. From here he could dominate and throw his

will behind every man and every operation in the room. Men
leaped at their tasks without stopping to wonder why they

did so. The giant cranes picked up their loads and swung
them around the room swiftly and surely. The great buckets

with their tons of seething, bubbling metal came flaring up

out of the furnaces, shooting their flare of light up into the

open sky, and went hurrying out to the molders. Here was

John Sargent in the heart of his kingdom. He gloated in the

hot, panting, sulphurous breath of it all.
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But it was not enough. Machines that worked so, could

work more. Men who went at that gait could be driven a

little faster.

Seven men with seven wheelbarrows made a chain to wheel

slugp of raw iron to a furnace that had just been cleaned out
Officially these seven were not men. The Milton Machinery

Company knew them solely by the numbers from F384 to

F390. Colloquially they were seven " Hunks ". Of all the

things that worked for John Sargent these were the cheapest.

It cost absolutely nothing to replace one, or a dozen, of them.

They wheeled their loads straight across the room at a

height of thirty feet from the floor on a narrow iron bridge

that had no guard or rail of any kind. They went back with

the empty barrow by another and longer route.

About midway under their bridge, but a little to the left of

it, stood the largest furnace in the room. Six times in twenty-

four hours the great open bucket came up out of the furnace,

carrying eight tons of stewing, sputtering iron. It swung up

past the bridge, clearing it only by inches, on up nearly to the

roof. There the " traveler " caught it and rushed it out to the

other room.

The seven did not appear to have caught the spark that

John Sargent's will threw into the room. They worked well,

but stolidly, woodenly, a way that did not please him. Scowl-

ing, he crossed over and stood above the empty furnace where

the seven came with their loads.

The change was instant. The seven shook themselves out of

their woodenness and came charging across with their barrows

as though he yanked them on a wire. That was right. That

was the way he wanted to see things work. F386, a tow-

haired, undergrown boy, fresh from the Carpathian mountains,

ran on to the little bridge pushing four hundred pounds of

iron ahead of him. Perhaps F386 did not notice that the

bucket swung up out of the furnace beneath just as he came

upon the bridge. Perhaps he did notice it, but thought he

could cross before it came up dangerously near the bridge.

It is not important. Could he have crossed safely if John

Sargent had not yelled? It is possible. But it is not im-

portant. John Sargent yelled: " Come on, Hunkl

"
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F386 did not know what John Sargent said. He stopped,

or tried to. The loaded barrow dragged him along. He
could not think to let go of it. The wheel of the barrow ran

off the bridge. The barrow toppled over and fell, to the

right. In falling, it turned and one of its handles kicked

F386 in the chest.

F386 toppled and fell off the bridge—to the left. The
bucket was directly underneath on that side.

The barrow clanged down on the floor. The bucket sputtering

and fuming, went on up. Some man stopped the electric winder
that was raising the bucket. The bucket hung quiet in mid-
air. John Sargent stood quiet, rubbing the line of his lips

with his finger. One man ran to a telephone. Every other

man in the room stood in whatever attitude he had been in at

the moment the thing happened. A full minute passed

—

nearly two minutes, a long hard-breathing time. No man
moved.

Suddenly John Sargent dashed his hand down from his lips,

shook himself loose from the thing that had held him, and
shouted

:

"Who stopped that winder? Run that bucket out to the

molds."

You see, John Sargent was not really sane at this time.

No man moved to obey. The chain that had been wheeling

iron stood in its tracks where the broken link had left it. Men
down on the floor of the room looked at the barrow where it

lay, looked up at John Sargent, looked up at what swung in

the air.

Again and again Sargent bellowed his command down to

the men near the winder to start it. He called them by name
to do it and when they stood motionless he shouted down that

they were then and there discharged.

Then he ran down the ladder and started for the bolster, to

set it in motion himself. But they would not let him. They
crowded around and kept him away from it. Finally two

strong men sat him down upon a bench and held him there,

impotent, and speechless with rage.

Five—ten minutes passed. What were the men waiting

for? Leadership. They did not know what should be done.
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In the end, old Peter Choyniski solved the matter. He
stepped to the hoister and slowly let the bucket down till it

ran upon a second " traveler " that went out through the end

of the room and out over the river. Then he stopped and

waited.

Dean Driscoll came striding into the room. Jim HeflFeman

met him near the door.

" It was no use calling you," HeflFeman explained. " But I

didn't right know what I was doing, Father. A Hunk fell

into the bucket," he went on, looking up, " and he—you see

—

there's nothing left."

Old Peter Choyniski went on with his business. He set

the " traveler " into a slow motion. By a common impulse

every man in the room followed down to the end of the room,

where the great doors swung open upon the bulkhead and

the broad, quiet pond of the river above the dam.

Every man except one: John Sargent sat where they had

left him, forgotten.

He saw the crowd of men out upon the bulkhead. He saw

the bucket move out to the end of the " traveler " frame, well

over the water. He saw the bucket lowered, saw its mighty

jaws unlocked, saw its load slip down to the water. A great

pillar of steam shot up from the icy water. He saw Father

Driscoll kneel on the stones of the bulkhead, saw all but a few

of the men doing the same. He got up, shivering, rubbing his

lips ; and went up to his oflfice.

[to be continued.]

Richard Aumerle Maker, O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.
\
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in praesenti acerbissimo Nationum conflictu, a Sanctitate Sua
propositam, indulgentiam trecentorum dierum, defunctis quo-

que applicabilem, quoties id egerint, consequi valeant. Prae-

senti perdu rantibus memoratis rerum adiunctis valituro. Con-

trariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

R. Card. Merry del Val, Secretarius.
L. * S.

•i" DoNATUS, Archiep. Ephesinus, Adsessor.

II.

Tribuitur Altaris Privilegium pro Missis celebratis in

suffragium eorum qui, praesenti bello perempti^ in

Purgatorio DETINENTUR.

Die 28 ianuarii 1915.

Ssmus D. N. D. Benedictus div. prov. Pp. XV, ardenti iugi-

ter caritatis studio permotus erga eos, qui, vita functi, iustas
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luunt poenas in Purgatorio degentes, in audientia R. P. D. Ad-
sessori S. Officii impertita, benigne concedere dignatus est, ut

Missae omnes, quas a quocumque sacerdote in suffragium ani-

marum illorum, qui in praesenti exitiali bello ceciderunt et

cadent, celebrari contigerit, ita illis suffragari possint, ac si

in altari privilegiato celebratae fuissent. Praesenti hoc de-

currente anno valituro, absque ulla Brevis expeditione. Con-
trariis quisbuscumque non obstantibus.

R. Card. Merry del Val, Secretarius.

L. * S.

•i* DONATUS, Archiep. Ephesinus, Adsessor.

III.

DeROGATUR A QUADAM CLAUSULA IN FAVOREM SaCERDOTUM
PiA Obiecta benedicentium tempore BELLL

Die 4 februarii 191S

Ssmus D. N. D. Benedictus div. prov. Pp. XV. in audientia

R. P. D. Adsessori S. Officii impertita, benigne indulsit, ut

sacerdotes quilibet, sive saeculares sive regulares, qui ab apo-

stolica Sede, directe aut indirecte, facultatem obtinuerunt pia

obiecta benedicendi cum indulgentiarum applicatione, et s.

ministerium exercent apud milites nationum, hoc tempore,

bello contendentium, vel quomodolibet inter eos versantur, non

teneantur clausula quae apponi solet: " de consensu Ordinarii

loci in quo facultas exercetur ". Praesenti valituro hac eadem

rerum conditione perdurante. Contrariis quibuscumque non

obstantibus.

R. Card. Merry del Val, Secretarius.

L. * S.

+ DONATUS, Archiep. Ephesinus, Adsessor.

SAORA OONGREGATIO RITUUM.

DUBIA.

A sacra Rituum Congregatione sequentium dubiorum solu-

tio reverenter expostulata fuit; nimirum:

I. Si Festum Circumcisionis D. N. I. C. sit titulare alicuius

Ecflesiae vel Instituti et recolendum sub ritu duplici primac
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classis cum octava, diebus 2, 3 et 4 ianuarii in quibus fit de die

infra octavam cum secunda oratione de simplici; et die 7 ianu-

arii in qua agitur de secunda die infra octavam Epiphaniae

cum commemoratione de octava Circumcisionis, quaenam erit

tertia oratio dicenda in Missa?

II. Rituale Romanum, edit, typ., tit. IV, cap. II, ubi descri-

bitur ordo administrandi sacram communionem communi-
candis tarn extra missam quam ante vel post ipsam, atque etiani

intra Missam, ad n. 11 haec habet: " Sacerdos porrigit com-

municandis Eucharistiam incipiens a ministris altaris, si velint

communicare ". Item in decreto n. 1074, Galliarum, 13 iulii

1658, in proposito dubio : "An in communione intra missam

prius ministrandum sit Ssmum Eucharistiae sacramentum mi-

nistro missae inservienti quam monialibus vel ceteris ibidem

praesentibus ? " S. R. C. responderi mandavit: " In casu prae-

dicto ministrum sacrificii non ratione praeeminentiae, sed

ministerii, praeferendum esse ceteris quamvis dignioribus ".

Unde quaeritur :
" An vox minister altaris vel sacrificii in

his et similibus documentis S. R. C. restringenda sit exclusive

ad ministros iam in ordinibus minoribus constitutes vel saltem

tonsuratos, an potius voce ministri intelligendi sint omnes qui-

cumque seu laici seu clerici qui missae inserviunt?"

Et sacra eadem Congregatio, audito specialis Commissionis

suffragio, omnibus sedulo perpensis, enunciatis quaestionibus

ita respondendum censuit:

Ad I. In casu, tertia oratio erit de Spiritu Sancto.

Ad II. Nomine ministri altaris vel sacrificii missae venit

quilibet clericus vel laicus, missae ad altare inserviens, qui

praeferendus est ceteris in distributione sacrae Synaxeos;

cauto tamen, ut laico inservienti praeferantur clerici, et clericis

minoris ordinis alii in maiori ordine constituti, aut personae

quae superiori polleant dignitate liturgice attendenda per se

(uti reg^m) vel per accidens (uti sponsorum in missa pro bene-

dicendis nuptiis).

Atque ita rescripsit ac declaravit. Die 30 ianuarii 191 5.

SciPio Card. Tecchi, S. R. C, Pro-Pracfectus.

L. S.

+ Petrus La Fontaine, Ep. Charystien., Secretarius.
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SAOSA FOENITENTIABIA APOSTOLIOA.

Declaratio de Absolutione impertienda Militibus ad
praelium vocatis.

Proposito huic sacrae Poenitentiariae dubio

:

" An liceat milites ad praelium vocatos, antequam ad sacram

Communionem admittantur, absolvere generaii formula, seu

communi absolutione, sine praecedente confessione, quando
tantus est eorum numerus, ut singuli audiri nequeant, doloris

actu debite emisso ? " eadem sacra Poenitentiaria, mature con-

sideratis expositis, benigne sic annuente sanctissimo Domino
nostro Benedicto Papa XV, respondendum esse censuit:

" Affirmative. Nihil vero obstare quominus sic absoluti in

praefatis adiunctis ad sacram Eucharistiam suscipiendam ad-

mittantur. Ne omittant vero cappellani militum, data opportu-

nitate, eos docere absolutionem sic impertiendam non esse pro-

futuram, nisi rite dispositi fuerint, iisdemque obligationem

manere integram confessionem suo tempore peragendi, si peri-

culum evaserint ".

Contrariis quibuscumque non obstantibus.

Datum Romae in sacra Poenitentiaria, die 6 februarii 191 5-

Carolus Perosi^ 5. P. Regens.

loSEPHUS Palica, S. p. Secretarius.

SEORETAEIA STATUS.

Epistola ad Iacobum card. Gibbons^ archiepiscopum bal-

TIMORENSEM, AD lOANNEM M. CARD. FaRLEY, NEO-EBORA-

CENSEM ARCHIEPISCOPUM, AD GULIELMUM CARD. O'CON-

NELL, ARCHIEPISCOPUM BOSTONIENSEM, ET AD LUDOVICUM

N. CARD. Begin, quebecensem archiepiscopum, de tu-

ENDO AC PROMOVENDO OPERE A SaNCTA IeSU InFANTIA

NUNCUPATO.

Emo e Revmo Sig. Mio Ossmo,

Monsignor de Teil, direttore generalc dell'Opera della santa

Infanzia, e Monsignor Tiberghien, di ritorno dagli Stati Uniti

d'America e dal Canada, hanno riferito al Santo Padre che

I'Eminenza Vostra e molti Vescovi Americani, ai quali essi

hanno fatto visita nel recente loro viaggio, si sono mostrati

sommamente propensi a favorire del loro efficace patrocinio-

1
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rOpera suddetta, in sommo grado benemerita dei fanciuUi e

dei giovanetti avvolti tuttora nelle tenebre del paganesimo.

L'apprendere tale notizia e stato di grande conforto per Sua
Santita, la Quale, continuando alia pia Istituzione quelle pa-

terna benevolenza di cui le fu largo il Suo immediato Prede-

cessore di santa memoria, non ha omesso di manifestare il Suo
vivo e formale desiderio che I'Associazione della santa In-

fanzia si stabilisca in tutte le scuole ed in tutti i collegi degli

Stati Uniti e del Canada, ravvisando tale Istituzione non sol-

tanto giovevolissima per aiutare i Missionari a far conoscere

Nostro Signore a tanti milioni di fanciulli e giovanetti pagani,

ma anche utilissima per la sana e morale educazione della gio-

ventii cattolica.

Non potrebbe, tuttavia, un'Opera cosi vantaggiosa esercitare

la sua salutare azione senza I'aiuto dei buoni ; e poich^ le attu-

ali gravissime condizioni europee hanno fatto inaridire quella

fonte di sussidi che prima scaturiva anche dalla carita dei

cattolici d'Europa, I'Opera della santa Infanzia oggi piu che

mai sente la necessita che I'America continui a mostrare, come
per il passato, la sua larghezza e generosita verso di essa, e che

inoltre voglia supplire caritatevolmente alia mancanza delle

consuete risorse europee.

L'augusto Pontefice nutre fiducia che il valido e prezioso ap-

poggio deU'Eminenza Vostra e dei Vescovi sark assecondato

non solo dal clero e dai cattolici, ma anche, e soprattutto, dai

maestri e dalle maestre, nel cui zelo e nella cui cristiana carita

Egli molto confida.

Ed affinch^ il Suo desiderio sia coronato di felice e conso-

lante successo, l'augusto Pontefice invoca su tutti I'abbondanza

dei celesti aiuti, impartendo all'Eminenza Vostra, ai Vescovi,

al clero e ai fedeli delle rispettive diocesi, nonch^ ai maestri,

alle maestre ed a tutti coloro che coopereranno a vantaggio

deirOpera della santa Infanzia, una speciale apostolica bene-

dizione.

Tomami, poi, vivamente gradito il potermi valere della pre-

sente occasione per baciarle umilissimamente le mani e rafTer-

marmi con sensi di profonda venerazione.

deU'Eminenza Vostra

umo devmo obbmo servitor vero

P. Card. Gasparri.
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SOMAH OUSU.

Official List of Pontifical Appointments.

12 November, 1914: Mr. August Leo Kenny, of the Diocese

of Melbourne, made Privy Chamberlain of Cape and Sword,

supernumerary.

10 December: Mr. Louis Carberry Ritchie, of the Archdio-

cese of Philadelphia, made Privy Chamberlain of Cape and

Sword, supernumerary.

20 December: Monsignors William V. Nolan and Emman-
uel A. Bouska, both of the Diocese of Sioux Falls, made Do-
mestic Prelates.

22 December: Monsignor- Joseph Aloysius Delaney, of the

Diocese of Albany, made Privy Chamberlain, supernumerary.

22 December: Messrs. Charles James Scott Spedding and

Leonard Lindsay, of the Archdiocese of Westminster, made
Privy Chamberlain of Cape and Sword, supernumerary.

JO December: Mr. Edward Marzo, Choirmaster, New York

City, made Knight of the Order of St. Sylvester.

J/ December: Monsignors Bernard J. Mulligan and Thad-

deus Hogan, both of the Diocese of Trenton, made Domestic

Prelates.

5 January, 1915: Monsignors William H. Mahony and

James G. Hackett, both of the Diocese of Auckland, New
Zealand, made Domestic Prelates.

// January: Monsignor Stephen Walsh, Vicar General

of the Diocese of Pittsburgh, and Monsignors H. Joseph Goe-

bel, John S. Gorzynsky, Andrew A. Lambing, Cornelius A.

McDermott, and William Cunningham, of the same Diocese,

made Domestic Prelates.

ig January: Count Josepk Charles Moore, of the Archdio-

cese of Westminster, made Privy Chamberlain of Cape and

Sword, supernumerary.

21 January: Monsignor Patrick McAlpine, Vicar General

of the Archdiocese of Tuam, made Domestic Prelate.

21 January: The Hon. Thomas Hughes, Member of the

Australian Senate, made Knight Commander of the Order of

St. Gregory the Great.



Stubies anb Conferences.

OUB ANALEOTA.

The Roman documents for the month are

:

S. Congregation of Holy Office: i. Indulgence of three

hundred days, applicable to the holy souls, is attached to the

prayer for peace proposed by Pope Benedict XV,
2. All Masses said for those who have already been slain and

those who may later fall in the present war, and who are suf-

fering in purgatory, enjoy the benefit of the " privileged

altar ".

3. The clause " de consensu Ordinarii loci in quo facultas

exercetur ", is suspended, so far as the blessing of articles of

devotion is concerned, during the war, for all priests who are

ministering to the troops or who are in any way brought into

contact with the soldiers of the nations at war.

S. Congregation of Rites answers (a) that the third

prayer is to be " de Spiritu Sancto ", under given circum-

stances, on certain days within the octave of the Circumcision;

(b) defines the order of precedence to be followed in dis-

tributing Holy Communion, when among the " ministers of

the altar or of the Mass " there are laymen and different ranks

of the clergy,

S. Apostolic Penitentiary declares that general absolu-

tion, without any preceding confession, may be given to the

troops called to battle, when the number of the soldiers is so

great that each cannot be heard, and when the act of contri-

tion has been duly said. There is nothing to prevent soldiers

thus absolved from receiving Holy Communion. The chap-

lain should, as opportunity offers, tell the soldiers that abso-

lution of this kind is of avail only when the recipients have

the proper dispositions, and that they are bound to make a

complete confession later on, if they survive the engagement.

Papal Secretary of State writes to Cardinals Gibbons,

Farley and O'Connell, and to Cardinal Begin of Quebec, to

thank their Eminences for their interest in promoting the work

of the Holy Childhood.

Roman Curia announces officially the recent papal appoint-

ments.
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OATHOLIOITT AND OITY LIPE.

A Seply to "Sacerdos".

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The article entitled " What is the Outlook for the Growth
of Catholicity in Our Large Cities?" which appeared in the

January number of The Ecclesiastical Review^ is open

to very serious objection on two scores (either of which would

be quite enough to upset Sacerdos's theory), to wit : as a matter

of fact, and as a matter of principle. And the latter is by far

the more serious of the two.

It is questionable as a matter of fact because, despite the

ten years of diligent study given the problem by Sacerdos

and his household, his data are not at all sufficient to substan-

tiate his assertion. It is objectionable as a matter of principle

because it virtually impugns the Catholicity and the Holiness

of the Church of Christ; in fact, it ignores her spiritual side

altogether. Both of these points I hope to make clear.

The gist of Sacerdos's article is that Catholicity and city

life are utterly incompatible—character, the grace of God, the

Catholicity of the Church, her holiness, etc., to the contrary

notwithstanding. That is not exactly the way the writer puts

it, but that is what it amounts to practically. You have only

to read Sacerdos's own words to find that I asa. doing him no

injustice. Here is what he has to say for himself: "This

article aims at supporting a theory that life in a large city

invariably and inevitably tends to undermine the faith "}

Again :
" We go so far as to say that there are no city Cath-

olics; ^ that a population of city Catholics left for three or four

generations without any recruits whatever from country dis-

tricts would certainly be in the last stages of irreligion and in-

difference; that, for the most part, the splendid examples of

piety and practice which we witness in our city parishes, if

examined one by one, will be found to be of people who either

come from the country themselves or of the children of those

"^ The italics are Sacerdos's own. Here he says " tends to undermine ".

Further on he says plainly enough that it not only tends to undermine the

faith, but likewise actually—invariably and inevitably—does undermine it in

two or three generations.

' Italics Sacerdos's own.
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who come from the country districts; and generally that the

faith and piety of a Catholic residing or brought up in a large

city are in proportion to the degree in which the country spirit

has been operative in the home in which he was reared ".

We confess to a certain hesitancy in taking issue with such a

sensible and judicious man as Sacerdos; and that, too, on a

subject to which he has devoted long years of exhaustive re-

search. But it is precisely because he is a man of sense and

judgment that we presume to make a few comments on his

article and ask a few pertinent questions. Perhaps even that

much will seem presumptuous at first blush ; but on sober sec-

ond thought we feel sure the audience will vote us justified.

For there is a vast deal more in this article than appears on

the surface; and a vast deal more than its author ever in-

tended. It is not merely a question of ways and means to

foster the numerical growth of the Church. It reaches far be-

yond that and strikes at the very roots of Catholicity itself

—

at the very nature and essence of the Church. Undoubtedly

nothing was further from the writer's own mind. Had he
foreseen the natural inferences that would be drawn from his

article, we are satisfied he would never have penned it; or, at

least, he would have modified his statements very consider-

ably.

We have been told that a portion of the Protestant press

has been making capital out of the article. No wonder.

Protestants must take it, quite naturally, as an admission of

the Church's inefficiency coming from one of the Church's

own representatives—eis an avowal that the Catholic Church,

like paganism in the day of its decay, can hope to survive only

in the breasts of countrymen or their city-bred children for

one or two—at most three—generations ; that, when the coun-

try atmosphere and country manners and country way of

thinking have been sloughed off, Catholicity will soon follow

in their wake. This then is our apology for questioning the

soundness of Sacerdos's theory—the vital principles involved.

So far as the statistics of the subject are concerned, while we
have some to show, we candidly admit that we are not in

Sacerdos's class at all. But for the matter of principle no sta-

tistics are needed ; only a smattering of logic and a wee bit of

common sense and an elementary knowledge of the nature and
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attributes of Christ's Church. So, presuming on our posses-

sion of these few qualifications, we are conceited enough to

consider our authority regarding the question of principle,

every whit as good as that of Sacerdos's.

Had the reverend theorist contented himself with giving it

out as his modest view that, as a result of his ten years of in-

vestigation, he was forced to the conclusion that, taken all in

all, Catholicity thrives better far in country districts than in

large cities, because of the greater dangers to the faith in the

cities, no one, assuredly, would find any fault with him, pro-

vided he had the figures to prove his contention. At all

events there would be nothing heterodox in his statement.

But such a moderate, temperate expression of opinion evi-

dently did not satisfy him. No half-way measures, nor half-

statements, nor tentative statements, nor mild suggestions, for

this doughty knight. Like the dauntless paladins of old, he

sallies forth armed cap-a-pie, prepared for anyone who cares

to try lances with him to prove the justice of his cause. He
gives out his ipse dixit, not as a well-founded opinion, or

even as something very highly probable, but as an absolutely

proved scientific conclusion from which there is no possibility

of escape. Aye, more; he utters it with the assurance of the

Holy Father himself pronouncing ex cathedra on a matter of

faith or morals. It is no mere statement that Catholicity does

not thrive so well in the large city as it does in the country.

It is a dogmatic dictum that, save for the periodical infusion

of country blood, Catholicity does not thrive at all in the

large city {"there are no city Catholics"), and furthermore,

that if left to itself, to its own resources, unaided by the coun-

try districts, it must inevitably die out in three or four genera-

tions.

Go back and re-read the quotations we have given from him

and see if this is not literally true. " Life in a large city in-

variably and inevitably tends to undermine the faith. . . .

There are no city Catholics. . . . Faith and piety . . . are

in proportion to the degree in which the country spirit has been

operative in the home in which he was reared ". And again

:

" No matter how fervent be the father and mother who take

up their abode in a large city, their grandchildren, or at the

very furthest their great-grandchildren, itnll certainly be lost
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to the faith ".* So you sec it is no mere theory with him at

all, but something akin to a dogma of faith, or at the very

least a truth as well-established and as unquestionable as any

mathematical axiom. It is to him a rule practically without

exception. " Invariably, inevitably, certainly " arc his favor-

ite adverbs.

True, he does mention that " all calculations on moral con-

ditions have exceptions—exceptions prove the rule—and we
therefore are prepared to hear of cases which would be ex-

ceptions to the above statement ". But in making this admis-

sion he is utterly inconsistent with himself. " Invariably ",

" inevitably ", " certainly "—and exceptions—do not go to-

gether at all. He should drop either the one or the other. If

his rule admits of exceptions, it is not an invariable and an

inevitable rule. To our limited experience, it seems there are

so very many " exceptions " that there is no room left for his

" rule ".

It should scarcely be necessary to remind a priest that in

matters in which the free will of man and the grace of God
are the chief factors, one cannot afford to make sweeping gen-

eralizations or predictions having the force of mathematical

conclusions. To assert that all men in the same conditions or

circumstances will act in precisely the same way is sheer fatal-

ism (and also sheer folly). It is tantamount to a denial of

grace and free will. Yet Sacerdos says unhesitatingly that

" no matter how fervent the father and mother who take up

their abode in a large city, their grandchildren, or at the very

furthest their great-grandchildren, will certainly be lost to the

faith." "It is not a case where some improve and some deteri-

orate. There is no class of people, no system of training, no

conditions of life, which seem proof against this inevitable re-

sult." That is surely a tremendous and a blood-curdling state-

ment, and a man ought to think a long while, and ought to be

mighty sure of his ground, before making it. Sacerdos may
reply that he has thought of it a long while, that it is the re-

sult of ten years of thinking for him.

We said, in beginning this paper, that the article of Sacer-

dos is liable to two serious indictments—the one a matter of

' Italics oars.
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fact, the other a matter of principle. Anent the first indict-

ment it was stated that, notwithstanding the earnest study

given the subject for ten years by the writer and his assistants,

their data are not at all sufficient to make out their case. No
one, of course, will doubt for a moment that Sacerdos and his

staff were thoroughly honest in making their induction and

—

so far as is possible under the circumstances—impartial. Still

we all know that when a man starts out with a hobby or a pet

theory it is generally easy enough for him to find facts suffi-

cient to prove it to his own complete satisfaction. With the

very best intentions in the world, he is apt to be unconsciously

biased; to see clearly only what will bolster up his own side

and overlook, or have only half an eye for, what is hostile to

it. And what is proof conclusive for him may mean very little

to the impartial, disinterested outsider.

But even granting that his induction was made with mathe-

matical exactness, it does not, of itself, prove his point; much
less does it give his theory the value which Sacerdos sets

upon it—to wit : the value of an article of faith, or at least of a

scientific proposition. That astounding lack of information

which Sacerdos shows anent fifth and sixth generations of

city-bred folks and priestly sons of city-bred parents—may it

not be, after all, only the result of a series of unfortunate coin-

cidences ?

At any rate, it is simply a question of one man's experience

against another's. And in this case one man's experience may
be every whit as good as another's. It is just a case of off-

setting fact by fact. " During ten years of investigation,"

says Sacerdos, " we have only five or six cases on record of a

faithful, devout adult Catholic both of whose parents were

born and reared in a large city." Certainly a sweeping and

a terrible indictment of city Catholicity. But let him stop off

here—in Baltimore—some time, and we will show him plenty

of adults whose parents and grandparents and great-grand-

parents were born and reared in large cities and who, despite

that awful handicap, are still thoroughgoing Catholics both

in practice and profession. And unfortunately we can tell him

of plenty of country folks in different parts of this State who

amount to very little from a Catholic standpoint—showing at

least that rusticity is not a sine qua non of Catholicity.^
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Yes; there is a goodly number of Catholics here whose par-

ents and grandparents and great-grandparents—and beyond
—were born and raised right here. Does Sacerdos mean to

say that the same does not hold true—and in an even higher

degree—of the age-old cities of Europe? That there are not

large numbers of Catholics in Paris, Vienna, Dublin, etc., who
can trace their Catholic and their Parisian, or Viennese, an-

cestry back through more than five or six generations? " We
would recommend our readers to ask themselves this ques-

tion," writes Sacerdos, " ' Do I know one priest whose father

and mother both were born and reared in a large city? ' We
think there must be such, but after ten years' inquiry in every

quarter, we have never heard of one ". He did not inquire

in these parts. We have quite a number of them, and we Cein

furnish their names.

No one man's experience, nor twenty men's experience,

could ever justify such dogmatic statements as Sacerdos

makes. To set up even a good working theory on a matter of

this kind (to say nothing of an ex cathedra pronouncement)

would require the combined efforts of many a corps of experts

working in many lands for many ages. In fact it would re-

quire the statistics of Christianity in all the large cities of

Christendom since the very inception of the Christian religion.

If Sacerdos could get the statistics of all the great cities of

the Christian world for the past 1850 years or so, and if they

proved conclusively that conditions in these big cities for more
than eighteen centuries were precisely the same as the condi-

tions which he has found in his own parish, then, and then

only, would he be justified in talking or writing on this ques-

tion with anything like the authority which he assumes.

Has Sacerdos studied this subject back through all the ages

of the Christian Church? Is he in a position to assure us that

the conditions which he pictures in his own parish have had
their parallel in every large parish of every large city since the

days of Peter down to the present writing? If not, then, no

matter how conscientious, or how true to the facts, his induc-

tion may be, it falls infinitely short of the mark, and he has no

right to raise it to the rank of a thoroughly demonstrated sci-

entific conclusion.
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How would Sacerdos account for the fact that Catholics

manage to hold their own numerically—and even increase

—

year after year in our large cities? Is it always and every-

where due solely to immigration from country places abroad

or the influx of Catholics from the rural districts at home?
No doubt he would answer—yes. But his mere answer in the

affirmative does not suffice. We may very pertinently ask

whether he has made an investigation—a thorough, searching

investigation—of this important phase of his subject? Has he

the statistics to show that there has been a sufficient annual in-

flux of country Catholics into the large cities to make up for

the numerous defections which must occur every year, accord-

ing to his own theory? Is not only the growth and increase,

but even the very ultimate existence, of the Church in large

cities entirely dependent on ever fresh supplies of Catholics

from the country districts? For, bear in mind, Sacerdos main-

tains absolutely, unequivocally, and unflinchingly that, after a

few generations, city Catholics will and must be

—

certainly

and inevitably—lo^t to the faith. All that we have to say in

reply is: If this be the case, God grant that the rural denizens

may increase and multiply far more rapidly than they are

doing at present.

The truth is, as I said above, you cannot afford to lay

down any fixed and fast rule in matters of this kind where you

are dealing, not with inanimate things nor with physical

forces, but with reasoning men and women—with beings en-

dowed with free will, and grace to be had for the mere ask-

ing. A sensible country pastor observed to the writer only

the other day, apropos of Sacerdos's theory, that city life

proves death to the faith of some country folks, while country

life sometimes kills the faith of city people. It seems to be a

rule that works both ways.

The problem is entirely too big and too comprehensive, and

too closely connected with the divinity of the Church, to be

settled in the comparatively off-hand way in which Sacerdos

tries to settle it. We say " comparatively off-hand way " de-

liberately and designedly, meaning that his ten years' induc-

tion, such as he has presented it for our inspection, is alto-

gether inadequate to the matter in hand. And we must say,

furthermore, that Sacerdos's manner of proceeding shows very

little indeed of the real scientific spirit or method.
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Of course we all realize that there are many more dangers

to the faith in a large city than there are in a country place;

and that, in consequence, it is much harder, as a rule, for the

city man to live up to the requirements of his faith than it is

for the countryman. It seems almost ridiculous to state such a

truism; and every one of us will agree with Sacerdos so far

as to admit that weaklings had better remain in the country.

The city is no place for them. The rustic is favored in this

—

that he has fewer distractions and temptations, fewer sources

of dissipation ; and besides he is generally more of a conserva-

tive, more of a stickler for traditions. So long as he goes on

in the even tenor of his accustomed way, he may be all right.

And, unless his faith is enlightened and deep-rooted, it were

better far for him to keep to the even tenor of his way ; the

lights of a large city might blind him.

However, while it is rather difficult for the fourth or fifth

(or even the first for that matter) generation of city Catholics

to remain thoroughly loyal to the faith of their fathers, it is by

no means impossible, as Sacerdos openly maintains it is. God's

grace is surely given to city and country folks alike. Where
more is needed, where temptations more abound, more is given.

Besides, there are a few city-bred people gifted with a cer-

tain amount of character and will power; and this, together

with the help of God's abundant grace, is amply sufficient to

enable them to resist the allurements of a large city and to

hold fast, in spite of the difficulties which envelop them, to

the " faith once delivered to the saints ". And assuredly those

who do hold fast to the faith and live up to its precepts, despite

the manifold temptations which beset them, deserve far more
credit than those who have fewer obstacles to surmount. After

all, it is only those who have been tried and found not wanting

that count for anything in the sight of either God or men.

Does Sacerdos forget the Capitulum which he reads so often

in the Common of the office of one martyr: " Beatus vir qui

suflfert tentationem quoniam cum probatus fuerit accfpiet

coronam vitae"? If the faith is there, strong, staunch and

deep-rooted, it will stand the test—the shock of temptation.

If it is so weak and unstable that it succumbs at the first or sec-

ond shock, well, it did not amount to much to start with, and

there is no great loss in the long run.
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We asserted that Sacerdos's theory is objectionable, not only

as a matter of fact, but also as a matter of principle; and that

the latter is by far the more serious objection of the two. And
not alone the more serious, but also the more damning objec-

tion. It kills the theory outright. Sacerdos's theory is unten-

able because it is un-Catholic. No number of facts he may
have gathered in his ten years of investigation can get around
that supreme fact. He writes of the Church as though she

were at best but a sort of machine. He eliminates all idea of

her spirituality, completely ignores her essential Catholicity

and her Holiness, the efficacy of divine grace, and the guid-

ance of the Holy Spirit. He talks of the Church in large cities

as though he were discussing the outcome of a conflict between

two armies which he had just been reviewing, and decides un-

hesitatingly that one of the two armies (the Church) is sure

to be defeated by the other (the large cities). No thought

apparently of the all-seeing Eye of God, or His all-powerful

Hand directing the destinies of His Church. " It is not a

matter of chance where some improve and some deteriorate.

There is no class of people, no system of training, no condi-

tions of life which seem proof against this inevitable result.

No matter how fervent be the father and mother who take up

their abode in a large city, their grandchildren, or at the very

furthest their great-grandchildren, will certainly be lost to the

faith ". Does not Sacerdos think, on sober second thought,

that the foregoing statement smacks of heresy. Not formal

heresy, of course; only material. Is it not a practical denial

of the adaptability of the Church to the conditions of city life

—and therefore of her catholicity; likewise of her sanctity?

If the article of Sacerdos means anything at all, it means that

the Catholic Church is a church suited only for countrymen,

and absolutely unsuited to cope with the conditions of city

life. In brief, the Catholic Church is not catholic at all, and

the grace of God is only a catchword.

It is scarcely probable that New York, Boston, and Chicago

are very much worse than was imperial Rome. Yet thou-

sands of Romans, and many more thousands from the other

big cities of the Roman Empire, gladly laid down their lives

for the faith in the days of the persecutions. Is Sacerdos pre-

pared to prove that all of these were rustics or near-rustics ?
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That comparatively few, if any, could boast of a long Roman
or Alexandrian or Lyonese descent? And are there not many
well-known families of the Roman nobility to-day whose mem-
bers are staunch Catholics, notwithstanding the fact that all

their forebears were native Romans back as far as the Middle

Ages? And what we say of Rome holds equally true of other

large European cities.

Why, we may ask, are Catholicity and city life incompatible?

Is it because Christ founded His Church for rustics only?

If so, then it is most decidedly not a catholic Church. That
cannot be the answer ; for we all know that the Church was in-

tended for all classes and conditions of life—high and low,

slave and free, city and country. Is it because Catholicity is so

weak and flimsy and unsubstantial that it is suited only to the

simple-minded and the simple-thinking, and vanishes into thin

air as soon as its adherents have really opened their eyes to

life as it is in the large cities? God forbid that we should put

such a poor rating on the grounds or foundations of our faith.

They are sureLy solid and stable enough in themselves to stand

the test of the very worst large city in Christendom. Since

the fault then lies not in the faith itself, it is clearly only the

ill-instructed and the perverse and the weaklings who fall

away. But most undoubtedly not all city Catholics are ill-

instructed or perverse or weaklings after three or four genera-

tions of city life. No; our little experience is that, except in

cases of mixed marriages (the most fruitful cause of perver-

sion, as every priest is aware), it is a comparatively small

minority that really abandons the faith.

But Sacerdos means that those who " will certainly be lost

to the faith " either cannot or will not overcome the tempta-

tions which beset their faith in a large city. From the abso-

lute, dogfmatic way in which he puts it, it looks as though he

thinks they cannot. As we remarked above, that is sheer fatal-

ism ; a virtual denial of man's free will and the power of

grace. If he means that they will not, it amounts to practi-

cally the same thing. It is, according to Sacerdos's manner
of viewing it, a fixed law from which there is no possible es-

cape; a decree of fate to which all must perforce submit. It is

" invariable, inevitable, certain ". " No class of people, no

system of training, no conditions of life seem proof against
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this inevitable result ". Where is there any room left for the

action of grace or free will in such a theory as this?

The sanctity of the Church requires that there should be in

the Church an abundant supply of grace for every need, amply
sufficient means of holiness for all sorts of characters and tem-

peraments, for all classes and conditions of life, and that this

grace, or these means of holiness, should prove eflfective in a
large number of cases. Now if the conditions of city life are

so antagonistic to the faith, the Church herself should be able

to furnish the means of overcoming these difficulties, and the

means should attain the desired end in the majority of in-

stances. If such is not the case (and Sacerdos maintains that

such is not now and never will be the case), the Church of

Christ is not holy. Such are the corollaries that follow from

this highly ingenious theory.

It is an utterly hopeless and pessimistic theory, leaving

nothing but gloom and despair in its wake for those who are

unfortunate enough to give it any credence. The author of

the theory suggests no remedy except the impossible one of

trying to make our country Catholics stay in the country. But

then, what of the poor city churches? For the author assures

us that the fourth or fifth generation of city-bred Catholics

" will certainly be lost to the faith ". If we get no recruits

from the country, then we shall have to close all our city

churches in due time. Desperate the thought that all our time

and energy are, in a large measure, wasted; that we are in

reality but feeders for Protestantism and Agnosticism ! Why
destroy Catholicity utterly in the cities? If urban Catholicity

depends absolutely on rural Catholicity, why try to keep Cath-

olics in the country? Why not bring them to the cities to put

fresh life and fresh blood into the city churches before they

become livid corpses? How would it do to ship a portion of

our city Catholics to the country, let them imbibe the real coun-

try spirit, then bring their children back, and when the time

comes, send the children of these latter off to ruraldom, etc. ?

Keep the thing going in a sort of circle or perpetual motion.

Or, would it be a better plan to abandon the cities altogether

and confine our efforts to the country districts—as the old

pagans had to do after Christianity had become the religion

of the Empire? And withal, and notwithstanding Sacerdos
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and his theory, we are strongly inclined to believe that the old

Church will go on pretty much as before, as she has been doing

for the past eighteen centuries or more, that there will never be

a dearth of Catholics in the large cities, whether there be in-

fluxes of rustics or not; that the over-ruling Providence of the

Almighty will look out for the large cities as well as for the

rural districts; that God's grace will always be given with a

lavish hand to enable the city folks to conquer the temptations

which assail them, and that the Master whom we serve will not

condemn the workers in the city vineyards to have nothing but

empty hands to show as the fruit of all their labors and
anxieties.

John E. Graham.
Baltitnore, Maryland.

BejoiDder by " Sacerdos " to Ponr of His Oritics.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.
That four of my clerical brethren have taken the trouble of

forwarding a criticism of my article in the January number, is,

I trust, an evidence that the subject is receiving some little con-

sideration, and also, perhaps, that it is deserving of very ser-

ious consideration. Wide, full, discussion of this question is

altogether desirable; but with my present experience I am con-

vinced that such discussions will do a real service only in so

far as it promotes a detailed inquiry into the individual facts

behind the case. We have already had discussions on it,

countless, endless, most of them producing very little fruit.

One commentator hopes that my statistics " may be comple-

mented by similar statistics concerning the state of Catholicity,

not merely in other cities, but in country districts as well ".

Precisely the purpose I had in giving those statistics to the

press. I regret exceedingly that the four pastors who were

good enough to interest themselves in the work did not first

inquire into the religious history of every member of their own
respective congregations and then give us the result. What
we need is not assumptions, conjectures, descriptions of things

in general, attempted explanations of decadence of Faith by
blaming it all on an act of the legislature, but facts

—

the care-

ful study of each individual case on its own merits and history.
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I.

To " Presbyter Cincinnatensis " we are indebted for the one
item of information so far contributed. He has told us of

two priests whose fathers and mothers were born and reared

in a large city. I know of another in Detroit; this swells the

list to three. " Presbyter Cincinnatensis " will pardon me for

recommending a more searching inquiry into the history of

his class mates. I have found similar statements reveal under

the microscope an altogether different specimen. A New York-

priest, being given this question, declared on the first impulse

that he could name fifty such priests in New York City alone.

When he Wcis pressed for names he failed to produce even

one, nor has he yet during the two years that have since

elapsed.

Surely there are few priests in the United States who would
not favor the division and subdivision of large parishes. We
should make greater progress in our present investigation,

however, if some one would tell us of a large city where this

remedy has been in use for a couple of generations, the Cath-

olic population of said city having received no recruits from

country districts during all that time. " Presbyter Cincinna-

tensis " suggests that if our parish of 1,786 souls (according to

the last census), to which three priests are giving their time,

were divided into two parishes with one priest each, the alarm-

ing facts recorded would never have been in existence. Our
negligence may be accountable for the delinquencies of old

residents, but since the parish population is constantly chang-

ing, our negligence can hardly be responsible for the great

majority who happen to be only a short time with us. The
statistics furnished by me in the original article seem to indi-

cate a personal acquaintance with all the people. The parish

school is as old as the parish ; during my ten years administra-

tion there has not been one Sunday on which an instruction was

not given at all the four Masses; the number of our daily com-

municants will stand inspection ; on Saturdays and eves of

first Fridays three of us are kept busy in the confessional ; on

the eves of great feasts as many as five ; we give our attention

to fourteen societies—the Holy Name Society, Boys' Sodality,

Apostleship of Prayer, Confraternity of Christian Doctrine,.
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St. Vincent De Paul Conference and the Catholic Truth So-

ciety being especially vigorous; I succeed in having three-

fourths of the parish families subscribe to a Catholic paper;

the parish library and Sunday School library are each the

largest in the diocese; converts average twenty-three per

year.

II.

I can inform " Rupertus " that I do not " speak of some
city in Canada or on the northern frontier country of the

States, where early colonization has planted numerous small

parishes, composed of the old stock of French Catholic immi-

grants ". There are practically no people of French extrac-

tion in our parish, in our city, or in the adjoining districts,

and, if he will promise to keep it to himself, I do not mind
telling him that ninety per cent of our people pride themselves

in their Irish names and Irish blood. Will not " Rupertus "

also agree that in mining and lumber districts one rarely finds

a good example of a typical country parish ?

I have already borne witness to his contention that " the

city churches are alive and active in furnishing permanent
strongholds of the Faith, in the form of flourishing schools,

young men's societies, sodalities, and kindred organizations ",

and that they " succeed in rallying thousands round the stand-

ard of the Holy Name Society, are instrumental in strength-

ening social organizations, etc." " Rupertus " can now ad-

vance this controversy several stages by assuring us that in his

parish the most exemplary members of such organizations are

they whose fathers and mothers and grandfathers and grand-

mothers were all people of city rearing. Like " Rupertus ",

I have witnessed many a youth arriving from the country,

where such organizations are practically unknown, become en-

thusiastic in this form of activity. Now, if the organizations

and wholesome influences to be found in cities produce the

eff'ect " Rupertus " claims for them, at some future date the

son of that young man should be more active and enthusiastic

than was his father, and the grandson more so than either.

But the reverse is always the case. Thus it is precisely these

very organizations which, as " Rupertus " says, " exercise an

excellent influence upon public opinion in behalf of Catholicity
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and promote every kind of Catholic and philanthropic as well as

educational work," like the priesthood and religious communi-
ties, depend for their very existence on recruits from country

parishes, the priest and religious by Divine dispensation leav-

ing no offspring, the lay apostle in the city leaving no offspring

willing or capable, to take up the work they are all one day

to lay down. And will the good which this lay apostle does

in his surroundings compensate for the spiritual loss to his

own posterity ? Too often I have seen the son of one who had
spent himself for others in danger of becoming the castaway.

On the other hand, is it not possible that we overestimate the

relative importance of such organizations and movements as

factors in the sanctification of souls? Those "permanent
strongholds of the Faith which city churches are active in fur-

nishing ", no one contends, can take the place of those other

and mightier strongholds which God himself has erected and

fortified, and which life in modern cities is everywhere under-

mining and destroying—Christian family life and Christian

homes. Only outside the city do these fortresses now remain

impregnable. There are members of this congregation whose

activity and earnestness in supporting the institutions men-
tioned above often bring the blush of shame to our cheeks;

nevertheless I cannot help thinking that greater works than

theirs are being done for God in the quiet sanctuary of many
a country home.

Perhaps the following statistics will throw some light on

this point. I have kept records for years of sixteen families

whose parents neglected the religious training of their chil-

dren and gave them very little edification in their own prac-

tice of religion. The children in all these families aggregated

sixty-two ; all were sent to Mass as children ; all but five or

six attended the parish school regularly; all received First

Communion and Confirmation and were regular communicants

at the ages of thirteen, fourteen and fifteen; they were mem-
bers of the Children's Choir and Children's Sodalities; more
than one of them had taken the first prize in Christian Doc-

trine. At the age of twenty, only three, out of the sixty-two,

went to Mass on Sunday.
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III.

Rupertus's contention is that Catholicity must thrive in

cities because of the superiority of attention and advantages

which city parishes and city life afford; Father O'Gorman,
on the contrary, claims there is a lamentable lack of religious

practice in cities, entirely due to the absence of such atten-

tion and advantages. " There is not a large city in the

world," he declares, " which has a sufficient number of

churches. . . . We have not made use of half of the resources

at our disposal."

Father O'Gorman is, I understand, a young, zealous, city

pastor, and is therefore by position and disposition admirably

qualified to render valuable assistance in getting to the bottom

of this question. I hope that for the next five years he will

make a detailed study of the religious history of his own peo-

ple and the Catholics of his city ; by that time we may expect

he shall be heard from again in a valuable contribution to this

Review on the subject under consideration. It is to be re-

gretted that the information which he has furnished so far is

only general in character.

Most likely our composition lacked clearness, but for some
reason or other, Father O'Gorman, it seems to me, has entirely

missed its purport. The keynote of my article I tried to sound

by saying emphatically, " All we have to say turns on this

question

—

who are these splendid Catholics in our city par-

ishes? " Little or no notice of this is taken throughout his

criticism. His defence of Munich is, that " University stu-

dents, professional classes, and higher government employees

are more Catholic to-day than they were seventy-five years

ago." On what basis are we to assume that these are Cath-

olics whose parents and grandparents were city people? Is it

so in the capital of Canada? Is it not more likely that as a

result of the development of education in all parts of Ger-

many since 1870 there are more boys from the country taking

university courses and looking to professions than there were

seventy-five years ago?

The information I gathered regarding European cities was
never looked upon as anything more than a certain amount of

evidence pointing in the same direction as the facts I had

gathered rather copiously at home. One commentator insinu-
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ates that I visited " thirteen cities in presumably as many
weeks ". Why this " presumably " ? Was I who gave the

greater part of ten years to the study of one parish in America
likely to suppose that I could know everything about a large

European city in a week? There is nothing of which I am so

anxious to convince my readers as that none of my observations

was superficial. For this reason I shall explain more fully

the extent of my European experience. In Rome alone I

spent several times thirteen weeks. My visits to both churches,

St. Cecilia and the Sacred Heart, were numbered by dozens;

I visited systematically every church in Rome, even the small-

est and most unnoticed; I watched the attendance at Mass,

Sunday after Sunday, and I ask the reader to remark that I

made no statement with regard to Rome or any part of it ex-

cept the Trastevere ; in this section I knew where the people

came from. I witnessed the good work done by the Salesian

Fathers in charge of the Sacred Heart. Would Father O'Gor-

man tell me what proportion of the laity responding to their

zealous efforts are children or grandchildren of city-bred

people?

Nearly six months in Munich and the country parts of Ba-

varia, I submit, was long enough to substantiate the state-

ments made in regard to that country. Speaking of condi-

tions in Munich, Father O'Gorman seems to argue as follows:

" A scandalous lack of churches is the primary evil here."

This cause still exists.

Nevertheless a great change has come about; seventy-five

years ago, " the professional classes were given up to a shal-

low religious agnosticism " ; to-day the professional classes

are much more religious than seventy-five years ago when
Munich was a much smaller city.

What has happened meanwhile to effect this reform? An
immense increase in the population. Where did they come
from? Chiefly from the country districts of Bavaria.

Thanks to this influx a new spirit has been infused into

Munich society; its young men of country birth or country

parents supply material for an altogether different class of

professional men.

Meanwhile there is a scandalous lack of churches, and

priests are unable to attend to the people.
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We haVe been in France; all three of us; more than once;"

two of the staff were educated there, and they have made sev-

eral visits since. We have seen " the dreary and desolate de-

cadence of Catholicism in many obscure French villages," and
have noted that the specific of dividing parishes and increasing

attendance has proved an ineffective remedy there. Can any

historian tell us exactly just when, if ever, the Faith did flour-

ish in any one of those particular country districts? On the

other hand, there was a vigorous religious spirit in Brittany

and La Vendee before the revolution and it is there still. The
piety so evident in Paris is easy to explain. The Paris popu-

lation is being constantly recruited from every department in

France, from Brittany as well as the Department of the Seine.

Among these come many excellent religious families or mem-
bers thereof; these and their children of the next two genera-

tions keep the churches in Paris filled, and, along with visitors,

compose the large crowds of devout people to be seen at Notre

Dame des Victoires and Montmartre. These regular attend-

ants at church the traveler sees ; he does not see the hundreds

of thousands who never go to Mass. Lyons, because of the

peculiarly exclusive and conservative character of its inhabi-

tants, was much more to our purpose; the Catholicity of Lyons,

or rather the want of it, reflects the religious state of a city

where only a small proportion of its recruits are from the

country.

We have all three spent years in country parishes. The
records of those people, of their posterity still there, and their

posterity in different cities, form no small part of the evidence

we have yet to produce.

Into this discussion there is constantly intruding itself a

view which we shall only touch in passing, hoping that ere

long in the pages of this Review it will receive from some
capable hand the fulness of treatment which its importance

deserves. I refer to a prevailing disposition among us to try

to account in every case for the presence or absence of religious

spirit in peoples by attendance or lack of attendance respec-

tively
—

" attendance " being taken to mean a zealous clergy-

assisted by all the organizations and institutions they can keep

in a flourishing existence. Has not God provided other means

as well? Was it the attendance of a numerous clergy that
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preserved the Faith in Ireland during the dark ages of perse-

cution? Was it the attendance of a numerous clergy and a

multiplication of churches and schools that preserved the Faith

in Poland in the decades immediately preceding migration

from that country to America? In a country district of Russia

300,000 Catholic Ruthenians have preserved the Faith for two
centuries entirely deprived of the attendance of bishops, priests,

and religious. Perhaps no other body of clergy attend their

people so zealously as the priests of English cities; many of

the immigrants from those same cities every Canadian pastor

claims are sadly wanting in religious practice. It is not a lack

of priests, or religious, or Catholic institutions, that explains

the sad indifference manifest in our own old Catholic city of

New Orleans. Extraordinary as it appears, in late years men
of high repute are actually asking us to accept the announce-

ment that a splendid religious revival is going on in France.

When ? Immediately following the enforcement of a law clos-

ing Catholic schools, expelling all religious, and leaving

seminaries unable to supply a sufficient number of secular

priests.

The young priest who believes in the unfailing efficiency

of attendance is always the one who will do good work in the

ministry. He is possessed of energy and determination; he

sees many things to do and they must be done. Luke Del-

mege delivered his first elaborately prepared sermon to a Lon-

don congregation, " and descended from the pulpit convinced

that now at last the conversion of England had really begun."

IV.

Father Paul's letter seems to be in part a defence of the

clergy attending three churches, on whom there was not the

slightest intention to reflect. Everyone who has read the

January number must realize that the one aim of the article

in question was to draw attention to conditions over which

priests have not the least control. We have nothing but the

highest admiration for Dublin priests, and especially for the

work of the Capuchin Fathers of Church Street. Everything

we saw and heard was confirmatory of Mr. Begbie's descrip-

tion.
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Objection is made to two statements. The first, concerning

the proselytizing of children, clearly referred to Dublin in gen-

eral, and not necessarily to the Church Street district at all.

The number is on the authority of a highly respected Dublin

priest whose statement was concurred in by another Dublin

priest present at the time. Since there was no mention then of

publishing this statement, we do not feel free to give his name
without his consent.

The second statement, referring to the number attending

Mass, was intended to apply not to all in the district, but to a

particular class described as " degenerate ". A want of clear-

ness of expression leaves the statement open to Father Paul's

interpretation. But from the general tenor of the paragraph

it is evident such interpretation could not have been intended.

(
I
) The three churches, like all in Dublin, are credited with r.

surprising attendance at Mass. (2) Of those we were speak-

ing about, 39 out of 42, or 93 per cent, proved to be of Dublin

origin for generations, as far as the inquiry went. No one

supposed for a moment that 93 per cent of those three large

congregations were of that origin.

Now the remark as applying to a particular class was made
on what we considered good authority—the comparatively

small number of such people to be seen at Mass in well-filled

churches, and the remarks, casual or otherwise, of priests in

that locality. One priest on being asked if those people, seem-

ingly dissipated and utterly negligent of appearances—includ-

ing the specimen described by Mr. Begbie as, " the danger-

ous-looking rough "—were practical Catholics, went to Mass

regfularly, ventured no further answer than, " Well, none of

them would wish to die without a priest ". Father Paul will

admit that there is a number in that district who miss Mass
regularly and a number who miss Mass habitually ; if in those

numbers we should expect to find the somewhat degenerate

class, then we are all of one opinion.

Let us take Father Paul's statistics. There are 18,300 peo-

ple living in one-roomed tenements; allowing 4,000 for young
children and invalids, there are left 14,300 people to attend

twenty-two Masses, an average of 650 for each Mass. To the

best of our recollection this would be a higher attendance

than we witnessed. But what about the large number of peo-
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pie in those districts not in one-roomed tenements? They also

form part of the congregation who assist at Mass in those three

churches. Evidently some must be missing Mass. Are they

of the class we referred to as degenerate, or others?

Two statements by Father Paul we find difficult to reconcile:
" It is not for me to quote statistics for the two parochial

churches ", and, " Scarcely one person can be found that does

not belong to one or other of these religious organizations."

This latter statement is made of two churches of which he
does not profess to be able to give accurate information.

We trust all this will not distract us from the original argu-

ment. The one point we tried to make was that there was a

class of people in the Four Courts and Church Street districts

careless about their religious duties, and that these would gen-

erally be found to be descendants of people in Dublin or some
other large city for generations.

For any wrong that may have been done priests or people

through our inexcusable but unnoticed inaccuracy of expres-

sion we hereby apologize most sincerely.

Sacerdos.

ONTARIO'S "SEPARATE" SCHOOLS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

The souls of prelates and priests in the United States have

been so tried for many years over the school problem that it

may be of some slight comfort to them to know somewhat in

detail how the matter is handled in the province of Ontario.

There are general laws for the Dominion of Canada, such

as laws governing the coining of money, the postal service,

the erection and care of lighthouses, etc., but in matters of

local concern, each province enjoys a degree of autonomy

which, though not equal to that possessed by the individual

States of the Union, is sufficiently comprehensive to avoid the

evil of " blanket legislation " for districts as far apart and as

difTerent in their requirements as Nova Scotia and Sas-

katchewan.

Subject to the limitations of the " British North America

Act" of 1867, the school question is one that each province

settles as the need or the sentiment of the province may prompt.

I
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This Act, which is the basis of the confederation of the prov-

inces, whence arose the Dominion of Canada, recognizes the

existence of Roman Catholic schools in Ontario and guards

them against hostile legislation, as far, at least, as their exist-

ence is concerned.

In the first place, the law establishes public schools, from

the kindergarten to the school of art, with provisions for the

defective, the wayward, and other special classes of children.

In these public schools, it is unlawful to require any pupil " to

read or study in or from any religious book, or to join in any

exercise of devotion or religion, objected to by his parent or

guardian ". Subject, however, to the General Regulations,
" pupils shall be allowed to receive such religious instruction

as their parents or guardians desire ". This provision, it may
be remarked in passing, is far ahead of that State enactment

which declares that the reading of the (Protestant) Bible

shall not be deemed sectarian, or an infringement of the re-

ligious liberty of the children.

The public schools are supported by taxes levied on all tax-

able property and by money grants from the Provincial Treas-

ury. Though the municipal councils, for the sake of fostering

some infant industry or for some other equally worthy motive,

have the power to exempt property from the ordinary taxes,

they are expressly inhibited from remitting taxes levied for

educational purposes. All teachers must hold certificates of

fitness granted by the competent authority. These certificates

may be provisional or for a term of years, or for life, and may
be granted only to British subjects.

As for the other schools, the law recognizes three classes,

which, to distinguish them from the ordinary schools, are offi-

cially known as " Separate Schools ". Thus, upon the appli-

cation of five heads of families, being colored people, a separ-

ate school for colored children will be established, and the

same number of heads of families, being Protestants, can

secure the establishment of a Protestant school. But, as far

as the Protestants are concerned, the law does not permit them

to have a confessional school unless the teacher of the local

public school is a Roman Catholic; and since, on the other

hand, Roman Catholics constitute rather less than t^venty

per cent of the total population of the province, the conditions
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requisite for the establishing of a Protestant school are not

often verified. In other words, some eighty per cent of the

inhabitants of the province are Protestants with very decided

views about religion, and the spirit of the public schools,

though supposed to be strictly neutral, is markedly religious

and Protestant. As a matter of fact, it hzis happened more
than once that Catholic pupils, forced to attend the public

school through lack of a separate school, have openly pro-

tested against the teacher's attacks on the Church; and it is

with real pleasure we add that the authorities have obliged

such teachers to apologize for their remarks. Many such hap-

penings, nevertheless, could not permanently sweeten the at-

mosphere of the school.

The third class of separate schools consists of those for

Roman Catholics. That five Catholic heads of families may
secure the establishment of a separate school they must be

householders or freeholders. Once established, the school be-

comes entitled forthwith to its proportionate share of any pro-

vincial grant, but loses all claim to moneys raised by muni-

cipal taxation for the benefit of the public schools. The Cath-

olic trustees, however, are free to solicit subscriptions from

whoever may be inclined to further religious education, and
they have a right to the school taxes levied on property owned
and tenanted by Catholics as well as to such a part of the

school tax paid by a corporation as corresponds to the amount
of stock held by Catholics.

If the school is established in a city, the law provides for

the election of two trustees from each ward. One-half the

trustees retire annually, but as they are eligible for reelec-

tion, it sometimes falls out that there are few changes in the

personnel for many years together. Only Roman Catholics

may vote for the trustees of a Catholic school. Women, thus

far, have neither obtained nor noisily sought any direct voice

in Ontario elections of any kind. Yet, who could feel a livelier

interest in education than the mothers of the pupils?

The trustees have free access to the public records to secure

the names of all Catholics on the assessor's lists, and they can

bring about the rectification of any error that they discover

in the classification of the taxpayers. Moreover, they fix the

rate that their coreligionists must pay for school maintenance.
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can raise money by mortgaging school property, and can issue

certificates of indebtedness. In this last case, the trustees be-

come individually and collectively liable for the payment of

the debt.

Broadly speaking, we are disposed to think that Canadian

Catholics show a livelier and more general interest in Cath-

olic primary and grammar schools than do their cousins " on

the other side ". In Ontario, for example, one does not wit-

ness the sad sight of a child of Catholic parents passing by a

Catholic grammar school on his way to attend class in a public

grammar school. It is true, however, that the curse of mixed
marriages and the evil of downright apostacy are not un-

known here; and here, as elsewhere, they produce their ex-

ecrable fruit. In the parish of Our Lady, which is made up

almost exclusively of people in modest circumstances, the trus-

tees decided to enlarge one of the school buildings by in-

curring an interest-bearing debt of nine thousand dollars.

The announcement was made on Sunday at the three regular

Masses; by Monday evening, more than the required amount
had been offered to them in sums of fifty dollars or multiples

of the same. By raising the school levy a little, they will be

able to pay off the debt in easy instalments. Just here let us

remark that the taxes for the separate schools are collected by

the public authorities at their own expense and are turned

over to the trustees.

All separate schools are subject to inspection by an Inspector

who is identified in religion or color, as the case may be, with

the schools over which he is placed. The office is appointive.

A former teacher with a ripe experience in the class-room is

commonly selected for the position. The teachers must hold

Government certificates, which are of various grades as in

the public schools. The Christian Brothers, the Ladies of

Loretto, the School Sisters of Notre Dame, and the diocesan

Sisters of St. Joseph are the chief institutes represented in

the teaching body, and many efficient secular teachers of both

sexes are employed.

The Eudist Sisters of the Good Shepherd in Toronto re-

ceive Government aid for the industrial school connected with

their monastery. This not being, strictly speaking, a "separate

school ", is subject to the Inspector of Industrial Schools, who
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chances to be not prepossessed in favor of anything Catholic.

Toronto is fiercely " Orange " in its religious and political

sentiments. The Inspector's report, however, made after a

very careful examination of the premises and the work, was
laudatory in a high degree. This is as gratifying to us as it

is creditable to the self-sacrificing spirit of those devoted

women who give their lives to a work which is naturally unin-

viting if not positively repugnant.

Such is the status, roughly sketched, it is true, of the Cath-

olic schools in Ontario as we write. Will it continue? While
it is unbecoming that a " transient "—a mere " outsider "

—

should dogmatize in a matter of so much importance for the

welfare of religion, we should like to intimate, with all due

deference to those better qualified to judge, that, to our way
of thinking, a more or less discoverable tendency is manifest

in the non-Catholic majority to do away with separate schools

as far, at least, as Catholic schools are concerned. Each year

sees an addition to the conditions under which some of the

schools are " recognized ". It would almost seem that these

conditions are intended to wear out the patience of the

separate school teachers to such a degree that they might be

tempted to give up the struggle for religious schools. What
will be the outcome of all these regulations? Catholics ought

to be on the alert and to stand together, for the sake of their

schools. It is far easier to prevent a crevasse than it is to stop

the break in the levee.

Henry J. Swift, S.J.

Guelph, Ontario.

ABSOLUTION OP PAEENTS WHOSE OHILD ATTENDS
FUBLIO SCHOOL.

Qu. May a pastor refuse absolution to parents who take their

child out of the parish school and send him to the public school?

If the child has attended the parish school four or five years after

he has received his first Holy Communion, may the pastor still re-

fuse to absolve the parents? Suppose, however, that the parents,

knowing the pastor's mind on the subject, go to confession to the

assistant, may the assistant absolve them, since he knows that other

priests in the same city will absolve them? Finally, may the pastor

also refuse to absolve the child who attends public school? And
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how is the assistant to act if such a child comes to him? The lack

of imiform action among pastors has prompted these questions.

Your answer will be eagerly read by an anxious

Young Priest.

Resp. Our correspondent is not the only " young priest

"

who is in a position to complain of " lack of uniform action
"

in the question to which he refers. The general laws of the

Church are, however, clear enough, and aim to prevent such

an anomalous condition as occurs in the parish referred to.

In the first place, where there is danger of loss of faith, and that

danger is proximate, both divine law and natural law justify

the confessor in refusing absolution both to parents and to

children. This is the substance of a very important Instruc-

tion on the subject sent 24 September, 1875, by the Congrega-

tion of the Holy Office to the Bishops of. the United States.

The second principle is equally clear. When the danger is

remote, or when a danger that in itself may be proximate is

rendered remote by the care which the parents or others exer-

cise in offsetting the influence of the school, there are circum-

stances which justify parents in allowing their children to at-

tend non-Catholic or " mixed " schools. This principle is

laid down in an Instruction of the same Holy Office to the

Bishops of Switzerland, 26 March, 1866. Lest, however, these

principles be wrongly applied, this second Instruction or-

dains that the final judgment rests with the bishop, who may,

when the circumstances justify such action, ordain that Cath-

olic parents send their children to the Catholic school, and

not to a sectarian or other non-Catholic school. Where, there-

fore, such a law exists, Catholic parents who disobey it may
be and should be denied absolution. Where, however, the dio-

cesan authority has not promulgated a law of this kind, if it

is a clear case of proximate danger of perversion, absolution

should be denied by virtue of the natural and divine law to

which reference is made above in the first principle. Our con-

tributor will realize that, since the circumstances are different

in different localities, no universal legislation can be framed

for the case under discussion. Moreover, in the same locality,

when there is no diocesan law in the matter, the natural and

divine law may apply in the case of one child and not apply

at all in the case of other children.
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SOLEMK BLESSIKG OF WATEB ON THE EPIPHANY.

Qu. I wish to submit a doubt concerning the long and solemn

blessing of water on the feast of the Epiphany. Decree 3730 of 17

May, 1890, states that said formula should not be used, and decree

3792 of 30 August, 1892, confirms this decision, and adds that the

formula is to be expimged from the Ritual. But in the latest typical

edition of the Ritual printed in 1913, the whole blessing is given

(page * 199) with the note: " A. S. C. Rituum adprobata die 6 Dec.,

1890."

How is this latter insertion to be reconciled with the above men-
tioned decrees ? Apart from the fact that this blessing is given in the

Appendix, there is no indication in the Ritual to explain the seeming

inconsistency. What do you say?

Resp. There is no actual contradiction in the insertion of

the proposed form in the Roman Ritual. A distinction, how-
ever, between the Greek and Latin rites will explain the

matter.

The Greek Church had of old observed on the Epiphany the

rite of blessing the baptismal font, the water of which is used

to bless the houses of the faithful, just as is done in the Latin

Church on Holy Saturday with the water blessed before the

Holy Oils are mixed with it. This rite of the Greek Church

was at one time introduced with some modifications into parts

of Germany and Hungary, where the Greek and Latin Cath-

olics lived in close proximity. The practice was brought to

the attention of the S. C. of Rites, which decided that there

should be no such blessing of the water on the vigil or the

feast of the Epiphany in the Latin Churches, inasmuch as this

practice was peculiar to the Greek Church—" utpote omnino

proprius Graecae Ecclesiae atque ab indole Latini ritus plane

alienus ".^

Shortly afterward (6 Dec, 1890), however, the S. Congre-

gation of Rites, in order to satisfy the demands of the faith-

ful in the Latin Dioceses, issued a ritus benedicendi aquam
for the Vigil of the Epiphany.

When two years later the Archbishop of Esztergon (Stri-

gonia) asked the S. Congregation of Rites whether the pro-

hibition of 1 7 May, 1 890, extended to all the dioceses of Latin

1 17 May, 1890.
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rite, so as to exclude absolutely the use of the Greek rite of

blessing the water, and furthermore whether in case of an

affirmative answer to this question, it was necessary to expunge

the said Greek rite from the (Diocesan) rituals, the Sacred

Congregation replied (30 August, 1892) :
" Affirmative et in

Rituali adnotetur abrogatio benedictionis ". There was ques-

tion here therefore of the use of the rite as practised in the

Greek Church, which had crept into the diocesan ritual books

of some of the Latin provinces.

Accordingly there is no inconsistency in leaving the said

blessing as revised by the Sacred Congregation for the use of

the Latin Church in the typical edition of the Roman Ritual

for 1913.

In summary, the following are the facts:

1. On 17 May, 1890, the blessing which savored of the

Greek rite was prohibited.

2. On 6 December, 1890, a special blessing was composed

for the Latin Church.

3. On 30 August, 1892, the Archbishop of Esztergom (Stri-

gonia) was told that the rite in his diocesan ritual belonged to

the Greek Church and was to be expunged from the ritual of

the Latin dioceses.

4. The form found in the typical edition of 191 3 is the form

composed for the Latin Church, 6 December, 1890.

MAEEIAGE WITHOUT PARISH PEIEST BELIIG PEESEKT.

Some time ago Father Augustin Lehmkuhl, S.J., discussed

in a German periodical the question of the absolute presence

of the " Parochus proprius " for the validity of the marriage

contract.'^ He instanced a case in which the parties, anxious

to be married, are prevented from immediately doing so by

some civil impediment, although there exists no law against

the union on the part of the Church. Assuming that the civil

statutes forbid the marriage under jjenalty of a heavy fine or

imprisonment, what should the parties do if, on the one hand,

the circumstances make the marriage urgent in conscience,

while on the other no priest is willing to perform the cere-

1 Thtolo£isch-Prdktiscke Quartdschrift, 1914. Heft III.
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mony, lest he appear to sanction the violation of the civil law

and incur its penalties?

According to the Ne temere the presence of the parish priest

of the place where the marriage takes place is necessary for

the validity of the contract, before the Church, Only in the

case of danger of death, where the conscience of the parties is

to be quieted or the offspring to be made legitimate, does the

decree dispense with the presence of the proper parish priest,

so that any priest and two witnesses suffice to validate the

marriage. Again, where it is impossible to have the parish

priest or the Ordinary or a properly delegated priest, and this

condition of things lasts for a month or more, the parties are

at liberty to contract a valid marriage without the priest, but

in the presence of two witnesses. (See articles VII and VIII

of the Decree).

P. Lehmkuhl argues that article VIII may be applied to

any case in which the contracting parties cannot obtain a priest

to perform the marriage rite, though there may be in the

locality no dearth of priests who under ordinary circumstances

could act as proper witnesses to marriages recognized before

Church and State. He bases his conclusion on a decision of

the S. Congregation of Propaganda (24 March, 1909) and

again by the S. Congregation of the Sacraments (26 Nov.,

1909) which, though never published in the official Acta Apo-

stolicae Sedis, is inserted in the Acts of the S. Congregation

as addressed to the Ordinary of Breslau, and cited by P. Buc-

ceroni, S.J., in the fourth editions of both his Moral Theology

and his Enchiridion ^Rome, 191 1).

The two decisions, grouped under the heading " Defectus

Formae ", read as follows

:

1. An et sub quibus cautelis annuendum sit, ut oratores matri-

moniiun in facie Ecclesiae contrahere valeant, quamvis civilem ritum

implere nequeant?

2. Quaenam dispensatio circa matrimonii celebrandi formam con-

cedenda sit, ctun, ratione civilis legis, parochus matrimonio assistere

non possit?

Ad I. R. Parochus catholicus constito primiun sibi nullum inter

contrahentes intercedere canonicimi impedimentum . . . permittat ut,

absque etiam sua adsistentia, matrimonium ineant, sed tamen praesen-

tibus tribus aut saltem duobus testibus integrae fidei ; ac ita celebrate
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matrimonio, teneantur conjuges, citius quam fieri potest, illud parocho

significare, qui in codice matrimoniorum illud saltern secreto adnotet

cum indicatione diei ac nominibus testium qui praesentes fuerunt.

(S. C. de Prop. Fid. 24 Mart. 1909. Collect, n. 571.)

Ad II. Ordinarius, constito primum sibi etiam, si opus fuerit, per

juratam contrahentium attestationem, nullum inter ipsos intercederc

canonicum impedimentum, permittat ut absque praesentia parochi

matrimonium in casu valide et licite iniri possit, amisso a sponsis

formali consensu coram duobus testibus; imposito ad normam n. IX
Decreti "Ne Temere" testibus, in solidum cvun contrahentibus, onere

curandi, ut initum conjugium quamprimvun parocho significetrir, qui

in libro matrimonionmi illud saltern secreto adnotet ciun indicatione

diei et nominibus testium qui praesentes fuerimt. Idem autem Or-

dinarius hortari non omittat nupturientes, ut ad Sacramentum Con-

fessionis et SS. Eucharistiae debitis cum dispositionibus accedant

ante matrimonii celebrationem, ac insuper curet, ut iidem contrahentes

se obligent ad formalitates civiles explendas statim ac fieri poterit,

cujus obligationis documentum in Curia Episcopali adservetur.

(S. C. de Sacram. 26. Nov. 1909.)

The above case may find its application in the United States,^

and in other English-speaking countries, where the obtaining

of a marriage license is at times made dependent on certain

civil requirements (according to the civil law) which the con-

tracting parties are for the time being unable to fulfil, whilst

there are other sufficiently urgent reasons in conscience why
they should not defer the union.

THE THBEE MASSES OH OHBISTMAS NIGHT.

In the March number the question, whether a priest may
celebrate the three ritual Masses of Christmas between the

hours of midnight and half-past one or two o'clock in the

morning, was answered to the effect that for such a celebration

of the Masses a special indult would be required. It should

have been added that no indult is necessary for a priest who
says the three Masses in chapels of religious communities,

seminaries and similar institutions in which the Blessed Sac-

rament is habitually reserved. Pius X granted this privilege

in 1907, by Motu Proprio which was published in the Decem-
ber number of this Review for that year (pp. 629 and 654;.

see also January number, 1908, p. 83).
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PEAYEE rOE EELIGIOUS VOCATIONS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

More vocations—more priests, more brothers, more sisters

—this is the cry coming from all parts of the country. Wd
have excellent little manuals recently published on the sub-

ject of vocations; but do we find the number of vocations in-

creasing ? May not the real reason why there is such a dearth

of vocations arise from the fact that we are not fervent and
persevering in prayer ? We have not hearkened to that special

intention so strongly recommended to us by our Divine Lord
Himself in the Gospel :

" Rogate Dominum messis ut mittat

operarios in messem suam ". (Matt. 9:38.) In Scavini's

Theology we find an excellent prayer

:

Per sacrosanctae humanae Redemptionis mysteria, mitte Domine
operarios in messem tuam, et parce populo. Per merita et interces-

sionem sanctissimae Genetricis Tuae et omnium Angelonun et Sanc-

torum, mitte Domine operarios in messem tuam et parce populo tuo.

Regina Apostolorum et omnes Angeli et Sancti rogate Dominum
messis ut mittat operarios in messem suam et parcat populo suo, ut

omnes cum Ipso et Patre et Spiritu Sancto gaudere possimus in

saecula saeculoriun. Amen.

Surely if such a prayer or prayers like to it were offered!

daily by every priest, in our seminaries, in our religious

houses, the Lord who has said, " Ask and you shall receive ",

will listen to a request so dear to His Sacred Heart that it

brought from Him that appeal :
" Rogate Dominum messis ut

mittat operarios in messem suam ". Presbyter.

OONrESSIONS OP EELIGIOUS OUTSIDE THEIE CONVENTS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In regard to the confession of sisters outside their own convents,

may I call your attention to paragraph XIV of the decree of the

Congregation of Religious issued in the spring of 1913? I have not

the Latin at hand, but the official French translation, as published

in the Acta of 16 April, 1913, reads: " Les Moniales ou les Soeurs

qui pour une raison quelconque se trouve hors de leur couvent, peu-

vent dans n'importe quelle eglise ou oratoire, meme semi-publique,

se confesser a tout pretre approure pour I'lm et I'autre sexe. La
Superieure ne peut ni I'empecher, ni faire sur ce point aucxme en-
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quete, meme indirecte, et les Religieuses ne sont pas tenues de lui en

parler."

This would seem to me to give sisters who are outside their con-

vents for any reason the right to confess to any priest approved in

that diocese for hearing the confessions of both sexes, provided they

go in a church or semi-public chapel. If they go without the per-

mission or knowledge of their local superior they are in no way of-

fending against religious obedience, for the major superior to whom
both they and their immediate superior owe obedience gives them
this permission. And to prevent all possibility of a stricter inter-

pretation, the Congregation forbids a local superior who suspects

that her subjects while out on other business are confessing, to

command otherwise or even to inquire about such confessing.

It happened that I was in Rome when this decree came out, and I

discussed this very phase with the Monsignor of the Congregation

who had drawn up the original draft of the decree. I do not think

that I am misquoting him when I say that I have given his inter-

pretation of this point, and presumably, therefore, the interpretation

of the Congregation of Religious. Religious.

Resp. " Religious " is quite correct when he says that the

decree referred to (the Latin text and authorized English

version of wh'ch were published in the Review) grants Sis-

ters " who are outside their convents for any reason " what-

ever, the right to confess to a priest of their choice. The
recison for their being outside their convent has nothing what-

ever to do with the limitation of this right. What is necessary

however in every case is that the nuns be outside their con-

vent with the permission of the superior (expressed or tacit).

But a Sister whose leave of absence from her convent is

limited to a definite errand and time for its transaction, would
violate her obedience if, contrary to the understanding of the

Superior, she extended that time by the transaction of other

affairs, even though private and sacred to herself. She is no

longer legitimately absent from her convent when the pre-

scribed business is done. She is required to be in her convent,

just as she is required to be in her dormitory at night, or in

the chapel during Mass.

She is free, in other words, to seek a priest for the purpose

of confession whenever she is outside her convent without any

time-limit for the transaction of her special errand and there

being no implied neglect of her duty or commission.
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" Outside her convent " must, therefore, be taken in its ac-

cepted sense, that is " with the consent of the Superior and
by her discretion ". Any other interpretation would be sub-

versive of religious discipline. This must be apparent when
we apply the phrase to circumstances in which a religious sent

out of the convent on some urgent message on which the health

or safety of some member of the community depends, regard-

ing which the Superior may not have spoken to the Sister,

would consider only her own convenience to seek a confessor,

on the plea that, whenever she is outside her convent, she is

at liberty to take time for confession. Even in the house there

are circumstances when the Superior may forbid a Sister from

going to confession, in the sense that it must be deferred to a

time which does not inconvenience the community and imply

neglect of other duties.

The principle of liberty of conscience which the Holy See

wished to safeguard is by no means endangered by these re-

strictions. They are of the essence of good order in a religious

community, and the Sacred Congregation, which could not

have intended to weaken or abrogate the discipline of obe-

dience, did not mean to define the phrase " outside their con-

vents ", but only the right of the individual to choose a con-

fessor when legitimately outside her convent.

DISPENSATION PEOM PAST AND ABSTINENCE ON PEASTS
SOLEMNLY KEPT.

Qu. The answer in the March number regarding Dispensation

from Fast and Abstinence is not quite clear to me.

The "Supremi disciplinae " (Review, Vol. XLV, p. 320) sup-

presses certain holidays of obligation (No. II) ; it also declares that

patronal feasts are not of obligation (No. III).

1. Does " patronal feast" here mean the titular feast of a parish

church ?

2. Does the decree refer only to patronal feasts which in certain

localities were days of obligation, and are now suppressed as such

;

or does it also include patronal feasts which, before the decree was

issued, were not of obligation?

3. If the titular of a church is, say St. Peter, and in that parish

church there is a solemn celebration on St. Patrick's day " cum

magno populi concursu ", will the dispensation from fast and ab-
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stinence apply in such a case, even though the observance was not,

and is not now, of obligation?

4. Again, in the decree of 3 May, 1912 (Review, Vol. XLVII,

p. 77), does the " ampla facultas " apply only to the days which

have been suppressed as to the obligation (as it refers to the " supra-

dictos dies"), or does it apply also to days which have not been

holidays of obligation, but which are solemnly celebrated " cum
magno populi concursu ", e. g. St. Patrick's day?

Resp. I. The " title " of a church is defined by the Sacred

Congregation of Rites as the name by which the church is

known, and which is given it at the time it is built or founded.

When the title is the name of God Himself, or that of some

divine mystery or event, it is usual to speak of the feast as

" titular ". When, however, the title is the name of an angel,

of the Blessed Virgin, or of some saint, the custom is to speak

of the person as " patron ", and of the feast as " patronal ".

This general statement implies that any church, parochial or

non-parochial, may have, and if it is consecrated or solemnly

blessed, should have, a titular or patronal feast There are,

besides, patrons or titulars of dioceses, provinces or nations

;

and these must be chosen according to law, and approved.

2. The decree makes no restriction ; it speaks of " dies festi

patronorum " without qualifying clause. It applies, therefore,

to the patronal feast of a parish church, even though the feast

was never celebrated with the obligation of attending Mass

and abstaining from servile work. Indeed, a Motu proprio of

2 July, 191 1, says that the feast of a patron is not per se a feast

of obligation.

3 and 4. We think that the latter, the wider, interpretation,

is justified. When the condition " cum magno populi con-

cursu " is verified, whether the feast was formerly one of obli-

gation or not, the dispensation holds. The second decree men-
tioned by our subscriber, namely that of 3 May, 191 2, grant-

ing " ample faculties " to the bishops in the matter, speaks of

feasts in general which are celebrated " cum debita populi

frequentia ". It is true, there is in the second decree no men-

tion of patronal feasts. The phrase " suppressed feasts ", how-

ever, surely includes them, and since the important sentence

of the decree, that which grants the " ample faculties ", makes

no restriction, we believe it ought to be read to mean all feasts
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which are celebrated with the oft-repeated condition, " cum
ma^no populi concursu ", or " cum debita populi frequentia ".

FBESENOE OF OOBPSE AT MASS ON SUNDAY.

iQ«. Is it proper to have the corpse present during the Mass said

on Sundays or holidays of obligation (the color of the day being

used), whether the Mass is said "pro defuncto" or "pro populo"?

Resp. The decrees of the Sacred Congregation of Rites

permitting the celebration of a solemn Requiem or a " Missa

cantata de Requie ", or, in the case of poor persons, a " Missa

lecta de Requie ", on Sundays and certain feast days, all

provide that, where there is only one priest, the Mass corres-

ponding to the office of the day must be read. This may be

offered " pro defuncto ", if the obligation of offering it " pro

populo " does not hold. We know of no decree, however, per-

mitting the celebration of the Sunday Mass in the color of the

day praesente cadavere, when it is the only Mass celebrated

that day.

A GOOD MANUAL ON THE EUBEIOS.

Qu. With so many changes of late, has there been prepared a

new edition of O'Kane on the Rubrics, or is there a better book

available?

Resp. O'Kane's volume has not been brought up to date.

The most recent edition is the eighth, the date of which does

not appear in the imprint. It contains, however, very few

changes from the third edition, dated 1872. We understand

that a thoroughly revised edition of Wapelhorst is about to be

published. A new edition of O'Kane, of Van der Stappen's

Sacra Liturgia, and of De Herdt's Praxis Liturgiae Sacrae

would be very welcome also.

ONE rUNEEAL MASS "DE DIE DEPOSITIONIS."

Qu. On doubles of the second class we are permitted to say a

Mass de die depositionis. On 30 November, St. Andrew's day, many

of us priests met for the funeral of an ex-Member of Parliament.

The celebrant of the funeral Mass wore black vestments. Could
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the others have said Mass " de die depositionis " if they offered it

for the dead man whose body was being interred?

Resp. The case here presented is not contemplated, so far

as we know, in any of the decrees of the Sacred Congregation

of Rites. The spirit, however, of all the decrees bearing on the

privilege of celebrating a solemn or sung Mass de Requie on
certain feast days seems to be that permission is granted for

only one such Mass. (See Decree no. 2915 ad 11.)

GEHUFLEOTING AFTER "PR00EDENTE8 ADOEAVEEUNT
EUM" ON THE EPIPHAMY.

Qu. In the Gospel for the Epiphany we genuflect at " proce-

dentes adorarerunt eum ". Is it proper to genuflect while chanting

these words, or is it more becoming to sing them first and then

genuflect ?

Resp. It is not only more becoming, but by all means ad-

visable, to sing the words first and then genuflect. We have

an analogy in the case of the deacon at the High Mass who
first sings the words " Sequentia Sancti Evangelii ", etc., and

then makes the three crosses, which in the Low Mass accom-

pany the recital of the words.

A MASS INTENTION IN DOUBT.

Qu. On a certain occasion, while attending a funeral in the com-

pany of several other priests, someone must have given me a stipend

for a Mass, as I afterwards found a scrap of paper bearing the

words, " For N.N. one dollar ". I cannot recall who gave me the

money or what the actual intention was. I know that several years

ago there lived a person of this name in the neighborhood, but I

cannot recall who would be likely to ask to have a Mass said for

him. I am usually very particular about intentions ; but in this case

I am perplexed. This happened some time ago too; and I should

like to know what my obligation is. What do you think?

Resp. We think that in the circumstances the obligation

would be met by celebrating a Mass " pro intentione dantis ".
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ONE VOTIVE MASS ON PIEST PEIDAT.

Qu. On the first Friday of the month, in a parish where the

League of the Sacred Heart is established, is it permissible to read

more than one votive Mass " Miserebitur " ? Should not the Masses

that day be said on the altar of exposition, coram Sanctissimo? Is

it necessary at the evening services to place a veil before the Blessed

Sacrament when making announcements or preaching?

Resp. The decree granting the privilege of a votive Mass
of the Sacred Heart in churches where devotions to the Sacred

Heart are held on the first Friday of the month has been in-

terpreted to mean that one Votive Mass may be celebrated,

unless, of course, a priest has the personal privilege of saying

a votive Mass on that day. The general decree in regard to

saying Mass at the altar of exposition is very explicit :
" Sine

necessitate, vel gravi causa vel ex speciali indultu " non licet

" celebrare Missam coram Sacramento publice exposito in ec-

clesiis in quibus non desunt alia altaria ". (Decree n. 3448
of S. Congr. of Rites.) The custom of placing a veil before

the Blessed Sacrament before the sermon is a matter of obli-

gation, according to Decree n. 3726 of the Sacred Congrega-

tion of Rites.

OBLIGATION OF "OEATIONES IMPERATAE" DUBING
THE EUROPEAN WAR.

Qu. Are the " Orationes Imperatae " (" pro pace " or " tempore

belli "), ordered to be said at Mass while the European war lasts by

the Ordinaries of the United States in obedience to the wishes of

the late Pope Pius X, to be considered ex natura rei, " Orationes pro

re gravi", even though the Ordinaries fail to specify them as such?

Resp. Both from the nature of the case, and considering

the authority from whom the instruction orig^inated, the " Ora-

tio pro pace " or " tempore belli " must be considered " pro re

gravi ". In 1 709 the Sacred Congregation of Rites was asked

whether the prayer " contra Turchas " or " ad petendam sere-

nitatem, pluvium, etc." prescribed by the Holy Father or by

the bishop, was to be recited quarto loco, and it answered, "Af-i

firmative, per modum praecepti et obligationis ". It does not

seem to be necessary that the bishop should expressly declare

the " Oratio imperata " to be " pro re gravi ".
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EXPOSITION OF BLESSED SACRAMENT BEPOBE MASS.

Qu. Is it contrary to the rubrics to expose the Blessed Sacrament

at the beginning of the Mass on the very altar at which Mass is

said on the First Friday? Some priests expose the Blessed Sacra-

ment for the Forty Hours at the beginning of the Mass of Exposi-

tion. What think you of this abuse?

Resp. So far as the latter part of the query is concerned,

the practice is contrary to the instructions on the devotion of

the Forty Hours, and we do not know that indults are ever

granted to justify it. In regard to the first question, the

Blessed Sacrament may be exposed on the First Friday, if

permission has been granted by the Ordinary. The rubrics

require that at the end of the Exposition Benediction of the

Blessed Sacrament be given. (Decree n. 3713 of the S. Con-

gregation of Rites.)

REMOVING THE STATIONS OP THE GROSS.

Qu. Our church was on the road from the 9 December to the

3 January. On 8 December I took down the Stations of the Cross,

and in the beginning of April I put them back in the same place.

We had the Stations of the Cross in our house also (where we keep

the Blessed Sacrament) from September till May. I took down
these Stations in the beginning of January; then the house was

moved, and had to be all replastered, and finally, I replaced them

in the same room (private oratory) and in about the same place.

Relying on the article published in the September number of the

Review^ 1913, page 360, I thought the Stations, both in our oratory,

and in the church, did not lose their indulgences, and so I did not

reerect them. Kindly let me know whether I was right or wrong.

Resp. The answer to this query is contained also in a more

recent number of the Review—February, 191 5, page 213.

According to the decrees which ^re there referred to, the Sta-

tions may be stored away temporarily during the process of

repairing or redecorating the church, and replaced ^-ithout

losing their indulgences. The fact that the church and the

oratory were moved does not seem to make any difference, al-

though this particular circumstance is not mentioned in any

decree of the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences.
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BEOENT BIBLE STUDY.

Another Congregational Christology.

I. The "liberal" Christ. Most of the Christological theories

that we have recently analyzed and criticized have been those

of the so-called liberal school/ The liberal Protestant school

of Christology is descended from Ritschl and preserves, as an

invariable tribal characteristic, the Kantian epistemological

distinction between Jesus in himself and Jesus in his value to

the Christian conscience. To some Ritschlians—for instance,

to Dr. H. Weinel, Professor of the University of Jena—Jesus

in himself matters nothing at all; Jesus in his value to the

Christian conscience, matters everything.' By other liberal

Protestants, " in the warmth of enthusiasm, Jesus is now and
then extravagantly described, as by Fairbairn, as the greatest

of all men in all respects ". This, thinks Dr. Weinel, " is an

exaggeration which ought not to be taken too seriously ".*

Weinel is at least logical in his adherence to Kantian epis-

temology. By speculative reason, according to Kant, we can-

not prove the substantiality, immateriality, and immortality of

the human soul—the psychological idea; nor the creation and

nature of the material universe—the cosmological idea; nor

the existence and nature of God—the theological idea. By
practical reason, the faculty of voluntary action, moral law is

established; the categorical imperative exacts unconditioned

obedience. It is an imperative, a command and not a mere in-

vitation to act; it is a categorical imperative, a voice that

reaches conscience immediately, with no suggestion of the rea-

sonableness of the command, and demands unconditional and

absolute service. If we start in this wise with Kant, we logi-

cally end with Weinel. If by speculative reason we can not

prove the immortality of the soul, the creation of the world

^EccL, Review, Dec, 1914, pp. 740 flF. ; Jan., 1915, pp. 100 ff.; Febr., 1915,

pp. 320 ff. ; March, 1915, pp. 361 ff.

» Cf. EccL. Review, March, 1915, p. 368.

*Cf. Jesus or Christ? Boston: Sherman, French & Co., 1909, p. 34.
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and the existence of God, then we cannot speculatively prove

the existence of the Christhood and the Divinity of Jesus. If

the categorical imperative suffices in the moral order, if the
" hollow voice " of the absolute, unconditioned and unreasoned

bidding of practical reason is enough to prove the existence

of God and moral law, then the categorical imperative to ac-

cept Jesus is enough to prove His existence and all His quali-

ties. Deny that the mind of man can reach the thing in itself,

Ding-an-sich, and you necessarily limit our knowledge to the

subjective forms of phenomenalism. The logical procedure,

then, is first to throw over all speculation as to the Christ of

history and to be satisfied with a subjective form of the Christ;

secondly, to yield to the categorical imperative of the practical

reason, and to obey the religious impulse to accept the Christ

of the Christian conscience.

Such blind acceptance of Christ cannot satisfy the reason.

The " hollow voice " of the categorical imperative may impel

some souls for a while Christward; it cannot long subject the

mind of man to a definite Christianity. The result is inevitable

—religious indifference and agnosticism.

n. Dr. Pairbairn's Ohrist. Less logical than Weinel is Dr. Fair-

bairn, late Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford. The-

Christ-form he defends is typical of the university wherein

throughout many years he exercised a great influence; it is a

vague form that seems to be of worth and yet is worthless.

The Principal of Mansfield College was a type of the Oxford
man who says beautiful things about the Lord and seems to

say all we Catholics say, yet never fairly and squarely faces

the issue, never clearly says that Jesus is Very God of Very
God by the union of Divine nature with human in one and the

same Person. And the beautiful things Principal Fairbairn

wrote were received so cordially and with ^uch lavish praise,

that it seems worth our while to look into the matter and to

find out what manner of Christ he taught.

Before we begin the consideration of this Oxford type of

Christology, it is well to note that Principal Fairbairn is a Con-

gregational minister; Dr. Roberts and he are teachers in the

same church. We have seen what a poor sort of thing is the

Christologfy of Roberts, With a jaunty indifference he denies

the Divinity of Jesus and His Christhood ; and he even doubts if
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there ever existed the person we call Jesus.* It is a sign of the

times that the same religion should be officially represented by
two such diverse teachers; that Dr. Roberts be as radical as

the most up-to-date a tout prix German professor of theology,

while his Congregational confrere in the ministry professes an

old-fashioned belief in the Divinity of our Lord. But what a

belief! Dr. Fairbaim says it is the return to the historical

Christ precisely because of the findings of criticism. To us it

is no return whatsoever. The late Principal of Mansfield Col-

lege gives us " words, words, words ", but no clear, definite,

definitive statement of full-hearted belief in Jesus Christ, true

Messias and God.

I. Making a Scholastic of Kant. The most mysterious mis-

take Dr. Fairbairn makes is his failure to follow Kant as

Weinel does. It was bad enough to accept the Kantian sub-

jective forms; it is hopelessly bad to fancy that they may be

the means of scientific knowledge by the speculative reason in

regard to the historical existence and divine nature of Jesus.

We can understand one who makes the mistake of following

the Kantian epistemological theory. We cannot understand

one who jumbles together the phenomenalism of Kant with the

realism of the scholastics. The mind of Dr. Weinel and any

other Ritschlian who keeps to Kantian epistemology, is clear

cut in its output; that of Dr. Fairbairn is simply nondescript.

And the reason of this muddle is that he tries to unite the

phenomenalism of Kant with the realism of the scholastics.

The brain gives out, and refuses to analyze his thought. It

is utterly extravagant to accept the categories of Kant and

to write of Jesus in the terms not only of the Councils of Nicea

and Chalcedon but of scholastic theologians. And yet that is

precisely what Dr. Fairbairn tried to do.

In earlier writings, he was clearer in thought and expres-

sion, seemed not to have been addled by Kantian epistemol-

ogy, and was as thoroughly orthodox as a Congregational

minister could be. Why, in Studies in the Life of Christie he

finds fault with Bauer's position ! The later Tiibingen leader

of revolt from traditional id^as about Christ had said, " The

grand thing is that the Resurrection became a fact to the apos-

* EccL. Review, Febr., 1015, p. 232.

6 New York, 1882, p. 338.
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I

tolic consciousness, and had to it all the reality of an his-

torical event". This statement Fairbairn dubs "unscientific

and inconclusive ". And after refuting the theories of ration-

alists about the Resurrection, he gives the old-fashioned proof

clear and strong—almost as if he had taken it from some
scholastic text-book.'

How different is the doctor's latest edition of The Place of

Christ in Modern Theology^ which was issued shortly before

his death. We here read not only the most startling misstate-

ments but the most obscure. With no reference to the writ-

ings of the saint, we are told, " Augustine believed that there

had been a Christianity before Christ ".' Harking back to the

Monothelite heresy, the doctor cannot allow two wills and two
minds to Jesus. " The person, to be real, must be a unity, for

two wills or minds were two persons." * This incompatibility

of the human with the Divine will, the human with the Divine

mind, existing together in one and the same person, is to be

explained by Dr. Fairbairn's mode of Incarnation—^by imma-
nence and not by union of the Divine with the human. After

Incarnation by immanence, Jesus remained a human person

with a human reason and a human will; the Divine in Him
was not such as to make the Divine mind and the Divine will

to be the mind and the will of the single hypostasis, Jesus Christ—" for two wills and two minds were two persons ". If this

means anything, it means that, in Dr. Fairbairn's Christology,

Jesus was not God ; he merely " interpreted God ", he was "the

manifested God ", and not God in himself. Divine imma-
nence or presence in Jesus constituted the Divinity of Christ.^**

All this is not an explicit denial of the Divinity of Jesus.

Dr. Farbairn is not wont to be explicit and clear in his later

Christological theories; to be so were to be too scholastic. And
so we must be satisfied to conclude for ourselves that the Divin-

ity the doctor attributes to the Lord is merely that He was a

teacher of Divinity in word and deed. " From Him has come

the God we know, and all of God that fills our lives." " That

is very choice, but it does not mean as much as the clear state-

• Ibid., pp. 349 ff. ' 14th ed., London, 1910.

• Op. cit., p. 546. » Op. cit., p. 478.

10 Ibid., p. 470. »* Ibid., p. 470.
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ment of the Divinity of Jesus would mean to groping Protes-

tantism of to-day. Now and again we think we are on a tfeiil

;

it looks as though the doctor would say simply that Jesus was
man and not God. And in the end we are mystified by the

usual glittering obscurities :
" His manhood has this peculiar

attribute—while it shows him one with us, it is yet to us the

medium through which we feel one with God ". And that

seems to be the essence of the Divinity of Jesus, according to

this Ritschlian

—

his value to the Christian conscience. Has
this value, this subjective Kantian form of Jesus, a correspond-

ing objective reality? Kant would say, we cannot tell. Ritschl

would go the length of Weinel and reply, it matters not. Fair-

bairn is not logical enough to see that he cannot be Kantian

and retain an objective and a scientific reality that corresponds

to the subjective form of Jesus in the Christian conscience;

and in this wise he tries to be a Kantian scholastic. At least

such seems to be the idea, if there be any idea behind these

words: "The relation of Kant's subjective forms and cate-

gories to the interpretation of nature, and of his dialectic to

the transcendental ideal, implies, in spite of his own negative

criticism, the correspondence or reciprocity of the interpreta-

tive mind to the interpreted reality "." Which, being inter-

preted, means that Kantian phenomenalism is the same as

scholastic realism!

Perhaps the section on the Incarnation *' is the least start-

ling, evasive, and obscure. Even here we look in vain for a

clear statement that Jesus was mere man or Very God. The
doctor often says, " Jesus appeared as man "

; but " His action

has been such as became the manifested God ". It is interest-

ing to compare this immanence of Fairbairn with Tyrrell's.

Tyrrell is too clear a thinker to let us doubt his ultimate rating

of the Christ. The Lord is set down as Divine only in the

sense that God is immanent in him; " but plainly God's imma-

nence in the human spirit as a co-principle of its life involves

neither personal nor substantial identity "." Fairbairn sim-

ply fails clearly to understand immanence and Kantian phe-

nomenalism.

»» Ibid., p. 473. ^' Op. cit, pp. 470 ff.

" Cf. Jesiu or Christf p. 15.
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2. Mixing up Immanence and Transcendence. His imma-
nence of the Deity in Jesus, so far as we can get a definite

idea thereof, is " the manifested God "—i. e. the Deity mani-

fested in Jesus. What is this manifestation of God? It is

what Fairbaim calls " the Godhead "
:

God is the Godhead in action within the sphere of the related and

the conditioned ; the Godhead is God in the region of transcendental

existence, yet with his immanent activities so exercised that his ab-

solute being is concrete and complex, as opposed to abstract and

simple.*'

That is the very clearest passage we have been able to find

in the book before us; and we are well nigh hopeless of dis-

secting its meaning. Let us try. " God is the Godhead in

action within the sphere of the related and the conditioned."

The " related and the conditioned " seem to be the created

world—as opposed to the Absolute and Unconditioned, God.

God is the Deity in His relation to the created world. " God
is deity conceived in relation, over against the universe, its

cause or ground, its law and end ". No immanence thus far;

merely Deity such as we scholastics conceive as creating, con-

serving, concurring according to the nature of each and every

thing outside of God.

The immanence follows, though it is obscured by transcen-

dentalism. And that is another reason why Dr. Fairbaim is

so un-get-at-able; he is trying to square transcendentalism

with immanentism. It can't be done. " The Godhead is God
in the region of transcendental existence "—there is transcen-

dentalism ;
" yet with his immanent activities so exercised that

his absolute being is concrete and complex, as opposed to ab-

stract and simple "—^there is immanentism ! The Godhead is

God in that he transcends all creation and yet is immanent in

human nature. This immanence is not God's presence by His

essence, omnipresence and omnipotence, nor by the indwelling

of the Holy Spirit in the soul in grace. All such Divine pres-

ence is quite consistent with the simplicity of God. Dr. Fair-

bairn's immanence is a Divine presence that does away with

the simplicity of God and makes Him to be a complex and a

»• Place of Christ in Modem Theology, p. 385.
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concrete being; the doctor thus either destroys the notion of

an infinitely perfect Deity or falls into a jumble of pantheism

and transcendentalism.

This attempt to dovetail immanence and transcendence as

mortise and tenon of the complete idea of God, is also made
by another Congregational minister, the Rev. W. L. Walker,

in What about the Nem Theology? " In somewhat clearer

language and less pretentious form, he proposes the Christo-

logical theory that the Divinity of Jesus consisted in the " per-

sonal presence of God in Christ ". This " personal presence
"

means merely that Jesus " was the manifestation of God—the

very presence of God in our humanity ". " Jesus did not come

into humanity from something that beforehand was not hu-

manity "." The person called Jesus came into humanity from

humanity; therefore was man. That seems to be Mr, Walker's

meaning.

in. Dr. Pairbaim's Ohristianity. The mist, in which Dr. Fair-

bairn was because of his failure to be out-and-out Kantian or

scholastic through-and-through, most effectively clouded his

Christological reasoning at 9. time when there should have

been no cloud at all. Principal Fairbairn undertook the de-

fence of Christianity against the attack of P. Vencata Rao, a

Hindu, in the Fortnightly Review.^^ The Hindu was the pro-

duct of the Protestant mission-school, and yet remained a

Hindu. Cleverly he wrote his reasons, " Why I am not a

Christian ". Less clever was Dr. Fairbairn's defence, " Why
I am a Christian ". The symposium, in which the Congrega-

tional minister weakly defended Christianity, went on just

about the same time as the other Christological symposium

wherein Dr. Roberts, another Congregational minister, took

rather vigorous measures against the very fundamental beliefs

of Christianity.^*

In the symposium we are now considering, Mr. Rao tells us

he was born a Hindu and bred a Hindu, and was brought, at a

very early age, under Protestant influence. He went to a

i« T. & T. Qark : Edinburg, 1907.

1' Op. cit, p. 68.

!• I Sept., 1909.

i» Cf. Hibbert Journal, Oct., 1909.
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Protestant mission-school. He belongs, then, to a distinct type,

the Protestant missionary-school type, a type of unfaith and
religious scepticism. In Syria and Asia Minor the traveler

meets many a young man who was educated in a missionary-

school at the expense of benevolent Presbyterians and Congre-

gationalists of the United States and spent a few years as

either Presbyterians or Congregationalists for the sake of an

education. Very few of these young men ever were any more
of a Christian than Mr. Rao is or ever w£is. At times, when
asked why they had given up Christianity, these Muslim or

atheists made reply that they had got rationalism, not Chris-

tianity, from the mission-school.

To Mr. Rao, our missionary-school product, " the term

Christian is vague and covers a great number of varieties of

belief, and, I may say, disbelief ". It is not to be wondered at

that this clever Hindu turns from the vag^e and numerous
varieties of beliefs and disbeliefs that so-called Christianity

presents to the natives on foreign missions. What is to be won-
dered at is that he thinks it worth the while to present the old-

time, worn-out and threadbare arguments against Christianity,

and that the editor of the Fortnightly deems it scientific to re-

hash such trash.

Mr. Rao first takes up the Old Testament; gives the usual

rigmarole of what Dr. Cheyne and many Anglican divines take

to be mere myths and legends
;
proves nothing against the his-

toricity of these fact-narratives; and winds up with Darwin's

words :
" I had gradually come by this time to see that the Old

Testament was no more to be trusted than the sacred books of

the Hindus."

The answer to these stock objections is made by Dr. Fair-

bairn—supposed to be the great conservative force of Oxford

Christology of the time. It is just what we might have ex-

pected. In an article of twelve and a half pages, the doctor

devotes seven and a half to the introduction of himself and his

subject. Only five pages remain for the apology of the little

faith that is in him. They might better have never been

written. The proofs that Mr. Rao attempts are waved aside

with nonchalance as " absurd and comical ". Not one word is

said in regard to the Old Testament. Why this silence? Sim-

ply because Dr. Fairbairn does not take the narratives of Gene-

y
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sis as fact-narratives; but would appear to be at one with his

•Oxford fellow professor, T. K. Cheyne, Canon of the Cathe-

dral of Rochester, in the theory that all the pre- Mosaic nar-

rative is a mere post-Mosaic collection of myths of the Semitic

peoples. On this Old Testament question of origins. Dr. Fair-

bairn never even lets on that he differs from Mr. Rao.

The New Testament symposium is equally unfortunate, Mr.

Rao says, the New Testament " appears to me to be little less

legendary than the Old. Mr. Jowett wrote to a lady that ' the

Gospels are fragments of unknown age, full of incredible

things '
".

Principal Fairbairn should at once have waived the author-

ity of Jowett as of little worth in the matter of orthodox

Christianity. Instead, he gives us a specimen of the sort of

defence of Christianity he makes shift to propose:

When our author says that " the New Testament appears a little

less legendary than the Old Testament ", he opens his mouth only to

put his foot into it. So also when Jowett wrote to a lady that " the

Gospels are fragments of an unknown age, full of incredible things",

does not truth compel us to ask whether there is here any exaggera-

tion, or such things as "unknown age" and "incredibility"? I

knew Jowett personally, and know he would have profoundly dif-

fered from the man who quotes him so readily and so grotesquely.

Yes, Jowett would not have become a Hindu ! Belief in

the supernatural, though, he had none!

Take another instance of the attack of the Hindu against

Christianity. The Fourth Gospel is put aside without other

proof than that of progressive assertion. It cannot be his-

torical.

It has a imique charm of its own ; but Christ no more uttered the

discourses that it puts into his mouth than did Socrates the words

attributed to him in the Platonic dialogues.

This overbold statement, for which not a shred of proof is

given, is accepted by Dr. Fairbairn with seeming approval.

In fact, the doctor saves nothing much at all of Christianity.

He admits that Mark, as a matter of fact, is only a compilation

of preexisting documents, " and that some of the miracles of

Christ may be explained as faith-healing ". The fall of man
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is given over to the realm of mythology; and thus the whole
scheme of Redemption goes to the ground. In defence of this

Christianity without the fall of man by original sin, Dr. Fair-

bairn appeals to the supposed fact that,

The Fall was not recognized till the sixteenth and later centuries.

Although I am a poor type of orthodoxy, representing only a type

of Protestantism, therefore a person unworthy of support, yet, as

one who knows, I may be permitted simply to say that the Fall of

man and " the primeval curse " is not, and never has been by any

man who knew his work and his worth, placed in the forefront as a

doctrine which may be described as " Christian ", nor can it be said

to be " preached every week from hundreds of thousands of pulpits".

That is a mere piece of " vagrant rhetoric ".

So away goes the very reason of Christianity. If there

were no fall of man nor any origrinal sin, then why did Christ

come? To save man from what? What is the purpose of

Christianity? Dr. Fairbairn nowhere answers these ques-

tions. He makes no apologfy at all for Christianity. It simply

is; and that is all about it. Such twaddle should not be set

down as the reason why we are Christians, and why Mr. Rao
should be a Christian. It should be branded poison, the poison

of liberal Protestantism. Such new wine can never be kept in

the old bottles of the faith of Christ. The liberalism of Dr.

Fairbairn is the wine of free fling in Christ-values. It would

burst the old bottles of faith more quickly even than did

Luther's wine of free fling in Bible-values. There is only one

bottle fit to hold Dr. Fairbaim's brand of wine; and that is

the bottle President Eliot lately put on the market to contain

his " new religion "—i. e. irrelig^on.

Walter Drum, S.J.
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OATHOLIO MOEAL TEAOHING AND ITS AHTAGONISTS. Viewed

in the Light of Principle and of Oontemporaneons History. By Joseph

Mausbach, D.D., Professor at the University of Mnnster. Translated

from the sixth, revised and augmented German edition by A. M.

Buchanan, M.A. Joseph P. Wagner, Hew York. 1916. Pp. 610

The present volume has a history. It does not owe Its origin to

the excessive leisure of a meditative scholar, nor did it spring from
the dust of the library. It was bom out of the stress and strain of a
heated controversy which arose on account of attacks directed against

the Catholic conception of morality and particularly against the

teachings of St, Alphonsus Liguori. It leaped into popular favor,

for it came as the echo to a clamorous demand of loyal Catholics

who resented the cynic insinuations made against the Church which

they regarded as holy and the mother of numerous saints. It was a

living growth, for, as the controversy developed new phases, it, also,

expanded to meet the varying exigencies of the situation. Accord-

ingly it possesses all the earmarks and the peculiar charm of living

things: color, vigor, warmth, and concreteness.

Though primarily written in response to the needs of the day, the

book is by no means of merely ephemeral interest; under the pres-

sure of the many-sided onslaught it soon outgrew the original re-

stricted plan and scope and gradually became an exhaustive state-

ment and vindication of the principles of Catholic morality. The
author realized that, in order to brush aside inveterate misconcep-

tions and cut the ground from under the feet of his opponents, it

was imperative to present in a succinct and impressive manner the

ideals and leading principles of Catholic moral theory and prac-

tice, and so he wrought the sum and substance of Catholic ethics

into the texture of his brilliant vindication. But he always starts

from some concrete issue and gradually rises to the vision of the

fundamental truth, which offers a wider horizon and a broad outlook

on cognate problems. The specific attack of the different antago-

nists add vividness to the exposition and afford striking illustrations

for the explication of the larger principles which are thus set before

the mind in concentrated light and strong relief. These pages,

therefore, will not share the fate and fortune of the controversy

which inspired them ; the latter, though very boisterous and violent,

has subsided and lapsed into oblivion; the thorough and forceful

restatement of Catholic Morality embalmed in these pages is of

i
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permanent value, having the additional interest which is derived

from the concrete setting of the particular circumstances of its

genesis.

Perhaps never before had such a terrific onslaught been made on
Catholic morality; philosophy, history, psychology, statistics were

enlisted by its enemies. The Catholic position was vehemently as-

sailed from all sides; the ideals, motives, and sincerity of Catholic

practice were called into question ; suspicion was cast on the honesty

of its teaching and the application of its principles ; the Church was
accused of having adulterated the purity of God's immaculate law

and of having perverted the morals of the people. Such a reckless

assault called for an uncompromising defence and unflinching jus-

tification, from which Catholic Morality would emerge in its unim-

peachable splendor, beauty, and purity. Dr. Mausbach has ren-

dered this valiant service to the Church. His vast historical learn-

ing, his remarkable familiarity with the literature of the day, his

profound insight into the warped mentality of his adversaries, his

keen powers of analysis, and his sound theological knowledge stood

him in good stead. He has shattered the specious arguments of the

antagonists of Catholic Morality and built up a wall of defence

which will yield at no point.

Out of the nimierous charges, maliciously flung at the fair fame
of the Church and skilfully refuted in this volume, let us pick out

one or other at random. The Church is accused of externalizing re-

ligion by its sacramental systerti, of dulling the keen edge of con-

science by its theory of indulgences and of stultifying the mind hy
its demand of implicit faith. It is charged with degrading the very

essence of morality by introducing into the practice of virtue the

sordid motives of mercenary self-interest. It is claimed that the

Church substitutes her own outward rule for the dictates of the indi-

vidual conscience, that she tampers with the law of God by her

probabilistic interpretation of duty, that by the abominable system

of probabilism she whittles away the guilt of mortal sin and justi-

fies the perpetration of any crime that promotes her own power.

Protestants sneer at the works of supererogation and vilify what

they love to call the ascetic tendencies of the Church which are sup-

posed to be hostile to the refinement of genuine culture and subver-

sive of civilization. William James, otherwise a clear-headed phil-

osopher, will have his little fling at the servile character of Chris-

tian holiness. Casuistry comes in for a generous share of abuse.

One might easily lose patience in the presence of such an array of

accusations paraded before the world with the supercilious air of

great superiority and the lofty tone of ethical zeal. Dr. Mausbach,
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however, calmly dissects these charges and brings home to the fair-

minded reader their futility and hopeless absurdity. In his defence

of casuistry he is particularly happy. He shows that, as soon as we
begin seriously to apply the abstract principles of ethics to the con-

fused details of life and make a frank effort to carry out the com-
mandments of God in the actual circumstances of our daily exist-

ence, we are confronted by the necessity of a casuistic interpretation

of the law. As long as we are satisfied with beautiful, but ineffec-

tive, generalities, we may dispense with casuistry.

Such and many others are the problems discussed in this stately

voliune. None of them is of merely academic interest; they are all

of real and vital importance. Indications are not wanting that we
may soon be confronted by a situation similar to that which gave

rise to this book. In that event we will find here the most effectual

weapons ready forged and finely tempered for the defence of Cath-

olic Morality. Irrespective of the polemic uses which it may serve,

the beauty, consistency, and inner harmony of Catholic moral teach-

ing flash forth from its pages with singular brightness and attrac-

tiveness.

The translation is of a kind to satisfy the most exacting require-

ments. The only complaint we are inclined to make is that the

pages seem to be somewhat heavily laden with references to foreign

authors which swell the bulk of the volume without really adding

anything by way of illustration or practical information. On the

other hand, however, something may be said in favor of this pro-

cedure, since a book has its own individuality and unity which a

translator as such cannot disregard.

EMMANUEL: By John the Beloved. Ohristi Servnlns, John Joseph Zeane,

Archbishop of Oiana, being the Scribe. Philadelphia: John Joseph

McVey. 1915. Pp. 221.

Archbishop Keane has produced a somewhat extraordinary book.

The title is for a moment embarrassing, for most of us think of the

Beloved Disciple as having completed his written revelations long

ago. The purpose of the little volume is to vindicate the mission of

Christ on earth ; hence its title " Emmanuel ", the name by which

the prophet Isaias indicates the historic activity of the Incarnate

God on earth. The presentation of the argument in this case is in

dramatic form. It places before the reader a succession of apo-

calyptic scenes in which St. John, the Beloved Disciple, appears,

and reveals Christ once more to the world as the great witness of

truth. In presence of the world, personified in its champions of

good and evil, the Saint reviews at a single glance all the ages and
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activities of the world. The Saviour Himself, the patriarchs and
prophets, the sages and saints of every clime and time are simimoned

to bear witness against the champions of error and sin, even to our

own day. Thus " Emmanuel " is justified in His fivefold character

as God Incarnate, as the Examplar of personal sanctity, the re-

storer of the home and society, as the infallible Teacher of truth,

as the self-sacrificing Redeemer of mankind, and as the Judge of

the world. In harmony with this fivefold function of the God Man
the scenes are enacted as in five " world-councils ", respectively at

Bethlehem, Nazareth, Calvary, Rome, and Mt. Olivet. The author

acts as the interpreter of what in the broader sense of the word may
be termed an inspiration. While strictly poetical, the theme is yet

elevated above mere invention, inasmuch as its purpose is to appeal

to the religious convictions of our generation. The book is calcu-

lated to rouse reflection; and the fact that it is dedicated to the

chief of the American Hierarchy, Cardinal Gibbons, Indicates the

desire of the writer to make his voice heard in affectionate exhorta-

tion, not merely by those who would ignore the significance of

Christ's revelation, but also by those who interpret the message of

the Gospel aright, and who will find therein the consolation be-

gotten of the hope of triumph. The volume is well printed and

edited.

MANUAL OF EFISOOPAL OEBEMONIES. Based on the Oaeremoniale

Episooporom, Decrees of the S. Oongregation of Bites, etc. and

Approved Authors. Oompiled by the Bev. Aurelios Stehle, O.S.B.

St. Vincent Seminary, Beatty, Pa. 1914. Pp. 377.

An exposition in English of the various ceremonies contained in

the CcuremoniaU Episcoporum and the Pontificale Romanum will

meet with welcome from many sides. Since the publication of

Hughes's Pontifical Ceremonies in 1850, there has been nothing on

the subject except O'Leary's Pontificalia, which covers only the first

book of the Caeremoniale Episcoporum, and Schulte's Consecranda

(and Benedicenda) which deal with certain distinct functions in

which bishops take part.

Father Stehle describes in brief and exact language the usual epis-

copal ceremonies, pontifical Mass, the canonical offices, and Bene-

diction under varying conditions of time and ecclesiastical presences.

The second part of his volume takes up occasional episcopal cere-

monies, on Candlemas, in Holy Week, on Rogation Days, Corpus

Christi, etc. Special episcopal ceremonies, such as Episcopal Visi-

tation, Confirmation, Conferring of Holy Orders, form the third

section of the work.
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There are many special features in the volume which facilitate

a complete survey of what is to be known and to be done on occasion

of the solemn functions or in preparation for them, which it would
carry us too far here to dwell upon. It may suffice to quote Bishop
Canevin who has carefully examined the book and who writes in his

Introduction :
" It is a great improvement over any other book of its

kind in the English language. It will be useful to seminaries, as an
easy and reliable introduction to episcopal ceremonies; it will be a
guide to sacristans, in its orderly and complete description of things

to be prepared for solemn functions; it will be welcome to masters

of ceremonies as an easy method of reviewing their more extensive

liturgical studies; and to priests and bishops it will prove a conveni-

ent Vade Mecum, to enable them to prepare on short notice, to fulfil

their sacred offices, according to the Rubrics."

An excellent Index greatly enhances the practical worth of the

book, which is printed and published by the St. Vincent Archabbey
Press, Beatty, Pa.

BKIEF BIOGRAPHIOAL SKETOHES OF THE DECEASED BISHOPS
AND PEIESTS who labored in the Diocese of Pittsburgh from the

Earliest Times to the Present. With an Historical Introduction.

By the Bev. Andrew Arnold Lambing, LL. D. Vol. 1 : From 1794

to 1860.

Mgr. Lambing is a recognized authority on historical matters in

the State of Pennsylvania, especially in the field of religion and edu-

cation. In confining his chief studies to the western part of the

group of dioceses comprising the ecclesiastical Province of Phila-

delphia, he gives the student of American church history a fair idea

of the pioneer efforts of the early missionaries in the Eastern States.

The introduction to these Biographical Sketches consists of a trac-

ing of the origins of Christian worship from the advent of the first

explorers, who sought to engraft upon the aboriginal traditions of

the natives the doctrines and principles of a higher morality. The
struggles, the treaties, the ultimate mastery of the white man form

an interesting bit of preparatory study covering some fifty pages of

the volmne. The work proper begins with the religious activity

of Catholics during the French occupation. Fathers Barron and

Collet of the Recollects, Claude Vivot, of the Jesuits, the noble De-

metrius Gallitzin, followed by the Franciscans Brouwers, Lonergan,

Helbron and others, until, under Bonaventure Maguire the Church

begins to show signs of that definite organization which ends in the

erection of the See of Pittsburgh, furnish interesting accounts of

personalities and events that gain something of attractive romance
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in the recital of the incredible self-sacrifice involved. In the first

stage of hierarchical development Abbot Boniface Wimmer stands

out amidst his Benedictine brethren as a commanding figure. Next
comes the first Bishop, Michael O'Connor, and the men who sur-

rounded and sustained him. Bishop O'Connor was a man of re-

markable gifts. The fact of his having been stationed, for a short

time after his return from the College of Propaganda, first at Fer-

moy and then as chaplain at Doneraile in Ireland, links the name of

the first rector of the Overbrook Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo,

to which position he was appointed by Francis Patrick Kenrick of

Philadelphia, with that of the late Canon Sheehan, as a title of gra-

titude which American Catholics owe to the little town in County

Cork. The subsequent history of the Diocese of Pittsburgh is that

of bishops and pastors grouped according to the places of their

origin or activity in the district. The fourth part of the volume is

devoted to the history of the Religious Orders of men and women
down to the year 1860.

OOMMENTABY ON THE PSALMS: 1—50. By the Bev. E. Sylvester

Berry. Benziger Bros., New York. 1915. Pp. 378.

An English commentary on the Psalms which avoids the intri-

cacies of modern polemical scholarship is a much desired help for

the Catholic student in his appreciation of the meaning and beauty

of the liturgical prayers. The missionary priest, above all, wants

some popular interpretation of those ancient historical expressions

of Messianic longing which never cease to move the heart, despite

their primary fulfilment in the Church of Christ. For this reason

we welcome Father Berry's effort as illustrated in the interpretation

of the first fifty Psalms in the volume before us. He gives the Latin

(Vulgate) text of each Psalm with the Douay version in parallel

columns; next he mentions the accepted historical origin and sup-

posed authorship of the Psalm, a brief synopsis setting forth its pur-

pose, scope, and content; and finally he explains the terms and

phrases of the verses that usually offer difficulties to the reader. In

his interpretation the author follows chiefly McSwiney and Van
Steenkiste among Catholic authors and Briggs among non-Catholic

writers. The Introduction to the voliune permits an excellent survey

of the whole subject. Some lights might have been obtained by the

use of the recently published volume (1914) of Van der Heeren's

Psalmi et Cantica Breviarii explicata in ordine ad recitationem Bre-

viarii, as well as by an occasional reference to the Psalterium Latinum

by P. Joseph Bonaccorsi, these being the latest scholarly accessions

to the literature of the subject.
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THE EAELT OHUROH FROM IGNATIUS TO AUGUSTINE. By George

Hodges, Dean of the Episcopal Theological School, Oambridge, Mass.

Houghton Mifflin Oo., Boston. 1915. Pp. 312.

The publication of these lectures by Dean Hodges, begun in 1908

as " Lowell Lectures ", is a distinct gain to the study of Christian

apologetics in its popular sense. They cover the first four centuries

of the Eastern and the Western Church under the Roman Empire,

The author analyzes the growth of Christianity during its struggle

against the influence of Greek, Oriental, and Roman ethics. " The
tolerant State persecutes the benevolent Church " not only because

the Evangelical doctrines are hostile to the secular principles of

self-indulgence and material gain, but also because the organizing

forces of the Church threaten to subvert the religious and political

ascendency of the empire. Thence arises the seeming justification

of cruel persecutions on the part of the emperors otherwise reputed

to be inclined toward justice. The chapter on " The Defence of the

Faith " against prejudice, heresy and religious rivalry is especially

lucid and fair in its presentation of the purposes of the writings by

Marcus Aurelius, Lucian, and Celsus. The apology of Justin Martyr

and the defence of Christianity against Agnosticism and Neo-Plato-

nism by Irenaeus and the Alexandrine Fathers, are discussed with

unbiased appreciation of the contending elements. The organization

of religion in the gradual ordering of the functions of the ministry

and the formation of a liturgical mode of worship, as set forth in

the Apostolic Constitutions, gives the reader a clear idea of the de-

velopment of the sacramental system on which St. Augustine (to

whom a later chapter is devoted) insists so strongly. Equally lucid

is the treatment of the development and functions of monasticism

both in the East and the West, and of the final struggles amid the

strengthening consciousness of the hierarchical Church against

paganism and Arianism, as illustrated under St. Ambrose. A separ-

ate chapter is devoted to " Chrysostom ", the preacher of Right-

eousness, who found the reward of his Christlike unworldliness in

the enmity of Eudoxia and in exile. There is a useful series of

chronological tables at the end of the volvmie, as well as an index.

ESSAYS. By Alice Meynell. Oharles Scribnei's Sons, New York. 1914.

Pp. 267.

The fifty-odd little chapters or essays in poetical prose which make

up this volume are grouped under eight almost equal sections. They

are headed Winds and Waters, In a Book Room, Commentaries,

Wayfaring, Arts, The Color of Life, Women and Books, the Darling
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Young. The average length of the little themes runs to five pages,

and will fill the reading space of from ten to fifteen minutes. This
suggests the service of the volume for the entertainment and im-

provement of the spare quarter hour between whiles, or for the

English composition class in college or academy. It fits especially

this latter employment, for though most of the subjects chosen are

familiar, everyday matters, there is nothing commonplace in the way
they are discussed. Play of phantasy, word painting, distinction and

finish of phrase, literary allusion abound. It is English under the

hands of one of its adepts. Here and there, however, the author

seems to revel in the apt arrangement of the phrases and sentences,

for the sheer beauty of the display.

THE OFFICIAL OATHOLIO DIREOTORT FOE 1915. Oontaining Eoole-

uastioal Statistics of the United States, Alaska, Philippine Islands, the

Oanal Zone, the Island of Qnam, the United States' Possessions in Samoa,

Hawaiian Islands, Porto Rico, British Honduras, Jamaica, Canada, New-

foundland, Ireland, England, Scotland, Wales, the Anstro-Hongarian

Monarchy, Onba, the German Empire, and the United States of Mexico.

P. J. Kenedy and Sons, New York.

The Official Catholic Directory for the year 1915 marks an ad-

vance on former issues, despite the excellence that has characterized

the American publication as compared with similar summaries of

statistics in other lands during the past few years. The figures of

this latest report are in all cases obtained at first hand, and not

merely reproduced from last year's volume, even where the tables

show no change or increase. Any failure in accuracy therefore must

be laid at the doors of some of the chancery offices. It is not due

to the lack of care on the part of the editor or publishers.

The Directory gives as the total Catholic population of the Union

almost seventeen million, with about nineteen thousand priests min-

istering to their spiritual wants. A million and a half children at-

tend distinctly Catholic schools in 5,488 parishes, and give hope for

the preservation and growth of faith, with its attendant blessings of

respect for law, the cultivation of domestic virtues, and the increase

of sound methods in public administration. We shall need both re-

ligion and the consciousness of our rights to defend it, if we would

check the oncoming wave of bigotry that seeks to influence legisla-

tion in behalf of purely materialistic progress. Of the States in

which the Catholic element shows most advancement are New Jersey

and California. In a few cases there seems an absolute standstill.
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Among the new features introduced to complete the information
on distinctly Catholic affairs are the reports of Mission Centres. A
list of National Colleges in Rome has also been added, since the cos-

mopolitan character of our American population prompt a special

interest in the education of clerics sent to Rome for the purpose of
keeping alive the spirit of devotion to the central authority of the
Catholic Church.

Altogether the Catholic Directory is a most helpful publication,

the maintenance of which on a high plane of accuracy deserves the
cooperation of every priest.

Xiterang Cbat

Keystones of Thought, by Dr. Austin O'Malley, is a book priests will delight
in. It gives in epigrammatic form truths which with a little garnishing may at

times take the place of the long-winded sermons we have fallen heir to. The
keystones are pithy, disconnected, short paragraphs which, if they do not always
bear on their front the hall-mark of exact truth, rivet attention and stimu-
late thought. " Conclusions are here ready found which spare you the labor of
tramping in moist relentment through syllogistic mazes ; and should these con-
clusions be too broad, there is no law in the world to prevent any reasonable
clipping of their edges." Such is the disposition with which the author puts
them forth, and we are glad to place them, for occasional perusal, beside the

volumes of de la Bruyere, Jean Paul Richter, or Pascal and consorts whose
pungent reflections make one seek wisdom. (Devin-Adair Co.)

From Fetters to Freedom, by the Rev. Robert Kane, S.J., is a collection of
twenty-two sermons delivered on various occasions, such as the consecration of

a church, inauguration of a bishop, opening of a school, clothing of a nun,
or the marking of a notable anniversary. They have in nearly all cases a

decided touch of patriotic fervor, and illustrate the maxims of faith by refer-

ences to the civil, social, and religious history of Ireland. Hence the title

which refers to the emerging of the Irish people from the serfdom of the

Penal Laws to its present state of promised emancipation. (Longmans, Green
& Co.)

A strong propaganda in behalf of Don Venustiano Carranza and his Mexi-

can policy is offered in a volume entitled Carranza and Mexico by Carlo de

Fornaro. The book is dedicated to President Wilson, to whose " Mexican
Policy " the authors devote a separate chapter. How little one may trust the

statements of the writers (there are two associate editors, Ferguson and Rol-

land) is apparent from the chapter on "One Hundred Years' Struggle for

Land and Democracy against Clericalism ". No doubt the control by the

clergy of State affairs is in many cases to be deprecated, and abuses by which

progress even in religious development is retarded may result from the undue

interference of those whose business should keep them out of politics. But

there are seasons, such as the early colonization of the Indians and other un-

tutored natives, when clerical influence means purely an influence that makes

for order and progress, not only moral, but industrial and intellectual as well.

The Jewish theocracy, the early Benedictine missionaries, the Jesuits in Par.T-

guay are good illustrations of this fact, which has the approval of unbiased

historians. In Mexico clerical demagogues may have meddled in State affairs

when there was no call for such interference and when a zealous,inculcation
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of the maxims of the Gospel would have made reli^on respected as it had
been from the beginning; but a writer who denounces the priesthood in gen-
eral and foments hatred of the Catholic religion as a sort of reform medium is

a traitor to the cause of liberty, even though he be sincere in his misguided
zeal. (Mitchell Kennerley, New York.)

H. L. Kilner & Co. have issued a new edition of Father Edward J. Murphy's
Latin Pronounced for Altar Boys. The text and rubrics are printed in red,

while the phonetic pronunciation of the words is given in interlinear black
type, with the necessary emphasizing of the accented syllables. The pronun-
ciation followed is that of the Roman-Italian, as taught by the late Professor
Edwin MacGonigle, whose published texts of Roman Masses and Litanies have
done much to popularize the living speech of Rome.

The fourth volume, by the Sulpician Father L. Branchereaa, of Meditations
for the Use of Seminarians and Priests, translated and adapted for English
reading, has just been issued by the Benziger Brothers. It contains thirty

considerations dealing with the liturgical year, from Advent to the fourth

Sunday of Lent. The handy and neatly printed volumes lend themselves to

ready use in and outside the chapel. The summary at the beginning and the

acts and resolutions at the end make the work a practical guide not only for

reflection but also for spiritual instruction in seminaries and houses of priestly

retreat.

Not only professional students of philosophy, but also lovers of wisdom gen-

erally, will be interested in knowing that the " expository essays in Christian

philosophy " by several eminent Catholic writers in England are now appear-

ing in a " new and revised edition " from the press of the Catholic Truth So-

ciety, London (B. Herder, St. Louis). The God of Philosophy by Fr. Ave-
ling and The Principles of Christianity by Fr. Sharpe are now to be had in

the new form, not the least merit of which is that, although the books are made
with excellent taste, are neatly printed and compact in volume, the price has

been cut better than in half. For the rest, since the earlier edition of the

essays was reviewed in these paged, and the present revisions are not of a sub-

stantial nature, it will suffice to have called attention here to the reappearance

of the series.

We cannot have too many books like The Principles of Christianity, just men-
tioned. The avidiously reading if not always correspondingly thinking world
of to-day fixes its attention chiefly on the groundwork of religion—the foun-

dations historical and philosophical. With many the purpose is to find weak-
nesses in the substructure. With others it is to assure themselves of the

rational bases of the Christian faith. The latter class will be chiefly helped by
this little book. It is not an exhaustive treatise on Christian evidences ; rather

is it a succinct, though clear and suggestive, summary of solid thought on the

religious essentials—God, the soul, free will, morality, revelation, miracles,

and mysticism. There is also a brief treatment of the problem of evil. One
desiderates, however, some explanation of the Christian doctrine of original

sin, a subject that is certainly fundamental to Christianity. Doubtless of

course the spatial limitations of the volume excluded this as well as other im-

portant subjects.

Fortunately, the missing topic has been taken up by Fr. Northcote in a

special volume likewise published by the English Catholic Truth Society under
the title The Curse of Adam. Fortunately, we say, and this not simply in

reference to the unquestioned ability of the writer, but as regards the timeli-

ness of the subject itself. For though it may seem that nothing remains to be

said at this late day on a fact or a doctrine so ancient as " the curse of

Adam ", it is precisely at the present moment that the primal fall from which
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came death and all our woe needs to be insisted upon as the realest of realities
in the history of mankind.

" Old events have modern meanings." The Fall was no event ; it is a myth.
The race has not deteriorated ; it is moving and has ever moved forward to
some far-off goal of perfection. The evils, physical and moral, which Chris-
tianity traces back to the Fall are simply the relics of the bestial and the sav-
age conditions from which man has evolved and which will gradually disap-
pear in the onward progress of the race. Such, it need hardly be said, is the
opinion almost universally held by the modern school of evolutionists. In
face of this attitude of what is generally called " science ", it surely is not
belated to restate and reconfirm the Christian doctrine of the Fall and throw
upon the dark problem what light, however dim, reason and revelation can
shed on it. This is what Fr. Northcote has done in the present booklet.
Though the volume is small—there are just six score brief pages, a happy fault

—the treatment is clear, or as luminous at least as the darkness of the mystery
would seem to allow.

If the purpose of the reviewer were to suggest to a hypothetical reader,
whether Catholic or non-Catholic, a practical course of religious instruction,

he might say :
" Take in hand the books mentioned above on the fundamentals."

The next step should be : follow The Straight Path. This is the title of a re-

cent small volume on " the four marks of the true Church ". There are in-

deed very many other books that treat of this familiar subject. It may be
fairly questioned, however, whether there be any that present the subject with
a method so perfectly logical, in a spirit so inevitably captivating, and in a
style so thoroughly translucent. The first and second of these qualities per-

vade the treatment throughout. The third is especially manifest in the clos-

ing chapter—on the trials and triumphs of the Papacy—a chapter that glows
with colors bright as those that shine from the pages of Macaulay's famous
essay. The author of the book is Fr. M. Phelan, S.J. ; the publishers, Long-
mans, Green & Co. (New York and London).

The foregoing books of religious instruction introduce the reader into the

Church. To explain to him what he beholds within, there are of course guide

books of every degree of fullness. An excellent one of the class is Catholic

Belief and Practice by the Rev. James E. McGavick (Diederich-Schaeffer Co..

Milwaukee). The book has been for some five years in the hands of the

clergy, who have distributed it far and wide amongst the Catholic laity and

have used it to advantage for the instruction of converts. The reason for men-

tioning it at this time is the fact that it has recently appeared in a revised and

enlarged edition (seventh).

Dr. N. Gihr, favorably known throughout the Catholic world by his theo-

logical and ascetical treatises, has composed a little book which is well cal-

culated to arouse and foster the spirit of prayer and devotion (Gedanken uber

katholisches Gebetsleben. (B. Herder, St. Louis.) It is the ripe fruit of a

life spent in close contact with things spiritual and divine. Poetry and pro-

found theology are so interblended as to fuse through the ascetical science of

prayer the charm of life.

Catechetical sermons may not afford much opportunity for the display of

oratorical splendor, but they are the best means of conveying good and sub-

stantial spiritual food to the eager minds of the faithful. Father A. H. Bam-

berg's Popular Sermons on the Catechism (Vol. II. B. Herder, St. Louis)

may be regarded as models of this important type of religious instruction;

they are to the point, cover the matter within a reasonable compass, use a

plain, direct, but impressive diction, and carry with them a strong emotional

inspiration which will kindle the heart and stir the dormant energies of the

will. The present volume treats of the Commandments.
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The Roger Bacon literature is enriched by the publication of Dr. Agostino
Gemelli's Scritti Vari " pubblicati in occasione del VII Centenario della Na«-
cita di Raggero Bacone ", which forms the sixth number of the current
Rivista di Ftlosofia Neoscolastica (Florence). The volume contains, besides a

brief introduction by Fr. Gemelli, four articles. The first is entitled Roger
Bacon in history, by Mario Brusadelli, who also writes upon the Speculum
Astronicum of Roger Bacon. Fr. David Fleming deals with the relation of
Roger Bacon to the Scholastics. From this paper we learn that it was Father
Fleming, and not Dom Gasquet, now Cardinal, who discovered in 1896 the

famous Vatican manuscript which proved to be an introduction to the Opus
Majus. This MS. was first published and illustrated by Dom Gasquet, who
also made use of the Franciscan Friar's researches on the subject of the Vul-
gate revision, the necessity of which had been long ago demonstrated by
Bacon.

The final article in the Rivista is from the pen of our versatile and erudite

countryman, Fr. Paschal Robinson, O.F.M., professor of Medieval History at

the Catholic University, Washington. The paper is entitled " Alcune opere
recenti sn Ruggero Bacone ". It treats of the Introduction of the Opus Majus
by Gordon Jones (London, 1914), reviews the essay of Sir John Sandys on
the Life and Work of Roger Bacon, showing the attitude of the latter chiefly

toward Greek and Latin literature and kindred studies, and briefly discusses

the essays contributed by various writers on the occasion of the commemora-
tion of the seventh centenary of Bacon's birth.

The Excelsior Publishing Company (Milwaukee) has issued a neat brochure

by Dr. CHiarles Bruehl, discussing the Woman Question from the standpoint

of ethical and religious principle, under the title Grundsattliches sur Frauen-

frage. It is a clear and terse exposition of the subject in its essential relations

to society, the State, and the Church. The author is opposed to the suffragist

movement as both impracticable and dangerous to the ultimate welfare of the

body social, because it proposes to take woman out of her legitimate sphere of

influence and action, in which she is as necessary for rendering effective and
directing the strength and natural authority of man, as the latter is necessary

for protecting the sources of that influence. If translated into English the

pamphlet would do good by correcting some of the extreme notions on the sab*

ject of woman's rights.
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THE DOGMA OP THE TEINITY IS THE SYNOPTIO GOSPELS.

ONE of the ideals of Rationalism in its controversy with

Christianity has ever been to explain the religrion of

Christ as one might explain the religion of the Buddha or the

religion of Mohammed; to account for it and so simply to

discount it ; to strip it of the divine and so to humble it to the

rank of any other of those strange aberrations of man's mind
that are called religions. To this end it has ransacked the

philosophies of Greece and the mysticisms of the East to find

an origin for Christian dogpnas, and professes to have dis-

covered, as a result of its researches, that Christianity, like

any vulgar man-made religion, is merely a more or less skil-

ful blend or synthesis—syncretism is the word it prefers—of

elements borrowed from the religions and philosophies pre-

vailing in the world in the centuries during which it shaped

itself to a system. As in later days Scholasticism was to build

itself upon Aristotle, so primitive Christianity rose upon the

obscure foundation laid by some forgotten Stoic, fortified itself

with the exclusive fanaticism of the Chosen People, incor-

porated into its fabric all that it thought suitable of the Juda-

ism and Hellenism of the day, and riveted together the whole

by the iron framework of Rome's genius for organization and

for rule. And when the component elements of Christianity

have thus been neatly catalogued, Unbelief feels with scientific

satisfaction that a great work has been done.^ The claims of

^ E. g., Grant Allen, Evolution of the Idea of God (Rationalist Press), es-

pecially Ch, XVII: The World before Christ.
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this Greco-Judean eclecticism to dominate thought and con-

duct have been reduced to their due proportions and it has

become well-nigh impossible for it to impose its yoke upon the

enlightened modem mind.

The Christian dogma of the Trinity has afforded to the

modem partisans of unbelief a peculiarly tempting and in-

deed promising field of speculation about Christian origins;

and they have not failed to explore it. In Stoicism long be-

fore the Christian era there was a fully developed theory of

the Logos. Could the Logos of the Johannine writings be

other than an adaptation of this? Must not the author of

these writings have been a disciple of Philo the Jew and have

haunted the schools of Alexandria ? So much for the Second

Person of the Trinity. And the Third Person— was it not

simply a combination of the phrase " the spirit of the Lord ",

which so often appears in the Old Testament literature, with

that spirit or soul of the world which was likewise a theory of

Stoicism? Again, long before Christianity, a vague doctrine

about beings intermediate between God and man, the wisdom,

the powers, the Shekinah—was taught in the Porch and had

long since, by way of Alexandria, filtered into Jewish sacred

literature. All these notions would seem to have been seized

upon by the early constructors of Christianity to strengthen

the new creed. As many of them as seemed to suit were con-

centrated upon a person—Jesus Christ, who thus became not

alone the fulfilment of the age-long Jewish hope, the longed-

for Messiah, but the wisdom, the Word, the Son of God, nay

God Himself; while the remaining notions were concentrated

upon a third person, the Holy Spirit. This in crude and plain

terms is more or less the theory that has been broached and

held to be satisfactory.

The patient erudition of contemporary Christian apologists

has wholly demolished these theories and has conclusively

shown them to be baseless and untenable.* This is not our

present task. We wish to show the dogma of the Trinity

taught in writings that are free from reasonable suspicion of

Hellenistic influences, and devoid of those verbal coincidences

* Jules Lebreton, Les Origines du Dogme de la Triniti (Beaachesne), and
ed., 1910. Th. de R^gnon, Etudes de Thiologie Positive sur la Sainte Triniti,

4 Vols. (Retaux), 1892, etc. •
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with the language of Greek philosophy on which the theory

we have spoken of is so largely based.

But first it may be well to make this general remark regard-

ing all such theories. When the light of modem criticism has

been turned upon the Church, and her seeming seamless gar-

ment has been shown, to the satisfaction of the critics, to be

after all but a motley thing pieced together with the rags of

moribund mythologies and discarded philosophies, is their

task accomplished ? ' Can Christianity be safely laid aside as

a discredited thing or kept but to adorn the modem pantheon

of the Positivist? By no means. They have yet to explain

how it came to pass that Jesus of Nazareth became suddenly

the sole object of all these heterogeneous beliefs; how, whether

during life or by the might of His memory. He fused them
together into the unity of one faith. Moreover they have to

explain not only the unity of that faith, but its transcendence.

For not only did Jesus Christ concentrate all the doctrines in

Himself, but He transformed them. He was the Messiah, but

in a sense undreamed-of until then ; He weis Son of God, but

in a sense that made Him the equal of the Godhead. And so

for the rest. If, later, the language of Stoicism and Platon-

ism and Neo-Pythagoreanism was used to set forth such dog-

mas, what of that? Such language was but the passing gar-

ment of tlie central and eternal truth.*

I have said that we have primitive writing^s of Christianity

that, as regards the doctrines they set forth, are admittedly

free from Hellenistic infiltrations, and that we may find in

these the dogma of the Trinity. Such writings are the narra-

tives of Matthew, Mark, and Luke—the Synoptic Gospels.

Sane modern criticism has reached the view that in the main
we have these Gospels to-day substantially as they were written

down in the course of the twenty or thirty years that followed

the death of Christ. It is as a whole—relying little on this

or that particular text—that I mean to deal with them here.

* Speaking of similar attempts Lecky remarks :
" The true originality of a

system of moral teaching depends not so much upon the elements of which it

is composed as upon the manner in which they are fused into a sjrmmetrical

whole." Rationalism in Europe, I, p. 338.

* I refer of course, not to the terminology as a whole of the early Greek
Fathers but to some peculiar terms employed chiefly by the Alexandrian
Fathers in the endeavor to expound the Christian doctrine for the Alexandrian
intellectuals. See Lebreton, op. cit., p. 87.
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It has been said with truth ° that any historian who passes

from the Old Testament to the writings of St. Paul and St
John has the impression, whatever be his religious creed, that

he is entering a new world wholly different from the one he is

leaving, a world in which prayer, beliefs, life in general are

soaked with new ideas. The Synoptic Gospels give this im-

pression less vividly, at least on a first reading: the central

ideas—the Divine Fatherhood, the kingdom of God, the Mes-

siah—are not new to anyone who has studied the Prophets,

and the moral teaching of the Sermon on the Mount will not

come with a sense of novelty to a reader of the Psalms. But

it will be strange if as he proceeds he does not soon become
conscious of a changed perspective. All things, he perceives,

have grouped themselves anew. For the entire narrative cen-

tres round a single figure and that figure is not Jahweh—still

less is it His chosen people. This new figure fills up the entire

foreground of the picture. All else in it serves merely to set

forth the personality of Him who "draws all things to Him-
self ". It is not that the evangelists set themselves to exalt

their hero as the writer of Ecclesiasticus to " praise men of

renown ". No, without dust of comment or false light of adu-

lation, they set down His works and His words, works such as

no prophet nor judge nor king in Israel had wrought, words

such as until then none but Jahweh had dared to utter. And
with this changed perspective has come another change. Not

only are all things grouped round this central figure of the

Gospels, but in Him the great ideals and hopes of the Old

Testament have gained a deeper meaning. He claims to be

Himself their realization, but in a manner that men had never

looked for. He is the Messiah, the Son of Man; but He is

also the Son of God. On the meaning of Christ's claim to be

the Son of God hangs for us the whole doctrine of the Trinity.

If God be indeed the maker of mankind, then He is also

our Father and we, all of us, can claim the name of sons.

Even under the law of fear the Psalmist had said of Him:

"As a father hath compassion on his children, so hath the

Lord compassion upon them that fear Him" (Ps. 102: 13).

How much more under the New Law could St. John say,

» Lebreton, op. cit., p. 207.
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\

" Behold what manner of charity the Father hath bestowed

upon us that we should be called and should be the sons of

God " ( I Jn. 3:1)! Those who specially deserve God's love

are in a special way God's sons. In the book of Wisdom the

impious make it a reproach to the just man that " he boasteth

himself to have the knowledge of God and calleth himself

the son of God" (Wisd. 2: 14). And Christ Himself said,

" Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be called the sons

of God " (Mt. 5:9). Such expressions are common in every

language and at all periods. But what meaning had this

word, Son of God, on the lips of Christ when He used it of

Himself?

In the first place it is plain from the Gospels that to Christ

belonged the title of Son of God in a sense higher than to any

child of God that had gone before. He and He alone is called

the Son of God.' The preeminence of this Sonship would
seem to have been ratified by the sanction of Heaven. " He
shall be great," said the Angel who announced His birth,

" and shall be called the Son of the Most High." And again,

" The Holy One that shall be bom of thee shall be called the

Son of God " (Lk. i : 32, 35). And at His baptism a voice

from Heaven cried, " Thou art My Beloved Son ; in Thee I

am well pleased " (Lk. 3 : 22).^ Of what human being since

mankind began had God ever spoken thus? But did such

words mean no more than that Christ was indeed more truly

God's child than any that had gone before Him, yet after all

only, in the figurative and applied sense of which we have

spoken, that He was but primus inter pares and could in no-

wise pretend to be named in the same breath with God? If

there were really no more in Christ's Sonship than this, surely

He had the most urgent, the most momentous reasons for

making clear His position beyond the possibility of a doubt.

Let me dwell upon two such reasons that lie upon the surface

and must be clear to all.

« Pohle-Preuss : The Divine Trinity (Herder), 191a, p. 50. "There are

texts in which mere creatures are referred to as ' Sons of God ', but in all

these texts the subject is either in the plural or it is a collective term, or an

indefinite singular really amounting to a plural."

T Again at the Transfiguration :
" This is My Most Beloved Son : hear ye

Him" (Mk. 9:6). Note the wording in the GntV-.Ovrdq earivivldi ftov iaya-

HTfrAc. Cf. Mt. 3:17 and 17:5, Lk. 9:35.
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There are men upon whom the burden of a great name sits

lightly; there are kings who wear a crown as though it were
the pasteboard bauble of a player. But to a man of sincere

purpose and of high ideals a great name or station is a great

responsibility, and a great responsibility is a burden that

weighs upon his life. Already Christ in calling Himself the

Messiah had taken upon Himself with that name the burden
of all the hopes of Israel; He had chosen to live out in His
single life what centuries of prophecy had foretold of the

Promised One. Was not this enough? Could merely human
life bear more than this ? Could He for an instant suffer men
to think, unless it were true, that upon His frail mortal shoul-

ders rested, besides, the burden of the Godhead? Would it

not have been folly, sheer madness, to risk the loss of all by
letting men think that He had grasped too much ? And again,

if the suspicion of such extravagance of pretension once gained

a lodgment in their minds, how could they any more revere

Him as meek and lowly of heart? Yes, if He be not really

God's true Son, we must surely meet in the Gospel's vehement

and almost querulous denials of all such pretensions.

There was another and a far weightier reason why He
should drive from the minds of His hearers all suspicion of

His aspiring to a Divine Sonship that would match Him with

God. He was a Jew and spoke to Jews; all His hope of

success lay among this people to whom alone He preached.

Now there was one belief to which all that was faithful of

Israel had ever clung with intense devotion, one command-

ment to which disobedience was not sin alone but blasphemy.

It was the belief in one only God and the commandment given

in thunder on Sinai to adore no other God than Him.* In the

face of this jealous monotheism that was His own no less than

Israel's, could Christ permit man to think that He claimed

honors that were Divine and that Jahweh had a rival in Him-

self? Either the truth lay in the mystery that He was one

with Jahweh, or He must with horror have spumed from Him
the blasphemy.

8 Exodus, Ch. 20 ; Dent. 32 : 39, etc. But apart from particular texts it is

plain that monotheism is the fundamental dogma of the Old Testament. It is

reasserted in the New, e. g., I Cor. 8:6; but if there were no such explicit

assertion, we can see by the manner in which the name of God is used that

there could never be question of this God or that God. There copld be but

One God.
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Yet either Christ uttered no such disavowal or the evan-

gelists have conspired to suppress it. True, men's minds had
to be prepared gradually before they could bear so great a

mystery, and so at the outset of His ministry He spoke in

veiled words and forbade the open preaching of His Godhead
(Mt 16: 20). But nowhere in the Gospels does He explain

away this title, Son of God. On the contrary, He dwells upon

it as something at once peculiar to Himself and altogether

transcendent, and assumes to Hiniself in His own right the

full powers and privileges of the natural and true Son of God.

Let us by reference to the Gospels convince ourselves that

this is so.

One day at Caesarea Philippi (Mt. 16: 13), Jesus turned

to the men whom He had chosen to be His apostles. "Whom,"
he asked, "do men say that the Son of Man is?" They men-
tioned the notions that were current among the populace.
" But whom do you say that I am?" Peter took upon himself

the answer, "Thou art Christ, the Son of the living God." *

Long since, Peter had believed in Him as the Messiah, but

now with a noble impulse he went to the full limits of the faith

with which Christ had inspired him, and confessed that Jesus

was truly God's Son. "And Jesus answering said to him:

Blessed are thou Simon Bar Jona because flesh and blood hath

not revealed it to thee but My Father who is in heaven." *"

Everywhere in these three Gospels the words ''My Father "

are ever on His lips. He bids the apostles say of God "Our
Father "

: He Himself says only "My Father ". " I dispose

to you a kingdom as My Father hath disposed to Me a king-

dom " (Lk. 22:29). "I send the promise of My Father

upon you" (Lk. 24:49). Of this Father He speaks with

reverence as one who bore the form of man, yet with the

familiarity of intimacy and love. "All things are delivered

to Me by My Father, and no one knoweth who the Son is but

the Father, and who the Father is but the Son, and he to

• Su el 6 ;f/9t<TT0f 6 vlbq rov Qeov tov l^miTo^. Note the emphatic repetition of
the article. Note, too, the form of Christ's question. " Whom do men say

that I, the Son of Man, am?" i. e., What is their view of Me, the Messiah?

^** His confession was not dae to the merely human motive of nationalistic

enthusiasm which was what moved the crowd to acclamation, but to the grace

of God.
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whom the Son will reveal Him " (Lk. 20: 21 ; Mt. 11 : 25)."
Everywhere we see Him take upon Himself as His mere right

the utmost privileges of Divine Sonship; in other words, the

prerogatives of the Godhead itself. The prophets and law-

givers of the ancient dispensation had said, "Thus saith the

Lord of Hosts; " Jesus says, " It was said to you of old (that

is, by Jahweh Himself), but I say to you." "Once at Caph-
arnaum He said to a paralytic whom they had brought to

Him, "Son, thy sins are forgiven thee" (Mk. 25). Knowing
the law and the scriptures, those that were present started at

the word. Was it not a blasphemy, for God alone could for-

give sins? Jesus does not set their doubts at rest by claiming

merely a delegated power. He works a miracle; that is. He
uses the power of God over nature to prove that He Himself

has power for the remission of sins. He claimed for Himself

a jx)wer yet more awful—the power to sit in judgment upon

the souls of men in the world to come.** The Jews that heard

Him could not but be well aware that in all their sacred writ-

ings the final judgment of mankind was reserved to Jahweh
alone. It was never attributed even to the Messiah.*' With
what amazement then must they not have listened to Christ

speaking of Himself as their judge? " But the harvest," He
says in the parable of the cockle (Mt. 13 : 39), " is the end of

the world." "The Son of Man shall send His angels.** Watch
ye therefore, praying at all times, that you may be accounted

worthy to escape all these things that are to come and to stand

before the Son of Man " (Lk. 21 : 36). "And when the Son

of Man shall come in His majesty, and all the angels with Him,

then shall He sit upon the throne of His majesty: and all

^^ Tout commentaire est ici inutile : on reconnait sans peine que la th^ologie

johannique ne ponrra rien ajouter a ces paroles." Lebreton, op. cit., p. 245.

This anticipation in the Synoptic Gospels of all the essential features of St.

John's presentation of Christ was long ago pointed out. It will be found
stated in popular form, though with solid learning, in Liddon's The Divinity

of Our Lord. Lecture the Fifth.

12 " In other words, He will proceed to discharge an office involving such

spiritual insight, such discernment of the thoughts and intents of the heart

of each one of the millions at His feet, such awful unshared supremacy in the

moral world, that the imagination recoils in sheer agony from the task of

seriously contemplating the assumption of these duties by any created intelli-

gence." Liddon: The Divinity of Our Lord, I2th ed. p. 176.

1* Lebreton, op. cit., p. 238, where several authorities are quoted,

^* Mark Hii angels.
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nations shall be gathered before Him and He shall separate

them one from another;" and then He describes the process

of the judgment (Mt. 25 : 31). In many other circumstances

of His life He proclaims this supreme prerogative."

I pass over other passages in which the title " Son of God "

is used by Him or of Him, without a hint on His part that He
wished to abate one tittle of its meaning." I come to the last

scenes when the moment had arrived for Him to speak His

last word to the people He had come to save, and then go

forth to meet Him whose true Son He had dared to call Him-
self. He stood before the supreme tribunal of His people,

arraigned for calling Himself God's Son (Mt. 26:63; Mk.

14:53). Witnesses had lied and prevaricated: it was time

to appeal directly to Himself. Solemnly the High Priest rose.

" I adjure thee by the living God that thou tell us if thou be

the Christ the Son of God." There was a moment of breath-

less hush. Then the low voice spoke :
" I am." It was enough.

With real or simulated rage the High Priest tore his garments

crying, " He hath blasphemed. What need of further wit-

nesses?" Surely such a man must die. But why had He blas-

phemed? Not surely for claiming that Sonship which every

rational creature of God might claim : not because Son of God
was a Messianic title, for it was not.^^ No, but because He
made Himself the Son of God, and so equivalently claimed

the Divine Nature for Himself. It was for this claim He
died." No wonder when He hung, a beaten, broken man,

upon His cross, that they should taunt Him with His claims

(Mt. 27: 40-43). " If thou be the Son of God, come down^

from the cross. . . . He trusted in God; let Him now deliver

Him : for He said, * I am the Son of God '."

I'Cf. parables in Mt 24:50; Mk. 13:34; Lk. 13:36.

^' " And they that were in the boat came and adored Him, saying : Indeed
thou art the Son of God" (Mt. 14:33). "And crying with a loud voice He
said. What have I to do with thee, Jesus, the Son of the Most High God?"
(Mk. 57). Cf. Lk. 8:28 and see the unique role attributed to the Son in the

parable of the wicked husbandmen. Mk. 12:1-9; Mt. 21:33-41; Lk. 20:9-16.

IT " La locution ' Fils de Dieu ' n'^tait point re^u alors communement pour
designer le Messie, et ne se rencontre jamais en ce sens, ni dans I'Ancien Tes-

tament, ni dans les apocryphes juifs." I^breton, op. cit, p. 246. Lagrange,

in Le Messianisme chet les Juifs, says the same.

" This is sufficiently evident from the Gospel narrative itself. For a dis-

cussion of the matter see Rosadi : The Trial of Jesus (Hutchinson), 1905 ed;

by Emil Reich, pp. 190 ff. A modern Jewish writer (Salvador, Jesus Christ,

II, pp. 132-3, 195) proves this point
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It is enough then—Jesus is God's true Son and shares in

the Godhead. Yet— we have seen it on every page of the

Gospel—there is another to whom He speaks and whom He
professes to reveal; from whom He says that He has come;
to whom He says that He is going. This Other then is Grod

likewise. There is therefore in some mysterious way plurality

in the Godhead. Yet no word has been spoken that could cast

the shadow of doubt upon that most sacred of truths—there is

but one God, and there cannot be more Gods than one.

Let us go back once more to search the pages of the Synoptic

Gospels. The sacred text is full of mentions of the Spirit of

God, the Holy Spirit.^" When once we are in possession of

the dogma, the interpretation of all such passages becomes

clear to us ; but to those in search of proofs of its truth they do

not, taken by themselves, yield conviction. We might, how-
ever, argue the manifestation of a third Divine Person from

the words of the angel announcing Christ's birth (Lk. i : 35) ;

and from the supernatural phenomena that accompanied His

baptism ( Mt. 3:13; Mk. 1:9; Lk. 3:21). But there is one

saying of Christ so certainly authentic,^** and so unmistakable

that it can leave in our minds no reasonable doubt. It is the

command, "Go, teach all nations, baptizing them in the Name
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost " (Mt.

28 : 19). Let me illustrate by a familiar example what is im-

plied in these words. When you say, " In the name of the

King, Lords and Commons ", you indicate powers which,

though in a certain sense one as constituting together the gov-

ernment of the realm, yet are, as we know, quite distinct and

separate, so distinct as to be capable of mutual antagonism.

This expression of distinctness would be yet more strongly

marked if we were to say, " In the name of the King and of

the Lords and of the Commons ". This latter is the form of

Christ's words in the Greek text of the Gospel. We have seen

that the distinctness of the Father and Son is elsewhere clearly

19 E. g., Lk. 1:15, 41, 67; 2:26; 10:21; Mk. 1:12; 12:36; Mt. 4:1;
22 : 43, etc. Notice also Christ's various promises to the disciples of the

assistance of the Spirit—e. g., Lk. 22:11; 24:19. These are related much
more explicitly by St. John.

20 The authenticity of this text is established with great thoroughness by
Lebreton, Note E, pp. 478 fF. ; see also Chase, "The Lord's Command to Bap-

tize," in the Journal of Theological Studies, VI, 1905, pp. 481-521.
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marked in the Synoptic Gospels, even if their very titles did

not prove it sufficiently. The Holy Ghost can surely be noth-

ing less than a third person, placed in this text on an equal

footing with the two first, and obviously distinct from each.

Are we making too much to depend upon this single phrase?

Surely the whole Christian faith might well depend on it,

since no man could be received into that faith without these

words being pronounced over his head. That formula was
destined to be repeated over every one of all the hundreds of

millions who were to embrace the faith that it professed.

Could Christ have allowed it to be ambiguous?

"O Lord, our God," says St. Augustine, " we believe in

Thee, the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Ghost. For the

Truth would not say, 'Go, baptize all nations in the name of

the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit ', unless

Thou wast a Trinity. Nor wouldst Thou, O Lord God, bid

us be baptized in the name of Him who is not the Lord

God." "

With these words of the great Doctor I may close. As I

have said, if occasional reminiscences in the Johannine writ-

ing's of the current philosophical language of the day give

some plausibility to the contention that the writer eked out

his scanty Jewish theology with shreds of Alexandrian phil-

osophy, as applied to the writings of Matthew, Mark, and

Luke, such a theory is quite untenable. Yet we have found

in their writings the dogma of the Trinity, not indeed devel-

oped, but indicated with such clearness that there can remain

in our minds no honest doubt but that Christ was and is a

warrant for its truth. Stephen J. Brown, S.J.

Dublin, Ireland.

PEACE LAWS AND INSTITUTIONS OP THE MEDIEVAL OHTJBOH.

THE efforts of the Holy See to lessen the horrors of the

present war in Europe, and the hopes so widely shared

by Catholics everywhere that these endeavors to bring about

peace may have a favorable result, tend to revive interest in

the activity of the medieval Church along similar lines.

»» De Trin., C. a8, n. 51 ; Migne. P. L., Vol. 4a, Col. 1097.

/
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No one at all conversant with the development of those

notions of social organization which, in dealing with the

medieval period, are commonly called feudal, need be told

that one of the worst features of that period was the preva-

lence of warfare. It is not easy, perhaps, for us to think of a

time when war rather than peace was the normal condition

of society, but there is no gainsaying the fact that from the

beginning of the tenth century to the end of the twelfth, or

even later still, peace was an unwonted state in Western
Europe. The constant clash of ill-defined interests to which
the feudal system had given rise, the hatred borne to neighbor

and stranger alike, and the deep-rooted military habits of the

ruling classes combined to make war almost the supreme law

of the medieval world. ^

Feudal warfare, however, as a recent writer * reminds us,

was not war as we understand it nowadays, where with some
large purpose in view one great cohesive state directs its entire

fhilitary power against another, but rather private and local

warfare in which neighbor fought against neighbor and mem-
bers of a family against one another. In the ordinary course of

events every vassal was likely to make war at least once upon

his overlord or upon his several overlords in succession, upon

the neighboring bishops and abbots, upon his fellow vassals,

and upon his own vassals. There was very little that w£is en-

nobling in this private warfare. Any excuse was used as a

reason for waging war. Ambitious nobles might wish to ex-

tend their boundaries, and this was sufficient provocation for

attacking and plundering his neighbors. Vassals easily found

some pretext for throwing off their allegiance to their over-

lord in connexion with hunting or fishing rights. Quarrels

would likewise arise over titles to fiefs, over the division of a

fief between two brothers, or over the claims to dower of a

1 Considering the total amount of fighting which was going on everywhere

daring the medieval period, only very few great battles actually occurred. When
such battles did take place, vast bodies of men-at-arms rushed at one another:

each warrior picked out an adversary and the side which won the greatest

number of the resulting encounters gained the day. A medieval battle, there-

fore, was more like a large number of single combats than a contest between

different bodies of troops. See Oman, The Art of War in the Middle Ages
(Oxford, 1885), passim.

2 See Taylor, The Medieval Mind. Second edition (Macmillan, 1914). Vol.

I. p. 545.
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widowed mother, and, as a consequence, a whole region would
be plunged in the miseries and atrocities which marked the

progress of private warfare.

Under the warlike regime of feudalism, therefore, the Pax
Romanay which Rome had succeeded in establishing in every

part of its wide dominions, disappeared and Western Europe
reverted to a state of chronic disorder; for when men were

not actually attacking others or defending themselves, they

were awaiting an attack or preparing to make one. Needless

to say, this unending strife was the cause of much misery

throughout the different States that were growing up amid the

ruins of Charlemagne's extensive empire, but it seems to have

weighed most heavily upon the kingdom of France. Toward
the close of the tenth century and under the early Capetians,

the history of France is largely a chronicle of private wars.

Indeed, the number of great fiefs into which the kingdom was
divided may be said to have represented just so many perma-

nent private wars which threatened seriously the lives and

property of the people and added heavily to their afflictions.

The wretched peasantry were, of course, the chief sufferers:

their villages were burned and their crops destroyed; not in-

frequently famine completed the work of destruction beg^n by
the warring factions. In some places the poor were reduced

to such extremities by reason of these baneful feuds that they

ate human flesh or else revolted—as did the Norman peasants

in 997.»

In the midst of this unbearable condition of affairs the

Church stepped in and strove by placing certain restrictions

upon the combatants to lessen the distress from which the

weaker members of society were suffering. It might seem, per-

haps, that, from a strictly national point of view, the enforcing

of respect for the public peace was a function of the civil rather

than the ecclesiastical authorities. But it must be remembered

that under the feudal system the central power of the State

was everywhere relaxed and that neither king nor emperor

was able to stamp out the scourge of private war. These rulers

were largely at the mercy of the very classes whom it was

» The vivid accoant of this insurrection given by the eleventh century

chronicler Guillaume de Jumi^ges in his Historia Normanorum (850-1137) is

sununarized by Masson in his Medieval France, fifth edition, pp. 16-17.

I
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imperative to control; they depended to a great extent upon
the support of the feudal lords whose warlike propensities had
to be curbed. In the eleventh century, then, as a brilliant

French historian observes, the only power sufficiently intelli-

gent to conceive the need of peace and sufficiently respected to

be able to secure it was the Church, represented by its supreme
head the Pope, its councils and its bishops.* And it was the

Church, inspired by the spirit of peace and of charity, that

took the lead in attempting to stem the evils arising from the

prevalence of private warfare. The measures taken in this

direction were at first local. They found expression for the

most part in two remarkable institutions, called respectively

the Peace of God {Pax Dei) and the Truce of God {Treuga

Dei). It is with these two institutions, which were intended

as a remedy for the powerlessness of the civil authorities to

secure release from the prevailing violence and disorder, that

we are chiefly concerned here.

While other medieval institutions have not failed of their

due meed of consideration, the Pax Dei and the Treuga Dei

have scarcely received theirs. They have been but little writ-

ten of yet, and there is no work in English dealing with

either." This is the more to be regretted since the subject is

one of primary importance in the history of civilization, and

one, moreover, that illustrates the influence and action of the

medieval Church in a very striking and suggestive manner.

What the average reader wishes to know on this head will

hardly be found except by pursuing the Pax and Treuga

through a great many works of reference, which, be it said in

passing, are not always accurate. The two institutions have

not infrequently, in modern times, been confused. Whether

* See Luchaire, Manuel des Institutions FranfaisA : Periode des Capitiens

directs (Paris, 1892), Part II, pp. 228-234.

Those whom the subject interests are referred to the following books in

other languages : Huberti, Studien zur Rechtsgeschichte der Gottesfrieden

und Landfrieden, 2 vols. (Ansbach: Briigel, 1892) ; Semichon, La Paix et la

treve de Dieu, 2 vols. (Paris, 1869), second edition; Kluckhohn, Geschichte

des Gottesfriedens (Leipzig, 1857) ; Kiister, De Pace et Treuga Dei: commen-
tatio historica (Munster, 1852). Of these works, that of Huberti is undoubt-

edly the most scholarly and satisfactory. Its chief value lies in the fact that

the author gives us all the original documents bearing upon the subject

—

the canons that were enacted, the resolutions that were passed, the oaths that

were taken at various councils and assemblies, etc. The difficulty of disen-

tangling the complicated early history of the Pax Dei and the Treuga Dei

can only be brought home to us by a serious study of these documents.
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or not this confusion arises from a too lax use of the terms

Pax Dei and Treuga Dei, as though they were interchangeable,

or from the circumstance that the Treuga was sometimes pro-

claimed along with the Pax, and vice versa—this is a point of

minor importance. What concerns us is the fact that no such

confusion is warranted by the original documents bearing upon
the earliest stages of the two institutions. It is abundantly

clear from these first-hand sources of information that the

Pax Dei and the Treuga Dei were quite distinct. Both were

directed toward the same end— to enforce respect for the

public peace ; but they differed widely as regards their origin,

character, and demands. Besides this, the Pax antedates the

Treuga by at least half a century, as we shall see presently.

It is well, therefore, to be rid of all confusion and to treat one

thing at a time.

In the first place, then, as to the Pax Dei. France was the

cradle of this institution. Late in the tenth century we find

the earliest traces of it in the efforts of the clergy of Aquitaine

to relieve the wretchedness into which the prevalence of pri-

vate war had plunged the country. There seems to be good

reason for fixing upon a synod held at Charroux in 989 as the

occasion of the first appearance of the Pax Dei.^ At this synod

Gunbald, Archbishop of Bordeaux, in the name of the assem-

bled bishops pronounced anathema against those who break

into churches (" infractores ecclesiarum "), those who rob the

poor ("res pauperum diripientes "), and those who strike a

clerk (" clericorum percussores "). The decree of 989 em-

bodying this threefold prohibition contains the germ, so to say,

of the Pax Dei."* During the following year (990) Guy of

Anjou, Bishop of Puy, proclaimed a Pax Dei or Peace of God
which was more extended, inasmuch as it provided among
other things (

i
) that ecclesiastical lands should not be seized

;

(2) that peasants should not be taken captive and held for

ransom; (3) that monks or "any unarmed persons who accom-

pany them " should not be injured; (4) that merchants (on a

• See Hnberti, Studien, etc., I, p. 35, and VioUet, Histoire des institutions

politiquis et administratives de la France (Paris, 1898), t. 11, p. 143. There
is, however, some doabt here in the chronology. See Hemmer, Chronique
d'histoire ginirale de I'iglise in the Rivue d'hist. et de lift, relig., t. IV (1899}.

p. 362.

' The Latin text is given by Hnberti, 1. c.
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journey) should not be robbed, and (5) that cattle should not

be killed or carried off " unless required for a lawful expedi-

tion ".® Excommunication was pronounced against the trans-

gressors of these provisions.

Such was the Pax Dei in its initial stage. From Aquitaine
it spread outward and special decrees extending its operations

were enacted by so many provincial synods between 994 and
1050 that they covered nearly the whole of France.* In gen-

eral, these decrees called upon all men to bind themselves

under oath not to make war upon consecrated persons, viz.

clerks, monks, virgins and widows or upon any of the Church's

proteges, viz. pilgrims, the poor, etc.^° Furthermore, monas-

teries and cemeteries, with their dependencies, were declared to

be " sanctuaries ", the same as churches, which it was a sacri-

lege to violate, inasmuch as all those who took refuge in such

places were under the protection of the Church. Succinctly

stated, then, the object of the Pax Dei was to exempt certain

classes of persons whose condition or profession forbade them

to carry arms—in a word, all non-combatants and defenceless

people—from the operations of war and violence and to mark
off a sphere of peace from the surrounding sphere of feud.

Naturally enough these humane and beneficial measures

commended themselves to the more law-abiding portions of the

population. The direful consequences of private war had be-

come generally apparent after the chaos of the tenth century,

and the growing sense of order in society at large could not

but feel the prevailing disorder insufferable. It is not sur-

8 The precise purport of this saving clause is not quite clear in the Latin

text. See Huberti, op. cit., I, pp. 123 ff., where the original text is given at

full length.

9 At some of these councils the Pax Dei was almost the chief topic of dis-

cussion, for, as we have seen, the most pressing problem of the time was how
to enforce respect for the public peace.

10 Some of the clauses in these decrees ar€" extremely quaint, as, for ex-

ample, the following passages from an oath exacted by the Bishop of Beau-

vais in 1023 : " Villanum et villanam vel servientes aut mercatores non pren-

dam nee denarios eorum toUam, nee redimere eos faciam nee suum habere eis

toUam, ut perdant propter werram senioris sui, nee flagellabo eos propter sub-

stantiam suam. . . . Bestias villanorum non occidam nisi ad meum et meorum
conductum. Villanum non praedabo nee substantiam ejus toUam perfide inssi-

one senioris sui [pro fide iussione senioris sui?]. Nobiles feminas non assa-

liam, neque illas quae cum eis ambulaverint sine maritis suis, nisi per pro-

priam culpam, et nisi in meo malefacto illas invenero ; similiter de viduis ac

de santimonialibus attendam."
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prising, therefore, to find that, in the early part of the eleventh

century, a movement developed in France which aimed at so

extending the Pax Dei as to bring about a general cessation

of warfare between Christians. This new movement took an

immense impulse, it would seem, during the great famine of

103 1 -1034. Then was it that the Bishops of Aquitaine pro-

claimed a " universal peace " conformably with which high

and low were bidden in the name of the God of Peace to re-

frain from war and violence of any kind as contrary to the

spirit and teachings of Christianity." Unhappily, there was
no machinery, so to say, for enforcing this "holy peace". Com-
pliance with its requirements meant nothing less than this, that

all persons carrying arms bound themselves not to use them,

but to submit their differences to the decision of the regular

tribunals. Be it said here in passing that peasants were ex-

pected, as a matter of course, to settle their disputes in this

way, without recourse to arms, but it was allowed that the

feudal lords had the right of waging private war. This right

was, in fact, one of the distinctive privileges of these half-civi-

lized nobles and they were quite as loath to surrender it as the

nations of to-day are to give up their right to wage public war.

And this being so, it was really a concession if these feudal

lords agreed to fight out their quarrels in court instead of em-

broiling the w^hole countryside. Practically speaking, there-

fore, it was no easy matter to prevail on the nobility as a whole

to promise, under oath, to desist from all fighting whatsoever.

Nor is there, after all, anything that should surprise us in this.

For, as Prof, Emerton asks, what, at this time, " was to be-

come of a man who made this sacrifice? His occupation in life

was gone. Fighting was his trade and the basis of his social

standing. As well might such a man turn monk or clerk at

once; for him there was no one of the many resorts, industrial,

professional or mercantile, which open up before the modern

man. The demand not to fight at all was too much for medi-

eval human nature." " The ecclesiastical authorities in France

"See Hefele, Conciliengeschichte, IV (1879), p. 697, and Pfister, Atudes
sur le rSgne de Robert le Pxeux (Paris, 1885), pp. 164 ff. The latter work
deals at greater length than Hefele does with the origin and growth of the

new movement.

"Emerton, Medieval Europe (1894), pp. S70-571.
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realized this and very wisely modified the demand. Seeing
that it was well-nigh impossible, at least for the time being, to

do away with private war entirely, they resolved to try and
restrict it within certain limits. Thus arose the Treuga Dei or

Truce of God, properly so-called,^' the object of which was
to put certain times outside the sphere of private war by set-

ting apart particular days on which no war should be waged
at all. The Truce of God, then, implied a temporary suspen-

sion of hostilities and was distinct from the Peace of God,
which was perpetual. As a recent writer well expresses it,

" the Peace of God was intended to protect certain classes at

all times, the Truce to protect all classes at certain times ".**

The Truce of God made its first recorded appearance, ac-

cording to Hubert! and other scholars, at a synod held at Elne
in Roussillin in 1027, which sought to establish a "close

time " in each week even for the militant classes. Kluckhohn
is of opinion, however, that the first trace of the Truce of God
is to be found in the year 1041.^'' Certain it is in any case

that by 1041 the " close time " established by the Truce of

God—during which there should be no warfare at all—was

so far extended as to include the second half of every week.^'

In that year several bishops and abbots, including St. Odilo,

Abbot of Cluny,^^ issued a joint edict in which all men were

commanded to maintain a holy and unbroken peace from ves-

pertide on Wednesday to sunrise on Monday, " so that during

these four days and five nights all persons . . . may go about

their business without fear of their enemies ".^* Whosoever

^•The derivation and meaning of the word Treuga are discussed by Kluck-
hohn, Geschichte des Gottesfriedens, p. 42.

1* Munro, A History of the Middle Ages (1902), p. 140.

1* See Kluckhohn, Geschichte des Gottesfriedens, p. 38.

^" In the first instance it extended only from noon on Saturday to day-

break on the following Monday. There had always been some sort of agree-

ment that no war should be waged on Sunday—a fact which seems to illus-

trate the local character of these private wars since they used to stop for the
" week end ".

1^ St. Odilo worked hard to bring about the enactment of the Truce of God
and this whole movement seems to connect itself with the great Quniac re-

vival. See Jardet, Vie de Saint Odilon (Paris, 1898), pp. 700-710, and Sackus,

Die Cluniacenser, etc. (Halle, 1894), t. 11, pp. 133-135-

18 Thursday was dedicated to God because " it is the day of His Ascen-

sion, Friday because it is the day of His Passion, Saturday because it is the

day on which He rested in the tomb, and Sunday because it is the day of His

Resurrection ". .
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should dare violate this truce was threatened with the severest

penalties." The decree in question, which was made for the

archbishopric of Aries, 1035- 1045, is the earliest extant example
of the Truce of Grod known to scholars '°—except the earlier

one already mentioned purporting to issue from the Council of

Elne in 1027, the authenticity of which has been called into

question—and has come down to us only in the form of a com-
munication recommending it to the clergy of Italy.'^

Later enactments issued by different synods in France,

though they varied widely as regards details, all embraced the

principle of the decree of 1041, which was more and more
definitely asserted with each succeeding decade. Thus, the

Truce of God proclaimed for the Diocese of Th^rouanne in

1063 enjoins that all private hostilities shall be suspended from

the beginning of Advent to the octave of the Epiphany ; from

the beginning of Lent to the octave of Easter, and from the

first of the Rogation Days to the octave of Pentecost.** A
synod held at Cologne some twenty years afterward (1083)

went still farther and extended the Truce of God so as to em-
brace almost the whole period between the first Sunday of

Advent and Trinity Sunday, besides the ember days, the vigils

and feasts of the Af)ostles, and all other days " canonicedly

set apart or which shall in future be set apart for fasts or

feasts ". The provisions of this document are eloquent of

existing conditions. It decrees, for instance, that if the Truce

was broken by any noble, his heirs might seize his property.

A boy under twelve who fought was to be whipped; if over

twelve he was to lose his hand, and so forth.*'

^* Thus if anyone killed another on the days of the Truce of God he was
to be driven from the land and to make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, spending
his exile there ; for any lesser transgression of the Truce of God the offender

was to suffer the penalty prescribed by the civil laws and to do double the

penance ordained by the canons.

••* TTie text may be found in the Monumenta Germaniae Historica LL. 4to

IV, I, No. 419. It is interesting to compare the text of this Tmce with that

enacted for the archbishoprics of Besan^on and Vienne in 1041, or about that

year, which is also to be found in M. G. H., 1. c, No. 431.

21 The Truce of God spread from France to Italy and Germany. About the

year 1068 it was introduced into Spain and in 107 1 into the Netherlands.

*» For the text of the decree see M. G. H., LL. 4to, IV, I, No. 422.

"The text of this decree has come down to us only in the form in which it

was communicated by the Archbishop of Cologne to the Bishop of Mnnster

and which is printed in the M. G. H., LL. 4to, IV, I, No. 424.
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This Truce of Cologne, which appears to have served as a
model for other enactments of a like character, should have
secured about two hundred and forty days' peace in every

year, thus leaving not more than one hundred and twenty-five

days available for private warfare. So stringent, however,

were the restraints imposed by the Truce in other dioceses that

the number of days on which such warfare might take place

was reduced to about eighty. In some cases we find that the

Truce of God, which exempted certain seasons from all war,

was proclaimed in connexion with the Peace of God, which,

as we have seen, exempted certain persons, things, and places

from its operation, the object of this combination being, of

course, to obtain as much peace as possible.'* Efforts were

made in this way to restrict the right of private war without

trying to abolish it outright: that, as we have seen, was out

of the question.

It is of moment to note that the Truce of God was reenacted

by the Council of Clermont in November, 1095, upon the

occasion of the proclamation of the first Crusade. In his

famous speech at that Council, Pope Urban II, after referring

to the violence and utter lawlessness prevailing in some parts

of France, said :
" Therefore let us reenact the law made by

our holy ancestors long ago and commonly called 'The Truce'

£of God]. I earnestly exhort you that each one should do all

in his power to have it observed in his diocese. But if anyone,

misled by pride or cupidity, breaks it voluntarily, let him be

anathematized by the authority of God and by the sanction of

the decrees of this Council." '' The wording of the decree

enacted at Clermont renewing the Truce has not been pre-

served, but it is said to have extended the provisions of the

Truce so as to include Crusaders, anathema being pronounced

2* The decree issued by the Council of Tuluges, near Perpignan, in 1041

or in 1065 (the exact date is not certain), combines the features of the two
institutions. The text of this decree is given by Bouquet, Recueil d"- his-

toriens des Gaules et de la France (Paris, 1876), Vol. XI, pp. 510-511.

*5 Such is the tenor of Urban's words as given by Fulcher de Chartres, who
was present and who has left us what is considered the best account of the

Pope's speech, though he does not pretend to report it verbatim. For the

Latin text given by Fulcher see Receuil des historiens des Croisades (Paris,

1841-1898), III, pp. 322 ff., and Bongars, Gesta Dei per Francos (Hanover,

1611), I, pp. 382 ff. There is a full translation of Fulcher's report of Urban'i

•peech in Translations and Reprints, issued by the University of.Pennsylvania,

Vol. I (1901), No. 2, pp. 3-5.
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against those who should invade the possessions of anyone en-

gaged in the holy war."" The Truce of God was again re-

enacted at the Council of Rheims in 1 1 19 by Pope Callixtus II

with the purpose of still further restricting the useless shed-

ding of blood in private warfare. Anathema was once more
pronounced against those who transgressed its prohibitions

and it was decreed that, unless they or their children made due

satisfaction, they should be deprived of Christian burial." In

some cases the right of sanctuary was likewise denied to vio-

lators of the Truce.

The final stage of the Truce of God was reached when this

originally French institution was adopted by the Second

Lateran Council, which fixed the periods and duration of the

Truce. This was in 11 39. Forty years later the Third

Lateran Council extended the institution to the whole Church
by canon XXI, " De Treugis Servandis ".*" The Truce of

God thus became a definite article of Canon Law," and, for

the rest, it remained as a recognized principle until such time

as other rising forces had sufficient power to attain the same
end by different means.

So much, then, as to the way in which the Truce of God
passed out of the condition of a mere agreement amongst the

parties most likely to disturb the public peace, and took on the

character of a general law.

Perhaps it may be worth our while, before we conclude, to

deal briefly with the outcome of the extraordinary efforts

made by the Church to lessen an evil which it was unable to

do away with entirely. Just how far these efforts met with

success it is very hard to ascertain. But it seems safe to say

that the Truce of God was seldom altogether effectual, and the

reason is not far to seek. The Church councils and the bishops

were untiring in their endeavors to bind the unruly lords to

observe the weekly Truce, but, as we may easily believe, they

were never able to oblige these great feudatories, as a whole, to

take the oath imposed by the Truce or to keep it once it had

" William of Malmesbnry gives the substance of the decree in his Gesta
Reium Anglorum, Book IV, §345, p. 39a (RoUi Series, 1889).

" See Hefele, Canciliengeschichte, Vol. V (1886), p. 441.

«« See Hefele, op. cit., Vol. V, p. 715.

«• See Decretal. Gregorii IX, TiL XXXIV, De Trenga et Pace.
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been taken. Breach of the Truce was punished by excommu-
nication. To be sure, this dreaded penalty struck terror and
secured attention, but its moral force was not always sufficient

to enforce respect for the public peace. Clearly, then, it be-

hooved the secular powers which were most interested in re-

pressing private warfare to give to the Truce of God any
sanction which it lacked, by adding their physical punishments

to the spiritual ones imposed by the Church. For assuredly, as

Professor Emerton observes,'" the maintenance of peace was
just as much in the interest of the royal causes everywhere as

it was in that of the poorer and weaker classes more directly

benefited by its provisions.

In some countries the sovereign did, as a matter of fact,

approve and proclaim the Truce of God. A decree of this

kind issued by the Emperor Henry IV in 1085 is in many re-

spects the same as the one enacted at Cologne two years before,

to which reference has already been made.'^ This imperial

Truce must not be confused with the " Landfrieden " or Peace

of the Land established by the same Emperor in 1103 and ex-

tended by Frederick I in 11 52. The Landfrieden was an in-

stitution as thoroughly German as the Treuga Dei is thor-

oughly French.'^ But in practice the emperor could do little

to uphold this imperial Truce and war became almost the

common law of Germany. In France the king was so weak

that he could not enjoin peace within his own domains.

Where the ruler was strong enough to do so, he proclaimed

peace and threatened with heavy fines or even with death who-

soever should infringe it. This was the case in Normandy, in

England, in the Two Sicilies and elsewhere." For the most

part, however—and this brings us back to what more imme-

diately concerns our present purpose—the enforcement of the

Truce of God was left largely, and at times wholly, to the

bishops and local clergy.

»• Op. cit, p. 571.

81 For the text of the Emperor's decree see Monumenta Germaniae Historica,

4to, IV, I, No. 425.

«2The text of the Land Peaces of 1103 and 1152, which are amongst the

most important enactments of this kind, are given in the M. G. H., LL. 4to,

IV, I, No. 74 and 140, pp. loi ff. See also Doeberl, Selecta, III, No. 18 ;
and

IV, No. 32-

»»See Seignobos,7'A<f Feudal Regime, trans, by Dow (1912). PP- 58-59-
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During the eleventh century, then, it was not uncommon
for the bishop to secure the cooperation of representative men
from all classes of society in forming leagues of peace
throughout the diocese. These individuals were sworn to

maintain and enforce respect for the peace. It was a very

practical and praiseworthy attempt to create by local effort a
means of carrying out the provisions of the Truce more effec-

tively. Thus every diocese in at least a great part of France
became the centre of a voluntary peace association. This asso-

ciation " was directed by the bishop ; it had its regular stat-

utes, its treasury, its magistrates; and, what was vitally im-

portant, it had its armed force, capable of reestablishing order

where it was disturbed, and of punishing, by weapons more
swift than spiritual menaces, the nobles who had violated their

oaths to keep the peace. Violations of the peace were brought

before the so-called 'Judges of the Peace ', a tribunal which
depended uj)on and was presided over by the bishop of the

diocese." '*

Those who refused submission to the decisions of this court

were pursued and punished by the "Army of the Peace", which

was formed chiefly of rural parishioners organized as militia

and led by their parish priests. The great difficulty seems to

have been to get this militia under way, and this difficulty

arose from the holding back of the noble members of the peace

league, who were so dominated by class interests that they

would not cooperate in any attempt to punish their fellow

nobles for acts in violation of the Truce of God— and the

bishop was powerless to coerce them.'" On this account largely

the efforts of these local peace associations did not meet with

the success they deserved. None the less the services they ren-

dered were of considerable economic imp>ortance. And when,

under Lewis VI (1108-1137), the French monarchy really

** See Lachaire, op. cit, pp. 228 ff. The passage here quoted is taken from
the English version given in Medieval Civilization by Manro and Sellery

(1910), pp. 183-184.

" A case to the point is mentioned by Seignobos (History of Medieval Civili-

tatioH, London. 1908, p. 83). In the eleventh century Hugues, vassal of the

Bishop of Cambrai, arrested a number of merchants, tore out their beards and
demanded from them a ransom. The bishop, three times in succession, ordered

Hugues to appear before him. Hugues came at last but refused to make any
reparation. The judges of the bishop's court then condemned Hugues to lose

his fief. But Hugues ignored the sentence, went home, and returning soon

after arrested the bishop himself.

/
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took serious measures to quell disorder, these diocesan peace
leagues were turned to good account.

In the long run, therefore, the ceaseless efforts of the Church
in one form or another to secure peace were by no means with-

out result. But it was not until the expiration of the long

period needed to weld the rough and turbulent feudal aris-

tocracy into an orderly law-abiding class that the evils against

which all these eflForts had been directed were entirely done
away with. It was only by degrees and in proportion as "the

public authorities, royalty, the leagues between nobles and the

communes followed the impulse " that war came to be confined

to international conflicts. Then, at lengfth, all need for the

Truce of God wore away.

The decline, therefore, and ultimate disappearance of pri-

vate wars, though brought about eventually as a result of

the slow but progressive bettering of general conditions, may
yet be traced back to the remedial influence of the "Peace of

God " and the " Truce of God ". Nothing, indeed, redounds

more to the credit of the ecclesiastical authorities in France

and elsewhere than their unwearied strivings to make these

means of pacification a success. Often as both the " Peace of

God " and the " Truce of God " were broken, they neverthe-

less did a great deal during the eleventh and twelfth centuries

to protect the poor and defenceless and to lessen the violence,

oppression, and outrages which marked the progress of private

warfare. And this, beyond doubt, was the object the Church

had chiefly in view in fostering and in furthering these two

remarkable and most characteristic institutions of medieval

times. Fr. Paschal Robinson, O.F.M.

Franciscan Friary, Washington, D. C.

THE OHUBOH AND UBUEY.

A RECENT work on the attitude of the Church toward

usury presents certain ethical theories, interpretations,

and conclusions which seem to be deserving of a critical ex-

amination.^ They have to do with the problems of just price,

the justification of interest on loans, and the reconciliation of

1 The Church and Usury. By the Rev. Patrick Cleary. Dublin, M. H. Gitt

& Son, 1914, pages vii, 313.
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the present with the medieval position of the Church in this

field.

The author of the book assumes that there is substantial

identity between the medieval concept of just price and the

modern notion of social utility, or social value. Both these

conceptions, he maintains, are determined by the social esti-

mate or evaluation of commodities. When articles possessing

the same social utility are exchanged, " one is the just price

of the other " ; and " just price is but an equivalent of

value" (p. 187). These statements are astonishingly inaccu-

rate. They imply that the current social utilities, or market

prices (for value is the comparative expression of utility, and
market price is the monetary expression of economic value)

are always in harmony with justice. If this view be correct,

the starvation wages which the higgling of the market forces

upon exploited \yomen workers, and the excessively low prices

at which the products of such labor are sold, conform with the

standard of just price! These payments are the equivalent

and the measure of the social utility attaching to this labor

and these products in exactly the same sense as the market

prices of bread, automobiles, or champagne. In all cases "the

object's usefulness is determined by its capacity for meeting

the desires of the community in the varied circumstances of

the moment" (p. 187). And the degree of that usefulness is

reflected in the prevailing market price.

The apparent resemblances between the objective categories

of just price and economic value, and between the subjective

processes of medieval " common estimation " and modem
" social estimate ", are much less important than the differ-

ences. The similarities are mainly verbal. Just price is and
always has been a formally ethical conception, while economic

value has no such explicit connotation. The " common esti-

mation " that the medieval theologians had in mind was a

deliberate ethical pronouncement, while the "social estimate"

of a modem economic community does not even pretend to

take into account ethical considerations. The social estimate

which is reflected in economic value merely expresses what
the determining mass of buyers and sellers think worth while

here and now to give and accept for a commodity, not what
they think they are morally required to give and accept. Id

y
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making such estimates the modern economic group does not

concern itself with justice at all, but solely with comparative
utility.

Dr. Cleary is not the first writer who seems to have been

misled by the superficial similarities of these categories and
processes. The Rev. T. Slater, S.J., declares that market
prices " are settled according to the common estimate of buy-
ers and sellers as to what are fair and reasonable prices under
the circumstances ".^ There is, indeed, a sense in which
market prices express what the general opinion regards as

"fair and reasonable", but it is a very special sense which has

no bearing on the question of justice. It means nothing more
than that the persons who buy and sell at a given price would
rather do so than refrain from buying and selling entirely.

The majority would prefer some other price, and regard it as

more "fair and reasonable" than the one actually prevailing.

In the opinion of a majority of the sellers a higher price would

be more "fair and reasonable", while a majority of the buyers

take the same attitude toward a lower price. In the present

period of high prices the majority of persons believe that

lower prices would be "fair and reasonable". The general

fact is that buyers think it "fair and reasonable" to obtain

goods at as low a price as possible, and sellers think it "fair

and reasonable" to get 2is high a price as possible.

Manifestly, estimates of this sort concerning values and

prices, and "fairness and reasonableness", include no explicitly

moral element. They are not formed with conscious reference

to any moral standard. In truth, they are notions of expe-

diency, representing what buyers and sellers regard as the

most prudent course of action in given circumstances. To be

sure, men may turn their attention deliberately to the ethical

aspect of current values and prices, may even pronounce them

unjust, and may set in motion social forces which will con-

strain values and prices to conform to a standard that is ex-

plicitly ethical. In that case the " social estimate " becomes

an ethical process. Unfortunately, however, such cases are

extremely exceptional. The typical social estimate which de-

termines prices is something quite different.

2 A Manual of Moral Theology, p. 524-
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The sum of the matter is that just price is a moral concep-

tion, while economic value and market price are purely eco-

nomic categories which may or may not be in accordance with

justice.

Nevertheless, it may be objected that modern market prices

do happen to correspond with the requirements of just price,

even as laid down by the medieval theologians; for the rules

of just price were applicable mainly to those transactions in

which, owing to the scarcity of the articles, no current price

(" pretium vulgare") had been established, and in which,

therefore, the exchangers were in peculiar need of moral

guidance. St. Thomas and theologians generally say that the

current price may be accepted as a just price unless there exists

a special reason for believing the contrary. In other words,

they regarded the current price as presumably just. However,

presumption is not certainty. Moreover, this favorable pre-

sumption had much greater logical and moral weight in the

Middle Ages than a similar presumption would have with

regard to modem prices. In the former period the current

price was fixed as a rule, not by unlimited competition, but by

custom or by some legal or quasi-legal authority. Hence it

was determined under the immediate influence of ethical con-

ceptions by men who were familiar with the doctrine of just

price. No such moral impress attaches to modern prices,

which are determined by the more or less mechanical higgling

of the market in a society that rarely if ever adverts to their

moral aspect. Consequently the presumption in favor of the

justice of present prices is so weak and uncertain as to be prac-

tically negligible.

Indeed, the use of the phrase, "the social estimate", to de-

scribe the processes which issue in modern price* ought in the

interest of clearness to be discontinued. It suggests the opera-

tion of something which is generally wanting, namely, a delib-

erate and corporate act of social judgement. Some current

prices are established beforehand by formal agreement among
the members of a controlling group; but the greater number

are a resultant of individual competition and bargaining. As
examples of the former class may be cited the prices of monop-

olized articles, and the rate of wages fixed by some of the

stronger trade unions, and by collective agreements between

'/
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groups of employers and employees. In no genuine sense can

the first two of these prices be attributed to the " social esti-

mate", since they directly reflect the views of only a section of

the interested persons, namely, the determining mass of the

sellers. The third instance, wages fixed by collective bargain-

ing, may properly be regarded as the product of the social

estimate, indeed, but it occurs rather infrequently.

Prices determined by individual competition cannot right-

fully claim to be products of a real social estimate. As fairly

illustrative of this class let us take stock-exchange quotations

and the prices of retail groceries. The shares of a particular

security are sold at different prices during the day, owing to

the different valuations put upon it by different buyers and

sellers. As a consequence, the market price takes the form of

a range, say, from 103 to 107. It is the result of a multitude

of individual estimates. Turning to that very large class of

prices exemplified by the retail grocery store, we find substan-

tially the same process. Assuming that prices are not fixed by

a combination, we see that, while the individual dealer sets the

prices of the various articles, he must change them in response

to changes in the conditions of supply and demand. If pur-

chasers refuse to take a profitable quantity of an article at the

present price, or if his competitors sell it at a lower price, he

will reduce the price; if these conditions are reversed, he will

raise the price. Prices are maintained through actual sales

which involve an agreement between the two parties; price

changes are due to variations in the estimates of individual

buyers and sellers ; and any particular price or range of prices

is the outcome of a series of individual estimates.

The prices considered in the preceding paragraph are not

established by a formal act of agreement proceeding from the

whole body, or even from a majority, of the buyers and sellers.

The " social estimate " that determines these prices is not a

corporate or organic process. It is not a unified or simple

entity, but a composite reflection of a multitude of diverse in-

dividual estimates. Therefore, it is social only in the sense of

an average, or outcome, or resultant.

While the foregoing criticisms may seem to be little more

than an exercise in logomachy, they do emphasize the very

significant fact that the " social estimate " which is said ta
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determine current prices is devoid not only of any ethical con-

notation, but also of that measure of authority which is com-
monly ascribed to an act of social agreement, such as a legal

enactment, or the resolutions adopted at a public meeting.

In his attempt to identify market price with just price. Dr.

Cleary assumes that the latter is fundamentally subjective,

that it is finally determined by the social estimate rather than

by objective economic facts and conditions. According to his

view, the social estimate is not merely a presumptively correct

expression of objective justice, but an infallible determinant

thereof. It is not merely " regulative " but " constitutive ".

In effect the common estimation creates the just price. How-
ever, Dr. Cleary is obliged to concede that this interpretation

is contrary to the traditional doctrine (p. 187). For the theo-

logians and canonists invariably pointed out that the social

estimate was without the moral authority to fix the just price

arbitrarily, that it was itself subject to certain objective factors,

such as utility, scarcity, and the cost of production. So long

as industrial justice is determined by human welfare, and

human welfare is dependent upon economic conditions, this

principle remains irrefutable. No social estimate of the just

price of any commodity can possess final moral validity merely

because it is a social estimate. Every such interpretation of

economic justice must derive its final authority from its agree-

ment with the facts and equities of economic life and relations.

Proceeding from his false assumption that " just price is

but an equivalent of value ", and that " just price is deter-

mined by social utility ", Dr. Cleary logically infers the jus-

tice of interest on loans. According to the " social estimate
"

of lenders and borrowers, one hundred dollars loaned now is

the economic equivalent of one hundred and five dollars re-

turned one year hence. Hence the payment of five per cent

in addition to the restoration of the principal is but the just

price of the loan. Nevertheless, we have seen that this kind of
*' social estimate " has of itself nothing to do with the moral-

ity of the transaction, and does not even pretend to be an

ethical judgment. The " social estimate " which impels men
to demand and to pay five per cent, or any other per cent, on

loans has no more ethical significance or authority than that

other " social estimate " which evaluates exploited woman
labor as worth only starvation wages.
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Proceeding logically from another false assumption, Dr.

Cleary reaches another false conclusion. Since, he contends,

the " social estimate " constitutes and creates just price, interest

on loans is just independently of the virtual productivity of

money, and of every other objective factor (p. 190). The
" social estimate " creates the economic value of loans, and

economic value is the equivalent of just price. To this position

the obvious reply is that given in the second last paragraph,

namely, that the just price of a thing cannot be determined

arbitrarily by any social group, and that it must always be

based upon objective economic conditions.

Dr. Cleary maintains further that the theory of virtual pro-

ductivity, which is adopted by the majority of moral theolo-

gians to-day, is not sufficiently comprehensive to justify all

cases of interest on loans (p. 199). The fact that money is

generally equivalent to producing capital, that it can generally

be exchanged for productive goods, is not sufficient to make
interest-taking morally legitimate by a lender who is de facto

unable to put his money into a productive enterprise. When
such a person does get interest for his money, he obtains a

return for something that is not virtually productive for him.

Therefore, the interest is not justified by considerations of

virtual productivity.

This criticism overlooks one very important fact. Unlike

the title or theory of lucrum cessans^ the virtual-productivity

theory puts the emphasis not on the lender but on the bor-

rower. Interest on a loan is justified, according to the latter

theory, because the borrower can use the money productively,

and thus obtain the wherewith to pay the increment for its

use. Consequently this justification applies directly to all

loans that are used in production, whether or not they could

have been thus employed by the lender. Loans that are not so

utilized, that are devoted to purposes of consumption, can be

justified on other grounds. If the lender would himself have

used the money productively he has a claim to interest by the

title of lucrum cessans. In many instances of consumptive

loans, the borrower obtains from the money a service which is

quite as important and as valuable as that received by the man

who invests the loan in a factory or a field : for example, when

the money is exchanged for an education, a much-needed
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vacation, or medical expenses. These goods are not, indeed,

directly productive, but they are none the less instrumental in

strengthening the resources of the borrower. The very few

loans that do not fall under any of the heads just enumerated,

may properly claim interest on grounds of social equity and
social welfare. To require every lender to be certain that he

could either use his money productively himself, or that he

was consigning it to someone who intended to employ it pro-

ductively or quasi-productively, would be an unreasonable

hardship. Those who were unable to comply with this re-

quirement would be at an unfair disadvantage as compared
with the other possessors of surplus money. Moreover, it is

to the general advantage of society that money should be put

in circulation rather than hoarded. Combined with the pre-

vailing fact of virtual productivity, these considerations seem

to be sufficient to justify interest-taking in the very rare cases

that we are discussing. We except, of course, those instances

in which the exaction of interest would specifically violate

charity or justice toward the borrower.

In the opinion of the present writer, neither virtual produc-

tivity nor any other consideration or theory has yet been

proved to be an absolute justification of interest on loans. All

that is here asserted is that virtual productivity, as explained

and supplemented above, renders such interest quite as lawful

morally as interest on producing capital. To justify the latter

kind of interest is one of the most important and difficult tasks

awaiting the present-day moralist.'

Dr. deary's attempt to vindicate the reasoning upon which

the medieval theologians based their condemnation of interest,

and to harmonize it with his own argument, cannot be called

an unqualified success (pp. 201, 202). Both he and the theo-

logians start from the principle that interest can be justified

only as part of the just price of a loan, and they both interpret

just price as that which is equivalent to the " value " of the

loan. But their interpretations of the value in question differ

fundamentally. In the view of the theologians, money had no

use or value apart from its substance; for the first use of money
is to consume it, i. e. to pass it out of one's possession. A man

' See articles by the writer in the Catholic University Bulletin, April and
May, 1914.

y
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cannot use money, and retain it, as in the case of a house or a

field. When he receives back the equivalent of the substance,

that is, when he recovers a sum equal to the amount loaned,

the lender obtains the equivalent of all the uses of the money
as well as the equivalent of its substance; for none of these

uses remains to either the lender or the borrower after the

money has passed out of their hands. In other words, when
the principal is returned, the full value of the loan is repaid.

The value of the loan does not exceed the face value of the

sum lent.

According to Dr. Cleary, however, the value of a loan is

determined by the social estimate of its utility. " Now if

society thinks that a right to present coin, or ownership of

present coin, possesses a higher rate of utility than is possessed

by the same quantity of coin when payable at a future date,

then clearly it is not a just sale when the same physical quan-

tity of coin is returned for a loan. In the concrete—if society

thinks that lOO pounds ready cash is as valuable as 105 pounds

payable twelve months hence, the true equivalent, and conse-

quently the just price, of icx) pounds is 105 pounds payable at

the end of the year " (p. 188). In the Middle Ages, continues

Dr. Cleary, repayment of the principal was regarded as the

full economic equivalent of both the uses and the substance of

money loaned : in our time men attribute to loans a diflFerent

and higher value. Consequently interest is now lawful, and

the medieval theologians could to-day sanction it without vio-

lating logic or consistency.

But Dr. Cleary overlooks the fundamental difference be-

tween the medieval and his own interpretation of "value". In

the former conception, the value of loans did not depend upon

the estimates or evaluations made by borrowers and lenders,

nor upon any notion held by society or any section of society,

nor upon any economic circumstances peculiar to that time,

nor upon any other variable fact or condition. The theolo-

gians of the Middle Ages did not say in effect, as Dr. Cleary

would have them say :
" Usury is unjust because the current

desires, estimates, and practices of men regard the return of

the principal as the full equivalent of a loan." They based

their condemnation upon the objective, unvarying, and phys-

ical nature of money, from the physical fact that the use of
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money is inseparable from its substance. Their interpretation

of the value of money was founded upon this fact, and upon
this fact alone. Now this fact is independent alike of social

estimates and of economic conditions. It is as obvious and
vital to-day as when the condemnation of interest resting upon
it was first formulated in substance by Aristotle. It will con-

tinue to be a fact as long as money exists. Consequently the

theological argument is quite as valid, or as invalid, to-day as

it was in the Middle Ages.

Moreover, those economic circumstances upon which Dr.

Cleary relies to justify interest-taking at present were opera-

tive, essentially, in medieval society. And we may be quite

certain that they did not escape the attention of the theolo-

gians. In the Middle Ages large numbers of men did regard

interest as necessary to complete the economic value of a loan.

No better proof of this statement can be desired than the

numerous instances in which men actually paid interest in

spite of all the prohibitions of Church and State, and the

much greater number of instances in which they would have

paid interest if no prohibition had been in force. Indeed, if

a large section of medieval borrowers and lenders had not

regarded loans as economically worth interest, all the anti-

usury legislation would have been superfluous. And yet it is

precisely this social valuation of loans, this fact that lenders

and borrowers are willing to accept and to pay interest, that

Dr. Cleary brings forward to prove the lawfulness of interest

to-day. But the medieval theologians would have none of this

reasoning. They disregarded the very palpable fact that men
attributed this value to loans, and based their doctrine solely

upon the physical nature of money.

The proportion of the population that regarded loans as eco-

nomically worth interest was, indeed, considerably smaller in

the Middle Ages than it is at present. Nevertheless it was

sufficiently large to create a market for loans, and to put a

valuation upon them that had quite as much social and eco-

nomic authority and significance as the valuation of any other

commodity that is dealt in by a smi.U section of society; for

example, roller-skates and champag^ne. Nor is Dr. deary's

reasoning based upon any such distinction, upon any conten-

tion that the appraisers of loans in the Middle Ages were too
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few to create an authoritative social estimate, and to give to

loans a value that was morally equivalent to interest. Had his

argument taken this direction it would have been consistent

with his general theory of just price, although it would not

have brought about a reconciliation of his position with that

of the theologians.

Again, he might have argued thus : the value and just price

of loans is determined wholly, even arbitrarily, by the social

estimate, regardless of objective facts and considerations; now
the doctrine of the theologians constituted the social estimate

in the Middle Ages, while the attitude of borrowers and lend-

ers constitutes the social estimate to-day ; therefore, there is no
inconsistency between the medieval condemnation of interest

and the modern sanction thereof. While the major premise is

untrue, the argument would have been consistent with his

fundamental assumption. But he does not use this argument.

He brings in the economic circumstances of both medieval and
modern times, and these, as we have seen, do not affect the

force of the theological condemnation at all.

If Dr. Cleary has failed in the attempt to reconcile the

medieval argument with his own position, if he has failed to

justify the former, in what way can it be justified? Appar-

ently no satisfactory defence is possible; for the argument

proceeded from an inadequate analysis of the utility and value

of money. Although the uses or utilities of money are insep-

arable from its substance, their economic value is not always

fully expressed in the face value of the substance. Now it is

the uses or utilities of money, not its substance, that men eval-

uate, and for which they are willing to pay. The exchange-

use, the function of commanding goods in return for itself, is

indeed the primary use of money ; but not the only use. When
a sum of money loaned for a year enables the borrower to get

control of a farm, a factory, or some other kind of productive

property, and to have at the end of the year not only the face

value of the money borrowed, but a considerable sum in addi-

tion, then the uses or utilities of money evidently are not fully

expressed or paid for in the mere return of the principal. In

these circumstances the sum total of the utilities of the loan

are economically equivalent to the substance of the money, its

face value, plus the fraction of itself called interest.
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Undoubtedly the medieval theologians were aware of this

loan-utility of money, but they underestimated its importance,

and thus underestimated its ethical equivalent or just price.

Their conception of money was too physical, and not suffi-

ciently economic ; too much concentrated upon money in itself,

and not sufficiently attentive to its relations.

Would an adequate view of the utilities and value of money
have logically and necessarily justified interest in the Middle

Ages? By no means. The practice of interest-taking can be

neither vindicated nor condemned on any such narrow basis as

the economic estimates of borrowers and lenders. The only

sufficient ground for general action and policy in this matter

is the welfare of the community as a whole. Now it is the

practically unanimous verdict of economic historians that the

Church's prohibition of usury was a good thing for the medi-

eval communities. At that time the great majority of loans

were for purposes of consumption, such as purchasing the

necessaries of life, or for such productive ends as the provision

of artisans' tools, and of the materials required for the agri-

cultural operations of the peasants. While large numbers of

these classes of borrowers would have paid interest rather than

be deprived of a loan, and consequently would have regarded

interest as the economic equivalent of the use of money, the

practice of exacting interest would have been in most cases a

hardship to the borrower. It would have been extortionate

and unfair, just as the starvation wages which the sweated

worker accepts to-day are extortionate and unfair. The fact

that many cases existed in which the medieval borrower could

have paid interest with as little inconvenience as attends the

average loan at present, is no more an objection to the general

prohibition than is the fact that many individuals are incon-

venienced by the general institution of private landownership.

It is the institution in general and the sum total of its effects

upon human welfare that are the supreme considerations.

Judged by this standard, the Church's prohibition of interest

in the Middle Ages, and her toleration of it to-day, are equally

justified.

As Catholics we should do well to bear in mind that it is

the ecclesiastical prohibition itself that we are called upon to

defend, and not any particular argument or reasoning em-
ployed by theologians. jq^j^ ^ Ryan.

'

The St. Paul Seminary.
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THE STUDY OF MORAL THEOLOaY.

I.

I

HAD always felt that there was something unsound in one
method of studying Moral Theology— the method that

passes lightly over principles and discussions and concentrates

itself on learning the practical conclusions in each case. But
it was years before I saw wherein lay the unsoundness. It

was made clear to me by a conference paper, in which the

proponent thought he had tried to take the most lenient line

possible, but was surprised to find that some of his hearers

thought him intolerably strict. The divergence can be seen by
considering one question which arose—the question of absolv-

ing a man who constantly relapses into the same sin.

Anyone who is truly sorry can be absolved unto seventy

times seven times if necessary. But when there is a special

reason to doubt his sorrow, the priest must take special care to

be sure that the applying penitent is sorry. And certainly,

constant relapses are a reason for doubting if there be true

sorrow, and therefore a reason for making specially sure.

These are the principles governing the question. In a the-

ology book these principles are followed by discussions, rules,

applications, decisions. All these are to help us to master the

principles and to apply them clearly and surely.

Now the sound method of study is to use these details in

order to master the principles. It is unsound to let them re-

place the principles. Because all that follows, follows from

the principles, and depends on them, and is to be tested by

them.

In the case of the relapsing sinner, what follows is some-

thing like this. How am I to be specially sure that he is sorry ?

Well, suppose you found him crying before the altar, or sup-

pose he had come twenty miles to get to confession, you could

be pretty sure that he was sorry. So these two instances are

mentioned in theology books. Then other writers say there are

many other sig^s of great sorrow ; and they each give new in-

stances, whereby the list grows. These instances all help to

clear our minds as to how we may recognize real sorrow. But

this list can never replace the principle which it is illustrat-

ing; and here is just the mistake that students are liable to
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make. Instead of the principle, "A man can be absolved if he

is truly sorry", we are told that "a man can be absolved if he
(i) weeps, or (2) walks a long distance to confession, or (3)
etc., etc." This is substituting illustrations for the principle.

To begin with, the method is so narrow as to be misleading.

You might carry on your illustrations to hundreds and thou-

sands of signs of sorrow, and still not cover the case of every-

one who is sorry. It is like trying to make a list of the ways
in which a man may show politeness, or anger. The list may
help you to recognize anger, or politeness. But if it leads you
to say "This man is not polite, because he has not done any of

the things on my list", you are letting it deceive you. So it

would be simply false to say, "A man cannot be absolved un-

less he shows one of the signs of sorrow that have been cata-

logued by theologians," because a man can quite well be sorry

without showing it in any of those particular ways. The truth

is only to be adequately expressed as a principle—the man
must be sorry; not by any accumulation of instances. The
proponent of the conference thus seemed to himself lenient be-

cause he had gathered all the possible instances of sorrow from

all available authors and would allow absolution in all of them,

whereas to others he seemed intolerably narrow because he

limited sorrow to a definite number of manifestations.

The habit of mind induced in the confessor by an unsound

method of study may be disastrous. It habituates him to

thinking not about sorrow, which is the all-important thing,

but about signs of sorrow, which do not really matter for their

own sake. It may seem fanciful to suggest that the signs of

sorrow, which should of course reveal sorrow to us, may have

the contrary effect if studied purely in themselves—may make
us lose sight of sorrow. But anyone who remembers how easy

it is to lose all reverence in one's zeal for rubrics (which are

meant to be the outward signs of reverence), will see that this

also is possible.

If the confessor's habit of mind is to look to the one impor-

tant thing, sorrow, and if in all illustrations and instances he

sees only the one great question, " Is the man sorry?" then his

attitude to a relapsing sinner is quite simple. " It is very hard

for this man to be truly sorry ; it is my business to help him to

be sorry before I absolve him "—and he devotes himself to

doing so.
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But the confessor whose thoughts are all on signs of sorrow

is in such multiplicity of distraction as would move pity if all

our pity were not needed for the neglected penitent. In ex-

treme cases, where the unsound method has been followed with

conscientious stubbornness, the result is something like this:

" I can remember fifteen extraordinary signs of sorrow, and
this man shows none of them. But I think there is another in

Noldin, which I can't remember, and perhaps he has that. So
I suppose I ought to give him the benefit of the doubt and
absolve him." Or in another case: " I'm sure this man is not

sorry. But he has come three and one-half miles, and there is

a probable opinion that three and one-half miles is a long

distance ; and St. Alphonsus says that a man who comes a long

distance can be absolved. So I suppose he has a right to abso-

lution."

Needless to say, St. Alphonsus never imagined that walking

a long distance was a qualification for absolution. He did

consider it as some evidence to help the confessor in knowing
whether the penitent is penitent.

It seems to me that this attitude of mind, even in less ex-

treme cases, perverts moral science into an immoral science.

It studies externals and neglects internals, studies the embodi-

ment and neglects the thing embodied, with the usual result of

alternately sanctioning the wrong and condemning the right.

I will try to make clearer in what this perversion consists.

In dealing with the virtues of truth, honesty, purity, and the

rest, theologians have to make clear that there are things which

at first sight seem to violate these virtues, yet do not in reality.

They give instances, one of which we may consider. It is

pointed out that to the same question, " Have you seen the

emperor?" truth may sometimes require us to answer "Yes"
and " No " in the same breath. The aide-de-camp with a tele-

gram wants to know have you seen the emperor lately, and

to him the true answer is " No ". The sightseer wants to

know have you ever seen him, and to him the true answer is

" Yes, hundreds of times ". The purpose of these illustra-

tions is to teach us to see the principle in the concrete case, and

not to be misled by the external form ; in the present instance,

to teach us that the thing that matters is the truthfulness of the

answer, and not the external accuracy of the words. The
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whole point of the example is that you cannot judge of the

answer at all if you merely consider it as a set of words, an

external speech. The only way to judge it is to fix your atten-

tion on the truthfulness or untruthfulness that embodies itself

in that answer. So in regard to apparent offences against

other virtues, we constantly meet the formula Nan illico argu-

endus est, meaning that you cannot straightway conclude that

he is guilty from a mere external statement of what he did.

To know that a man at the same time carves the meat and

prays, is to know nothing. The question for his conscience is,

" Did devotion lead him to pray during his work, or did in-

devotion lead him to carve during grace?"

By such examples theologians do all that can be done to

train the student to see the act as a living whole, and not to

divorce the body of it from the soul of it. Nevertheless in

some instances their work is perverted by the student. The
perversion takes this form

:

" In the chapter on truthfulness I find that when you have

seen a person hundreds of times you may still truthfully say

you have not seen him.

"Also that in reply to the same question you may truthfully

answer ' Yes ' to one person and ' No ' to another.

" In the chapter on reverence I find that it is not necessarily

irreverent to carve during prayers.

" Similarly in regard to honesty, modesty, and other vir-

tues, I find a great many equally improbable things set down
as not necessarily wrong."

It is obvious that this perverting consists in ignoring the

soul of the action altogether and considering only the body of

it. In looking at the action, this student does not look at the

truthfulness or the reverence of it at all, but only at its external

form. The result is an attempt to classify actions as right and

wrong merely by their external form, with consequent scruples

at one end and laxity at the other. One man makes an attempt

to change his ordinary forms of speech, saying e. g. "No, I

have not seen him within the last thirty or forty minutes," in

the perfectly vain hope of making all his words irreproachably

accurate, no matter from what point of view they may be

judged, instead of being content with giving a true answer.
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On the other hand he permits himself and others to do
things which are really wrong. His natural conscience sus-

pects that they are violations of truth, modesty, or justice, as

they are indeed ; but his trained mind tells him—quite truly

—

that, by his method of judging, these things are indistinguish-

able from things which the books say are not necessarily

wrong. I think the examples I have given make it clear that

the fault is in his method of judging. He has trained himself

—not to see instantly the soul of the action—^but to compare
the bodily forms of actions one with another, in complete dis-

regard of the soul which is the one thing that matters. This is

a perverted training, making moral science immoral. Imagine

a man in temptation, whose greed or laziness or other passion

whispers that it would like to find vent in a certain form;

imagine him consulting his books to see if that external form

has been catalogued as necessarily wrong, and by that test

settling the rightness or wrongness of the action. His training

has led him to pass by unseen the question which conscience

naturally raises: " Is not this sloth?" " Is not that covetous-

ness?" and to substitute for it a false and artificial test. It is

this perversion that Cardinal Manning seems to have had in

mind when he wrote that "Theology cannot hold out forever

against Conscience ".

II.

Here is an analogous perversion regarding the laws of the

Church. A stranger once stopped me in the street to ask this

question: "Am I entitled to make my Easter duties? I am
visiting in a strange parish, and the priest there wants me to

pay a heavy assessment as Easter dues, and refuses me abso-

lution till I do. I don't see that I am bound to pay, because I

pay my Easter dues at home, and I make all the usual offer-

ings here, and I think I have done my duty in regard to sup-

porting the Church."

Assuming his story to be true, it seems to me that the priest

had lost sight of principles in two ways. First as to the posi-

tion of the Church laws, and then as to confession.

The position of Church laws is this. Behind them is a

divine command, and the divine commission to the Church

that she is to teach us to observe that command. There is the
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divine command, " Deny yourself ", and the Church says,

"Deny yourselves by fasting and abstaining; your own bishop

will tell you on what days and to what extent ". There is the

divine command to sanctify one day in the week. The Church
says, "Let it be Sunday, and sanctify it by hearing Mass;

your parish priest will tell you the time of Mass ". And the

parish priest says, " Mass will begin at eleven, and will last

two hours ". There is the divine command that they who
preach the Gospel shall live by the Gospel. The Church is

to teach us to observe this command, and she says, "Contribute

in proportion to your means ". And in some places she says,

" Your parish priest will tell you what proportion to give ".

And the parish priest draws up his assessment list.

In all of these the divine command presents itself to us em-
bodied in a form determined partly by the Church and partly

by the local clergy. Now I suggest that it is easy to lose sight

of the divine element in these commands, and to attend only

to the parish priest's element; and thereby to lose one's sense

of proportion. If your anxiety is that this man should give to

God for the propagation of the Gospel, you will probably form

a reasonable judgment on his case. If your anxiety is that he

should give to you according to your assessment list, then you

have lost sight of what really matters and you will probably

judge unreasonably.

It is true of course that in the concrete the divine command
and the Church's command and the priest's command are one

and the same thing. To a man who has no diflRculty in going

to Mass, the question "Are you going to keep Sunday holy?"

means in practice "Are you going to the eleven o'clock Mass?"

And it is also true that the human regulations are made by

divine authority and therefore bind in conscience. To deny

that the Church has the right to legislate and to appoint the

local clergy to regulate details, would be to deny her divine

commission to teach us. But that does not make the human
regulations of equal importance with the divine command.

If we ask the Church, " Has the particular form in which you

have put this command the same authority as the command
itself?" she answers, " No, I have put it in that form for con-

venience; I may change it any day. Those who can keep it

in that form are bound to; I have authority to insist on that
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But I recognize that to some people the particular form may-

cause inconveniences which do not come from the command
itself. God did not send me to bind you to those inconveni-

ences, and I do not. A great inconvenience excuses you from
one of my great commandments, a small inconvenience from a

small commandment. But if you cannot obey the command
in the way I prescribe, obey it in some other way; I cannot

dispense you from the divine command."
Now what is true of the Church's legislation— that it is

made not to take the place of the divine commands but only to

help to get them obeyed—is true of the parish priest's regula-

tions, and in a greater degree. They are not the command-
ment. The right view of them is that they are means to facili-

tate the observance of the commandment, helps to bring souls

to God. Like the Church's laws they must be changed readily

when the good of souls requires it; and they do not bind in-

dividuals when they cause serious inconvenience.

In the case I am speaking of, the real question was, " Had
the man adequately contributed to the support of the Church ?"

and by his own showing he surely had. The priest might say,

" He should have paid his Easter dues here instead of at

home;" and the home priest might take the opposite view. It

seems to me that that is putting the parish regulations in the

place of the command of God. It is not by such things that a

man is to be tried in confession.

As to confession also it seems to me that principles were

overlooked in this case. A man who is not conscious of neg-

lecting the duty of supporting the Church is not bound to men-

tion the subject in confession, any more than any other com-

mandment which he has not broken. And the confessor need

not mention it either, unless he has positive reason to think

that the penitent is tempted to hide something, or has a false

conscience on the point. In that case the confessor must in-

struct. But when he has instructed fully we must come back

to first principles. The only matter of confession is conscious

wilful sin; and for purposes of confession, the ultimate judge

of whether the penitent has done wrong is the penitent's own

conscience, fully instructed, by all means, and acting honestly.

But he is the ultimate witness as to the fact of sin or no sin

—

he and not the priest. Unless he sees that he is boun^, he can-
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not transgress; and without conscious transgression there is

nothing to repent of and nothing to confess—no formal sin, in

technical language. But further, in this case, objectively also

the question was one on which the penitent and not the priest

is the judge. The priest explains the law and gives his own
opinion on the circumstances as far as he knows them; but

in the end it is the penitent who has to make up his mind as

to whether e. g. he can without serious inconvenience fast, or

attend a two hours' Mass beginning at eleven, or pay his assess-

ment as in the present case. He must of course consider

the priest's opinion, as children must consider their parents'

opinion before deciding about marriage. But having consid-

ered it, he must make up his own mind. And by his own con-

science he must be judged in confession.

III.

In the discussions of moral problems that take place among
priests, whether in conferences or in print, one sometimes finds

that deductions and examples are allowed to usurp the place

of the principles from which they depend, in a way that makes

for confusion of teaching, and usually for laxness. The pro-

cess is something like this

:

A theologian gives many instances to illustrate his one prin-

ciple. Some of these instances may be not very thoroughly

thought out. Sometimes it may merely be that the principle

he is explaining does not seem to be violated by this particular

instance, and therefore unguardedly he says, "This is lawful".

Then another writer takes up the instance as sanctioned by

the authority of the first, argues out relentlessly the principles

which are really involved in it, and then—^the ways part. It

seems to me that the right conclusion is only this : our author

would have canceled this illustration if he had considered it

more carefully, since it goes against his principles. But often

the line taken is quite the opposite : our author has sanctioned

this instance; in sanctioning it he implicitly admitted a new
principle [this is true as logic, but false as history, for he never

admitted the new principle] ; therefore we shall have to re-

model the principles which he and all previous writers have

laid down.

This is treating the instances as being the substance of the

author's teaching, and his principles as a mere fringe.

/
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At first sight this might be mistaken for the perfectly legiti-

mate process of testing principles by taking instances ; in real-

ity it reverses that process. In the legitimate process we say,
" When you test the principle by these instances, it becomes
clear that Suarez's statement of the principle needs to be cor-

rected "— an appeal from authority to common sense. But
here the argument is this :

" I cannot give you common sense

for this principle; but it has the authority of Suarez, since he

implicitly admits it in one of his unconsidered illustrations "

—

an appeal from common sense to authority.

Is there much of this unguarded and unconsidered writing?

In the sense in which I am speaking, there is. When a writer's

mind is full of one principle or one aspect of a question, he

says things that seem luminously clear in the light of that

principle—so clear that it seems an excess of caution to won-
der how they will look in another light. Some instances may
show this better.

I should not expect Father Tanquerey to write this sentence

in a treatise on the Temporal Power of the Pope

:

Utriusque potestatis, spiritualis et temporalis, in eodem princij)e

consociatio incurabili tyrannidi favet, omnemque libertatem paulatim

tollit.^

Nor in his advice to Catholics troubled with doubts against the

faith should I expect the following:

Si quis autem dubitet quaenam sit vera Ecclesia, inquirere et orare

debet, donee tandem omne rationabile dubium excusserit.'

Similarly, if the English Catholic under Queen Elizabeth had

applied to standard theologians of their time, I doubt whether

this is the ruling that would have been sent them

:

Nunquam omnino licitum est rebellare. Nimis pemiciosum in hac

re fuit principium Joannis Gersonis, qui ausus est asserere, quod

monarcha potest legitime a tota natione judicari si regnum injuste

regat; principium inquio non tantum falsum sed perniciosissimum."

1 Theol. Dogm. Fundatnentalis, p. 275.

2 Ibid., p. 439-

«Gury Bailerini, II, 386.
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These passages are of course statements of principles, but

they will serve to illustrate my point. They were written when
the authors' minds were occupied with definite problems: in

the first case, Mahommedanism; in the second, inquiring Prot-

estants; in the third, probably the threat of revolt in the Papal

States ; and at the time no doubt they seemed to the writers to

be clear as daylight. It may be logical to conclude that from

these passages we know what Father Tanquerey would say

about the Temporal Power and about doubt-shaken Catholics,

and what is Ballerini's judgrnent on the Pilgrimage of Grace

and on the American War of Independence. But it is just as

logical and probably far truer to conclude that the passages

were written unguardedly.

I think it is evident that in this sense most of the conclusions

and discussions and illustrations of theologians are only partly

thought out. They are thought out in their context. As part

of that one definite process of thought they do represent the

writer's mind. But isolated from their context, they may imply

a great deal that never actually entered the writer's mind. It

is unsound therefore to say that the writer admitted all these

implications, and to appeal to them as established by his

authority.

Now what I am arguing against is the practice of quoting

decisions and conclusions and examples as if they had by now
attained the rank of first principles and axioms, behind which

we need not attempt to go. They ca-n never attain that rank.

The most universal consensus of opinion that they are inevitable

deductions from accepted principles does not alter the fact that

they are deductions, and the only safe way to argue from them

is to see them in the light of their principles.

Ballerini quotes the following from St. Alphonsus: *

Tamen puto nullo mode posse eos excusari saltern a veniali, quid-

quid dicat Sanchez cum aliis.

Here evidently was a point which had not been thought out

sufficiently to satisfy St. Alphonsus. Sanchez, looking at it in

every way he could think of, could see no rfeason for condemn-

ing it. Possibly all others agree with him. St. Alphonsus feels

4 Lib. 6, n. 918.

X
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that there is something wrong about it, but cannot formulate it

in a way to make the wrongness obvious. Possibly some day
some theologian will see that there is something involved which

Sanchez overlooked and which St. Alphonsus felt but could not

define. Then Sanchez's conclusion will have to be revised.

Meanwhile, as a conclusion, it stands and may be safely fol-

lowed in practice. But, as a basis for further argument it does

not stand. You cannot put it into the position of a first prin-

ciple and say you will base your argument on the known law-

fulness of this act. You cannot say that from the lawfulness

of this act you will argue back to the lawfulness of all the

elements involved in it. Possibly in your analysis you have

put your finger on the very element that disturbed St. Alphon-

sus and eluded him. You cannot argue that since this act is

lawful, so also are other analogous acts. Because the analogfy

may— may— depend on the possible undetected element of

wrong. The only sound way of arguing from it is to state it in

the light of the principles from which it is an as yet unshaken

conclusion. If you say that it is agreed that the act does not

violate this, this, and this principle by which it has been tested,

you are on safe ground
;
you can argue by analogy as to whether

other acts violate these principles. But if you leave the prin-

ciples aside and take the conclusion as your foundation, you are

attributing to it a solidity which it never possessed—you are

treating a probably safe scaffolding as if it were the solid earth.

A theological writer may do harm by using deductions and

conclusions as instruments to undermine and relax principles;

—and also by treating principles so briefly and details so

lengthily that the student is practically trained to occupy his

mind with the details and ignore the principles—though he is

warned formally that this method is wrong.

J. B. McLaughlin, O.S.B.

Warwick Bridge, Carlisle, England.
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THE jmriOE NOVITUTE—ITS AIM AND DEVELOPMENT.

THE term '']\xv{\or Novitiate" is used to designate the pre-

paratory department of the Normal Training of young
people destined to become members of our teaching orders.

It is called Junior Novitiate or Juniorate because it precedes

the Novitiate both in time and purpose. To it are admitted

postulants of from thirteen to sixteen years of age. The junior

novitiate of our religious teaching orders bears therefore a

similar relation to the regular novitiate as does the preparatory

seminary- to the theological seminary of the diocesan clergy.

A special interest attaches to the subject since, for some years

past, the question of adequate preparation for an efficient teach-

ing system in our primary and secondary schools has formed

the principal topic of discussion at educational conventions,

and in particular at the annual meetings of the Catholic Edu-
cational Association, Our clergy in particular have become
interested in the matter of stimulating inquiry into methods of

preparation and organization, because on them devolves the

duty, in the main, of bringing our parish school system up to

the high level which modern culture demands
;
yet in such wise

that the religious training of heart and mind remain para-

mount. Hence we deem it of interest to the readers of The
Ecclesiastical Review, as the leaders in the field of Cath-

olic education, to set forth the system of preparation adopted

by our religious teaching orders, and in particular by the In-

stitute of the Brothers of the Christian Schools of which the

writer is a member. To understand the full bearing and im-

portance of the subject it is necessary to enter somewhat into

the history and development of the Junior Novitiate.

Origin of the Junior Novitiate.

The junior novitiate is not the creation of recent times.

Coeval with the dawn of the cloistral schools, we find the

junior novitiate. The conditions that required the establish-

ment of such an institution were quite as imperative in the

fourth century as are those prevailing at the present time. The
cloistral schools were composed of youths aspiring to the mon-
astic life, as well as of those intended for worldly pursuits.

They were nurseries of noble minds and generous souls

—

schools for the advancement of virtue and science in those who
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wished to serve God through the noble ministry of teaching

youth. For the proper organization of the cloistral schools, we
are especially indebted to Saint Benedict, the father of mon-
astic life in the West. To this Saint and his disciples the world

owes a debt of lasting honor and gratitude for their services

in behalf of religion, science, and culture. Saint De La Salle

writes on this subject: "The education of children appeared

of such great importance to Saint Benedict that a great number
of them were admitted into the monastery, where they were

instructed in the sciences and in piety. Saint Maur was only

eight years old when he was received. Some of his associates

were of the same age. They were brought up with the greatest

care and attention, never being allowed to go abroad except in

company with one of the monks. Thus they became such

models of virtue that it could be said of them, the more their

purity resembled that of the angels the less the knowledge they

had of the malice of men." ^

At the early age of seven, the Venerable Bede was given

over to the charge of Benedict Biscop. This zealous promoter

of learning, piety, and useful arts founded the monasteries of

Wearmouth and Jarrow. Under his guidance Bede grew up,

keeping intact from the world and its evil ways and dangerous

examples. As he advanced in years and his intellect matured,

he became the light and leader in culture to his confreres, and

their model in every virtue. " Bede is the living encyclopedia

of his age. His knowledge embraces all that time has left of

Greek and Roman civilization. He stands out the greatest in-

tellect in the whole range of the Old English period." ^

The happy and favored children of the cloistral schools were

constant witnesses of beautiful deeds of piety, kindness, and

simplicity, and they responded to these advantages. Charity

united their innocent hearts; benignity rested on their tongues,

and purity mantled their bodies. They were filled with a

goodness that was reflected by their serene and pleasing de-

meanor. Kind in words and happy in thought, no restraint by

fear or threats or stripes ever marred the consciousness of their

innocent lives. In the classroom no trace could be seen of the

sickly and enervating influence of idleness or effeminacy. The

1 Meditations, Vol. II, p. 394.
2 The Development of Old English Thought, Brother Azarias, p. 155.
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old halls were lighted by high and grated windows, furnished

with benches of hard oak that bore the marks of scholastic in-

dustry. On its plain walls hung the Cross and the image of

Our Blessed Lady, to quicken faith and inspire devotion. The
fears, troubles, and rumors of a distracting world ever re-

mained outside the monastic walls. "The master of the mon-
astic schools was not to be hard, clamorous, and reproachful;

but putting on the bowels of a mother, he was to be gentle and
affectionate, so that whatever the scholars had at heart, they

might securely and sincerely trust to him." *

Racine draws a beautiful picture of the cloistral school : "O
thrice happy the child whom the Lord loves, who hears His

voice betimes, and whom God Himself deigns to instruct;

nourished far from the world, adorned from first youth with

all the gifts of heaven, the contagious company of the wicked

taints not his innocence. So grows the young lily, in a retired

vale, on the banks of a limpid stream, sheltered from the wind
of the north, the object of nature's love!" * Under such con-

ditions vocation to the religious life ripened early in the young
mind. Thus we learn that when the sons of Tecelin were

leaving their father's castle in order to enter the monastery of

the Cistercians, they met Nivard, their younger brother, at

play. Guido, the eldest, embraced him and said: "My little

brother Nivard, do you see this castle and these lands? Well,

all this will be yours—yours alone." "What!" replied the

child, with more than a child's thoughtfulness, "are you going

to take heaven for yourselves and leave earth for me? The
division is not equal." ' He joined his brothers and set out for

Citeaux.

At all times it has been the privilege of the young instinc-

tively to perceive the reflection of that interior calm and con-

tentment which possesses the soul of the humble, prayerful and

retiring religious. There is about such religious a charm that

captivates, a gentle courtesy that attracts even the man of the

world, because it manifests the desire to honor Christ as His

disciple and to serve and render happy the children of God.

By this influence the young are drawn to the religious state;

• Mores Catholici, Digby, Vol. I, p. 6 1 7.

*Athalie. II, 9.

> Life tnd Timts of St. Bernard, Ratisbonne, p. 54.
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the members of a community not only reflect honor upon the

order, but make their convent a paradise whence emanate con-

tinually inspiration to whatever is good and holy. Cardinal

Newman, speaking of the two kinds of schools in the Bene-
dictine houses, says: " However, true as it was that boys, who
were there from childhood intrusted to the monks, bound them-
selves by no vows, but could leave when they pleased, marry,

go to the court, or enter the army, still a great many of the

cleverest of them were led, either by the habits which they

acquired from their intercourse with their teachers, or by their

persuasion, to enter the monastic life."
"

Junior Novitiate of St. John Baptist de la Salle.

Two hundred and thirty years ago, in the city of Rheims,

France, a bright and pious boy, fifteen years of age, came to

Saint De La Salle and besought him to be accepted as a mem-
ber of the Brothers of the Christian Schools. The Saint, fear-

ing that one so young would find the exercises of community
life too trying to nature, pointed out the difficulties in the way
of accepting him, and advised him to wait for some time. The
generous youth, however, expostulated and repeated so earn-

estly -his appeal to be admitted that the Saint acceded to his

request. No sooner had acceptance been granted than three

others applied for admission. After examining into the health

and dispositions of each, the Saint received them. It w£is this

chosen little band of four which caused Saint De La Salle to

decide upon the formation of the junior novitiate. The needs

of these boys were most carefully studied before he gave them

a rule respecting their conduct and their physical, intellectual

and spiritual formation. The heart of a Father and the pru-

dence of a Founder are beautifully exemplified in the rules he

drew up for this tender portion of his spiritual flock. Few
exercises of a spiritual nature were assigned, and each for a

short period of time ; studies suited to their age and talent were

mapped out, with frequent intermission for recreation. An.

experienced and elderly Brother was placed over them. An
adjoining building to the community house aff"orded excellent

classrooms, dormitory, refectory, and recreation hall for the

juniorate. Within two months, the number of postulants had

increased to twelve. So gratifying was this venture that a

^Historical Sketches, Vol. Ill, p. 156.
*
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similar institution was ppened in Paris. During the Franco-

Prussian war the Brothers became very popular, owing to the

devotion with which they undertook every sacrifice in the

cause of suffering humanity for love of their country and of

God. As a result, after the war there were numerous acces-

sions of those who wished to enter the novitiate. Among them
were many too young for the senior novitiate. To accommo-
date such, many junior novitiates were opened in the various

provinces of France. Prior to the recent suppression of the

religious houses in France, the Superior General, in anticipa-

tion of drastic laws, removed the junior novitiates to other

parts of Europe, and thus secured the permanence of this fruit-

ful feeder of the institute. It is needless to state here that the

Junior Novitiate has the approval of the Holy See. To the

Brothers of the Christian Schools founded by St. De la Salle

a special endorsement was granted for their Junior Novitiate

on 14 December, 19 10. His Holiness Pius X with wonted

benevolence sent his benediction not only to the junior novices,

but to their parents, to the Brothers employed in the junior

novitiates, and to all who aid in the recruitment of these novi-

tiates. Following is the translation of the Apostolic Benedic-

tion :

To the beloved Jimior Novices of the Institute of the Brothers of

the Christian Schools, to the zealous priests, Brothers and laity who
are occupied in their recruitment, to the families who consecrate them

to God in the Institute of Saint John Baptist de La Salle, to the

Directors and Professors who bring them up in the holy fear of God,

we impart with all our heart the Apostolic Benediction. From the

Vatican, 14 December, 1910.

With the disciples of Saint De La Salle, the junior novi-

tiate is a preparatory normal school for boys wishing to enter

the Institute, from between thirteen and sixteen years of age.

Their time in this department is divided between prayer, study,

recreation, and manual labor. They are separated from the

departments of the novitiate, and have their own study-halls,

playgrounds, and gymnasium. The junior novitiate brings the

boy simply to the threshold of the novitiate, to which he can

be promoted only when he has attained the required age and

given satisfactory evidence of possessing the essential qualifi-

cations for one aspiring to become a member of the Brother-

z'
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hood. When a student fails to show signs of fitness for the

life of a Brother, the parent is notified by the Brother Direc-

tor, and arrangements are made for the return of the boy to

his home. The Brother Director sets aside all sentiment in such

cases, and considers himself simply as the representative of the

Brotherhood who is obliged to protect the interests of the

parent, the boy, and the religious society. Comparatively

speaking, few boys desire to withdraw. The pleasing com-

panionship and the happy, active life, appealing to the boy's

best aspirations, found within the junior novitiate, have a

special charm for the young heart.

How greatly the Brothers of the Christian Schools value the

importance of Christian education, need not be emphasized.

It is the chief aim and business of their lives. Leo XIII, ad-

dressing the Brothers, pointed out in soul-stirring words not

only their sublime vocation but also the great need of an in-

crease of laborers in their chosen field

:

I charge you to increase your numbers in order to resist the eflForts

of atheists and materialists who are endeavoring to destroy Christian

education, which can alone regenerate society, and to engage your

subjects everywhere to consecrate themselves to this most necessary

and deserving work. Multiply your schools, and let them every-

where reflect the zeal and devotedness of your Founder. ... Go with

my blessing; continue the great work that the Church has confided

to you.''

The late venerated Brother Philip—Superior General of the

Brothers of the Christian Schools 1838- 1874—speaking of the

excellence of the religious life, writes : "The religious state is,

after the priesthood, the most suitable to promote the knowl-

edge, love, and service of God, to raise up to Jesus Christ dis-

ciples entirely devoted to Him, and to form apostles whose

hearts throb solely for His glory, and for the progress of the

Church." * The same authority, referring to the advantages

of the religious life, reminds us that, "Here we have all that

is necessary ; we do not possess superfluous things which would

only serve to excite or countenance sensuality, vanity, and

ambition, and which would only increase the void of our hearts.

^ la private audience, 1888, granted to the Superior-General, Brother

Gabriel-Marie, and his Assistants.

» The Religious Life, Vol. I, p. 26.
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Here there is no anxiety for the future; there is no position to

be made; there are no envious people to shun; no competitors

to defeat; no domestic broils; no goods to acquire; no rights

to defend; here we find friends and devoted Brothers, a family

which, in our needs and infirmities, lavishes upon us the most

constant and tender care." *

Qualifications for the Junior Novitiate

At a recent "Conference of Catholic Educators", one of its

members, himself a prominent teacher, expressed his views as

to the best method of fostering vocations to the ecclesiastical

state and the religious teaching orders. His personal experi-

ence in the matter had taught him that adequate results are

obtained only by invoking assiduously the light «f the Holy
Spirit for the fostering of divine vocations. He assured his

hearers in the next place that his regular semi-monthly in-

structions, on vocation in general, for the classes and sodalities

received the greatest care in their preparation. He would de-

scribe for his hearers the advantages and difficulties of the

clerical, religious, and secular states. The privileges, benefits

and dangers connected with each were honestly and clearly

presented. He thought it a mistake to clothe the religious life

in mystery, or to make of it a kind of secret or exclusive soci-

ety. There are no secrets to be found in their rules, and the

true statement of facts will always meet with the respect and

esteem of sensible minds. Possibly some little points of dis-

cipline might be left out, as the mind of the young may not

properly grasp at once their purpose. The fitness of candidates

for the religious teaching orders must be judged by certain

marks of personal character and moral disposition, not by ex-

clusively intellectual standards. A deserving, pious young
man or boy might not be suited to the work of teaching,

whereas he would probably be successful in some other sphere

of labor, and therefore serve the order in one of the many
temporal employments connected with the teaching orders.

Such applicants received the same attention and consideration

bestowed on those who, being intellectually gifted, are fitted

for the duties of teacher in the order. The marks which in-

dicate as a rule the presence of a vocation in a young person

• Tht Religious Life, Vol. I, p. 31.
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are the following : regularity in the frequentation of the Sac-

raments, the services of the Church; punctuality in the per-

formance of one's private daily prayers ; love for and obedience

to parents, care and affection for brothers and sisters ; an attrac-

tion toward the Divine Prisoner of the Tabernacle; a liking

for objects of devotion, and a dislike for distinctly worldly

pleasures; a fear of sin and the loss of grace; a general desire

to do something for God; a certain pleasure and contentment

felt in the presence of religious; admiration for the state of

virginity ; love for the peace, merit and reward promised to the

good religious; the desire to have a vocation, with prayer

accompanying it; a disposition to be lenient with the defects

of others ; sympathy with the pains, difficulties and annoyances

of companions ; a readiness to enter into whatever gives pleas-

ure and joy to others; readiness to accept the innocent views

and opinions of others, and to applaud the success of com-

panions ; a certain solicitude regarding the feelings and wants

of classmates, a habit of seeking opportunities to oblige and

render service; sufficient strength to endure the little fatigfues

connected with the religious life; a mind calm and deliberate,

and capable of meeting the demands of study and the spiritual

exercises; with a temperament not too nervous, and a conscience

not too scrupulous; fair talents and a sound judgment; a gen-

erally happy and cheerful disposition ; a firm and constant

will, not easily unsettled or annoyed by changes and repug-

nances, by wavering and passions ; serious and thoughtful in

the choice of companions; taking pleasure in good reading; a

ready disposition to obey and conform to the rules of the

novitiate. Such are in general the indications that would

prompt acceptance of a candidate for the junior novitiate.

But the demand of these qualifications must not be exag-

gerated. Occasionally one meets lay persons who have ex-

aggerated opinions respecting the dispositions necessary for a

candidate for the religious state. They refuse to credit the

vocation of boys or girls because they observe in the latter

outbursts of temper, sig^s of levity, and a love of legitimate

pleasure. It must be remembered that the religious state is

not intended to be the anchoring ground either for those who

have absolutely no faults, nor for the world's wrecks, the

" hard to please ", for sour hearts and gloomy faces. In the
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junior novitiate and the novitiate the young are expected to do
their utmost to correct their faults and improve in virtue.

Cardinal Wiseman, referring to this subject in his sketch of

Pius VII, says: " If one sees the youthful aspirants to the re-

ligious institutes, here or abroad, in recreation or at study, he

may easily decide who will persevere by a very simple rule.

The joyous faces and the sparkling eyes denote the future

monks far more surely than the demure looks and stolen

glances."
'"

Special emphasis is to be placed upon the following sug-

gestions : that the teacher be in close sympathy with the boys

or girls manifesting premonitory signs for the religious state;

that the teacher be first to approach the candidates, so as to

remove all possible timidity from the young person ; that short

and frequent, happy and encouraging talks be had with the

young, referring to the religious state; that the parents be

spoken to in favor of the candidate, for the purpose of explain-

ing the requirements and advantages of the religious state, and

of removing any possible opposition, or rather to secure their

consent; that parents be put in possession of literature refer-

ring to the religious state, for the intelligent direction of the

boy or girl ; that the intention proposed to the pupils for the

regular class prayers be, once a week, "to know my vocation,

and to obtain the grace of correspondence to it" ; that candi-

dates be encouraged to have implicit confidence in their con-

fessor; that candidates make confidants of their intention only

to the priest, parents, some disinterested friend or teacher;

that communication with the superior, or member, of the re-

ligious community to which the candidate inclines be estab-

lished as early as possible ; that the actual entrance of the can-

didate into the religious state be effected without unnecessary

delay ; that the candidate be recommended to pray most earn-

estly, and to approach the Sacraments as often as the confessor

directs, to secure God's assistance in this important matter.

Referring to delay, the Rev. C. G. Rossignoli, S.J., remarks:
" When you have not a strong reason for delay, and one which

is approved of by your spiritual Father, carry out your design

as soon as possible; for experience teaches that youths rarely

maintain the fervor of vocation for a long time. A witticism

10 Recollections of the Last Four Popes, p. 39.

I
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from a companion or a few words from a relative are some-
times sufficient to stifle the good thought. . . . The devil is

never better pleased than when a person delays his entrance

into religion ; for then he is almost sure that he will never
enter." "

It has often been pointed out by those anxious to secure re-

ligious vocations, that many promising girls are wearing out

their lives in stores and factories under most distressing con-

ditions, when they could have a life spent in the service of our
Blessed Lord, enjoying greater happiness in life, laying up
great treasures in heaven, and doing incalculable good among
the souls of the young." The same may be said of many
bright American boys, who, being industrious, obedient and
well disposed, would be thoroughly capable of meeting the re-

quirements of the religious teaching orders with comparative

ease and pleasure. A fervent prayer, an encouraging word,

some advice given as to the requirements for religious teaching

orders, a reference to the happiness found within convent walls,

will often suggest to the boy or girl to seek counsel on the

subject of a religious vocation from his confessor. Many ex-

cellent boys and girls are most anxious to do something for

God. Were they told of the welcome awaiting them within

the religious state, of the special opportunities of doing good

irrespective of wealth and rare talents and influence, of the

security from the many troubles and annoyances that beset

even the best and favored in the secular state, the religious

teaching orders would have reason to rejoice over the increase

of subjects in their junior novitiate and novitiate. Occasion-

ally, we find dislikes and aversions to early business occupa-

tions, as well as failures and misfortunes, detaching the heart

of the young from the love of creatures, raising from their eyes

the shadows of delusive hopes, giving them a distaste for the

things prized by the world, directing their love for the thingfs

of God, and suggesting the contentment and advantages sur-

rounding the true religious. It is not difficult to secure such

for the religious state. An experienced religious, referring to

the Decree of 15 July, 1912, framed by the Commission ap-

pointed to examine the work of Canon Joseph Lahitton, La
1 1 The Rev. Francis Cassilly, S. J., in Choice of a State of Life, pp. 192, 195.

1* Messenger of the Sacred Heart, September, 1913.
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vocation sacerdotale, says :
" It may not be rash to conclude,

in a similar way, of a religious vocation ' that nothing more
is required of that person who is a candidate for religious life,

in order that he may be admitted to the novitiate by the law-

ful superior of an order, than that he have a right intention,

and such fitness of nature and grace required by the order, as

will give a well-founded hope of his rightly discharging the

obligations of the religious life in that order." "

At times we hear of a general want of vocations to the cler-

ical and teaching orders. The grace of God is certainly not

wanting, and the interests of religion demand laborers. While
God has provided in the vegetable and the animal kingdoms
for the continuation of the species, would it not be rash and
unjust to Divine Providence to say that God has left sterile

His Church? There are decidedly abundant seeds among the

young. The seeds, however, require care and development so

that they may not be exposed to sin, the lack of proper spiritual

nutriment, and the evil influence of wicked companions. The
spirit of the worldly-minded veils tlie convent and monastic

life with gloom and despair, sings a requiem over the favored

ones upon entering these asylums of peace and pleasure, and
extends a blandishing smile to the foolish ones seeking happi-

ness in the seductive pleasures of a sinful life. In an interest-

ing and suggestive paper, "The Higher Life", the Rev. Walter

Dwight, S.J., writes: " Superiors of religious orders and con-

gregations in the United States are complaining of the diffi-

culty they experience in securing suitable subjects as novices.

. . . Yet our academies and high schools surely are rich in

boys and girls whom God has intended from all eternity should

become religious, and who have all the qualifications too for

such a career. Yet through lack of prayer, instruction, guid-

ance or opportunity they never find the place in the Divine

plan that is theirs, and in consequence attain neither on earth

nor in heaven that measure of happiness they would have had,

if they had only taken the vows of religion."
**

[to bx concluded.]

Brother Denis.

Ammendale, Maryland.

»« What Shall I Be? p. vi.

^* America, 2$ November, 1911, p. 161.
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SOOIALISM OB PAITH.

XII.

—

The Prisoner of His Soul.

IN the trial room of the court house of Mohawk County a

farce was being acted out.

High up on the west wall of the room, on a broad panel of

black walnut, the Scales of Justice, " that are tipped by a

hair ", hung graven to a gigantic measure. All men might
see that the business of this room was the business of Justice

herself. On the bench under the panel sat Ichabod Whitcomb,
a judge reverend of mien, unswerving of eye, inexorable as

the falling sword in judgment. On the tall walnut rampart

that ran nearly the whole width of the room in front of the

judge there was carved a great open book, a symbol that here

in this place the doings of men were to be truly read. At the

right, in two rows of stalls, one raised above and behind the

other, sat twelve men, citizens, peers of the realm, each man
a sworn judge. At the side of their enclosure stood an officer

of the law's own majesty, sworn to guard these twelve from
any and every outside influence.

The farce was that all of this impressive machinery, from

the graven scales on the wall down to the stupid image of the

law who stood at the door of the jury-box, was set for the one

purpose of proving guilty a man who was not guilty, whom
nobody thought guilty.

The farce was a tragedy, too. But the tragedy was not so

much that Jim Loyd, who sat in a raised, railed box at the

left of the room, might and probably would be convicted of a

crime which he had not committed. The tragedy was one

darker than that. Half a thousand years ago men fought for

trial by jury. They achieved it. It became a fact, a sacred

institution. The security, the life, and liberty of two hundred

millions of civilized white men rest upon it to-day. Trial by

jury in the beginning was a crude safeguard for the weak in-

dividual against the law in the hands of a powerful enemy.

It was argued that the powerful enemy could not coerce or

persuade twelve free men to condemn unjustly one of their

neighbors. Or at least, men agreed, it would not be easy to so

coerce or corrupt twelve free men. That was as much as one

could say positively for the system, that it would not be easy

to make it serve the will of a powerful bad man.
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That is all that men can say of the system to-day. It is not

easy to place twelve corrupt or corruptible men on a jury

together. After civilization has worked five centuries ufK)n the

jury system, the bulwark of a man's life and liberty, we can go
no farther than to say that the individual is usually protected

by it. We know that the very precautions and guards that we
have put about the system can be and are sometimes used to

work for the condemnation of innocent men.

Here was the tragedy running under the farce of the trial

of Jim Loyd for conspiring to blow up John Sargent's mill.

It was not Jim Loyd that was on trial. The jury system was
on trial. The community which supported that system was on

trial. The State was on trial. So, on the one hand, the
" State " was trying Jim Loyd. And, on the other hand, Jim
Loyd was trying the State.

The " State " was moving rapidly to find Jim Loyd guilty,

Jim Loyd had already decided that the State was guilty. He
would wait, however. He had promised to wait. He would
give the State every opportunity to clear itself. He would
wait for the farce to be played out.

He was a man just turned thirty, but his corrugated, sharp-

cut face might have belonged to a man of fifty. It was a face

of iron and white steel and smouldering furnace fires. Be-

cause, for eighteen years these things had been his playthings

and his tools.

He was paying but little attention to this farce of trial of

which he was the central figure. He understood the marshal-

ing of the forces against him. He foresaw every move of the

prosecution and knew its effect. He had not been surprised at

any of it. His knowledge of the politics and greed and coer-

cion by which John Sargent's money dominated Mohawk
County had prepared him for it.

In his mind it was a foregone conclusion that the " State ",

in the person of a servile prosecuting attorney, a venal judge,

and twelve studiously selected jurymen, should convict him of

this particular thing.

But there was a larger question than that. The State, in

the larger sense, had always condemned him. That was the

important thing. The State had condemned him, a boy of

twelve, to go into John Sargent's mill and catch red-hot bolts

y
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in a bucket for forty cents a day. It was just about that time

that he had decided to become a famous baseball catcher. The
State had made different arrangements for him, had given
him a heavy bucket instead of a catcher's mitt, and had made
balls out of rod steel for him to catch.

But it was a game, too, in that day. He never minded it

He pitted his eye and his hand against the speed and bad aim
of the men as they threw the bolts to him. The only difference

was that an "error", in this game, meant a badly burned leg

or arm.

How proud he was that night when he straightened his

aching back and strutted home to his mother, carrying his first

week's pay—minus twenty cents, fines for bolts dropped ! He
remembered now, with a choke in his throat, how his mother
slyly laughed and cried at him that night as he marched about

the house, thumbs under his suspenders, patronizing the other

children—Jane and baby Harry that was killed—and lectur-

ing her on how to get the most for the money.

It was a game, and because he grew fast and was bigger

and quicker and stronger than others, he played it better. He
played it so well that at fifteen he was drawing the pay of a

good man. At twenty he was running a section of the casting

room with forty men under him. At twenty-five—John Sar-

gent believed in young men and the scrap-heap was always

near—Loyd was given charge of the furnace room and the

casting room together.

His pay was thirty dollars a week. During the first year

that he had charge of those rooms he increased the net appor-

tioned earnings of those two rooms by eighteen thousand dol-

lars.

He increased those earnings. There were no changes in

machinery during that year. There were no additional over-

head expenses. There was no increase of capital invested in

those two rooms. By his skill, judgment, and personal force

Jim Loyd that year earned eighteen thousand dollars for the

Milton Machinery Company. The Milton Machinery Com-
pany acknowledged it— they gave him two dollars a week

more pay for the next year. If during the next year he in-

creased the earnings of those two rooms an additional eighteen

thousand dollars, they would probably give him another two

dollars increase in pay.

k

i
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That increase was impossible, of course. By gigantic eflforts

he had during that one year set a record for himself which he

could never better. The rest of his life— or so long as the

company allowed him to keep his position—would be spent in

a heart-breaking, tooth-and-nail fight to keep up to the record

which in the foolish and wasteful pride of youth he had set

for himself. It would not be long before some young college-

turned superintendent, himself with a record to make, would

be looking for a man who could do more than Jim Loyd.

So, coming into his twenty-seventh year, Jim Loyd saw
that something was wrong. He had played the game at which

the State had set him. He had played the game honestly,

faithfull}', and better than any other man he knew of. And
this was the result. He saw other men, men of his own age,

men who had none of his ability or power, drawing their

three hundred dollars a month, or more. And that was not

all. Those men, at from twenty-five to thirty-five, were just

beginning their careers. They had twenty, maybe thirty,

years ahead of them in which every good piece of work they

did, every record they made would count for them, would

bring them on up to more money, to a surer place in their

business.

Jim Loyd's career was done. He had reached a dead-line.

He knew it. He had come swiftly up to the line beyond which

a man who begins work with his hands and without technical

training and education cannot go. He had no quarrel with

those other men, chemists, engineers, experts, executives, who,

though older than he, had still years ahead of them in which

to advance.

The State, Society—whatever you called the organization of

things as they are—had given them education and a start which

it had not given to him. He had no quarrel with that. Those
men actually earned the money that the company gave them.

They were worth it, or they would not be getting it.

But the State, Society, Things as They Are, had set him at

a certain game. He had been told to work honestly and faith-

fully, and to push on as rapidly as possible. He had done all

that. But the State failed to see to it that he should get what
he won in the game. The State stood by and supported John
Sargent in the position that John Sargent should get about

seventeen dollars out of every eighteen that Jim Loyd earned.
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He had no quarrel even with John Sargent. John Sargent
found Things as They Are, and he used them, that was all.

John Sargent found a state of things in which he could make
men earn for him two, five, ten, or even fifteen times what he

was obliged to pay them. It would be foolish to blame John
Sargent for using things as he found them.

Jim Loyd's mind went cleanly through the problem and he

saw that his quarrel was directly with the conditions of things,

with the ways in which men were organized into the common-
wealth, with the State, in fact.

It was not that his father had died in the Sargent mill,

leaving the mother and three children unprovided for. It was
not that John Sargent was a bad man and a legalized extor-

tioner. It was the whole organization and constitution of

things that worked the injustice.

It was not in Jim Loyd's aggressive nature to stand looking

dumbly at this dead wall against which he had come. Imme-
diately he began looking for the way through. It was natural

that he should hear and study the arguments of Socialism. It

was in the air. He listened avidly to the vaporings of men
who had had a better surface education than he, but who
lacked his bold, clear sight. He found them shallow and un-

ready. They gave smart half-answers that did not answer

anything. He shook them all off and got books, dozens of

books, bushels of books. He read them all, impatiently, greed-

ily, without direction and without sequence. Some were merely

hysterical rant. Some were able to see what was wrong with

the constitution of things, but as soon as they began to deal in

remedies they became vague and rambled into futile, childish

generalities. Their remedies ran all the way from the courts

and the ballot-box to slow and ignoble death for every man
who owned property.

One book held him so that he battled with it for months at

a time. He came to hate the book; but he went back at it

again and again. That book began with the plain statement

that the idea of an omnipotent God creating and ruling the

world was the greatest existing obstacle to the progress of

democracy. It went on to prove that the whole existing in-

dustrial system whereby one man was able to exploit the work

of another man could be traced directly back to the idea of the
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authority of God. That idea of God and the authority of God
must be stamped out of men's minds before there could be any
real change in things, because men held the power and the

wealth of the world on the theory that power was God-given,

that wealth was in some way a dispensation of God.
It was a powerful and a clever book, and Jim Loyd fought

with it page by page. Somewhere in it, his native wit told

him, there was concealed a clever, damnable lie of logic. But
he could not find the lie.

However, his mind drove on through the windy fog of

words and books until it came out on the other side and he

found himself just where he had started. He was still facing

the fact that the State upheld John Sargent in taking away
from him the great part of his earnings.

He went into the Socialist party in politics, not because he
thought that that party would ever win or would ever accom-

plish anything lasting if it did win, but because it was a means
of advertising certain good measures which, if they were well

advertised, would finally be taken up by one of the great par-

ties. So far as he could see, that would be the only thing that

Socialism would ever accomplish in the politics of the country.

It could advertise and create a demand for certain reforms.

One or another of the great parties would then see good poli-

tics in them and would take up those reforms and accomplish

them.

Temperamentally he hated the arm-swinging demagognery
of Socialism. He was a self-contained, almost a sullen man.

By instinct he distrusted men who talked and wrote fluently.

He had all of a silent man's aversion against baring freely to

the world the things that he felt deeply. He had a feeling

that if these Socialists really believed and expected to back up

the things they said, they would not be so ready of speech.

Then came this strike. He had opposed it from the moment
he saw it coming. It was coming at the wrong time. The
cause of the strike was not a good, clear-cut issue that would

appeal to the imagination of the country. The Milton Ma-
chinery Company had an enormous stock on hand, and the

market was falling. He had weighed all these things and had

fought desperately to keep the men at work. Once declared,

however, he had thrown himself into it and had used all the
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power of mind and body that he possessed, and even sometimes

the weight of his two big fists, to hold the men together, to

keep them orderly and to feed them.

Everywhere men gave way to him. The heads of the differ-

ent local unions gradually shifted their responsibilities to his

shoulders. In the end he found himself in sole and absolute

control of the whole strike. He found more than that. He
found weaker men beginning to lean upon him. He came to

cringe from the patient, appealing looks of women, especially

the mute foreign women, when they came to him looking for

the food that he did not have for them. His soul quivered

when he caught the eyes, hungry and big, of little children

looking up at him. They had been told that food came from

Jim Loyd; and they looked up at him as though at some god

Avho might any moment, if he were so pleased, throw down
food to them.

The strike came to be his strike. It took on a personal,

bitter, desperate nature, such as he had never thought a strike

could possess.

Then John Sargent came to Milton to take personal charge

of his side of the strike.

Now the issue was fairly set. Jim Loyd was a fighting man
naturally. And like every fighting man, he was better suited

to have a personal enemy to fight against. But he was not

now fighting John Sargent for the difference between the

money that he earned and the money that John Sargent gave

him. He was fighting the fight of weaker men, the fight of

starving women, the fight of puny, dying children.

John Sargent struck first. He could not know how deeply

he struck that night when he had offered Loyd fifty thousand

dollars to settle the strike; and Loyd had been tempted—no,

not tempted, but blinded momentarily—by the flash of money

and the possibilities for life that the money revealed.

John Sargent struck again. Harry Loyd—baby Harry

—

was killed in front of John Sargent's gate.

John Sargent struck again. Jim Loyd was taken away

from the coffin of his brother. He was marched to the county

jail. He had been there now nearly four months, awaiting

trial for a thing which he could not have done.
^
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John Sargent was striking again. Jim Loyd had been in-

dicted by a grand jury controlled by John Sargent on the

charge of inciting and conspiring to blow up the plant of the

Milton Machinery Company. He was now being given a trial

by jury. The judge who sat under the Scales of Justice was
a well-paid employee of John Sargent. He received three

thousand dollars a year from Mohawk County for his work as

judge. He received ten thousand dollars a year from John
Sargent, as a retainer—and he was worth every cent of it.

No man who had ever had any connexion with or sympathy
for organized labor was allowed upon that jury. Three of the

jurymen were secretly small stockholders of the Milton Ma-
chinery Company. Six of them were farmers whose farms

were heavily mortgaged to one or the other of the Milton banks

—controlled by John Sargent. The remaining three were

weak, negligible men who could easily be browbeaten into

voting with the majority.

Thus John Sargent was striking a final blow. And Jim
Loyd had not struck back. Why? John Sargent had struck

cruelly, foully, at his manhood, at his brother, at his life and
liberty. Why had Jim Loyd not struck back? He was a fight-

ing man. Why had he thus held his neck to the blows? For
years his mind had been steeping itself in the outpouringfs of

Socialism and the kindred bloodthirsty doctrines that follow it.

They had taught him nothing that he had not known before.

They had shown him no way to deal with his situation or with

the state of thingfs that made that situation possible, and in-

evitable. But, at the bottom of them all, when he had floun-

dered his way through their shallow, school-boyish theories

and schemes, he found always one concrete conviction. Tacitly

or openly, they all agreed that the existing things could not

be changed without force. Force meant killing. It meant the

rising of the many in a sweeping upheaval of blood and de-

struction to wipe out the few.

Although he had not easily agreed to this, it had appealed

strongly to him. He knew it was the truth. He knew that at

least it was the truth for the present. There was no other

immediate way.

Socialism had been able to convince him of only one thing:

that was that the Law, the State, the thing that holds men
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where they are, is simply the will of the strong. That was
government, that was law, that was society. This was the bed-
rock of Socialism. It was a thing that he could understand
and plant his feet upon.

And who was stronger than he? Where was there a man
who could command four thousand strong men as he could

command the men of Milton ? Who in this country were the

strong if they were not the millions of men who toiled with

their hands?

Why had he not struck? Why had he stood, like a cow in

the stanchions, in John Sargent's little jail? A word from
himself would have freed him.

All was a farce. The jail was a farce. The governor,

marching his troops to Milton, and marching them away again

on John Sargent's word, he was a farce.

The will of the strong was the only real thing. Jim Loyd
had the will, and he was strong. Why had he not struck?

He knew. On that night, so long ago now, when John Sar-

gent had struck at his manhood and his truth to his fellows, he

had wanted to kill John Sargent with his hands, his bare

hands, so that he might feel the man's life beat out between

them. God held his hands. Later, that same night, with the

rage of destruction upon him, he had taken from its hiding-

place enough dynamite to wreck the entire mill. He had ex-

pected to die in the ruins. And he had looked across the valley

to the church of his faith upon the hill. And he had seen

Christ—so that his hand was stayed. On another night, the

night after Harry Loyd was killed, he had been ready to walk

out of his jail, head his four thousand, kill John Sargent's

guards, and take into his own hands everything that men said

belonged to John Sargent. He could have done it, following

the will of the strong. But an old man with Christ in his

heart had stopped him.

Sometimes, tramping and champing in the cage where the

will of the strong had put him, he had railed at himself for a

loose-lipped threatener, a mouthing Socialist like the fluent

ones he despised, without the heart to do the things that he

willed. But he was wrong in this. He did not lack the cour-

age. The element of fear had been left out of his composition.

He was a man strong to the roots. Things took a mighty hold
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upon Jim Loyd. His passions ran in deep and terrible riots.

That one final lesson of Socialism, that the will of the strong

is the only law of men, had taken a mighty hold upon his

imagination. But, deeper than passion, deeper than blood riot

and the lust to kill, deeper than imagination, there were still

depths in Jim Loyd.

In those unplumbed depths of Jim Loyd's soul there lived

God and the Faith of Christ. Out of those ultimate depths, at

the crucial moment, came the Prisoner of His Soul, Christ's

Grace, to hold his raised arm. He did not know it; but his

faith, the Catholic faith of his heart, of his blood, of his

mother, was the last, the ruling force of his nature. It was
stronger than the riot of unruly passions in his blood. It was
stronger than the hold that any teaching could take upon his

imagination. It was stronger than Socialism. It Wcis stronger

than he.

So Jim Loyd sat listening to testimony that would make of

him a felon, a pariah, an outcast of men. The big trial room
was packed to the doors with eager, scowling men. They were

men who had worked all of the night before and who had
snatched a little breakfast and an hour of sleep before the

court opened. Heavy with sleep, their eyes still black with

the grime of the night's work, they sat or stood doggedly

watching and listening. They could not believe the thing that

was going on here before them. But the conviction had settled

upon them that it was going on to the end. They knew that

Loyd was not guilty. They knew that Roger Winters, the

prosecuting attorney, knew that he was not guilty. They knew
that Ichabod Whitcomb on the bench was aware of Loyd's

innocence. They knew that there was not a juror on that

bench who would in his heart be convinced that Loyd was
guilty.

Yet they saw the unbelievable thing going on before their

eyes, just as John Sargent had willed that it should go on.

What they saw was the failure of civilization. It was one of

the proofs that men have not yet found the way to protect

themselves against the power of the strong. That they had
never before seen anything so patent or so flagrant, merely

proved that it was not easy. The tragedy remained, that, after

ages of struggle for personal security, it was still possible.
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The men, however, were not concerned with the battle of

civilization. They were wondering how long Loyd would go
on with the thing. A word from him would have brought
four thousand men to tear down the very Scales of Justice

from that room. Would he give the word?
Roger Winters was examining one of the principal witnesses

for the " State ". This witness, Victor Sorrel, was one of a

gang of professional dynamiters who had come to Milton early

in the course of the strike to offer their services to the strikers.

Loyd had taken the explosives from them and had driven them
from the town.

" When did you first come to Milton ?" asked the attorney.
" Last July."
" Why did you come here?"
" To bring dynamite to help the strike."

" Did you use the dynamite?"
" No. Jim Loyd took it from me."
" Explain."
" He had an office in State street. He handled the strike

there. I went there one night with the stuff. I carried it in a

mason's tool-bag. I told him what I had and what I could

do with it."

"What did Loyd say?"
" He said, ' Put it in there '. He showed me a closet in the

office. I put it in there on the floor."

"What then?"
" The closet door had a spring lock. I snapped it shut. I

just heard the snap when Leyd took me by the throat, from

behind. He has big hands made of iron. He made no noise

;

neither did L It was late at night. He carried me under one

arm and held my throat with his hand. He took me out

through the alley at the back and down through other alleys

to the main tracks of the U. & B. I kicked and fought, but I

could not get away or yell. He stood on the east-bound track

holding me, waiting for a freight that was coming up on the

west-bound track."

" Go on."
" He was going to throw me under the wheels as the train

ran by, but he changed his mind. A string of empty coal cars

came by. He loosed my throat and took me in his hands.
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around the body, and threw me, like a bag, into a car. I was
in Buffalo next morning with my neck nearly broken."

A hum of comment ran round the room. The men had not

heard this story before. They had seen this man in town at

that time. Many of them had known what his business was.

But none of them had known how he went. The witness was
probably telling the exact truth. It was just one of the things

that Loyd would do.

When the court became quiet again the prosecutor con-

tinued :

" Why should Loyd wish to get you out of the town, while

keeping the dynamite here?"
" He wanted to do everything himself. It was not a Union

strike. It was his own strike. He wanted to be the big man
of it. He did not want anyone to get credit for anything."

Winters turned the witness over to Stanley Morgan, counsel

for Loyd.
" Were you ever convicted of any crime?" asked Morgan.
" I object. Your Honor," said Winters quickly. " The wit-

ness is not on trial."

" Sustained," growled the judge.

"I take exception to the ruling," said Morgan in a monot-

onous and weary voice. It was the single melancholy privi-

lege accorded to him in that court. The same play had gone

on now for two days. Practically every question that he had

attempted to put to any of the " State's " witnesses had been

objected to and ruled out. He had not been allowed to draw
out the glaring inconsistencies of their stories. He had not

been given a chance to question the record or the credibility

of any witness. The prosecution had been allowed to put

statements, guesses, and opinions upon the record as sworn

evidence, and he had been reduced to the mere formula of tak-

ing exception after exception.

Long ago he had told Loyd that it was foolish to look for

any semblance of a fair trial in Mohawk County, and that he

should appeal for a change of venue. But Loyd had stub-

bornly insisted that Mohawk County was his home, and that

he would try justice here just as much as justice would try

him. The lawyer did not know what Loyd meant.
" Do you know John Sargent?" Morgan tried again.
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" I object," repeated Winters. "Mr. Sargent is not rele-

vant to this case."

It was barefaced. In view of facts and law, it was almost

indecent. But the judge nodded his assent and the objection

stood.

Morgan threw up his hands in disgust, and let the witness

go. The judge warned the lawyer against a show of con-

tempt for the ruling of the court.

The next witness was Tony Michelis, a cross-grained little

hunchback who had once been discharged by Loyd and who
had ever since held a cripple's unreasoning hate for him. In

the stormy days of the strike he had spied upon Loyd's every

action. He had carried reports nightly to the mill. He had

been as tireless as Loyd himself, and in the eighteen and

twenty hours of each day in which Loyd was awake and work-

ing he had scarcely let him out of sight. The men had told

Loyd that Tony was tracking him, but, characteristically, he

had brushed the little hunchback out of his mind.
" That last witness," said Winters, when Tony had been

sworn, "did you ever see him before?"
" Yah. I seen that fallah."

" Where and when did you see him ?"

" Thas the night he tole you 'bout. I seen him. Big Jim

Loyd he got him on the neck."

" Where were you ?"

" Me? I outsides stands on the sidewalk und looks in."

" Did you see a bag?"
" Yah. I seen her. White bag. That fallah fetch her."

" What was done with the bag?"
" That fallah he shove her inside on closet door."

" What happened then ?"

" Big Jim Loyd he carry that fallah out back doors."

"What did you do?"

"Me? I wait. Ten minute come back Big Jim Loyd. He

take out that bag outside. Put her in the middle on floor.

Take out them things inside."

"What things?"
" Thas dy'mite. Seben stick."

" Do you know dynamite when you see it?"

" Yah. I know her. Work on quarry with her."
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" What else was in the bag?"
" Got nitro, too. Six tube."

"What else?"

" Got one clock. One spool wire. One box caps."

"What did Loyd do then?"
" He put that back inside bag, soft. Then he put out that

light und come outside und start down the street."

" Did he see you?"
" Me? No, I stand in the wall darkside."
" Did he have the bag?"
" Yah. He got that bag. He come down street. Turn,

then he come upstreet by mill. Come on river. I come too.

Got boat there. Big Jim Loyd cross river. I stand on bank-

side. He go on hill otherside. Got tree up there. He stay.

Bimebye come back. Got bag empty. Throw bag on river.

Go home."

Morgan felt that there was nothing to be gained by attempt-

ing to cross-examine the hunchback. He had told the truth,

as Morgan knew it and as perhaps a hundred other people

knew it. Loyd had buried the explosives up there on the hill

across the river.

There was a stir near the east door of the room, and Loyd
turned in his seat to see. Pather Driscoll had just come in.

Men were making place for him.

The Dean had not been present at the trial on any of the

preceding days, and Loyd wondered dully why he had come

now. There was nothing that he could do. Though he knew
that the old priest loved him and understood him, he found

himself nervously wishing that Father Driscoll would keep

away from the court. He could not tell what might happen.

His will was set upon a certain course; he did not know when

the moment for action might come, and he had come to feel

that the appearance of his friend was always disconcerting.

The business of the trial went on.

The next witness was a private detective in the employ of

John Sargent.

He fixed the night when Jim Loyd had gone to the mill to

see Sargent. He told how he had seen Loyd rush out of Mr.

Sargent's private office and how he had followed him almost

at a run up over the hills and on a long tramp through the

country until he had finally doubled back to the river.
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Questioned professionally, he explained at considerable

length that Loyd's actions at the time were those that would
be expected of a man who felt that he was being watched. A
man wanting to go to a certain place and feeling that it was
dangerous to go there openly, would very likely run off in an

opposite direction and take his time doubling back to the point

of his objective, Loyd'^ actions were those of a man intending

to commit a crime.

In spite of Morgan's objections, the man's argument was
allowed to go into the record as expert testimony. Even Icha-

bod Whitcomb saw a sort of grisly humor in the ruling as he

gave it.

The man had followed Loyd across the river in another

boat. Had crept up the hill after him and had seen him dig

at the roots of a tree. Loyd had picked out the sticks and

tubes and the contrivance of clockworks and wire. The latter

was the very thing, the detective swore, that had been used in

the explosion of the mill. Loyd had stowed the things about

his person. Had stood a while looking down at the mill and

then started slowly down the hill. The detective had been

obliged to let Loyd get a considerable distance ahead of him

in crossing the river, but had easily caught up with him when

both were once on the Milton side. He had followed him up

through a side street of the village and had come upon him

seated on the steps of the Catholic church. He was then talk-

ing with the priest.

Loyd dug his nails into the wood of the railing about him

as he recalled the agony of that night.

The detective was excused. The prosecutor wrote some-

thing on a slip of paper and handed it to the clerk, who read

out the name of the next witness

:

" The Reverend James Driscoll."

[to be continued.]

Richard Aumerle Maker, O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.
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S. OONOBEGATIO OONSISTOBIALIS.

NOTIFICATIO CIRCA MiSSIONARIOS OPERIS " DE AdSISTENTIA

Operariorum Italicorum ad exteras Europae regiones

migrantium ".

Litteris S. C. Consistorialis diei i8 ianuarii anni 191 5, de

mandato Ssmi D. N. Benedicti XV, Episcopo Vicentino, qua

praesidenti ad honorem et socio a consiliis Societatis pro Ad-
sistentia italorum operariorum ad exteras Europae regiones

migrantium, commissum est ad nutum S. Sedis officium quod

hucusque proprium erat ecclesiastici coetus Mediolanensis,

vulgo Consulta, in eodem pio opere.

Idcirco memoratus Episcopus una cum coetu ecclesiastico ab

eo constituendo facultatem habebit quaerendi idoneos sacerdo-

tes qui missionarios agant penes italicos operarios ad exteras

Europae regiones migrates; et habito consensu Ordinarii sin-

gulis sacerdotibus proprii et Ordinarii loci ad quem hi pro-

ficisci debent, necnon beneplacito S. C. Consistorialis, eos mit-

tere poterit ad loca missionis propria; ibique eos vigilare

debebit sive directe sive ope alicuius visitatoris aut alicujus sa-

cerdotis ab eo deputati, et maxime per Ordinarios locorum ; a

quibus iidem missionarii pendere omnino debent in omnibus

quae ad ecclesiasticam disciplinam pertinent.
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Poterit etiam iusta de causa eosdem ab uno in alium locum
transferre vel etiam prorsus revocare ab officio iisdem com-
misso.

Sed in casu revocationis rem statim communicate debebit

cum Ordinario cuiusque missionarii proprio ut iterum eum in

dioecesim recipiat, cum Ordinario loci a quo et cum S. C. Con-
sistoriali : in casu vero translationis cum Ordinario missionarii

proprio, ut ipse sciat ubi sacerdos suus degat, et cum Ordinariis

locorum a quo et ad quern: cum S. C. Consistorali autem rem
communicare statim debebit quoties casus aliquam difficultatem

praeseferat ; aliter in fine cuiuslibet anni.

Datum ex S. C. Consistoriali die 31 ianuarii 191 5.

+ Thomas Boggiani^ arch, edessen,

A dsessor.

S. OONQBEaATIO DE DISOIFLINA SAOEAMENTOBUM.

Decretum de Sacra Communione et de Celebratione
MiSSAE IN CaSTRIS.

Sacra Congregatio de disciplina Sacramentorum, bono ani-

marum consulere cupiens, attentis extraordinariis praesentis

belli circumstantiis, iisque perdurantibus, de speciali auctori-

tate Ssmi Domini nostri Benedicti Pp. XV, quae sequuntur

declarat et statuit

:

(i) Milites ad proelium vocatos {i soldati sul fronte) ad-

mitti posse, servatis servandis, ad S. Mensam Eucharisticam

per modum Viatici.

(2) Sacerdotes militiae adscriptos qui militibus sauciis in-

firmisve deferendis vel curandis destinati sunt (vulgo, lecti-

carios vel infirmarios) si in ecclesiis Missam celebrare neque-

ant, in quocumque loco, decenti tamen et tuto, et etiam sub

dio. Sacrum litare posse, remoto quovis irreverentiae periculo

:

eos vero qui armis dimicant, Missam eodem modo, iisdemque

sub conditionibus celebrare posse, at Dominicis tantum et die-

bus festis de praecepto, dummodo omnes praedicti sacerdotes

nullo alio canonico impedimento irretiti sint.

Contrariis quibuscumque minime obstantibus.

Datum Romae, ex Secretaria sacrae Congregationis, die 1

1

februarii 191 5.

Philippus Card. Giustini, Praejectus.

Aloisius Capotosti, Ep. Therm., Secretarius.
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EOHAN OimU.

Pontifical Appointments.

10 November, 1914: Mgr. Andrew B. Meehan, Professor

of Canon Law at St. Bernard's Seminary, Rochester, New
York, made Privy Chamberlain, supernumerary, of the Pope.

ig January, 1915: Mgr. Alfred A. Sinnott, of the Diocese

of Charlottetown, made Privy Chamberlain, supernumerary,

of the Pope.

J February, 1915: Mgr. Thomas Walshe, archpriest, and

Mgr. John McKenna, Vicar General, of the Archdiocese of

Wellington, made Domestic Prelates of the Pope.

// February: Mgr. Severian Sainz, Vicar General of Ha-
vana, appointed Bishop of Matanzas.

22 February: Mgr. Francesco Perez de Acevedo, of the

Archdiocese of Santiago di Cuba, made Domestic Prelate of

the Pope.

26 February: Mgr. Edward Patrick Roche, administrator of

the Archdiocese of St. John's, Newfoundland, appointed Arch-

bishop of the same see.

26 February : Mgr. Thomas Francis Doran, Vicar General

of the Diocese of Providence, made Titular Bishop of Hali-

carnassus and auxiliary to the Bishop of Providence.



Stubfes anb Conferences.

OUR ANALEOTA.

The Roman documents for the month are

:

S. Congregation of Consistory publishes a memorandum
regarding the supervision of priests who are chosen to minister

to Italian workmen who emigrate to countries outside Europe.

S. Congregation on the Discipline of the Sacraments
decrees (

i ) that soldiers at the front may, servatis servandiSy

receive the Blessed Sacrament as Viaticum ; and (2) that priests

in the war zone who are attached to the ambulance or hospital

service, when they cannot say Mass in a church, may do so in

any safe or becoming place, or in the open air, when there is

no danger of irreverence; whereas priests who are actually

under arms are permitted to celebrate Mziss, under the same
conditions, only on Sundays and holidays of obligation.

Roman Curia announces the recent pontifical appointments.

THE ASSOOIATION OP THE HOLY CHILDHOOD.

The voice of the Roman Pontiffs urging upon us the institu-

tion of a work of zeal is the voice of Christ. Their desire, in-

sistently repeated, is the pleading of the Sacred Heart. Seldom

have such appeals been more frequently and fervently made
than in regard to the Association of the Holy Childhood.

Passing over the first approbation given this work, which

was founded in 1843 by Bishop Forbin-Janson, we at once

come upon the request of Pope Pius IX asking for its establish-

ment in every diocese. How completely since that time the

sentiments of the Sovereign Pontiffs have been united upon this

subject a few quotations will make apparent. A careful con-

sideration of them is of particular importance at the present

moment in view of the distressing condition of the missions of

the Church. A special call of charity is directed to us as the

one great nation least affected by the dreadful calamities of the

world-war. The appeal of the present Holy Father has there-

fore been made in a particular way to our own United States.

The reasons however which have at all times powerfully moved
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I

the Holy See to foster this Association with a peculiar love are

evidently not of a temporary nature.

Going back to the pontificate of Pope Leo XIII we have
from his lips the following clear pronouncement: " It is my
earnest wish that all the children of the Catholic world should

become members of this beautiful Association." ^

Pope Pius X could not refrain from expressing his enthu-

siasm in even more fervent words. He proclaimed himself
" filled with the ardent desire of seeing all Catholic children

enrolled in the pious and most salutary Association of the Holy
Childhood "} To his vision it assumed the appearance of an

international army, marshalled by nations for the spreading of

the Gospel and the salvation of souls. "Our Holy Father's

most ardent desire," wrote Cardinal Vannutelli during the last

months of the life of Pope Pius X, " is to know that all Cath-

olic children belong to the Holy Childhood."

Need we wonder at this solicitude? The ancient crusaders

gave their lives to redeem from the infidels the Holy Sepulchre

of our Lord. Surely a worthy cause. But by the modem cru-

sade of sacrifice and prayer on the part of our favored Catholic

children we would gain for Him instead millions of living

tabernacles where God shall dwell within the souls He loves

so much, the souls of little children.

" We make our own the desire of our lamented predecessor

of holy memory : to see the ranks of the Holy Childhood in-

creased," was therefore the declaration of Pope Benedict XV
soon after his accession to the chair of St. Peter. His wishes

have been made known to us even more explicitly than those

of his predecessors. Writing through his Cardinal Secretary

of State to thank the American Cardinals for the reception and

encouragement given the Director General of the Association

during his propaganda tour of the United States, the Holy

Father sent to them a special message of appreciation. We
quote in part from the letter addressed to His Eminence Car-

dinal O'Connell. " His Holiness," wrote Cardinal Gasparri

in the name of the Holy Father, " while continuing to show

toward this pious work the paternal benevolence so generously

bestowed upon it by his immediate predecessor of holy mem-

^ Sancta Dei Civitas.

' Aotograph of 7 December, 1913.

/
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ory, has not failed to mzinifest his own lively and strong desire

that the Association of the Holy Childhood be established in

every school and college of the United States and Canada.
" His Holiness moreover calls attention to the fact that this

Society is not only helpful to the missionaries in making our

dear Lord known to millions of pagan children, but also most

useful for the sound moral education of Catholic youth." '

He then adverts to the present critical situation in Europe
which " has dried up the fountains of support that formerly

flowed from the charity of Catholic Europeans ", and hopes

that our own charity " may be pleased to supply in some
measure the loss of the customary revenue " upon which the

missions of the Church depend. He therefore is confident that

the efforts of the hierarchy will be seconded by the clergy and

by Catholics in general and in particular by Catholic teachers.

This work, however, is to be more than merely an emer-

gency enterprise. It is recommended to us with the greatest

earnestness, and at all times, because of its own intrinsic value

for the education of our children no less than because of its

helpfulness in providing the means indispensable for the sus-

tenance of our missions. Let us not reply that we have already

many other works; that there are needs nearer home. Full

account has been taken of all such arguments by the Holy

See. The same reason might well be alleged by everyone

—

and what would then become of the apostolic missions of the

Church? Our interests at home will only prosper the more

because we have heeded the divine call to remember likewise

the field afar and have not permitted our own mole-hill to hide

from us the rest of God's creation.

Here; therefore, is a great work. It has been urged upon us

by the Sacred Heart of the Saviour pleading with us through

His Vicars upon earth. It is their "earnest wish", their "ardent

desire", their " lively and strong desire" that "all the children

of the Catholic world " be enlisted in this sacred enterprise,

that "every school and college" be turned by it into a Christian

palestra of charity and apostolic zeal.

"God wills it!" was the cry of the old crusaders. Let us

mobilize the vast world army of our children. There is no

•The Vatican, 9 January, 1915.
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time to lose. Those not of the fold are eager and active. Our
opportunity lies in the present moment. Our help is impera-

tively, instantly needed. The Propagation of the Faith and
other splendid organizations for the promotion of Catholicity

in our own country and in the missions afar call for our assist-

ance; but our children above all must be prepared to seize the

vast possibilities of the future. They are the hope of the uni-

versal Church as well as of our own parishes and dioceses.

"It is of the greatest importance," wrote Cardinal Farley, "that

we train our Catholic children in love and generosity toward

our Catholic missions." This training will prepare them for

every other kind of Catholic social and religious work.

It is not our purpose here to discuss the advantages of the

Holy Childhood, to enumerate the millions of souls saved by

it through the baptism of dying infants in pagan lands, the

thousands of orphanages and schools maintained by its help,

the hundreds of thousands of dollars contributed by it each

year where help is most direly needed, the apostles trained by

its assistance, and all the other countless good works accom-

plished by its means. It was sufficient to make known the

mind of the Church to those who are her ministers, to call

attention to the wish of the Sacred Heart as authentically ex-

pressed in the clear, earnest and even ardent appeals of each

of the successive Pontiffs who have guided the Church during

the days in which our own lives have been cast. The wish of

the priest will in turn determine the action of the teachers in

the classrooms and will influence the parents in their homes.
" I believe," rightly says the Apostolic Delegate, " the well-

known generosity of Catholics will not fail to help a work so

evangelical in its scope as the Holy Childhood, especially now
when it cannot receive assistance from the war-stricken coun-

tries of Europe." But it is the priest who must make it known

to them.

The general supervision of this work for the United States

is in the hands of the Fathers of the Holy Ghost; and those

interested in its establishment or its more adequate develop-

ment can obtain all necessary information from the Central

Director of the Holy Childhood, the Rev. Ed. J. Knaebel,

C. S. Sp., Lock Box 598, Pittsburgh. With the forces of every

kind advancing for the extension of the Faith, at home and
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abroad, the children's crusade, if properly directed, will com-
bine to form a mighty and triumphant army. It is a spiritual

as well as a material power, and both these facts must be well

borne in mind by him who would develop it to its utmost
strength. By prayer, sacrifice and alms it will help to conquer
the world for Christ. He surely will know how to reward in

a particular way our charity toward the little ones so dear to

Him. Joseph Husslein, S.J.

New York City.

MAY A BBOTHEE OONDUOT STATIONS OF OEOSS PUBLIOLY?

Qu. An answer to the following difficulty will be gratefully ap-

preciated by the resident chaplain in a school for boys which is con-

ducted by Brothers who profess simple vows.

When the Brothers and the boys are in the chapel, one of the

former, who is so instructed by the superior, makes the Way of the

Cross, unaccompanied, but otherwise in the same manner as is ac-

customed to be done by a priest. Those present act and respond just

as the people usually do. While the Brother passes from station to

station, the organ is played and a choir sings a verse of the Stabat

Mater in Latin. Is such a service to be approved or tolerated?

Resp. There are two ways of performing the devotion

known as the Stations of the Cross, and gaining the indul-

gences attached thereto. The one is private, the conditions for

which are that (a) one should, according to one's ability, medi-

tate on the Passion of our Lord; (b) he should move from

one station to another, or, at least, where the custom exists of

remaining in the same place, he should rise and genuflect for

each station; (c) that there should be no notable interruption

in " making " the fourteen stations. The other method is pub-

lic. The conditions for this are described in the Review for

January, 1915, page 96, and for March, 1915, pages 348 and

349. In the various instructions referring to the public mode
of making the Way of the Cross, there is mention of a priest,

or cleric, going from station to station and reciting the prayers.

No provision is made for such a case as our correspondent

mentions.
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AB8EN0E OF ORGAH AOOOMPAHIMENT AT BENEDIOTION.

Qu. At Benediction in our school chapel it has happened that,

after the priest has solemnly exposed the Blessed Sacrament, he

learns for the first time that the organist is absent, and the O Salu-

taris, etc. are being sung without the accompaniment of the organ.

Is it permitted, in this case, to give Benediction with the monstrance ?

Resp. Decrees of the S. Congregation of Rites (3058 and

3513) which prescribe the singing of the Tantum Ergo before

Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament do not mention the

necessity of organ accompaniment. The minister in the case

proposed need not hesitate to conduct the service in the usual

manner, in spite of the absence of the organist.

MIDIIOST MASS AT 0HEI8TMAS IH BBOTHEBS' OHAFEL.

Qu. Does a school conducted by Brothers with simple vows enjoy

the privilege of Christmas midnight Masses, according to the decree

of the late Pope Pius X, 1 August, 1907 ?

Resp. If our correspondent will turn to the Review for

December, 1907 (pp. 629 and 654), the January number, 1908

(p. 83), and April, 191 5 (p. 479), he will see that the Motu
proprio to which he refers grants the privilege of Christmas

midnight Masses to chapels of religious communities, semi-

naries, and similar institutions in which the Blessed Sacrament

is habitually reserved.

I

IS SOCIETY OF LADIES OF THE EASTEBN STAB BANHED?

Qu. Please inform me through the Review what is the teaching

of the Church with regard to the society known as "The Ladies of

the Eastern Star ". Are they condemned by the Church as Free-

masons are? Can a priest absolve Catholic women who are willing

to withdraw from the Society ?

Resp. The society is not condemned by name. However,

if it is an oflficial branch of Freemasonry, it is, of course, sub-

ject to all the penalties placed upon that organization. In any

case, if it comes under the general head of " sects which plot

(machitiantur) against the Church or the Government", it falls

under the condemnation of these sects by the Holy See. In

/
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either case, members incur excommunication latae sententiae,

simply reserved to the Roman Pontiff {Const. A post. Sedis, II,

4). The confessor in the case can or cannot absolve members
who are willing to renounce the organization, according to his

faculties.

OATAPALQUE 15 MISBA CANTATA DE EEQUIE.

Qu. Is it always obligatory to use the catafalque in a Missa Can-
tata de Requie or a Missa Solemnis de Requie, absente cOdavere?

Resp. If the Absolutio is given, of course there should be a

catafalque, or tumulus. (See Decree 3535, ad V, S. Congreg.

of Rites.

)

ANTIOIPATIOir or MATUrS A»D LAUDS AT 2 P. M. •

Qu. At what hour may we, without any special privilege, begin to

anticipate the Divine Office, even when the days are longest?

Resp. All authors agree that, by legitimate custom, Matins

and Lauds for the following day may be beg^n at an hour that

is half-way betwen noon and sunset; for example, at two

o'clock in December and at four o'clock in June. There is,

however, a probable opinion, maintained by many distin-

gfuished authorities, that the anticipation of Matins and Lauds

may be begun at two o'clock P. M. throughout the year, with-

out special privilege or indult. Sanchez, Viva, the Salmanti-

censes, Ballerini, Palmieri, d'Annibale, Sabetti, Bucceroni,

Genicot are enumerated by Noldin in favor of this opinion.

And, since the S. Congregation of Rites, in response to a query

on this very point, has answered "Consulantur probati auc-

tores", it would seem that no one need scruple to begin Matins

and Lauds at two o'clock. (Noldin, De Praeceptis, p. 809.)

IS nCPEIMATTJE EEQUIEED?

Qu. If a priest possesses a small printing-press, does he need the

Imprimatur of his bishop to print

:

1. prayers approved by the Pope; for example, the prayers to be

recited after Mass?
2. prayers approved by the bishop of another diocese? •
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3. prayers to a Servant of God, who died in the odor of sanctity,

though he is not yet canonized (in this case there is printed on the

back of the picture the remark " For private recitation only ") ?

4. spiritual maxims?

Resp. The Constitution Officiorum ac munerum, issued by
Leo XIII, 1896, now regelates all matters of this kind. It

makes no distinction between the case of one who is a public

printer and one who, like our correspondent, has a private

press. Where the text of the Constitution has "edere", "pub-

licare", etc. there may be room for differences of interpretation.

In any case, the few details furnished in the query lead us to

surmise that, while there may be doubt as to whether the priest

in the case would incur the penalties of the Constitution Offi-

ciorum ac munerum, prudence should urge him to secure the

approbation of his bishop. Besides, he is not only printer in

this case, but, so far as the " prayers to a Servant of God "

are concerned, apparently author also. And, as author, he

should have the approval of his Ordinary.

STIPEND FOB TEE 8E00ND MASS.

Qu. A priest from the college celebrates two of my four Masses

on Sunday. I offer him two stipends, asking him to say these Masses

for my intention ; but he has the scruple that he can take but one. A
neighboring pastor tells me that his assistant, who binates on Sun-

day, has the same scruple. It seems to me that a priest who is bound
neither "ex justitia" nor "ex caritate" can take the two stipends.

Resp. The assistants are, of course, right in the matter, and
our correspondent, if we understand the case, is in serious

error, if he is serious. By repeated decisions of the S. Congre-

gations it is forbidden to receive two stipends for bination, even

when the practice is to devote one of the stipends to pious uses.

If the celebrant is bound "ex justitia" to celebrate one Mass,

then he too is not allowed to receive a stipend for the second.

This, naturally, is to be understood as referring to a parochial

benefice. There are, indeed, indults by virtue of which a priest

may receive a second stipend, on condition that he transfer the

full amount of the stipend to the support, for instance, of some

charitable institution definitely named in the indult. For ex-

ample the priests of the archdiocese of Bamberg are allowed
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to accept a second stipend on condition that they remit it to

the archbishop for the support of the seminary. Of course, if

our correspondent offers two stipends for Masses to be said, one
on Sunday and the other on Monday or Tuesday, for his in-

tention, and the priest from the college were to decline to accept

them for the reason given, it would be a case of " scruple ".

LIPE nf SEPARATED TISSUES.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

While it seems to be the more common opinion that the sub-

stantial forms of elements remain virtually in the compound,
there are those who maintain that these same forms exist in

the compound formaliter, i. e. secundum totam suam realita-

tem. This is the opinion of no less an authority than Father

Tilmann Pesch ; and it would seem to be more in keeping with

well-established theories of modern science.

Salva reverentia, I still maintain that, "The principle of life

of the spermatozoon or of any other cell in the organism is

identical with the principle of life of the organism as a whole".

For if it be true that the germ-cells " must have within them-

selves a principle of life other than the rational soul ", then it

would seem to follow that the origo viventis a vivente, which

is generation, is to be attributed to these cells ; hence also that

they possess in themselves the potentia generativa. But St.

Thomas is not of this opinion. "Omnis operatio animae," he

says, " atque adeo generatio, procedat ab aliquo principio in-

trinseco agenti et viventi. Quum autem semen non sit quid

vivum, non potest generativa potentia esse virtus ilia, quae

inest semini." And again :
" Manifestum igitur est, quod

potentia generativa est virtus existens in generante distincta a

virtute existente in semine." Nor do these statements of the

Angelic Doctor need any modification in view of the facts of

modem biolog^y. St. Thomas was a metaphysician and wrote

from the metaphysician's standpoint. The standpoint of the

modern biologist is quite different, though of course there is

no opposition between the two ; for truth cannot be opposed to

truth. Perhaps if this fundamental fact were not so often lost

sight of there would be less difficulty in many instances in per-

ceiving the real harmony that exists between the teachings of
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Scholasticism and those truths of the physical sciences which
have at last been scientifically and permanently established.

Stephen M. Donovan, O.F.M.

A llegany, N. Y.

LATIN—THE LANGUAGE OF 80H0LA8TI0 PHILOSOPHY.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

Let it be granted that Scholastic Philosophy can be adopted

only in a Catholic seminary, and it will follow that the proper

language to be employed is Latin. Not because it is Latin, but

because this language alone received a special adaptation to

Scholastic Philosophy by the accident of its having been used

in the building-up and development of that particular system

of thought. Had English been employed by the Scholastics

instead of Latin, it would now be the proper tongue; not be-

cause it happens to be our vernacular, but because of the par-

ticular aptitude it would have received from such special em-
ployment. It is easy to infer from actual observation the

difficulties encountered and overcome by the Scholastics in

giving outward expression to their thoughts. Are we to en-

counter similar obstacles by endeavoring to express those same
thoughts in English? And if it took centuries to give full

expression in Latin to that complete body of thought, how can

it be possible for any man to express the same in a day or in a

lifetime? It is an impossibility, parallel to that of making a

new English literature. No one is competent to recast in an-

other language the Scholastic system. Moreover, that which

was already clear from the nature of the case, is corroborated

by the utterly inadequate results obtained by the efforts of

clever men to turn the content of a " summa philosophica
"

into English. This judgement of the vernacular version is not

based upon the constantly recurring barbarisms, which like-

wise characterize the original ; but upon the essential ground

that it does not reproduce the thought with anything like ful-

ness, precision, and clearness. Any student having a fair

knowledge of Latin should gain a readier insight into Scho-

lastic Philosophy, expressed in that language with extreme

niceness and comparative clearness, than through a meagre

and misty translation in his native tongrue. To offer a text-
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book in the vernacular to beginners in the study of Scholastic

Philosophy is to equip them with smoked glasses, to deny
them the sole medium of acquiring an exact and profound
knowledge of the subject, and to place rather than to remove
an obstacle before them.

There is nothing to hinder the omission in a Latin text of

antiquated questions, that do not and never did belong to the

essentials of the science ; as there is nothing to hinder the pro-

fessor in the classroom, at suitable intervals and in the ver-

nacular, from discussing living questions of the hour in the

light of Scholastic principles. The proof of it is, that both

these things have been done before now. But the student

must begin at the foundation, by mastering the Scholastic sys-

tem in the main, or so far as that is possible in a seminary

course. If the Church so favors that system, it is because she

finds therein not alone the means of making a man mentally,

but also the germs of a valid refutation of prevailing sophis-

tries. These rudimentary arguments have to be known before

they can be applied. Besides, the most efficient manner of

applying them to convince the reason must be acquired in the

philosophy class. Wherever else one needs the art of present-

ing a solid argument with captivating grace, such as often

characterizes the unsound productions of eminent and influen-

tial writers, it can hardly be in the classroom of philosophy.

Nor would the ungraceful version alone feasible be greatly

contributory to a student's facility for giving elegant expres-

sion in English to Scholastic ideas. At all events, truth is of

more importance than the expression of it. Effective as the

winning graces of a popular style may be, it is no part of the

purpose of a course in philosophy to furnish them. The semi-

nary student is certainly denied the important advantage, en-

joyed by those who read philosophy in their native tongue, of

acquiring thereby a ready phraseology in English for the dis-

cussion of philosophical subjects; but this loss is attributable

entirely to the system of philosophy adopted, and not to the

necessity it entails of using the language in which it has come

down to us. We suffer a minor loss for the sake of a great

gain. It is to be deplored that the system of philosophy most

acceptable to us did not grow up among a people speaking our

language. Meanwhile, since we cannot have both,*we prefer

f
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the substance of truth to the accidental advantage of easily

and gracefully expressing it in that native speech which comes
so natural to us. Besides, the loss is not irreparable, since

there are various ways of making it good.

J. A. M.

OOOIILT OOMPENSATIOU.

Qu. In order to obtain ready money a business man is obliged to

sell notes at a discount, and thus is forced by a firm which is aware

of his predicament to pay them twelve per cent interest. Later on,

through some mistake, he receives from the same firm two hundred

dollars to which he has no right. He desires to know whether or not

he would be excused from restitution of this amount, since the firm

deprived him of larger siuns, even though they did it by the legalized

way of discounting notes rather than by charging direct interest.

Resp. Moralists wisely warn the confessor against the too

ready recognition of the principle of occult compensation, al-

though they acknowledge that, after the fact, the obligation of

restitution may not be imposed, if the requisite conditions for

occult compensation exist. In the case before us it seems that

the arrangement with the firm is unfair to the " business

man", and he should be urged to enter into an agreement with

them that would be more just to him.

I

SELLUra BLESSED 0ANDLE8.

Qu. Is it ever allowed to sell candles that are blessed? For in-

stance, in the case of a poor parish, where there is difficulty in raising

money to defray the annual bill for candles, must the pastor, if ap-

plied to for candles for funeral purposes, furnish them free? In

case he is forbidden to ask for payment, may he accept what is freely

offered ?

Resp. Blessed candles, rosaries, etc., are classed as temporal

things to which a spiritual value has been annexed. The gen-

eral principle is that the selling of such objects after they have

been blessed is not simony, so long as the price is not increased

on account of the blessing, because in that case the price would

be paid for the temporal thing, not for the spiritual benefits

attached to it. However, it is expressly forbidden by decrees
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of the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences to sell or buy or

expose for sale rosaries, medals, etc., once they are blessed, and
part of the penalty for infringement of this order is the loss of

the indulgences attached to the articles in question. General

custom places the sale of blessed candles in the same category,

although in some places it is customary for the faithful either

to offer at Candlemas a certain number of candles to be blessed

and retain them for possible use during the ensuing year, or,

when the need to use blessed candles occurs, to offer to the

church a certain quantity of candles unblessed and request, in

exchange, blessed candles. The danger of misapprehension or

scandal is very slight when such an exchange, rather than a

money transaction, takes place.

VEHERATION OF VEILED STATUES DUKING PASSIONTIDE.

Qu. Please let me know if during Passiontide and Holy Week
the images of the saints as well as crucifixes should be veiled, and, in

case they are veiled, may they be venerated during that time ?

Resp. The S. Congregation of Rites has repeatedly affirmed

that not only crucifixes but also the images of saints should be

veiled from the Saturday before Passion Sunday until Good
Friday (in the case of the crucifixes) and Holy Saturday (in

the case of images of Saints). Decrees 3638 and 3448, how-
ever, except the images of the Way of the Cross, and in gen-

eral images and pictures extra altare. There is no reason,

therefore, why these should not be venerated during Passion

and Holy weeks.

OlJE OEATIOiriU VOTIVE MASS ON PIBST PEIDAT.

Qu. Should the Votive Mass of the Sacred Heart celebrated on

the First Friday have only one prayer, or may another prayer be

added " sub una conclusione " ?

Resp. The Votive Mass on the First Friday, whether solemn

or low, follows the rite of a solemn votive Mass, with Gloria

and Credo and one oration (Decrees of S. Congr. of Rites, Nos

373 1> 3773» 379i)- When the votive Mass of the Sacred Heart

is celebrated with the Blessed Sacrament solemnly exposed, the

commemoration of the Blessed Sacrament is to be omitted (De-

cree No. 3924).
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BINQ BEADS.

Qu. Are the ring beads in use any more? Who can bless them?
Are they blessed in such a way that whoever says the beads gains the

indulgences, whether they are his property or not?

Resp. A priest of our acquaintance has a ring of that kind

bearing ten small knobs for the Hail Marys and one large one

for the Our Father. It was blessed by the confessor of Pius

IX over thirty years ago. At that time it was uncommon

;

but he blessed rings of this kind for priests on their ordina-

tion, and it was looked upon as a great favor.

WHEH GOOD PKIDAT IS A PIRST PRIDAT.

Qu. A certain person made several efforts to complete the devo-

tion known as the nine First Fridays, but was prevented in some way
or another. This year, after he has made eight First Fridajrs, he finds

that the ninth falls on Good Friday. Can he satisfy the requirements

by going to the Sacraments on Holy Thursday or on the following

Sunday ?

Resp. The novena of First Fridays is a pious practice sug-

gested by our Lord to Blessed Margaret Mary.. To those who
complete the novena with fervor He promised a particular

grace. The material continuity seems, therefore, to be a con-

dition attached to the granting of that grace. However, we
may not suppose that that condition holds when the material

continuity is interrupted because of the liturgy of the Church,

and not because of any other circumstance. A parallel is found

in the Gregorian trentain of Masses, which is not considered

interrupted by the occurrence of the last three days of Holy

Week. When, therefore, as this year, one of the First Fridays

falls on Good Friday, it is not counted as an interruption. The
novena in the case proposed may be completed by the reception

of the Sacraments on the first Friday of May. (For the Gre-

gorian trentain of Masses, see Moccheg^ani, Collectio Indul-

gentiarum, Quaracchi, 1897, pp. 490 ff.)
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BEOENT BIBLE STUDY.

The Mythic Christ.

I. Dr. Oheyne's Christ. At the outset, it was not our intention

to carry on these Christological studies through several issues

of the Review ; else they would have been more logically set

together. Either the historical development of these alien

Christologies would have been followed, or the various the-

ories would have been grouped according to whatsoever of

concord might have been noted therein. Thus far we have

traced the school of Ritschl that strives to save some semblance

of the Christ. Broadly we may group the Ritschlian theolo-

gians into the Harnack-Wellhausen-Schmiedel school and the

Weinel school. The former clings to "Q", Quelle, the Source—

•

a few facts that are said to be the Christ of history ; the latter

waives the question of an historical Christ. Harnack's branch

of Ritschlian Christology has been recently dubbed the Either-

Or school. It starts with the assumption that the Jesus of his-

tory was an utter failure; and, at His death, His followers

were face to face with an Either-Or

—

either Jesus had to be

admitted to have been a mere visionary and a failure, or the

Christian conscience had to deify Him. The latter horn of the

dilemma was chosen. Thus we have Christianity.^ This

theory of the origin of the Jesus-cult is pretty much the same

in Wellhausen's essays at Christological origins. So, too, must

Schmiedel assign to the duping and gullible Christian con-

science the strange role of having' set the whole structure of

the life, the Christhood, and the Divinity of Jesus upon the

frail fabric of a few pillar-passages of the Synoptic narrative.*

These manifold Christological theories must be distinguished

from the purely Ritschlian theology, of which Dr. Weinel is a

chief exponent. To him, as to all who, with Ritschl, follow

logically the Kantian epistemology in matters religious, the

Christ of history matters not at all ; what matters is the value

1 Cf. EcCL. Revixw, December, 1914, pp. 740 ff.

2 Cf. EccL. RiviBW, January, 1915, pp. 100 ff. ,
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of Jesus to the Christian conscience.* This slur at the histor-

ical Christ is the starting point of the Congregational minister,

Dr. Roberts;* though his co-religionist, Dr. Fairbairn, late

principal of Mansfield College, Oxford, less logically clings to

both the Jesus of history and the Christ of the Christian con-

science."

I. The Christ or El-Bab f The latest perplexing answer to

the question "Jesus or Christ?" comes from Dr. Thomas Kelly

Cheyne, Oriel Professor of the Interpretation of Sacred Scrip-

ture at Oxford and Canon of Rochester. For years he has

stood in the lead of Anglican liberalism by a reckless divisive

criticism of the Old Testament. This chaotic division of the

inspired Word of God has resulted in a chaotic condition of

the doctor's religious beliefs. His Yerahme'el theory, or the

North Arabian origin of Israelitic religion, was criticized as a

most arbitrary piece of tampering with the Sacred Text*

And yet the doctor went on undoing the little bit of really

scientific work he had long ago done ; substituting mere vaga-

ries for truth. North Arabian heroes took the place of Israel-

itic in the early Hebrew history. Not satisfied with so fan-

tastic and arbitrary a twisting of Old Testament history. Dr.

Cheyne has now tried his hand at the New. In The Reconcilia-

tion of Races and Religions,^ he does not yet see North Ara-

bian heroes stalking in the person of Jesus. That may be the

term of his higher criticism of the New Testament which will

shortly be reached. Thus far he sees merely that Jesus was

not the Christ any more than was that mountebank, Baha'ullah.

The great critic Cheyne, the Oriel Professor of Scripture at

Oxford, is become a Bahaist, while he at the same time re-

mains an Anglican clergyman—in fact a canon of Rochester.

Baha'ullah, " the Glory of God ", a Persian, claimed to be

a reincarnation of the Deity, caused havoc in Muhammedan
circles and was persecuted by the Ottoman government. His

son, Babel-Baha, " the Gate to the Glory of God ", took up

* EccL. R«virw, March, 191 5, pp. 367 ff.

* EccL. Reviiw, February, 1915, pp. 361 ff.

» EccL. Rbviiw, April, 1915, pp. 488 ff.

* Cf. Traditions and Beliefs of Ancient Israel; London : Adam and Charles

Black, 1907.

T London : Black, 1914.

/
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the work of spreading the worship of his father. During
some years of exile in Khaifa, this exponent of a non-Christian

cult became an object first of curiosity, then of religious emo-
tion to English and American tourists. Freedom came to the

Bab when the Young Turks got hold of the government.

Shortly thereafter he visited England and the United States

and got a considerable following. Among these " converts
"

was Cheyne, who received from El-Bab the title Ruhani, Priest

of the Prince of Peace. How all this transformation came
about, the Oxford doctor tells us. He endeavored " not to

fetter " himself " by any individual teacher or party "—not

even by Jesus; he strove " to get nearer to a human-Catholic

religion "
; and so " sought the privilege of simultaneous

membership in several brotherhoods of Friends of God ". In

this wise, while drawing the salary of Oriel Professor of the

Interpretation of Sacred Scripture at Oxford and holding the

grand old Catholic benefice of a canonry in Rochester, Dr.

Cheyne has become " Member of the Nava Vidhau (Lahore),

the Bahai Community, etc., Ruhani, Priest of the Prince of

Peace, etc." And he now dares stand out in the open and

jumble together all these strangely inconsistent titles upon the

title-page of his latest book.

2. El-Bab first. The Oxford man has no fear of excom-

munication ; he tells his readers that Anglicans virtually have

none. As to the historical Christ, the doctor is not seriously

concerned. The crucifixion of Jesus he finds to be very un-

certain ; and of the traditional matter of the Gospel, very little

is historical at all. Indeed, " it is more than doubtful whether

critics have left us enough stones standing in the life of Jesus

to serve as the basis of a Christology ". So it is he would

substitute Bahaism for Christianity. Abdul Baha and Baha'-

ullah will do for our age what Jesus did for His. Nor is it

enough to degrade the Christ of the Gospels; Canon Cheyne,

of set purpose, gives preference to the Persian charlatan over

the Christ. Baha'uUah is said plainly to have surpassed

Jesus ; and throughout the book, Abdul Baha, the son of "the

Glory of God ", is honored with a capital " H " in such pro-

nouns as his, he; while this little courtesy is refused the

Saviour. Such adulation of the Bab will doubtless bring more

fulsome praise—maybe, deification to Cheyne. For .Abdul
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Baha writes to the Anglican canon, "My divine philosopher"

;

and yearns for the time when both East and West will come
to look upon Cheyne as a "divine philosopher".

3. Origin of such theories. Vagaries such as these are force

perforce tolerated in Protestant communions. For Protestant-

ism is founded on private judgment. And a Christian form of

worship that is founded on private judgment and not on

authority, is what you have the whim to make it ; nor is there

in such a religion that organism and life which are necessary

to slough off what is rotted and to lop oflf what is gangrened.

In the Catholic Church, there is that organism and life. The
Kingdom of God— i. e. the Catholic Church— is a living,

organic whole; not an invisible, vague, sum-total of disparate

entities. Note the parables of the Kingdom. They bring out

in clear relief this visibility, unity, organic compactness of the

Church. Jiilicher, of Marburg, and most Protestant commen-
tators strive to read into these parables some other than a

visible Messianic Kingdom. Fr. Fonck, President of the Bib-

lical Institute, has signally refuted Jiilicher on this point'

To bolster up their theory of an invisible church, Protestants

fall back upon a stock-text
—"The Kingdom of God is within

you".' We have shown that the meaning of our Lord is "The
Kingdom of God is already established among you "— the

Messianic Kingdom, the Church of Christ, has already

begun.'"

Catholics should be careful not to interpret this important

text in a misleading way. The danger of such misinterpreta-

tion is due to the fact that the various revisions of our Douai-

Rheims version have the translation

—

"within you".*' Indeed,

the original first edition of the Rheims N. T." so reads; but

it adds the illuminating note: "Whiles they aske and looke

for a temporal kingdom in pompe and glorie, loe their king

and Messias was now among them, whose spiritual kingdom is

within all the faithful that have dominion over sinne". Ac-

« Cf. Tk€ Parables of the Gospel, by Leopold Fonck, S.J. ; New York

:

Pustet, 1915.

» Lk. 17:21.

10 EccL. Review, December, 1914, p. 747.

^* Cf. the John Murphy edition.

12 " The New Testament of Jesus Christ, translated faithfally into English.

Printed at Rhemes, by John Fogny, 1582."
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cording to the Rheims translators, then, the kingdom of God
was come in that the king and Messias was among the Phari-

sees then and there. Unfortunately this note has, in the course

of time, been lost to the various editions that are still called

the Rheims New Testament; and, as a consequence, we now
and then hear the Protestant interpretation given in our
pulpits.

According to this Protestant interpretation, the Kingdom of

God which our Lord preached was an invisible and not a

visible. According to Catholics, Christ established a visible

Church—a visible Messianic Kingdom; and, in the passage we
are considering. He told the Pharisees that that Kingdom was
already come—"The Kingdom of God is among you".

True, the Vulgate intra vos and the Greek cn-os v/wiv could

mean within you; but only in the sense of Jo. i : 26—"medius
vestrum stetit", /acVos vfiuiv Icrr-qKiv, "in the midst of you". This

is not the sense Wellhausen wishes by "innerhalb von euch"

;

he would do away entirely with any external Messianic King-

dom.

The reign of Christ by grace in the soul is the effect of this

visible reign in a visible Kingdom or Church. Another effect

was expected by the Jews—the reig^ by visible pomp. All

this is contained in the note of Rheims. The omission of such

illuminating notes and the change of the translation in various

editions made Cardinal Newman deem it inaccurate any longer

to call the various editions of our English Catholic translation

by the name of "Rheims New Testament".

n. The Babylonian Ohrist. We have several times spoken of

Pan-Babylonianism.^^ It started out to explain the Babylon-

ian origin of all religious ideas of the Old Testament. The
result was inevitable. Now the religious ideas of the New
Testament are in like manner made to be merely the expres-

sion of Babylonian mythology.

I. Foundation of theory. The attempt to give a scientific

basis for this theory was, as we have shown, rendered futile

by the Jesuit astronomer and Assyriologist, Fr. Kugler. And
so a new and less tangible foundation was sought and set by

the Berlin and Leipzig Pan-Babylonians—Gunkel, Winckler,

Delitzsch, Jeremias, etc. The new theory is founded on

"Ecct, Review, November, 1910, pp. 621 ff. ; January, 1914, pp. "92 ff.
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mythology. Old Testament narratives are noted to resemble

Babylonian myths; and, therefore, are nothing more than

these myths rehashed. The whole theory is a series of gratui-

tous assertions. Babylonian stories are torn from their set-

tings; so, too, the Old Testament narratives. Both elements

of comparison are squeezed and squeezed; and, in the end, a

few items are found that seem to indicate a common source.

We might let all this mutilation and squeezing and separating

go without fault-finding, if the arbitrariness stopped here.

But follows the most arbitrary thing of all. Because some re-

semblance is seen between the two narratives, the conclusion is

jumped to, that therefore the Old Testament drew upon Baby-

lonian mythology. There is another and a much more plaus-

ible conclusion ; it is that therefore both Babylonian mythologfy

and Hebrew theology had a common source. This source was
primitive revelation and the history of the human race. The
tradition of this primitive revelation and history was kept

clean by the inspiration of the Old Testament and by a special

Jahwistic providence of the Hebrew folk; it was polluted in

Babylonian and other mythologies.

2. Jensen's Christ. In the University of Marburg, while

Jiilicher teaches students for the Lutheran ministry that we
should cut loose from Paul and go back to the Christ of his-

tory— the formless, Christless, Godless, Jesus of "Q"— Dr.

Peter Jensen, Professor of Semitic Philology, urges them to

cut loose even from this liberal Christ and to go back to the

Babylonian source of the Jesus-cult. For, according to this

wizard in Christian origins, the source of the Gospel narra-

tives is the Gilgamesh epic of Babylon. Weinel, whose liberal

Christ we have presented," says : "There can be no doubt

that this epic has influenced the Old Testament and the Ho-
meric poems. This was recognized long ago." " From such an

admission it is not a difficult step to the Jensen-theory that the

life of Jesus is simply a "variant" of the Babylonian epic.

Here is the result of Jensen's squeezing and sorting and muti-

lating! Note the parallels; but do not omit the Babylonian

twaddle that Jensen fails to record from the epic.

1* EccL. Rmvrew, March, 1915, pp. 867 ff.

^^ Jesus in ike XlXth Century and After, by Heinrich Weinel, D.D., and
Alban G. Widgery; Edinburgh: T. & T. Oark, 19 14, p. 442.

y
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In the Gilgamesh Epic.

A storm arises and subsides.

Xisuthros lands with his family

far from his dwelling-place.

Sinful humanity and most ani-

mals, and among these swine,

are drowned in the flood.

Xisuthros with three closely re-

lated persons ascends on a sev-

enth day the summit of the

mount of the flood, and is dei-

fied.

Voice of the invisible Xisuthros

out of the air to his compan-

ions upon the mountain of the

flood, that they should be pious.

In the Gospels.

A storm arises and subsides.

Jesus lands in Perea, beyond his

home.

Two thousand or more demons
and two thousand swine are

drowned in the lake over which

Jesus voyaged.

After six (sometimes about eight,

then certainly originally about

a week of seven) days Jesus

climbs with three most closely

related persons a high moun-
tain and is transfigured and

declared to be the son of God.

Voice from a cloud on the moun-
tain of transfiguration that

they should hear Jesus.

That and similar "deadly parallels" are the reason Jensen

gives for his conclusion :
" In our cathedrals and houses of

prayer, in our churches and schools, in palace and cottage, we
serve a Babylonian god, Babylonian gods!" And this is the

sort of theology given to the students for the Lutheran min-

istry in the University of Marburg! No stronger refutation is

needed than the mere suggestion of the above argument.

ni. Dr. Smith's Mythic Ohrist. We need not go to Germany for

the theory that there never was a Jesus Christ. The Lutheran

clergymen Kalthof of Bremen, Drews of Berlin, Jensen of

Marburg, have fit company in Dr. W. J. Smith of Tulane

University, New Orleans. In his Ecce Deus and Der Vor-

christliche Jesus ^" the American professor strives to make it

out that the Jesus-cult is merely a Joshua-cult, a pagan cult,

carried over from Judaism.

That is rather a wild theory to ask us to accept. It should

be backed up by very strong reasons. What are they? We
look in vain within the covers of the ponderous doctor's books.

These volumes are a veritable hodge-podge of undigested

stuff, hurjed at the reader in the raw and without order or

sequence. We find at most a few analogies and coincidences.

!• Cf. Eccu Review, December, 1914, pp. 740 ff. •
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Small wonder that Catholics have refused to take the doctor

seriously. He gives them nothing worth their serious taking.

Only a student to whom Harnack and his school had appealed

would think Dr. Smith worth the while to answer. Such stu-

dents are fondly hopeful to save something of the Christ after

they have given themselves over to a method which readily

rules him utterly out of the realm of reality. In the absence

of any English refutation of Smith by a Catholic, we recom-

mend the answers given by Dr. Case, The Historicity of

Jesus,^^ and Dr. Thombum, Jesus the Christ}^ Case is a

Modernistic Baptist and makes a weak defence of the liberal

Christ.

Let us seriously consider what seems to be the strongest

evidence Dr. Smith has to prop up his Jesus-myth. There must

have been a Jesus-cult existing in the first century B. C. Wit-

ness the Joshua-Jesus cult of which we have traces from earli-

est times among the Jews. Witness most of all the fact that

Apollos preached " the thing^s of Jesus ", while he was ac-

quainted only with the Baptism of John (Acts 18 : 25). These
" things of Jesus " must have been doctrines peculiar to an

old pre-Christian cult-god. They cannot have been the teach-

ings of an historical Jesus ; because Apollos knew not the Bap-

tism of Jesus but only that of John the Baptist. Apollos

cannot have been a Christian at all. He was only an enthu-

siastic member of a pre-Christian sect of Judaism—a Jesus-sect

of Alexandria. So the doctor runs on.

As to the Joshua-cult, it is a thing of the imagination. Fr.

Kugler, S.J., has proved that the Pan-Babylonian school start

with a false astronomical assumption. False, as a consequence,

must be their conclusion that Moses, Josue, and the other

characters of the Hexateuch are mere moon-myths or star-

myths. And even though there never were an historical char-

acter named Josue, the son of Miriam, nothing would follow

against the clear New Testament evidence in favor of the cen-

tral fact of Christianity, Jesus, the Son of Mary. It is a sin

against elementary logic to conclude from the mythical char-

acter of an Old Testament hero—a premise we emphatically

•disavow—to the mythical character of the central figure of the

*' Univertity of Chicago Press.

" T. & T. a ark, Edinborg, 191 a.
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New Testament, and this merely because the name Jesus is

from the same root as Josue and the mother of each hero Wcis

Mary.
The ApoUos-argument is zdso too long a stretch of the bow.

First, note that Dr. Smith admits the historical worth of this

reference of Acts to Apollos. Why ? Because it suits his pur-

pose. Why not admit the contemporaneous writing of the

Synoptic Gospels? Because their historical worth would be

counter to his purpose.

Secondly, it is unblushing effrontery to say that "the things

of Jesus" which Apollos preached cannot have been the teach-

ings of an historical Jesus. Why not? Only one shadow of

a reason is forthcoming—because, forsooth, Apollos knew only

the Baptism of John. By what mathematical process does the

Tulane professor of mathematics reason out that conclusion?

Apollos knew only the Baptism of John and not that of Jesus;

therefore he belonged to an Alexandrian Jesus-sect and came
to Ephesus to teach the doctrines of this pagan Jesus. This

reasoning is very bad logpic and is flying in the face of facts as

Acts narrates them. Since Dr. Smith admits the historical

worth of Acts in the statement that Apollos taught "the things

of Jesus " at Ephesus, he must cdso admit the other facts nar-

rated in the same chapter. We are there expressly told that

Apollos " had been taught in the way of the Lord "
; and the

verb is one which indicates he had taken part in the catechesis

of the early Church. The way of handing down the faith was

by oral and written catechesis ; and to have been instructed in

such a way in " the things of Jesus " means to have received

the faith of Jesus and not of a pagan god.

But why did not Apollos know the Baptism of Jesus?

Simply because he had not been properly instructed. His cate-

chesis was given him by disciples of the school of John the

Baptist; and among the disciples of this school the faith of

Jesus was not always preached in its purity. This explanation

seems clear from the following chapter of Acts (19). After

Apollos had left Ephesus for Corinth, St. Paul came to Ephe-

sus and there found disciples who had been baptized with the

Baptism of John the Baptist and had never even heard there

was a Holy Spirit. Such poorly instructed disciples could not

give Apollos a better catechesis than they themselves had re-

ceived. The result was, he knew only the Baptism of John
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until Aquilla and Priscilla, those great friends of Paul, made
up the deficiency of his first instruction in Christianity.

An open-minded reading of Acts thus explains plausibly

enough the rather defective Christianity that Apollos at first

preached. There is no need to throw over all belief in the

existence of a human Jesus, in order to explain this little epi-

sode in the history of the early Church. Why, in his attempt

to bolster up a theory, the doctor leaves this very episode less

understandable than before. If Apollos got his pagan cult

from Alexandria, wherever did he get his Baptism of John?
He taught the Ephesians "the things of Jesus, knowing only

the Baptism of John"; so he seems naturally to have got "the

things of Jesus" from the source of which he got "the Baptism

of John". Was Alexandria this source of "the Baptism of

John" ? Then the doctor should be mathematically correct and
tell us how in the world the Baptism of John reached Alex-

andria at this early period.

The coincidences which Dr. Smith insists on seem trivial to

one whose mind is not biased. Some of the sayingfs of Jesus

are found to resemble those of Plato. Therefore Jesus never

said those things and never existed. There is no hope to

answer such a silly argument. It starts with the absurd pre-

mise that no man ever existed who said anything like what

any man before him said. Our Lord said many things that

were according to natural law and imbedded in human nature;

also many thingfs that pagan philosophers had held before

Him. Their noble ideas were due to the nobility of human
nature. Christ did not destroy that noble nature; He built

upon it. Grace is the supernatural perfection of human
nature, not its destruction. Jesus never said nor implied that

His bidding^ and counsels were each and every one of them
hitherto unheard-of.

It is hard to understand how, for such flimsy reasons, a

reasoning man would throw aside the historical worth of the

Gospels ; would rule out of court the reasons of those who, all

the world over, have for eighteen centuries and more accepted

the Synoptic account of the Saviour as fact-narrative; would

set up his own puny mind in impudent, Lilliputian judgment
against the unanimous verdict of well nigh nineteen centuries

of Christian intellects. Walter Drum, S.J.

Woo'dstock College, Maryland.
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THE LIFE AND WRITINGS OF ST. OOLUMBAN (542-615). By
George Metlake, anthor of " Ketteler and the Ohristian Social Beform

Movement." Philadelphia: The Dolphin Press. 1914. Pp. xx-258.

In November will fall the anniversary of the death of a priest who
as an apostle of European civilization takes first rank with Honoratus
of Lerins, Cassian of St. Victor, and the great Benedict of Nursia.

With his exit from the monastic home of Bangor, in the north of

Ireland, art and letters, as well as religion and industry, the mother

of modern inventions, awoke to a fuller realization of power in Eng-
land, France, Switzerland, Germany, and Italy. We have good
reason, then, to remember this Irish monk, and to pour forth our

gratitude to him on the occasion of his anniversary. Americans too,

since they have become heirs of the old Christian civilization through

the great discoverer who bore the name of Colvunbanus, have cause

for congratulation, because the Irish patron saint of Christopher

Colimibus appears to have communicated to the Genoese mariner the

missionary spirit that led him to seek a new world for Christ, where

the light of faith and culture might perpetuate the principles that

constitute the praise of St. Columban for all time.

Our Saint hailed from the province of Leinster. His Christian

mother guarded with jealous care her little Columban (dove), whom
she had seen in the form of a bright star, the night before his birth,

illvuninating the dark emerald swards of the southern coast, until he

was old enough to follow the inspirations and longings of his young

heart, and to learn the ways of imitating Christ, and to preach Him
to others. In the school of Sinell, at the monastery of Cluain-Inis,

the echoes of the wondrous piety and learning of the monks at Bangor

in the north roused the enthusiasm of the youthful students; and

one after another they went to seek hospitality and training in

knowledge and in the science of the soul at the feet of St. Comgall.

Caught by these same fires of holy ambition, the boy Columban bade

farewell to Lough Erne, and with scrip and pilgrim staff set out for

the Ards of Ulster. The twenty years or more which he spent at

Bangor made of him a man endowed with the wisdom of the saints

and all the lore that could be acquired by the study of the Fathers

and from the genius of teachers rich in experience of a world which

they had renounced, and from the practice of the arts and the science

of the Greeks and Romans whose traditions they had store^ in their
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scriptoria. Then, in the full strength of mature manhood, he set out

with a dozen companions, minded like himself, to gain fresh knowl-

edge in foreign lands and at the same time ready to sow the seeds

of what they had acquired, in soil which they were prepared to water

with their sweat and, if need be, their blood.

The figure of the strong and noble personality of Columban, draw-

ing to himself disciples at every turn by the earnestness of his preach-

ing, the gentle prudence of his indulgent discipline, and the glorious

ideals which he unfolded to their open minds, is one of transcendent

beauty. There were others in his train, as nobly great in aspirations,

if not in actual presence, as himself ; men, like St. Gallus, who sec-

onded and multiplied the graces and successes of their peerless leader.

From Ireland they went to England, thence to that other Brittany

across the sea, through Burgundy into the heart of France, leaving

the marks of a blessed activity, to bear fruit to the end of time, in

Annegray, Fontaine, Luxeuil, and the numerous monastic institutions

that became offshoots of these. The rule he gave to his monks was

severe, for austerity alone could bring home to the wild and im-

trained Frank and Alaman the vital purposes of fallen nature strug-

gling to gain new habits in the service of the cross, whence was to

spring the grace of permanent interior peace. Persecution, too, was

to come in the wake of zeal for what is true and good. Brunhilda,

the ambitious queen, saw her domain of innate vanity and her influ-

ence crumbling under the growth of Christian asceticism aroimd her,

and with the cruelty of selfish power she drove Columban from her

realm. Clothair gave him hospitality, and then bade him seek other

fields for his preaching. Thus the valiant band of Irish monks went

up the Rhine, to Bregence, and thence to Italy where their master

died the death of the saints in the little town of Bobbio, which

henceforth became famous as the resting place of Ireland's noble

apostle, than whom there is probably no greater besides St. Patrick.

Columban's strong personality, his quality as a fighter not merely

for the truths of the gospel of Christ, but for the principles of re-

ligious and civic order, are splendidly brought out by our author,

especially in the controversy which the saint had with the Gallican

bishops concerning the Easter celebration, and in his conflicts with

Arianism, to which, it may be said, he gave the deathblow.

It must be remembered, in gauging the importance of this volume

at the present time, that we have no English biography of St. Colum-

ban that is in any sense an adequate portrait of him or the circle in

which he moved. The fact is typified by two books, written by an

English lady (1892 and 1895), Margaret Stokes, under the title of

Six Months in the Apennines in search of the Irish Saints in Italy

and Three Months in the Forests of France in search of Vestiges of
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the Irish Saints. Apart from the writings of St. Columban, which
have been happily preserved to us in great part at least, and which
consist of his letters (to Popes Gregory the Great, Sabinian, and St.

Boniface), his Rule, and Ordo Vitae, and some hymns or songs which

attest his genius as well as his taste for the finer things of life, the

bulk of the short biographical sketches of our Saint is taken from a

collection of lives by Jonas of Bobbio. Jonas, a Benedictine Abbot,

who was bom about the time of St. Columban's death, was educated

by the monks at Bobbio. Later on, after his return from Belgium,

where he had been sent to convert the pagan clans, he came back to

Bobbio, and was there prevailed upon to write the lives of some of

the notable men of the foregoing generation, among whom the chief

was St. Colvunban. This work has been preserved to us under the

title of Vitae Columbani Abbatis Discipulorumque ejus Libri duo.

Some ten years ago, a German writer, Dr. Bruno Krusch, undertook

to collate the existing manuscripts of this life to the number of about

one hundred and twenty. Since the majority of writers who have

occupied themselves with further investigation of the subject are

German scholars, we are not surprised to find that this latest and

most complete characterization of the Saint comes from Germany.

When we say Germany, we ought to add that the writer is an Amer-

ican priest who, while resident in Germany, has special opportunities

for pursuing original studies of this kind. How deeply German
scholars as a rule appreciate the work of the missionary pioneers that

came forth from the Island of Saints, may readily be gleaned from

the sources referred to by our author in his bibliography (which also

includes works in other languages in which anything of value may be

found on the subject of the Irish Saints)

.

The biography treats of St. Columban in logical and chronological

order, first' in his native land, next in the kingdom of the Franks,

then in German lands, and finally in Lombardy. There is an inter-

esting introduction which deals with the early Life of the Saint by

Jonas of Bobbio, and this is preceded by a brief preface referring to

the celebration of the thirteenth centenary of the death of St. Colum-

ban on 23 November of this year. In addition to the graphic details

of St. Columban's life, the author presents a well-reasoned study of

the chronological question referring to the disputed dates of his birth

and death. The Appendix contains also a tentative chronology of

the Saint's career, with the Paschal table from 590 to 614, the period

in which the chief phases of the dispute regarding the celebration of

Easter are to be placed. The bibliography pointing to the literary

sources of St. Columban's history is full, though we miss among

minor biographical sketches the mention of the name of Bisphan

(New York, 1903).
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In view of the centenary celebration and the fact that the life of

our Saint deserves to be in every Irish and American household, the

publishers contemplate issuing a new edition at a reduced price.

MAHUALE THEOLOGIAE M0KALI8 secandom priDcipia 8. Thomae Aqui-

natis. In nsam Boholamm edidit DominiooB M. Pmemmer 0. Pr.

Prof, in Universitate Friborgensi Helvetiornin. Tomi trei. Priburgi

Brisg. 1915. B. Herder: St. Louis, Mo. Pp. 422-539-689.

Fr. Pmemmer gives at the beginning of his work a list of text-

books of Moral Theology covering nearly thirty pages. The three

hundred or more theologians represented are all of more or less high

rank in the profession of scholastic theology, and not a few of them

are sufficiently recent to have covered the grounds of inquiry into the

present needs of pastoral science. Why then another manual? Our
learned Dominican answers by a reference to his former published

work on Ecclesiastical Jurisprudence. That work finds its comple-

tion in the present. Moreover his students are benefited by this

printed text which allows simultaneous reference to the entire acad-

emic course in Moral Theology.

The chief purpose, however, of the present Manual is the far

more important one which affects a much larger circle of students

than those of the University of Fribourg. It is to emphasize a

protest against the excessive casuistry which has become charac-

istic of many moral theology text-books. Attempts have been made of

late years to get away from this inheritance of abnormal scholastic

speculation. But there are still too many moralists of whom it may
be said that " neglecta seria perscrutatione principiorum ac virtu-

tum totos ita se dedunt enumerandis, distinguendis, ponderandis,

mensurandis peccatis, ut eorum theologia moralis jam nil sit nisi

elenchus seu codex peccatorum ". In opposition to this tendency to

extremes our author proposes to present a handbook of Moral The-

ology which excels in the exposition of solid principles rather than in

the discussion of the values of sins.

The main purpose of the work is therefore to furnish an exposi-

tion of the virtues to which we must aspire, and to treat of sin as

accidental to their neglect. Thus the tractatus " De Peccatis " is

deprived of much of its customary isolated prominence in the text.

In method Fr, Pmemmer remains of course tme to St. Thomas.

The statement of definitions, of principles and deductions alternates

with the systematic demonstrations of their truth and correctness, so

as to bring out their application to actual conditions, and incidentally

to train the student in dialectical defence of them. In claiming that

his text is a Theologia Moralis Thomistica the author does not intend
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to ignore the value and authority of other theologians and other

schools, as is attested by his occasional references to St. Alphonsus
Liguori, Hugo of St. Victor, St. Raymund of Pennafort, St. Bona-

venture, and other recognized masters in the field of theology.

It is needless to say that the recent legislation of the Church has

been duly considered, and that the work is supplied with the usual

apparatus for the information of students and directors of conscience.

The indexes and typographical aids, in the traditionally excellent

style of the Herder publishing house, make the work a desirable addi-

tion to the series of authorities on the subject it treats.

HISTOBIOAL INTRODUOTION TO ETHIOS. By Thomaa Vemer Moore,

Ph.D., O.S.P., Instructor in Psychology at the Catholic University^

Washington, D. 0. Introduction by the Bight Bev. Thomas Shahan,

B.T.D. American Book Oo., New York. 1915. Pp. 172.

If history is philosophy teaching by example, philosophy is the

theory of the example. This is true no less of the history and the

philosophy of the inner life than of the outer. The history of thought

and theory gives us the examples of philosophy at work, while phil-

osophy begets the theory exemplified. We therefore may approach

history through philosophy, yet there will be an advantage in ap-

proaching philosophy through history. Particularly will the latter be

the case with the philosophy of the moral life. Ethics, the roof and

crown of all philosophy. And from this point of view a special value

attaches to the little volvune before us. The title is significant. The
book is not quite a history, nor is it a summary, of Ethics. It is not

the one, because it selects only the types, the salient types, of ethical

theory, which stand out in the course of the ages; nor is it a text-

book of Ethics, since it is confined to the central problem of Ethics,

the criterion of the morally good and evil. Perhaps the easiest way

to give an idea of the scope of the volume will be to present the

author's schema of ethical systems.

Ethical Systems.

MORALITY

CONDITIONATE.
1. On Pleasure.

Of Individual. Egoistic
Utilitarianism. Epicurus,

Hobbes.

Of Society. Altruistic Utili-

tarianism. Bentham, Mill,

Spencer.

2. On the Customs of Society. Rousseau.
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MORALITY

ABSOLUTE.

Known by a Special Faculty. Shaftesbury and
Hutcheson.

Known by a Feeling of Sympathy. Adam Smith.

Known by Instinct.

Known by Intuition.

5. Known by Reason. *

The Stoics.

Cudworth and Clarke.

a. By an analysis of the con-

cept of duty. Kant.

b. By an analysis of the re-

lations and functions

of man. Socrates,
Plato, Aristotle, Saint

Thomas Aquinas.

Each of the systems here bracketed is taken up in t\irn and ex-

posed—largely in the very words of the founder: an excellent plan,

as it insures accuracy. In the concluding section of the volume each

system is in turn criticized and evaluated. Ample bibliographies are

appended to the several chapters. In these book lists the author has.

occasionally noted the viewpoint of certain works. It had been still

better if this method had been adopted throughout. The titles of

books are of very little practical service unless the reader has some
guide to the tendency of the contents.

The book will be most helpful in our semi-naries and colleges. To
the educated laity it should prove no less useful in enabling them to

estimate correctly the theories of right and wrong that meet them in

life and in literature, and by establishing in them the conviction that

only in that system of absolute morality wherein reason and faith

harmonize and combine—the system of St. Thomas adopted by Cath-

olicism—is the true ideal of life set up and vindicated. All other

systems are at best true only in part, while the remainder is error.

THE SOCIETY OF THE SAORED HEART. By Janet Erskine Stnart.

Convent of the Sacred Heart, Roehampton, London. 1914. Pp. 116.

VENERABLE PHILIPPINE DUCHESNE. G. E. M. A Brief Sketch of

the Life and Work of the Fonndress of the Society of the Sacred

Heart in America. New Tork: The America Press. 1914. Pp. 44.

To compare the merits of religious communities is odious, be-

cause it implies that we measure societies by their success; and

success is no criterion of the real value of the apparent causes that

contribute to it. But beauty is not merit ; and to say that each

Order has something of its own, something of beauty or of strength,

or of high utility that brings souls within its circle because they feet
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a special attraction for it, is simply to recognize that God's image
is- as visible in the diversity of religious vocations as it is in the

variety of plant life. Hence it implies no depreciation of other re-

ligious congregations when we say that the Society of Blessed

Mother Barat has in its Constitutions something that makes those

upon whom it is allowed to exercise its full influence shine with a
peculiar halo that at once beautifies and attracts whatever it

illumines. What is this distinctive feature ? We can hardly express it.

It appears most often as a perpetual joy in those who live by it, mak-
ing them radiant with thoughtfulness of Christian affection, which

is warm and chaste, and rich in the grace of perpetual readiness for

sacrifice, whilst at the same time it is humble in the desire of gen-

erous self-effacement and the prompt distribution of all that it has

gained by its attraction.

One need but read the annals of the Society as recorded in the

Lives of its noble foundress and those who followed in her wake, to

realize that the order is capable of training women such as met their

beloved Master on the ascent to Calvary, with the wine of consola-

tion and the veil of mercy ever in their hands to catch the beautiful

image of Christ as He passes through the byways of modem Jeru-

salem.

Mother Janet Stuart's sketch gives us this impression; only she

separates the spirit of the institute from all personal illustration, and

summarizes its fundamental principles by emphasizing its special

manifestations and activities. Nothing produces a truer likeness of

the real character of the Society of the Sacred Heart than this

simple delineation by its late Superior General; and all uncon-

sciously she draws her own portrait. There is in it a breadth of in-

tellect, a deep spiritual insight, and that fine scorn of worldliness

which betokens the nobility of the Christian soul, a dowry, by voca-

tion, of the true religious, which cuts deep and clear as the diamond-

edged burin upon finely polished steel. Like all revelations of true

soul-life, Mother Stuart's book is the outcome of circmnstances,

without her own designing. She had been requested to contribute a

sketch of her institute as part of a series of small volumes illustrative

of the life of the Church which the Jesuit Fathers at Roehampton

were preparing. Being much occupied, she did not find time to

write until a lengthy voyage, undertaken for the inspection of the

houses of her Order, gave her a kind of enforced leisure. The book

was planned on the Adriatic, begun on the Red Sea, written for the

most part on the Indian Ocean, and finished on the South Pacific.

This was in 1913. She died in the following year. In a brief in-

troductory chapter she speaks of the Society sketch as a fleeting pic-

ture, though a true one, of the corporate body to which she belonged,
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that owes a debt of gratitude to God, to the Church, and to its first

author.

This unaffected and beautiful sketch by Mother Jane Stuart is in-

deed but an outline, as we said, yet clear and limned with a sure hand,

of the origin and history, the growth and development of the house-

hold in which Martha and Mary compass the Heart of Jesus. It

describes the training which leads to the worship of that Divine

Heart as the central motive of religious activity, the work that occu-

pies the members of the institute, and sends its influence abroad.

The final chapters in particular give us a perspective of this influence,

and at the same time an insight into the author's rare qualities of

observation, her practical sense in the expression of high ideals, and

her loyal temper of heart in defending the principles on which the

Society of the Sacred Heart is grounded. It is the aim of the insti-

tute, as some one has aptly expressed it, to impart values and to give

anchorage. Studies, discipline, and training in conduct, as part of

the educational method of the Order, are calculated to make the

children value their innocence and protect it by sacrifice. A child

typical of the results was said to be "very strong, very innocent, and

determined to do something for God ". With characteristic frank-

ness Mother Stuart states that " the Society of the Sacred Heart is

essentially a woman's order ", seeking in its whole tone, spirit, train-

ing, and manner of life "the perfection of womanhood and God's

ideals and Mary's of what a woman can be ". This disposes of any

attempt at aping the masculine methods which some of our educa-

tional establishments deem in line with progress, the emancipation

of woman and her elevation to an equality with man in things which

hitherto have been considered as his exclusive prerogatives. Mother

Madeleine Sophie, when formulating the rules of her Order, realized

that the equality of the sexes is not only a futile aim but a noxious

one, inasmuch as it destroys the essential qualities in woman which

give her a superior influence over man. His strength constitutes

power by which he acts and protects; her grace and sympathy con-

stitute influence which moves and directs that power. In proportion

to the adoption and acquisition of manly rights by woman, womanly
privileges are being absorbed by the self-assertiveness of man. It

was for this reason that Mother Barat strongly resisted the effort

made at one time to bring the rule of the institute into closer accord

with that of the Society of Jesus. She wisely maintained that an

order of women could not be governed like an order of men. While

she intensely valued the spirit of the Society of Jesus, and indeed

moulded her own institute to a close resemblance of it in funda-

mentals, she would not blindly adopt the manners and customs ap-

proved for a body of men trained to a military discipline and de-
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signed to fight the battles of error and worldliness. What she saw
of chief value in women was affection, insight, tact, sympathy, and
quick intuition, on the one hand ; and on the other, submission, re-

serve, and intelligent humility. She realized that there were con-

gruities and fitnesses which, without being written precepts, were
law that served women as a defence, though they had no significance

for men.

In speaking at length of this little book, because of the great light

it throws upon the spirit of religious training, and because of the

exquisite suggestiveness it contains of how spiritual values are to

be treated in the concrete, we also had in mind to draw fresh atten-

tion to the practical aims that are to be kept in mind with regard to

the education of our young, and especially of the training of woman-
hood. Our efforts are largely in the direction of intellectual develop-

ment ; and one can understand why Catholics feel themselves in a

manner compelled to keep step with the many who follow a popular

standard of education. But in this we run the risk of losing the

very strength which we mean to husband in our defence of the re-

ligious element as the primary factor of all true and complete exer-

cise of the soul faculties which constitute man's distinctive superior-

ity over the merely well-groomed animal. Mother Barat, while

leading her teachers to the very highest elevation of intellectual cul-

tiire, never lets them lose sight of the fact that this intellect is

merely the lamp which, held high, must nevertheless be fed by the

oil of faith, to be prudently guarded by a hand whose steadiness is

all the more necessary the higher the light is raised. She kept them

mindful of this, in practice as well as in theory, by the provision of

poor schools to be taught by the nuns who might teach simultan-

eously the highest branches of polite culttire.

This thought suggests our saying a word about a recently pub-

lished sketch of Mother Duchesne, who is called the Founder of the

Society of the Sacred Heart in America. Though the process of her

Beatification has apparently come to a temporary standstill, its very

beginning is a proof that she died in the odor of sanctity. We need

American saints, and above all patrons of our educational system.

Mother Duchesne represents the best type of patron saint in our

land, for she acted as a pioneer educator for the abandoned Indian,

who loved her as a mother, with no less fervor than she spent on

the descendants of noble French and Spanish emigres who sought

her Christian wisdom and religious guidance.

The abbe Baunard wrote a life of her which was translated inta

good English by Lady Georgiana Fullerton. But that was more

than thirty years ago, before the process of her Beatification had

been started. The facts of her heroic life need to be revised to stir
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educational zeal of the right kind and keep us from faltering in the

sacrifices our religious educators are being called upon to make,

sacrifices of a new kind in which the heroic comes less to the fore-

ground than of old. Nuns like Mother Duchesne are the pioneers

who have made our present successes possible; they sowed in tears

of blood what we reap in joy. The present biographical sketch is

brief and without pretence, as is characteristic of the source whence
it comes; but it is well written and full of the interest that awakens
vocations to the religious life and lifts us above the commonplace
level.

PROPERTY AND OOUTRAOT DT THEIR RELATION TO THE DIS-

TRIBUTION OF WEALTH. By Richard Ely, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor

of Political Economy in the University of Wisconsin. Vol. I, pp. xlvii-

625 ; Vol. II, pp. 470. The Macmillan Oo., New Tork. 1914.

It may safely be asserted that probably no writer in this country

speaks with more justly founded and generally acknowledged author-

ity on the subject matter of the present volumes than Professor Ely.

His many years of study, research, writing, and lecturing upon themes

economical have all more or less led up to the production of this

work, as any one can see who is acquainted with the long list of

books and papers on allied subjects that have hitherto come from his

indefatigable pen.

It will be noticed at once that " Property " is viewed in the work
at hand from the single standpoint of " distribution ", The other

economic factors which make up the substance of similar treatises

—

that is to say, production (including exchange) and consumption

—

are, if not eliminated, at least considered only inasmuch as they are

implied by or merged in distribution, for the latter factor or function

is broadly inclusive. It may not be amiss to cite the "formal defini-

tion " laid down in the introduction to the first volume :
" Distribu-

tion . . . relates on the one hand to the ultimate shares of accumu-

lated wealth and income-wealth owned and received by the various

social units, and on the other hand to the shares of income-wealth

assigned by the various factors engaged in production ; as a prelimi-

nary to both orders of inquiry it examines historically and critically

the fundamentals in the existing socio-economic order" (p. 2). The
definition is obviously a very broad one and, as the author indicates,

subsumes three lines of inquiry. The first has to do with the distri-

bution of property income among individuals—that is, social units.

Wealth versus poverty, the rich and the poor and the intermediates

—

what are their relative incomes, and how comes it to pass that some

have so much, others so little? Why or how has A an income of
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one thousand dollars, B an income of a million dollars, and C one of

two hundred and fifty dollars? How did D become a millionaire,

while the total assets of E would not bring five himdred dollars at

public auction? What are the sources of fortunes and incomes?
And so on. Big questions these, et felix harum qui potest cognoscere

catisas! Next comes the inquiry into the distribution of income-

wealth among the various agencies of production— capital, labor,

manager, and the rest. What share of income de jacto accrues, and
what de jure should accrue to these several factors? Lastly, the fore-

going definition includes an inquiry into the groundwork of economic

institutions.

These fundamentals have not. Professor Ely thinks, been ade-

quately considered by English and American economists, their atten-

tion being chiefly centred on the problems of income distribution.

The Germans are more thorough and scientific in this matter. Adolf

Wagner's well known Grundlegung—the first part of his Lehr und
Handbuch der politischen Oekonomie—is mentioned as an illustra-

tion in point and as a work to which the author acknowledges indebt-

edness. However this may be, it can hardly be said after the com-

pletion of the work before us that " the fundamentals " of distri-

bution have not received adequate treatment by at least one American

economist, since the two goodly volumes, comprising more than a

thousand pages, are entirely devoted to " the fundamentals ". The
two volumes together embrace but one " Book " of the projected

contents, and even this book will run over into, if not beyond, a pros-

pective third volume. The entire plan calls for four other " Books "

which will treat respectively of (II) the separate shares in distri-

bution, (III) individual fortunes, (IV) actual and contemplated

modifications of the distribution of wealth, (V) social progress and

wealth distribution.

The first " Book ", which, as was said above, deals with fimda-

mentals, embraces five parts: (1) property, private and public, (2)

inheritance, (3) contracts, (4) vested interests, (5) personal condi-

tions. These titles obviously are not very graphic. It may therefore

be worth while stating that under the first general heading are con-

sidered the economic technicalities regarding property, private and

public, but particularly the social aspects of private property, the

grounds for the maintenance of the latter, its present and future de-

velopment, the various modes of transformation of private property

into public and vice versa, the management of public property as

regards distribution, the origin of private property, etc. Of the sub-

jects here mentioned, the one that engrosses the most attention con-

cerns the development of private property. In this connexion the

problems relating to equalization of opportunity, to surplus value,
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regulation of inheritance, fluxity of property, socialization of private

property, etc. are discussed.

Within the third part of the work, dealing with contracts, falls

the discussion of the opposing theories, individualistic and social, of

contracts; the labor contract; class legislation; the courts and the

Constitution of the United States, etc. These are just a few of the

more salient topics treated in extenso in the two volvunes. They are

treated on the one hand in the light of the author's economic prin-

ciples and opinions, points of view which, it need hardly be said, are

on the whole soxmd and sane. The justness of private property is

ably defended, whilst at the same time the social claims and limita-

tions entailed by individual rights are made manifest. On the other

hand, a very considerable light is thrown on the discussion by the

immense number of cases and judicial decisions cited throughout the

work. The mere list of these legal cases takes up almost thirty pages

in the table of contents ; from which fact it may be inferred that no

pains have been spared to indicate the influence of positive legislation

upon the obscure problems relating to the distribution of property.

The foregoing suggestions may suffice to show to the reader inter-

ested in economic inquiry the general character, importance, and

value of the work. It is unmistakably a production of superior merit.

The outcome of wide experience, patient investigation, keen analysis,

and forceful argumentation, it is all presented in a style so lucid and

simple as almost to make " the dismal science " bright and even

attractive.

There is just one chapter that has struck the reviewer as not so

commendable. It is the one which deals with the origin of property

(Vol. 2, pp. 531-551). The treatment seems at first sight quite thor-

ough, nine theories being discussed, whereas only three or four are

usually mentioned by writers on the subject. The larger nimiber,

however, may easily be reduced to the smaller, since several on the

list are substantially identical. On the other hand, some of the

theories are rather meagrely stated, the names of their defenders

omitted, and the refutation is somewhat summary. It is a pity Pro-

fessor Ely did not consult Heinrich Pesch's Nationalokonomie on

this and allied topics. Unfortunately, no mention of this masterly

treatise is to be found in his pages. Rudolph von Ihering is reported

to have said that, had he previously known of the work of St. Thomas
on finality and purpose, the Zweck im Recht would not have been

written. This may or may not be true. It may well be, however,

that if Pesch's great work on Nationaldkonomie were more widely

known, some of the economists would, if they were wise, begin to

study and stop writing. This, of course, does not apply to Professor

Ely; for apart from his own eminent ability and attainments his
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works are written principally in view of conditions, economic and
social, in this country, which of course is not the case with those of

Heinrich Pesch. None the less, acquaintance with this German
scholar would have been to the advantage of our American economist.

The same would hold good as regards Cathrein's Moralphilosophig.

A passing mention of this important work does indeed occur in one
of the present voliunes (note of reference, p. 157). A closer study,

however, of Cathrein's treatment of the right of property might
easily have improved the corresponding portion of the work before us.

•MANUAL or OHUEOH HISTOEY. By Prancis Xavier Funk, late

Professor of Theology at the University of Tubingen. Translated

from the German by P. Perciballi, D.D., and edited by W. H. Kent,

0.8.0. Two volumes. Bums & Oates, London ; Benziger Bros. , New
York. Pp. xiv—430, and viii—392.

More than a quarter of a century ago Dr. Funk, Professor of

Ecclesiastical History at the University of Tiibingen, published a

text-book of church history for his students. His purpose was- to

give a summary of facts that would furnish them with a sufficiently

broad and solid basis for further inquiry into the accessory branches

of ecclesiastical study. The work was at once recognized as a great

improvement over text-books which, like Dr. Alzog's Church His-

tory, were too diffuse for scholastic purposes. However, the work of

Dr. Funk did not escape criticism. It was feared that too great

•conciseness and unqualified statements in the presentation of facts

«iight afford room for deductions tending to lessen a just apprecia-

tion of the dogmatic function of the Church. The author was quite

willing to admit the defect, and promptly set about correcting it.

Thus the four succeeding editions of his work were each largely re-

vised and supplemented. When in 1907 he died, Prof. Charles Bihl-

meyer, who was his associate at Tubingen, succeeded him in the chair

of Ecclesiastical History. In 1911 the latter issued a new edition

(the sixth) of Dr. Funk's treatise and thus brought it up to date in

point of historical facts and the pertinent reference literature. The
work has since remained a standard text-book in German schools.

Meanwhile it had also been translated into French, the several

editions following the author's revisions. In 1903 an Italian version

was made by Dr. Perciballi, from the German edition of 1902. Dr.

Perciballi also undertook, it appears, to make an English translation

;

but in 1910 Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner & Co., of London, pub-

lished an authorized English version by Cappadelta, which bore the

imprint of B. Herder for America. This English translation was

made from the fifth German edition, and the translator was also able
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to utilize a series of historical commentaries which the yenerable

author was at the time publishing under the title of Abhandlungen
und Untersuchungfn. The latter was intended as a supplement and
safeguard for students who wanted additional information on points

that touched the matter of doctrinal motives and ecclesiastical dis-

cipline.

The Italian translation found its way into a number of seminaries,

but as it had not kept up with Dr. Funk's revisions, and had, in

1913, neither been amended nor brought up to date, the Pontifical

Commission appointed during that year by Pius X to reform the

curriculum of studies in the Italian seminaries, saw good reason to

find fault with the book, and ordered it to be stricken from the list

of text-books used by Italian students.

Not very long ago the announcement was made, by Burns & Oates

(London), of an English version of Dr. Funk's Manned from the

pen of Dr. Perciballi. It was naturally expected that, since at the

time of their announcement we possessed an excellent English version,

based upon the fifth German edition, the translator would have

taken for his version the amended original, then fully four years in

the hands of students. This expectation was all the more reasonable

since the editor of the German work. Dr. Bihlmeyer, not only thor-

oughly revised the same, but found it necessary to add some ninety

pages of new matter to it. In place of this we are asked to accept a

translation of an early edition, and one which in several respects is

inferior to the English version published by Kegan Paul four years

since. There are indeed some alterations in the text and references

which at first sight give one the impression of a recent revision. As
a matter of fact these additions are of little or no importance, and

bear no relation to the work done by Dr. Funk's latest editor. Apart

from a studied diversity of expressions, such as the substitution of
" opponents of the Church " for " reformers ", " parochial clergy

"

for " parish clergy ", " Russo-Greek " for " Graeco-Russian ", "Aix

la Chapelle" for "Aachen", " WycliflF " for " Wiclif ", etc., we
have here a translation of an older edition than the one translated by

Cappadelta, with additions of a few names, e. g. Cardinal Bourne's,

the word " Ireland " in the table of contents, and the names of

some unimportant authors in footnotes. The present version does

not contain even the older statistics, given in the English translation

by Cappadelta.

This is plainly an imposition on the public. Catholic Book Notes

(London) gently calls attention to the volume's glaring omissions

touching the history of the Church in England, especially for the

first half of the seventeenth century, and to the absence of mention

of really important reference works published within the last few

y
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years. What is said by Book Notes regarding England is true also

of the Church in Belgium, Denmark, and Russia. In the earlier

English version a separate chapter is devoted to th^ Church in Amer-
ica. But in the volume under review that matter is relegated to the

head of " Missions " and is altogether an insult to American intelli-

gence. The last word on the Church in the Philippine Islands

leaves us at the end of the seventeenth century, without any mention
of the Spanish-American war and the consequent changes in the

Catholic regime of those islands. Father Kent's name appears to

have been used merely as an advertisement to effect the sale of a

valueless and misleading book. We find mistakes in dates, references

to old editions, and mistranslations which, though easily corrected,

are not found in the Cappadelta version. Moreover, the latter is

fuller; its typography, which gives the important names in bold

type or italics, is better, and the work is altogether more carefully

done than in this volume of Burns & Gates.

No doubt these strictures must seem severe; but we deem it a

matter of justice to a large class of American students and priests

who are likely to fall victim to a publishing house that bears a

Catholic name yet shows itself forgetful of what is due to its patrons.

No apology is possible, since Cappadelta's English version and the

revision of the original by Dr. Bihlmeyer were fully accessible and

known to be so to all the parties concerned. It is simply a question

of a publisher's foisting an inferior article on a supposedly unsus-

pecting public. Of course the Benzigers are in no way responsible

for this fact, as they are simply the agents for the book and hardly

supposed to know the history of its making.

HISTOET or EDUCATION. By Patrick McOormick, S.T.L., Ph.D..

Assistant Professor of Ednoation in the Oatbolic Uniyersity of America.

With an Introduction by Edward A. Pace, Ph.D., S.T.D., LL.D.,

1915. The Catholic Education Press, Washington, D. C. Pp. 435.

All things come to those who wait. How often a priest is asked

by a Catholic young man or woman, teaching perhaps in the public

schools, or else passing through a normal school training, or again

attending lectures in the department of pedagogy in a secular uni-

versity, for some book on the history of education ! The inquirer is

looking for a guide book that tells what the Catholic Church has

done and is doing for education. She—the inquirer is usually femi-

nine—has somehow imbibed the conviction that the Church was the

mother of education—at least within Christian times and lands:

that she has always fostered and promoted education, and that she

still remains the most consistently and perfectly organized educa-
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tional force, if not the most thoroughly equipped instructional

agency, in the world. On the other hand, the inquirer has read in

many a book, heard in many a lecture, that the Church has been, if

not an enemy, at least a slow, unprogressive promoter of education;

in proof whereof the backward state of education in Catholic coun-

tries— Italy, Spain, Portugal—is triumphantly adduced. More-

over, your inquirer is sorely puzzled to know just what estimate to

put upon the great " reformers " of educational systems and methods

in modem times. When you have confronted such an inquirer you

perhaps have been puzzled what answer to give. You have had

some general ideas on the lines just indicated, but they have been far

from self-satisfying ; and as for any pertinent literature, you have

been at a loss what to suggest. Brother Azarias's illimiinating edu-

cational Essays occur to you ; and perhaps you remember Fr. Hughes
and Fr. Schwickerath on the Jesuit system of education; nor do

you forget Fr. Burns's scholarly histories of Catholic education in

the United States. But these titles bring you to your wits* end. Is

there no succinct history of education that you can reconmiend, no

manual that gives a conspectus of the growth and the progress of

educational systems and methods throughout the ages? No, not one

—in our English speech at least. Happily you may negate this

negative now, and make it an affirmative.

The title of, if not to, this happy possession stands in bold type

at the head of this paper. You have here what the subtitle of the

volume promises, " a survey of the development of educational theory

and practice in ancient, medieval, and modem times ", an outline of

the ways in which children were taught and schooled in ancient

China, Japan, Egypt, India, Persia, as well as amongst the Semitic

peoples, the Greeks, and the Romans; the educational activities of

the Church in the early and the patristic times ; likewise and especi-

ally in medieval centuries; then the educational influences of the

Renaissance and the Reformation, followed by the Catholic Reac-

tion against the latter movements—all this is succinctly exhibited.

Next came modem times with their prominent educational theorists.

Bacon, Commenius, Locke, Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel,

Herbert Spencer, and others, all more or less hostile or at least alien

to the never-ceasing educational agencies of the Church, with her re-

ligious organizations—the Christian Brothers, the many congrega-

tions of women, for instance. These and many other allied subjects

are set forth in the volume. Finally there is a brief survey of mod-

em school systems prevailing in various countries—Germany, France,

Spain, England, as well as the United States.

From these headlines the reader will easily see that, since the work

embraces the entire history of education, the treatment allotted to
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any one period, movement, system, method, or person must neces-

sarily be very brief. The work is professedly and in fact a " sur-

vey ". Moreover, it should be noted that the volume takes its place

as one of a pedagogical series projected by the Catholic University

at Washington. It has been preceded in the series by three other

volumes, and it is to be succeeded by yet seven in which the several

sections of the work at hand—ancient, medieval, and modern edu-

cation—are to be more fully elaborated, while the psychology and

the philosophy of education as well as the " art of study " are to re-

ceive each a special volume to itself. The program in prospect is

certainly a splendid one. As to its execution
—

" O, let it be soon I

"

Hope deferred maketh the pedagogue's heart sick.

The fact that the very brief treatment of vast subjects in the pres-

ent volume looks forward to a fuller development in the future vol-

umes makes what suggestions the reviewer has in mind almost super-

fluous or premature. Nevertheless one can hardly help expressing

the wish that the critical portions of the work had been at least just

a trifle fuller. For instance, it will be of very little use, not to say

harm, for the average non-philosophically trained reader—and very

many readers of the volvmie will be of this class—to know Herbert

Spencer's theories on education if he (or she) is not provided by an

expert with a just criticism of them. Again, while the bibliographies

appended to the several divisions of the book are sufficiently abundant

and full, it would be well had some brief critical estimate of the

relative value of the works mentioned been added in order to guide

inexperienced readers through the devious ways and danger-spots of

this rather vast book world. So too a similar estimate of the his-

tories of education more commonly recommended to secular teachers

(for instance, Compayre) would have been desirable. And some

allusion to the much talked of Montessorian method of education

would not have been superfluous. These and other lacunae can of

course be filled up by the various complementary volumes of the

series ; but these volumes are only in potentia and not improbably

will be long a getting in actu. It is to be hoped that the suggested

addenda may receive attention in a second edition of the present

volvmie which being fundamental and fairly comprehensive is likely

when further perfected to be in general demand as a college text-

book.
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ADMINISTRATION OF BAPTISM. Address delivered before the Guild

of Sts. Luke, Oosmas and Damian, at the rooms of the Oatholio His-

torical Society. By the Eev. A. J. Schnlte, Professor of Liturgy in

St. Oharles Seminary, Overbrook, Pa., 12 October, 1914. Pp. 20.

The Philadelphia Guild of Catholic physicians is a singularly

representative body of professional men, including among its mem-
bers a number of eminent specialists, who maintain the high standard

of ethics set them by the requirements of their Catholic faith. The
Guild has a custom of inviting from time to time to its meetings men
of other professions to lecture on subjects closely connected with

medical science. They also invite scholarly priests to discuss matters

of pastoral medicine and kindred topics within the domain of re-

ligion and theology. An example of the latter is the printed address

by Fr. Schulte, professor of Sacramental Liturgy at Overbrook
Seminary. He explains the purpose and effects of the Sacrament <rf

Baptism, the manner of its administration under normal and ab-

normal circumstances, such as come frequently within the province

of the medical practitioner. The subject of baptism is introduced

by a clear outline of the sacramental system and the place it holds

in the economy of the Church. The author does not delay in ab-

stract considerations of the subject, but goes directly to emphasize

the matter which is apt to claim the attention of the doctor or, under

certain circimistances, of the nurse. The pamphlet deserves to be

widely spread in order to popularize an intelligent appreciation

among physicians of what is pertinent to the Sacrament of Baptism,

and the important function of religion in general. It would be de-

sirable to have a series of such pamphlets on all subjects connected

with pastoral medicine and the moral side of surgical operations^

as a help not merely for Catholic physicians, but also for priests

who frequently find themselves at a disadvantage in explaining such

matters to the doctor whom they meet in the sick-room.

THE OATHOLIO HISTORICAL REVIEW. For the Study of the Ohuroh

History of the United States. Vol. I, No. 1 (April, 1915). Pub-

lished quarterly by the Oatholio University of America. Pp. 121.

The special purpose of the above magazine is indicated by its sub-

title: " for the study of the Church History of the United States".

Its import is explained by an introductory article entitled " Spirit

of the Catholic Historical Review " by the Rector of the University,

Bishop Shahan. There is also a " Foreword " by Cardinal Gibbons,

commending the periodical to the thoughtful men and women of

the country, " to garner the lessons, and select the truths that arc
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of greatest need or afford the best intellectual enjoyment". The
four leading papers may be taken as typical of the scope and aim of

the Catholic Historical Review. They are :
" The Flemish Fran-

ciscan Missionaries in North America ", by Bishop Camillus Maes,

of Covington ; the Dominican Bishop "John Fenwick", by Fr. V. F.

O'Daniel, O.P. ; "The First Ecclesiastical Synod of California", by
the Franciscan historian, Fr. Zephyrin Engelhardt, and "Columbus
and the Santa Hermandad in 1492 ". These articles are well writ-

ten and informing. The departments: Miscellany, Docxunents,

Notes and Comment, Book Reviews, and Bibliography, add the

academic flavor which a publication issued from the University is

expected to have.

It would be mere pedantry to say that the new publication fills a

need, or that the spirit of historical research has been hitherto neg-

lected amongst us. Far from it. We have had, apart from the

individual efforts of scholarly men like John Gilmary Shea, Dr.

Corcoran, Bishop O'Gorman, Fathers Parsons, Lambing, Engel-

hardt, Campbell, SJ., Mr. Martin I. J. Griffin, Prof. McCarthy,

and numerous others, not to mention those outside the Catholic pale

who have furnished great help in establishing facts of Catholic his-

tory in missionary America, evidences of eager interest in the study

of American Church history, in the publication of excellent period-

icals, such as the American Catholic Historical Researches, Records

of the American Catholic Historical Society, and the like. These

have done admirable work for many years. There have also been

less long-lived periodical publications of similar character under the

auspices of societies and diocesan corporations which have contrib-

uted their share of active Catholic historical research. The signifi-

cance of the present publication lies, therefore, not so much in its

furnishing matter of historical research or in stimulating special

study in that direction, as in the fact that it enlarges the active

scope of our Catholic University in a most suitable direction. For

it is, we take it, the province of a university to do and to lead in

this kind of work. If the absence hitherto of such activity on a

larger scale is to be regarded as a want, there were no doubt good

reasons and justification for the neglect, to be found in the pioneer

condition which absorbed all the intellectual strength of the institu-

tion in the processes of organization. A magazine dealing with

social science in its Catholic aspects would seem to be a similar

province of the University. Indeed we should say it is a more de-

cided necessity in view of what is being done by academic bodies

outside the Church in America. But each such enterprise needs a

leader. It is not enough to establish a magazine and to soimd it

forth with a flourish of trumpets. The element that gives k stability
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1

is the conscioiisness of work to be done, and of a purpose to be

realized, with a generous exclusion of all personal factors that would
merely indicate patronage or acclaim. Dr. Guilday has apparently

the qualifications for the task he has imdertaken in organizing this

new magazine, and in enlisting in its support others who are com-

petent. There should be also abundant material to keep it afloat.

The Catholic clergy are the ones who have it in their power to fur-

nish both the material and the support, and that means sustaining

the zeal of its projectors and the laborers who have to bear the

burden of making the magazine not only useful but attractive as

well. The first number is a good augury of what we may look for

in the future.

THE GRAVES OF KILMORNA. A Story of '67. By the Very Rev. Oanon

Sheehan, D. B., author of "My New Onrate", etc. Longmans, Green

and Co., New Toik. 1915. Pp. 372.

LONELINESS 7 By Robert Hngh Benson. P. J. Kenedy and Sons, New
York. 1915. Pp. 371.

These two novels share the pathetic distinction of being the last

published works of their authors. Few priests in the history of Eng-

lish letters, and perhaps in the literature of any nation, have accom-

plished so much in the same brief time of their activity as writers.

Within the last dozen years they put forth as many volumes, securing

for them a permanent place on our Catholic library shelves. Of the

two writers, Mgr. Benson was probably the more rapid worker. He
was younger when, at the age of thirty-four, he began to exercise his

newly accepted priestly mission as an apologist of the faith of his

forefathers. Fortunately for his zeal he was not burdened with the

engrossing duties of a large district parish, although his intermittent

missionary work as preacher and lecturer was considerable, and he

kept little margin for free time. Canon Sheehan, on the other hand,

had the responsibilities of an extensive parish which kept him engaged

in pastoral labors continually, allowing only a few hours each day for

writing. But these hours he regarded as recreation.

Both writers had for their distinctive aim to make religion known,

understood and honored among their countrymen ; and the works of

both have more or less of a national stamp. Hence, while moved by

a single supernatural purpose, they stand widely apart in their inmie-

diate aspirations, as well as in the form of their expression. Yet, just

as Mgr. Benson in his Lord of the World could point to Ireland

as the ultimate earthly home of the Catholic Faith, so did Canon

Sheehan point to England as the possessor of certain racial qualities
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of mind which it might be profitable for Irishmen to emulate. These
characteristics indicate the predominant passion for truth on the part

of both men. Mgr. Benson felt that the Catholic faith is an element

of strength for the preservation of a nation's life; whilst Canon
Sheehan realized emphatically that the natural virtues are the sup-

port of faith and a necessary accompaniment of the right exercise of

liberty. To judge their works aright, apart from the attraction of

the setting and style, it is necessary to take into consideration their

special prepossessions. It is so especially in the case of Canon Shee-

han, who suffered from sharp but unjust criticism, particularly in his

first and in his last work. I have said that he wrote to interpret the

aspirations of the Irish people; but he felt that the realization and
consequent appreciation of these ideals depended upon the removal

of certain obstacles which were being held fast by men hardly

aware of their existence, and therefore resenting the charge of being

responsible for them. As for Mgr. Benson, he set out boldly to dis-

play the Catholic truth before the face of Englishmen, who thought

themselves right in protesting against it; and with equal insistence,

though with delicacy, he brought home to those who have the old

inheritance of the faith the futility of escaping the self-denial and
the cross which alone can save the followers of Christ. It was his

constant effort, undisguised, to show his countrymen in the wrong,

and whilst discrediting the efforts of the Reformation to revive the

ideals of pre-Reformation times among his Catholic brethren. Neither

of the two writers was beyond criticism. But their defects rose solely

from the consciousness that the duty of the Catholic author is to in-

struct rather than to please. In the case of Canon Sheehan there was

a negligence of that corrective element which makes for elegance of

form and the perfect balancing of parts in literary expression. He
never revised his manuscripts, and thus allowed repetitions to stand

which a writer scrupulous of detail would have eliminated. Mgr.

Benson, on the other hand, while very deliberate in the expression of

written thought, at times neglects the sequence which prepares the

reader for the conclusions drawn by the author. Intent on demon-

strating the truth of one principle, he fails to give due consideration

to its opposite. This made it necessary for him to reconstruct, or at

times to reverse, his theories, as in the case of The Dawn of All, ex-

pressly written to counterbalance (one can hardly call it a supple-

menting) the effect of his previous work, The Lord of the World.

Whilst the genius of both writers exercised itself upon a great variety

of themes, each had some sphere in which he rose above his own level

of literary excellence. Thus Mgr. Benson's leaning is toward the

historic romantic. He loves the tragic, often gruesome forms, in

which to depict the motives of self-sacrifice as contrasted* with the
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luxurious softness and superficial vanities of society. There is a

gentle cynicism, less mordant, though quite as pitiless as that of

Thackeray, in nearly all his novels.

Loneliness? is somewhat in this vein. It is the story of a gifted

young girl who under the stress of circxmistances is forced to employ
her chief talent to gain a livelihood as an opera-singer. Thus en-

gaged she gradually loses the finer sense of those high ideals which/

were her birthright as a Catholic. Her faith weakens and her affec-

tions spend themselves upon creatures, among whom a lover of gentle

birth takes the central place. Then suddenly she comes to the real-

ization of her idol-worship and its true value. The loss of her voice,

the source of her income and attraction, reveals the weakness of her

lover's attachment. The novel possesses all the author's vivid power
of description, especially where he contrasts the shallow maxims of

the world with the motives inspired by religion. The ** loneliness
"

of the story, which he characterizes by a question, is that bereavement

of earthly comforts which leads to the friendship of God; and that

friendship, while it allows no rival, compensates to the full for the

loss of all other things, and fills the void of the heart as no earthly

possession can do. Those who have read Mgr. Benson's former vol-

ume, None Other Gods, will recognize in this a parallel. The char-

acter play is wholly similar, albeit the figures and the scenery differ.

Of quite another order, iji scope, aim, and treatment, is Canon
Sheehan's last novel. The Graves of Kilmorna. It pictures the rise

and crushing of the Fenian uprising of 1867. The two local heroes,

men of swift impulses, native determination, and noble aspirations,

are defeated, partly through treachery, partly through the lack of

sufficient foresight. They are both earnest men and lovers of their

country. One, James Halpin, is killed in a brief encounter between

his men and the English constabulary ; the other, having been con-

victed of treason against the English government, is sentenced to

hard labor for life in an English prison at Dartmoor. After ten

years of durance vile he is released, returns home, and meets with a

tragic death at the hand of some drunken men who had been roused

to clamor for a Tory candidate at an election, against whom the re-

turned prisoner, Myles Cogan, was peaceably warning his townsmen.

The novel was not quite finished when Canon Sheehan found himself

obliged to cease writing, and this may account for the rather abrupt

ending, which leaves a note of hopelessness. On this account some

critics have thought the story pessimistic in tendency. But as shown

in his earlier books, Canon Sheehan deemed it the greatest service to

his countrymen to point out to them the defective economic and edu-
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cational condition at home that seemed likely to hinder the overcom-
ing of political obstacles. If he had no faith in the optimistic prom-
ises that had for so long delayed a freedom for which his people had
made every sacrifice, it was not that he lacked either confidence in the

better element of Irish patriots or a deep love of his people's best

interests. On the contrary, no man was more anxious to see Ireland

governing herself than Canon Sheehan. This is borne out not merely

by the testimony of his books, but far more by the evidence of that

part of his history which has not yet been written and which reveals

an activity for the welfare of Ireland which surpasses that of many
of its most heralded patriots. So far as his influence reached, he
directed the national spirit of his countrymen, especially by the pro-

posal of educational and economic reforms. He brought about the

independence of all the tenants under his control by urging them to

purchase their lands and by personally negotiating with the landlords

of his district in their behalf. In his own town he introduced electric

lighting, water power, paving of the sidewalks, industrial schools, and
other benefits that placed the municipal council entirely in his debt

as a leader of progress and a public benefactor. What he did

for his parish with its seven schools, its yotmg people's societies and

its homes, where a few years before there had been only discontented

or hopeless tenant farmers, he would have gladly done for every

parish in the land. But the obstacles against which he had to fight

were the misapprehension of the experience that was intended to

warn others. That misapprehension is but a repetition of the old

story from the days of Moses to those of Christ.

Perhaps the best argument against the critics of Canon Sheehan is

to be found in the fact that what he tells us in The Graves of Kil-

moma is not fiction drawn from the past history of Ireland, but facts

of his own personal knowledge. Nearly all the details and several of

the personages of his story are drawn from life and from his early

recollections. The town of Kilmoma is no other than the town of

his birth. Mallow, by the Blackwater; the scenes he describes are

those he witnessed as a young collegian when home on vacation from

St. Coleman's College. The two or three priests he mentions in the

story are drawn from life, and one of them is the young curate in

Devonshire, himself as he was when at Exeter and Pljmaouth during

the early years of his priesthood. Myles Cogan is the hero of his

boyhood, whom he recognizes among the prisoners of Dartmoor;

Agnes, Cogan's sister, who later on becomes a nun, and Mary Carleton

who causes his arrest in order to save him from certain death in the

attack of the Volxmteers—all are persons who have figured in the life

of our author. And so are the wrongs he portrays and the sorrows

that consumed him as he realized that his people were being, misled
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by demagogues into wrong measures, and that the redress they sought

was being frustrated by the fomentings of enemies on the one side

and by the apathy of friends on the other.

Canon Sheehan, like Mgr. Benson, had something of the prophet

and something of the reformer in his nature. And both qualities

are easily misconstrued. If less so in the case of the one than of the

other, it is only because Englishmen lack that finer fibre of sensi-

tiveness which bristles at the slightest touch. If like St. John he

warns his people, and in doing so points out the dangers of an over-

weening confidence in the value of mere applause, he is none the less

a sincere forerunner of the true liberator. Only those who are sel-

fishly blind can fail to see the deep and ardent patriotism, the high-

minded desire to see his nation preserve its faith and virtue, so as to

build upon it the prosperity of a future for Ireland. Indeed, affection

for his race, above family and party, is the chief characteristic of

this. Canon Sheehan's last book, as it was of his first work that gained

him the approval of all unprejudiced minds at home and abroad.

Xiteratie Cbat
The Bishop of Valleyfield, M^. Emard, has issued a pastoral letter to his

clergy, entitled Le Pritre-Soldat. The Bishop is a Frenchman who ardently

loves his native coantry; but that does not prevent him from raising an elo-

quent protest against the maudlin and utterly false sentimentality raised in

many Catholic journals about the heroism of the French priest soldier. He
shows that it would have been much more glorious if many of the French
clergy who have volunteered to serve their country as soldiers in the camp,
had remained at their station to serve the abandoned Catholics of their mis-

sions. He admits that those who have been called by conscription under the

law of an iniquitous government, are indeed to be excused and pitied, and the

Catholic soldier who wishes to have a priest at his side on the battlefield may
be thankful for the opportunity thus afforded him to receive absolution from
a brother soldier. But he bids those enthusiasts who extol the heroism of the

soldier, forgetting the outraged dignity of the priesthood, to be silent and to

remember that, if heroism in the soldier forced to fight against his brother is a
virtue, it is not so in the volunteer priest soldier, who as the representative

of peace, by reason of the bloodshed he faces, incurs under ordinary circum-

stances the censures of the Church. He bids us remember that many of these

priests are taken away from their pastoral offices, from their exercises of devo-

tion, their daily Mass, their Breviary, leaving the Hocks without shepherds, the

tabernacles without guards, the pulpit a dumb protest, and the souls of men
without spiritual consolation.

The Bible and Universal Peace, by George HoUey Gilbert, is a thoughtful

analysis of the Scriptural attitude toward war. The author points out that the

seeming justification and approval by Jahwe, in the Old Law, of warfare can-

not be construed into the maxim that God sanctions the claims of Christian

nations to settle their differences by engaging in mutual combat. Not only has

peace ever been the vision of the prophets of old, but it became the positive

precept through the Messianic fulfillment. The author doubts that the Church
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hu been responsiye to the teaching of Christ in this respect ; but here w« are
confronted with the eternal law of God's tolerance with human perversity and
weakness. (Funk and Wagnalls Co.)

The King, the Kaiser snd Irish Freedom, published by the Devin-Adair
Company, New York, reveals some startling statistics that throw light on Ire-
land's future in the event of either England's or Germany's ascendancy at the
end of the present European war. The author is an American of Irish blood.
His education, partly in German schools, partly under the care of the Brothers
of the Christian Schools, has given him opportunities, it would appear, of be-
coming familiar with the temper and literature of the two chief nations in the
present conflict. As mayor of a large Eastern city he had an insight into the
political methods of national as well as municipal parties, and his book is ap-
parently the result of a conscientious desire to warn Irishmen not to place too
great a trust in the promises regarding the future of their country's independ-
ence, since it is plain that England needs Irishmen, not merely as helpers in
her straits, but as subjects whom she can send to the front when in danger.
The reader must form his own judgment from the evidence presented, since
partisanship runs high in these matters on both sides.

Longmans, Green and Co. (New York) have issued a uniform edition of the
Abb^ Fouard's works. These include two volumes of the Gospel history under
the title of The Christ, the Son of God, one volume entitled St. Peter and the
First Years of Christianity, two volumes dealing with St. Paul's Life, His Mis-
sionary Journeys, his imprisonment at Rome, his Epistles to the Philippians,
Colossians, and Ephesians, and the brief period during which, having regained
his temporary freedom, he journeyed and wrote at short intervals to the
churches and friends who were to perpetuate his apostolic work. The second
volume includes the history of St. James of Jerusalem, of St. Luke and St. Jude,
and a sketch of the intimate companionship which linked the two great world
apostles forever in the Christian mind through their united martyrdom at Rome.
The sixth volume is devoted to St. John and the Close of the Apostolic Age.
It is an engaging summary of the history of the New Testament and the foun-
dations of the Christian Church. As a work of reliable information, furnish-

ing abundant store for Scriptural and catechetical instruction, these six vol-

umes deserve the continuous attention of every cleric. They are printed in ex-

cellent style and the whole set may be had at a reasonable price.

Although we have in English two good commentaries of comparatively re-

cent date by the Jesuit Fathers Joseph Rickaby and Cuthbert Lattey, which
cover the ground of Dr. McRory's more elaborate volume on the Epistles of
St. Paul to the Corinthians (M. H. Gill and Son, Dublin), the latter will be

appreciated as a painstaking study for theological students, the notes of which
are both erudite and abundant. As a text-book it would seem too detailed and
critical for the ordinary theological course, since our students cannot devote

so much time to any single letter of St. Paul if they are to get a fair knowl-

edge of general exegesis within the three or four years of the course. But as a

reference book in a priest's library and for post-graduate study the volume

has all the characteristics of special erudition and completeness.

The translation of the Summa Theologica of St. Thomas by the Fathers of

the English Dominican Province is advancing with relative celerity consider-

ing the magnitude and difficulty of the undertaking. The latest volume, cover-

ing the first forty-eight questions of the pars secvnda, has a special interest for

students of moral theology, seeing that the subjects therein treated have to do

with the fundamentals of that science—the treatise on the last end and, in part,

the treatise on human acts. Needless to say, the translation keeps quite on the

plane of excellence attained in the preceding volumes of the series (Benziger

Bros., New York).
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A propos of this topic, attention may be called to a brochure (of thirty-
seven pages) embodying two articles—reprinted from the Catholic University
Bulletin (Vol. XV, No. 4. and XVI, No. 8)—by Fr. Kennedy, O.P. The
first paper, entitled " The Summa Theologica of St. Thomas," gives the salient
characteristics and divisions of the great work; the second, under the titlt
" Specimen Pages from the Summa," presents some of the aspects and bearings
of St. Thomas's teachings. The booklet will serve admirably as an introduction
to the study of the Summa. Seminarians will profit by it, whilst it might
stimulate the educated laity to avail themselves of the treasures of wisdom and
solid virtue stored up in the English translation referred to above. There are
two schematic synopses—one in Latin, the other in English—which afford a
bird's-eye-view of the entire Summa. (Published by The Rosary Press, Som-
erset, Ohio.)

Had St Thomas lived ia our day he would undoubtedly have been per-
fectly acquainted with the trend of modem philosophical speculation, and
while rejecting its errors he would have assimilated to his own synthesis what-
ever elements of truth he discovered therein. Since, however, we have no
Angelic Doctor with us it is incumbent on his followers to imitate his spirit of
" actuality ", by watching the streams of thought as they flow by, bearing
along their burden of diverse values. A work that fairly takes account of the
various currents of modern philosophy has recently appeared under the title

American Thought: from Puritanism to Pragmatism by Woodbridge Riley.

The author is professor of philosophy in Vassar College, and may be known to

some of our readers through a former volume entitled American Philosophy:
the Early Schools. The recent work condenses the matter of the latter volume
and " continues the development of national thought until it emerges trium-
phantly in pragmatism—a typical American philosophy" (p. 5).

Whether pragmatism may be truly designated a " triumph " or a defeat,

and whether or not pragmatism may be justly characterized as a -philosophy at

all, are questions which need not be here discussed. While there are some
things in the book upon which reviewer and author must differ, and while the

work contains some unfortunate omissions—defects that will be T>ointed out

on another occasion—the book may be strongly recommended, especially to pro-

fessors and students of philosophy, for its succinct and very readable acconat

of American thought.

Professor Riley dedicates his book to " his first teacher in philosophy, George
Trumbull Ladd ". In the body of the volume the pupil gives an account of

the master's teaching, an account, by the way, which flatters neither the one

nor the other. However, more of this anon.

I

Professor Ladd's book on What Can 1 Know?, a review of which appeared

in a preceding issue (December, 1914), hat recently been followed by another

Tolnme from the same untiring pen under the title What Ought I to Dot As
the sub-title indicates, it is " an inquiry into the nature and kinds of virtue

and into the sanctions, aims and values of the moral life". A review of the

book must be deferred to a future number. Suffice it now to say that, though

one may differ from the author on certain points, one cannot but be im-

pressed by the power of the work as a whole, by the sincerity it reflects, and

by the pervading charm of its style (Longmass, Green & Co., New York).

Another work of philosophical moment that must be left for a future num-
ber is Professor Baldwin's Genetic Theory of Reality. Though an independent

treatise, it is meant to be the completing volume of a large work, two volumes

of which were described in this RiviKW some few years ago. A third volume

which appeared in the meantime bearing the title Interest and Art: Genetic

Epistemology, did not reach us. In this latest volume, which might be called

the fourth of the series. Professor Baldwin reaches the final conclusion of
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Genetic Logic—" Pancalism "—a theory that the Absolute, the fundamental
Reality, is the Beautiful, and this Reality is attained by or in immediate
contemplation, a state of consciousness which both in the individual and the
race is gained through stages ascending from the prelogical to the logical and
finally to the intuitional". The reviewer, while recognizing the truth of Pro-
fessor Baldwin's conclusion that the Absolute is the Beautiful (plainly a very
old conclusion, since it was familiar to St. Augustine), nevertheless differs
widely from the author as to the path by which the human mind reaches that
reality. But of this again. (Putnam's Sons, New York.)

It would be a great satisfaction if one might classify a recent book entitled
Is Death the End?, by John Haynes Holmes, amongst works possessing a
philosophical interest. The supreme importance of the subject, the immor-
tality of the soul, as well as the position of the author, as " Minister of the
Church of the Messiah, New York ", would of themselves contribute to
such satisfaction. Unfortunately, the work superabounds in statements that
contradict anything like sane philosophy, inasmuch as they violate at once
logic, psychology, and ontology. The naif manner in which Mr. Holmes ac-
cepts the utterly gratuitous assertions of sciolists, who by an abuse of language
are called scientists, would be amusing were it not so serious and so abso-
lutely destructive of the thesis which the book is meant to defend. That this

judgment is not too severe will be patent from the following quotations :
" It

is a well known fact, of course, that science [jjV], in the pursuit of its inves-
tigations during the last fifty or more years, has been able to trace the de-
velopment of the physical organism from the lowest unicellular creatures, in
the oozy slime of the primitive world upon the one hand, to the complicated
mechanism of the human body upon the other" (p. 35). Needless to say,
" science " has done nothing approaching to this wonderful feat of " tracing ".

The author continues :
" It may, perhaps, be equally well known that a de-

velopment of the mind, as distinguished from the physical brain, has been
similarly traced [by "science", of course?]." Then, after a brief conjec-
tural sketch of the asserted development, the author proceeds to affirm :

" It is

for reasons such as these, that the soul must be regarded not as a separate spir-

itual entity having an origin apart from the body, and existing independent
of the body, but as one of the numerous specific functions of the body, and
consequently dependent directly upon the physical processes of the body " (p.

36). Countless passages of this kind might be quoted from these pages, aJl

pointing to the hopeless, because illogical, attempt to deduce the immortality

of the soul from materialistic premises. The author, it need hardly be said, is

unaware of the lack of sequence in his thought and very probably the senti-

mentality and the rhetoric will persuade some readers, even though the argu-

mentation fail to convince. (Putnam's Sons, New York.)

On hearing of Frederick William Faber's entrance into the Catholic Church,

Wordsworth is reported to have said that " Rome had gained a convert, and
England had lost a poet ". The latter half of the epigram registers a prophecy

contradicted by the event—at least if the word poet be taken in the larger

sense of the term. Modifjring the aphorism somewhat, one might say that when
the late Mgr. Benson after his conversion devoted his wonderful creative power

to prose writing, the English language lost a great poet in the stricter sense

of the term, however much the English-reading world profited by the literary

loss. No reader of Mgr. Benson's novels can fail to see the poet writing prose.

The various plays which the same gifted pen threw off apparently in the hours

intervening between the building of his larger productions show no mean
dramatic power. The slender volume of verses which he allowed to be pub-

lished for the cause of charity, contains vestiges sufficiently obvious to prove

that, had Mgr. Benson elected to write in verse rather than prose, he might

have taken a place among the truly great poets. Frequently indeed his lines

are faulty, but for that matter even his prose is not always true to the con-

ventionalities of bookish English. In both cases, however, the flaws are due
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to haste and to some perhaps nnjustifiable disregard for those same conven-
tionalities. His poems, originally unintended for the public eye, are the mak-
ing audible to his own reflective ear the inner language of his soul as it com-
muned with God and the things of God. They belong to the vie intime. One
notices everywhere in them that piercing, subtle insight into the workings of
the inner life, and that marvelous power of just, truthful portrayal of what
his reflective eye discerned, which was one of the most characteristic traits of
his other writings. One is tempted to quote instances of this; but the reader
will find them for himself in the neat booklet : Poems by Robert Hugh Benson.
(Kenedy & Sons, New York.)

Sweet-Scented Leaves is the title story of a collection of tales of conduct
and character from the vivid and graceful pen of Mrs. Armel O'Connor
(Violet Bullock Webster). They are reprinted from various periodicals, and
for their literary form, their sound sentiment, and sane tendency are well worth
preserving in their present unified form. (B. Herder, St Louis.)

The latter two of the qualities just mentioned as justifying the preservation

of these stories apply likewise to a collection of Poems by the same gifted

author. The first, however, of the triplet—literary form—is not so much "a

evidence. The rhythmical mechanism does not always run smoothly. Here
and there it creaks a bit. Still in face of the opening verses " To My Critic

"

it must seem hard-hearted to make so rude a comment (B. Herder, St Louis.)

The special edition, referred to elsewhere in this number, of The Life and
Writings of Saint Columban, the great Irish missionary, is now ready.
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THE P&IEST IS THE AnSTBO-HUKQABIAH ABKT.

< ^ T ET other nations go to war ; thou, happy Austria,

L-/ marry !
" This well-known saying owes its origin to

the fact that the House of Hapsburg has, in the long run of

centuries, accumulated the vast possessions now forming the

Dual Monarchy of Austria-Hungary, not so much by the

clamor of arms, as by the skill of diplomats, who successfully

negotiated the most brilliant family alliances.

Times have changed. To-day we see the Dual Monarchy
engaged in a war the like of which has not been recorded in

history. The loss of life in this gigantic struggle is appalling,

and many soldiers of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy have

already sealed with blood the oath of allegiance to their Em-
peror and King. Quite naturally therefore the question

arises: " How does Austria-Hungary provide for the spiritual

needs of her valiant soldiers?" The answer to this question

is based on the imperial ordinance of 25 August, 191 3, by
which the status of the military clergy (Militargeistlichkeit)

was sytematized, and also upon the official reports of the

present army b«shop, Mgr. Emmerich Bjelik.^

In Peace.

In times of peace the corps of Army Chaplains comprises

144 clergymen of the Roman Catholic and fifteen of the Greek

Catholic Church. (The status of the non-Catholic chaplains

is as follows: fifteen belong to the Greek Church, twelve to

^ The writer is indebted to the Right Rev. Dr. Gieswein (Budapest) for

very valaaUe information on the snbject
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the Lutheran, and five to the Israelitic denomination). The
ecclesiastical superior of these chaplains is the Apostolische

Feldvikar (Army Bishop) who has the military rank of a

Feldmarschalleutnant (Lieutenant General). His assistants

are the Feldkonsistorialdirektor, with the rank of a Major
General, the Feldkonsistorialrat, with the rank of a Colonel,

and three Feldkonsistorialsekretare, who have the rank of

Lieutenant Colonel, Major, and Captain, respectively. The?e
form, as it were, the episcopal curia.

To every army corps is attached a Feldsuperior (there are

sixteen at present), who might be compared to a dean or

archpriest. Eight of these have the rank of colonel and the

others that of lieutenant-colonel. Dependent on these Feld-

superioren are seventeen Feldoberkuraten and eighty-nine

Feldkuraten engaged in pastoral work, either as assistants to

the Feldsuperior, or as chaplains in garrisons and military

hospitals. A chaplain is also attached to every military school

as a militargeistlicher Professor, and to every military acad-

emy, as a Militarakademiepfarrer. The Militarakadamie-

pfarrer has the same military rank as the Feldsuperior (Col-

onel or Lieutenant-Colonel), while the Feldoberkuraten and
Professoren (first class) rank as majors, the Feldkuraten and
Professoren (second class) have the rank of captain.

Dependent on the Army Bishop are also the Navy Chap-

lains, i. e., the Marinesuperior (with the same rank as the

Feldsuperior), two Marinepfarrer and nine Marinekuraten.

The army chaplains wear the cassock—or as informal uni-

form the so-called soutanelle—with the distinctive marks of

their military rank, and the military cap.

The special duties of the military chaplains are defined in

the regulations. Religious services must be held for the sol-

diers on all Sundays and holidays. During Lent a special

course of Lenten sermons is prescribed and the soldiers must

be prepared for the fulfilment of their Easter duties. The
chaplains are also obliged to instruct the recruits on the duties

of their state, to make regular visits to the military hospitals

and prisons, where special services must be held and regular

religious instructions given. The duty of providing religious

instructions for the children of military persons is also incum-

bent on the chaplains. •
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Since only the larger garrisons have resident chaplains, the

smaller ones are visited from time to time by the army chap-

lains, who on such occasions hold special religious services for

the soldiers. Otherwise the spiritual needs of the soldiers are

looked after by the local clergy.

Although German is the official language (Kommando-
sprache) in the Austro-Hungarian Army—with the exception

of the Hungarian Honved Army (Militia)—the great number
of languages spoken within the boundaries of the Austro-

Hungarian Monarchy obliges the army chaplains to become

veritable linguists, some of them having to preach in four or

five different languages.

Like the ordinary parish priests in Austria-Hungary, the

military chaplains are also charged with the Matrikenfiihrung,

i. e. the keeping of official records of the status of all persons

entrusted to their care.

In War.

At the moment of mobilization, besides the regular army
chaplains, a number of reserve chaplains and other able-bodied

priests who are, as in the German army, exempt from active

military service, are called into field service. They are at-

tached to the army corps, field hospitals, military barracks at

important railroad centres, and homes for convalescent sol-

diers. Up to this date, sixteen hundred priests have been

called into service. Thus we find the chaplain in the trenches

as well as behind the firing line, ever ready to administer to

those who are entrusted to his care ; his words of cheer fill the

hearts of the soldiers with trust in the Providence of the

Heavenly Father; the Holy Sacraments that he administers

bring peace and consolation to the wounded fighters, and his

prayers soften the horrors of that last great struggle, when
the shadows of death descend on the stricken heroes.

The so-called field chapel, which is easily carried about, and
contains all the requisites for the celebration of Holy Mass,

enables the chaplain to hold divine services anywhere, even in

the trenches. All the requisites for the administration of the

Last Sacraments are contained in a bourse which belongrs to

the outfit of every chaplain.
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The war that has been fiercely waging during the last nine

months, has put to a severe test the institute of Catholic chap-

lains in the Austro-Hungarian army. That the chaplains have

come up to the highest expectations is not saying too much.

We need but read the letters sent home by the soldiers at the

front, in order to convince ourselves of the heroic manner in

which the chaplains fulfil the duties of their holy office. The
chaplain shares with the soldiers all the dangers of their lives

at the front. Their fate is his. " On 13 August," a soldier

writes to his pastor, " our Feldkurat was hit by a bullet; dying

he fell over my feet." As far as I know two more have been

killed, and many have been wounded while attending to their

sacred mission : quite a number have been made prisoners by
the enemy.

More than sixty army chaplains have been decorated by the

Emperor for their gallant behavior in face of the enemy, and
when some weeks ago the army bishop was awarded a high

decoration,^ the Emperor emphasized the fact that by this he

intended to honor all the members of the army and navy

clergy, " who fulfil their arduous duties in a most exemplary

manner."

A most consoling document is also the report published some

weeks ago by the army bishop after he returned from a tour of

inspection.* He says in part : The tour of inspection gave me
an opportunity to observe the work done by the army chap-

lains at the front as well as in the field hospitals and other

sanitary establishments, and I must say to their credit, that

they discharge the functions of their office in a most self-sac-

rificing manner, and with a death-defying courage. One day

I received the report of a chaplain who had been in the

trenches for thirteen days ; another one appeared in a most in-

credible uniform which he had received piece by piece from

officers and soldiers, since his own had been entirely worn out.

I found a priest in every military infirmary, and everywhere I

heard the praises of the chaplain sung for his unflinching de-

votion to his duty ; especially in the cholera barracks the chap-

lains perform their duties day and night in a fearless and

* Das Goldene geistliche Verdienstkreuz am weiss-roten Bande.

' Meine Wahmehmungen am Kriegsschauplatze. Von Feldbischof Em-
merich Bjelik.
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brave manner. One of these reported that none of his patients

had died without having received the Sacraments. The im-

mense battle-front that is engaged in this terrific war makes
it of course impossible to have a priest at the side of every

soldier; but we must not forget that many soldiers are not

so badly in need of the priest, since they had received the Holy
Sacraments before going to the front. Our brave soldiers are,

as a rule, God-fearing men, but even those who had forgotten

their prayers have learned to pray again on the battlefield. I

found the wounded and sick soldiers whom I endeavored to

console and encourage, possessed of unbounded trust in God's

Providence and imbued with genuine piety. "I have confessed

already; my conscience is free from the burden of sin," was

the answer I received from many soldiers when I inquired

about the reception of the Holy Sacraments. Of course, in

order to meet all demands it would be necessary that every

army chaplain have a knowledge of all the languages spoken

in the monarchy, and that the vacancies which are constantly

being caused by death, sickness, and capture of chaplains, be

filled at once. These losses are growing larger from day to

day, but I am glad to note that the number of priests eager to

fill the vacancies is equal tp the demand.
" War is hell !

" These words of General Sherman are more
than ever recalled by the present European conflict. But if

anything is able to soothe the anguish of our hearts caused by

this terrific struggle, it is the loving care of our Holy Mother,

the Church, that accompanies her children even into the din of

battle, and brings consolation and aid especially at that most

important moment, when the last grateful look of the dying

soldier falls on the army chaplain.

J. M. Toll.

Boston, Mass.

THE BUTHENIAN QUESTION AGAIN.

IN the January number of the Review appeared some sug-

gestions toward a solution of the vexed Ruthenian ques-

tion in the United States and Canada. A decree of the Sacred

Congregation has already established a status for Canada, that

indicates the formation, throughout the Dominion, of a dis-
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tinct national Church of the Ruthenian rite. The writer in

the January number attempted to point out the disadvantages

of setting up a national rite in a country where there are

ample opportunities of unifying the different rites among the

immigrants and their descendants. It seems unwise that the

differences of the Old World should be perpetuated in the

New. However, since the article appeared, the Holy See has

published a new decree which concerns the Ruthenians in the

United States. The change which this new decree effects is

in the same direction as the Canadian legislation, but with this

difference, that it is provisional, and lasts only for ten years.

At the outset it is to be noted that this legislation, regard-

ing the Ruthenian Catholics in the United States, is issued by
the S. Congregation of the Propaganda. This fact appears to

indicate that it is of an exceptional character, since Pius X
had, in 1908, taken the United States out of the jurisdiction of

the Propaganda. The ordinary ecclesiastical affairs apper-

taining to the United States are transacted through the regu-

lar Congregations which regulate the discipline of non-mis-

sionary countries. The Ruthenian matter is regulated by the

Propaganda.

In the article in the January number it was also pointed out

that the term " Ruthenian rite " is a misnomer, since it gives

an erroneous impression of what is in reality a Byzantine rite

using the old Slavonic language. It will be noted that the

Roman decree recently issued for the United States speaks no

longer of a Ruthenian but of a " Graeco-Ruthenian " rite.

Even that is not quite correct, seeing that it is neither Greek

nor Ruthenian.

The four chapters of the document contain thirty-four ar-

ticles. These treat successively of the functions of the bishop,

those of the clergy, and the duties and privileges of the faith-

ful ; whilst the last chapter is devoted to the question of inter-

marriage.

Article III defines the chief duties of the bishop. The
latter is to watch over the observance of the rites and cere-

monies, to secure uniformity in the matter of public worship,

and to safeguard the discipline of the Graeco-Ruthenian

Church. This legislation is very plain
;
yet it is not unlikely

to create difficulties, not by what the decree states, but rather
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by what it does not state. I have already pointed out that the

decree emphasizes the exceptional position of the Graeco-

Ruthenian Church in the United States. Nowhere do we find

an instance of the Holy See insisting upon the observance of a

particular discipline of one church of Latin rite by another

church of the Latin rite. The Diocese of Quebec, for example,

was never ordered to follow exactly the practice of the Dio-

cese of Rouen, nor was Buenos Ayres ever told that it must

observe the discipline of Toledo. Each was considered as the

daughter of a common mother, not as a dependency of some
other national church. But in the present case of the Ruth-

enian immigrants in the United States we have, so to speak, a

portion of Europe transplanted into the United States with

the special injunction that the discipline of the Graeco-Ruth-

enian Church is to be observed exactly. We may ask, does

this discipline permit the Ruthenian clergy in the United

States to marry? Pius X in a Bull addressed to the Ruth-

enian clergy in the United States has prohibited their mar-

riage. The exact observance of the Graeco-Ruthenian disci-

pline, on the other hand, would intimate the contrary; and

indeed the prohibition of Pius X is nowhere reiterated or im-

plied in the new document.

Article X expresses the hope that the Graeco-Ruthenian

Church may increase, spread, and fulfil its mission toward the

Graeco-Ruthenians in the United States (" ut Ecclesia Graeco-

Ruthena in Statibus Foederatis laudabiliter crescere, dilatari

ac providentialem missionem suam adimplere possit"). This

can hardly mean that the Ruthenian Church in America is

expected to make converts from people of other races and lan-

guages. If an American or a Swede or a Chinese, settled in

the States, becomes a Catholic through the grace of God, he

will not become a Greek-Ruthenian, for that implies a national

change which is not authorized any more than that of mak-
ing him a Frenchman or a Gennan in the territory of the

United States. The very name Graeco-Ruthenian seems to

indicate that the Church bearing this name is only for those

who are of Ruthenian origin. The membership must there-

fore be computed upon a purely national basis. But such a

church can scarcely hope to win converts. The Graeco-Ruth-

enian Church, bearing the stamp of political limitation in its
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very name, can therefore, apart from immigration, gain its

increase only by births in excess over deaths.

Article XVIII leads to the conclusion directly that " the

Graeco-Ruthenian bishop shall exercise his jurisdiction over

the Graeco-Ruthenian clergy and laity only ". But then it

goes further, and empowers him to delegate his authority to

the Latin priest in cases where there is no Ruthenian mission

in the place ("aliquo in loco"). Here again we are led to

ask: Are we to understand by " place " {loco) a city, borough,

county, or state? According to the Catholic Directory for

1 9 14 there is one Ruthenian mission in the entire State of

Missouri. Can we say that the Graeco-Ruthenian Church is

organized there? Even if you take the "State" as limit,

there appears some inconsistency. Thus, for example, Jersey

City is quite distinct from New York; it belong^s in fact to a

different State, yet one need only cross a river to get there

from New York. In a city like Chicago one may have more
difficulty in reaching a Ruthenian settlement within the city

limits than is the case in some State territories. The " in

loco " is therefore quite indefinite when speaking of places in

the United States.

Article XIX makes it obligatory on the Ruthenian faithful

to attend their own church where there is one. It allows them
however to worship in Latin churches in districts (" regioni-

bus") where there is no Ruthenian church. By the word
" regio " one might understand county or State rather than

town or place.

Articles XX to XXVII deal with the administration of the

Sacraments. The faithful of the Graeco-Ruthenian rite are

permitted to receive the Sacraments at the hands of the Latin

clergy. It is however stated four distinct times that this does

not imply a change of rite. Article XXI expressly forbids

Latin priests to induce Graeco-Rutheniaris to change their rite.

It was explained in my former article that the wish of indi-

vidual Ruthenians to adopt the Latin rite is hardly ever the

result of an attempt on the part of Latin priests to persuade or

induce them to do so. It is much more frequently a spontan-

eous desire arising from the conditions of environment. When
the Ruthenian, like other immigrants, learns to adopt the cus-

toms and language of the people around him who happen to
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be Americans, he is apt to feel a desire to conform to their

practices also in religion, so long as he is assured that these

practices are approved by the Church. This is more especially

the case when there is question of certain customs which, how-
ever venerable, do not commend themselves to the people

among whom he lives. I take merely such practices as, for

example, the giving of Holy Communion under both kinds,,

when fifty or a hundred persons receive the Holy Sacrament

from the same spoon. Reasons of taste may induce the Amer-
ican-born children of Ruthenians to desire to conform to the

Latin rite; and the prohibition to persuade them will not

eliminate such desires. The fact that the Latin churches are

always in reach, being far more numerous, and that the Latin

clergy are more easily accessible, will always be powerful in-

ducements to become members of the Latin Church, especially

among the younger generation that has adopted the manners

and habits of the American people around them.

There is another important phase with regard to the pro-

hibition forbidding Ruthenian Catholics to adopt the Latin'

rite. There are not at present very many Ruthenian priests

in the United States. The Catholic Directory for 1914 g^ves

the whole number as 154. It is true the bishop is emfK)wered'

by the Holy See to bring priests from Galicia and northern

Hungary if there be need. Just now, however, the two coun-

tries are suffering heavily from the effects of the war. The
Russians are particularly severe on the Uniate clergy of Greek

rite. They have arrested and transported to Siberia many
Galician priests. Whatever may be the outcome of the war,

Galicia will have many wounds to heal before it can think of

religious expansion. Northern Hungary too has had much
to endure. Its Ruthenian dioceses had a shortage of priests

even before the war, and so they can hardly offer much hope

for supplying the New World. Owing to this limited num-
ber, the Ruthenian priests active in the United States will

have reason to leave a good part of the work for the scattered

Ruthenian population to be done by the Latin clergy. These

will have to minister to them, since the decree allows the

Ruthenian people to attend Mass at Latin churches, to con-

fess to Latin priests, and to send their children to Latin

schools and colleges. Since this does not imply a change of

II
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rite, the Ruthenian clergy will retain their jurisdiction over

their people without in many cases being obliged to provide

for them spiritually. It stamps them as a privileged class,

which, however zealous they naturally may be, opens to them
the opportunities and temptations to leave much of the work
to be done by their brethren of the Latin Church. This is

surely a danger, all the more since under present conditions

it appears to enjoy the protection of the Holy See.

Moreover, as already intimated, the Ruthenian immigrants

are confronted with new conditions in their new country which
in time must render their position anomalous, if they cling to

the old rite. That rite represents a national church, since the

boundaries of religion and nationality were the same for

them at home. Now that they dwell in a new country, they

find themselves out of harmony with their surroundings in

language and in habits. Their children will inevitably adapt

themselves to the new conditions, in proportion as they become

accustomed to the language of the country, which is also the

language of legislation, industry, commerce, and every-day

life. If the aim of the new decree is to perpetuate the old

allegiance in this new country, the outcome will be not the

old national compound of their forefathers, but a compound
which lacks the essential elements of either nationality. The
case occurs even in the old country, though on a smaller scale

and with less disastrous results. Members of the Graeco-

Ruthenian and of the Graeco-Roumanian Church occasionally

leave their original home and settle among the Hungarians.

Gradually they become assimilated, and as a result they dis-

like being looked upon as belonging to a foreign church.

Under these circumstances it has happened repeatedly that

they have made efforts to be incorporated with the church of

the locality where they lived. They were invariably refused

permission, because the regulations of Propaganda seemed to

be against such amalgamation. The only thing in which they

succeeded was to get a bishop of their own, which raised their

status in a manner to the level of their fellow-citizens around

them. Accordingly, in 191 2, the Greek See Hajdu Dorog

was established for the Hungarian-speaking Uniates. Yet

they are by no means satisfied. Why ? Because they were not

allowed to use in the service the Hungarian language which
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they knew; nor were they permitted to keep the old Slavonic

or modern Roumanian with which their fathers had been

familiar. The language used in their liturgy was the old

Greek. This rather emphasized the inequality of their ec-

clesiastical status compared with the churches around them.

Incidentally they were also held to the observance of an ob-

solete calendar, were obliged to observe many feasts and fast

days not in use among their compatriots, and a lengthy liturgfy

wholly out of harmony with the practices of the Hungarian

people, who were of the Latin rite and with whom they came
into constant contact.

It may be said in answer to these difficulties that the Holy

See was no doubt aware of these drawbacks when it made the

restrictive laws. Evidently therefore these laws were made
for a good reason. Undoubtedly ; but it must be remembered

that when Leo XIII issued the stringent rules referred to,

forbidding the change of rite, or any attempt on the part of

the Latin clergy to bring it about by persuasion, the PontiflF

had in view the schismatical Balkan States, Russia, and chiefly

the historic Orient in Asia Minor. He was well aware of the

tendency of the Orientals to suspect the Roman Church of a

desire to rob them of their ancient prerogatives as represented

in the peculiar rites of the Eastern Church. They constantly

alleged as a reason for their refusal to accept the Union with

the Latin Church that, once united, they would soon be de-

prived of their ancient and venerable traditions and rites,

which they traced to the Apostles. " You wish us to be united

to the Roman Pontiff," they said, " but once we acknowledge

his primacy, we will soon be turned into Latins." Leo XIII

desired to give a proof of the contrary, and hence emphasized

the respect which he as Supreme Pontiff felt for the ob-

servance of the ancient liturgies and usages. He therefore

absolutely forbade any attempt on the part of the Latin clergfy

to interfere with these traditions.

Yet in all these cases the regulations were based on the well

founded assumption that the Orientals were jealous of their

ancient rites and desired tenaciously to cling to them. In the

case of the Ruthenian emigrants referred to, either in Hun-
gary or in America, the conditions are wholly different. These

people, by the very force of circumstances, are apt to desire

L
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in the course of time to change their abnormal position, and
to be associated in the same worship and religious privileges

with their fellow-citizens, especially as the latter cannot easily

understand the difference of rites, lor they have never been
accustomed to the distinction. " Why cannot I," asks the

young Ruthenian, " adopt the Latin worship to which I at-

tend every Sunday, and which is the only one in which our

children receive instruction from the Latin priest and in our

parish schools?" The answer is, " Because you are attached

to your ancient rites." Everybody can see the inconsistency

of the position. We cissume what is to be proved, and thus

perpetuate a condition by law which is contrary to nature and
circumstances. Of course in Hungary, as in most of the Con-

tinental States of Europe, the change of religion or of rite is a

matter in which the civil authorities also claim to have a right

to inquire, or to interfere. Under these circumstances it has

sometimes happened that Ruthenian Catholics in Hungary,

who for one reason or other wanted to be amalgamated with

the Latin people, had recourse to ill-advised methods. They
were told that they might accomplish their purpose if for a

time at least they renounced their allegiance to the Catholic

Church. Thus they became ostensibly Protestants and were

registered as such under the law. Then following their con-

sciences they applied for admission to the Latin Catholic

Church. The method worked sometimes, and where it did not,

it wholly destroyed the faith of those who adopted it. But it is

needless to say that it was quite unworthy of the Catholic

position. As the people, however, were for the most part sin-

cere in their wish to remain Catholics, and as they showed a

determination to be Latrn Catholics rather than return to

their former rite, the Latin clergy as a rule had to receive

them, for there was no actual legal impediment. However

much we may blame the advisers in such cases, the fact re-

mains that the temptation is directly offered by the present

status of the Ruthenians to those among them who wish to

join the Latin rite for good and legitimate reasons. They

certainly suffer serious inconvenience from the fact that they

are placed in an abnormal position which stamps them per-

petually as foreigners, a fact which their children, if not they

themselves, are apt to resent. No doubt there is less -danger
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of such methods being adopted in the United States or Can-

ada, because the civil authorities there do not interfere in

religious matters. Nevertheless it is a condition which sug-

gests various shifts to people who want to improve their con-

dition, and who are apt to find ways and means to evade the

law, unless they prefer to renounce their allegiance to the

Catholic faith entirely.

The foregoing considerations are respectfully placed before

the American Hierarchy. The Catholic Church in the United

States can gain nothing by perpetuating foreign elements,

which, however religious in principle, are none the less also

distinctly national in reality. It implies no disrespect to the

Holy Se2 to make representations in behalf of the liberty of

the Ruthenian Catholics, so that the latter may adopt, if they

please, the Latin rite. It means simply that the Ea semper *

be maintained for the Ruthenian people, allowing the children

to be baptized and reared in the profession of the Latin rite.

FORANEUS.

A SEBMON RE-WBITTEN.

ON the Feast of St. Thomas the Apostle, 21 December,

1856, Newman prearhed his sermon on " Dispositions

for Faith " in the church of the Catholic University of Ireland.

The sermon was published the following year as No. 5 in the

series of Sermons Preached on Various Occasions. An ap-

pended footnote said :
" This is No. 2 of the author's Parochial

Sermons, Vol. II, rewritten." No. 2 of the Parochial Sermons,

Vol. II, is entitled, "Faith Without Sight"; it also was

preached on St. Thomas's day, but it was preached more than

twenty years before the Dublin sermon, while the preacher

was yet an Anglican, rector of St. Mary's, Oxford.

To read the two sermons in chronological order is in a sense

to reread the story of the Apologia. The very change of title

is significant. " Faith Without Sight " reminds us of the con-

fession subsequently made in the Apologia; " though light was

vouchsafed to me in my darkness, yet a darkness it emphati-

^ Litt. Apost Ea semper, 14 Jane, 1907, art XXII :
" Laici ratheni qui

verom et stabile domiciliam in Civitatibns Foed. constitaerint, transire possnnt

ad ritam Latinam."
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cally was ;
" still the Oxford preacher bravely meets the chal-

lenge of Rationalism, and gives a reason for the faith that is

in him. The Dublin preacher, however, looks back upon the

period of struggle and of doubt, and sees that the good-will,

the fidelity to conscience, the loyalty to truth, the humble seek-

ing after God, which, for a time, seemed to justify him in re-

garding the Anglican Church as his lasting home, were, in the

providence of God, the " Dispositions for Faith " that were to

lead him to the Catholic Church.

In both sermons we find the same profound reverence for

the voice of conscience as the voice of God, the same attitude

toward religion as a practical and personal concern of supreme

import. In both we find the same intimate, personal note,

which was never absent from anything which Newman wrote

on the subject of Faith ; and thus we find in life and action the

abstract principles of theology and the dry bones of religious

science are clothed with a living charm and beauty. In the

Oxford sermon this personal note hcis a more poignant and

intimate appeal, even though the tone is subdued, as befits the

treatment of a solemn theme. Read in the light of subsequent

events, it seems to show the spectacle of a great and chosen

soul, struggling amid the shadows and the phantoms of the

encircling gloom, with nervous anxiety and painful longing

for the sunlight and the blessed vision of peace. His hearers

in St. Mary's could not perceive the almost prophetic imi>ort

of the following words:

What the Apostle said about Abraham is a description of all true

faith; it goes out not knowing whither it goes. It does not crave

or bargain to see the end of the journey; it does not argue, with

St. Thomas in the days of his ignorance, " We know not whither and

how can we know the way?" It is persuaded that it has quite enough

light to walk by, far more than sinful man has a right to expect,

if it sees one step in advance; and it leaves all knowledge of the

country over which it is journeying, to Him who calls it on.*

When leaving Littlemore for the last time Newman felt as

if he were going out upon the open sea, for in parting from all

the old cissociations which had grown so dear to him, he was

making the most sublime and heroic of all his " Ventures of

1 Faith Without Sight, p. aa.
•
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Faith ". On the other hand, his conversion to the Catholic

Church also seemed to him to be a coming into port after a

storm. These ideas appear again in the imperishable verses

written at sea on i6 June, 1833, which were significantly en-

titled " The Pillar of the Cloud ", but which the world knows
better from its first line, " Lead, kindly light! Lead thou me
on !

"

Keep thou my feet ; I do not ask to see

The distant scene—one step enough for me.

The faulty state of mind of St. Thomas was the occasion,

or the ostensible theme of the two sermons ; the two accounts of

it seem to be combined in the second verse

:

I was not ever thus, nor prayed that thoo
Shouldst lead me on.

I loved to choose and see my path ; but now
Lead thou me on

!

I loved the garish day, and spite of fears

Pride ruled my will ; remember not past years.

According to the Oxford sermon, St. Thomas " seems to-

have required some sensible insight into the unseen state, some

infallible sign from heaven, a ladder of angels like Jacob's,

which would remove anxiety by showing him the end of the

journey at the time he set out. Some such secret craving after

certainty beset him." ' According to the Dublin sermon,* " his

fault lay in thinking that he had a right to be fastidious, and

to pick and choose by what arguments he would be convinced,

instead of asking himself whether he had not enough to con-

vince him already; just as if, forsooth, it were a great matter

to his Lord that he should believe, and no matter at all to him-

self ".

Our Divine Lord said to St. Thomas :
" Because thou hast

seen Me, Thomas, thou hast believed ; blessed are they that

have not seen and have believed." * The Oxford sermon is an

attempt to vindicate the blessedness of a mind that believes

readily. It is a defence of the " pia credulitas ", which does

not mean " pious credulity ", but a loyal readiness to seek for

and to obey the voice of God, the legitimate " will to believe ",

* Faith Without Sight, p. 15.

* Dispositions for Faith, p. 73.

* St John 30 : 37-39.

/
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which has exercised thinkers of such different viewpoints as

Wilfrid Ward and the late Professor James. Newman's
brother, Francis, in his unpleasant, though, perhaps, uncon-

scious, caricature of the Apologia, which he called " Phases of

Faith ", raises the question whether reason or conscience is the

legitimate guide of life. This question is discussed in the Ox-
ford sermon. Cold impartial reason, applied by a man to

whom religion is not a personal, practical matter, may lead to

scepticism; but conscience leads to faith. It is not necessary

to assume that Newman, in putting the matter in this way, was
influenced by the fcdse theories of the nature of conscience

which are identified with the names of Butler, Shaftesbury,

Brown, etc. Reason, as contrasted with conscience, ignores the

practical arid personal interest of ethical and religious prob-

lems, has lost or has suppressed the stimulus of the emotional

appeal to enlightened self-interest, which arises from the con-

sideration of that practical personal aspect, and therefore is

liable to lose itself in doubts and theories, when it ought to be

busy about the details of conduct. This paralysis of moral

scepticism is apt to seize upon those who find it no effort to use

their intellect upon ethical and religious problems, as if it were

some external instrument which could not be swayed." For
indifference here is the same thing as hostility. " He that is

'not with Me is against Me." The negative unbeliever who is

not in earnest, who does not do what in him lies to gain the

knowledge of the truth, is in great danger of turning out an

aggressive enemy of religion.

Mr. Wilfrid Ward tells us that his father, William George

Ward, found religious as well as ethical significance and value

in the aphorisms of Carlyle :
" Do the duty that lies next thy

hand ; the doing of it will make plain to thee the next duty to

be done;" and: "Wise guidance in return for loving obe-

dience is the prime need of man." Newman applies these

principles in such a way as to throw some light on our theo-

logical teaching regarding the " Initium Fidei ", and to give

concrete illustration of the maxim of the schools, " Facienti

<[uod in se est Deus non denegat gratiam." " To him who
does what in him lies God does not refuse grace."

" Faith Withoat Sight, p. 20. •
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To all men God grants grace sufficient for their eternal sal-

vation. All men are called upon to resist temptation, to avoid

mortal sin. But this burden is too heavy for a will weakened
by the fatal inheritance of original sin. God comes to the

assistance of the weak will of man and helps him to do his

duty. Now faith is the first grace ; that is, before the grace of

the call to the Faith, man does not receive from God assistance

that is supernatural in the full and strict sense of the word;

the assistance he gets is supernatural only quoad modum. If

he loyally cooperate with this assistance and thereby fulfil his

duties, God in His own good time will call him out of the

darkness to the light of faith. His cooperation with divine aid

before the call to faith is not, of course, meritorious, nor does

it positively dispose his soul for the wonderful transformation

which takes place at the moment of his conversion. It merely

removes obstacles which would otherwise impede the work of

the Holy Ghost in his soul. In due time he realizes his spir-

itual poverty and blindness, the weakness of his will and the

strengrth of his passions, his state of exile, the incurable ennui

of the heart of man without God in this world; he begins to

long for wisdom and for strength above his own ; he sighs and

he seeks for a Friend, a Consoler, a Saviour. This realization,

these emotions and efforts of desire and of inquiry, are in

themselves upward steps to the kingdom of light and of grace

;

and being such, they are the work of the right hand of the

Most High, the results of the grace of God. They make up

the initial steps to faith ; they are part of the " initium fidei ",

and the Semi-Pelagians erred in thinking that these prelimi-

nary steps are within the compass of man's natural strength."

In the Oxford sermon these points are not brought out with

sufficient distinctness; when it came to be rewritten, New-
man noted this, and so he said at Dublin :

" In describing the

state of mind and of thought which leads to faith, I shall not,

of course, be forgetting that faith is a supernatural work and

the fruit of divine grace; I only shall be calling your attention

to what must be your own part in the process."
^

* Perrone, vol. II, De Gratia, n. 437; Hurter, vol. Ill, De Gratia, n. 71

and n. 33.

^ Dispositions for Faith, p. 61.

/
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This growth in theological knowledge, and increase of ac-

curacy of theological statement, is one of the principal features

of the rewritten sermon. There is also a change of tone and
manner. The Oxford sermon is an account of personal ex-

periences, and this personal note gives force to the argument
and interest to the plea. The Dublin sermon is more formal

and authoritative, as becomes a preacher who is conscious of a

legitimate mission to teach and to warn. In both cases New-
man does not speak from books or from meditation alone, but

from the living fount of personal experience. But in the Dub-
lin sermon the tone is reminiscent, as of a veteran who tells of

his past campaigns; in the Oxford sermon, he is vividly real,

as a commander who writes his dispatch on the field of battle.

In one case he tends to become notional ; in the other he is al-

ways real. The subjective quality of the Oxford sermon indi-

cates a tendency to soliloquy, which sometimes forgets the

needs of the audience, and wanders into obscurity and para-

dox. Here, for instance, is a sentence which might employ

the ingenuity of Newman's disciples as fully and as profitably

as the members of the Browning societies were ever employed

by the obscurities of their master. He is speaking of the better

sort of persons in a heathen country, and he says :
" They are

not vouchsafed the truer tokens of God's power and will which

we possess ; so they fancy where they cannot find, and, having

consciences more acute than their reasoning powers, they per-

vert and misuse even those indications of God which are pro-

vided for them in nature." * The whole passage in which this

occurs is omitted in the Dublin sermon.

The Dispositions for Faith, according to Newman, are

two. The first is belief in God as our Teacher, Governor, and

Judge ; and the second is the earnest desire that He would re-

veal Himself and an eager looking out for the chance of His

doing so (p. 68). With regard to the first, Newman writes

as follows :

"

Whether a man be bom in pagan darkness, or in some corruption

of revealed religion ... he has within his breast a certain com-

manding dictate, not a mere sentiment, not a mere opinion or im-

« Faith Withont Sight, p. i8.

* Dispositions for Faith, pp. 64, 65. •
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pression, but a law, an authoritative voice, bidding him do certain

things and avoid others. ... It commands, it praises, it blames, it

promises, it threatens, it implies a future, it witnesses the unseen.

. . . This is Conscience; and from the nature of the case, its very

existence carries on our minds to a Being outside ourselves ; for else,

whence did it come? and to a Being superior to ourselves; else,

whence its strange, troublesome, peremptoriness? Its very existence

throws lis out of ourselves, and beyond ourselves to go and seek for

Him in the height and depth, whose voice it is. As the sunshine im-

plies that the sun is in the heavens, though we may see it not, as a

knocking at our doors at night implies the presence of one outside

in the dark who seeks admittance, so this word within us not only in-

structs us up to a certain point, but necessarily raises our mind to

the idea of a Teacher, an unseen Teacher ; and in proportion as we
listen to that word, and use it, not only do we learn more from it,

not only do its dictates become clearer and its lessons broader and

its principles more consistent, but its very tone is louder and more

authoritative and constraining. And thus it is that to those who
use what they have, more is given; for, beginning with obedience,

they go on to the intimate perception and belief of one God. His

Voice within them witnesses to Him, and they believe His own wit-

ness about Himself. They believe in His existence, not because

others say it, not on the word of man merely, but with a personal

apprehension of its truth.

Dr. William Barry in his literary life of Newman remarks

upon the Hebrew cast of Newman's mind. In this connexion

it is of interest to note that the ordinary Hebrew word for

law has a more primitive meaning of instruction or teaching.

The law of God is man's most important lesson; and the first

Psalm, which is a Divine Preface to all the others, celebrates

the happiness of him whose " delight is in the law of the Lord,

and on His law he meditates day and night ". Perhaps it was

the Bible, which, like Timothy, Newman read from his child-

hood, that gave him the idea that conscience revealed a Divine

Teacher.

Leslie Stephen in his Agnostic's Apology, points out that

there are many men, nowadays especially, whose intuitions

are not the same as those of Newman, Are Agnostics capable

of true morality? Is there such a thing as a philosophical sin?

Cardinal Billot writes: " Natural knowledge of God is an in-

dispensable foundation of the entire moral life; it is necessary
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therefore that every one who has come to the use of reason

should be able to attain this knowledge, and should actually

have attained it. Whoever recognizes that he is bound in con-

science, shows thereby that he has certain knowledge of God.
Wherefore Pope Alexander VIII very properly condemned
the proposition about philosophical or moral, as distinguished

from theological, sin; which supposed that the essence of a
wrong act may be found in one who is simply ignorant of God
and His law." '"

Father Stephen J. Browne, S.J., writing in The Irish Theo-
logical Quarterly (October, 1914), on "The Realization of

God ", says :
" I presuppose God's existence, known in some

way, however vag^e, and assented to with that notional assent

which is the acceptance on hearsay of the bare truth without

any inward grasp of its significance. My aim is to show how,

as Newman would have expressed it, that mere notional as-

sent is changed into a real assent. It will be seen at once that

such an aim is wholly other than the logical setting forth of

proofs of God's existence. Had it been remembered that this,

too, was Newman's aim in almost every passage of his writ-

ings in which he touches upon God's existence (for instance

in the Apologia, Ch. V, and in the Grammar of Assent, Ch.

V), the testimony of the great Cardinal might not have been

used, as it has been, in some still burning controversies, to

support views of more than doubtful orthodoxy."

Cardinal Franzelin ^^ says that our notions of the moral

order are de facto a foundation not of our knowledge of God's

existence, but of the more perfect knowledge which we after-

ward acquire of His perfections and attributes." That is, con-

science helps us to realize Grod. But do we find in conscience

a valid proof of God's existence? Does conscience do no more

than help us to realize God? Is this all that Newman meant

by his emphatic and argumentative way of dealing with the

question ?

Dr. Cronin " says that conscience offers no proof of God's

existence. " We know aliunde the existence of God ; we know,

also aliunde, that the intuitions of conscience represent the

10 De Deo Uno, p. 33.

" De Deo Uno, Th. III., p. 57.

12 Science of Ethics, p. 476.
'
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Divine Will; therefore we conclude that the objective moral

relations revealed by conscience are commands of God—com-

mands, that is, of a Ruler who is all perfect, wise, just, and

powerful, of One who is not indifferent to His own laws, but

who, as Creator of that very order which conscience reveals

to us, is offended and pained by its violation by those who owe
Him all the love that He may claim from them. But could we
per impossibile imagine a state of civilization in which men
had not as yet thought about the existence of God, and con-

sequently had as yet no idea of Him, then indeed would all this

sacredness of which Newman speaks, be gone from conscience

—the sense, that is, of a loving Father offended, of personal

Majesty outraged, of a trust betrayed. There is an ethical

proof of God's existence, and it is derived from the fact that

the natural end of the human will is the Infinite Good. And
since the natural end of any natural faculty must be real, there-

fore the Infinite Good is real. But this real Infinity is God."

In another part of the same work (Ch. VI.) Dr. Cronin

says :
" Moral obligation or duty is a necessity to do certain

actions and to avoid other actions. But every necessity de-

pends on a law of some kind. The necessity of the chemical

affinities, the necessity of flowering in a plant, the necessity of

eating in the case of an animal, all spring from law, proxi-

mately from some law of nature, through which these necessi-

ties manifest themselves to us, and ultimately from that eternal

necessary law of the Supreme Lawgiver, on which the laws of

nature are founded, and which is their ultimate ground. Now,
since duty is a necessity, it also ultimately rests on the eternal

law of the Supreme Lawgiver, and hence the ultimate ground

or reason why I am bound to do this or that good action, is

because such is the eternal and necessary law of the Supreme
Lawgiver."

This eternal law manifests itself in the case of man in the

necessity of attaining the end for which he was created, and

therefore in the necessity, the obligation of using the neces-

sary means for attaining that end.

Dr. MacDonald " writes: "The concept of obligation—of

the ' ought ', in the sense of duty, of obedience to a Supreme

1* Principles of Moral Science, Ch. 12.
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Ruler ... is not a primary concept of the ethical order.

The primary concepts are those of right and wrong ... of

the straight and the not-straight, of order and disorder. Ante-

cedently to the primary concepts, or even subsequently, though

not by way of logical consequence, the Theist will have reached

another concept of the physical or metaphysical order—that of

the First Cause, the source and origin of all law; and will

have learned that this great Producer and Conserver of all

things—of all essences and orders—is not indifferent to the

welfare of the beings He created, but careful rather to enforce

the laws according to which alone they can run the course

which He Himself has appointed for them, in creating them

after one pattern rather than another. This is the origin of

the concept in question. It arises only when one who has a

notion of the order of right and wrong, begins to recog^nize

that there is One who is able and willing to enforce that order;

who has a right to exact obedience of those whom He Himself

produced; and who is impelled by all the necessity of an es-

sence infinitely holy to see that law and order prevail in His

dominions."

Morality divorced from theological concepts is very imper-

fect.^* No matter how good an act might be, if it were not

done in some way for God, or referred to Him, it would not

merit a Divine recompense. This holds good in the natural

order, as well as in the order of grace. But the relation to a

reward, the claim for recompense, in the natural order, is not

based upon a positive ordinance of the Divine Will alone. It

is a natural relation. Goodness in human conduct means di-

rection, progress, to the end for which man was created. That

end is not a mere abstract infinity, but a Person of Infinite Per-

fection. Human perfection consists in likeness to the perfec-

tion of God. The Infinite Holiness of God is a concept which

we derive from the holiness which is our own ideal, but which

we raise to the Infinite Power by the methods of affirmation,

denial, eminence. Union with God by knowledge and love is

the goal of our natural being, the happiness which we desire.

It cannot be attained without that practical love of the right,

of the good, of law and of order, which is the essence of holi-

'•* MacDonald, ib. a
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ness in man as soon as it recognizes law and right eis Divine

in origin. Human goodness is a participation in the goodness

of Grod. The joy of a good conscience implies more than

mere self-approval; it springes from a deeper root than mere
human pride. When Faith comes to the aid of psychology

and metaphysics, it helps men to see in the love of virtue a

sign of our Divine origin and destiny; St, Paul was able to

remind the Athenians that one of their own poets had said,

" For we are also His offspring ". Remorse of conscience, on

the other hand, is more than wounded vanity, more than mere

self-contempt, and shame at self-abasement. It contains an

element of fear, the counterpart of that vague desire for the

good which is at the root of all human action. There is in it

a foreboding of eternal ruin, of failure to attain to the goal

of our existence, which is union with a Person of Infinite Per-

fection and Holiness. The sense of shame, too, implies the

consciousness, however vague, however acquired, of the Pres-

ence of a Witness. The feeling of effort, the sense of power

exerted, in the choice of good or evil, gives us our most vivid

and most real notion of causality, upon which all our natural

theology is based. Religious and conscientious men see all

these things at a glance, as it were, by a process of implicit rea-

soning, which passes so swiftly as to be mistaken for an in-

tuition, an original and direct deliverance of consciousness.

Perhaps the question may be settled by saying that the sci-

ences of ethics and metaphysics have to be invoked, with their

long formal processes of explicit reasoning, before we can

fully accept the results of the implicit reasoning of Newman.
The second disposition leading to faith in Christ is " earn-

est desire that God would reveal Himself, and an eager look-

ing out for the chance of His doing so."

But is such a desire compatible with fairness and impar-

tiality in religious inquiry? Is it reasonable? Newman an-

swers as follows

:

The more a person tries to obey his conscience, the more he gets

alarmed at himself for obeying it so imperfectly. His sense of duty

will become more keen, and his perception of transgression more

delicate, and he will tmderstand more and more how many things

he has to be forgiven. But next, while he thus grows in self-knowl-

edge, he also understands more and more clearly, that the voice of
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conscience has nothing gentle, nothing of mercy, in its tone. It is

severe and even stem. It does not speak of forgiveness, but of pun-

ishment. It suggests to him a future judgment and does not tell

him how he can avoid it. Moreover it does not tell him how he is

to get better j he feels himself very sinful at the best ; he feels him-

self in bondage to a tyranny which, alas, he loves too well, even

while he hates it. And thus he is in great anguish and cries out in

the Apostle's words :
" Unhappy man that I am, who shall deliver

me from the body of this death? " *"

He cannot stay at home; he cannot rest in himself; he wanders

about from very anxiety: he needs some one to speak peace to his

soul. Should a person come to him professing to be a messenger

from heaven, he is at once arrested and listens; and whether such

profession be actually true or false, yet his first desire is that it may
be true.^'

Here we may notice an advance made in the Dublin ser-

mon. Conscience reveals not merely our failure to live up to

what we actually know, and our danger arising from that

failure ; it also reveals our ignorance of the means of improve-

ment. We do not know how we are to get better. In the

next passage we see further advance made in reference to the

revelations of conscience. Widespread and long-continued

ignorance about the moral law in pagan times is one of the

reasons assigned by our apologists to show that revelation

from God is necessary for man. This ignorance is revealed

by conscience to the man who tries to be faithful to its meagre

light. Protestants as a rule do not set a high value on Moral

Theology ; Pascal gave them an excuse for a neglect which is

based on deeper and more practical reasons than are detailed

in the Provincial Letters. One of the subsidiary aims of the

Oxford Movement was to remedy this state of affairs, by pro-

viding what was called Practical Divinity. Still, it is not

without significance that this recognition of the need for

knowledge of the moral law is not mentioned in the Oxford

sermon, while it is described in the Dublin sermon as follows

:

Men who have not the faith, find it most difl&cult to separate what

conscience really says, taken by itself, from what their own passiou

1' Dispositions for Faith, p. 67.

!• Faith Without Sight, p. ao.
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or pride, self-love or self-will mingles with it. Many is the time

when they cannot tell what that true Inward Guide commands, and

how much comes from a mere earthly source. So that the gift of

conscience raises a desire for what itself does not fully supply. It

inspires in them the idea of authoritative guidance, of a divine law

;

and the desire of possessing it in its fulness, not in mere fragmentary

portions or indirect suggestions. It creates in them a thirst, an im-

patience, for the knowledge of that Unseen Lord and Governor and

Judge, who as yet speaks to them only secretly, who whispers in.

their hearts, who tells them something, but not nearly so much as

they wish and as they need. A religious man, who has not the bless-

ing of the infallible teaching of revelation, is led to look out for it,

for the very reason that he is religious. He has something, but not

all ; and if he did not desire more, it would be a proof that he had
not used, that he had not profited by what he had. Hence he will

be on the look-out. Such is the definition, I may say, of every re-

ligious man who has not the knowledge of Christ \ he is on the look-

out."

On the other hand, such persons as prefer this world to the lead-

ings of God's Spirit within them, soon lose their perception of the

latter, and lean upon the world as a god. Having no presentiment

of any Invisible Guide, who has a claim to be followed in matters,

of conduct . . . they feel no antecedent desire or persuasion that

God may have made a revelation of Himself in the world; and

when they hear of events supernatural, they come to the examination

of them as calmly and dispassionately as if they were judges in a

court of law, or inquiring into a point of science. They acknowledge

no especial interest in the question proposed to them; and they find

it no effort to use their intellect upon it as rigidly as if it were some

external instrument which could not be swayed. Here, then, we find

two opposite characters of mind; the one credulous (as it would be

called), the other candid, well-judging, and sagacious; and it is

clear that the former of the two is the religious temper, rather than

the latter."

This is a sufficiently clear challenge to rationalism. It has

been met with the scornful question : Are religfious people the

only conscientious people? The challenge is made more defi-

nite, and, at the same time, partly justified, in the foUowingj^

passage :

^'

*' Dispositions for Faith, p. 66.

»» Faith Without Sight, p. 19.

^* lb., pp. 31, aa.

/
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Let us suppose two persons of strong mind, not easily excitable,

sound judging and cautious; and let them be equally endowed in

these respects. Now, there is an additional reason why, of these

two, he who is religious will believe more and reason less than the

irreligious ; that is, if a man's acting upon a message is the measure

of his believing it, as the common sense of the world will determine.

For in any matter so momentous and practical as the welfare of the

soul, a wise man will not wait for the fullest evidence before he

acts; and will show his caution, not in remaining uninfluenced by the

existing report of a Divine message, but by obeying it though it might

be more clearly attested. If it is but fairly probable that rejection

•of the Gospel will involve his eternal ruin, it is safest and wisest to

act as if it were certain. On the other hand, when a man does not

make the truth of Christianity a practical concern, he will feel him-

self at leisure (and reasonably on his own grounds) to find fault

with the evidence. ... If religion be not a practical matter, it is

right and philosophical to be sceptics. Assuredly fuller and higher

-evidence of its truth might be given us; and, after all there are a

number of deep questions concerning the laws of nature, the con-

stitution of the human mind, and the like, which must be solved

before we can feel perfectly satisfied.

Pascal had also said that the extreme practical interest of

the matter made it the part of a prudent man to act as if

•Christianity were true, even though demonstrative proof of

its truth were not available. But faith demands certitude about

its preambula, and in time Newman came to realize the dan-

ger of even seeming to admit that religion is based ultimately

upon a mere sentiment or emotion, however exalted.

In the Dublin sermon (p. 69) he says that the news about

revelation " aflfects the religious man profoundly, thrills

through him, so much so that provided only the message, on

^examination, be of such a nature as to answer his needs, he

will be under a strong temptation to believe it if he can, on

very little evidence, or on none at all." In his Anglican days

Newman would not have said, " if he can ", nor would he have

used the word " temptation ". He has come to realize the

rashness of premature conversion. This is also indicated in

his rewritten account of the man who has not the due religious

dispositions (p. 69). " He is as little stirred by the report

that a message has been received from the unseen world, as if

he heard that a great man had arisen at the antipodes, or that
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there had been a revolution in Japan." Here, we notice, the

dangerous contrast with the judge in his court, or the scientist

in his laboratory, is silently dropped. " Here then, we come

to the critical difTerence between the two descriptions of men.

The one is active, the other is passive, when Christ is preached

as the Saviour of the world. The one goes to meet the truth

;

the other thinks that the truth ought to come to him. The
one examines into the truth that God has spoken; the other

waits till this is proved to him. He feels no personal interest

in it; he thinks it not his own concern, but (if I may so say)

God Almighty's concern. He does not care to make the most

of his knowledge; he does not add up his facts and cumulate

his arguments, . . . He goes the way to reject a divine mes-

sage, because he will not throw himself upon and into the evi-

dence " (p. 69).

Here we find explicit recognition of the intellectual process

of inquiry, of estimating evidence, which must go before faith.

So too in the Oxford sermon the fault of St. Thorrias was sup-

posed to be " a craving for certainty "
; while in the Dublin

rewriting, " his fault is declared to have consisted in thinking

that he had a right to be fastidious, to pick and choose by what

arguments he would be convinced, instead of asking himself

whether he had not enough to convince him already."

The same change of attitude is made still more manifest by

a comparison of the practical conclusions of the two sermons.

According to the Oxford sermon :

As faith is content with but a little light to begin its journey by,

and makes it much by acting upon it, so also it reads, by twilight, as

it were, the message of truth in its various details. It rests content

with the revelation made to it ; it has found the Messias, and that is

enough. The very principle of its former restlessness now keeps it

from wandering. When the Son of God hath come and hath given

us understanding to know the true God, wavering, fearfulness, super-

stitious trust in the creature, pursuit of novelties, are signs, not of

faith, but of unbelief.'*

It may not be fanciful to see here the Anglican warning his

brethren against the fascinations of Rome, with her promise

»« Faith Withont Sight, p. 23.
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of certainty, consistency, order. If that be a correct view of

the passage the Dublin sermon ends with a direct answer to it.

Many is the man who has a drawing toward the Catholic Church,
and resists it, on the plea that he has not sufl5cient proof of her

claims. Now he cannot have proof all at once, he cannot be con-

verted at once, I grant ; but he can inquire ; he can determine to re-

solve the doubt before he puts it aside, though it cost labor and time

to do so. The intimate feeling of his heart should be : What must I

do that I may be saved? His best consolation is the promise: Ask,

and ye shall receive ; seek, and ye shall find ; knock, and it shall be

opened imto you. If, instead of this, he quarrels with this or that

particular proof, never thinks of inquiring for himself, and ascer-

taining where the truth lies, contents himself with admiring the

Church, and so ends the matter, what is this but the conduct of one

who has no sensitive conscience, who loves his own ease, or the com-

forts of life, or his worldly reputation, or the society of his rela-

tives, or his worldly interests, and considers that religious truth is

not worth the sacrifice of these advantages?

Newman concluded the Dublin sermon with the following

characteristic words. He does not question the cogency of

the ordinary abstract arguments which are advanced in proof

of Christianity.

But I question very much whether in matter of fact they make or

keep men Christians. Be sure, my brethren, that the best argument,

better than all the books in the world, an argument intelligible to

those who cannot read, as well as to those who can, an argument in-

tellectually conclusive, and practically persuasive, whether for prov-

ing the Being of God, or laying the ground for Christianity, is that

which arises out of a careful attention to the teachings of our heart,,

and a comparison between the claims of conscience and the an-

nouncements of the Gospel.

The subjective method, used with due caution, and without

disparagement of time-honored methods, has secured recogni-

tion from our apologists. But there is more than this in New-
man's words.

No one can fail to be impressed by the very emphatic lan-

guage with which the Fathers extol the evidences of Christian-

ity; it is a commonplace with them to say that he who is not

convinced must labor under some mental deficiency. On the
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Other hand St. Thomas has stated for us the well-known

Dilemma of Faith: If the evidences are convincing, assent is

not free; if they are not convincing, assent is not reasonable.

He answers by admitting the full value of the evidences, mir-

acles, prophecies, etc. ; but he adds that the mind in assenting

is also moved by " quod plus est, interiori instinctu Spiritus

Sancti ". The will has to be strengthened so that it may hold

the gaze of the intellect steadily fixed upon the light of

truth; the mind has to be enlightened, the interior eye puri-

fied from prejudice and error. Illuminating grace must go be-

fore and accompany the act of faith. In the regenerate soul

there is a gift of wisdom, which enables it to relish the thingfs

of God, to look at all thingfs in the light of Him who is the

end of all. A gift akin to this affords the conscientious in-

quirer the power of appreciation and discernment, and secures

his courage and loyalty to truth. The grace of God enlightens

the mind and strengfthens the will to embrace and to keep the

faith. It makes plain the duty of loyalty to the. truth, and

the means of preserving that loyalty. It impresses upon the

conscience the sense of a great responsibility as well as of a

great happiness. Thus conscience under the eye of God and
aided by His hand is the best of all arguments.

P. FORDE. S.T.L.

St. Paul, Minnesota.

SOOIALISM OB FAITH.

XIH

—

^The Will of the Strong.

THE DEAN OF MILTON walked quietly up the aisle of

the crowded courtroom and took his place in the witness

stand. A profound hush of bewilderment and expectancy fell

over the crowd of anxious, weary men who jammed the room.

It had not occurred to anyone in Milton that Father Driscoll

might be called as a witness in the prosecution of Jim Loyd's

trial. The attorney for the prosecution had served the sub-

poena in person, so that only he and the priest knew that the

latter was to appear.

If he had come as a character witness for the defense, or if

he had come to clear up some point in Jim Loyd's actions, it

/
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could have been understood. But that the prosecution should

bring him here and attempt to use him was unbelievable.

Loyd that morning had requested to be secured to one of

the jail guards. Fred Wheeler, the warden of the jail, who
was responsible for his keeping, was a good man and his

friend. He did not understand the reason for Loyd's request.

But he did what was asked. He locked Loyd's left arm to the

right arm of a stout keeper by a steel chain. On a raised stool

beside the prisoner's box the keeper sat leaning on the rail.

As Father DriscoU stepped into the witness stand, Loyd
started to rise, but the chain, which he had forgotten, tugged

sharply at his wrist—by way of reminder. He looked into the

calm, clear-eyed face of the old priest, and remembered that

he had promised to see this thing through to the very end.

He remembered Sargent's threat that he would find a way
to drive Father Driscoll from Milton, but, on sober thought,

he had dismissed it as angry bluster. Now he did not know
what to think. He would wait.

The Dean himself was a§ much puzzled as anyone in the

room by the action of the prosecution in calling him. Since

yesterday, when he had received the subpoena, he had been

beating his brain to understand the significance of the move.

At first he had thought that it was only a part of Sargent's

general tactics, a ruse, designed to give the impression that the

priest was willing to assist in the prosecution of a Union man
—that the Church generally was against Labor. But he knew
that John Sargent was not just now wasting his time creating

public opinion. He must have some definite and immediate

motive in it. Slowly and reluctantly Father Driscoll had

come to the conviction that the move meant some kind of a

trap for himself.

Attorney Winters, with a show of courtesy, waived the form

of the oath and proceeded drectly to his questions.

" Do you remember, sir," he began, " the night of the

twenty-ninth of August last?
"

" I do."
" You talked with the prisoner on that night?

"

" I did."

"Where was this?"
" On the steps of my church." •
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" What was the substance of the conversation ?
"

" Nothing that could in any way relate to this action."

The prosecuting attorney was somewhat taken back. He
had not anticipated difficulty so soon.

" In view of the fact," he said, after a little pause, " that

the prisoner, right up to the moment that he came to speak to

you, was engaged in an act that led directly to the crime

charged in this action, your answer seems hardly probable."
" If you were not prepared to accept my word," the Dean>

replied stiffly, " you should have exacted the formal oath."

" No, no, sir; nothing of the kind!" exclaimed the attorney

blandly. " It really does not matter whether you answer that

question or not."

He did not wish to put the priest under oath. He was acting

under instructions. And, so far as those instructions went, or

even so far as the conviction of Loyd was concerned, he said

truly that it did not matter whether Father Driscoll answered

that particular question or not.

" I take it," he began again, " that on that occasion yoa
gave the prisoner advice ?

"

" I did."

" You are his spiritual adviser?
"

" I am the parish priest of Milton."
" Your people habitually come to you for advice? They do

as you advise them ?
"

" Sometimes," said the Dean drily.

" Well, then, the point I am trying to make is this," the at-

torney went on, taking the Dean into his confidence; "we
have proved that this prisoner was on his way to commit a

crime when he saw you. We have proved that he had with

him the means of committing that crime while he talked with

you. We—"
" You have proved nothing of the kind," said the Dean

sharply.

But the attorney went swiftly on

:

" We have shown that the defendant, intent upon a crime,,

came to you. You advised him. He changed his purpose.

He did not commit the crime—at that time. We are bound to

assume, then, that you were cognizant of his intent and that

through your influence the crime was—postponed."

y
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" Your assumptions have no place in a court of justice,"

said the Dean warmly. " I have told you that our conversa-

tion had no bearing whatever on this action."

He was still puzzled by the attorney's line of questions and
presumptions,

" This prisoner is an avowed Socialist," said the attorney,

leaping to an entirely new line of deductions. " Being a pro-

fessed Socialist, he could not be a member of your Church,
could he?"

" ' My Church '," the Dean said evenly, " has to do with the

moral law and the /aith of Christ."

" You do not wish to answer? "

" I have answered."
" The question was perhaps too broad," the attorney went

on, unheeding. " At any rate, the prisoner has not for some
time been an active member of your congregation. Your
friendship with him has been rather personal than—should I

say—professional ?
"

" I do not understand your question or what bearing it has."
" You remember the night of the day on which the prisoner

was arrested? " asked the attorney, jumping quickly to a new
line.

" I remember."
" You were in the Mohawk County jail that night?

"

" Yes, sir."

" You were aware that the prisoner had a plan formed to

break out of the jail and to take possession by lawless force

—

'by murder, if necessary—of the Milton Machinery Company's
plant and of this town ?

"

" I learned of that after going to the jail."

" You took the keys of the jail from the Sheriff of this

County and offered the door of freedom to the prisoner?
"

" That is partly true."

" You said to him, ' If you go out from this place, you take

me with you; if you do this thing, I shall have the respon-

sibility.' You said those thingrs ?
"

" I used such words."
" Now, do you take such responsibility for every act of one

of your parishioners? In other words, did you take such an

attitude with this prisoner as the parish priest of Miiton, or
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did you do so because there was an intimate personal relation-

ship, friendship, and understanding between you and this pris-

oner?"
" What I did, I did as a priest of God, to avert bloodshed."
" The point is," said the attorney quickly, " that you were

able to do it. It goes to prove that your influence over this

prisoner was at all times paramount, all-powerful.

" Here he was," Winters declaimed, " on one occasion going

directly to the commission of a crime which we are proving he

did later commit Advice from you turned him aside. Here
he was on another occasion ready to walk triumphantly out of

jail and start a miniature civil war. A few words from you

turned him back. His whole course of action during this en-

tire trouble has been largely guided by you. Witness the fact

that in the very jail you prevented him from a murderous at-

tack upon Mr. Sargent!
" Can you expect any reasoning community to believe that

you have not been part and parcel of his acts? Has he not

come to you? Have you not stood at his elbow? Has not

your will, your advice, dominated him at every turn?
"

Loyd's counsel was on his feet protesting madly.
" Your Honor, this is an outrage! It is an infamous abuse

of privilege ! This witness is not here to be tried for
—

"

The judge rapped sharply and rebuked him.
" Mr. Morgan, you are to remember that this witness is here

for the prosecution. It is not your part to protect him."
" My position," Winters continued to the Dean, " as Dis-

trict Attorney of this County, impels me to advise you that you
have come dangerously near to what might look like com—

"

" Sir, is that a threat? " The old priest towered up to the

full of his great height, his strong white locks of hair flung

back in indignation.
" Well, sir, let it be a threat, then. Let it stand as a threat,

and I will match it. I will say that I am resp>onsible for

Jimmie Loyd. I will say that I answer for the things that he

has done. I will say that I am proud to have stood at his

elbow ! I will go farther : I will say that I would not be afraid

or ashamed to stand where he stands! I will say more! " he

went on, his voice booming above the feeble rapping of the

judge's gavel. " I will say to this judge upon the sacred
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bench of justice, I will say to these sworn jurors, I will say to

this community, to this County of Mohawk, I will say that if

James Loyd be convicted of this thing, then it is not he who
will be convicted! Rather, it will be this judge upon the

bench, these jurors in the box, the citizens of this county, we,

all of us, we it is who will be convicted, because we live here

and allow these things to be possible !

"

In the dead, breathless silence that followed, Winter's voice

came out like an explosion

:

" The witness is excused."

The Dean stepped down heavily, and, pausing only for one

quick, quiet look to Loyd, he made his way to the door, and

started up Court Street toward home. He was shaken, and he

was not at ease with himself. He had done no good, he told

himself, with his dramatics. And Winters, he saw now, had

accomplished the very thing that he had set out to do. He
saw now the hand of John Sargent.

It would make no difference in Milton, of course. But Jim
Loyd's case was already receiving a lot of space in the New
York papers, and he realized what they would look like to-

morrow morning, when they would have garbled up Winter*^

assumptions and his own answers into testimony and evidence.

Reporters would be besieging the bishop's door before noon

to-morrow. And, next to sin, the bishop hated sensation above

all things.

He saw that a shrewd man, a man shrewder even than John
Sargent, had suggested this. But he did not know that so great

and so shrewd a man as Jasper Macon, the wiliest and boldest

strategist in all America, had thrown the stone that had landed

in his pond.

He had no fear of reproof from the bishop. No, that was

perhaps the worst of it; the bishop would sorrowfully ignore

the whole matter, giving no chance for explanation or under-

standing.

And people, so many people through the country would mis-

read and misunderstand.

It was Christmas Eve. John Sargent was preparing his

Christmas presents. It was going to be a green Christmas.

A week of untimely warm weather and rains had taken away
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the snow, leaving sodden fields and black hillsides and mud,

lakes of ugly, indecent mud. A green Christmas is a grey

Christmas, a dreary, chilling, dampening season of forced

cheer. The old people say that it makes a full churchyard.

It is never welcome with us in the North country.

It looked in loweringly u|X)n John Sargent where he sat in

his private office in the Milton Machinery Company's plant

going over the things that he had arrjmged for his Christmas

greeting to various people.

First, there was a bulky package, heavily sealed and cov-

ered with stamps, addressed to the office of the Attorney Gen-

eral of the United States. It was filled with records, affidavits,

certified copies, rescripts, and documents, legal and illegal.

These papers covered the doings, written and unwritten, of the

International Farm Machine Company during the five years

since its organization.

That corporation had recently come under the scrutiny of

the Attorney General in the matter of certain rather flagrant

violations of the laws of interstate commerce. The Govern-

ment had instituted a suit looking to the dissolution of the cor-

poration.

That corporation and its banker, Jasper Macon, had some
time ago tried to ruin John Sargent—and that just at a time

when he was at death grips with his employees and with the

Governor of the State. He had considered it very unsports-

man-like and unkind rivalry. By way of a Christmas present

to the International, he was now sending to the Attorney Gen-
eral, for his suit against that corporation, documentary evi-

dence sufficient, if properly handled, to dissolve into atoms any

corporation existing.

Also by way of Christmas present to the International and
to Jasper Macon, he was sending out to his agents everywhere

detailed selling orders, so that they might, at the critical

moment of the suit against the International, dump upon the

markets of this country and Europe great quantities of fann-

ing machinery. The result of this would be that they would
under-sell the International into practical bankruptcy. He
could not hurt Jasper Macon personally very much. But he

believed that his Christmas present to Jasper Macon's pet

combine, the International, would be its death warrant
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Through the District Attorney, Winters, he had already

presented his Christmas greeting to " that old priest," the

Dean of Milton. The Dean had received it in the trial room
of the court house, as we have seen.

Jim Loyd, he was confident, would receive his Christmas

present to-day. It would be in the shape of a prison sentence.

It could not be for more than ten years or for less than three.

But Ichabod Whitcomb could be depended upon to make it

nearer the former than the latter.

His present to Governor Gordon Fuller he had sent out this

morning in the form of a statement to a group of Metropolitan

newspapers. In it he had told the newspapers and the coun-

try that the board of arbitration which the Governor had
created to settle the differences between the Milton Machinery

Company and its employees was a ridiculous failure. He had

announced his refusal to be bound by any of its findings. And
he had told the country confidentially that the action of the

Governor, in confiscating the Milton plant at the time of the

strike and putting the men back to work under martial law,

had been, in so many words, nothing but a piece of political

bravado and demagogy which the Governor had known he

could not really carry out.

That completed the list of individual remembrances. It

had been a long time since John Sargent had remembered so

many people at Christmas.

There were, however, nearly four thousand men and about

four hundred women for whom also John Sargent had ar-

ranged a Christmas greeting. These greetings were not di-

rected to individuals. They were in the form of notices printed

in squares of white cardboard, in plain black letters. About a

hundred of these notices lay in a neat pile on John Sargent's

desk. Because it was Christmas Eve, the entire plant would

close down to-day at five o'clock. At five minutes to five,

twenty clerks from the office would hurry down through the

various rooms of the mill to tack up one of these notices on a

board that hung beside the exit from each room. They
would be read by, or translated to, five thousand people in less

than five minutes.

John Sargent picked up one of the notices and read it re-

flectively. It ran

:
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All employees of this Company who on j May of this year volun-

tarily left their work to go on strike are, by this notice, discharged

from the employ of this company. Time checks may be presented

at the Manufacturers National Bank on or after 26 December.

The Milton Machinery Company.

While John Sargent had been feverishly driving his mill

to double capacity in an effort to glut the markets and under-

sell his enemy, the International, he had been all the time pre-

paring this Christmas greeting for his old employees.

He had finally come to the conclusion that his father's pol-

icy, and his own, had been a mistake. Once it may have been

the part of wisdom to let the people take root in Milton, to let

them own homes and thus bind them to the town and the mill.

But it did not seem to be so now. It gave them the power to

sustain a long strike. And in these days of fierce competition

a long strike was too disastrous. What was worse, their feel-

ing of independence and their increasing education made them

ready to invite government interference. The more pros-

perous and advanced the town was, the more noise it could

make. And wherever there was noise and agitation there was

sure to rise up some notoriety-seeking official with a thirst to

interfere.

So he had crowded his mill up with almost double the num-
ber of men and women that he would use when he should go

back to normal conditions of running. He had trained two

men for every job requiring skill and experience. He had

trained two women for every machine. He could drop every

one of the old employees, below the ranks of the foremen,

and go on with the new men at about the capacity and speed at

which he had formerly run the plant.

From the schedule of the trial of Jim Loyd which was now
drawing to a close up in the court house, he had figured that

at about five o'clock to-day the jury would find Jim Loyd
guilty. The judge would pronounce sentence immediately.

He had told Winters to time the progress of the trial so that

Jim Loyd should receive sentence at about the same moment
at which the old employees of the Company were receiving

their sentences. He dropped the notice on the desk and went

out and down through the mill.

/
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Down in the power house, he looked out over the dark, sul-

len body of the river. The great pond, a lake almost, stretched

broad and deep and black, away for miles, into the heart of

the hills. The Maker of the Hills had formed here a great

and ready servant and had given man dominion over that ser-

vant, a dominion without hire and without price; a servant

that toiled on unceasingly, asking only for more work.

John Sargent loved the glum, silent river with its millions

of horsepower lying in leash there between the hills. And not

only because it worked for him for nothing: he loved it be-

cause it was dependable. It never tired, never had excuse,

never failed.

Up out of the wheelpits, where the hands of the river

worked, came the shafts of steel and with their elbows of

beveled gears turned the power of the river into the massive

main shaft of the mill. To the main shaft were hitched the

fourteen dynamos that turned the strengfth of the water into

electric current. From them went out the slim arteries of

lightning that lighted the furnaces, that turned the wheels and

made John Sargent's mill a living thing.

Here men worked quietly, smoothly, oiling, cleaning, bur-

nishing, dressing the dynamos for the Christmas rest. John

Sargent went about running a critical finger over polished sur-

faces of brass and copper and steel, for these were costly tools,

these dynamos. A little rust, a little drip, might easily stand

him the loss of ten thousand dollars.

Satisfied, he climbed a ladder, stepped through a door in

the wall and came out upon the runways of the furnace room.

Here all was fever and hurry, men rushing about here and

there, great cranes snapping their loads jerkily into the air,

furnaces flaring up to the leaden sky. To the unskilled eye it

would have been a chaos of undirected fury. To John Sar-

gent's grim eye, as he took in the state of the room at a glance,

it all meant that every man was hurrying so that all the fur-

naces might be cleared at the stroke of five, and all be free to

go. " They wouldn't jump that way for me if I was sweating

blood to get them to hurry," he muttered to himself. " Well,

they can rush now. A lot of them'U have plenty of time to

rest"
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The casting-room, when he came to it, was one bank of im-

penetrable, murky fog that came crowding in from the damp
air outside and that rose from the sizzling puddles of metal.

Only the nearest of the electric bulbs blinked feebly through

the gloom and showed now and then a black head or a naked

shoulder as some man partly emerged from the murk. It

might have been a bottomless pit, with now and then a restless

soul pushing up to the surface.

The milling-room was crowded to the last inch of available

working space with men whose minds and bodies seemed keyed

to the single thought that they were to handle as many pieces

of iron as it was possible for human hands to turn in a given

time. They were piece-workers nearly all, trained to the last

second of accurate speed, and ever trying to crowd an extra

movement into that second.

All about them lathes whirred and whined their complaint

and drills shrieked as they bit into the iron, but the men drove

on silently, measuring the pieces of iron that they drilled and
turned against the racing of the seconds on the clock.

John Sargent disliked this room. There was too much hand
work here. The eight hundred clever, high-priced workmen
in this room always irritated him. They were the men who
did most of the thinking and the talking for the rest of the

mill. Agitations, committees, delegations with differences and
complaints generally found their brains and their spokesmen

in this room. These men were readers and talkers. They
were full of arguments on the cost of materials, on profits, on

the value of the labor put into the product.

Their work was almost entirely mechanical, he argued. The
motions they made could be made just as accurately by ma-
chinery—and faster. Why could he not clear them all out and
make machines take their places? The trouble was that each

man of them had to do just a little bit of thinking with each

piece of work. A little, a very little, but it was just that little

bit of thinking that a machine would not do. When would
they give him machines, machines that he could buy outright

and hitch to his shaft, that would do just that little bit of

thinking for him?
There was little Joe Page on his high stool at a lathe. Just

because he could do that very little bit of thinking that a ma-
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chine would not do, John Sargent had to clothe him and feed

and bed him.

He came out now into the enormous, open, sky-lighted as-

sembling-room where the bed frames of the machines were set

up and the " travellers " came hurrying in from all directions

with pieces and dropped them almost magically into place in

the frames. This was what John Sargent loved to watch, the

setting-up of the complete machines, ready to be run upon the

cars. What man does not love to see the turned-out ready

product of his own hand or brain? Here was results. Here
was money that could be counted.

He was willing to pay the twelve hundred men who worked
in this room. He did not begrudge it. Their work was heavy.

They were not paid for mere thinking.

Last of £dl there was the twine-mill. Such daylight as there

had been was gone now. The arc-light sputtered fitfully up

and down the endless rows of machines. Seven hundred

women, ranging in years from fourteen to sixty, stood here in

one barn-like room, bending to the endless nursing and feed-

ing of the insatiable winders.

The wooden floor under their feet was wet and spongy. The
air of the room was filled with cloudy wreaths and spirals of

condensing steam, released into the room because the twine

fibre must be kept damp while it was being worked. Their

clothing was soaked through and through with the mist of the

condensing steam. Their hair, tightly wound into unsightly

knobs to keep it from the snatching arms of the winders, was

sprinkled over with great, glistening jewels of water and tar

vapor from the spray baths through which the twine was run.

Through the streaked smudges upon their faces ran the

cruel, bitter lines of heart-breaking fatigue. They were un-

lovely, unsightly, and they did not care. Their feet were

swollen ; they ached in every nerve from the endless strain of

standing in one cramped position ; their heads swam with pain

and blood congestion back of the eyes; but their nimble, auto-

matic fingers ran swiftly in and out among the hooks of the

winders.

Some, the stronger ones who had a little of strength or

nerve left, were racing to finish a certain amount of work. But

for the most part they merely held on blindly to the paqe of

the machines before them.
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Across the room from John Sargent stood a bent, white-

haired woman, her hands weaving steadily in and out among
the clutching hooks. There was nothing to distinguish her

white head, the skin drawn drum-tight at the temples, or her

quivering, thin body from plenty of others about her. But,

somehow, it seemed to John Sargent that he ought to remem-
ber her. There was something in some way familiar about her.

He did remember her. She was Milly Ashley. Forty years

ago, he remembered, she was the prettiest, sauciest girl in the

old Academy of Milton.

She had married somebody. They all do, for some reason

or other, he reflected. And here she was in her old age down
to this. It was too bad.

As he watched, the woman's hands left the winder and rose

gracefully in the air. She swayed back a little from the ma-
chine and waved her hands in Ccisy, measured gestures to the

time of something that she began to recite. John Sargent

could not hear what she said, but from the gestures and the

even motions of her lips it was evidently a part of some poem.

The girl next to her caught the raving woman and half

lifted, half dragged her out to the safety of the aisle. Nonie

Gaylor, superintendent of this mill, appeared from somewhere

and directed two stout elderly women to help the woman to

the dressing-room. There was no panic, no shrieking, no dis-

order. These things were of common occurrence. John Sar-

gent admired for a moment the efficient, time-saving way in

which the affair had been handled.

Then Nonie Gaylor came back and did a strange thing. The
woman's machine was still running. Nonie Gaylor stepped

into the vacant place and went on with the woman's work.

She had been doing piece-work and the few pennies would

mean something to her.

John Sargent did not like this. The Gaylor girl should re-

member that he paid for her time to superintend the whole

mill, not to run a single machine. He would step over and tell

her so. But just then a boy from the office appeared at his

elbow and began tacking a notice on the board by the door.

Sargent turned in the doorway and went back toward his office.

He had not gone twenty steps from the door when he heard*

a scream. Anne Casimir had slipped over and read the notice..
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Screaming and sobbing fearfully, she threw herself upon a

bale of twine fibre. In an instant every machine in the room
was deserted. This was not merely a case of a girl fainting or

in hysteria.

Scrambling, tearing, pulling, they fought their way by pla-

toons up to the billboard, howling out the notice in five lein-

giiages to those behind. Someone tore the notice down and
they jumped and stamped upon it in frenzy, while Nonie Gay-
lor and her forewomen tried futilely to head them back to

their places.

A stout girl grabbed a heavy floor m©p and swinging with

all her strength jammed it down into the rapidly revolving

arms and clutches of an expensive duplex stripper. That was

all that was needed. The fierce, leaping fury for destruction

ran over them like a driven fire. In two minutes the room was

a wreck.

In vain did Nonie Gaylor and her forewomen, aided by a

few thoughtful ones, herd them out of the room in droves.

They rushed back to their work by other doors. Then the

power went off. Now they could not smash things so easily.

It palled.

With one impulse they rushed pell-mell and screaming

from the room. Stamping and howling they trooped down
through the mill, through the parts where no woman was al-

lowed to go, until they came shrieking into the big assem-

bling room. Here the great part of the men were standing,

helpless and dumb. Some were shouting foolish and half-

hearted threats. Some were frankly crying. Others were

cursing futilely. Like a raging tornado the women and g^rls

came tearing in among them shouting

:

"Do something! You cowards, do something! We've

smashed our room !

"

" Why don't you do something! "

"If Loydwashere!"
Loyd! As if they had been waiting for that word, It

seemed to ^ake the men to life. It ran out of that room and

through the next and on down through the whole mill like a

cry of fire. Men went hurtling over each other out of every

exit of the plant. In twenty seconds the mill-yard and the

street outside were jammed with a roaring, seething mass of
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men and women, shouting, chanting, and screaming over and
over the one word: "Loyd! Loyd! Loyd!" They knew
where they were going and what they were going to do.

In the court house the trial of Loyd was being hurried to its

appointed close. The last witness of the prosecution had been

brought forward to strain Loyd's words and actions to a proof

of his guilt. While it was admitted to have been physically

impossible for Loyd to have been near the scene of the ex-

plosion of the stockhouse of the Sargent plant, yet the facts,

that he had kept explosives in his possession, that he had ap-

parently intended to use them, that he was of a violent and ter-

rible temper, stopping at nothing in his anger—all these had

been plaited together to make a rope of conviction.

In vain Stanley Morgan had entered his last monotonous

and useless exception to the judge's rulings. He had tried to

show that not a single bit of real evidence had been introduced

bearing upon the actual charge. He had tried to go past the

judge and get at the feelings of the jurymen through their

sense of fair play. But he knew that he had failed. Those

men had been put upon that jury because the majority of them

were so placed that they would not dare vote for any verdict

other than the one John Sargent demanded. And the others

would do what the stronger will of the majority would force

them to do.

Ir his summing up for the defense he had appealed to every

American sense of justice and manhood. He had shown that

the case w£is one ef flagrant and malicious perversion of jus-

tice. But as well might he have talked to the graven scales

upon the wall, and expected them to tip.

Winters, concluding for the " State ", was a marvel of

skilled and hypocritical moderation. He did not denounce.

He deplored. He was sorry; he was pained. But the facts

were such and such and such, as the jury had seen. The
" State ", he said, had no feeling whatever in the matter,

Jim Loyd had been entitled to the protection of the law as was

every other citizen. But he had defied the law. For fancied

wrongs he had taken revenge into his own hands. And the

" State " had reluctantly, almost, seen itself obliged to act.
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Through all this Jim Loyd sat grim and unmoved, his eyes

and his mind, apparently, fixed upon a knot in the floor below
him.

The judge in his charge to the jury did not stoop to use

any of the suave duplicity which had marked the speech of the

District Attorney. Ichabod Whitcomb was a blunt and brutal

man by nature, and his methods were coarse. He did not con-

fine himself to instructing the jury upon the law of the case,

as he was strictly bound to do. He went out of his way to

point out to the jurors lines of reasoning, by following which
they must properly bring in a verdict of guilty. He so con-

strued to them the law and the value of evidence and the force

of the particular evidence in this case that there seemed noth-

ing left for the jury to do but to find the prisoner guilty.

And even through this, the contamination of justice at the

fountain head, Loyd sat unblinking. He was waiting for the

very end. Long since, he had come to the conclusion that the

law, the State, Society, Justice, all were simply names for The
Will of the Strong. So far it appeared that John Sargent,

with the things that he could buy and command, represented

that will of the strong. Well, he would see this farce to the

end, and then—and then he would see farther.

In the jury-room on the first ballot the vote was nine for

conviction, three for acquittal. The nine went to work upon

the three. In the second ballot the vote was eleven for con-

viction, one for acquittal. A little druggist from Greenville

was holding out. Before the next ballot was formally taken,

he too had given in to the will of the majority.

The jury filed solemnly back to their places in the trial

room.
" Gentlemen of the jury," came the traditional query from

the bench, " have you reached a verdict?
"

" We have."

But Jim Loyd was not listening. From down the street

there came to his ears a many-throated roar, the roar of a

multitude of men in rage, pierced thinly by the shrill, high

cries of women. He was listening to that.

" What is your verdict? Is the prisoner guilty or not

guilty?"
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But Jim Loyd did not wait to hear the single word. He
quietly snubbed the wrist chain across the railing, vaulted the

rail in a spring, and, bringing his whole weight down upon

his fore-arm as a lever, snapped the chain. Three steps on

the floor, and he was surrounded by a dozen men who had
leaped forward at his first motion.

The jail g^ard drew his revolver and fired once, in the air.

It would have been murder to have fired indiscriminately into

the crowd. Jim Loyd was already covered, swedlowed up in a

whirling, crashing, irresistible mass of men struggling toward

the doors. In another moment he was out in the street, the

centre and the master of four thousand raging men.

He was going to see whose was The Will of the Strong.

[to bx continuxd.]

Richard Aumerle Maher, O.S.A.

Havana, Cuba.

TWILIGHT SLEEP.

IT
was not long after the introduction of ether by Dr. Morton
of Boston in 1846 as an anesthetic in major operations

that its use was extended to obstetric surgery. Anesthesia

meant indeed the possibility of indefinite scientific advance-

ment in this wide and important field and at a comparatively

early date the use of ether and chloroform was advocated for

the allaying of pain in even normal confinements.^ Dr.

Richard Von Steinbiichel of Graz was however the first to

suggest the possibility of administering a drug in confinement

which, while not interfering with what may be termed the

physiology of labor and while obviating at the same time the

evident disadvantages and even dangers of both ether and
chloroform, would have the grateful effect of mitigating the

pains of childbirth to the patient's endurance or of altogether

annulling them. Von Steinbiichel's researches toward this

end met with remarkable success ; and his work was continued

by Dr. Bernard Kronig, who had come from Jena to assume

the directorship of the now famous Frauenklinik at Freiburg

in Baden. In collaboration with his distinguished associate,

^ Cf. Capellmann, Medkina Pastoralis, ed. Ut 5, p. 43.
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Dr. Karl Gauss, to whom perhaps the elaboration of the special

technique of the Dammerschlaf is mainly due, Kronig suc-

ceeded in perfecting a method of painlessness in childbirth

which is now popularly known as Twilight Sleep. The Twi-

light Sleep, however, which is the subject of so many articles,

authoritative and popular, in the popular periodicals of the

day, is not necessarily identical with Kronig's Dammerschlaf;

for in many of the large hospitals of both Europe and America

investigation into the same subject has been carried on con-

temporaneously with Kronig's experiments at Freiburg, al-

though it would seem that with the sole exception of Kronig's

method all others have been tried and abandoned as both

worthless and dangerous.

Be this as it may, it is hardly within the scope of the present

article to review the vast amount of literature on the subject

that has appeared within the last decade, and particularly since

the publication in McClure's Magazine of June, 1914, of an

article on Twilight Sleep, the authors of which claim intimate

acquaintance with the Freiburg method. We shsdl therefore

confine ourselves to such an account of the drug, or drugs,

used in this work, the technique of their administration, and

the peculiar condition of amnesia resulting therefrom, as will

enable us to form an opinion in regard to the lawfulness of

Twilight Sleep from the standpoint of Catholic theology.

First, then, as to the drugs. Scopolaminae Hydrobromidum,*

Ci7Hi2N04.HBr -j- 3H2O, is derived from the henbane plant,

a member of the important botanical family known as the

Solanaceae. It is of course by no means a new drug and has

been used, though rarely, as a soporific in nervous insomnia

and in the sleeplessness of mania; " and even when dropped

into the eye its general systematic effect is soporific ".' The
comparatively small amount required to produce this effect

would in itself indicate that it is a powerful drug. And in its

administration in Twilight Sleep not only must account be

taken of this fact but likewise regard must be had for the

peculiar susceptibility of the individual patient to its influ-

ence. It is, besides, a difficult matter to get a stable prepara-

* Or simply scopolamine, provided this word is used to indicate the salt

» Hare, Practical Therapeutics, Philadelphia, 1903, p. 390.
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tion of the drug, most watery solutions quickly decomposing

after sterilization. " This decomposition forms according to

Gauss a by-product, apoatropine, which is toxic and has pro-

duced most of the bad results quoted by Hocheisen and
others." * Professor Straub of Freiburg has succeeded in ob-

taining a stable solution by the addition of mannite, a hexa-

tomic alcohol, which, when prepared in sterile ampoules, is not

subject to decomposition. In addition to scopolamine the sul-

phate or the muriate of morphine is likewise used. In the

practice of Kronig and Siegel at Freiburg these simple salts

have given place to a synthetic derivative known as morphine-

narcotine-meconate, prepared by Boehringer & Soehne of

Mcmnheim under the commercial name of narkophen. Men-
tion is also made of pantopone, a light reddish-brown crystal-

line powder containing all the alkaloids of opium as soluble

hydrochlorides, in the proportion in which they naturally exist

in opium. Dr. Knipe asserts " that he has used all of these

drugs in Twilight Sleep and has obtained the best results with

the morphine solution.

The psychic effect of drug^ on man is well known ; and the

use of them for this purpose is to be found in every stage of

civilization. In regard, however, to the amount to be admin-

istered to produce these effects, the test is almost invariably a

physical one ; and hence, barring the question of susceptibility,

the dosage is fixed. Scopolamine as used in Twilight Sleep

forms a remarkable exception to this general rule, the test to

determine the amount to be given being almost entirely a men-

tal one. This is the presence or absence of memory. In fact

"Gauss insists that the success of the treatment stands or falls

by the observations of this one test." * " The treatment is not

started until the pains are occurring reg^ularly, every four to

five minutes and lasting at least thirty seconds." ^ " The first

dose consists of morphine muriate (o.oi gm.) injected subcu-

taneously with a record syringe ; the needle is left in place and

a second syringe, containing 0.0003 gm.^-0.00045 gm. scopo-

* Knipe, in the Amtrican Journal of Obstetrics, Dec, 19 14, p. 899.

»L. c.

« Harrar and McPherson in the American Journal of Obstetrics, Oct, 1914,

p. 625.

^ Harrar and McPherson, ibid., p. 633.

I
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lamine solution is inserted into the same needle and injected."*

" Three-quarters of an hour after this first injection the patient

is shown some object with which we make the test; and then

thirty minutes later is again shown this same object. If at

this time the patient remembers having seen the object before,

which is usually the case, we then give the second injection,

consisting of 0.00015 gm.—0.0003 ^^-—0.00045 g"^- scopola-

mine, but no morphine." ' " Half an hour after the second

dose the woman is asked whether she has had an injection, how
many, and where ; or if she remembers a watch or some simple

object that was shown her at the time. . . Even if the memory
is retained, no new dose is given ; but twice more at intervals

of half an hour her memory is tested again. If the memory
is still retained, a third injection of scopolamine, 0.0003 or

less, is given. The third dose thus usually comes an hour and
a half after the second. Further injections are given, depend-

ing upon whether the memory is retained, dubious, or lost.

Abolition of memory is the result desired. It requires the

nicest judgment to suit the test to the standard of the intelli-

/gence of a given case, especially in patients of the lower grades

of mentality." "

Twilight Sleep is therefore a delicately poised state of con-

sciousness in which the centres of the sensitive memory in the

brain are so acted upon as to bring about inhibition of the as-

sociative processes upon which the act of memory is dependent.

Psychologically the faculty of memory is made up of four ele-

ments—the impression of an experience, its retention, recall,

and recognition; the last of which is memory in its formal

sense, i. e. the " cognitio praeteriti ut praeteriti ". In the

amnesia of Twilight Sleep there is impression of the experi-

ence of pain, and perhaps also retention ; but recall and, a for-

tiori, recognition are lacking. But these psychic effects are

not due to the action of scopolamine alone; or rather scopo-

lamine is capable of producing them only under definite condi-

tions. For it is well to insist that Twilight Sleep does not mean
unconsciousness. On the contrary, the patient remains per-

* Kjiipe, 1. c, p. 896.

» Knipe, 1. c. „
'o Harrar and McPherson, 1. c.
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fectly conscious and intelligent; " and complete narcosis with

its consequent abolition of physiological reflexes is just what
the accoucheur skilled in the technique of the Dammerschlai

will be most anxious to avoid as dangerous alike to mother

and child.

The conditions referred to, then, have to do principally with

the maintenance of a favorable environment. The ears are

stopped, the eyes covered, the room darkened, and noises ex-

cluded. Moreover the constant attendance of a physician who
must not only give his undivided attention to his patient, but

possess likewise a thorough knowledge of obstetrics as well

as a technical knowledge of the method of using scopolamine,

is essential. That these conditions are of such importance has

suggested to some observers the possibility that the phenomena
of amnesia and partial analgesia might be explained as due in

part at least to hypnotic influence.^* Independently, indeed,

of Twilight Sleep the use of hypnotism in obstetrics has al-

ready been advocated ;
^' and doubtless there would seem to be

a distinct element of suggestion in the conviction of a patient

that she is to retain no memory of her travails which may per-

haps influence the subsequent course of labor. Yet for all this,

a careful review of the medical literature points unquestion-

ably to the fact that hypnotism as such plays no part in the

Twilight Sleep.

In regard, now, to the question as to whether Twilight Sleep

is to be considered lawful from the standpoint of Catholic

theology, it will not perhaps be out of place to recall briefly

what is to be held concerning original sin in its relation to

physical pain and suffering. Our first parents were endowed

by God not only with the supernatural gifts of justice and holi-

ness but likewise with the preternatural gfifts of knowledge,

freedom from concupiscence, immortality, and natural hap-

piness. These gifts moreover came to our first parents not

through any exigency of nature but solely from God's gratui-

tous bounty. As the result of original sin they were forfeited

:

and while sanctifying grace was again to be restored through

^1 Knipe, 1. c, p. 884.

*« Cf. Williams, Twilight Sleep, New York, 1914, pp. 19 and 65.

*»Cf. Manro, Suggestive Therapeutics, St. Loais, 1905, p. 177.
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the merits of Christ, whom as we know St. Paul calls the sec-

ond Adam, this was not to be the case with the gifts of the pre-

ternatural order. Illness, disease, suffering, and death are

thus the consequence of original sin inasmuch as man would

have been free from them had our first parents not disobeyed

the divine command. But they are also natural inasmuch as

they are due to the inevitable operation of physical laws that

govern the material part of man's nature. Childbirth is the

natural termination of gestation and hence the pains which

accompany it as a normal physiological process are due to the

operation of natural laws that govern woman's physical being.

If however any scientific discovery, such as Twilight Sleep,

which has for its purpose the alleviation of these pains, is to

be condemned as morally wrong, it would seem that this would

have to be on the ground that there is a moral law compelling

woman to accept this natural conditon of affairs and hence for-

bidding any interference save that which may be indicated by

the conscientious obstetrician to bring labor to a safe and happy

issue.

Let us suppose, for the sake of argument, that such a law

exists. Let us in fact suppose it to be contained and promul-

gated in the words of Genesis: " in sorrow shalt thou bring

forth children "." Its application to Twilight Sleep would be

possible only if childbirth under this method were painless in

the strict sense of the word. This however is far from being

the case. The patient not only suffers and cries out with pain,

but may likewise roundly abuse the attendant physicians and

insist that the treatment is a failure. And shortly after the

birth of the child, when asked whether she has been delivered,

the woman has no recollection of the birth process and hesi-

tates to believe that the child is actually hers.^"

But apart from what may or may not be the final verdict in

the technical matter of its lawfulness from the standpoint of

Catholic theology, there is ijg doubt that much is to be said in

1* Gen. 3 : 16. Of course these words hardly seem to have the force of a

precept. There is no reason why the thou shalt may not be taken as simple

future and hence contain a mere statement of fact. In the same chapter of

Genesis 5 : 19, we read :
" In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread." Is

the man of wealth who does not eat his bread in the sweat of his face living

in constant violation of a divine law?
i** Harrar and McPherson, 1. c.
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favor of Twilight Sleep, no matter from what point of view

we may consider it. Not only is it not subject to abuse in the

sense that it may not be used for unlawful and unworthy pur-

poses, as unfortunately is the case with so many scientific dis-

coveries in medicine and surgery; but also it will be of sub-

stantial and permanent good in removing from the expectant

mother the dread of an ordeal of long and severe suffering

such as childbirth is apt to be in most cases. For I am of opin-

ion that a careful scrutiny into the reasons or rather excuses

g^ven by women who are normal and healthy to palliate what
we euphemistically know as race suicide will reveal the fact

that this very dread lies back of them all, or at least of a very

large percentage of them. But while we are and should be

ready to bid such a great good a hearty welcome, we are never-

theless aware that its coming is not just yet in sight. For out-

side of a well-appointed hospital the administration of the

Twilight Sleep is impracticable, to say the least; and some
method that will be safe in the hands of the general practi-

tioner is still f. desideratum. Meanwhile the prominence that

is being given to the subject in both the lay and medical press

will have the salutary effect of directing favorable attention to

the duties and responsibilities of maternity, the shirking of

which is so characteristic of our American womanhood. And
perhaps also there will be an awakening on the part of many
of our medical colleges to the need of a more thorough and
scientific course in obstetrics.

Stephen M. Donovan, O.F.M.

St. Bonaventure's Seminary, Allegany, N. Y.

THE JUNIOB NOVITIATE—ITS AIM AND DEVELOPMENT.

II.

Helps and Hindrances to a Vocation

Boys of twelve or fourteen often have a surprising power

of discernment. They face the future bravely, examine the

day-dreams of youth as young philosophers, view the tempta-

tions surrounding the young in life, know of the poison that

destroys the pleasures of the world, notice the shipwrecks of

the once happy and gifted and wealthy, and decide for them-

selves to escape such through the protection of the religious
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State. Some, again, realize that a vocation to the religious

state is one of the greatest favors of God, appreciate the calm

and happiness of the true religious, never ruffled by the cares

and anxieties of the family circle, and hence determine to

secure the hundredfold promised: "And every one that hath

left "house, or brethren, or sisters, or father, or mother, or wife,

or children, or lands for my name's sake, shall receive a hun-

dredfold, and shall possess life everlasting." " For such

soulsj the importunities of friends, business activities and pros-

pects, allurements of pleasure, and delays in the performance

of good, are recognized as misleading and as having a ten-

dency to frustrate a noble end.

Many a Christian parent desires to be represented within

the convent walls, hence domestic life is guarded from the

spirit of the world and its vanities; peace, happiness, and

virtue are cultivated; purity and simplicity of life reign

supreme; church-going and the frequent approach to the Sac-

raments are accepted as a loving obligation and carefully

obeyed; self-denial is admired, considered as necessary and

practised; short public prayers are in favor; and the grand

old custom of daily public reading from a good book is scru-

pulously observed. The late Father William Pardow, SJ.,

referring to the practice followed in his family of having a

chapter from a good book read every morning at breakfast,

attributed the religious vocation of his two sisters and himself

to that practice.^" Such homes show, as a rule in prominent

places on the parlor walls, in the domestic rooms, and even the

entrance hall, the crucifix, pictures of the Sacred Heart, our

Blessed Mother, Saint Joseph, and the Angel Guardian ; and,

as a consequence, the children acquire the habit of making

their chief ideals the things that lead to the supernatural life;

they spontaneously cultivate the habit of ejaculatory prayers,

and become familiar with many ennobling suggestions refer-

ring to eternity and the true values of life. Such homes are

blessed spots, where the choicest benedictions of God are re-

ceived, and where chosen souls are prepared for religious

vocations. Who does not look with admiration upon the

heroic conduct of parents joyfully parting with their loved

i» Saint Matthew 19 : 29.

i« William Pardow of the Company of Jesus, by Justine Ward, p. 8. »
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ones, bright of mind, pure of heart, strong and brave of will,

for the service of God? Such parents are a great consolation

and a wonderful help to religious superiors inasmuch as they

generally follow up their noble offering by a frequent encour-

aging letter to the candidate who has entered the junior novi-

tiate, strengthening him in his good resolution, or warning

against the danger of discouragement, or guarding against the

hasty wish of a former companion, and in offsetting the effects

of a vacillating will that frequently annoys the young. When
the daily task of life is over, in the peace of silent prayer and

meditation, in the calm resignation of illness, and removed

from the responsibilities of secular life, will the religious

gratefully remember in prayer the parent who generously

made a sacrifice for his sake and the cause of Catholic edu-

cation.

Many a boy and girl, bright, happy, and good, as well as

excellent young men and women, become a' prey to anxiety,

doubts and annoyance when consulting upon the question,

what is my vocation ? Generally this is a consequence of mis-

placed confidence. These promising young people, blessed

with hearts pure and generous and responsive to every noble

impulse of their nature, repose a childlike confidence in the

direction of their elders, and frequently submit their troubles

to persons unqualified to direct, not knowing the ways of God,

and possibly controlled by selfish motives and oblivious of the

sacred rights of friendship. As a result, they are placed upon

a wrong road of thought and aspiration. For them life may
be rendered unhappy, aimless, dangerous; and they may be-

come fit for nothing, a drag and a drudge for time, and pos-

sibly lost for eternity. "Theologians, and at their head St.

Lig^ori, lay it down as a principle that even if one should

enter religion without a vocation and persevere through the

novitiate, God will certainly give one at the moment of pro-

nouncing one's vows. To hesitate or doubt when that step has-

been taken would be treason :
' He who puts his hand to the

plough and looks back, is not worthy of Me.' Moreover, that

repugnance and even dislike which some suffer from during

the whole of their religious life, is not a sign of want of voca-

tion, if they persevere; God is only trying their fidelity to in-

crease their merit."
^'

*» Vocations, by the Rer. William Dojle, S.J., p. aS.
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It may be that at times, for fear of annoying their superiors,

the young hesitate to approach them on the subject of voca-
tion. This is of course a mistake and often leads to the neglect

of opportunities, bringing irreparable ruin to one's future hap-
piness. Helped by the prudent and wise direction of a con-

fessor, some great sinners were converted and became the

chosen flowers in the garden of sanctity within the monastic

or convent walls. Parents, Catholic teachers, and confessors

are most happy, when consulted, to give an encouraging word,

the honest advice, to the young so willing and generous for an

interest so dear to the Sacred Heart as the Catholic education

of youth. It is of special importance in consulting the con-

fessor to make a clear and honest statement of facts. The
confessor, interested in the welfare of souls, governed exclu-

sively by motives of faith, and directed by a special light for

the benefit of the penitent, occupies a position of trust that

will bring comfort to the doubtful when facts are properly

stated and God's assistance requested.

At times, a reference is made to the misfits occasionally

found in the clerical state or in the religious teaching orders.

The reference, in such cases, usually conveys the impression of

one intellectually fit, morally good, but wanting certain quali-

ties necessary for the particular state of priestly life embraced,

and therefore lacking success. This misfit, though conscien-

tious and laborious, may attribute the failure attending his

efforts to the unwise influence of those who, directing him to

a state of life for which he had not the requisite qualifications,

missed his true vocation. The persuasion of relatives and

friends pointing out certain temporal advantages of position

and dignity improperly colored, may misguide a youth who is

called and is disposed to enter a religious order in which his

mental gifts and his capacity for instructing the young would

secure for him the fruits of special success denied him in a

career of a different order to which he is not suited. The

young man, after being directed and encouraged properly, who

elects to follow the religious lay teaching profession may ex-

pect success and happiness therein, whereas had he been un-

duly influenced to choose the clerical state though embracing

the teaching occupation, probably he would have met with

failure and unhappiness. •
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God rewards the honest intention and earnest effort, though
not always attended by success. Many persons by prayer and
sacrifice have won for the ranks of the faithful, the altar and
the religious teaching order innumerable souls perhaps un-

known to them. The light of the last day and the brightness

of the eternal reward will reveal the great mystery. The
effort is worthy of the highest aspiration of the noble and the

plebeian, the saint and the sinner. King Alfred the Great

(849-901), gifted with a large heart and broad views, did not

amid his royal duties forget to procure vocations for the re-

ligious houses within his realm. " He cannot get free Eng-
lish subjects to become monks and inhabit the monastery which
he built upon the Island of Athelney, so he has youths brought

from foreign parts to be trained in the habits and discipline of

the monastic life." ^* Saint Hilda found time to foster the

genius of Caedmon and encourage him to become a monk in

the monastery of Whitby, and thus gave to the world of letters

one of the brightest glories of his age. Thus, too, it frequently

happens that devoted Sisters engaged in class, or ministering

to the sick, or bringing consolation to the bereaved in the

private home, have been instrumental in directing boys and

gfirls, young men and women to seek the happiness of the re-

ligious state. The writer knows a pious lay catechist in a par-

ish Sunday school who has been the means of sending to the

seminary or to the teaching orders many souls who eventually

became the ornament of their respective stations in life. On
the part of the teaching orders we must seek vocations, earn-

estly and perseveringly ask them of God, search for them

with confidence, welcome them to the religious fold and g^uard

them most sacredly with the proper environment of constant

good example, and place within their command all the means

for personal sanctification and the opportunity to discharge

the duties of their state.

Another error, committed sometimes by most zealous, ener-

getic and devoted teachers, which may unintentionally work

a contradiction to the dearest interest of their heart, the honor

of securing subjects for the clerical state and the teaching

orders, is that of commercializing the aspirations of boys and

i« The Development of Old English Thought. Brother Azftrias, p. 176.
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girls. In our desire to fit the youth committed to our care for

intellectual and practical training we may attach too much
value to commercial studies, by parading the office work of a
business house, and the shifting excitement of buying and sell-

ing, in false colors. When an appeal is made to the spiritual

sense, after inoculating the pupil with the show and tinsel of

commercial activity, we have lessened the prospect of raising

the heart and mind to the proper appreciation of the super-

natural.

The Chief Guide to Vocations.

Parents and the young have an unlimited confidence in the

priest. They refer to him all their doubts, intentions and pros-

pects, and are guided by his advice. The religious teaching

bodies recognize the priest as the principal factor in the up-

building of the junior novitiate, as well as a most valuable

aid to attain the necessary supply of subjects for the novitiate.

Before the young are destroyed by sin, pleasure, vanity, and
love for money, the junior novitiate must reach them, to pre-

serve their innocence, mould the heart and mind to the beau-

ties and benefits of the religious state, and impart the right

appreciation of the honor conferred in laboring for the salva-

tion of souls. Certainly, any aid rendered by the clergy to

this interest so serviceable to Catholic education is sincerely

appreciated and gratefully remembered by the teaching orders.

"Judgment day alone will reveal the vocations that have come
forth from the confessional. Let it be well understood I speak

here not merely of the confessions of the young people them-

selves but of the confessions and the conscientious direction of

parents as well." ^'

There are men who confess that if they had had the oppor-

tunity of being educated by the Brothers or Sisters, and had

heard of the religious vocation, they would have gladly en-

tered the religious state; something dissuaded them or inter-

fered, and they regret a lost opportunity and the happiness

connected with it. Others, though never having entertained a

desire of entering the religious state, yet having heard good

instructions referring to it from a devoted teacher, were, thanks

i»The Right Rev. Joseph Schrembs, D.D., Tht Catholic Educational Re-
view, February, 191 1, p. 114.
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be to God, a means of encouraging some boy or youth to em-
brace that holy state. Happily, few parents are to be met
with who prevent a son from entering the junior novitiate. A
few there are who readily part with a boy of thirteen for a

vocational school, after refusing him permission to enter a

junior novitiate. They lose sight of the fact that the best and
most select form of a vocational school is the junior novitiate.

What comparison can be established between a vocational

school for a blacksmith, a carpenter, or a machinist, and a

vocational school for educating the heart, will and intellect of

the young, to shape the future of a country according to the

principles of religion and morality, and prepare the young for

the responsibilities of life and happiness beyond the grave?

Such lofty ideals find no existence in the minds of ungenerous

souls. With them the happiness of the son is sacrificed for

worldly ends; and the eternal interest finds no welcome to

minds and hearts poisoned by the pleasures of sense and

worldly ambition. "Parents," writes Bishop Schrembs, "who
oppose or destroy the vocation of one of their children make
themselves guilty of an awful crime in the sight of God and

burden their souls with a terrible responsibility. . . . How
often are the lives of parents blighted and their hearts broken

by the unhappy state of their married children in the world.

Those who have consecrated themselves to God will never

cause them worry nor grieve them. They are happy and will

pray for them in life and after death." *"

Sometimes the youth of a boy or girl aspiring to the relig-

ious state is prevented from acting out his or her noble desire by

the statement that to decide upon so important a step, advanced

age is required, when the judgement is ripe, and the experiences

of life permit us to test the seriousness of our desires. But a

vocation being the most important affair of life, should be de-

cided first, as it is to serve as the foundation-stone of all future

projects. Consider well what the boy or girl may learn. The
innocent one may learn all that flatters the senses, arouses the

passions, renders the will weak, and excites the vain desire to

be seen, known, and esteemed. Yes, some desire the young to

know the world before entering the novitiate, to indulge a

»• Loc. cit., pp. no-Ill.
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little in a life of pleasure, vanity, dress, theatres, social parties,

balls, festivities, and thus to run the risk of losing the most
precious endowments of their souls. Pleasing, indeed, to the

Sacred Heart must be a pure young soul, free from the cun-

ning, flattery, and deception of life, and blessed with baptismal

innocence. What a lovely soul is presented to God for re-

ceiving good thoughts, for the development of noble habits, for

a life honorable to himself, serviceable to his neighbor, accept-

able to his Creator, and a source of happiness to the parents

for time and eternity. Let me quote in this connexion the

earnest appeal of Bishop Maes to religious teachers. It should

remove all objection respecting the youth of the pious aspirant

to the service of God : "Teaching is a grand vocation, and you
religious teachers should do all in your power to cultivate

vocations among your pupils. You have the young people

under your care at the most impressionable period of their

lives, when they are nearest to God and are most susceptible

to the inspirations of grace and to the call to a higher life.

If any young people under your charge show any signs of a

religious vocation, you should do all in your power to cherish

and protect it. Foster these chosen souls and surround them
with special care."

'^

Heavenly Signals of Vocation.

The initial step directing to the novitiate for some young
people is often unusual and surprising. At the "Conference of

Catholic Educators," the case was mentioned of a young Phila-

delphian who attended a select play in one of the theatres,

representing the monks at prayer and work. After the play

the thoughtful mind of the boy became deeply engaged in a

serious consideration of the monk's life—its peace, happiness,

and security. Soon after, he became a religious. A studious

boy was given a volume of the Lives of the Fathers of the

Desert, which he read in the college dormitory during the

twenty minutes while awaiting the lights to be lowered. This

reading became the means of inspiring the boy with a decided

preference for a teaching order; and later he entered as a

member. To another the ringing of a convent bell was the

'1 The Catholic Educational Association Bulletin, November, 1908, p. 374.
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first summons, apparently inviting him to the service of Cath-

olic education within the monastic walls. A singular case,

known to the writer, is that of a light-hearted youth who, in

company with his sister, was passing the house of a teaching

order. The conversation turned upon the kind of life led by
the religious, which seemed to them one of peculiar dreariness

and oddity. Suddenly the youth, in a spirit of levity, pro-

posed that he call on the Brothers and see for himself what
sort of people were within those walls. Leaving his sister to

await the result of his immediate experience, he went to the

door, rang the bell, gave his name to the porter and expressed

a desire to see the superior. Finding the latter an unexpect-

edly kind and genial gentleman, he frankly told his purpose.

Thereupon the superior, in a happy and interesting manner,

gave him a brief account of the nature and doings of the in-

stitution. At the same time he presented him a booklet of

instructions, asking him to promise that he would return for

another visit after reading the booklet. The young man, true

and honest, found himself prompted to call again and again,

and eventually became a most happy and efficient member of

the Brothers of the Christian Schools. A postulant expressed

himself thus :
" I was attracted to the religious life upon see-

ing the love and sympathy, the happy and social traits of char-

acter, existing among the members of a certain community."

One attributed the first dawn of a desire to become a religious

to a short visit to the Blessed Sacrament exposed during a

holiday at college. The consoling thought, "No child of Mary
is lost", written on a class blackboard, suggested to another a

subject for reflection that ultimately prevailed upon him to

enter the novitiate. The recommendation of a Sister sug-

gested to a boy to ask our Divine Lord, on the day of his first

Holy Communion, for light and direction respecting his voca-

tion ; at once the request was granted, and the wish to become

a son of St. De La Salle appeared. The Rev. Professor

brought to an end his remarks with the statement : "A number
of boys and girls, young men and women, desiring to know
their vocation, frequently approached the Holy Table with the

consent of the confessor, and made little novenas in honor of

our Immaculate Mother and Saint Joseph. As a result, a de-

sire for a particular state soon declared itself, and gradually

developed until the final resolve was put into execution."
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In conclusion let me say a word regarding the actual work-
ings of a junior novitiate. There is one such institution, well

known to the writer for some years, which may be said to be
typical of all. Here we find a number of bright, happy, cheer-

ful boys, from thirteen to sixteen years of age, with generous

hearts, good dispositions, studious habits, and willing to con-

secrate their lives to Catholic education. Many of these boys

are former pupils of the religious Sisters and Brothers; and
they ranked among the best of the eighth grade. The spirit

of contentment and happiness pervading this department tells

of the nobility and grandeur of the soul, influenced by grace,

prompting these young hearts to separate from the fondest

associations of happy homes, and to offer the fairest period of

life to God in gratitude for His love in their regard. If the

happiest spot for the religious in health and sickness, in labor

and rest, be in the company of his confreres, we find its coun-

terpart in the midst of these young aspirants, whether in study

or play, or in the short periods of silence and recollection. We
find the source of this peace, pleasure, and contentment in the

sacrament of God's love, the Holy Eucharist. In receiving

our Divine Lord daily, the young innocent heart finds support

and comfort, joy and delight. The happiness of the heart is

expressed on the face ; and angelic modesty with innocence are

read in every action. Visiting parents are filled with admira-

tion as they behold the inspiring serenity of the boys; and

they are edified by the piety and the soft measured tones of

the boys engaged in prayer.

One of the most pleasing events of the day takes place dur-

ing the evening walk. The boys stop before the shrines of the

Sacred Heart, our Immaculate Mother, Saint Joseph, and St.

De La Salle, for a moment of prayer. Then may be seen to

advantage the love, joy and confidence possessing the heart, as

the lips move in prayer to those so tenderly loved. Each

shrine has its own peculiar style of construction and ornamen-

tation. All of them, however, rest on the margin of the deep

forest of evergreen pines in many sizes and varieties, broken

here and there by the wide-spreading oak, the lofty chestnut,

the silver maple, and the Norway spruce. The white, pure

flower of the lily, the mixed colors of the phlox and poppy,

the carnation and hyacinth, or with the variety of flower ^and
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shrub of the season, these ideal spots for devotion and reflec-

tion are tenderly cared for; while the forest stillness, broken

by the song of the robin, the call of the jay, or the note of the

lark, lends solemnity to the whispering voices of the grateful

hearts in prayer.

Education being the training of all the powers of man's

body and mind, the teaching orders recognize the fact that

proper provision must be made to secure for their members
adequate physical, intellectual and moral development accord-

ing to the actual demands of time, place and social conditions.

The best efforts are made to form the conscience according to

the principles of religfion, and to develop the intellect by the

canons of pedagogy, never forgetting however the require-

ments of physical exercise and hygienic precautions. The
teachers and directors are well equipped for their professional

duties, and carefully study those in their charge; hence the

temperament, aptitudes, character, the physical fitness and

faculties of the mind are known to them before applying the

special line of treatment suited to each pupil. The supernat-

ural destiny of each one, and the means of attaining such, re-

ceive the first attention and the best effort from the professor

and the boy. After careful preparation and prayer, the cate-

chism is taught; and thfs lesson receives all the attention re-

quired to enlighten the mind and warm the heart. The Broth-

ers charged with the preparation of the curriculum of studies

for the juniorate give evidence of special fitness for the work,

and their views are broad and comprehensive. The range of

thought and action extends to a wide field throughout the en-

tire scholastic course, and is suited to the talents and develop-

ment of the boy's mind. The force and richness of the Eng-

lish, the grace and delicacy of the French, are well provided

for by specialists in these lines. The study of language is

recognized as of great importance, as the analysis of language

is the analysis of thought. The boys well know that words

are the teacher's tools, the medium of thought and for future

instruction ; and consequently language-study is for them a

source of pleasure and profit. The course of mathematics out-

lined for this department is short and practical. The student

is required to present clear and concise definitions and solu-

tions, and to state the rules and principles in brief and exact
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form. Theory and practice are well combined. The thinking

and reasoning powers of the boys are strengthened and de-

veloped. Instrumental music and vocal culture, ornamental

drawing and geometrical tracing and projections have regular

periods, each week, assigned, and in charge of professors who
have specialized in these subjects.

The report of the junior students is made public at stated

times. It is read before the Brother Visitor, the Directors of

the various departments of the Normal Institute, the professors

and some invited guests. At the Brothers' Summer School

(Ocean City, New Jersey), these reports form subjects for

frequent discussion. The best available opportunities are

placed within command of the students, so that they may be

properly prepared for efficient work in the classroom. The
young candidates appreciate such, and give their best effort

to meet the requirements of the high ideals presented as worthy

of their ambition. A healthy emulation pervades the student

body. It is the aim of the professor to approach the boy from

the standpoint of reason and duty, to arouse his interest and

stimulate his imagination. An over-indulgence is not per-

mitted; and periods given to each exercise bear evidence of

the thoughtful consideration and sympathetic feeling of the

superiors when preparing the regulations for these tender

plants of the order.

The relation that exists between a healthy body and a sound

mind is well understood and recognized by those guarding the

interests of the juniorate. Frequent and invigorating relaxation

is provided for by the best and most varied kinds of outdoor

exercises. The prudent care of health is of strict obligation,

and resting upon all. Swimming, field sports and skating are

encouraged, supervised and directed. The minimum period

for exercise, each day, is three hours; and this exclusive of

the entire afternoon of Thursday in each week. It is of an

exceptional occurrence to find a young man passing through

the juniorate, novitiate and scholasticate with impaired health,

or unfit to enter upon active service in the classroom. When
the inclemency of the weather prevents outdoor exercise, the

students have the advantage of a large hall, heated in the

winter, and properly cooled in the summer season.
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A visit to the recreation halls, after supper, will amuse and
edify. Each boy follows his favorite kind of enjoyment.

Some appeal to the musical instruments, others manifest a pref-

erence for chess, dominoes and checkers, whilst many find

special delight in reading or comparing notes with one another

on the doings of the day. Here, you will notice, as elsewhere,

a freedom of action, a self-reliance and independence. All are

conscious of the fact that they enjoy true freedom of action.

The conduct of the boys on the campus, in the daily walk, as

in study and house care, gives evidence of that self-control

and attention insisted upon in the character training that per-

vades the entire system of formation. The feast of the junior

novitiate of the Brothers of the Christian Schools is the Pres-

entation of Our Blessed Lady. The selection of such a feast

affords most fruitful lessons for the young boys— lessons of

retirement and prayer, and of a life consecrated to the perfect

accomplishment of God's will. On this day the boys have

carte blanche. All studies are suspended; and the boys are

at their convenience to indulge in the pleasures and pastimes

of their selection. A dinner, having a special menu, is given

on this occasion, and the Brother Visitor and the Directors of

the institution are present.

The object of constant study and solicitude of the Brother

Director of the junior novitiate has been to direct his young
charge in the best channels of thought. Among the means to

this end is a well-provided and select library. Men of ex-

perience were appointed to collect, arrange and classify the

books. The reading matter is attractive, suitable and instruc-

tive, and serves as a most agreeable change from the fatigue

attending serious studies, especially when the severe winter

weather prevents outdoor exercise. The boys are recom-

mended to set aside, according to leisure or occupation, at

leeist half an hour every day for reading. The daily recur-

rence to this self-imposed duty may for some time appear

irksome, but eventually a habit is formed that proves a source

of great pleasure and benefit. The cultivation of a refined

taste for reading is an excellent preparation and a valuable

acquisition for minds that are later on required to guard the

young from the evils connected with the scandalous, obscene

and anti-religious drift of thought permeating much of the

literature of the day.
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The afternoon daily walk claims the particular attention of

the professors accompanying the students in their rambles

through the forest and groves, visiting the orchards, or in-

specting the gardens. During this very agreeable relaxation

from classroom duty there is no profitless waste of time. The
inquisitive mind of the bright and happy boy does not seek

such a thing, and the devoted professor does not allow it. The
desire to know the plants and vegetables, the arrangement of

their different kinds, with their useful or noxious qualities, the

parts of the plant and the functions of each, presents a wide,

varied and interesting field for questions, and affords a sin-

gular pleasure to the professor in giving the desired informa-

tion. Plants, flowers and trees—the study of nature and her

lessons—^will ever serve as a charm for the boy's mind and fill

his soul with love for the Author of all good.

Brother Denis.

Normal Institute, A mmendale, Maryland.



Hnalecta

AOTA BENEDIOTI PP. XV.

Epistolae.

I.

AD lACOBUM CARD. GIBBONS^ ARCHIEPISCOPUM BALTIMOREN-
SEM ; lOANNEM M. CARD. FARLEY, NEO-EBORACENSEM ARCHI-
EPISCOPUM ; GUILELMUM CARD. O'CONNELL, ARCHIEPISCO-

PUM BOSTONIENSEM, CETEROSQUE ARCHIEPISCOPOS ET EPIS-

COPOS FOEDERATARUM AMERICAE CIVITATUM, GRATULATUR
QUOD SOLLEMNIA OB VICESIMUM QUINTUM EXPLETUM AN-
NUM A CONDITA CATHOLICA STUDIORUM UNIVERSITATE

WASHINGTONIAE APPARENTUR.

Dilecti Filii Nostri ac venerabiles Fratres salutem et apo-

stolicam benedictionem.—Allatum nuper Nobis est apparari

Washingtoniae sollemnia ob feliciter impletum annum a con-

dita catholica studiorum Universitate vicesimumquintum, ea-

que turn vestra, turn clariorum laicorum praesentia digna

plane, uti speratur, futura singular! eventus faustitate. Laetari

vos in primis, dilecti Filii Nostri ac venerabiles Fratres, hisce

secundis Athenaei rebus nemo non iure factum existimaverit,

qui probe noverit vestrae praesertim providentiae deberi al-

mae huius doctrinarum sedis exordia atque incrementa tarn

laetabilia. At vero laetitia haec vestra, non adeo est vestrum
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propria, ut non sit Nobis aliqua ratione communis. Dilig^mus

enim, quin imo, ferimus in oculis Americanum genus, vali-

dum iuventa atque agendi cogitandique sollertia nemini se-

cundum : eidemque uti ad omnem humanitatis ascensum aper-

tiorem in dies viam patere cupimus, ita non possumus non

iucundissime affici iis omnibus, quibus iuvari ad eumdem as-

sequendum potest.

At vero non animum doctrina tantum excolendum assiduae

curae vestrae spectarunt, sed ea in primis caelisti sapientia,

cuius lumen inexstinguibile est, et quacum omnia bona gregi-

bus vestris ventura perspectum erat. Quae quidem pastoralis

sollicitudinis vestrae testimonia nemo sane erit aequus rerum

aestimator, qui non commendatissima iudicet dignaque omnino

quae cives omnes, maximeque catholici in primisque clems stu-

diis ac favore prosequantur. Qua sane in re, nolumus Nos-

tras deesse laudes Columbianis Equitibus
;
qui, attributa Wash-

ingtonianae Universitati, ut nuper nuntiasti, ingenti pecuniae

vi, illud providenti consilio sunt consequuti, ut solidae christi-

anaeque institutionis beneficia latius pertineant ad sequioris

conditionis adolescentes. Quod insigne gratificandi exemplum

uti bonis omnibus, probatur, ita omnibus, quibus nimirum sit

facultas, imitandum aemulandumque proponimus: valdeque

velimus ut ipsi vos, dilecti Filii Nostri ac venerabiles Fratres,

Athenaei inserviatis dignitati etiam mittendis alumnis, quo-

rum excellentiores ingenii ajiimique dotes plus quiddam affe-

runt spei. Praeter ceteras quae inde sperantur utilitates, ea

quoque consequetur, quod Americanae Ecclesiae clerus una

eademque doctrina ac disciplina informabitur: idque—expertis

loquimur—^tanti profecto erit, quanti clero uti cuius pietatis

fructus vel ipsa auctura est promptior atque arctior conspiratio

voluntatum.

Quod quidem assiduis petentes a Deo precibus, caelestium

auspicem munerum Nostraeque testem benevolentiae apostoli-

cam benedictionem vobis omnibus, dilecti Filii Nostri ac vene-

rabiles Fratres, Rectori, doctoribus atque alumnis Washing-

toniani Lycei, nee non Columbianis Equitibus amantissime in

Domino impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die Xll martii MCMXV, Pon-

tificatus Nostri anno prime.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.
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II.

AD R. P. D. lOANNEM IRELAND, ARCHIEPISCOPUM S. PAULI DE
MINNESOTA, DE NOVA AEDE CATHEDRALI PAULOPOLI PROPE-

DIEM DEDICANDA.

Venerabilis Frater, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

—Cum tu novae cathedralis aedis, in ista honoris tui sede, ini-

tia poneres, scimus decessorem Nostrum fel. rec. Pium X, datis

ad te litteris die XX mensis aprilis anno MCMIV, tum laudes

tibi, venerabilis Frater, tribuisse ac piis hominibus qui suis te

opibus adiuvarent, tum hortamenta ad peragendum inceptum

adiecisse. Nunc certiores facti sumus aedificationi iam esse

fastigium impositum, eamque, excepto interiore ornatu, omni
ex parte sic absolutam, ut ipsius dedicatio sollemnis in diem
undecimum proximi mensis aprilis constituta sit; eiusmodi au-

tem excitatum esse templum, ut et amplitudine et magnificentia

et formae elegantia insigne dici posse videatur. Haec Nos
perlibenter intelligentes, facere non possumus, quin omnes,

quotquot ad rei successum contulerunt cdiquid, eos praesertim

qui, pro suo Religionis amore, egregie se munificos praestarunt,

dilaudemus. Tibi vero, qui cum in omni pastoralis officii mu-
ftere virtutem praeclare actuosam ostendere consueveris, tum
in hoc ipso declarasti qyam decorem Domus Dei diligeres, in

primis gratulamur instantiam curasque tuas e sententia suc-

cessisse. Auspex autem caelestium honorum ac testis patemae
benevolentiae Nostrae sit, venerabilis Frater, apostolica bene-

dictio, quam tibi eisque omnibus quos memoravimus, atque

etiam reliquo tuo clero ac populo amantissime impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xiv mensis martii

MCMXV, Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

III.

AD lACOBUM CARD. GIBBONS, BALTIMORENSEM ARCHIEPISCO-

PUM, EXIMIAM CARITATEM LAUDAT CATHOLICORUM FOEDE-

RATARUM AMERICAE CIVITATUM ERGA MISEROS NATIONIS

MEXICANAE INCOLAS, CIVILIBUS PERTURBATIONIBUS VEXA-

TOS.

Dilecti Fili Noster, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.

—

Certiores quotidie de iis reddimur, quibus catholici praesertim
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Foederatarum Americae Civitatum, praeeunte venerabili Epis-

copatu, votis Nostris obsecundantes, contendunt moerorem
damnumque mitigare, quibus tot fratres nationis Mexicanae
iam dudum premuntur ob civiles perturbationes regionem
illam catholicam devexantes.

Illud praesertim scimus, caritatem banc fraternam patuisse

actuosam eamdemque multiplicem, scilicet subsidio ephemeri-

dum, conventuum, subscriptionum, collectarum et omne genus

beneficorum coeptuum
;
qua caritate excitati fuere quotquot

sive ob spectatam civilem conditionem sive censum, sive prae-

cipue animi nobilitatem ingeniique praestantiam, maximi mo-
menti causae suppetias quomodolibet ferre possent.

Quo factum est, ut Pastores animarum optime meriti, sacer-

dotes et utriusque sexus claustrales, patria extorres, tuto hos-

pitio humanisque curis iuvari potuerint, et (quod Nobis maxi-

me gratum fuit) in seminarium coUigi pauperes ephebi mexi-

cani, in sacerdotii spem educandi. Atque ita manifestari coe-

pit penes omnes in hisce regionibus ille amor, eaque cura et

tutela in exules, quae perpulcros inter fastos rei christianae et

civilis in America accensebitur.

Inter multos, qui pio huic operi adlaborarunt, indigitare

heic placet, praeter te, dilectum Filium Nostrum, duosque Pa-

tres Cardinales, qui eodem, ac tu, magnanimitatis merito prae-

stant, venerabiles Fratres Archiepiscopos Chicagensem et

Novae-Aureliae, una cum Episcopis Campifontis, Matazensi,

Toletano, S. Christophori de Habana et S. Antonii iam a Nobis

laudato; nee non dilectos Filios sac. Franciscum C. Kelley,

praesidem Catholic Church Extension Society et religiosum

virum Recaredum Tierney S. I., diarii The America Press

moderatorem.

Quibus omnibus ceterisque dum laudis testimonium et inci-

tamentum adiungimus, spes Nobis adridet fore, ut iidem et

quotquot exstant penes nos Christi fideles " corde magno et

animo volenti " salutare opus efficaciter prosequantur ac fove-

ant quousque (quod quantocius eventurum confidimus) civilis

ordo et Christiana libertas in dilectissima Mexicana republica

instaurentur.

Auspicem interim caelestium bonorum Nostraeque benevo-

lentiae testem tibi, dilecto Filio Nostro, tuaeque archidioecesi
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universae benedictionem apostolicam peramanter in Domino
impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xvii martii MCMXV^ Pon-

tificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

IV.

AD R. D. CAROLUM GRANNAN, QUOD DE COLLEGIO PIO LATINO
AMERICANO BENE SIT MERITUS GRATULATUR.

Dilecte Fili, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.—Sua-

det has ad te litteras caritas; eaque Nos permoti, non solum,

dilecte Fili, gratulamur tibi ex animo providentem in Colle-

gium Pium Latinum Americanum voluntatem, sed etiam te

hortamur vehementer ut alacriori in dies studio coeptum ur-

geas, ad quod et amor fraternitatis et ipsa te suaviter impulit

decessoris Nostri f. r. Pii X cura et soUicitudo. Quamquam
enim sollertia, hac in re, tua laetabiles iam tulerit fructus, do-

mesticis tamen eiusdem Instituti difficultatibus non ita est pro-

visum, ut augescenti in dies messi in Americae Latinae dioe-

cesibus par suppetat sacrorum operariorum copia. In ea qui-

dem comparanda probe novimus episcoporum elaborare indus-

triam : illud tamen, ut bene nosti, singularum dioecesium uti-

litas, illud Ecclesiae universalis bonum requirere compertum
est, ut in unaquaque dioecesi sint sacerdotes, quos Roma, eccle-

siarum omnium mater et magistra, catholicam doctrinam ac

disciplinam uberius tutiusque edocuit. Quare Urbani huius

Collegii res fac pergas fovere, ut pietati tuae ac bonorum ex

Foederatis Americae Civitatibus liberalitati, fratres ex Ame-
rica Latina sentiant sibi esse haud parum tribuendum.

Auspex divinorum munerum Nostraeque testis benevolentiae

apostolica sit benedictio, quam tibi, dilecte Fili, iisque omnibus

quas nactus fueris consilii propositique tui adiutores pera-

manter in Domino impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xvii martii mcmxv, Pon-

tificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.
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V.

AD R. D. SAC. EUGENIUM COUET^ MODERATOREM GENERALEM
CONGREGATIONIS SSMI SACRAMENTI ET CONSOCIATIONIS SA-

CERDOTUM ADORATORUM^ DE COGENDO CANADENSI SACERDO-

TUM ADORATORUM COETU.

Dilecte Fili, salutem et apostolicam benedictionem.—Laeta-

mur plane cleri ex Italia exemplum ad aemulam Canadensem

clerum excitasse virtutem, subiiciendo nimirum eidem con-

silium cogendi, ad proximum annum, Sacerdotum Adoratorum

coetum, saluberrimumque coeptum non gratulatione solum,

dilecte Fili, sed et commendatione Nostra votisque prosequi-

mur optimis. Qui enim nihil avemus magis quam ut Eucha-

ristiae cultus promoveatur in dies inter catholicos universos,

non possumus non vehementer desiderare ut sacerdotes omnes,

Altaris ministri, eucharisticae adorationi ita assuescant, ut inde

recedant tamquam leones ignem spirantes, facti diabolo terri-

biles. Re sane vera, vix quicquam esse arbitramur, quod mag^s

valeat ad studium in iisdem acuendum divinae gloriae, quam
iugis divinae caritatis commentatio. Mens in ea quippe im-

pletur gratia, ac Christi, amoris victimae, invitamenta ita ad

redamandum provocant, ut nihil magis libeat, quam ut caritas

Dei in omnium corda diffundatur. Sit igitur felix, sit faustus

Sacerdotum Canadensium conventus, et adauctus per eos Eu-

charistiae cultus atque usus, illud fidelibus singulis aflferat fu-

turae gloriae pig^us, quod Nos patema caritate iisdem de-

sideramus. Auspex interea divinorum munerum Nostraeque

testis benevolentiae apostolica sit benedictio, quam tibi, dilecte

Fili, iisque omnibus qui conventui adparando adlaborant qui-

que eidem intererunt peramanter in Domino impertimus.

Datum Romae apud S. Petrum, die xx mensis decembris

MCMXiv, Pontificatus Nostri anno primo.

BENEDICTUS PP. XV.

S. OONQBEGATIO OOKSISTOfilALIS.

LiTTERAE CiRCULARES AD R.MOS AMERICAE ORDINARIOS, DE

Emigrantium Italorum Cura.

Cum in varias Americae regiones centena Italorum millia

quotannis emigrare consuescant, factum est ut multa loca et

civitates iisdem repleta sint. •
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Hi autem, catholici quum sint, etiamsi temporaneum dutn-

taxat domicilium in America sibi constituant, iuxta tamen di-

vinas et ecclesiasticas leges, dum ibi commorantur, curae et

sollicitudini stant Ordinariorum loci. Quorum propterea est

satagere ut congrua spiritualia subsidia tantae multitudini non

desint, ne tot animae divino sanguine redemptae misere pere-

ant, et res catholica turn in America turn in Italia magnum
detrimentum patiatur.

Equidem quamplurimi Rmi Episcopi, officii sui conscii, omni

nisu conati sunt in hunc finem adlaborare, et multam laudem

coram Deo et Ecclesia idcirco meriti sunt. Verum res difficul-

tatibus plena est. Nam in primis emigrantes magna ex parte

agricolae sunt et operarii, rudes plerumque et ingenui; ideo-

que insidiis et malis artibus perfidorum, eo facilius obnoxii

fiunt quo in religiosis disciplinis minus sunt exculti.

Accedit quod hi, etsi aliqua communiora localis linguae voca-

bula pro urgentioribus vitae necessitatibus cito addiscant, ad

eius plenam cog^itionem vix numquam perveniunt; unde a

sacramentali confessione peragenda impediuntur, nee verbi di-

vini. praedicatione aut catechismi explanatione roborari pos-

sunt, nisi sacerdotes praesto habeant qui italicam linguam no-

verint et quandoque etiam vernaculi alicuius italicae provin-

ciae sermonis sint g^ari
;
quos tamen invenire et praebere nee

pronum est neque expeditum.

Denique emigrantes, de quibus sermo, solent non in unum
confluere locum, nee semper ubi templa et sacerdotes catholici

inveniuntur, sed hue illuc discurrunt, ubi operam et mercedem

inveniunt : quo fit ut difficilius opem et auxilium eisdem prae-

stari possit, et ipsi, spiritualibus subsidiis destituti, facilius cor-

ruptelarum illecebris falsisque doctrinis irretiantur.

His itaque de causis factum est ut plura centena hominum
millia etiam inter fideles ex Italia immigratos, iuxta senten-

tiam illorum qui ethnographicis studiis se addicunt, ultimis

hisce annis cum mag^o Ecclesiae luctu naufragium in fide

passa sunt

Tanto avertendo malo unicum remedium est numerum et

operam augere illorum sacerdotum qui, zelo et pietate ferven-

tes, italicae linguae et, si opus sit, etiam vernaculi sermonis

periti, italorum emigrantium curae se devoveant.
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In quem finem Summus Pontifex Pius X s. m. Motu proprio

lampridem diei 19 martii 19 14 sacerdotum collegium in Urbe
instituendum decrevit, in quo iuvenes sacerdotes alerentur et

opportunis pietatis, legiim et linguarum exercitiis aptarentur^

ut praesto esse possent Americae Ordinariis in italorum immi-

grantium subsidium.

Ssmus autem D. N. Benedictus XV inter primas sui Ponti-

ficatus curas illud quoque recensuit ut huic collegio proprias

opportunasque aedes destinaret et suppetias ab Italiae Episco-

pis peteret ad experisas pro hoc collegio obeundas, datis idcirco

per S. Congregationem Consistorialem, die 6 decembris 19 14,

opportunis litteris. Ehu ! saeviente bello, quod tantam mundi

partem cruentat, cui accessit in Italia horrenda nuperrimi ter-

raemotus clades, modica hucusque prolata sunt subsidia. Ve-

rum si Christiana caritas pro fide in barbaras nationes propa-

ganda adeo generose sucurrit, pro fide in suis filiis conservanda

credere oportet non esse defuturam.

Ut autem S. Sedis studia hac in re Rmi Americae Episcopi

ob oculos habeant, huic epistola adiungitur exemplar Motus

Proprii lampridem, litterarum S. huius Congregationis diei 6

decembris 19 14 et Decreti Ethnographica studia; et italorum

immigratorum causa, quae et Italiae et futurae Americae sortis

tanti interest, eorum pietati et devotioni commendatur.

Romae, die 22 februarii 191 5.

C. Card. De Lai^ Secretarius.

L. * S.

P. PiSANi, Substitutus pro Emigr.
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OUB ANALEOTA.

The Roman documents for the month are

:

Letters of Pope Benedict XV

:

I. To Cardinals Gibbons, Farley, and O'Connell, and the

other Archbishops and Bishops of the United States, offering

congratulations on the occasion of the celebration of the

twenty-fifth anniversary of the foundation of the Catholic

University of America.

II. To Archbishop Ireland, felicitating him on the solemn

dedication of the new Cathedral of St, Paul, 1 1 April, 191 5.

III. To Cardinal Gibbons, in praise of the assistance given

by the Catholics of the United States to their Mexican fellovv

Catholics.

IV. To the Right Rev. Monsignor Charles Grannan, D.D.,

commending his work in behalf of the Urban College of Latin

America.

V. To the Very Rev. Eugene Couet, Director General of

the Congregation of the Most Blessed Sacrament and the

League of Priest Adorers, concerning the convening of a Can-

adian Congress of Priest Adorers.

S. Congregation of^ Consistory addresses a circular letter

to the Hierarchy of America on the spiritual care of Italian

immigrants.

BSOUTOHEON OF THE AUXILIABT BISHOP OF PBOVIDENOE, B. I.

The following coat of arms of the Right Rev. Thomas
Doran, D.D., recently elected Bishop Auxiliary to the Right

Rev. Matthew Harkins, Ordinary of the Diocese of Providence,

represents what is termed in the lang^uage of ecclesiastical her-

aldry " a local titular description " as distinguished from an

official coat of arms, which latter only a bishop who exercises

independent jurisdiction may claim.

In describing the local titular attributes of the Bishop Auxil-

iary the method of quartering the shield has been adopted, as

offering greater facility for expressing symbolically personal

and local affiliations. This method is less conformable to the

rigfid exactions of the later French and English art of

blazonry; but in the ecclesiastical arms of Germany and in the
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shields of the much older Irish- Milesian chiefs greater liberty

allowed in expressing local titles by means of symbolsIS

grouped harmoniously. The personal characteristics are usu-

ally reserved to the second and third fields, while the first and

fourth contain the official references.

Quarterly: i. Gules, Cross anchr^e or.

2. Azure, a chevron ermine accompanied

three stars argent.

3. Fleur-de-lis argent, of the second.

4. Vert, anchor or.

by

I. The Cross is the symbol of faith ; the gold (or) is to indi-

cate that this faith is intimately bound up with " hope ", of

which the anchor form is emblematic.

The Cross anchree is blazoned on a red (gules) field to sug-

gest that this faith is anchored in the blood of the Martyrs of

Christ (in the case of the Bishop's ancestry it is the blood of

the Irish martyrs).
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2. According to the Irish heraldic description the Doran
family had for their escutcheon a shield of azure, with three

five-pointed stars, silver. (In the upper part of the shield

there was a boar in a divided fess.) Here the ermine chevron

of the Brehon Clan, from whom the Dorans partly derive their

origin, has been inserted.

The Three Stars of the Doran arms indicate the perfection

(number three) of their ideals, which are supernatural (in an

azure field symbolizing heaven), to be defended by their lives.

The chevron or cross-band, taken from the coat of arms of the

old Brehons, represents the law of Ireland which was adapted

by St. Patrick to Christian living. It suggests the aims of the

bearer of the shield to perpetuate reverence for the law of the

land, ennobled by Christian motives. The five points indicate

the universality of this light derived from heaven and reach-

ing out to all the world.

3. The Lily is emblematic of purity, and in particular of de-

votion to St. Joseph, whom the Bishop has served as inter-

preter, and as guardian of the Divine Child during the years

not only of his priesthood but in particular of his pastorate of

St. Joseph's congregation.

4. The Anchor is suggested by the old escutcheon of the

State of Rhode Island and the former Plantation of Provi-

dence. It indicates the territorial jurisdiction of the Bishop

Auxiliary, as well as loyalty to the State. Incidentally it also

suggests his attachments to the Bishop whom he aids, and

whose coat of arms bears in its motto the devise of hope: "Spes

unica et praemium ".

The motto :
" In Deo spes—anchora vitae " is taken from

the Irish Doran family coat, which reads "Spes anchora vitae",

to which the " In Deo " is prefixed, from the Bishop's motto.

THE BANK lUSOLVEUOY CASE—ANOTHEB SOLTTTIOH.
*

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

In the " Bank Insolvency Case " proposed in the December

issue of the Review^ it was stated that Mr. Brown acted on

the advice of a certain confessor regarding the sequestration

^ See EccL. Rkviiw, December, 1914.
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of part of his property from the receivers who were appointed

to administer the affairs of the insolvent bank.

It is a pity we have not the confessor's reasons, for, notwith-

standing the arguments of X. Y. Z., the confessor's opinion ap-

pears to me to be a sound solution of a very difficult case.

To begin with the act of sequestration itself. It must be

borne in mind that the state law binding stockholders to

double the amount of their stocks is a purely penal law de-

signed to protect the public against fraud and incompetency.

Now if the deed by which Mr. Brown transferred half his

property to his wife was honest and good in the eyes of the

law, Mrs. Brown was as much entitled to the benefits of the

deed of sequestration as the depositors to the benefits of the

legal guarantee; both transactions being good in the eyes of

the law. And since the state law does not bind Mr. Brown in

conscience except in the case of fraud or incompetency, the

transfer of part or all of his assets to his wife is per se not only

legally good but morally good also.

From the manner in which X. Y. Z. speaks of the deed of

sequestration it is impossible to decide whether its defects were

moral or legal, or both.

If the deed was good according to law—that is, if there was

no fraud used in perfecting the deed, such as antedating, or

putting in a false consideration—the deed of sequestration has

the same sanction as the law of guarantee, and Mr. Brown can

in law and conscience stand by it. But even though the deed

of sequestration were immoral in the eyes of the law, the ques-

tion still remains as to whether Mr. Brown was bound in con-

science to pay any or the whole amount of the guarantee ; and

as a consequence whether Mrs. Brown is justified in holding

the property made over to her by her husband ; and if not, has

she to return the whole or only part.

On page 733, X. Y. Z. states there was an implicit contract

between Mr. Brown and the creditors binding Mr. Brown to

restore twice the value of his stock in the event of the bank

failing; the contract between Mr. Brown and his creditors was

not implicit but purely explicit, and being an explicit contract

it must be interpreted strictly; and its interpretation must be

qualified by all and sundry implicit contracts which naturally

accompany it. •
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The law of guarantee as stated is a purely penal law, de-

signed to guard against fraud and incompetency. If Mr.

Brown was guilty of either, he was bound both in law and con-

science to the whole amount of the guarantee, and in the case

of fraud also to the restitution of whatever amount he was
" ditior factus " by the money of the depositors.

But the explicit contract supposes an implicit contract on the

part of the depositors, binding them to deal fairly with the in-

stitution. Suppose, for instance, that the insolvency was not

due to a universal crisis, but to the malice of the depositors who
sought to destroy the bank in demanding their deposits all at

the same time.

Now the nature of banking is that stockholders invest the

deposits and the nature of " investments " is that they cannot

be realized with safety or profit at a moment's notice. In the

case stated, the depositors violated their implicit contract with

the bank and the stockholders would not be bound in conscience

to pay one penny of the guarantee. The depositors however,

although acting within the letter of the express contract, would

be bound in conscience to make restitution to the stockholders

for any damage caused by their unjust action. And this not

on account of the evil they intended (for intention alone does

not incur the obligation of restitution) ; nor because of the

express contract (for they acted within the letter of that con-

tract) ; but because they violated an implicit contract naturally

flowing from and essentially accompanying the express con-

tract.

In the " Bank Insolvency Case " it is true the failure was

not brought about by the malice of the depositors, but by their

incompetency. But just as the legal guarantee protected the

depositors not only against fraud on the part of the stock-

holders but also against gross incompetency on their part, in

like manner the stockholders were protected by an implicit

contract against gross incompetency on the part of the de-

positors. For no man would think of entering into a contract

of trust with any or a number of men unless there was an im-

plicit contract safeguarding him in conscience against gross

folly.

Consequently as neither Mr. Brown nor the depositors are

accused of fraud the whole matter turns on the question of in-

competency.
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Mr. Brown would not be bound to risk any notable part of

his personal assets in the interest of the bank even though by
doing so he could stave off the calamity, for the depositors had
no claim on him beyond the amount of his guarantee. If how-
ever Mr. Brown could, with safety to himself, stave off the

calamity by investing the amount of his guarantee—$40,000

—

in the interest of the bank, it is questionable if Mr. Brown
would be bound to do so or otherwise be guilty of culpable in-

competency. In the case as stated $40,000 would have been

entirely insufficient to save the bank; therefore Mr. Brown was
not guilty of culpable incompetency, in not so doing.

Neither was the action of the depositors on account of the

gravity of the crisis wholly irrational. Therefore in equity

they should not be deprived of the whole benefit of the guar-

antee, although the stockholders were blameless. This right is

founded on the implicit contract which bound the stockholders

to share the effects of such a general and common calamity,

with the depositors, and bear an equitable part of the loss. The
payment of half his express bond by Mr. Brown to the re-

ceiver of the bank seems an equitable discharge of this obliga-

tion, and the sequestration of $20,000 in favor of his wife per-

fectly justifiable, even though the deed of sequestration was
immoral in the eyes of the law from wilful misstatements on

the part of Mr. Brown. Mrs. Brown therefore can hold with

good conscience the $20,000 made over to her by her husband.

SCOTUS.

INTENTION IN OONSENT TO THE MARRUGE OONTRAGT.

An interesting marriage case was decided some time ago

by the Roman Rota and reported under the title " Oregonopo-

litano "} The decision offers some noteworthy reasoning on

points not elaborated in text-books on marriage. It may be of

service to readers of the Review to have a summary of the rea-

soning.

Two points are made in the case: the first, on pretended or

feigned consent in marriage ; the second, on consent given with

the intention not to be bound by marriage obligations.

iCf. Acta Apostolicae Sedis, 1914, Vol. VI, num. 16, pp. 516-525.
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The plea for the invalidity of the marriage in question was
based on simulated consent. But after settling that, the Rota

adverts to another plea which, though not actually made, might

have become an issue if the evidence had been exhaustively

weighed. That is unusual for the Rota. It must have been

prompted by some special reason. Probably it was the com-

mon error of poorly instructed Catholics or of non-Catholics in

mixed marriages. At any rate, the intention of not binding

oneself by an indissoluble bond in marriage, nor by obligations

consequent on marriage, now too often enters into marriage

contracts.

The error has no invalidating force with respect to Chris-

tian marriage. The granting of divorce in the civil courts or

the belief that the marriage tie is divorceable or the obligations

consequent on marriage are avoidable, is no plea against mar-

riage according to divine law. The divine law prevails wher-

ever Christian civilization rules :
" in eorum mente propter

falsam illam existimationem intentio contrahendi juxta hujus-

modi leges aut ^ectae placita, minime excludit primariam in-

tentionem contrahendi juxta divinam legem per Christum con-

firmatam " (p. 522). In the courts of the Catholic Church

therefore Christian marriage is valid unless there is clear proof

of explicit and positive intention of contracting marriage con-

trary to the Christian law of marriage.

The first point in the case und&r review is on pretended or

simulated consent. After defining such feigpied or simulated

consent of either party to the marriage contract, the Rota ex-

plains how hard it is to prove such consent, for the reason that

it is an internal act. Of course proofs establishing a moral

certainty of such consent are not excluded, but the marriage is

held valid even with them, because consent outwardly given is

taken to mean what it expresses. " In foro conscientiae, uti-

que, credi potest asserenti se simulate consensisse, quia agitur

de bono spirituali poenitentis, et viget principium :
' confitenti

pro se et contra se credendum est
'

; in foro autem externo agi-

tur de administranda justitia jus suum petendi, et standum est

allegatis et probatis " (p. 517).

The proofs of simulated consent must be convincing. Its

cause must be serious and urgent. The character of the party

asserting simulated consent and every circumstance for such
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^simulation must be taken into account. For through the ex-

ternal rite all obligations of marriage are presumably accepted

by both parties in civil as well as ecclesiastical law. The cause
of simulation thus assured, simulated consent itself must be
-ascertained from conjectures and presumption in circumstances

preceding, accompanying, and following the marriage.

Thus simulated consent, though not impossible of proof, is

yet hard to prove. With the facts of the present case, or with
the fact that the Rota denied juridical value to evidences ad-

duced therein, we have no concern.

In the allegations of some witnesses however the Rota found
reason to expound another flaw in marriage consent. It was
stated under oath that the party had no intention to be bound
by the marriage or to cohabit. Now some authorities hold that

an intention not to oblige oneself is compatible with valid mar-
riage; other reliable authorities, on the contrary, hold mar-
riage with such an intention to be invalid. The Rota does not

decide conflicting views. It proceeds to explain that an inten-

tion contrary to the good of the Sacrament or its indissolubility

and unity is to be judged diff"erently from an intention con-

trary to fidelity or off"spring.

The first must be explicit and positive to invalidate the con-

tract; the second must in addition be agreed to by word or

writing

—

by a pact. Both must be amenable to proof. The
first foils the very nature of Christian marriage; being con-

trary to the good of the Sacrament, it needs no pact to nullify

;

the second, though explicit and positive, requires besides a
special act of the will, a pact, not to contract marriage accord-

ing to the law of Christ. Indissolubility and unit-monogamy
are of the essence of Christian marriage. This principle of

-canon law is at the same time dogma. Fidelity and offspring

are consequent on the marriage contract, which is vitiated by
an explicit and positive intention to avoid its consequences by
a pact. The vitiating intention becomes a constituent part of

the marriage contract and the contract is rendered contrary

to the divine law. Recent authorities simplify this reasoning

by a distinction of St. Thomas "inter esse et usum matrimonii".

Not intending to assume the obligations of marriage does not

affect the esse matrimonii. " Si autem solubile vinculum posi-

tive intenditur, eo ipso ex sua natura est pars constitutiva con-
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tractus; si, ex altera parte, conditio contra bonum fidei vcl

prolis etiam positive intenditur, non eo ipso, seu ex sua natura,

in contractum ingreditur, quia bonum fidei et prolis consequi-

tur contractum in suo esse jam constitum . . . ideo, ut irritum

ilium reddat, requiritur specialis actus voluntatis, ut intentio

contrahendi matrimonium prout ordinarie contrahitur frus-

tretur "
(p. 521).

Hence the mistaken view that Christian marriage is divorce-

able does not nullify the contract; neither does a positive in-

tention to avoid the consequences of marriage annul it, unless

by pact the intention is made part of the contract.

The Rota has rendered signal service in setting what threat-

ened to become a vexed question in marriage courts.

Jos. Selinger.

Jefferson City, Missouri.

QUAESTIO DE LIOEITATE ABOBTUS.

Qu. I have been a mission priest for fifteen years and have never

before been confronted with a case precisely like the following. I

have no books at hand and I feel the necessity of obtaining advice

from the best possible authority. Instinctively and immediately I

turn to The Ecclesiastical Review.

My penitent is a young married woman, about thirty years of age.

She is a farmer's wife; of German parentage. Both husband and

wife are truly good, sincere and fervent Catholics, and she has be-

hind her the inspiration of exemplary parents. Her mother was the

mother of fourteen children. My penitent has borne three healthy

children. Each pregnancy was more difficult than the last. Her
fourth pregnancy was marked with the development of persistent

nausea which resulted in a miscarriage. The fifth pregnancy was

much more difficult. By the sixth month she was so emaciated and

exhausted that the doctor urged an abortion. Her husband con-

sulted the parish priest who advised him to allow the doctor to de-

cide. An abortion was performed. During the sixth pregnancy

matters were much worse. She seemed to be at the point of death,

and, in the absence of her regular physician, an assistant doctor per-

formed an abortion without consulting the family. He did not en-

tirely clean the uterus and his mistake was not corrected for nearly

three weeks. Her life was barely saved. The case came to me dur-

ing a mission here last fall. Not then understanding the entire

pathological history of the case, I insisted on her making any sac-
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riiice before allowing another abortion, and she is very heroically pre-

pared to do so. A seventh pregnancy began with her about six

weeks ago. Within a month the persistent nausea reappeared and
for the past two weeks she has been suffering intensely. The doctor

tells me that the nausea is a disease. He has tried every known pal-

liative and has failed to mitigate it. AbnornM,! methods of feeding

have been of no avail. She is never able to sleep. She is reduced

to skin and bone. Her condition is further aggravated by enormous

varicose veins. Since the malady has developed, this time, very much
earlier than it has before, it is entirely impossible for her to bear the

child or even to keep alive for the full term of pregnancy, if the

malady persists, as it has done in the three preceding pregnancies. I

talked the case over with my own physician. He tells me that some

women so afflicted finally pull through and bear healthy children.

He also tells me of six cases personally known to him, where a wait

for nature to relieve the situation has resulted in death.

1. Does the Church allow an abortion under these circumstances?

2. If her life is saved by a natural miscarriage, will the Church
permit excision of the Fallopian tubes, on the ground that this per-

sistent nausea is an established disease, that pregnancy means for

her death either of herself or the child ?

I do not know the conclusion of your discussion on Vasectomy.

My physician has asked me this question:

3. In the case where self-abuse has brought about a condition in

which seminal emissions are beyond control and occur so frequently

that both bodily and mental vigor is gravely imperiled, is it per-

missible to have the seminal ducts tied with silk, which may be re-

moved after a term of years, restoring organic functions? J. H.

Resp. The case is this : A multipara, thirty years of age, of

German parentage, has the following history: she has three

healthy children ; in her fourth pregnancy she had an excessive

nausea and vomiting and a miscarriage; in the fifth pregnancy

this vomiting recurred, and an abortion was performed some-

time in the sixth month. The time is not given ; the words are

" by the sixth month ". The pastor was consulted and he ad-

vised leaving the matter to the physician. In the sixth preg-

nancy abortion was performed by a physician without consul-

tation. This man did not clear the uterus ; the woman was in-

fected, but recovered. Now she is in her seventh pregnancy

for six weeks, and the persistent nausea and vomiting have

recurred. The physician " has tried every known palliative
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and has failed to mitigate it ". Abnormal methods of feeding

have not been of use. She has insomnia, and is emaciated.

It is asked : I. Does the Church allow an abortion under

these circumstances?

II. If her life is saved by a natural miscarriage, will the

Church permit excision of the Fallopian tubes, on the ground
that this persistent nausea is an established disease, that preg-

nancy means the death either of herself or the child ?

The answer to the first question is certainly negative. She
is only six weeks pregnant and the child is not viable. The
Holy Office decided this question, 28 May, 1884, 19 August,

1888, and on other occasions.

In her fifth pregnancy, if the foetus was at the end of the

sixth month of gestation, the abortion was licit; if at the be-

ginning of the sixth month, it was not licit, because the child

is not viable at that stage of gestation. At the end of the sixth

month if the child is taken from the womb it hardly ever sur-

vives, but technically the moralists permit the removal of such

a child for grave cause.

The good effect in this case (emptying the uterus to stop the

vomiting) and the evil effect (killing the foetus) do not come
immediately from the causal act in the same degree; the evil

effect is a direct consequence of the good effect, and this se-

quence vitiates the means used. We may not kill a foetus even

indirectly to save a mother unless the foetus is an unjust ag-

gressor, and the foetus in this case is not an unjust aggressor

in any sense of the term.

The priest that proposes the case for solution says that the

physician in charge of the woman " has tried every known
palliative " and has failed. He probably has tried every pal-

liative known to him, but a man capable of using every pallia-

tive known to science in so complicated a condition as the per-

nicious vomiting of pregnancy (" hyperemesis gravidarum")

is not found practising medicine in the place whence this ques-

tion comes. Carl Braun, one of the great obstetricians of the

world, never saw a fatal case of vomiting in pregnancy in 150,-

000 obstetrical patients, because he knew how to avert the dis-

ease. It is true there are cases which even Braun could not

save, but they are not common ; and a case that appears hope-

less to one man may be easily cured by another. I have seen
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pregnant women in the first stage of what seemed to be per-

nicious vomiting cured in a few days by fitting them with

proper eye-glasses alone. Robaudi in 1909/ Mayer in 191 1,

and Curtis * have cured such cases merely by injecting a little

defibrinated blood taken from a healthy pregnant woman.
Sergent, Lian, and De Lee have cured several cases by the

use of epinephrin. Many cases of " hyperemesis gravidarum "

die because the physicians in charge do not diagnosis the cause

of the disease ; others die no matter how perfect the diagnosis

and treatment; others in the third stage of the disease die

even after the wx)mb has been emptied.

The disease usually begins in the second month of pregnancy,

more rarely in the fourth month, sometimes in the sixth month.

When it occurs later than the sixth month it is an effect as a

rule of nephritis. More cases occur in the United States than

in Germany, probably because of the climate here which is

very irritating to northern Europeans of a nervous tendency.

The patient under consideration is living a thousand miles

south of her racial habitat. She is overtaxed physically; al-

though she is only thirty years of age she is in her seventh

pregnancy, and she has already had three abortions. She
probably has had a child yearly, and only a very strong woman
can stand such a strain.

There is a close nervous connexion between the stomach and
the organs of childbearing. Irritants that can cause vomiting

are excessive distention of the uterus when the ovum grows

more rapidly than the uterus can stretch ; irritation from metri-

tis, polyhydramnion, hydatid mole, twins, displacements of

the uterus, acute retroversions, anteversions, flexions, which

pinch or stretch the nerves; inflammations of the uterus, ad-

nexa, pelvic connective tissue, peritoneum; tumors of the

uterus. All these can cause vomiting, and if the cause is re-

moved the effect disappears.

Disturbances which in themselves give rise to vomiting in

pregnancy may bring about pernicious vomiting. Such con-

ditions are gastric ulcer, cancer, chronic gastritis and enteritis,

helminthiasis, fecal concretions, enteroptosis, tubercular peri-

tonitis, gall-stones, and other intraabdominal diseases. Nasal

* De Lee, Obstetrics, p. 351.

* Journal of the American Medical Association, 28 February, 1914.
*
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disease, hypertrophied turbinates, septal spurs, apical and

laryngeal tuberculosis, anemia, chlorosis, eye-strain, all can

cause vomiting, or a predisposition thereto. Uraemia from

nephritis may cause vomiting; but this occurs usually in the

last months of pregnancy.

Hyperemesis may be neurotic in origin. There may be a

demonstrable nervous lesion, as paresis, locomotor ataxia, tu-

bercle or other tumors, meningitis, polyneuritis; or the condi-

tion may be functional. The disease is found in hysterics. In

all such cases whatever will bring the nervous systems into

equilibrium will stop the vomiting.

Sometimes the diagnosis is difficult to make—we must be

sure that the case is one of pregnancy—and at times it is some-

what difficult to be certain of this diagnosis in the early weeks

of gestation. Secondly, the causes, primary and secondary,

are to be uncovered. Thirdly, we have to determine whether

the vomiting is caused by the pregnancy or is merely coinci-

dental. Trousseau induced abortion for hyperemesis and the

autopsy showed cancer of the stomach ; Caseaux found a

woman supposedly dead from " hyperemesis gravidarum "^

but she had tubercular peritonitis ; Beau had a like case which

proved to be tubercular meningitis.

Braun, as was said, had not one fatal case in 150,000 preg-

nancies. Gu^niot in a series of 1 18 cases of pernicious vomit-

ing found 46 deaths. McClinton found 50 fatal cases, but the

whole number is not g^ven. The disease is more fatal in multi-

parae than in primiparae, but it is not necessarily fatal in any
case.

Every mild case of vomiting in pregnancy must be attended

to lest it go on to a pernicious stage. Cerium oxalate with

scale pepsin will commonly quiet the mild cases. The treat-

ment of the grave cases is technical, and it may be found in a

work like De Lee's Obstetrics. In the Journal of the American

Medical Association, 191 2, p. 28, is a bibliography of the sub^

ject.

2. The second question proposed is : Would the Church per-

mit the sterilization of such a woman ? The Church has pub-

lished no decision on this matter, so far as I know, but in my
own opinion the sterilization of such a woman is not licit. The
reasons he offers for sterilization are (a) that " the persistent
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nausea is an established disease ". It is not. (b) " Pregpnancy

means for her death either of herself or the child ". Not nec-

essarily, by any means. If it did certainly mean death for her

or the child the sterilization would be justifiable, but a grave
mutilation like sterilization is not permissible to avoid a con-

dition which may or may not destroy life. A woman with a

pelvis so narrow that each child can be delivered only by
Cesarean section may not be sterilized to avoid this operation.

3. In the same letter the writer also asks: " In the case of

men who have abused themselves until seminal emissions are

beyond control and occur so frequently that both bodily and
mental vigor is gravely imperiled, will the Church allow the

seminal ducts to be tied with silk, which may be removed after

a term of years restoring organic function ?
"

The seminal ducts can not be tied with silk or anything else,

which may be removed after years restoring function. As a

surgical operation, apart from any moral consideration, vasec-

tomy can be done and the vasa can afterward be restored to

function. The Church has not given any decision in such

cases. It is not true, however, that seminal emissions are be-

yond control even in the conditions mentioned; nor is it true

that bodily or mental vigor is greatly imperiled if practical

methods known to medicine are applied to stop the actual sin

and build up the patient's will. I can see no justification here

at all for vasectomy.

Austin O'Malley, M.D.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SOME EUBEIOAL OBSEEVATIONS.

To the Editor, The Ecclesiastical Review.

May I ask the authority for the statement in the April num-

ber of the Review, page 485, " The deacon at High Mass . . .

first sings the words ' Sequentia Sancti Evangelii,' etc. and

then makes the three crosses, which in the Low Mass accom-

pany the recital of the words"? Martinucci (Lib. I, Cap. xiii,

n. 45) says that the deacon signs the book at the same time

that he singp the words, observing the same division made by

the celebrant of a Low Mass. De Herdt (Vol. I, Pars II, 318)

prescribes the same mode of action', except that he would have

the deacon sing the words, " Sancti Evangelii ", which Mar-
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tinucci divides between the signing of the forehead and mouth,

while signing the forehead, pausing while signing the mouth,

and singing the words, " Secundum N," while signing the

breast.

It may be helpful to some of your readers if attention is

called to the following very prevalent mistakes in rubrics

:

1. Acolytes at Solemn Requiem Masses are frequently seen

carrying candlesticks with unlighted candles. We know of

no sanction for the carrying of unlighted candles. When at

the Gospel " non portantur lumina ", the understanding of

caeremoniarii is that the acolytes carry no candlesticks but

flank the subdeacon, " junctis manibus ".

2. When the four or six " high candles " are lighted for a

High Mass or Solemn Mass, many priests think it necessary

that the two candles usually lighted for Low Mass burn also.

These they reverently call " Mass candles ". We take it for

granted that the " high candles " are wax candles and not imi-

tations in gas or electricity.

3. Most pastors persist in treating a visiting bishop with all

the honors reserved to the Ordinary of the diocese when he

assists at Solemn Mass; at least, they insist upon the bishop

giving the episcopal blessing at the end of the Mass, or if it

be a funeral Mass, the bishop is asked to give the absolution of

the body. We consider this reserved to the Ordinary of the

diocese. In fact we have often seen priests who have not cele-

brated the Requiem Mass officiate at the absolution. A bishop,
" extra dioecesim ", is not to preside at Solemn Mass on a

throne, attended by deacons of honor, performing all that the

Ordinary does when he assists in cappa at such a Mass, but

assists very much as a priest would, except that he is entitled

to a double swing at the incensing and he should sit in a place

of honor, corresponding to the first choir stall. These honors

are particularly incorrectly bestowed when they are paid to a

bishop who is the coadjutor or auxiliary or administrator of

the diocese in which he is assisting at the Mass,

I am well aware that I am saying nothing new in making

these observations, but these mistakes are of such frequent oc-

currence that a notice of them in the Review may act as an

excellent corrective.

Subscriber,
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INDULGENOES WHEN OELEBBATION OF FEAST IS TSANSFEBBEIX

In our diocese the feast of St, Patrick is not celebrated on 17

March, but is transferred to a later date because according to our

Ordo we are obliged to celebrate the feast "In Anniversario Dedica-

tionis Ecclesiae Pro-Cathedralis " on 17 March. This year, for ex-

ample, we celebrated the feast of St. Patrick on 18 March in this dio-

cese. In other words we read the oflSce and said the Mass of St.

Patrick on 18th instead of the 17th.

In his Lenten regulations, however, the bishop stated that all those

going to confession and receiving Holy Communion on the feast of

St. Patrick, complying of course with the iisual conditions, would
gain a plenary indulgence.

Now what I would like to know is this—would those who went to

confession, say on the 16th, and received Holy Commimion on the

17th, gain the plenary indulgence in this diocese? Or would it be

necessary for them to receive Holy Communion on the 18th, the day
on which the feast of St. Patrick was celebrated in this diocese, in

order to gain the plenary indulgence?

My own opinion is that they who received Holy Communion on
17 March would gain the plenary indulgence for the reason that the

17th is the universal feast day of the Saint, although in particular

places, like this diocese, the celebration of the feast is transferred to

a later date.

I have had a little discussion on this point, however, and there-

fore would be very grateful for your opinion.

Henricus Josephus.

Resp. Our correspondent seems to us to be correct, and for

the reason given. Since, however, the bishop is obviously the

best interpreter of his own regulations, the matter could be au-

thoritatively determined by an appeal to him.

OONFESSION AS A OONDITION FOE GAINING INDULGENCES.

Qu. What is the exact status at present of a person who wishes

to gain the partial and plenary indulgences attached to certain

prayers and practices habitually performed under the condition of

Confession and Communion. Formerly a weekly confession entitled

the recipient to all the indulgences, except the Portiuncula or " toties

quoties " and Jubilee indulgences. But I think this has been changed

by recent legislation. How often must a priest go to Confession if

he wishes to benefit by all the indulgences incident to the perform-

ance of his official and private devotional offices?
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Resp. By a Decree of Clement XIII (9 December, 1763)
those who went to confession " semel saltern in hebdomada "»

unless they were legitimately prevented, were entitled to all

the indulgences granted within that time, so long as they had
kept themselves free from mortal sin. This decree still holds

good, except for those who are practically daily communi-
cants. By an Indult of 14 February, 1906, Pius X granted

the privilege of gaining all current indulgences to those who
approach Communion daily ("quamvis semel aut iterum per

hebdomadam a Communione abstineant " ) . Hence the latter

are entitled to all current indulgences without special confes-

sion provided they are in the state of grace.

Priests, like other daily communicants, are free from the ob-

ligation of confessing, so long as they remain in the state of

grace.

A further concession, issued by Pius X (23 April, 1914),.

allows that the confession required for a " toties quoties " in-

dulgence, such as the Portiuncula, may be made a week (" ul-

timo octiduo ante diem pro lucranda indulgentia designatum").

before the day on which the indulgence is to be gained.

niTEEBUPTION OF THE FORM OF BAPTISM.

Qu. A priest administering the Sacrament of Baptism is inter-

rupted, after he has said the words " Ego te baptizo ", by the sextoa

reminding him of the child's name :
" I did not hear you mention the

child's name; the priests here always say the child's name aloud."

The priest replies :
" I have said the name in a low voice." The sex-

ton again says :
" I did not know but that you should say it out aloud."

Then the priest continues, " In nomine Patris, etc.", without repeat-

ing " Ego te baptizo ". Is this a moral interruption? Should he

repeat the words " Ego te baptizo ", or, if he doubts the validity of

the Baptism, may he rebaptize sub conditione?

Resp. The requirement in administering the Sacrament of

Baptism is that " the form be pronounced while the matter is

being applied, that is, at morally the same time ". O'Kane
explains that it is not required (in Baptism) " that the water

be actually fzdling on the head when the word * baptizo ' is

being pronounced. The rubric even directs that the water be

poured on in naming the persons of the Blessed Trinity." . An?
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interruption such as occurred in the case before us is unseemly,

and may cause the administration to be illicit, if the minister

is to blame, but it does not raise any serious question of valid-

ity. In those circumstances, since there is no prudent reason

for doubting, the warning of the Catechism of the Council of

Trent should be taken to heart. It is only when, after diligent

inquiry, if inquiry is necessary, a prudent reason for doubting

remains, that the Sacrament may be administered sub condi-

tione.

THE OBLIGATION OF PEESOEIPTIVE EUBEIOS.

Qu. Does a priest commit a mortal sin by knowingly and without

reason violating prescriptive rubrics, e. g. if a priest celebrates a

High Mass of Requiem (anniversary) cantata on a duplex secundae

classis?

Resp. We do not like the form of this question. No one is

in better position to answer the question in this form than the

priest's confessor. The doctrine of theologians is that the

prescriptive rubrics to be observed in the Mass oblige " sub

mortali, ex genere suo." ^ Some writers, however, distinguish

between those rubrics that relate to grave matter, and those

that relate to matter that is not grave. The question was dis-

cussed in the Civilta Cattolica, 1891, Vol. IV, pp. 34 ff., and
in the Monitore Ecclesiastico^ XIV, 507 ; XV, 130.

NEW rAOULTIES NOT EEQUIEED.

Qu. Sometimes a person for whom the necessary faculties for ab-

solution from censure incurred by marriage coram praecone are ob-

tained, neglects to return to Confession. If such a person some years

later is found on a sick-bed, is it necessary to apply again for facul-

ties?

Resp. Faculties granted for a certain case, and not with-

drawn by the superior who granted them, continue in force in-

definitely. The case of dispensations is similar. Of course if

the penitent is in danger of death no special faculties for ab-

solution from censure are required.

1 Bened. XIV, De Sacrif. Missae, II, loa. ,
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DISPENSATION UNNEOESSABT.

Qu, A young man wishing to marry a Catholic girl declares him-

self unbaptized. He makes the necessary promises for obtaining a

dispensation " disparitatis cultus ". After the dispensation has been

obtained he discovers that his mother, who had been a Catholic, had
him baptized in the Catholic Church, and produces a certificate

which proves the fact beyond all question. Up to the time of his

projected marriage he had subscribed to no form of religious belief,

had never attended any church, and was indeed ignorant of any

knowledge of God or religion. Under what form of dispensation, if

any, should he be married? Grave reasons prohibit any delay in

performing the ceremony.

Resp. There is no need of a dispensation. The duty of the

priest, however, is, so far as time and circumstances allow, to

instruct the groom, to reconcile him to the Church, and in gen-

eral to prepare him for the worthy reception of the Sacrament

and the duties and obligations imposed by Christian marriage.

In view of the man's indifference and carelessness in the past

—

there is nothing to indicate that he has been actually hostile

to Catholicity—his written promises should be retained by way
of precaution, although, obviously, they are not any longer re-

quired according to the letter of the ecclesiastical law. Na-
tural law obliges a Catholic, even a careless one, to bring up

his children in the true faith, and where, as in this instance,

written promises have been secured, they should be used to

enforce, if necessary, the dictates of natural and divine law.

THE KNOB OF THE OHALIGE CUP.

Qu. What do the words " calicem dextera manu infra nodum
cuppae accipit " mean? Do they mean that the celebrant takes hold

of the chalice under the knob on the shank of the chalice? Does
" cuppa " refer to the cup of the chalice or to the whole vessel? I

cannot find the word in a Latin dictionary. One English authority

says " below the knob " simply ; another says " under the knob of the

cup ". Which is correct ?

Resp. The words " infra nodum cuppae " mean, evidently,

not " under the knob on the shank of the chalice ", but " under

the knob of the cup ", that is, the smaller knob which is gener-

ally at the junction of the cup with the shank of the chalice.
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This would mean that the chalice is held by the shank, imme-
diately under the cup, and, unless the shank were unusually

long, it would imply that the " hold " would be rendered more
secure by the lower fingers including in their grasp the top of

the larger knob of the shank. At the Elevation, for example,

or when holding the chalice for the ablutions, the instruction

usually given is to hold the chalice by the knob of the shank,

or under the knob of the shank. At the Elevation the hold is

steadied by the use of the left-hand on the base of the chalice,

and at the ablution steadiness is not so important. But, at the

Communion, to which of course the instruction quoted refers,

steadiness is important, and the left-hand holds the paten ; the

steadiest hold, therefore, is recommended, namely that which

grasps the chalice at the base of the cup.

The word " cuppa ", with the variants " cupa ", " coppa ",

" copa ", occurs in Ducange's dictionary of medieval Latin,

with various meanings, among them " copa calicis ", which \s

found in the marginal notes of an ancient martyrology of the

Church of Aix (" Ecclesiae Aquensis").

QUESTION or QUASI-DOMIOILE.

Qu. In the following case, has Anna secured a " quasi-domi-

cile " ? She was born in and always lived in the parish of W. For

three years she taught in the country public schools in the parish of

Y, adjoining the parish of W. Diuring the school season she would

come home occasionally to W. When her school closed in May, she

came home to W and remained till September. In September, 1913,

she secured a school closer to W than those she taught in before.

Then she came home to W about twice every month. On 19 Decem-

ber, she gave up her school and came home to W. She was engaged

to be married on 20 January, 1914. While teaching she gave a small

amount to church support in Y. Her young man lived in the parish

of Y. Some weeks before coming home she called on the pastor of

Y and asked if she could be married in his church. He told her that

she could, that she had a right to be.

Later she called on the pastor of W and asked him to publish the

banns twice, as the pastor of Y told her that two publications were

suflScient. In this he was wrong. Three publications are required.

She said that her home was in W, and that she had no home in Y.

The only reason for having the ceremony in Y was that " it was

more convenient for his people ".
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When the pastor of W called up the pastor of Y and asked him

about the matter, he replied that Anna had secured a quasi-domi-

cilium in Y. The pastor of W denied this. Anna knew nothing

about a quasi-domicile. She did not seek one. She had only one

home and that was in W, to which she came every two weeks and

stayed for about two days at a time.

If she had acquired by accident (without any intention to do so)

a quasi-domicile in Y, she had lost it during the thirty days preced-

ing 20 January.

Did Anna have a quasi-domicile in Y ?

Should the banns be published in both the domicile and the quasi-

domicile, when there is actually a quasi-domicile?

Resp. There is admittedly no question here of the validity

of the marriage. Whether Anna had or had not a quasi-domi-

cile in Y, she could be validly married in the parish of Y by

the pastor of that parish. As to the licitness of such a mar-

riage, Anna could claim a just reason, independently of domi-

cile or quasi-domicile, for being married in Y, because " it was

more convenient for his people ". Although the pastor of W
does not, apparently, agree that this is a just reason, theo-

logians, he should remember, are very liberal in this matter.

For instance, Noldin says, " Vix unquam deerit justa causa ubi

nupturientes petunt ut coram parocho sponsi contrahere pos-

sint ".^ It would seem that Anna did not have a quasi-domi-

cile in Y. That, however, affects neither the validity nor the

licitness of the ceremony in Y. The banns should be published

in both places.

EEQUIEM MASSES DTJEING LENT.

Several queries have been sent to the Review in regard to

the restriction during Lent of private votive Masses and Re-

quiem Masses. Recent legislation forbids private votive Masses

during Lent and allows only one private Requiem Mass in

the week. In regard to private votive Masses, the instruction

mentions that particular indults still remain in force, and in

some diocesan ordos there is a similar interpretation in regard

to Requiem Masses; priests who have the privilege of saying

1 Noldin, III, p. 744.
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two or three Requiem Masses in the week are reminded that

that privilege remains. Some correspondents who have the

personal indult entitling them to a privileged altar claim that

they are thereby warranted in celebrating a private Requiem
Mass more than once a week during Lent. This, however,

does not seem to be justified, since the Sacred Congregation of

Indulgences long since defined that in order that the indul-

gence be gained the celebrant use black vestments, " quando
fieri potest ". One subscriber writes that his diocesan indult

allows him two private Requiem Masses in the week, and an

indult for the archdiocese allows three, and inquires whether

he may celebrate five private Requiem Masses a week during

Lent. The motive of the recent restriction to one private Re-

quiem a week during Lent should be apparent to anyone who
is capable of appreciating the splendid succession of Gospel

excerpts which are found in the Missal for the Lenten season.

Beyond all question, the celebration of five private Requiem

Masses in the week, especially during Lent, is contrary to the

spirit of the liturgy.
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REGENT BIBLE STUDY.

The Eschatological Christ.

I. Snmmary of Preceding Studies. We have been tracing the

vagaries of rationalistic Protestants in their quest for a Christ

of history. This Leben Jesu Forschung, or Research on'the

Life of Jesus, has for a century been going on, in German uni-

versities, most untiringly, minutely and yet hopelessly. Why
is there no hope of scientific and definitive result from all this

toil ? Because the research-workers are irretrievably wrong in

their start. At the very outset, they gratuitously and uncom-
promisingly postulate that all scientific investigation on the

Life of Jesus proceed from two unconscionable and erroneous

first principles—the impossibility of the Divinity of Jesus and
the impossibility of the supernatural. There must be no mir-

acle, no prophecy, no union of Divine with human nature,

nothing that surpasses natural cause and effect; only from

such a postulate may scientific investigation on the Life of

Jesus proceed. So to start is irretrievably wrong.

After this unscientific and hopeless start, the various Ritsch-

lians advocate a multiform, protean and kaleidoscopic liberal

Christ. Hamack's " Phantom Christ " vies with Wellhausen's

Jesusbild, " Jesus-shape ".^ Schmiedel thinks the Berlin and

Gottingen research-workers have left too much of historic fact

to this historical Christ. He must needs be still more " scien-

tific " than they ; so he gives up practically all the New Testa-

ment as lacking credibility, and saves only his nine pillar-

passages. We have seen what a travesty of the Christ these

same pillars are set to support.' One might just as well go the

full length of Ritschl as try to defend the worse than useless

" Christ of History " of the Harnack-Welhausen-Schmiedel

school. And yet to go the full length of Ritschl were to apply

Kantian dualism to Christology, to waive all question of the

Christ-in-himself, the noumenon, the objective reality of Jesus;

and to make an all-sufficient religious dogpua out of an all-in-

* Cf. " Christological Error*," Eccl. Review, December, 1914, pp. 743 ff-

*Cf. "Christological Errors," ii, Eccl, Review, January, 1915, pp. lOO tl.
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sufficient, groundless Christ-value, the phenomenon, the sub-

jective form that the Christian conscience has trumped up as

the Christ. So to do were as blasphemous as is the Congrega-

tional Dr. Roberts," or his co-religionist Dr. Fairbairn, the

lately deceased Principal of Mansfield College, Oxford,* or

the Jena Ritschlian, Dr. H. Weinel." Such Kantian dualism

is a throwing-over of all objective reality of Jesus the Christ.

It readily leads to the various schools of Christology which

^eny that there ever was an historical person named Jesus,

and affirm that the Saviour was a mere myth taken over from

Babylon, Egypt, North Arabia or elsewhere.® Such are the

results we have thus far examined in our study of the hopeless

pursuit of that Christless Christ, the " Christ of history ".

The untiring, minute and destructive work of these scholars

is by no means looked upon by Protestants as hopeless and

Christless. To them the present crisis is extreme; and any

effort to save anything at all of Christianity gives hope. True,

there is no hope to save the Divinity of Jesus. But his Christ-

hood may be retained. There is still some hope that, at least,

his very historical existence need not be given up. And, even

if the Leben Jesu Forschung work still farther havoc with the

belief in the very existence of an historical Jesus, there is still

hope; for his value to the Christian conscience is safely inde-

pendent of pure reason's proof that Jesus ever lived. It is in

such a spirit of hope that Albrecht Schweitzer writes

:

It is impossible to overestimate the value of what German research

upon the Life of Jesus has accomplished. It is a uniquely grave ex-

pression of sincerity, one of the most significant events in the whole

mental and spiritual life of humanity.'^

Other than "German research" has not accomplished much.

The men who believe in the Divinity of Christ and the possi-

bility of miracles, have no place in Schweitzer's study; they

' Cf. " Jesus or Christ," EccL. Review, February, 1915, pp. 361 ff.

*Cf. "Another Congregational Christology," EccL, Review, April, 1915, pp.

488 ff.

» Cf. "A Christological Symposium," Eccl. Review, March, 1915, pp. 367 ff.

«Cf. "The Mythic Christ," Eccl. Review, May, 1915, pp. 602 ff.

^ " Von Reimarus zu Wrede," Eng. trans., " The Quest of the Historical

Christ." London: A. & C. Black, 1910, p. 397. ,
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are ignominiously consigned to foot-notes. They aflFord no

ground of hope! And what is it Schweitzer thinks we may
cling to? After the Divinity of Christ is given up, and the

manifold and multiform, protean and kaleidoscopic variations

of the liberal Christ of history have been ruled out as fiction

and not fact, there still remains to us the Christ of eschatology.

Here is a Jesusbild that will save the Christ to us. Let us see

this strange Christ-form in detail.

n. Origin of the esohatologioal theory. I. Meaning of the term.

The word eschatological is derived from layaro-i, the end. Es-

chatology is a branch of theology that treats of the end of life;

it is merely the old tract De Novissimis, on the Four Last

Things, brought out in modern form. In full comprehension,

eschatology includes death, heaven, hell, purgatory, particular

and final judgment. Chiefly this last element enters into the

comprehension of Biblical eschatology. To the Biblist, the

eschatology of the Synoptists, Paul, John or Jesus means the

teaching of the Synoptists, Paul, John or Jesus either about the

Four Last Things in general, or, in particular, about the end

of the world, i. e. the Last Judgment, the Second Coming of

Jesus, the Parousia.

2. Due importance of the Parousia. To any one who reads

the New Testament and the apocrypha of the early Christian

period, it is most strikingly evident that the Parousia was a

very important teaching of the early Church. The root-mean-

ing of the word Parousia is presence; it is used of the Second

Coming of Jesus eight times by St. Paul—once to the Corin-

thians and seven times to the Thessalonians ;

' and, during

one of the eschatological discourses of Jesus as related by

Matthew, the Parousia occurs three times in the same clause,

ovrcdc IfoTot tJ irapav<Tui. rdv viov tov dv^panrov, " so will be the Com-
ing of the Son of Man "." After the subapostolic times, that is,

after the time of Justin, 150 A. D., the fear of the Parousia

waned. The sacramental life of the Church led to a love of.

law in a law of love ; the consequence was the gradual lessen-

ing of apprehension that the Second Coming was at hand.

Biblical eschatology remained ever the same, but it was not re-

•I Cor. 15:23; I Th. a: 19; 3:13; 4:1s; 5:33; n Th. 2:1, 8, 9.

» Mt. 34:27, 37, 39.

y
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fleeted in Christian writings by old-time lurid hues. The
Parousia was still important but with an importance that was
due and not terrifying. So things were till the eschatological

school of Christology came into being, and gave to the Par-

ousia an unduly important role in the teaching of Jesus.

3. Undue importance of the Parousia. It was Reimarus, in

his Fragmente des Wolfenbuttelschen Ungenannten,^^ that first

suggested the undue importance of the Parousia-idea in the

teaching of Jesus. With more mathematical than historical

sense, this professor of mathematics failed to find any basis of

agreement between the evangelists and threw over their evi-

dence as worthless. To him, Jesus was simply a clever diplo-

mat who wished to establish a kingdom of reason along politi-

cal lines. He failed. His disciples saw the failure of forlorn

hope, wished to perpetuate the fraud, stole his body, spread the

word of his resurrection, got a following by duping the peo-

ple with the vain hope that the Master would come again. This

is the earliest form of the eschatological theory of the Life of

Christ.

in. Eschatology run riot. Little effect was had by Reimarus^

unless on Lessing and a scattered few. It remained for Johan-

nes Weiss, Professor of the University of Marburg and the

radical son of the conservative Bernhard Weiss, Professor

of the University of Berlin, to give form and vogue to the es-

chatological theory of Christology.

I. The riotous ideas of Weiss. It was in 1882, that Johan-

nes Weiss wedged his way into the Leben Jesu Forschung of

German Universities by his monumental work on the "Preach-

ing of the Kingdom of Jesus ".^^ Starting, as do all these

research-workers, with the impossibility of the supernatural,

the conclusion was straightway reached by Weiss that the

Kingdom preached by Jesus could not have been a spiritual

organization, a Church, whose sacraments produced grace; nor

could it have been an invisible and interior Kingdom of Jesus

in the soul. The traditional Catholic and Protestant interpre-

tations of the Kingdom were rejected; they necessitated belief

10 " Fragments of the anonymous writer of Wolfenbuttel," published posthu-

mously by Lessing from 1774.

11 " Die Predigt Jesu vom Reich Gettes ", Gottingen, 1882, 2d ed., 1900.
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in the supernatural. Such a Kingdom was a preparation for a

future Kingdom, Jesus meant not to prepare his followers for

any future state. If at times he spoke of this state, his words
must be understood as those of his day; they indicated the

faith and hope of those days, not a special message evolved

from the superhuman consciousness of Jesus. His conscious-

ness was colored in all things by the lurid hues of the end of

the world. His Kingdom and all he preached were eschato-

logical.

2. The eschatological Kingdom. According to Weiss, Jesus,

from the very beginning of his ministry, had a Jewish apo-

calyptic view of God's attitude to man. Shortly after his

baptism and fast, Christ " came into Galilee, preaching the

Gospel of the Kingdom of God; and saying: The time has

come, and the Kingdom of God is at hand; repent, and believe

the Gospel." "

a. Catholic view. Catholics interpret this Kingdom of God
as the Church. The various stages through which the Church

peisses are so many phases of one and the same Kingdom of

God. The Church was, before the death of Jesus, in an in-

choate state with probably Baptism and certainly Holy Eu-
charist, but without its complete hierarchic essence ; from the

Resurrection to Whitsunday, was a second stage—that of com-

plete hierarchical organization ; from Whitsunday to the death

of the last apostle, was a third stage—that of the fulness of

the evolution of Christian revelation ; from the death of the last

apostle, we may separate a fourth stage—that of the hierarch-

ical Church in all the fulness both of its revelation and of the

Holy Spirit's evolution of the faith in the consciousness of the

Apostolic Body; a fifth stage is that of the Church suflfering

in purgatory ; a sixth, that of the Church triumphant in heaven

;

a seventh is the completion of the sixth, the stage of the Church

triumphant not only by the glory of all the souls that make

up her constitution, but by the glorification of all the bodies of

her members. This last stage is that of the Church at the Par-

ousia; it is the eschatological stage of the Church. Corres-

ponding to these seven stages of the existence of the Church

of Christ are seven stages of the Kingdom of God which Jesus

" Mk. 1 : 14. IS-
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preached—the Kingdom inchoate, completely organized, per-

fected in its deposit of revealed truth, fixed in its constitution

and fully evolved faith, suffering, triumphant in soul, trium-

phant also in body. This last is the eschatological Kingdom
of Christ, at the Parousia and thereafter. Rightly to inter-

pret the preaching of Jesus and the teaching of the apostles

about the Kingdom of God (^ /Sao-iXeui rm ^eov) we must always

note to what stage of the Kingdom reference is made. Weiss

allows only one stage of the Kingdom of God to have been in

the consciousness of Jesus—the eschatological. Hence his er-

roneous Christologry.

b. The narrowness of Weiss. Since the consciousness of

Jesus was, according to Weiss, ever colored by eschatological

ideas, the teaching of the Lord cannot be understood aright

save in such a coloring. There was ever in mind some cata-

clysmic upheaval, that would destroy the world in vengeance

against sin; some tremendous world-wide catastrophe, that

would establish the King^ship of God and the leadership of

Jesus and his followers. In this convulsion of nature, Jesus,

the Son of Man, would appear, by special Divine power, in

the clouds ; and other miracles and portents would be. Weiss

goes even so far as to say that the Lord expected the overthrow

of Roman power and the subjection thereof unto himself.^*

The first elements of his eschatological scheme Weiss thinks

Jesus got from Jewish canonical and uncanonical apocalyptic

writings, as, for instance, Daniel and Enoch." Familiarity

with such writings led to intense inward experiences of the

consciousness of Jesus which took on the form of the halluci-

nation of a visionary." The details of the eschatology of Jesus

resulted from this hallucination. In preparation for his es-

chatological Kingdom, a teaching is meanwhile given that fits

in with impending events and upheavals; this is the "ethics

of the interim ", Interimsethik. So, all the beautiful teachings

of the Lord are the offspring of the mind of a duped visionary.

This illusionary element of the eschatological Jesus is a huge

stumbling-block to the narrow theory of the eschatologist, and

1' Cf. op. cit, 2d ed., p. 123.

1* Compare Dan. 7 : 13 with Mk. 14 : 62.

15 Cf. Die Predigt Jesu, 2d ed., p. 92. •
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yet this stumbling-block escapes Weiss. It is difficult to under-
stand the mentality that admits the Lord was a visionary, suf-

fering from an hallucination, and yet finds this admission to be
no stumbling-block to Messianic Christ- values. He even

claims that God made use of this utter illusion of Jesus to give

to the human race the assurance of his love. The forecastings

of a supposed visionary are elevated by such names as super-

human and eschatological consciousness; but these high-sound-

ing names mean in reality no more than utter illusion. To solve

this insuperable difficulty, to leap over this bulky stumbling-

block in the way of sane Christology, Weiss seems unwittingly

to rely upon that refuge-theory of Modern Protestant theology,

the Ritschlian Christ-values. Belief in Jesus is clung to, not

for any worth that he had in himself, but for the value he has

been to the Christian conscience. Thus did Tyrrell, once he

came under the spell of Weiss."

c. Loisy's worse than narrowness. More logical, perhaps,

and undoubtedly worse than narrow, in his brutal and blas-

phemous conclusions, is Loisy. As an eschatologist he starts

illogically with the denial of the supernatural and refusal to

admit of prophecy. He is thus forced to the illogical position

of assigning to illusion every claim Jesus makes of prophetic

power. Now if, from "the very outset, one illogically set the

stumbling-block of this illusionary element in the eschatology

of Jesus as the very essence of his assumed Messiahship, it is

at least a procedure consistently consequent upon this start to

stumble headlong over the obstacle and to say that the dear

Lord was insane. That is precisely what Loisy does, and
does with a cool-headed brutality and bleisphemy that makes
one's hair almost stand on end. The reasons for this blas-

phemous conclusion of Loisy are trivial. Only an insane man,

he thinks, could have said and really meant the words: " I can

destroy this temple and in three days I shall build it up

again." " The interpretation given by John, that the Lord'

spoke of " the temple of his body "
; and the witness of the dis-

ciples who remembered these words and deemed them fulfilled

!• Cf. the present writer's critique of Tyrrell'i eschatology in EccL. Rkvibw,
March, 1915, pp. 365 ff.

"Mt a6:6i.
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in the Resurrection of Jesus ^*—these facts are brushed aside

by this arbitrary eschatologist as mere evolutions of the duping

and gullible Christian conscience.^"

d. Schweitzer's eschatological Kingdom. The views of

Weiss were not very widely accepted, despite his having won
over both Tyrrell and Loisy, until the brilliant young Albrecht

Schweitzer entered the ranks of the eschatologists. He was

then privatdozent in the Protestant Faculty of Theology of

the University of Strassburg. His " Von Reimarus zu

Wrede " ^° at once drew attention to himself and to the escha-

tological theory. Tyrrell burrowed into the book and borrowed

from it unstintingly in " Christianity at the Cross Roads ".'^

Canon Sanday, Lady Margaret Professor of Divinity in the

University of Oxford, based upon Schweitzer's book his own
Cambridge Lectures on " The Life of Christ in Recent Re-

search " ;
" said it was " the most striking work of its kind

"

he had read for some time ;
^' and, though diflfering from him

" somewhat profoundly ", took from the German's store-house

without hesitation. Dr. Ernst von Dobschiitz, Professor of

New Testament Exegesis in the University of Strassburg, gave

a weak refutation, from the standpoint of the liberal Protestant,

in his work on " The Eschatology of the Gospels ".** Pro-

fessor F. C. Burkitt became a champion of the " consistent es-

chatology " of Schweitzer ^^ without accepting all the conclu-

sions of the radical young student. And at the Cambridge

Church Congress of 1910, many of the leading Anglican Theo-

logians—such as Bishop Gore, Dean Bernard, Dr. Charles and

Professor Stanton—read papers on the theory of Schweitzer.

1* Cf. Jo. 2 : 19-22.

1" Cf. Revue d'histoire et de littSrature religieuse, N. S., ii, pp. 585-589

!

&vangiles Synoptiques, i, p. 90 ; and a critiqae of Loisy's eschatology in EcCL.

Review, Dec, 19 14, p. 748.

20 Tubingen, 1906 ; published in an English translation by W. Montgomery
under the title "The Quest of the Historical Jesus" (London, 19 10).

21 New York : Longmans, 1909.

22 New York : Oxford University Press, 1908.

2» Op. cit, p. 44.

2* Hodder and Stoughton : London, 1910, see especially pp. 56 ff
. ; also the

Expositor, Febr.-May, 1910.

25 Cf. " The Eschatological Idea in the Gospel," in Essays on some Biblical

Questions of the Day, by Members of the University of Cambridge, 1909 ; also

the preface to the 3d ed. of "The Gospel History and its Transmission."

Edinburg: T. & T. Clark, 191 1. •
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The main fault in Dr. Schweitzer's "consistent eschatology"

is that it consistently neglects everything outside of the escha-

tolog^cal elements in the Gospel narrative. The Life of Jesus

is larger than his eschatological discourses. Fixed in his ex-

clusion of all else, the clever young privatdozent reasons in a

way that is hopeless to one who admits the historical worth of

the whole Gospel narrative and not merely of its eschatologi-

cal parts.

Even in his last contributions to eschatology, Schweitzer

adds nothing of argument. His second edition of " Von Rei-

marus zu Wrede " has the new title " Geschichte der Leben-

Jesu Forschung ".^" It adds considerable to the literature of

the research-work; summarizes the results of investigation since

the appearance of his first edition, i. e. from 1906- 191 2; but

adds nothing whatsoever to the argumentative value of the

theory.

We present one of Schweitzer's arguments to instance his

method. The principle text he relies on is " My God, my God,

why hast thou forsaken me " ? " To the eschatologist, these

words are conclusive. Even up to the very moment of death,

Jesus expected the preternatural intervention which should re-

veal him in might. " The Divine intervention failed which

the Lord had awaited even against the moment of his greatest

need ".'* And so Jesus died a failure in his Messianic ho])c

His followers were face to face with the acknowledgment of

his failure. They could not undo the hope that he had made
fast in their consciousness. The result was that they retained

that Messianic hope; and it evolved itself into the Christianity

of to-day.

This course of reasoning is worthless unless one fix undue

attention upon this single text and like eschatological passages

of Sacred Scripture. We who have a broader view of the

Christ and his doctrines, think at once of St. Paul's " By a

single offering he hath made perfect for all time those who are

being purified "." That one oblation began the moment of

*• Tubingen : Mohr, 1913.

"Mk. 15:34-

»" Op. cit, p. 433.

»• Heb. 10 : 14.
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conception and never changed till the end; from crib to cross,

from stall to rood, the will of Jesus was never made to budge
one iota from its determination to drink the cup of sorrow to

the very dregs. But along with this dominant will, not ex-

pressed in words, there was a dominated will—a velleity, so

to speak—which was here extemated. Jesus wished to show
us that he suffered even the sense of utter dereliction, of being

abandoned by his Father, on the Cross, while his one and
never-changing will was to suffer according to the eternal de-

cree of the Father.

Though Schweitzer is all wrong in his " consistent escha-

tology ", he seems at least to have some respect for the Lord
whom he deems to have been so hopelssly duped. His mono-
graph on the " Psychiatric Diagnosis of Jesus " '" defends the

Lord against the charge of insanity and allows, in the state of

hallucination, no mental disorder of Jesus. The theories of De
Loosten, Hirsch, and Binet-Sangle, all of whom find in the

Saviour some form of mental derangement, are set forth and

discussed. The sincerity of Schweitzer in his ministerial ser-

vice of the eschatological Jesus is hard to understand ; and yet

he is said to have left the University of Strassburg and gone

to South Africa £is a medical-missionary !

*^

Walter Drum, S.J.

Woodstock, Maryland.

•0 Die psychiatriasche Beurteilung Jesu: Darstellung und Kritik. Tubin-

gen: Mohr, 1913.

*^ Cf. W. Douglas Mackenzie, President of Hartford Seminary, in Encyclo-

paedia of Religion and Ethics, s. v., "Jesus Christ." New York, 1915, vol.

vii, p. 547. We note the absence of Schweitzer's name from the faculty of the

University of Strassburg in Minerva for 1913-14.
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THE PEIESTHOOD AND SAOEIFIOE OF OUE LORD JESUS OHEIST.

By J. Orimal, S.M. Adapted by the Author from the third FreQchs

edition. Translated by M. J. Zeyes, S.M. Philadelphia: John

Joseph McVey. 1915. Pp. 390.

Most opportunely does this freshly, and, we might add, neatly

made volume come forth at this season. The annual Retreats are at

hand, and the clergy will find no book more suitable to take with-

them as a help to make the spiritual exercises fruitful than just this-

work on the Priesthood. Not that they are unprovided with similar

auxiliaries. Manning, Keating, Vaughan and many others are at

their command and have done splendid service. The present voliune,

however, comes with fresh strength and perhaps, in some respects,,

with new light to encourage and direct along the way to the goal.

The method and spirit as well as the contents commend the book

to the clergy. Its method is distinctly theological. It is fundament-

ally expository of doctrine, and at the same time devotional. Like

the sacra doctrina of which St. Thomas treats in the opening ques-

tion of the Summa, it is " formaliter speculativa et eminenter frac-

tica", the practical or devotional growing naturally, immediately,

and evidently out of the dogmatic truths which themselves are drawn;

from the Bible and from the magisterium of the Church. The
method and spirit therefore appeal to the priest personally and offi-

cially, answering as they do to his intelligence and strengthening in

him the theological habit that helps so much to make him solid,,

sound, and clear in his teaching capacity.

But it is not only the priest who will be a debtor to the book.

The student in the seminary should benefit most by it. Let the

young candidate for the ministry ponder and reponder over these

thoughtful and devout pages, and there will grow into his soul a

realization of the nature and dignity of the sublime office to which

he aspires, such as he will get from few if any other books. Imbued
with that realization, he will be ready to consecrate his being and

life in loyal service to Him in whose Priesthood he is given a share.

The contents of the work fall into four divisions. In the divine

economy our Lord is the typical priest. Though He comes late in

the history of man, "in plenitudine temporis", His character as priest

and victim is prefigured in the ancient priesthood and sacrifice, pagan

and Jewish. This preparatory stage is treated in the first part of

the volume, wherein the history and nature of the ancient sacrifices

are expounded. The central idea of the second part is realisations
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by the Incarnation Christ is constituted the priest par excellence and
offers upon the altar of the cross the Supreme Sacrifice. The third

part treats of the eternal consummation of the Infinite Sacrifice in

heaven, and the fourth part of its prolongation on the Catholic altar.

A glance at the four words italicized, answering to the four divi-

sions of the volume, will suffice to suggest the comprehensiveness and
consistency of the plan. For the rest, the reader will go to the work
itself, in which he will see the Priesthood of Christ presented as the

type and model of his own; and, by comparing the one with the

other, the ideal in the Divine High Priest with its actualization in

himself, he may easily gauge the degree and extent of his priest-

liness.

We should not omit to add a word in praise of the translation. It

is clear and smooth as well as idiomatic English.

f"

'

MEMOIRS HISTOEIOAL AND EDIFYING OF A MISSIONAEY APOS-

TOLIO of the Order of Saint Dominic, among Various Indian Tribes

and among the Oatholics and Protestants in the United States of

America. With an Introduction by the Most Reverend John Ireland,

D.D., Archbishop of Saint Paul. W. F. Hall Printing Oo., Chicago.

1915. Pp. 400.

To most of those who see the above title the name of Samuel
Charles Mazzuchelli will be just a name, standing for nobody known
to them. To others whose memories carry them back to the middle

decades of the past century, it may suggest a missionary of the faith

during the pioneer days of Wisconsin and the adjacent regions. To
those who make acquaintance for the first time with Father Mazzu-

chelli through his memoirs collected in the volume before us, the

name will be forever linked with a modern apostle, and an heroic

leader in the onward march no less of material civilization than of

religion. Bom in Milan, in the year 1806, he entered the Order of

St. Dominic in Rome at the age of sixteen. " There one day in the

year 1828, while yet a sub-deacon, he listened to the first Bishop of

Cincinnati, the Right Rev. Edward Fenwick, himself a Dominican,

depicting the work to be done for God and for souls in the far-away

regions of Western America. The levite was prompt in response;

and soon afterward, under the authorization of his religious superiors,

he was on the banks of the Ohio River. In the year 1830 he was

ordained to the priesthood; and, a few weeks later, he was setting

foot on the island of Mackinac, the most remote spot of the Diocese

of Cincinnati from which tidings had been borne to the ears of the

Bishop."
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From this the first scene of his labor, his tireless activity ranged

over the territories of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Illinois. Earlier mes-

sengers of the Gospel had indeed left the print of hallowed feet in

those north lands, but Father Mazzuchelli was the first to settle there

permanently. Single-handed, alone, hundreds of miles from any fel-

low priest, he labored amongst the Indians, the white pioneers and

the fur-traders, converting the savages, and very frequently the Prot-

estants among the earlier settlers, bringing back the sheep that had

strayed from the fold; establishing countless missions, building

niunerous churches, journeying over immense distances, by land and

by water, to bear the consolations of religion to the sick and dying.

His was a life of labors surpassed, if at all, only by the ancient heroes

of the cross. Importune et opportune he preached the word not only

in the churches which he constructed but in the wigwams of the

savage, the rude huts of the settler, the school and the public hall,

making himself all things to all men that he might draw all men to

Christ.

The only extant portrait of Father Mazzuchelli forms the frontis-

piece to the present volume. It represents him as a Dominican novice

in the Convent of Santa Sabina about the time when his soul was

haunted by visions of the harvest awaiting his sickle in the western

fields. Archbishop Ireland in his characteristically vivid and sym-

pathetic introduction to these Memoirs abstracts from this portrait

those salient features which delineate the personal traits of the origi-

nal. " The high-bom refinement—the * signorilita ', as his own Italy

would say—shining through it, the brightness of mind, the placid

resoluteness of will, foretell the later Mazzuchelli, as seen and

known, while hieing whither duty called, from wigwam of Indian to

hut of early pioneer, from sacristy and altar to rostrum of lecture-

room or hall of legislature, from converse with the lowly and the

untaught to discourse with the highest and the most scholarly—al-

ways the noble-featured, the noble-minded, the picturesque Mazzu-

chelli—picturesque from innate grandeur and talent, picturesque

from strangeness and variety in the situations through which one

duty after another happened to fling his presence." For the fuller

development of the features thus boldly sketched by the Archbishop

of St. Paul we must refer the reader to the volume itself.

The Memoirs embody the accounts of Father Mazzuchelli's doings

in the mission field. They are reports which the obedient religious

sent to his superiors in Rome. They were published in Milan in 1843.

through a desire on the part of the zealous missionary to encourage

vocations and stimulate financial interest in the propagation of the

faith. That they have remained so long untranslated is one of those

omissions which we may deplore though we are unable to explain.
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They are written in the third person, and no one would suspect that

they narrate the deeds of the actual author. Simplicity and earnest-

ness, unction that comes straight from a sincere heart and a zealous

soul—these more spiritual traits are interwoven with the wise obser-

vations of an alert intellect, the forecastings of a far-seeing eye, and

expositions as clear and accurate as they are timely, on matters civil,

notably the relations between religion and the State in this country.

Interesting though it is as a great missionary's narrative, the work

is no less instructive as a history of civilization in the Middle North-

west; and the chronicler of that history cannot afford to ignore the

events and experiences here set down. Besides all this, the book pos-

sesses the power of edification that usually emanates from the work

of a man who while naturally gifted is supernaturally inspired by zeal

for the love of God and the salvation of human souls. Indeed it

may well serve as a criterion of spiritual standing. One can hardly

find a surer indication of one's priestliness than the life of the typical

minister of God portrayed in these Memoirs. Happily the book has

found a competent translator in the cultivated and devoted religious

to whom the rendering of the Italian into English has been a labor

of love, a love the disinterestedness of which is further attested by

the astonishingly low price at which the stately octavo has been

listed. The translation furnishes the rather rare example of fidelity

united with smoothness and relative grace of diction.

WHAT OUGHT I TO DO ? An Inquiry into the Nature and Kinda of

Virtue and into the Sanctions, Aims and Yalnes of the Moral Life.

By George Trumbull Ladd, LL.D. Longmans, Green & Oo., New

York. Pp. 318.

James Russell Lowell, in one of his nimierous sonnets, says that

The love of all things springs from love of one

:

Wider the soul's horizon hourly grows,

And over it with fuller glory flows

The sky-like spirit of God ; a hope begun
In doubt and darkness 'neath a fairer sun

Cometh to fruitage if it be of truth;

And to the law of meekness, faith and ruth,

By inward sympathy shall all be won.

A genuine poet's intuition of unity is here, a unity seen more by

love, by " the eyes of the heart that heed not space nor time ", than

by the intellect. Turning now to the profoundest of poets, Dante,

we get a kindred realization of universal unity. Allighieri and

Beatrice are ascending to the first circle of Paradise, and in answer

to his queries: •
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She thus began : A law of order dae
Have all things 'mong themselves; a unity
That makes the world to God bear likeness true.

The higher creatures here the impress see

Of that Eternal Power, which is the end
Whereto that self-same law must subject be.

And in that order things diversely tend,

Some more, some less, according to their kind,
In nearness to the Source whence they descend.

To diverse ports their several ways they wind
O'er the great sea of Being, and each one
With impulse given to seek the part assigned. (Part I.)

The conception of unity is no less evident in these verses of Dante

than it is in the preceding lines of Lowell ; but the spirit of the two

poets is dominantly different. With the Italian seer it is chiefly in-

tellectual; with the American, it is emotional. The reason of the

difference is manifold. Dante's mind has been influenced, though not

controlled, by Aristotle, and more immediately by Aquinas. He is

the heir, though, again, not the slave of a traditional system, Catholi-

cism: Catholicism seen as a world view, a philosophy as well as a

theology, a rational synthesis as well as a doctrinal religion. None
of these intellectual influences prevailed in the mind of Lowell. He
was an individualist in the republic of letters : the heir of no system,

the follower of no tradition ; as he felt so he sang, for the most part

truly and purely, for his insights were true and his instincts right;

in religion he was a Protestant.

The contrast here suggested—it might easily be more fully de-

veloped—between the two poets finds a parallel in the case of a phil-

osopher such as Professor Ladd, placed beside a fellow craftsman

who has studied in the workshop of Aquinas. Dr. Ladd owes alle-

giance to no school ; he follows no leader. In the city of the mind
he is an individualist. He has been influenced of course by many
thinkers

;
possibly by Kant, but mostly by Lotze, his one-time master

and guide. Like his compatriot among the poets, he, too, for a like

reason, thinks for the most part truly and justly. In religion he is a

Protestant. In his earlier life at least, he was a Congregational min-

ister. Were he a Catholic, a Catholic philosopher, his world-view,

his synthesis, would be broader and firmer. Though an " intellectual-

ist ", as all his writings clearly indicate, he seems to set Intelligence

in the background in favor of some sort of " faith ", when it passes

from the domain of morality to that of religion.

The foregoing reflections are made in face of the volume before

us, a volume which it may be presumed sums up the ripest fruits of

many long years of reflective thinking on the problems of hvunan

conduct. The book, it need hardly be said, contains very much that

is worth reading and attending to, an abundance of fertile ideas,
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keen observations, interesting allusions, the whole conveyed with

that urbanity and geniality which have previously been noted in the

present Review as characteristic of all the author's writings. The
subtitle of the volume is suiiiciently descriptive of its scope. Dr.

Ladd, it need not be said, essays not the impossible task of telling

all that every individual 'Ego must, or ought to, do. There are, how-

ever, some things that every man ought to do. They are " to re-

flect, to weigh evidence, to purify the mind and heart, to let in the

light through glass washed clean, and to submit the whole man to

the dominance of what is highest and best. No less than this is the

practical answer to our question when the call to enrich and support

the moral life by the religious life is sounding in our ears "
(p.

307). The answer thus formulated may seem somewhat vague

even when regarded as no more than a summary of duties

common to all men. It should however be taken rather as a

suggestion of general duties as they connect up with the spe-

cific duties of religion. And it is just here, though not exclusively

here, that the author's individualism and, from a purely phil-

osophical viewpoint, his Protestantism, restricts his synthesis. The
ultimate reason of the ought falls out of its embrace. You ought to

act up to your highest ideals because you ought to respect the natural

dignity of your personality. You ought to so form and shape your

personal ideals that they may be no less socially harmonious, for

" every man is bound, by the essential conditions and unchanging

nature of his personal existence to set before him an ideal of personal

development in social relations with other persons ". For, as we

read elsewhere, " the moral life caimot have its End or Final Pur-

pose in anjrthing above or beyond itself. Its end is in itself [an

echo of Kant, the arch-individualist] ; when this is reached, how-

ever, the path toward the end may lie through pain and struggle ; the

final purpose of personal development has been fully realized. To
be good, in the ethical meaning of the word, is the end-all of getting

and using, and enjoying goods of every other kind. For the perfec-

tion of the moral life, of the life of duty and virtue and courageous

and constant loyalty to the moral ideal, is the expression of the total

meaning, and the only complete attainment of the worthiest and most

exalted issues of personality" (p. 271). But now, if it be asked:

Why ought I to be solicitous regarding moral ideals? Why worry

about the most exalted " issues of personality" ? If it suit my pleas-

ure just to act for pleasure irrespective of ideal nobility or value,

what of it? Professor Ladd will reply that you are asking " a mean-

ingless question ". This, however, is obviously a very easy way of

shifting the principal, indeed, one might say, the only real difficulty

of the ought problem. You are good if you are true to your highest
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ideals. But why be good and why be true? The book contains no

answer to this question and for the simple reason that the author's

system of philosophy falls short at this point of being Catholic ; that

is, universal. It does not embrace the essential and fimdamental re-

lation of the creature to the Creator. There is no place in it, so far

at least as the present volume manifests, for the creative act that

gives existence and all that this term implies as continuous conser-

vation. The creature is the Creator's property. The Creator is ab-

solute owner, and therefore the absolutely final end of His property.

Man ought to be good, ought to be true to his ideals because he be-

longs to God absolutely ; because his will should conform to his es-

sential nature; because he ought to will to be what he is, and not

foolishly or impossibly try to be what he is not ; and lastly, because

his Creator, to be consistent with His own nature, must want His

creatures to fulfill the end for which they exist. There is no going

beyond this point. There is no further reasoning when you have

reached first principles, the principles of consistency and sufficient

reason. Thus far Dr. Ladd's philosophy does not and cannot go;

and this because it contains no adequate or distinct conception of

what is ethically conditioned by creation. And for the same reason

it gives no satisfactory explanation of the relation between morality

and religion. Dr. Ladd devotes thirty pages, one-tenth of his book,

to elaborate this relation and all that he succeeds in showing is that

it will be better for a morally good man to be a religious man ; that

a man must, ought, under penalty of absurdity, irrationality, as well

as injustice, and ruin to himself, subject himself to his absolute

owner—of this goal the book falls far short.

In conclusion, it may be noted that the author would probably not

have so confidently placed Luther on "God's side" (p. 291), had he

consulted the recent critical biographies of the arch-Reformer.^

Again, when he says that " by common consent even the Church-

father Augustine is convinced of deadly error", and the rest (p. 303),

we might observe in the first place that the convicting consent is by

no means "common", quite the contrary. In the second place, that

the Church Father is here almost paraphrasing the judgment of the

Church's Founder, Christ, since they "who will not hear the Church"

are to be regarded as the "heathen and the publican". Moreover,

whilst it is true, as Professor Ladd sententiously observes, that "the

Kingdom of God is more than all the Churches," it is not true that

the Kingdom of God is more than the Church. Anyhow, this is

what St. Augustine thought and taught. He got the idea from the

New Testament. Besides, it may well be that St. Augustine under-

stood the Gospels better than most of us, Dr. Ladd included.

1 S««, for instance, Grisar's Luther, Vol. 3.
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>HOMIL£TIK. Band III der Wissensohaft der Seelenleitung. Yon Br.

Oomelius Kiieg, Prof. Univ. Freiburg Srisg. Herausgegeben von Dr.

Joseph Bies, Seminar Begens. Freiburg Brisg. und St. Louis, Mo.i

B. Herder. 1916. Pp. 410.

It is now ten years since the erudite author of the above work
issued the first voliune of his scientific study of the art of governing

the flock of Christ. In that volume he laid down the fundamental
principles of pastoral theology by defining the nature, object, origin,

and divers forms of the care of souls. Then step by step he ana-

lyzed the conditions to which these principles must be applied. These
conditions are dependent on and modified by the personal training,

the consciousness of the royal dignity of the pastoral ofl&ce; by the

-manifold needs of the faithful, as children, youth, men and women,
in sickness and in health; and finally by the character of the sur-

rounding world with its sins and temptations. The confessor and
the administrator of the external affairs of the parish were instructed.

The author pointed out the safeguards of youth, against vice, error,

.and social and political pitfalls.

The second volume, published in 1907, dealt with the catechetical

duties of the pastoral office. This included the scholastic training

in all its branches which the priest must impart and the methods by
which he is to succeed. It embodied the service required for the

proper government of the mystical body of the Church, the sacra-

mental system and the external discipline by which the channels of

grace are kept open.

The third volume, now before us, was practically completed by
the author, but his death left the revision to Dr. Ries, rector of the

Regensburg seminary, whose experience as a teacher and whose

sympathy with the aims of the deceased author enabled him to edit

the original without prejudice to its spirit and form, although the

task of editing was not confined to the mere publication of the

manuscript left by Dr. Krieg. The chapters referring to the history

and literary evolution of preaching were almost wholly rewritten in

order to bring them within the demands of recent theological discus-

sion. Other parts called for completion according to suggestions

found in the notes left by the deceased. Accordingly we have here

a well elaborated treatise on Homiletics, the various epochs of the

historic development of evangelizing in the Old and New Testa-

ments; the efforts at writing sermons during the Patristic age, dur-

ing the days of Scholastic teaching, in Reformation times, and down
to the twentieth century. Having sketched the history of Homiletics,

the author takes up the substance and form of the spoken word, out-

lines the principles governing a proper selection of material and -its

'
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presentation in practical yet attractive form. A final section of the

volume is devoted to the examination of the qualifications of the

preacher in mind, heart, and external deportment. This includes

the matter of seminary and post-graduate education and an inquiry

into the sources of information for the priest as preacher and cate-

chist.

A fourth volume, to complete the work as originally contemplated

by the author, is in preparation. It will cover the science of liturgy

as a branch of pastoral activity.

8AI5T OLABE OF ABSISI : HEB LITE AND LEGISLATION. By Emeat

Qilliat-Smith. E. P. Dutton & Oo.. New York. 1914. Pp. xiii—

305.

There has long been need of a biography of St. Clare written in

conformity with modern requirements. The present one goes very

far toward supplying this want. Indeed, it is no exaggeration to

say that, as a contribution to the study of the life and legislation of

St. Clare, Mr. Gilliat-Smith's work is not equalled in importance by

anything which has yet been published on the subject in English.

In the preparation of the volume before us Mr. Gilliat-Smith has

set an example of patient investigation and careful research which

deserves the highest praise.

The first part of his book deals with the life-story of St. Clare in

the world and in the cloister. In re-telling this eventful and in-

spiriting story, Mr. Gilliat-Smith touches upon not a few topics

which seem to have little if any direct bearing on the trend of the

narrative, though, they may, perhaps, be more or less conducive to a

better understanding of the early Franciscan movement as a whole.

It cannot be said, however, that this portion of Mr. Gilliat-Smith's

work adds anything of moment to what was already known about the

life of St. Clare. He closes it with strange abruptness at the death

of the holy Abbess and thus omits to mention several incidents which

one might reasonably expect to find included in a complete account

of her life.

In the latter half of the volume under review, Mr. Gilliat-Smith

has gathered together all the available evidence bearing on the Rules

observed by the Poor Clares and dwells at some length on the

thorny subject of the early " Seraphic Legislation " in its different

phases. Although the ordinary reader will hardly take as much in-

terest in this part of the book as in the chapters devoted to the

biography of St. Clare, nevertheless students of the origins and

evolution of the Franciscan Order will find it both serviceable and
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suggestive. But the conclusions which Mr. Gilliat-Smith deduces

as a result of his study are not at all likely to aifect materially the

opinions held by other scholars in this particular department of his-

tory. In some of the views he advances, Mr. Gilliat-Smith is de-

cidedly original, as, for example, when he avers that St. Clare " for

more than thirty years walked in the way of peace under the baijner

of St. Benedict ". This assertion is based on an assumption which

is not only most improbable in itself, but which is wholly unsup-

ported by proofs and which cannot be accepted in face of the wit-

ness of the contemporary authorities and of later medieval writers.

Scarcely less surprising is Mr. Gilliat-Smith's statement that in St.

Clare's day the art of writing precisely was almost unknown ! But,

however the author's conclusions may be received, his volvune assur-

edly offers a welcome stimulus to a more accurate study of the life

of St. Clare, which, it is to be feared, has in the past been far too

much overlaid with accepted convention.

Mr. Gilliat-Smith shows a wide knowledge of all the literature of

his subject. What he lacks most, apparently, is the power of

handling his material skilfully and of setting out his facts in their

true perspective. In other resj>ects too his book is somewhat of a

disappointment. For one thing, it is without an Introduction and

one is needed—if only to enable the reader to orientate himself as

regards the relative value of the numerous sources of the history of

St. Clare which the author has laid under contribution. The want

of arrangement, of references and of an index is also irritating in a

work of this kind. For the rest, we do not think that Mr. Gilliat-

Smith is always careful enough to do justice to considerations ad-

vanced by other writers on the same subject which he does not feel

himself bound to accept.

With all its merits this latest biography of St. Clare does not

afford the general reader so clear a view of the charming person-

ality of the Saint or of the sovereign part she played in moulding

the early Franciscan movement as does the Introduction contributed

by Fr. Cuthbert, O.S.F.C, to Mrs. Balfour's The Life and Legend

of the Lady Saint Clare (Longmans, 1910) which was noticed in

these pages at the time of its appearance. Fr. Cuthbert, whose de-

finitive biography of St. Francis has since placed us under so large

an obligation to him, is preeminently fitted both by scholarship and

sympathy to write the finally acceptable life of St. Clare and we

earnestly hope that this still needed work may some day proceed

from his gifted pen.
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ERKLAERUKG DEE PSALMEN UUD OANTIOA in ihrer litnrgischen

Verwendung. Von Frinz Max, Herzog zn Baobsen, Dr. theol. et jnr.

atr.—Begensbnrg nnd Som: Friedrich Fnstet and Oo., New Tork and

Oinoinnati. 1914. Fp. 628.

A book from the son of the king of Saxony, who, yielding to the

attraction of a nobler and more democratic vocation, renounced his

claim to govern an earthly throne for the privilege of exclusively de-

voting himself as a priest to the preaching of the heavenly kingdom,

is in itself sufficient to arrest the attention of the reviewer. But
apart from this, Prince Max, though still a comparatively young man,

had long ago established his claim in the literary world as an efficient

and learned exponent of liturgical science. His books include a

series of volmnes in French and Latin as well as in German, worthy

of a theologian and scholar.

The work at hand is in line with the royal author's special studies,

and undertakes to illustrate the Psalms of the Breviary in their

application to the litiirgy of the Church. He gives in brief the

Biblical origin, history, purpose, and meaning of each Psalm, points

out its use in the ceremonial and in the liturgy of the various festi-

vals of the ecclesiastical year, with particular reference to their

assignment in the canonical office. Thus the volume combines the

subject of special introduction to the Psalms with their interpreta-

tion from the devotional or practical point of view, similar to the

Benedictine Wolter's larger Pscdlite Sapienter. In like fashion he

takes up the Biblical canticles, such as the deuteronomical Song of

Moses, the prophetical chants of Isaias, Ezechias, Habacuc and

Tobias, the chants of Anna and Judith, the Magnificat, Benedictus,

Nunc dimittis, etc. Brevity, appositeness, and consideration of the

ecclesiastical purpose of the Psalter as a source of devotion are

notable features of the book, which is printed in Roman type for the

accommodation of scholars to whom the distinctively German char-

acter of print is a trial.

A TBEASTHLT OF OATHOLIO SONG, comprising some two hundred hymns

from OATHOLIO sonroes, old and new, gathered, edited and allotted

to fitting times for congregational use. By Sidney S. Hnrlbnt, Pastor

of St. Mary's Ohorch, Hagerstown, Maryland. New Tork: (For the

Editor) J. Fischer & Bro. On sale by St. Mary's Auxiliary, Hagers-

town, Md. 1915. Oloth.

This carefully edited and satisfying hymnal is well named A
Treasury of Catholic Song. While the n\miber of hymns is not very

large ("some two hundred"), it represents an excellent hynmodal
and literary taste in the selection, and a surprisingly broad outlook
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in respect of the sources of the texts. Only about one-fifth of the

hymns axe of original English composition, the others being trans-

lations from the Latin, Greek, French, German and Italian lan-

guages. And yet quite a varied list of authors might be made out
of the English hymns alone. The translations are similarly varied

in source, the evident intention of the compiler being to select those

renderings into English which were either best in themselves or best

adapted to hymnodal purposes. An extended examination of the

hymns, whether original or translated, leads the present reviewer to

commend them most cordially. He has not found any hymn that

could be fairly described as trivial in phrase or in sentiment, or

questionable from the standpoint of metrical correctness or poetic

form. It is desirable to call attention to this excellent fact; for

hymnal editors seem to forget at times that when, as in the present

instance, the hymns are to appear in a much smaller volume for popu-

lar use, without music, the congregation will have before its eyes

the plain texts of the hymns in the form of religious poetry, and
for many a household the little volume will represent the only col-

lection of religious verse easily accessible to its members. It is there-

fore obvious that, so far as may be practicable in view of hymnodal
limitations, the verse should exhibit always the literary quality and

the spiritual unction of good religious poetry. Such a model is

especially necessary in the case of children, whose taste may be well

or ill formed by the hymn-books they must use. A cheap edition of

the texts alone is in the press. The reviewer ventures to express a

hope that it will specify not alone the names of authors and trans-

lators but as well the varied sources of the hymns. All this is done

with great care for the musical edition, and might well be repeated

for the edition without music; for the laity will thus be led insen-

sibly to learn something of the prodigious work done in translation

of the Latin hymns of the Church—a matter of which laymen know
at present very little.

Turning next to the question of the times selected by the editor,

we again find much reason for commendation. They are dignified

and churchly in character without heaviness, attractively melodious

without sentimentality; and the editor gives many evidences of

anxious care to have the metrical and the musical accents agree, not

alone in the first stanza but in all the stanzas of a hymn. It is a

herculean task to achieve a complete success in this matter, for many

of the best h5mans were written without reference to musical needs,

and an editor naturally hesitates to change—even for musical re-

quirements—the words of a great hymn. It is therefore permissible

to suggest to the editor that Hymn 29 would better agree with cpm-

mon than with triple time—the initial words of the verses being un-
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accented, while the first beat of the triple measure is a heavy beat.

The tunes are varied in source, including plainsong, and composi-

tions of English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish provenience.

Tastes vary so much in respect of melodies that the reviewer can

simply commend this collection to the serious attention of those who
may use the volume, while at the same time he ventures to express

his own satisfaction at the agreeable and hymnal qualities exhibited

by the tunes. The volume will undoubtedly repay a careful exami-

nation in this respect.

A final word of commendation should be uttered respecting the

work of the publisher. It is enough to say that the book meets fully

the high standard set in the previous hymnals issued by Fischer &
Brother. H. T. H.

OEHETIO THEORY OF REALITY. Bemg the Outcome of Genetic Logic,

as isaoing in the Aesthetic Theory of Reality called Pancalism. By

James Mark Baldwin, Ph.D., D.8c., LL.D. Putnam's Sons, Sew
York. 1915. Pp. 352.

Readers who prefer to have their Logic given them in homeo-

pathic pellets, or, to change the figure, in Uneeda Biscuit boxes, may
not be concerned to know that the book at hand is the fourth vol-

ume of Professor Baldwin's opus magnum on Logic. Should they be

mildly interested in this bit of news and consequently in the work

itself, they may be assured that the fourth is also the concluding vol-

lune. Moreover, it may somewhat heighten interest to learn that the

work so amply developed does not deal with Logic, in the traditional

or Aristotelian or Scholastic conception of that discipline, but rather

in the Hegelian or more modem meaning. Logic is here the inter-

pretation of the absolute, the fundamental reality. It may by a

stretch of nomenclature be called Real Logic, or Logic in which

formal and subjective Logic terminate.

Now what is the nature of the fundamentally real, the absolute?

Pancalism, as Professor Baldwin denominates his system, answers

that the fundamentally real is the beautiful. " The universe of sci-

ence," he declares, " is, when all is said, a cosmos which is not only

true, but also beautiful, and in some sense good. Science tells us

what is true ; that is science's prerogative ; and whatever may be sci-

ence's final word about nature, that word is in so far the truth of

the matter. Philosophy then enters her questions: How can such

truth be also good, beautiful, livable?" To which the author re-

plies :
" It is good and true because it is beautiful." This looks like

a very simple as well as a rather indefinite response, but in the work
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before us it is approached along avenues extending far away into

the mazes not only of individual experience but also into the twilight

and complexities of racial experience as well, while the mysteries of

religious phenomena, the subtleties of logic, and the elusive atmos-

phere of esthetics are drawn upon for their testimony in favor of

the interpretation above indicated.

Taking the author's conclusion on its broad, general lines, namely
that the fundamentally real is the beautiful, a mode of existence in

which the true and the good are synthesized, one may readily agree

with the net result. When, however, we come to such a more special-

ized outcome as the following, those who cannot easily find their

way through the mists of language into the author's mind, where no
doubt all is simlight, may be just a little perplexed. What then is

the nature of reality? " The conclusions we have reached," answers

the author, " allow us to suppose that reality is just all the con-

tents of consciousness so far as organized or capable of organization

in esthetic or artistic form. The individual consciousness is then

the organ of reality. The whole of reality would be the entire ex-

perience of a consciousness capable of grasping and contemplating

it as an esthetic whole. The whole is an organized experience and

this experience has the form of a self. If we ask for further de-

scriptive determinations of reality, we fall at once into one or other

of those partial points of view from which we lose the vision of the

whole, and reach the apprehension only of some special mode of

existence or reality—actual, ideal, good, true, or other" (p. 303).

Now natxirally we should like to know whose consciousness that is

wherein the whole of experience is organized. Obviously it isn't

any individual man's consciousness, with its restricted limitations.

It isn't social consciousness, since this is but a mentally synthesized

abstraction. It must therefore be God's consciousness. Reality is

therefore God's consciousness. Now " the individual consciousness

is the organ of reality". Therefore the organ of God's conscious-

ness. But, is that organ really distinct therefrom? If not, we are

landed in pantheism. If yes, then individual consciousness is not

explained by the fundamentally real, by the contents of a conscious-

ness, even though that consciousness be esthetically organized.

We confess to being rather obtuse, and therefore do not quite

penetrate into the author's meaning. Doubtless other and keener

minds will find the process easier. We cannot, however, avoid the

suspicion that the text before us is not as clear as it might be, and

that the entire work would have gained something by being cut in

half. While there are not a few of the author's opinions from which

we must differ, notably the one on the relation between morals .and

religion (p. 121), we cannot fail to recognize the wealth of philo-
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sophical culture and the penetrating, even though at times elusive,

insight, and the processes of keen analysis that have entered into the

construction of a work so elaborate.

AMEEIOAN THOUGHT FEOM PURITANISM TO PRAGMATISM. By

Woodbridge Riley, Professor of Philosophy in Vassar College. Henry

Holt & Oo., New York. 1915. Pp. 374.

The title of this volume might seem to lend color to the opinion

that there is no American Philosophy as such, although our country

has not been unfertile in Thought. America, it might be held, has

simply imported foreign philosophical opinions, has invented none

of its own that are worth retaining or recording. Its philosophy has

been " made in Germany ", or partly in England and France. The
author of the volume before us, however, rightly dissents from this

view. We have had philosophers, original thinkers, he says, who,

though not influential abroad, have been " makers of history at

home ". Professor Riley has in a previous volvune presented " the

colonial background ", the Early Schools of American Philosophy,

which comprised " the most important forms of thought as they

crossed from the Old to the New World, developed during two cen-

turies and slowly prepared the way for the native philosophy of

Emerson ".

The volume at hand "condenses the earlier work and continues the

development of national thought until it emerges triumphantly in

pragmatism, a typical American philosophy ". Many American

readers will not be proud of the latter rather pert child of the

American mind, any more than they care to boast of the Emersonian

phantasies as constituting a " native philosophy ". But be this as it

may, Professor Riley's book is to be accepted rather as an historical

survey than as a critical treatment of the philosophical opinions re-

corded. From this point of view students of philosophy will be

greatly helped by the work. Those who for one reason or another

cannot make first-hand acquaintance with, let us say, the pragmatic

movement, or with such somewhat voluminous writers as Ladd,

Royce, Baldwin, will get from the book fairly well condensed ac-

coimts of the things they want to know.

It is surprising, as it is regrettable, that no mention is made of

Orestes Brownson. A host of comparatively second-rate, not to say

insignificant, writers on topics more or less philosophical appear in

these pages, while there is no mention of him who was certainly one

of the greatest of America's real philosophers. One may or must

disagree with some of the opinions held by Brownson both after and

before his entrance into the Catholic Church, but no one who is
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familiar with his writings, and who is capable of judging, can fail

to recognize the depth and breadth of his thought, the originality

of his genius, the sincerity and virility of his spirit, the directness

and force of his expression. The omission of his name from a his-

tory of American Thought is a serious defect in a work which is on

the whole so comprehensive, so informing, and, we might add, so

interestingly presented.

OUB PALAOE WONDEBFUL; or Man's Place invisible Oreation. By

the Bev. Frederiok A. Honck. D. B. Hansen & Oo., Ohicago. 1916.

Pp. 173.

Next to the Bible, the book of nature ought to be familiar to

the priest. From earth and sky, field and flood, from flowers and

birds, from the vast kingdom of animal life he can draw inex-

haustible stores of food for the nourishing of mind and heart and

the uplifting of his soul to the Author of every good gift. Nor can

the priest do better than imitate the example of his Master who
found the most eloquent lessons and the most impressive illustra-

tions of spiritual truths in the lilies of the field and the birds of

the air, in the fields and vineyards, in the fish of the sea and the

sheep of the hills. The priest's instructions to the faithful, espec-

ially his familiar talks to the little ones, will be most interesting

and effective if they are drawn, as were our Lord's, from the visible

things of creation. * Some two decades ago a beautiful and instructive

work was written by G. C. Child Chaplin, M.D,, a member of the

Anglican Communion, and published by John Murray, London

(New York: Dutton & Co.), under the title Benedicite. The hymn
of the Three Children forms the basis of a most interesting siun-

mary of nature teaching. To read the book is a help to say one's

Lauds " digne, attente ac devote ". Fr. Houck has had a similar

design in writing the volume before us. In a general way, too, he

follows the same lines. Chiefly from the mineral and vegetable king-

doms he educes a considerable fund of interesting facts illustrative

of God's wisdom, power, love, and beneficence. The book is on the

whole well written, well made, and neatly adorned. It will be found

well worth the reading, especially as it tends to stimulate a per-

sonal study of Nature, God's own book. Here and there may be

noted some points that might receive attention in a future edition.

For instance, at page 44 we read that " there is scarcely a fixed star

within the range of the smallest [largest?] telescope that is not

much larger than the earth ". There is no place for " scarcely " in

this statement; not a single planet can compare in magnitude with-

the smallest of the fixed stars.
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After the repeated recommendations that have appeared in the Review r>f
the Pohle-Preuss series of dogmatic text-books, it will suffice merely to
mention the seventh volume on Grace as having recently come from the press.
The universally recognized obscurity of the subject seems almost to disappear
under the light reflected from this English version of the eminent German
theologian's scholarly exposition. While Latin is naturally the mother-tongue
of dogmatic theology, these text-books demonstrate the possibility of convey-
ing the science of the contents of faith through an English medium, without
sacrificing aught of the technical precision. On the other hand, it must be-
recognized that neither the original nor the translation eliminates entirely the
use of Latin. On the contrary, Latin appears on the margins of practically
each page, and the wonted scholastic terms and distinctions stand out every-
where in the text. This is of course as it should be, since the manuals will be-

most used by students, who, though more or less acquainted with Latin, will be
helped by employing these books for supplementary reading or study. ( Herder.)

Nothing need be said here on the vital importance in these times of solid
and accurate knowledge regarding Divine Grace. In every age human souls
have striven to enter into immediate personal communion with God—to dis-

pense with symbols or other media, and to be conscious of intimate possession

of the Deity. In Catholicism this thirst for God is answered and attained, to

a high degree, through the aid of supernatural Grace, the informing habit
which in a sense deifies the soul. But outside the Church a similar union is

sought for through natural or at most preternatural, though not supernatural
agency. The native energies of the soul are susceptible of a discipline which
begets in them a consciousness of ideal things that take on the semblance of

the divine, so that the mind believes it is holding immediate converse with
God unveiled, and intuitively perceived, without the apparatus of imagery, con-

cepts, or other phenomena of the spirit.

In a publisher's notice of a recent book by a popular writer occurs the state-

ment that " the author's main object is to sift out the fundamental truths of

real Christianity ". To effect this the author " separates them from the many
half-truths and errors which nowadays so often overlay them ". We wish we
coold do just this thing with a recent volume translated by H. CoUison from
the German of Rudolph Steiner. The book bears the title Christianity as Mys-
tical Fact and the Mysteries of Antiquity. Unfortunately there are more
"half" than whole truths and more errors, more serious errors, than real

truths between the covers. Whatever interest the work possesses for an in-

telligent reader is found in the first portion of the volume wherein the beliefs

in transcendent spiritual truths held more or less esoterically by the ancient

sages are discussed. The second portion treating of the Gospels, of " the

Lazarus miracle ", the personality of our Lord, the nature of Christianity, and

some other subjects, is for the most part fanciful and here and there blas-

phemous. (New York: Putnam's Sons.)

Rudolph Steiner possesses intellectual gifts of no mean order. A Catholic

until his early manhood, had he continued within the Church and been

properly instructed in the truths of faith, his mental endowments might have

attained the development which with the aid of divine Grace would have

fitted them for mystical contemplation—since his whole personality is adapted

hereto. Unfortunately he lapsed from the faith, the contents whereof he had

probably never really grasped, notwithstanding the fact that he had been a

"choir boy". Afterward he took up mystical and theosophical studies and
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practices. How far, however, he was from true mysticism another work of
his entitled The Way of Initiation painfully shows.

If the present were the place to show that the mysticism taught by Steinep
differs toto coelo from the genuine mysticism experienced by the Catholic
saint and systematically explained by mystical theology, a comparison of
Steiner's writings with a recent volume on Ruysbroeck by Miss Evelyn Under-
hill would easily and convincingly demonstrate. This however, not being
the place to institute the comparison, we must content ourselves with recom-
mending Miss Underbill's admirable little volume. The author is not, we
presume, a Catholic by profession ; but so far as the work Just mentioned may
be taken as a sign, she has Catholic instincts and insight, since her study of
the character of Ruysbroeck, and especially of his doctrine on the various
stages of the spiritual life, is thoroughly Catholic in matter and spirit.

Some readers of Miss Underbill's pages may not relish the psychological
technicalities employed in describing or explaining the spiritual experiences

of sanctity. On the other hand, this very terminology shows how thoroughly
the old wine is adapted to the new bottles—seeing that genuine mystical phe-
nomena lose none of their reality by passing from the venerable forms of the

past into the dress of modem psychology. The expression changes somewhat,
the content remains unaltered. {^The Quest Series. Vol. 6. Bell & Co., Lon-
don ; The Macmillan Co., New York.)

An attractive little book entitled Flower of the Field by a Benedictine of
Princethorpe Priory, should have its modest message to the " Girl World

"

heard and heeded. The " flower " is the love of Mary and the " field " is the

maiden's heart, which like fallow ground is capable of bringing forth fruit

good or ill according to the seed sown upon it and the care that is given to

the young growth. The booklet comprises reflections in prose and verse upon
the successive incidents in Our Lady's life. The thoughts are solid, practical

and pertinent to the needs and tendencies of youth. The book might well have

a place among the June day premiums. (London, Bums & Oates; New York,

Benziger Bros.)

Les Cloches des Moris is the title given to a tiny booklet emanating from
the pen that wrote " By the Grey Sea ", " An Old Marquise ", and other charm-
ing stories. The " Funeral Bells " tolled out sombre peals—yet withal soothing

and peace-bringing—as they fell upon the soul of the author one day in a vil-

lage of Northem France. The sterner thoughts of death are fretted through

with the lights and the joys of the life beyond. It is an exquisite idyl in

prose, and the wee booklet suggests itself as what you may like to gfive to a

friend who sorrows for a departed loved one. (London, Sands & Co.; St.

Louis, Herder.)

The Christian Year Publishing Co., Covington, Kentucky, issues a small

pamphlet on Methods of Hearing Holy Mass, prepared for the daily use of

school children. There are five special methods together with a chapter on

Mass for the dead, and one on Holy Communion. The method throughout in-

cludes a leader and the class altemating, and should be serviceable in fixing

the otherwise wandering attention of the little ones upon the sacred mysteries.

The United States Department of Agriculture issues a number of Reports

(104, 105, 106) on the Economic Needs of Farm Women which contain in

compact form a large mass of information on topics of domestic economy that

need not be confined to women on farms. Human happiness depends so inti-

mately upon the wife and mother and daughter that knowledge of the kind

here compiled should have the widest possible circulation. (Washington, The

Government Printing Office.) •
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The Watches of the Sacred Passion, by the late Jesuit Father Peter Gallwey
for the last twenty years very popular as Lenten reading, both in English-
speaking countries and in France, has been translated into German by Countess
Antonie von Hertling. The work is divided into two parts, treating in the
first volume the eve of the Passion and the four night watches of Thursday,
whilst the second volume, beginning with the morning watch of Good Friday,
continues the meditations on the trial, scourging, carrying of the Cross and
death of our Saviour. Then follow reflections upon the scenes of desolation
in and about Jerusalem, bringing into review the places and persons of the
Gospel narrative, including the Easter cycle down to the feast of the Ascen-
sion of our Lord. The translation is in good taste and follows the original
quite closely. The Scripture quotations are from P. Arndt's version, and the
hymns and sequences from Dr. Heinr. Moufang's rendering of the Divine
Office. The work is a classic in Catholic devotional literature and will hold its
own among religious and the clergy for a long time to come. (Fr. Pustet &
Co.)

The Fathers of the Society of the Divine Word, Techny, Illinois, publish a
•eries of prayer-books for Young Men, Young Women, and Children. Ever
Faithful, " Prayers for Catholics ", is a good sample of well chosen instruc-
tions, devotions, and pious suggestions, neatly printed and bound. The volume
is for general use, but it contains an Appendix on " Instructions for Younir
Men".

Lack of space prevents us from printing a paper by a respected priest in
which he urges the Reverend Fathers who conduct Retreats for the Clergy
during the Summer, to insist on the practice of daily Communion where it is

impossible for the priests in attendance to say Mass each day. The subject
has already been broached in the Review, and the reasons in favor of the prac-
tice are obvious in the light of the Encyclical of Pius X on the subject.

Schwartz, Kirwin & Fauss (New York) publish a handy student's edition

of the famous Somnium Scipionis in Cicero's De Re Publica, edited by Fr.

James A. Kleist, S.J., of Campion College. The Introduction, which gives

the student the historic setting of that literary gem, is in English, as are also

the notes and references to the author's Aids to Latin Prose Composition.
The Latin text has an admirable English translation accompanying it on oppo-
site pages. It is a scholarly production well designed to give the Freshman
the grammatical aids for an intelligent interpretation of the matchless classic.

The purpose of the English translation is moreover to furnish a basis for

correct retranslation into Latin as an exercise in style.

Father Thomas k Kempis Reilly, O.P., has prepared a series of daily read-

ings or reflections entitled Saints and Saintly Dominicans (John Murphy Co.).

The little volume offers some apt thoughts on the feast of a saint or the com-
memoration of a mystery, a page or two for each day of the year. Whilst all

the great saints are represented, those of the Dominican calendar predomi-
nate. The purpose is to make known and to cultivate devotion to the great

Dominican luminaries of the past. The volume will be welcomed not only

by Dominican tertiaries, for whom it appears to be chiefly designed, but for

all who appreciate the great helps that have come to the Communion of

Saints from the activities of the Order of St. Dominic. The sketches are not

so much biographical as devotional, followed by a brief prayer and a sug-

gestion of practice.

A clear understanding of the ideals of the Dominican Order is promoted
by a neatly printed volume entitled The Friar Preacher : Yesterday and To-day,

originally published in French by Pire Jacquin, O.P. Father Hugh Pope
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has made an excellent translation (Benriger Bros.). After giving a snccinct
history of the commencement of the Order and its definitive organization ac-
cording to the mind of St. Dominic, the author leads us to a study of the pur-
pose, the means, and the government of the Order, and shows its providential
place in the general scheme of the religious life,

II Sefolcro di Pio IX in Roma, is the title of a brochure by P. Lodovico
Ferretti, O.P., illustrated in exquisite taste and issued from the Dominican
Press at Florence. The monograph describes the newly-decorated tomb of
Pins IX in the old Basilica of San Lorenzo fuori le Mnra. The tomb is in
the ancient vestibule of the old church which is now at the back of the edifice.

The latter has been repeatedly restored since the sixth century when Pela-
gius II built it on the site of the older church dedicated to SS. Lawrence
and Cyriac, and erected by Constantine. The present decorations are
on a magnificent scale and consist of inlaid marbles and mosaics; they are the
result of the work of the architect Raphael Cattaneo and the German painter
Ludwig Seitz, aided by the executive ability of Count Acquademi. The costs

of the sepulchral chapel as it is at present, have been covered by the contribu-
tions of prelates, nobles, and national committees from all countries. These
personages are represented in the decorations by their coats of arms.

French sermons generally have the advantage of being eminently preach-
able and adaptable to the requirements of varjring circumstances. Father J.
Pailler's discourses (Instructions d'un quart d'heure; Paris, Pierre T^qui)
form no exception to this rule. In addition to this desirable quality, tfiey

have the distinction of being brief, impressive, and full of vivacity. The
preacher may see fit to discard one or the other illustration which will hardly
appeal to an American public; but this can be done easily without impairing
the effectiveness of the sermon. Used judiciously, these instructions will fur-

nish fine models and excellent material for preaching.
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